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Abstract 

Clinical practice variation (CPV), where differences in healthcare delivery do not reflect 

differences in clinical need or patient preferences, is considered a hallmark of poor quality 

care. ‘Unwarranted variation’ is the focus of mounting policy attention in the context of health 

system performance, and is the subject of a large and growing body of literature. Despite this, 

CPV remains poorly explained and relatively weakly theorised. In particular, ways of 

determining when variation is warranted are not well developed. Many assertions around CPV 

remain under-explored and untested. Much of the literature operates on the assumption that 

the legitimacy of variation depends on its source or cause, and that variation in processes of 

care will lead to related variation in outcomes.  

This doctoral research focuses on two overarching questions relating to CPV in general 

practice management of chronic disease: (1) what is CPV, and how can it be best 

conceptualised and understood; and (2) what can routinely collected clinical data tell us about 

the phenomenon of CPV in general practice? Accordingly, this thesis conducts two parallel, 

iterative investigations. It explores the operationalisation of CPV as a theoretical construct in 

the healthcare quality and performance space, and also examines variation in a series of 

clinical performance measures for coronary heart disease (CHD) and diabetes in Australian 

general practice. Together, these lines of inquiry constitute a mixed-methods ‘sense-making’ 

exercise that seeks an incremental interplay between literature and data, to shed light on the 

phenomenon of CPV.   

Data are drawn from a unique dataset of aggregate reporting metrics, using extracted 

electronic medical record data, among an affiliated group of 36 general practice clinics serving 

approximately 189,848 patients over a 5-year period. These data are examined descriptively 

and ultimately analysed using Qualitative Comparative Analysis (QCA) against an empirically 

derived framework of potential explanatory factors. Theory development draws on complexity 

science, especially complex adaptive systems theory, and the disciplines of social 

epidemiology and health ecology. 

Results show that a series of discourses have strongly shaped thinking about CPV, converging 

around a normative ‘bad apples’ approach to understanding variation. However, CPV may also 

contribute to healthcare quality in ways that are not well considered, especially in primary care 

settings. I demonstrate that there may be unconventional but more illuminating ways to 

conceptualise variation that enable our collective understanding to progress. These include 

using an ecological framework to conceive CPV as an emergent property of coupled, complex 
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adaptive systems, and employing an equity lens to distinguish between CPV in processes and 

outcomes of care. 

In descriptive analyses, I find that variation frequently behaves differently across different 

measures, with crucial system information contained in the interstices of the data. Contrary to 

common assumptions, relationships between processes and outcomes of care are not 

straightforward. Using a framework of factors associated with CPV in general practice 

management of diabetes and CHD, I confirm that causality is complex and multifactorial, 

operating at a number of levels.  

Ultimately, employing the case-based configurational method of QCA, I show that there may 

be no single or primary cause for CPV. Instead, clinics can arrive at a particular outcome via 

multiple independent causal pathways which are themselves multifactorial. These multi-

component causes may be defined as much by the interactions between component elements 

as by individual elements themselves. The same factor may have differential effects within 

different combinations, or at different scales. 

These findings suggest that relying on causal explanations to demarcate unwarranted variation 

may be insufficient. However, both theory and methods require continued development to 

ensure an adequate understanding of the role and representation of warranted and 

unwarranted variation in performance measurement systems. Case-based configurational 

methods such as QCA may have substantial utility in helping to explain and delineate these 

phenomena. 
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1 INTRODUCTION  

You cannot dig a hole in a different place by digging the same hole deeper. 

- Edward de Bono, 1990.(1 p8) 

1.1 Background 

This thesis, perhaps unusually, began with data. In 2016, Ochre Health Ltd was an Australia-

wide, privately owned healthcare services company operating 35 general practices across six 

states and territories. Ochre had been collecting a limited set of health outcomes data, across 

the group, using a proprietary software tool to extract clinical data from practice level electronic 

medical records (EMRs) since 2012. Outcome measures were aggregated at the clinic level, 

collated on a monthly basis. They focused mainly on selected indicators for chronic disease 

care across three nominated conditions – diabetes, coronary heart disease and chronic 

obstructive pulmonary disease. Previous analysis had suggested apparent relationships 

between various quality indicators within the data and several composite reporting tools used 

by the company to provide practice-level feedback. It had also noted substantial variation in 

measures between practices, suggesting there were significant drivers of inter-practice 

variation that were local rather than company-wide. Ochre was keen to leverage the value of 

these data and understand factors that were contributing to variation, as a means of supporting 

appropriate clinical improvement strategies.  

Quality improvement (QI) initiatives targeting systematic improvements in healthcare delivery 

have become well established in general practice settings.(2-7) Quality, cost and equity are 

critical concerns in general practice, as they are elsewhere in the healthcare system, and the 

subject of ongoing international inquiry.(8) General practice is also the focus of increasingly 

concerted efforts to optimise and leverage the value of routinely collected clinical and 

administrative data, especially that contained in EMRs.(9-12) These data represent a valuable 

resource to clinicians, researchers, service commissioners and policy-makers, with the ability 

to shed light on questions of clinical behaviour, therapeutic effectiveness, safety, utilisation 

and patient outcomes.(9, 13-15)  

The Ochre Health dataset represented a unique opportunity to explore practice variation 

between clinics and over time, across a specified range of measures designed to reflect quality 

of chronic disease management in a real-world context. Initial thinking suggested outcomes 

were likely to be best in practices with higher socioeconomic indices, stable staffing, utilising 

more specified CDM activities and those with higher compliance against process measures.  
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1.1.1 The Australian primary care setting 

Australia has a strong primary healthcare (PHC) system with universal health coverage 

provided through Medicare, the national publicly-funded health insurance scheme. Under 

Medicare, Australians receive subsidised access to public hospital, population and community 

health services provided by the states and territories, and to specialist medical and primary 

care services funded by the Australian (federal) Government. General practitioners (GPs) are 

the main providers of primary care services, offering the first point of contact with the 

healthcare system for most Australians; 90% of whom consult a GP at least once per year.(16) 

General practices and other primary care providers are supported by a series of geographically 

configured Primary Health Networks (PHNs); administrative organisations funded by the 

federal government, charged with commissioning services and improving the integration of 

primary care services with other elements of the healthcare system.(17) Several organisations 

in Australia now collate aggregated collections of general practice clinical data, including 

PHNs,(18) the National Prescribing Service (NPS) MedicineInsight program,(19) the 

Population Level Analysis and Reporting (POLAR) program,(11) and Optimum Patient Care 

(OPC) Australia.(20) In 2018, as part of nation-wide healthcare reform, the Australian Institute 

of Health and Welfare (AIHW) was funded to begin development of an “enduring National 

Primary Health Care Data Asset”, that would complement these and other initiatives to build a 

comprehensive picture of how patients engage with the healthcare system.(21) 

1.1.2 Quality and primary care 

Historical approaches to quality in healthcare, including QI, have championed the reduction of 

variation and standardisation of processes as pathways to improved outcomes.(22) However, 

there have been intriguing glimpses of an alternative view: that individualised tailoring or 

customisation of care to individual needs is also important and may operate as a marker of 

quality in some way.(23-27)  This idea aligns with an emerging discourse around patient-

centred care (PCC), focused on patient defined and articulated needs and preferences;(28) 

and is also a central, but often overlooked, tenet of evidence-based practice.(EBP) Due to its 

fundamental nature, the primary care setting may be a place where these issues are magnified 

or of particular relevance.  

General practice is a discipline focused on whole-person care and understanding of patients 

as multidimensional people; a fundamental ethos shared with nursing and some allied health 

disciplines.(29) General practice and primary care consider individuals in the context of their 

lives and communities, using a ‘biopsychosocial’ orientation subject to real world 
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influences.(30, 31, 32) Good primary medical care is characterised by longitudinal, continuous 

patient-provider relationships; comprehensive, coordinated health care delivery; person-

centred rather than disease-driven care; patient populations with multimorbidity; and clinical 

uncertainty, such as the delineation of specific problems from undifferentiated 

presentations.(33-36) Core values encompass patient-centredness, holism, prioritisation and 

relationship-based decision making.(37) Quality in primary care may be fundamentally 

different to acute care settings because of these issues, and standardised approaches to 

healthcare quality that promote technical aspects of disease-driven care may be problematic 

or inapplicable.(38-40)   

1.1.3 World view and motivation 

I have worked in healthcare since 1984, when I began training as a registered nurse at a large, 

university-affiliated, teaching hospital in Sydney, New South Wales. At that time in Australia, 

nurse training was transitioning to ‘professional status’ and progressively moving from 

indentured hospital programs to universities, with nurses awarded a Bachelors Degree after 

three years of full-time study. I joined the very last training group at my hospital alma mater; 

the following year university programs became the only pathway to professional registration. 

On the morning of our first day, the Director of Nursing spent an introductory hour telling us all 

about how much better university training was for the profession.  

Following graduation, I moved back to my rural home town for a year or so and worked at the 

local hospital while I saved the funds to support some international travel (an Australian rite of 

passage, then and now). This small hospital had a strong and proud history of training nurses. 

Although now truncated, this culture seeped out of the walls, and was unmissable to an 

outsider. I think I learnt nearly as much in this short period as I did in my entire training: about 

what ‘good’ healthcare looks and feels like, about workplace culture and professional tribes, 

about the dynamics of place and the contrasts between the city and the bush. These issues 

have remained core interests as I have gone about my professional life. While those early 

years were intellectually stimulating, the learning was also messy and situated, demanding 

and emotional, paradoxically both simple and complicated. But somewhere I reached a point 

where I knew how to ‘be’ a clinician, with an internalised grasp of ‘quality’.  

Since then, I have worked in many parts of the healthcare system, traversing clinical settings 

from metropolitan intensive care units to rural emergency departments to primary care. I have 

worked in non-clinical settings including population health management of non-communicable 

disease, clinical governance and quality improvement, organised primary care and 
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implementation of policy reform, and in academia. For the last 15 years I have worked in a 

university medical school, as something of a boundary-spanner, straddling a space between 

two professions and bringing an integrative, cross-disciplinary perspective to collaborative 

health services research. 

Without forming an explicit intention, I have come to see health, and healthcare, in big-picture 

system terms, as a complex synergistic (occasionally dysfunctional) whole. Healthcare, like 

life, is both a biological and social endeavour with many moving parts. Despite my 

protestations, and a professed preference for the clarity of numbers, I find myself repeatedly 

engaged in qualitative research about (tricky) ideas and drawn to sociological interpretations 

of ‘stuff’. My nursing heritage sets me up for a familiarity with the hermeneutic and 

phenomenological perspectives favoured by the discipline. So perhaps it is no surprise that I 

have adopted an integrative, cross-disciplinary, interpretive stance to interrogating variation in 

healthcare. The more I explored the boundaries of the issue, the more it seemed unjustified to 

conduct yet another analysis in yet the same way that failed (yet again) to adequately explain 

observed variation. After 36 years of ‘knocking around’ the system, I am trying to make sense 

of the ‘variation problem’ in light of all the other things we know about the world in which it 

exists and the entity that produces it. My over-riding concern is with the need to understand 

‘what is going on’. 

This thesis pursues two iterative, but parallel, investigations: an examination of the literature 

interspersed with exploration of an illustrative, real-world dataset. These are constructed as 

sequential, recursive lines of inquiry that shift focus from one track to the other as a way of 

moving forwards. My intention is to progress towards a more synthesised understanding of 

practice variation, around which knowledge development arguably seems to have become 

stuck. To borrow from systems-thinking and knowledge management,(41, 42) we have reams 

of data, much information, some knowledge, limited understanding and very little wisdom. In 

treading a path towards understanding, I also alternate between (and sometimes straddle both) 

clinical and social science frames, acknowledging both health and healthcare as having this 

dual construction. This chapter aims to weave an introductory path through the broader context 

for healthcare variations research, describing the world in which variation arises, and leading 

to a theoretical framework for making sense of the problem.  

1.2 Key terms: definitions and usage 

A number of key terms are used in particular ways throughout this chapter and beyond. For 

example, general practice is used interchangeably with family medicine and with primary care, 
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which is distinguished from primary health care (PHC). Definitions and conventions around 

use are provided in Table1.1. 

Table 1.1: Definitions and usage of key terms 

Variation in healthcare  

Healthcare variation,  

also referred to as  

clinical variation,  

clinical practice variation, 

medical practice variation. 

Variations in medical treatment such that similar, or apparently 

similar, patients with similar health status or medical conditions do 

not receive the same treatment.(43) More specifically, patients with 

similar diagnoses, prognoses and demographic characteristics 

receive different care despite agreed and documented evidence of 

‘best practice’. This is measured relative to when, where and by 

whom they are treated, and can occur at individual, facility, 

professional and organisational levels.(44) 

Unwarranted clinical 

variation 

“Patient care that differs in ways that are not a direct and 

proportionate response to available evidence or to the healthcare 

needs and informed choices of patients”,(45)or by implication 

“variation that can only be explained by differences in health system 

performance”.(46) 

Small area variation The observation of variation in population-based use of medical 

services across relatively small geographic areas, subsequently 

extended to use of services by people implicitly connected with 

specific medical centres.(47) 

Evidence-based medicine 

and evidence-based 

practice 

The “integration of clinical expertise, patient values, and the best 

research evidence into the decision making process for patient 

care”,(48) which explicitly recognise that “the patient brings to the 

encounter his or her own personal preferences and unique concerns, 

expectations, and values”.(49) 

Quality and performance 

Quality Healthcare quality is a complex, multi-faceted concept with 

numerous definitions and frameworks, that generally encompasses 

but goes beyond the notion of safety. Broadly speaking, it reflects 

the extent to which health services or products produce desired 

outcomes, or increase their likelihood, and are consistent with 

current professional knowledge.(50)  

Safety 
The avoidance or minimisation (reduction to acceptable limits) of 

actual or potential harm from the delivery or management of 

healthcare, or the environment in which it is delivered.(51)  
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Quality improvement The combined and unceasing effort to make changes to healthcare 

that will lead to better patient outcomes (health), better system 

performance (care) and better professional development 

(learning).(52) 

Performance management 

/ monitoring 

An approach to public service effectiveness which asserts that 

managerialism is the optimal and most essential component of good 

administration and governance in human organisations,(53) and is 

used to provide assurance to healthcare commissioning agencies 

regarding accountability, efficiency, safety and quality.(54)  

Indicators Performance measurement tools used to monitor and evaluate the 

quality of clinical and other functions in healthcare organisations, with 

a view to raising awareness of existing practice and driving 

improvement.(6) 

Structure The settings in which healthcare takes place, and the 

instrumentalities which produce it, including administrative and 

operational processes that support and direct the provision of 

care.(55) 

Process Processes of care may include technical or interpersonal processes 

as well as clinical decision-making; what care is delivered, how it is 

delivered, and the manner in which interactions occur.(55) 

Outcome The outcome of medical care in terms of recovery, restoration of 

function, or survival;(55) or the health status of a patient as a result 

of receiving health care, potentially requiring information about a 

wide array of subjective or objective elements such as mortality, 

physiological measures, laboratory findings, functional status or 

patient reported symptoms, behaviour or knowledge.(56)   

Primary Health Care 

Primary health care (PHC) PHC is a strategy for achieving universal healthcare based on  

health for all as a human right, community driven decision-making 

for health; healthcare provision close to where people live; and 

coordinated efforts across society to create health including fair 

social and economic arrangements.(57)(58)   

Primary care Primary care services sit within a PHC framework as the first point 

of contact for individual healthcare delivery, comprising “the 

provision of integrated, accessible health care services by clinicians 

who are accountable for addressing a large majority of personal 

health care needs, developing a sustained partnership with patients, 

and practicing in the context of family and community”.(59) 
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General practice, 

family medicine,  

family practice 

These terms, representing different labels applied to primary 

medical care in different countries, are considered synonymous and 

used interchangeably with the term ‘primary care’. 

Shared decision-making 

(SDM) 

Involves the patient and clinician collaborating to integrate the 

“patient’s values, goals and concerns with the best available 

evidence about benefits, risks and uncertainties of treatment, in 

order to achieve appropriate health care decisions”.(60) 

Patient-centred care (PCC) Berwick has proposed a definition of PCC that prioritises 

transparency, individualisation, recognition, respect, dignity and 

choice for patients (28).   

Electronic medical record 

(EMR) 

 

Is the nomenclature used in this thesis although we consider these 

largely synonymous with the terms electronic clinical record (ECR) 

and electronic health record (EHR), although these may also be 

used in multi-disciplinary and cross-organisational settings. Clinical 

information systems (CIS) are taken to mean the software specific 

operating systems that provide EMR capability.  

1.3 Situating the research problem: clinical practice variation and 
the world in which it arises  

The issue of variation in clinical care is an increasingly pervasive problem in healthcare. 

Variations in the healthcare provided to individual patients or populations are observed 

repeatedly when comparisons are made both over time and place, and at different scale. For 

example, variation is observed between countries, states, regions, healthcare organisations 

and individual providers. These differences are described in health service utilisation, 

processes of care, treatment appropriateness, clinical outcomes and health care costs. The 

‘variation phenomenon’ (61, 62) is the subject of an abundant peer-reviewed (63-65) and policy 

(66-72) literature. It is a focus of health services researchers as well as health policy and public 

sector organisations at national and international levels.(72-74) This policy attention occurs in 

a context of increasing emphasis on performance and accountability,(75) and quality, cost and 

value in contemporary healthcare.(76) It also occurs against a background of international 

efforts to achieve access to primary health care for all,(77, 78) acknowledgement of health as 

an important factor in economic development and prosperity,(79) and the social evolution and 

negotiation of human values.   

The language of safety and quality has become an underpinning healthcare discourse, with 

significant operational and policy resources directed towards measuring and improving quality. 
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Poor quality healthcare, including adverse events, patient harm and inappropriate care, is 

identified as a global problem,(80) with some authors attributing greater mortality burden to 

poor care than poor access to care.(81) This recognition has reinforced calls for universal 

health coverage, health system redesign and accountability for quality at all levels of health 

systems, including in low and middle income countries.(80, 82) Healthcare variation is now a 

key concept in this quality discourse; one which is generally problematised as something to be 

controlled, avoided or eliminated.(83, 84)  

Clinical practice variation (CPV) is described as “a major culprit in the disparity between 

resources spent and health care benefits achieved”.(85 p1) In a proliferating body of literature, 

variation has become a cause celebre in the quality debate,(62) and captured the international 

health policy agenda,(75, 86-88) especially in relation to geographic disparity. It is argued that 

information about healthcare variation should be routinely reported to support examination of 

relationships between policy and clinical decisions, raising important questions about 

healthcare efficiency and effectiveness.(89) As a result, atlases of variation are now published 

in many jursidictions,(88, 90-94) in order to “stimulate discussion and prompt the search for 

unwarranted variation”.(88 S5)   

1.3.1The challenge of unwarranted clinical variation 

Practice variation is commonly problematized as unwarranted clinical variation (UCV), defined 

as variation that is not explained by differences in patient or illness factors, medical evidence 

or need, or patient preferences.(95)  This definition implicitly acknowledges that some variation 

may be warranted, and places the burden of differentiation on identification of the cause or 

source of variation. However, few studies comprehensively explain observed variation and 

there is little clarity about the threshold between warranted and unwarranted variation.(75, 96) 

Studies have been described as poorly theorised and methodologically naïve,(64, 65), with 

many concluding that distinguishing UCV from potentially ‘warranted’ variation is the central 

challenge of CPV.(45, 46, 75, 97, 98)  

Influential early work by Wennberg and colleagues on geographic variations identified different 

problematic causes of unwarranted variation: overuse of ineffective care; underuse of effective 

care and supply-driven care.(83, 95) This framework allowed for ‘preference-sensitive 

conditions’; those where ‘legitimate treatment options’ exist including significant trade-offs 

between treatment alternatives, and inconclusive or poor quality evidence.(99) By implication 

these conditions create the potential space for “warranted” variation and have been the 

foundation of much of the scientific investigation of patient preferences and shared decision-
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making (SDM) interventions. However, there is an implicit tension between patient-centred 

approaches and the evidential uncertainty assumed here. Approaches to UCV assert the 

primacy of scientific evidence over alternatives such as lived experience as the rational basis 

for health care decisions. However, evidence generation is an ongoing process in which 

accepted practice is systematically assessed for its scientific basis. Large parts of accepted 

practice may not be covered by evidence, yet health professionals must still make treatment 

decisions; constituting an environment of clinical uncertainty. Terms such as ‘evidence-based 

medicine’ (or practice) may incorrectly suggest that ‘everything’ involved in patient care is 

backgrounded by ‘evidence’. 

The features of primary care described on pages 2-3 imply a level of individualisation or 

contextualisation of care delivery that is subject to substantial evidential uncertainty and 

potentially at odds with standardised approaches to health care quality that seek to reduce 

variation. While knowing the diagnosis or disease is important for locating relevant evidence, 

knowing the patient, and what is ‘needed’, is also vital before one can effectively intervene. If 

good general practice is context-driven, relationship-based and individual-focused, then what 

this looks like in a given circumstance is likely to vary based on patient factors, provider factors 

and also factors that arise in the relationship space between the two. While needs and 

preferences will vary between patients and contexts, they may also vary over time and 

circumstances even for individual patients. So, it is likely that what patients ‘need’ from this 

therapeutic relationship is dynamic rather than static. General practice is a domain where the 

primacy of evidence may collide with the primacy of lived experience in a tug of war over what 

really matters in health care.  

1.3.2 Variation, performance management and quality improvement 

Alongside concerns around quality, cost and value in contemporary health systems, there has 

been a growing emphasis on system performance and stewardship.(100-102) Healthcare 

variation specifically arises in this performance space, focused on how systems can be 

managed to improve outcomes in a context of “expanding knowledge, innovation and 

complexity”[p611].(100) Performance management systems have focused on measurement, 

monitoring, reporting and improvement; incorporating indicators of various dimensions or 

components of quality.(40, 54, 103-106) These quality elements include safety, effectiveness, 

appropriateness, responsiveness, continuity, accessibility, efficiency, sustainability and equity, 

alongside determinants of health and health status indicators. (107)  
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An increasing emphasis on organisational management can be traced in healthcare since the 

mid-20th century, following the rise of the industrial organisation model, and a subsequent trend 

towards managerialism in public sector organisations more broadly.(53) Performance 

measurement and management have been key tools in this trajectory, especially in public 

sector healthcare systems,(54) in response to developing concerns about risk in medicine and 

the weaknesses of professional self-regulation. This shift re-aligned the traditional balance of 

power between clinicians and managers,(53) and saw the application of process improvement 

techniques from manufacturing industries as mechanisms for quality management. These 

processes, collectively referred to as ‘scientific management’, focus on the improvement of 

workflows, labour productivity and economic efficiency by improving reliability and removing 

waste.(108) Initially introduced by early 20th century manufacturing engineers, they have 

spawned related methods such as ‘lean manufacturing’, ‘SixSigma’, Total Quality 

Management, and Continuous Quality Improvement, all of which have been applied to 

healthcare.(109)   

1.3.2.1 Standardisation as a conditioned response 

Blaise and Kegels have argued that the contemporary quality discourse reflects a paradigm 

shift from professional to machine organisations in healthcare.(110) Machine organisations are 

highly bureaucratic and favour standardisation-type approaches.(111) They are characterised 

by the “emergence of a technostructure focusing on the design of good medical 

procedures”.(110 p352) Heath and colleagues have linked this to the poor performance of both 

markets and bureaucracies in healthcare, when products and technology may be 

uncertain.(112) In contrast to traditional ‘clan’ orientations in medicine with quality defined by 

internally articulated professional norms, bureaucracies require processes to be well-defined 

in order that they can be monitored.(112) Highly standardised systems may be good at 

delivering access, coverage, population health interventions and preventive care. However, 

they are relatively poor performers in relation to curative care, client orientation, and 

responsiveness to individual problems; well documented weaknesses of the machine-type 

organisation.(110)  

1.3.2.2 Accountability and improvement 

Much of the healthcare performance discourse is accompanied by calls for accountability,(113-

116) and broadly speaking, focus on CPV as a subset of this accountability mandate. 

Accountability and the structures which accompany it, “standardised measurement, public 

reporting, performance evaluation and managerial control”[p1619], also have common 
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“dysfunctional effects”.(117) While it is often assumed that the processes of accounting 

represented in the health policy discourse conform to accepted operational understandings, 

social studies of accountability mechanisms show that these processes do not just discover 

facts, but also create realities that go beyond the object being controlled.(117) The impact of 

accountability systems arises from the ways in which they are thought and talked about, in 

addition to the actions that are taken,(117) an observation which may be equally true in relation 

to variation.(65) These are essentially socially constructed entities which may develop a life of 

their own, generating impact and shaping reality. 

Accountability and value are linked aspects of performance management, that imply evaluative 

judgement, and are particularly important to funders and consumers.(118-121) For frontline 

clinicians however, the purpose of measurement is improvement, allowing local definition and 

ownership of indicators and balancing performance measures with measures of unintended 

consequences.(122) This can be construed as an argument for reciprocal accountability that 

ensures the real world impact of performance or quality management systems is understood 

and acknowledged.  

The QI movement has been a key clinical response to concerns about quality and 

accountability in healthcare. QI also draws on industrial quality management techniques, such 

as statistical process control,(123) to design and implement changes in healthcare delivery 

that will produce better care and better health.(52) QI advocates new approaches in order to 

achieve different results,(124, 125) based on the “central law of improvement” – that every 

system is “perfectly designed” to achieve the results it achieves.(126 p619) The advent of QI 

has been described as an irrevocable, fundamental and universal shift in the work of 

healthcare that entrains five discrete knowledge systems: the generation of scientific evidence, 

contextual and cultural awareness of care settings, performance measurement, planning for, 

and execution of change.(52) Many different actors, including clinicians, managers, regulators, 

policymakers and patients have roles to play in improving healthcare quality, although the way 

in which healthcare organisations influence quality are not always clear, and there is tension 

between top-down and bottom-up approaches.(127)  

1.3.3 The rise of measurement  

The emphasis on need for improvement has translated into an emphasis on measurement, 

borrowing a truism from scientific management: that without measurement there can be no 

improvement.(104) Health systems now rely on the critical importance of measurement and 

quantitative data to monitor performance and support improvements in service quality.(128, 
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129) There is a wide and proliferating body of measures and measurement approaches,  

including condition-specific, setting-specific and composite indicators and efficiency- and 

value-based measures.(128, 130-135) However, challenges have been identified with both the 

unidimensional nature of individual measures and the validity of composite indicators,(136, 

137) and the overlooking of qualitative assessments of quality.(128) There are also trade-offs 

between emphasis on outcomes as what matter, or processes as what is tractable.(138) 

From a managerial perspective, healthcare variation has largely been seen as a source of 

unjustified cost or inadequate care, with control and elimination as the desired responses. By 

extension, clinician behaviours that lead to variation are sometimes seen through a lens of 

deviation or ‘professional decoupling’, “where individual goals differ from organisational 

ones”.(139),[p5] The use of relative performance information, that enables peer comparison of 

individuals, groups, or regions has been a key management response to realign professional 

behaviour with organisational improvement goals and reduce variation.(139) In primary care 

settings, these have been complemented by organisational and policy-level interventions to 

promote behavioural change including payment for performance systems,(140) audit and 

feedback mechanisms,(7) and improvement collaboratives.(5) Collectively and conceptually, 

many of these initiatives have converged to an emphasis on performance information and 

‘data-driven improvement’.(2, 3, 141)    

1.3.3.1 Purposes of measurement  

Tensions have been highlighted between ‘measurement for performance’ and ‘measurement 

for improvement’.(142) These tensions (summarised in Table 1.2) are ontological and 

epistemological as well as practical; they include competing philosophies about what motivates 

both individual provider and collective organisational behaviour.(6) Performance-focused 

measurement primarily compares one’s (individual or collective) performance to the 

Table 1.2: Epistemological orientations in quality measurement  

Measurement for: Performance Improvement 

Orientation / Focus  

Comparator 

Motivation 

Driver / enabler 

Epistemology 

Methods 

Outward looking / external 

Performance of others  

Extrinsic  

Competition 

‘scientific’, inferential 

CPV / SAV, cross-sectional 

Inward looking / internal 

Own (past) performance  

Intrinsic  

Collaboration 

‘pragmatic’, goal-oriented 

QI / SPC, temporal 
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performance of others, using accountability strategies such as benchmarking, comparative 

audit and league tables to initialise and incentivise change. Measurement for improvement, on 

the other hand, focuses intrinsically on improvement relative to one’s previous performance. 

As a result, it draws on different analytical methods and response triggers to stimulate change. 

Activities focused on performance relative to others (performance benchmarking) may have 

different motivations to those focused on improving past performance against baseline.(143) 

Others have described three “faces of performance measurement”(142 p135) - research, as 

well as improvement and accountability - characterising each in terms of rationale, audience 

and mechanisms. While this approach distinguishes between accountability and research 

functions, the methods and epistemological foundations are similar, differing in scale, rigour 

and application rather than fundamental features. Many of the critiques of accountability data 

are those addressed by the more rigorous traditions of research. Despite the different 

approaches, language, and methods of these epistemological positions, including perceptions 

of ‘methodological snobbery’,(144) there may be arguments for strategic complementarity and 

convergence.(145) Both orientations have something to offer the study of variation, and it is 

possible that principles of one approach may be able to illuminate problematics of the 

other.(146) Increasingly, routinely collected clinical datasets straddle the boundaries between 

these  three faces, incorporating data that serves several purposes.  

1.3.4 Conceptualising quality for measurement 

1.3.4.1 Donabedian’s Structure-Process-Outcome framework 

Quality in healthcare is a complex, multi-faceted concept and there are numerous definitions 

and frameworks.(147) Similarly, quality in general practice is also complex, compounded by 

multi-morbidity and the complexity of patient needs, the primary care ethos and nature of 

generalism, and the multidisciplinary nature of care provision in primary care settings.(3) As a 

generalisation, most healthcare quality frameworks remain based on Avedis Donabedian’s 

original structure – process – outcome scaffold for assessing healthcare quality.(148)   

Health outcomes are generally understood as the ultimate measures of healthcare quality, 

supported by the institution of relevant structures and processes for their attainment.(3) 

Outcomes are considered central to assessment of quality because improving the health of 

patients is considered to be the primary goal of healthcare. Measurement of outcomes offers 

many advantages in assessing quality: outcomes are stable and valid in most situations and 

cultures, and usually amenable to measurement.(55) However, outcome measurement can be 
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controversial because attribution is often problematic, some may be difficult to define and 

measure, or the value of an outcome may be contested. Donabedian argued that the relevance 

of an outcome should be carefully considered, and while they remain the ultimate validators of 

health care effectiveness, they should be used with discrimination.(55) More recently attention 

has turned to the issue of who defines outcomes, with patient-reported outcome measures 

becoming pivotal in determining healthcare value.(149) 

Healthcare Processes. In view of these caveats and limitations, Donabedian suggested that 

examining the process of care itself, rather than its outcomes, offered an alternative approach 

to assessment of quality. This was justified by an assumption that the question of interest was 

likely to be whether “good” medical care had been practiced, rather than the ability of medical 

treatments or technology to achieve desired results: 

The estimates of quality that one obtains are less stable and less final than those 
that derive from the measurement of outcomes. They may, however, be more 
relevant to the question at hand: whether medicine is properly practiced.(55 p694) 

This philosophical positioning addresses purpose and seeks to address what it is we 

are really trying to understand. Donabedian saw process as including elements such as 

appropriateness, completeness (and redundancy) of clinical information; justification of 

diagnosis and treatment; technical competence; coordination and continuity; acceptability to 

patients and use of preventive management.(55) This conceptualisation was concerned with 

what care should look like and “requires that a great deal of attention be given to specifying 

the relevant dimensions, values and standards to be used in assessment”.(55 p694) 

Health system structure encompasses the contextual and environmental factors that 

precede, surround and support the delivery of care. It includes settings and “instrumentalities”; 

resources and approaches such as physical infrastucture, human systems and administrative 

operations, which may have important causative and antecedent effects on both process and 

outcome.(55) Information about structural elements has the advantage of being relatively 

concrete and accessible, but is limited by the fact that causative relationships between 

structure, process and outcomes are not always clear or well established. 

The structure-process-outcome framework has been criticised for being overly linear in terms 

of relationships between structure, process and outcome elements,(150, 151) and failing to 

adequately recognise and account for the importance of antecedent effects,(152) with various 

alternative or enhanced models proposed. However, the presumption of cause and effect 
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relationships between structure, process and outcome may be assumptions underpinning our 

application of the framework, rather than implicit in the framework itself. The original 

construction was quite holistic, developed as a ‘sense making’ interpretation rather than a ‘how 

to’ guide. Over time it has become interpreted and applied more crudely as a reductionist tool. 

Donabedian makes clear that the structure, process, outcome classifications should not be 

mistaken for attributes of quality, but understood as the types of information that can be 

obtained in order to infer whether the quality of care is poor, fair, or good.(153) He also 

proposes that in order to make these inferences, the relationships between categories need to 

be understood and that these are often probabilistic rather than certain. Many authors have 

subsequently drawn attention to uncertain links between processes, outcomes and costs, 

including inconclusive directions of association.(138, 154, 155) Others have highlighted the 

ecological fallacy inherent in the process - outcome relationship at different levels.(156, 157)  

1.3.4.2 More nuanced approaches  

Over time, conceptualisations of healthcare quality have evolved, encompassing patient 

safety-focused agendas, the progression of evidence-based medicine (EBM), and multi-

dimensional quality frameworks. Most recently, this has emerged as dialogue around person-

centred care (PCC) and personalised medicine (PM). Some have argued that the rise of 

measurement-led management has displaced core healthcare values which are fundamental 

to quality leadership, and that person-centred approaches provide a critical counterbalance to 

operative forms of managerialism.(158) However, there are tensions between EBM, often 

represented as scientific medicine, and individualized orientations such as PCC and PM.(53, 

159) Shared decision-making (SDM) provides a focused strategy for operationalising these 

ideas in practice, and reducing unwarranted variation.(34, 160)  

Patient perspectives have also been increasingly incorporated into measurement systems; 

earlier emphasis on patient satisfaction has grown into more deconstructed explorations of the 

nature of patient experience, and interaction with patient expectations.(161, 162) Emerging 

literature views patients as stakeholders, or even assessors, of quality.(163) Individualisation 

of care is increasingly seen as a quality enhancement in settings such as cancer care, where 

PM incorporates targeted, precision therapies and tailoring of treatments.(164) More generally, 

customised care may indicate legitimate, or warranted, variation: “many practice variations are 

readily explained by case-specific contraindications, patient risk factors, patient preferences 

and patient choices, and are thus clinically justified by individual patient circumstances”.(159 

p665) When patient preferences are ignored or unknown, variation may seem unwarranted 

but become acceptable once preferences are known and included in the equation. These 
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tensions point to the question of who controls the ‘indicators’ used in measuring processes 

and outcomes of care, and how we ensure their measurement is sufficiently sensitive to such 

concerns.  

1.3.4.3 Systems thinking and expert knowledge 

While performance variability is a ubiquitous dilemma in management, with a legacy that stems 

from industrial process control methods to eliminate deviations in quality, a parallel paradigm 

in healthcare quality has been to consider system behaviours and safety cultures. Human error 

models deal with the inevitably of human error, offering general causal explanations arising 

from the confluence or interaction of latent threats, and general principles to underpin 

preventive strategies and management responses.(165) While often construed as a 

justification for reducing variation, these theories offer two approaches to the problem of 

human fallibility: one focused on error and unsafe behaviours; and one on systems approaches 

that involve defensive layering (sometimes known as ‘Swiss cheese’ models) to avert errors 

and mitigate effects.(166) Error oriented approaches tend to employ ‘professional decoupling’ 

strategies that orient towards blame and identify problematic acts or individuals, which may be 

simpler, more emotionally satisfying, and protective of organisations. However, they tend to 

isolate errors from the context in which they occur, and which may exhibit recognisable 

patterns that contribute to error.(166) Systems approaches offer alternatives that pay attention 

to that context and manage environmental and operational risks. 

‘High reliability organisations’, which exhibit low rates of relative error and examination of 

success factors, are preoccupied with the possibility of failure and strategically marshal 

defences to address this, including harnessing and focusing variability.(166) This type of 

thinking has been translated to healthcare safety and quality, most notably through the 

application of aviation industry metaphors and methods, with related ‘human factors’ research 

examining the analogous cultural circumstances of expert operators in complex, technology 

dependent environments.(165) In knowledge management theory, processes may be 

distinguished from socio-culturally constituted ‘practices’ that instantiate knowledge.(167) In 

this way of thinking, process-focused refinements (standardisation) improve the efficiency of 

existing approaches; whereas practice-based innovation, a more fluid approach that allows for 

emergence, generates new approaches to work.(168) This viewpoint posits a contrast 

between standardisation, as replicability, and innovation; effective replication does not allow 

for adaptation and innovation. In healthcare, the Safety-II approach, an evolution of traditional 

patient safety approaches focused on error (Safety-I), focuses on everyday successes and the 

resilience that arises from judicious clinical adaptation to match conditions.(169, 170)   
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1.4 Theoretical and methodological underpinnings 

1.4.1 Healthcare as a complex system 

Healthcare is an increasingly complex endeavour.(171) It is biologically, technologically and 

socially constituted, dependent on dynamic and evolving science as well as the individual and 

collective beliefs and behaviours of patients, clinicians, managers and policy makers.(100, 

113) It is exemplified by paradoxical heterogeneity, where more healthcare and more 

expenditure do not equal more health,(172) and by ‘wicked problems’ that defy ready 

resolution.(173)(174) and demand new ways of thinking.(175) 

Complexity in clinical care is often conceptualised in terms of multi-morbidity,(35, 176) and the 

interplay between particular conditions;(177-179) or as a more generalised sense of patient 

complexity in the personal context,(180-185) which may translate into complexity in the act of 

providing care.(186, 187) Extending beyond these focused conceptions, complexity science, 

encompassing a range of academic fields from mathematics to genetics, systems biology, 

information theory and social science, offers an interdisciplinary collection of theoretical tools 

that may shed light on both primary care and clinical practice variation.(188) Complexity 

science is concerned with dynamic, multi-dimensional, inter-related systems and problems that 

are resistant to linear ‘cause and effect’ thinking.(189, 190) It is often contrasted with 

traditional, ‘reductionist’ understandings of the world based on Newtonian physics.(191-193) 

For the last several decades, ‘complexity thinking’ has been increasingly applied to healthcare 

settings and systems, recognising the growing intricacies of the scientific, technological and 

functional structures and processes which underpin them.(171, 194-200) This application 

encapsulates a movement away from traditional ‘scientific management’ approaches to human 

organisation, such as those espoused in industrial process control methods, towards the 

science of complex systems.(194) Systems thinking emphasises the inter-relatedness of parts 

within a complex whole, and can be applied to human interactions across multiple settings, 

including biological and social systems.(201) In complex systems, system properties arise from 

the combination and interaction of multiple component parts, in addition to the role of individual 

constituent parts themselves.(202) Complex systems are also inter-dependent with their 

environment, so cannot be considered in isolation.  

Complex systems, which are not deterministic, have been differentiated from merely 

‘complicated’ systems, which are deterministic, in that they contain unavoidable elements of 

uncertainty, ambiguity and unpredictability.(195) Mechanical systems, while complicated, can 
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be predicted in great detail due to linear cause and effect relationships, and characterise the 

system as the sum of its component parts.(202) While mechanistic systems thinking has 

generated tremendous scientific progress, our evolving knowledge of complex biological 

systems highlights gaps and inconsistencies.(202) Some authors have suggested that much 

of healthcare occupies a ’zone of complexity’ situated between simple deterministic systems 

characterised by high levels of both certainty and agreement, and the random disorder of 

chaos, with low certainty and low agreement.(171, 202)  

Complex adaptive systems (CASs) are a special case of complex systems, characterised by 

the presence of autonomous ‘agents’ who have the freedom to act independently in response 

to other system elements.(171, 194, 202) As a result, they demonstrate creativity, innovation, 

tension and paradox. CASs often nest within other complex systems; they are self-organising 

and exhibit emergent, non-reducible outcomes that are more than simply the sum of 

component parts. Cause and effect relationships within a CAS are often unpredictable and 

non-linear, in that small changes can elicit large effects while large changes might have little 

or no effect.(171, 202)  

1.4.1.1 Primary care as a complex adaptive system 

Like other parts of the healthcare system, there are good arguments for considering primary 

care and general practice as complex adaptive systems.(203) A number of authors have 

proposed that they exhibit many of the characteristics of a CAS (see Table 1.3), including both 

mathematical and aggregational attributes of complexity, the multidimensional nature of 

problems, and a whole that is greater than the sum of constituent parts.(112, 171, 186, 192, 

204-211) Mathematical attributes are quantitatively oriented and derived from chaos theory, 

while aggregational attributes are more qualitative and result from the interplay of behavioural 

elements.(212)  

Table 1.3: Complex adaptive system properties exhibited by general practice 

Multiple, interconnected, autonomous agents that can adapt or change, often based on internalised 
rules, and interact in potentially unpredictable ways.(171, 202, 204-206)  

Non-linear dynamics and relationships, where small changes can have large effects and vice 
versa.(171, 192, 206, 208, 209, 212) 

Sensitivity to initial conditions, so that the early context and configuration of the system can 
substantially influence results.(206, 212) 

Self-similarity, the repetition of similar units across multiple scales of resolution or granularity.(212) 

Hierarchical embeddedness, where systems are nested in larger systems or encompass smaller 
systems.(112, 212)   
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Network interdependencies, functioning as open systems with fuzzy rather than rigid boundaries and 
interaction with other external agents and systems.(171, 207, 210) 

Self-organisation and distributed control, where there is inherent but dynamic order, with no single 
control mechanism.(171, 204-207, 212) 

Unpredictable but patterned outcomes, identifiable in retrospect, based on ‘attractors’ and 
‘trajectories’.(171, 212) 

Emergence of novel behaviours and generative solutions, making the whole greater than the sum of 
parts.(171, 206, 207, 211, 212) 

Co-evolution, with adaptation over time as a result of recursive feedback loops and the impact of 
inter-relationships between agents and with system conditions.(171, 206, 212) 

Uncertainty, tension and paradox due to emergent, novel behaviour, interactions and conditions.(171) 

1.4.1.2 Variation as an emergent system property 

In CASs, complex emergent behaviours and patterns result from interactions between agents 

and system conditions, and among multiple agents, who may individually act according to 

simple rules. This emergent behaviour can be “for better or worse”; manifesting as “either 

innovation or error” at micro and macro scales.(202 Appendix B) Because agents are 

autonomous and adaptive in response to other system elements, emergent behaviours are 

creative and often unpredictable. The system will exhibit recognisable patterns, but these may 

not be identifiable in advance, and may only be discerned or understood in retrospect, through 

observation.(202, 207, 213) Unlike mechanical systems, CAS outcomes are emergent 

properties of the system and cannot necessarily be predicted in detail; the system must be 

understood as a whole, and cannot be fully comprehended by summing analyses of constituent 

elements. 

Healthcare is characterized by highly complex processes, unique problems and 
needs of individual patients, loosely knit teams, multiple outcome measures, 
incomplete evidence for many healthcare decisions, and varying layers of 
responsibility. In hospitals, unpredictable workloads and uncertainty about individual 
patients’ outcomes are additional factors.(214 p971)  

Considering healthcare through a CAS lens, relationships between structures, processes and 

outcomes are therefore likely to be non-linear, multiplex, and subject to other system 

conditions and constraints. Each will be influenced by the others and by the range of actors in 

the system. This suggests that healthcare variation (however measured and identified) may, 

at a fundamental level, be best understood as an emergent system property resulting from the 

interaction of human agents with other system elements, at multiple scales.  
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1.4.2 Typical methodological approaches to variation 

Conceptualising variation as an emergent property of a CAS has implications for the way we 

study the phenomenon; variation becomes more than simply a comparative measurement 

attribute of a given variable. In this sense, a measurement variable is a superficial 

representation of an interacting network of system features and functions that reflect different 

patterns of emergence between nominated units of measurement. Changes in any of these 

underlying system elements, the relationships between them, or the way system boundaries 

(units of measurement) are defined may contribute to changes in system outcomes, reflected 

in the variable of interest. If true, this suggests a need for system-oriented causal models that 

can theoretically or conceptually account for what the nominated variable is said to represent 

or how it might arise. Without such conceptual precursors, purely numerical or statistical 

models seem destined to fall short. While the availability of ‘big data’ has meant increasing 

sophistication of advanced statistical modelling techniques, there has been a relative failure of 

theory to keep pace, often resulting in a poor grasp of meaning with respect to CPV.  

1.4.2.1 Variable-based methods 

Historically, studies have tended to approach CPV by looking for associations between 

dependent and independent variables that might ‘explain’ observed variation. Much of the time, 

these relationships are examined using ‘variable-based’ methods, predicated on correlations 

and probability calculus,(215) such as inferential statistics and multi-level regression models. 

Variable-oriented studies aim to “establish generalised relationships between variables”, in 

contrast to case-oriented research which aims to “understand complex units” based on rich 

descriptions of particular instances of a phenomenon.(216 p198)  

The almost exclusive use of variable-oriented methods in the attempt to understand variation 

may be problematic, rendering investigations incomplete, and part of the reason why many 

studies fail to adequately explain variation. Traditionally, variable based models examine the 

relationship between x and y, controlling for (holding constant) the effect of other variables. 

This makes sense for an experiment or intervention when we are primarily interested in the 

effect x  y. However, in a CAS we may want to understand the circumstances under which 

subgroups of y differ rather than the average efficacy of x. In exploring variation, we are 

essentially attempting to derive explanations for the difference between two or more groups or 

cases of interest. Our curiosity about x is secondary; we are primarily interested in the group 

of variables denoted y (y1, y2…………yn) as representations of an underlying case (or 

instantiation of a CAS). But variation, especially in the context of complex causality, is likely to 
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be explained by multiple factors potentially interacting with each other. Differences in y may 

be accounted for by different combinations (configurations or permutations) of x (x1……xn). 

1.4.2.2 Causal explanations 

Traditionally, CPV studies also emphasise causal explanations focused on the source of 

variation. This warrants consideration of ‘cause’ more generally, especially in a complex 

systems context. Cause is a fundamental concept addressed in philosophy and 

metaphysics,(217) and there are various causal theories, definitions and approaches, 

especially in epidemiology.(218-222) When something is referred to as a ‘cause’, this might 

mean any of four types of cause: necessary and sufficient, necessary but not sufficient, 

sufficient but not necessary, and neither necessary nor sufficient (but contributory).(223) 

Similar notions and frameworks for causal inference have been explored in the social sciences, 

especially political science,(224) international development,(225) and organisational 

management.(226) These disciplines also offer approaches for conceptualising cause-effect 

relationships as building blocks for variation, extending to the use of typologies as ways of 

“organising complex webs of cause-effect relationships into coherent accounts”.(226 p2) 

Explanation then, can be understood as the inference of observable facts from knowledge of 

general relationships among antecedent and consequent variables, combined with empirical 

knowledge about antecedent conditions.(224) 

1.4.3 Complex causality 

Although causality is an ontologically and epistemologically challenged concept,(218, 219, 

227) social epidemiologists have proposed theoretical ‘webs of causation’ that encapsulate 

multifactorial aetiology through interconnected networks of causal, risk and protective 

factors.(228) In the natural world, causality is often understood to result from the convergence 

of multiple conditions. A well- known, simple and small-scale example is the fire triad, which 

requires that heat, fuel and oxygen must all be present for fire to occur.(229) If any one of 

these three elements is removed, combustion cannot be maintained. Each condition is 

necessary, but not sufficient, to cause ignition.  

The sufficient-component cause theory developed in chronic disease epidemiology draws on 

logic and mathematics to describe necessary and sufficient causes.(230) In this model, 

multiple contributing factors may act together to produce a given outcome or disease instance. 

Yet apparently similar sets of determinants may not always produce the same results, and 

those which produce an outcome in one individual may not be the same as those that produce 
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it in another. ‘Sufficient causes’ are understood as ‘complete causal mechanisms’; rather than 

single factors they comprise ‘causal pies’ or a minimum set of conditions that, if present, will 

inevitably produce the outcome.(230) Components of sufficient cause can act separately in 

time – temporally separated. Each separate factor in a sufficient cause is referred to as a 

component cause, but remains a critical part of that causal pathway. There may be multiple 

sufficient causes for a given outcome, and a factor that must be present in every sufficient 

cause is considered a ‘necessary cause’.  

Despite the history of complex causal thinking in theoretical epidemiology, the strong 

epidemiological links in early and ongoing investigations of variation, and the evolution of 

highly sophisticated statistical and analytical methods for investigation, little of this thinking is 

demonstrated in studies of CPV. And notwithstanding apparent synergies with complexity 

theory, methodological approaches continue to rely on linear, additive thinking and multivariate 

analytical methods that may not hold up under CAS conditions. In the absence of convincing 

explanations and solutions for healthcare variation, it makes sense to think about CPV in this 

more nuanced way, as opposed to simply looking for causal factors that can be isolated and 

potentially removed. This shift in orientation towards complexity may also signal a 

readjustment in epistemology, allowing for more qualitative interpretations of cause – in type 

or in degree.(231) That is, it may be productive to attempt to comprehend the nature of the 

relationship rather than simply quantifying it, or to fathom mechanisms of emergence rather 

than isolate effects. Using approaches which isolate and quantify pairwise relationships, and 

relying on the statistical assumptions that underpin these approaches, probably tells us a lot 

about dose-response relationships but may not tell us much about fundamental components 

of cause. 

1.5 Research question and aims 

The research detailed in this thesis focuses on two overarching questions related to the issue 

of clinical practice variation in general practice:  

1. How can we make sense of CPV in general practice and come to an understanding of 

its meaning and importance? 

a. What is CPV, and how can it best be conceptualised and understood? 

b. How can we distinguish warranted from unwarranted variation? 

c. What is the role of warranted variation in primary care practice and how does it 

contribute to health? 
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2. What can routinely-collected clinical performance data tell us about CPV in general 

practice? 

a. What variation exist between clinics and over time” 

b. What factors are associated with observed variation? 

c. How does variation itself behave (as an emergent system property)? 

At the same time, in my search for sense and meaning there is a deeper aim. In answering 

these questions, I also want to explore new ways of thinking about an old problem, and 

consider the possibility that whether variation is warranted may result from circumstances other 

than its cause or source; that legitimacy may arise from alternate ways of conceptualising the 

issue. Scholars of variation have proposed that part of our problem with variation may be the 

way we think about it; (65) and that it is time for a new generation of CPV research that explores 

network arrangements and more complex models that include patient characteristics and 

preferences.(232) We may need to examine the way in which ‘the problem’ itself is 

constituted,(233) and recognise that understanding or creating change in a CAS requires us 

to think organically – like ‘farmers rather than engineers’.(202) This my contribution.  

1.5.1 Study design  

Consistent with the duality of my research questions, this thesis outlines the conduct of two 

parallel, iterative, investigations. One explores the operationalisation of CPV as a healthcare 

quality and performance construct, while the other examines the role and value of routinely 

collected clinical performance data for understanding CPV in Australian general practice. Data 

are drawn from a unique compilation of aggregated general practice clinical and organisational 

data which can be seen as an early prototype of the EMR data resources currently being 

compiled in Australia. Together, these lines of inquiry operate as sequential mixed methods 

research that seeks to make sense of CPV and shed light on the phenomenon using an 

incremental interplay between literature and data. I attempt to contribute to theory development 

around CPV by synthesising and integrating what is known in healthcare, while engaging 

insights from other disciplinary fields to further understanding. This approach draws on 

complexity theory and comparative social science, conceptualising variation as an emergent 

property of a CAS. It aims to interpret CPV in an ecological context rather than focusing on 

discrete causal elements. Despite critique of contemporary uses of complexity science raising 

issues with perceived hyperbole and ontological applicability,(234) and application and 

interpretation,(235) this family of theoretical concepts and tools offers a potentially valuable 

approach for understanding CPV.   
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Rather than focusing on additive explorations of component parts, CAS may be best 

understood holistically through mixed-methods approaches that employ ‘sensemaking’ rather 

than predictive approaches.(191, 212, 213, 236-238) Sensemaking approaches have been 

used with success in studies of primary care.(206, 239) Sensemaking is the, often 

retrospective, process through which “people work to understand issues or events that are 

novel, ambiguous, confusing, or in some other way violate expectations”(240 p57) and develop 

“plausible images that rationalize what people are doing”.(241 p409) The term has been 

employed by multiple theorists in distinct but related ways:(242) from collective approaches to 

shared meaning and knowledge management in organisations(213, 241, 243) to individual 

cognitive activities in information science,(244) and to denote both discrete 

methodologies(245)(246) and general metacognitive processes.(247) In this thesis I draw 

most strongly on Klein and colleagues who conceptualize sensemaking as a procedural 

response initiated when people, individually or collectively, recognise their current 

understanding of events is inadequate.(248) Sensemaking is then constituted as a two-way 

process of fitting and framing data, with neither data nor frame taking precedence; data 

suggest frames while frames determine and shape data.  

1.5.2. Methods 

Qualitative Comparative Analysis (QCA) and other case-based, configurational methods offer 

qualitative or mixed-methods approaches to analysis within multiple-cause frameworks.(225) 

I propose to employ an iterative mixed methods approach, working towards an application of 

QCA in an attempt to explain variation. In doing so, I am arguing that variation is complex and 

emergent, and may be best understood in combinatorial terms. But also that variation is 

fundamentally a comparative problem – at its heart we are asking ‘why does y differ between 

a and b?’, rather than ‘how does x change y?’, which tends to be how we currently attempt to 

study it. We can reframe this question to ask ‘why is a different to b with respect to y?’. 

Following this line of inquiry to understand variation requires us to examine the systems – or 

units of comparison – in question (in this thesis, general practices). There is a resultant 

emphasis on cases as sources of variation that can be understood configurationally and 

possibly also permutationally (which adds a temporal ordering dimension). In configurational 

methods, each case is constructed descriptively as a combination of multiple conditions, at 

various scales. Each additional condition exponentially increases the possible ways in which 

cases may differ, relative to an outcome of interest. 

Mixed methods studies have been proposed as ideal techniques to assess complex health  

interventions, and by extension understand complex phenomena, and have been used in many 
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studies of primary care.(249-256) They have also been used to examine practice variation in 

emergency medicine and urgent care systems, where they can augment quantitative 

approaches by elaborating underlying mechanisms.(257, 258) Drawing on the evolving 

typology of Creswell and Plano Clark,(259) I adopt an emergent multi-phase mixed methods 

design that employs both explanatory and convergent approaches to the integration of 

methods, one embedded in the other. Quantitative and qualitative methods are equally 

weighted. This design, designated QUAN QUAL = converge results in standard mixed 

methods notation,(259) is illustrated diagrammatically in Figure 1.1. Ultimately the QCA is used 

as both a complementary and integrative technique,(260) incorporating quantitative and 

qualitative data collected in previous stages.  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.1: Mixed methods study design 
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In addition to adopting a sensemaking stance, and mixed methods research approach, this 
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highly specific relationships and associated mechanisms.(261) The approach outlined here 

begins at the level of frameworks, and the use of propositional schemes to provide structure 

and integrate disparate theoretical constructs, sequentially moving towards more detailed 

explication and testing of theories and mechanisms.(262)  

Philosophically, realism straddles the space between positivism and relativism, and offers an 

approach for making sense of observed patterns and developing explanatory theory in terms 

of underlying causal mechanisms and their relationship to context.(263) A critical realist 

approach to explanatory theory building has also been described and applied in social 

epidemiology using sequential phases of emergence, construction and confirmation.(264-266) 

Critical realism is closely aligned with complexity informed ways of seeing the world; it 

understands reality as an objective, stratified entity that exists independently of human 

observers and their ability to know or understand things, though is interpreted through social 

conditioning which may be incomplete or fallible.(267) A key feature of realism is abductive 

reasoning – the conceptually framed “reinterpretation and recontextualisation” of phenomena 

in new ways, enabled by heavy reliance on theory-derived explanations.(264 p8)  

1.5.4 Thesis structure 

The mixed methods research in this thesis is therefore simultaneously integrated with 

sequential examinations of the literature to explore and build a theoretical contribution to the 

analysis of CPV. As a result, the chapters are narratively aligned to tell an evolving story in 

two parallel streams with an incremental interplay between data and theory. Adopting Klein’s 

sensemaking orientation,(248) chapters are iteratively structured, alternating between evolving 

knowledge and theoretical understanding of CPV, and examinations of data in practice where 

Ochre Health data are analysed to support ongoing theory development. A simple outline of 

this structure is contained in Table 1.4, and a summary of each chapter follows. 

This introductory chapter circumscribes variation as a research problem, the world in which 

variation arises, and the theoretical and methodological foundations of my investigative 

approach. In it, I outline a healthcare world where primary care performance is measured and 

judged in particular ways, suggesting this scenario results from previous experiences and 

understandings of that world. As our collective understanding develops, we can learn from and 

improve on the limitations of these historical perceptions.  I argue for a systems approach to 

investigating practice variation, recognising the multiple actors, levels and layers involved; the 

emergent nature of variation as a system property; and the need for information at multiple 

levels of the system to build comprehensive understanding.  
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Table 1.4: Chapter structure 


  
 T

H
E

O
R

Y
 

EVOLVING KNOWLEDGE DATA IN PRACTICE 

1: Introduction 

2. Healthcare variation in a measurement 
world: scoping reviews of the literature  

3. Exploring variation in routine general 
practice data: an initial analysis of 
Ochre Health clinical quality measures 

4. Reframing the variation problem: 
thinking differently to develop an 
ecological framework 

5. Probing the data context: a qualitative 
survey of Ochre practices 

6. Building an analytical framework: a 
systematic review of CPV in primary care 
management of diabetes and coronary 
heart disease 

7: Explaining variation using case based 
methods: a Qualitative Comparative 
Analysis 

8: Conclusion 

 

Chapter Two draws on concept analysis and critical discourse analysis to outline the 

complexity of CPV as a construct in the literature, and explores the state and origins of current 

discourse through three overarching questions: how is variation understood & described; what 

is warranted variation; and how does variation make a positive contribution to healthcare 

quality? 

Chapter Three introduces Ochre Health and their patient health outcomes data, outlines the 

underlying QI approaches and explains the background to the measures and extraction 

processes used. Understanding CPV from a descriptive standpoint is an important precursor 

to understanding causal or other explanatory relationships. This chapter describes an 

exploratory analysis of variation in the overall dataset, providing a rich description of the cross-

sectional and temporal life of the data, and of internal relationships between measures. The 

chapter considers challenges for secondary uses of routinely collected clinical data, and details 

processes for making the Ochre data intelligible and for framing further analysis.  

Chapter Four revisits the literature in order to reframe the problem of variation in light of 

insights from examination of the data Chapter Three. The chapter outlines some alternative 

ways of thinking about variation and core concepts that underlie or challenge cultural 

approaches to the issue, then explores some alternative ways of framing warranted and 

unwarranted variation. It then develops the idea of an ecological framework for conceptualising 

and explaining CPV, and presents the constituent elements, theoretical relationships and 
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implications of this approach. This notion of ‘ecological’ is conceptually distinct, though related 

to, the way in which the term is generally used in epidemiology and population health. The 

chapter takes a cross-disciplinary perspective that draws on multiple fields of knowledge; while 

many of the ideas outlined are not new, they have not previously been integrated and applied 

to thinking about the problem of CPV. 

Chapter Five proceeds from recognition that a more nuanced and contextualised 

understanding of practices within the Ochre cohort may be required to properly investigate 

CPV. In particular, processes for managing data quality at the practice level are likely to impact 

substantially on the veracity and usefulness of routinely collected data for understanding 

performance variation. This chapter returns to a focus on data and reports results of a 

qualitative telephone survey of Ochre practices, undertaken in order to elicit additional 

contextual information that might shed light on observed variation. It begins to build more 

nuanced layers to inform case-based descriptions of Ochre practices for subsequent analysis.   

Chapter Six details a systematic review of the literature focused on empirical studies of CPV 

in general practice management of coronary heart disease and diabetes. This review responds 

to historical gaps in synthesis, and theoretical and empirical weaknesses of the evidence base 

around explanations for CPV, and moves from a generalised examination of the literature to 

specific primary care examples relevant to the Ochre data. This chapter also addresses the 

evolving hypothetical case for an ecological model of practice variation, aiming to identify the 

range of factors which warrant inclusion in such a model based on empirical evidence. The 

findings offer a thematic framework for conceptualising sources of CPV in primary care 

management of diabetes and coronary heart disease, and offers a step forward in clarifying 

causal relationships.     

Chapter Seven presents a detailed explanatory study of variation between Ochre practices 

using Qualitative Comparative Analysis (QCA). This work extends the descriptive analyses 

presented in Chapters Three and Five, and responds to the theoretical propositions developed 

in Chapters Four and Six. It attempts to test and refine some of these theoretical constructs 

and to generate an interpretive understanding of CPV general practice management of 

coronary heart disease. QCA is a case, rather than variable, based method that focuses on 

elaborating set-relations rather than correlations. It emphasises calibration, rather than 

measurement, of variables to aid meaning and interpretation. This chapter details relevant 

analytical steps, assumptions and calibration decisions, to ensure the transparency which is a 

key feature of good QCA practice. Ultimately, it uses QCA to examine the relationship between 
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several specified process and outcome measures relating to blood pressure control; these 

measures are used as illustrative examples to explore theoretical propositions. 

Chapter Eight concludes by drawing together these lines of argument to reflect on the 

research questions, and summarises findings. It considers the implications of an evolving 

ecological theory of CPV for ongoing practice and policy in relation to primary care 

performance assessment, and elucidates avenues for further research
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2 EVOLVING KNOWLEDGE I  
 

Healthcare variation in a measurement world: scoping reviews 
of the literature 

Whether it was ‘bad behavior’ or insufficient science, the source of variation 
was not anything good.   

-Tanenbaum, 2013.(268 p6)  

 

2.1 Introduction 

This chapter describes the results of a formative literature review and provides a synopsis of 

the contemporary literature in relation to healthcare variation (HCV). It explores the way in 

which variation is framed, in order to develop an understanding of its role in relation to factors 

that drive quality and determine outcomes in general practice.  The chapter draws on methods 

of meta-narrative review, concept analysis and critical discourse analysis, to outline the 

conceptual complexity of HCV and explore the state and origins of current discourse. It aims 

to provide a critical overview and to examine the relationship of variation to healthcare quality, 

especially in the primary health care (PHC) setting.   

The chapter is framed as a series of discursive answers to three questions that iteratively 

explore the operationalisation of variation as a construct in the healthcare quality and 

performance space, and its applicability to primary care.  

2.2 Methods 

This formative exploration of the literature was conducted as a narrative review. In examining 

what the evidence tells us about variation in healthcare, and in primary care in particular, it 

asks three sequential questions: 

 How is variation understood and described in the healthcare discourse? 

 What variation is “warranted” and how can this be elucidated? 

 How might variation contribute to health, or operate as a positive element of healthcare 

quality, especially in primary care settings? 

2.2.1 Identifying relevant literature  

The HCV literature is dense and complicated. Conceptual and linguistic descriptors vary 

across intellectual domains and can be elusive to the uninitiated. This narrative review was 
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undertaken as an iterative series of scoping studies,(269, 270) with article retrieval achieved 

through successive searches of increasing structural formality and focus. The series began 

with an intuitive, informal search for terms relating to healthcare variation, quality and practice 

improvement, performance monitoring and management, and the nature of these elements in 

the primary care context; followed by a scoping review of practice variation and related terms, 

in primary care settings, using a systematic search strategy (scoping study #1); and a second 

scoping review of concepts relating to individualisation or customisation of care also using a 

systematic search strategy (scoping study #2). 

Systematic searches undertaken for the two scoping reviews were conducted using 

PubMed/Medline and Google Scholar, as well as hand searching relevant journals and article 

reference lists. Grey literature and policy documents were sourced from organisational and 

subject related websites. Only papers in English were included. Retrieved papers were 

screened by title and abstract for relevance. Search terms are detailed in Appendix 2.1, Tables 

1 and 2. A total of 1634 papers were identified and screened by abstract and title for relevance, 

with 1071 included in the narrative synthesis. Search results are presented in Appendix 2.1, 

Figures 1 and 2, and Table 3.  

 2.2.2 Analytical approach 

The broad body of literature on healthcare variation varies in its methods, approaches, settings 

and epistemological underpinnings and, as a result, can appear voluminous and noisy. Despite 

the growing volume of material exploring variation, there has been a relative lack of 

advancement in our understanding of the phenomenon. What seems to be missing is some 

kind of synthesis that enables us to derive meaning from the accumulating evidence and 

progress our understanding in ways that can be usefully applied to solve the problems 

associated with HCV. Knowledge production scholars have written generally about the need 

for better synthesis and, consequently, utilisation of research findings in order to maximise the 

value of existing research.(270-272) This may be a specific problem affecting the advancement 

of knowledge in relation to healthcare variation.  

2.2.2.1 Synthesising multiple research methods and complex source material 

Allowing that knowledge progression around HCV may require some synthesis across 

disciplines or fields of study into a coherent whole, I considered several families of analytical 

methods that could accommodate such an approach. Three key techniques have been 

described for the synthesis of large volumes of mixed qualitative and quantitative results: 
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critical interpretive synthesis, based on meta-ethnography;(273) meta-narrative review, 

drawing on narrative analysis;(274) and text mining, or automated content analysis (ACA), 

using semantic mapping and Bayesian logic approaches.(275, 276)  In contrast to critical 

interpretive synthesis and meta-narrative review, ACA only specifies mechanisms for data 

analysis and synthesis and can be used with textual or narrative sources generated in a range 

of ways. In this sense it is probably best considered an adjunct data-handling technique rather 

than a theoretical method. Integrative reviews are also commonly used to combine diverse 

methodologies for evidence synthesis, and rely on problem conceptualisation and 

specification, followed by data reduction and comparison stages; though are not explicitly 

developed for managing large volumes of primary data.(277, 278)  

2.2.2.1a Narrative / interpretive methods 

Critical interpretive synthesis extends beyond aggregating and summarising data under 

conditions where concepts or variables are secure and well specified, such as systematic 

review and meta-analysis, to integrative theoretical syntheses which involve induction, 

interpretation and critique to abstract and refute lines-of-argument which can be used to 

formulate a ‘synthesising argument’.(273, 279) This is akin to a theory generating exercise and 

has been used to examine uptake of advance care planning in general practice.(280) Meta-

narrative review was also developed as an interpretive approach to making sense of large, 

complex datasets from heterogeneous sources.(274, 281, 282) The approach compares and 

contrasts approaches to a given topic, drawing on the idea of scientific paradigms, by 

identifying unfolding ‘storylines’ within research traditions.(274)  

These methods accommodate many of the challenges resident in the HCV literature: the 

substantial volume and heterogeneity; linked fields or research traditions which have a 

collective range of perspectives on an issue; the value of identification and mapping processes; 

use of narrative, lines of argument or prevailing discourse as the unit of analysis (as an input 

rather than outcome of synthesis); the principle of temporality and changes in orientations over 

time; and the hierarchical, meta-interpretive nature of the synthesis task. In the social sciences, 

narrative is understood as a device used to create meaning and to construct and codify 

knowledge.(283) Daalmans and colleagues point out that cultural norms are often conveyed 

and maintained through storytelling: 

Story telling thus plays a vital role in the (informal) enculturation of humans 
in society and stories are seen as one of the primary vehicles for the ritual 
maintenance of society’s cherished morals and values over time.(284 p29) 
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This may be especially true in health care, which is an information / knowledge laden field 

driven by innovation and technological change, where knowledge constitutes a form of power 

and there is a moral tone to much of the discourse around quality, value and ‘good’ healthcare. 

2.2.2.1b Concept Analysis 

In nursing scholarship, concept analysis (CA) is commonly cited as a methodological building 

block in development of nursing theory, through identification of concepts and clarification of 

appropriate investigative methods.(285) While a range of methods and frameworks have been 

employed to undertake CA, the approach broadly entails delineation of a concept through 

“strategic examination of the literature” resulting in an “integrated perspective of the state of 

the science”, working from the assumption that a certain amount of precision is important in 

demarcating a unit of conceptual meaning that can be consistently used.(286) The historical 

literature on CA, over several decades, is difficult to navigate and involves complex 

philosophical explication with detailed critique of methods and meta-theoretical debate.(286-

291) Notwithstanding tensions between theoretical and colloquial CA,(291) and the legitimate 

roles of scientific evidence and creativity in theory development,(289) CA is useful when 

employed to resolve conceptual problems or conflicts.(285) Two recent studies of health 

system resilience intuitively rather than explicitly employed variants of CA but clearly make the 

case for its value, highlighting the importance of both qualitative and quantitative research 

outputs in fully circumscribing relevant conceptual domains in order to expand 

knowledge.(292, 293) 

An ‘evolutionary view’ of CA focuses on establishing current usage and core attributes of 

concepts, capturing their dynamic nature, which may change with both time and context.(286) 

This approach identifies attributes, antecedents, consequences and related ideas.(294) 

Extending this notion, ‘principle-based’ CA considers the maturity of a concept, employing four 

broad philosophical tenets: epistemology (is the concept clearly defined and well 

differentiated), pragmatism (how is the concept applied, utilised and operationalised), 

linguistics (is the conceptual label used consistently and appropriately) and logic (do the 

conceptual boundaries hold relative to other concepts).(285) Proponents hold that these 

developments in CA methodology enhance rigour, enabling closer evaluation of the state of 

the science around a concept,(285) or articulation of the probable scientific truth.(286) CA has 

been used to explore concepts in nurse-patient interactions,(295) healthcare teamwork,(296) 

system-based medical practice,(297) and healthcare decision-making.(298)  
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2.2.2.1c Discourse Analysis 

Discourse analysis (DA) is a multidisciplinary analytic technique drawn from sociology and 

linguistics, which pays particular attention to use of language and the influence of context on 

meaning.(299) DA can challenge the ‘face value’ of language and illuminate subtle or covert 

meanings in both spoken or written material. Approaches may focus more on linguistic 

characteristics of talk or text, or on broader socially derived aspects of meaning and the role 

of discourse as ideological information and a social product, including links between power, 

knowledge and control.(300, 301) Critical discourse analysis (CDA) regards discourse as 

constituted primarily through power relations and social structures; as “context-dependent 

linguistic practices located within fields of social action”.(302) A further CDA variant, discourse 

historical approach, adds an emphasis on memory with analysis addressing the influence of 

different historical contexts on meaning and understanding.(302)  According to Fairclough and 

Wodak:  

Discourse is not produced without context and cannot be understood without 
taking context into consideration….Discourses are always connected to 
other discourses which were produced earlier, as well as those which are 
produced synchronically and subsequently.(303 p277) 

 
DA has been proposed as a literature review methodology both with a linguistic 

orientation,(304) and using the more sociological and philosophical framework of CDA.(305) 

The latter approach sees research publication as a communicative process that occurs in a 

social setting, subject to social structures, norms and processes; through critical reflexivity 

CDA can identify and challenge ideological hegemonies, discursive closures and systemic 

limitations that constrain academic discourse.(305)  In this vein, CDA has been used to explore 

primary care research policy in the United Kingdom, identifying prevailing storylines, 

ideologies, power relations and tensions, suggesting that “powerful policy discourses shaped 

by historical and social forces influence the type of research undertaken by whom and 

how”.(306) 

The literature synthesis presented in this chapter draws on and is informed by each of these 

approaches, although does not explicitly apply any individual method. Critical interpretive 

synthesis and metanarrative review provided mechanisms for framing the assessment of broad 

themes at work across disciplinary orientations and their progression over time. Concept 

analysis enabled the identification and explication of key ideas that were instrumental in 
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driving, shaping or grounding aspects of these narratives. Discourse analysis offered insights 

into cultural elements of meaning and the use of language in order to support interpretation. 

2.3 How is healthcare variation understood and described? 

Healthcare variation is a complex issue. There are many fields of inquiry that have important 

things to say about variation and its relationship to healthcare quality: what it is; what it should 

be; where it fits; or how it operates. Four co-existing and inter-related primary narratives are 

evident in this broad literature: variation as a complex and relational entity; variation as a 

foundational theoretical construct; variation as a historical account; and variation as a problem.  

2.3.1 Variation as complex & relational entity 

This construct operates as an overarching theme; HCV is a complex and multifactorial 

conceptual entity, influenced by a range of other central and peripheral concepts. These can 

be loosely grouped into clusters of linked ideas with varying conceptual proximity to aspects 

of HCV or to each other. These clusters and relationships are represented in Figure 2.1. 

A key domain relates to the discourse on safety and quality in health care, including definitions 

and models for understanding these concepts; the nature and impact of measurement systems 

and quality indicators, including their adverse or paradoxical effects; the impact of the quality 

improvement (QI) movement; and, for primary healthcare (PHC) settings, lessons that can be 

learnt from the hospital or tertiary care sector. These ideas lead, in turn, to the specific 

characteristics of general practice and primary care, including their fundamental nature and 

underpinning philosophy; specific quality applications or systems that relate to the PHC setting; 

and the organisation of practices and orientation of practitioners in this space.  

Through notions of ‘patient in context’ and practice situated in community, ideas about 

complexity and diversity arise, as well as systems and ecology, which in turn are informed by 

systems thinking, complexity theory and the science of complex adaptive systems. This 

suggests a focus on the interplay between Individual behaviours and composite effects and 

the study of variation is in part focused on utilisation behaviour within complex systems and 

the ways in which this is represented in the escalation of health care costs. The relationship 

between quality and costs and the resultant ideas about value and efficiency are a chief 

concern of policy makers and funders, and a driver of the health care reform agenda. 

At the same time, variation is a construct that arises in the performance management and 

monitoring space (also linked to quality), where accountability is an emerging imperative linked 
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to health care policy and the reform agenda.  Accountability can relate to costs in terms of 

resource utilisation but it is also increasingly linked to value and by extension to health 

outcomes.  Outcomes, in turn, are linked to evidence of effectiveness and the nature and 

representation of scientific knowledge in clinical practice, especially in relation to evidence-

based medicine. This links directly to elements such as clinical practice guidelines and other 

devices for standardising and improving clinical practice, but also to consideration of barriers 

to implementation and success, translational research and the role of decision making and 

professional behaviour.   

 

Figure 2.1: Visual map of concepts in the literature 

 

Finally, these issues lead us to the centrality of patients in decision making, the nature of 

patient experience, and the importance of perspectives and preferences, as well as the 

interplay between the differential perspectives of various actors in the system.  These issues 

raise questions about the role of the therapeutic relationship, the nature of ‘caring’ (what it is 

to provide ‘care’), and the ethics of health ‘care’. Ultimately, we potentially arrive back at a 

point of considering the nature of quality through the conduit of concepts relating to the social 

construction of health and expectations of the care delivery system.   
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2.3.2 Variation as foundational or theoretical approach 

There are two primary theoretical and methodological orientations towards variation, which 

use different tools and approaches, with a third derivative orientation which incorporates 

elements of both. These foundational approaches are: 

1. Geographic or ‘small area’ variation (SAV), based on cross-sectional comparisons 

across space at various scales (international, national, regional). Variation is seen as 

problematic but considered legitimately bi-directional – more is not necessarily better 

– and used as a catalyst for investigating and determining appropriate levels of 

utilisation. 

2. Process variation, commonly employed in Quality Improvement (QI) modalities, and 

based on industrial process control methods that focus on longitudinal comparison. In 

this conceptualisation, variation is an efficiency issue highlighting the relationship of 

inputs to outputs, and the idea of resource utilisation as cost. It is problematised as lost 

productivity or lack of reliability. 

3. Clinical practice variation (CPV), based on the idea of deviation from a standard or 

benchmark that represents an evaluation of performance. This standard is often 

assumed rather than justified. CPV can be viewed as a devolved iteration of geographic 

variation that is also influenced by some of the assumptions that underpin process 

variation, and has expanded to incorporate a wide range of techniques, measures and 

comparators. In this view, variation is problematised as an effectiveness or 

appropriateness problem.  

2.3.2.1 Geographic or Small Area Variation (SAV)   

The SAV literature is characterised by studies of geographic variation in health service 

utilisation rates.(307-312)  At its core this is a population-health focused, epidemiological 

orientation concerned with inequity arising from differential access to, or application of, 

healthcare. Initially targeted at geographic variations in service utilisation patterns, SAV 

studies have also examined other health system features such as provider characteristics, 

resource supply and modes of care delivery.(313-315)    

This depiction of variation is based on small area analysis (SAA), pioneered by Wennberg & 

Gittelsohn in 1973.(310)  SAA approaches generally consist of three consecutive steps: 

defining geographic regions, usually focused on functional boundaries and “naturally 
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occurring” local health care markets; determining resource allocation relative to population; 

and calculating utilisation rates.(316)  While traditionally focused on ‘small area markets’,(317) 

the method has been used at various levels of granularity – countries, states, provinces  and 

regions.(318)  SAA is generally directed at identifying patterns of variation, determining 

associated variables and explaining origin, including population characteristics, differences in 

health service access or need, and relevant system-level characteristics.(63) A key component 

of Wennberg’s early exploration of variation was the idea of ‘unwarranted’ variation, initially 

defined as that which could not be explained by differences in patient or illness factors, medical 

evidence or need, or patient preferences.(95)  Accordingly, in SAV studies, variation is 

commonly problematised as ‘unwarranted’ and construed as an equity issue.(69, 319) 

Two key limitations of SAA methods have been identified; the “impact of area definitions” 

where decisions about area boundaries could influence results and possible inferences; and 

assumptions about the normative value of either high or low utilisation rates in the 

interpretation of results.(63) Historically there has also been critique of SAA in relation to the 

use of appropriate statistical techniques and underpinning assumptions, and incomplete or 

inadequate conceptual modelling to support the chosen analysis.(320)  This may partly relate 

to insufficient technical sophistication of available statistical techniques at the relevant time-

point, such as complex regression procedures to deal with data complexity.   

2.3.2.2 Process variation  

This orientation is characterised by a focus on service delivery processes as a key domain for 

performance improvement, based on the assumption that patients encountering the healthcare 

system undergo processes which may be organised or delivered in ways that are ultimately 

problematic.(321)  This type of variation is most commonly described in the healthcare quality 

improvement (QI) literature where it is seen as something to be controlled, avoided or 

eliminated.(22, 322)  It is essentially a form of temporal or longitudinal variation, that requires 

the use of time-series statistical methods.  

Much of the QI literature and theory derives from the application of industrial process control 

and quality management approaches espoused by 20th century manufacturing engineers,(108) 

where the ‘cost’ of variation has been equated with poor quality production (323).  Adoption of 

these principles into health care was advocated by Donabedian (148) in developing his focus 

on structure, process and outcomes as dimensions for assessment of quality (324), and has 

been promoted by others since.(22, 109, 323) From a QI perspective, variation is understood 

as a naturally occurring phenomenon that arises over time within the context of repeated 
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measurement of given indices.  Measurement is necessary but not sufficient to identify 

improvements in quality,(325) and variation is therefore a crucial factor affecting interpretation 

and shaping appropriate action to achieve change.  In contrast with SAV, variation itself is not 

the object of measurement or phenomenon of interest, but a critical epiphenomenon which 

holds inherent information about the process in question.   

QI approaches posit that there are two key types of variation which should be properly 

understood in order to manage process quality and govern interventions and responses.(326) 

Common cause variation is “inherent in the process” and akin to stochastic or normal variation 

in a stable process;(326)  it is acceptable as long as measures remain within statistical control 

(ie., only ‘normal’ random variation is observed), and stability in this case refers to the 

predictability, rather than the magnitude, of variation.  Special cause variation occurs in 

response to certain events and is usually non-random; it is considered problematic and should 

be reduced. Removal of special causes leads to (statistical) stability in the production system. 

(326)  Two additional forms of process variation have been suggested: tampering (or 

interference), when unnecessary changes are made in response to common causes; and 

structural variation, such as seasonal patterns.(327)  Fundamental changes in common 

causes can increase stability, leading to increased process reliability.  However, constant 

adjustments of a stable process (that is, deliberate interventions in response to random 

variation) constitute ‘interference’ and will increase variation.(326)  In interpreting and 

monitoring cause, it is important to know when particular events make processes statistically 

unstable and move them away from targets (special cause), but it is also important to 

understand when apparent variation in performance is caused by system factors that are 

beyond the control of actors in the system (common cause).(323)   

As a result, QI activity may strive to improve the mean value of a measure, rather than remove 

variation in the measure, for example, when variation is considered common cause. Both 

operations can improve quality, depending on the fundamental nature of the problem.  Several 

authors have suggested that variation has become so effectively problematised in the 

healthcare QI discourse that understanding the nature of variation and responding 

appropriately is a forgotten principle.(326, 328, 329).  In this view, variation is only problematic 

under certain circumstances, although in common parlance it has been reduced to a mantra 

about reduction or elimination.   

The use of statistical process control (SPC) techniques in healthcare QI provides valuable 

insights and has therapeutic value, but requires judicious application,(330) with some authors 
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questioning the applicability of industrial quality experience to healthcare and the extent to 

which it offers legitimate solutions to the often intricate dilemmas encountered.(214, 331) 

There has been considerable critique of the scientific merit of QI methods (145, 332), which 

have been accused of “pseudo-innovation” and rebadging, along with lack of methodological 

rigour.(333) In response, some have argued that the methods are not properly 

understood.(144) QI approaches exhibit epistemological tensions with more traditional 

methods of scientific inquiry,(334) and proponents have articulated problems with the nature 

of traditional evidence production models.(335)  Empirically, QI methods stress experiential 

learning rather than an intellectual or theoretical focus (336). They adopt a ‘pragmatic science’ 

lens focused on demonstrating improvement rather than concerned with inferential techniques; 

achievement of results is considered more important than certainty about cause.(337) There 

may be statistical and technical reasons for choosing either gold-standard approaches such 

as randomised controlled trials (RCTs) or SPC techniques,(338) which have different 

functions, uses and therefore power in a given context.(339, 340). Despite these criticisms, or 

possibly because of them, publication guidelines for QI studies have been developed and 

published (341), an achievement which may not be true of some research fields offering 

censure. 

2.3.2.3 Clinical or medical practice variation (CPV) 

In this third construct, variation is understood as deviation from a standard or benchmark that 

signifies some normative evaluation of appropriateness, or quality, of care. CPV extrapolates 

from SAV studies to examine differential forms of clinical practice between groups of providers 

at different levels of aggregation,(342-346) and has expanded to incorporate a wide range of 

techniques, measures and comparators. While the observations of interest and units of 

analysis differ, these studies generally remain cross-sectional in nature, although some 

authors have subsequently explored temporal as well as spatial variation, necessitating the 

use of hierarchical models and associated statistical techniques (347-349).  

Having first extended investigation of variation to differences between practitioners, practices 

or other organisational units (350-355), CPV ultimately moves to the idea of departure from 

nominated clinical standards.(356, 357)  This proposition is underpinned by an assumption 

that there is a known ‘right’ way to conduct care, usually represented by evidence-based 

medicine (EBM) or clinical practice guidelines (CPGs), and that departure from this norm 

represents ‘inappropriate’ care.(358-361)  This idea, generally focused on care delivery, is 

essentially a micro- or meso-level concept that operates at the layer of the individual patient, 
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provider or organisational unit. In this performance related construct, variation is often seen as 

deviation or non-adherence, and problematised as an appropriateness problem.   

In contrast to SAV, this stance assumes not only that variation is inherently ‘bad’, but that the 

nominated standard is inherently correct. However, the derivation of norms and standards may 

be problematic depending on how they are formed and developed.(159, 362, 363) For 

example, the application of CPGs have sometimes been expanded from compendia of 

evidence designed to inform and guide clinical decision making, to being the basis of 

performance criteria.(364)  This circumstance reflects a mechanistic, reductionist stance that 

may not allow or account for holistic, context relevant approaches to care delivery. At one 

extreme, this orientation takes the language of variation from SAV and QI and applies it to a 

different end, representing a conceptual creep that may be problematic, partly because it is 

poorly recognised.  There are important distinctions between guidelines and performance 

standards (146, 365), discussed in more detail in Chapter Four.   

2.3.2.4 Relationships between types of variation 

There are epistemological and practical tensions between SAV, process variation and CPV, 

as a result of underlying ontological differences.  At the same time, their apparent similarities 

mean they are often conflated, contributing to confusion and suspicion. Drawing on the work 

of Solberg and colleagues,(142) who identified differential functions of healthcare 

measurement distinguishing between measurement for improvement, measurement for 

accountability or measurement for research, these distinctions are outlined in Table 2.1.   

In some respects, CPV has its roots in ideas of unwarranted variation, and can be considered 

a direct descendent of SAV. But it also entrains some of the evaluative orientation, language 

and assumptions of the process improvement discourse. It tends to adhere to SAV-like 

investigative methods but seems heavily influenced by the normative nature of the 

performance management and improvement discourse. CPV differs from SAV primarily in 

terms of its epistemological framework, around the question of “how can we know where the 

appropriate standard lies?”. It also reflects a potential further conflation by bringing an 

evaluative frame of reference, based on the ideology of EBM, to a scientific representation of 

data.  The SAV discourse, in turn, largely ignores the QI literature other than to critique the 

perceived inadequacy of its methods, although this is not true in reverse. The QI discourse 

tends to adopt and incorporate ideas from the alternate approaches in a pragmatic, insidious 

way without acknowledging key differences. This reflects the applied, goal-focused (rather 

than theoretical) stance that underpins this approach but also potentially contributes to 
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confusion.  In particular, they have different ways of dealing with random or stochastic 

variation, which is a problem common to both.   

Table 2.1: Theoretical types of approaches to variation 

Type I - SAV Type II - QI Type III - CPV 

Measurement 

Cross-sectional Temporal Both 

Methods 

Specific Specific methods Diffuse 

Ontology 

Variation is a signal of 
inequity 

Can be warranted or 
unwarranted  

Some variation is OK 

Variation is a signal of 
inefficiency, lost productivity, 
poor reliability 

Variation is OK within limits 

Entrains EBM 

Variation is a signal of poor 
quality 

Variation is (implicitly) bad  

Epistemology 

Potential problem - and 
needs to be understood to 
determine 
appropriateness 

Potential problem but has 
different types and should 
be understood to determine 
corrective action 

Evidence is the answer. 
Variation is a problem when 
it doesn’t conform. 

 

Stochastic variation 

Random v a confounder, 
complication. 

Inferential stats / 
probability calculus 

RV is universal, naturally 
occurring, work with it. 

Control limits / standard 
deviation 

Random v a confounder, 
complication. 

Mixed, mainly Inferential 
stats / probability calculus 

Function / Purpose [Solberg et al (142)] 

Research Improvement Accountability  

Presented as research  

Investigative / interpretive approach  

Scientific Pragmatic Evaluative 

Presented as scientific 

2.3.3 Variation as historical account  

The history and chronology of studies of variation are often addressed by reviews of the topic 

and have been well described (63-66, 68, 70, 72, 75, 366-370).  Initially, the field tended to 

describe SAV studies using small area methods or SAA.(63, 310, 371-373)  With time, studies 

have increasingly referred to differentials in a growing number of indicator variables across a 

range of analytical units including individual service providers, health care organisations and 

settings, and geographic divisions of varying scale.(96)  This shift in units of analysis (from 

geography to service delivery units) and units of measurement (from resource utilisation to 

treatment modalities and processes, costs or outcomes of care) has coincided with an 
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increasing proliferation of published studies, showing dramatic increases in volume since 

around 2012. 

Described as early as 1856,(63) SAV first found prominence in a seminal 1938 study by Alison 

Glover,(372) investigating the rising incidence and long term outcomes of tonsillectomy among 

British school children.(371) Following some small scale studies through the mid-20th 

century,(63, 65) it was subsequently developed, from the 1970s onwards, by the United States 

(US) epidemiologist John Wennberg who investigated sources of variation in health service 

utilisation using a primarily economic and epidemiological theoretical lens.(373, 374) In 1987 

Paul-Shaheen and colleagues identified 250 SAV papers internationally.(63) In their analysis, 

some procedures were associated with more variability than others; relative usage rates 

tended to stay consistent over time (so highly variable procedures remained highly variable, 

and vice versa), leading to the idea of a regional “surgical signature”;(310) high or low use 

regions tended to exhibit the same pattern across procedures; and variations for medical 

procedures tended to be greater than for surgical procedures.   

In his oft-cited, landmark study, Glover identified as much as an eight-fold variation between 

geographic districts and established a correlation with socio-economic status, declaring that 

“tonsillectomy is at least three times as common in the well-to-do”.(372) He also identified 

significant variations in tonsillectomy incidence over time, noting that mortality was larger than 

“generally appreciated” and that significant reductions in tonsillectomy rates in some areas 

were not associated with unsatisfactory outcomes. The implicit conclusions pointing to 

potential overuse were indicative of much of the later work in this field,(65) especially that 

driven by Wennberg(375) which identified extensive variation between hospital service areas 

in the supply of health resources, hospitalisation rates and use of common surgical 

procedures.(317) This later became the foundation for establishment of the Dartmouth Atlas 

Project in the US,(94) and an extensive body of related investigation.(375-378)  Similar 

methods and philosophical approaches also underpin the development of the many atlases of 

healthcare variation now in widespread use.(379) Wennberg’s work further suggested that 

physician supply seemed to influence utilisation but was not related to population need 

(estimated using age as a proxy indicator).(317) At the time, this was greeted with initial 

scepticism and disinterest, but later contributed to an explosion of policy attention.(268) Huge 

volumes of work on HCV followed through the 1980s, with some subsequent methodological 

and theoretical critique.(320, 380-382) Over time this became the subject of considerable 

policy and political attention, largely focused on the evolving cost emphasis and implications 

for health care spending which was a particular concern in the US.(383) 
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Further studies of variation started to emerge in Europe and the United Kingdom (UK) in the 

late 1980s and early 1990s.(384-386)  At this time, health policy attention in the UK included 

a focus on quality in the National Health Service (NHS),(124, 125) the emergence of ‘clinical 

governance’,(387) and initiatives aimed at reorienting primary care services and linking 

payment systems to performance. Investigation of medical practice variation (MPV) formed 

part of the armoury of approaches used to evaluate implementation.(388) In 1994, writing in 

the US,  Blumenthal suggested that the “variation phenomenon” had become undeniable, and 

was operating as a ‘game changer’ in challenging professional power, control and autonomy; 

illustrating the rise of managerial approaches to control in health care, and introducing the 

concept of accountability.(61) By 2014, Corallo and colleagues retrieved over 7500 papers 

examining HCV, dominated by papers from the US and heavily focused on description of 

variation in high impact conditions and procedures, but with limited investigation of causes or 

outcomes.(64)   

During these decades, the HCV and QI discourses developed in parallel, while evolving in 

different epistemological directions. Much of the policy emphasis around SAV was 

economically oriented, and tied to the structural and financial characteristics of the US 

healthcare system. Findings were commonly interpreted in ways that related specifically to 

prevailing concerns in the US policy environment of the 1980s, but may have limited 

applicability in other systems. For example, work that found higher spending and greater levels 

of service utilisation were associated with more inpatient-based and specialist oriented 

patterns of practice, but not with better access, quality, outcomes or satisfaction with care (376, 

377) was interpreted as evidence of over-servicing and a case for reducing expenditure. 

Alternatively, in a primary health care context, these findings could be seen as further evidence 

that system level principles of structure and organisation, such as a focus on primary care, can 

produce better outcomes at lower cost.(59) 

While most studies of variation per se dealt with SAV and derivative forms of investigation, QI 

work was often undertaken as outcome driven ‘projects’ rather than question driven studies, 

and suffered from a generally acknowledged publication deficit.(341) Because ‘variation’ was 

generally not the object of measurement in QI studies or the explicit focus of reported work, it 

emerged in the discourse in different ways (see Table 2.1). Dramatic expansions in the scale 

of studies of variation, and a transition from geographically defined analyses to examining units 

of healthcare delivery, have been partly enabled by improvements in the availability, 

accessibility and integrity of relevant data.(366) They have also mirrored the emergent 

language of managerialism and accountability in the healthcare quality discourse, leading to a 
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developing emphasis on CPV in contrast to SAV (389-394) and on strategies to control and 

eliminate variation.(395-399)   

Over time, as the HCV discourse has evolved, the specific factors under investigation and the 

conditions contributing to patterns of observed variation have changed, while the occurrence 

of widespread variation has persisted.(382) As the volume of evidence around variation has 

increased, differential findings have emerged and historical assumptions within the HCV 

discourse have become increasingly unclear. For example, whether variations in supply are 

cause rather than effect, or whether utilisation rates rather than unit costs are the source of 

ever-increasing health care costs.(382) Contrasting with earlier findings,(63) recent work found 

patterns of variation were highly specific with little consistency across indicators, suggesting 

that mechanisms which drive practice variability are highly specific and may operate at the 

level of discrete clinical management options rather than overall approaches to 

management.(400) The increasing specificity of examinations of CPV has created a 

complicated and convoluted body of ‘evidence’ that is progressively more challenging to 

interpret and synthesise.  

When this chronology is considered alongside the relational nature of the variation 

phenomenon and the complex context in which it arises, it becomes clear that over time, 

particular interpretations of variation have emerged in response to culturally understood 

problems in the prevailing local or temporal discourse. Proposed solutions and their impact in 

the healthcare and socio-political space generate further issues (potentially more problems) 

which then need to be resolved. For example, EBM arises as a professional response to highly 

variable care that is inconsistent with claims to professional knowledge and autonomy, and 

calls for greater accountability.(401)  In turn, patient-centred care arises as a response to 

profession centric models of care and decision-making, and is potentially in tension with EBM 

(402).  One can then see the space as defined by interactions between opposing, historically 

situated concepts. As the discourse changes over time or space, standards, priorities and 

expectations morph and evolve, and notions of ‘appropriateness’ potentially change.   

A strong theme in the policy literature relates to describing and communicating about variation 

as a vehicle for generating discussion and action in response to the problem.(403) An 

approach originally promulgated by Wennberg,(89, 374) this is the basis for much of the 

contemporary effort to openly quantify variations at a national and international level.(88) In 

2014, Schang(404) explored responses to this “publication emphasis”, examining ways in 

which variations data is employed by healthcare decision makers. While confirming that it 
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opens dialogue which can be useful, she also found that it is subsequently beset by challenges 

related to lack of an evaluative standard and absence of clarity about the nature of unwarranted 

variation. As far back as 1994, Blumenthal cautioned that observed variation also reflects 

natural random variability and the innate complexity of health care, reasoning that causal 

factors were likely to be complex and multi-factorial, and that investigation should seek to 

“identify sources of variation whose modification is both practical and desirable”[p1018].(61)  

This implies that data collection, analysis and interpretation of variation should be conducted 

against a theoretical-ethical framework. Despite this, contemporary consensus suggests that 

the literature on variation is broad, unfocused, prone to confusion and poorly theorised, with 

empirical work rarely based on theoretical constructs.(45, 46, 64, 65, 75, 96) 

2.3.4 Variation as problematic 

Much of the dialogue around variation “presupposes that variations are problematic, and thus, 

should be minimised” (p35).(65)  For Wennberg, variations in care were “often idiosyncratic 

and unscientific with local medical opinion and local supply of resources appearing more 

important than science in determining how medical care is delivered” (p961),(84, 95) although 

this assertion was based largely on supposition and failure to explain observed variation rather 

than confirmatory evidence to support the claim.(98) Mercuri (65, 96, 98, 405, 406) has 

suggested that the way we approach variation might be part of the difficulty:  

“it may be that how researchers examine and define variation is problematic 
…….that what we consider to be variation when using current methods in 
fact reflects appropriate differences in utilisation based on good use of 
resources to attain desired outcomes”.(65 p3)   

Lack of theory and the potentially related issue of improper measurement have been reflected 

in an evidence base that relies largely on “simple observation, and [a] posteriori adjustment for 

confounding factors and causal explanation” (p9).(65) Broadly speaking, HCV is generally 

represented as either a quality (effectiveness) problem, an equity problem or a cost (efficiency) 

problem, or some interactive combination of these three conceptualisations which may be 

related to the three theoretical orientations previously described.   

2.3.4.1 Variation as equity problem 

HCV raises concerns about equity in terms of differential access to the services, clinical  

outcomes or quality of care available to patients, especially when this might occur as a result 

of health system characteristics or provider behaviours.(64, 66-68, 407) Variations may signal 

that something other than patient needs or preferences is driving healthcare decisions, that 
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there is unnecessary or over-use of scarce health care resources, or the potential for harm.(83, 

408) The idea that some people may be either disadvantaged or unfairly advantaged is 

considered problematic, although this is often implicit rather than explicit.  Equity concerns are 

usually more strongly expressed as policy considerations than clinical or managerial ones, and 

more often articulated in UK,(68, 319, 409) New Zealand  (369, 410) and Australian(66, 67, 

411) literature than US material, which is generally oriented towards cost implications. This 

may relate to differences in healthcare systems, political orientations, and social constructions 

of healthcare as a publicly funded social good where the structure of healthcare financing 

creates expectations about allocation of resources.   

Accountability for resource allocation decisions is a key policy and funding concern.(97, 412)  

The language of affront and injustice is used to frame discussion, linking equity, value and cost 

to accountability for equitable distribution of resources and avoidance of opportunity 

costs.(320, 407)  Such equity concerns are also propelled, to some extent, by the sustained 

assertion that the majority of observed SAV is not explained by patient differences.(413)  There 

follows an assumption that the sources and outcomes of variation must then be dependent on 

where people live.  The arbitrary nature of such an apparent geographic distinction resonates 

with similar concerns over social inequality and health disparities, especially for disadvantaged 

groups, in the epidemiological literature. For example, it has been reported that Tudor Hart’s 

‘inverse care law’, where availability of medical care varies inversely relative to need,(414) 

remains in operation “whenever medical practice variation is investigated”.(388 p204) 

However, some authors express concern about the legitimacy of such claims and the policy 

and regulatory changes which might ensue.(320) 

2.3.4.2 Variation as cost problem 

Healthcare costs were an early focus of SAV work, partly driven by US policy emphasis on 

rising healthcare costs,(383) and contemporaneous concerns about over-servicing.(415)  

Despite dispute over whether cost issues are driven by excess utilisation rates or high unit 

costs,(382, 383) variations have been causally linked to overuse of supply-sensitive 

services.(416, 417)  That supply-driven utilisation is apparently not linked to more effective 

patterns of care (315, 376, 377) suggests “structure, processes and outcomes of care are 

imperfectly coupled”,(418 p164) and that more service use is not necessarily associated with 

better outcomes. It follows that cost savings could be made if high utilisation areas could be 

made to function like low utilisation areas, without any detrimental effects. This has become a 

widely adopted refrain,(419) suggesting that “unwarranted variation is costly”(420 p20) and 

that reducing variation would decrease costs and increase quality.(376) A growing number of 
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studies investigate variation in costs of treatment decisions;(349, 421-425) most of these focus 

on identification and measurement, and few examine how to reduce cost variations, especially 

in ways that provide empirical evidence for a causal relationship between variation and cost.  

However, this rhetoric connects neatly with the focus on productivity and efficiency in QI, where 

variation represents waste and inefficiency,(426) and the two have become mutually 

reinforcing ideas. 

Increasingly strident concern over rising healthcare costs has meant persistent calls to tackle 

variation in order to improve productivity,(427) eliminate waste and focus on efficiency.(428) 

Efficiency is generally defined as the relationship between (maximal) outcomes and (minimal) 

inputs. This is synonymous with value,(118) where value (V) represents the relationship 

between quality (Q) and costs (C) so V = Q/C.(119) In the value-based health care lexicon, 

quality is more specifically represented as the health outcomes achieved in terms of those 

which matter to patients.(429-431) While assessment of value has been hampered by the 

availability of risk-adjusted cost data,(119) it has been promoted as a strategy for aligning 

clinical and resource considerations in decision-making and marrying with evidence to 

represent the optimal space between the two.(432) As a result, clinicians may be under 

scrutiny around the cost implications of clinical decisions which, in effect, are also resource 

utilisation decisions.(422, 433, 434)  Cost concerns have also been linked to equity. In this 

argument, accountability for resource utilisation decisions is important in the context of finite 

availability of healthcare resources, and the opportunity cost incurred when these are 

misspent.(389)  Some authors have expressed concern about the potential for emphasis on 

cost issues to be foregrounded at the expense of quality or outcomes, and for resultant policy 

responses that seek to reduce costs inappropriately.(61, 320)  

2.3.4.3 Variation as quality problem 

Some have asserted that variation may be unsafe, even “deadly”,(70, 420) with respect to both 

adverse effects of care as well as treatment gaps. Fundamentally, the construction of variation 

as a quality problem is based on the premise that there is a single correct way to conduct care 

or make clinical decisions, under particular circumstances. This is also an implicit operating 

principle of evidence-based medicine (EBM), and in many cases an idealised notion of EBM 

has become the proxy standard for appropriateness with regard to practice variation.(360, 435, 

436)  Much of the concern with CPV rests on an EBM foundation,(437) with an emphasis on 

evidence–practice gaps that may lead to patient harm, waste, inequity, failures of prevention 

and ultimately, variation in outcomes.(410) CPV also raises questions about processes for 

clinical decision-making,(438) pointing to the possibility that clinical judgement may be flawed 
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or fallible and errors can occur,(439) affecting the quality of medical decisions and the 

legitimacy of medical opinion.(426) Variations in medical opinion in turn create a conundrum 

for patients,(440) who may seek multiple opinions to help them make treatment choices and 

resolve their own uncertainty.  

Under these circumstances, approaches that promote standardisation of care seem appealing 

as a means to ensure quality. With respect to the primary care setting however, there is some 

apparently contradictory evidence that outcomes of PHC oriented healthcare systems are 

improved(59) despite apparent failures to achieve suitably standardised care delivery, a 

situation referred to as the “primary care paradox”.(441)   

The idea of variation as a quality or effectiveness problem also derives from the logical 

assumption that variations in practice will lead to variations in outcome. ‘Unwarranted’ variation 

is said to stem from the fact that:  

persons with the same basic condition often receive different evaluations or 
treatments. These differences in process lead to variation in costs and more 
importantly, may lead to differences in outcomes of care.(364 p9) 

This assumed relationship between process variation and outcomes, while plausible, is 

speculative and empirical evidence is lacking.(368) Relatively few papers address outcomes 

in the context of CPV, reporting a mixed range of results. Some find positive associations 

between patterns of care and variation in outcomes,(442, 443) while others find little 

relationship.(444, 445) A number report equivocal findings, with results dependent on the 

outcomes selected for analysis.(446-448) Comparison between studies is confounded by 

different methodological and reporting approaches.(449)   

The problematisation of CPV is strongly linked to the evident need for improvement 

promulgated in the healthcare quality and safety agenda, but also to the emerging emphasis 

on accountability.(97, 114, 116, 122, 450, 451) It has been asserted that “unwarranted 

variation is the hallmark of poor quality and a key driver of lower value healthcare”.(452) While, 

at face value, this seems like a reasonable statement that follows logically from accepted 

assumptions, it may not be well supported by empirical evidence, and illustrates the conceptual 

creep and hyperbole that pervade the healthcare variations discourse. Particular problems with 

this statement, and other dialogue of this kind, include the suggestion of a causal relationship, 

when variation may be a result rather than a driver of low value; and the assumption of a one-

to-one relationship, when there may be other forms of quality problem that do not exhibit 

variation but nevertheless represent poor quality.  Conflations such as this have been observed 
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previously within the variations discourse,(268) and may indicate syllogistic reasoning leading 

to a deductive fallacy.   

2.3.4.4 Variation as vexing 

Healthcare variation also generates concern because it is seen as vexatious in its own right.  

Writing in 1989, Folland and Stano described geographic variation in health service utilisation 

rates as one of the “most widely documented & least understood” (p85) healthcare 

phenomena. (380) Since that time the volume of literature describing and quantifying variations 

across a range of healthcare indicators has expanded markedly, with relatively little increase 

in our understanding of the causal or remedial mechanisms, which remain poorly explained 

(64, 72, 87, 453).  HCV is increasingly perceived as a source of frustration and concern that is 

found everywhere it is looked for, yet defies adequate explanation. It has been described as 

ubiquitous and persistent,(68) undeniable,(61) and universal, despite different approaches to 

health care organisation and funding;(427) and as presenting both risks and opportunities,(61) 

mainly to improve processes of care.   

At the same time, variation arises because we are, at least initially, measuring some other 

variable. This complicates matters because it introduces both naturally occurring random 

(stochastic) variation, which needs to be accounted for; but also because it underscores the 

idea of variation as a second order construct. In this sense, variation is real (it can be 

measured) but it is not tangible. It is simply an idea  – “invisible to the naked eye” (268 p20) – 

albeit one that can be quantified. And it only exists if we have more than one original 

measurement. So it is an artefact, or epiphenomenon, of measurement itself. It may also 

represent an ideal – an idea imbued with meaning that represents other normative values we 

hold in healthcare. But this is not the only puzzle that complicates our understanding of 

variation and its relationship to healthcare quality. It has also been suggested that variation is 

a paradoxical problem, characterised by contradictions and curious findings, and related to the 

enigmatic nature of healthcare itself; which juxtaposes advanced technical endeavour capable 

of saving lives with cutting edge scientific and technological innovation, alongside routine 

failures of basic care processes (454). In so far as it is influenced by the act of measurement 

itself, examining HCV can also be conceptually and functionally problematic, with identified 

challenges in relation to levels, perspectives and units of measurement. These issues are 

explored in more detail in Chapter 3. 
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2.3.4.5 Variation as signal 

Variation is most correctly interpreted as a flag or signal of potential quality issues, which need 

to be measured, described and explored. As an artefact of measurement, variation is a 

symptom that may point to actual problems, but doesn’t necessarily tell us what the nature or 

origin of those problems is.  It is neither good nor bad;(61) a label given to an observable 

difference between two or more measurements, rather than a source of information about why, 

how or what those measurements should be.  It is “simply a statistic” whose “meaning depends 

on the method by which it is derived”.(65 p4) The presence of variation instead raises 

questions about the equity, efficiency and effectiveness of care;(89) and has both clinical and 

policy implications,(64) as well as organisational ones. “Too much variation” is seen a sign of 

“health service delivery problems” (88), but the quantification of ‘too much’ or which problems 

it might signify is not necessarily clear.  The existence or even the scale of variation does not 

provide information about the appropriate rate or practice. Schang(75) has described the 

ambiguity that results from a lack of associated evaluation standards regarding variation – or 

tools for establishing these standards. This uncertainty about the nature and meaning of 

observed variations in performance impacts on the usefulness of widely promulgated 

information about healthcare variation for decision makers at all levels of the system.   

While there is general recognition that identifying variation does not identify the appropriate 

rate or practice of a given indicator, and hence which observed values might be problematic, 

there is an almost rhetorical dismissal of this critical aspect of the issue (see, for example, 

preamble to the Australian Atlas of Healthcare Variation).(92) In theory, there is a posteriori 

acknowledgement that some variation might be acceptable, most evident in the distinction 

between ‘unwarranted’, and by implication, ‘warranted’ variation. In practice, this distinction is 

often overlooked when conceptual or epistemological slippage occurs, related to difficulties 

with clarifying and defining what and when variation might be warranted. 

2.3.4.6 Variation as unwarranted 

The term unwarranted variation, originally employed in 1973,(310) has become the dominant 

qualifying descriptor, often referred to as unwarranted clinical variation (UCV).(45, 46, 455) 

UCV is most commonly defined as “variation not explained by illness, patient preference or the 

dictates of evidence based medicine”.(456 p140) This operational definition relies on an 

assumption that where observed variations fail to be explained by analytical approaches, the 

problem lies with the underlying object of measurement rather than the possibility of 

inadequate explanatory models. While the Dartmouth Atlas Project has suggested that much 
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identified variation in healthcare utilisation is “unwarranted because it isn’t explained by illness 

or patient preference”,(89 p1) few studies of variation adjust comprehensively for illness or 

comorbidity, and this review found none that examined the role of patient preference in 

explaining variation. Some have also identified difficulties with this ‘negative definition’ of 

unwarranted variation, where the phenomenon is defined in terms of what it is not.(369)  

Over time, other definitions of unwarranted variation have been offered that draw heavily on 

the original but make subtle shifts in emphasis, potentially redirecting meaning.(45, 46, 366, 

367) These redefinitions mirror the evolving re-alignment of the field to incorporate more 

disparate areas of inquiry. Sometimes they allow for the relative complexity of UCV 

acknowledging the impact of differentials in access to appropriate care, application of clinical 

knowledge, resource allocation and cultural influences.(457) Most often they interpret the 

phenomenon as a health system performance construct that makes judgements about the 

legitimacy and appropriateness of care delivery.(45, 46, 141, 455) However, unwarranted 

variation is not well understood, defined or explained despite the wide use of the term.(46, 64, 

75) It is poorly theorised and therefore sometimes poorly investigated,(96) and ultimately 

“value-laden”.(45, 65). The literature is “preoccupied with identifying the existence of variation, 

determining sources or causes, and reduction”(65 p38) while the methods used and the 

resulting conclusions “have gone relatively unchallenged”,(65 p133) with little transparency 

about the way in which investigators discriminate between legitimate and unwarranted 

variation. 

In effect, UCV has become a kind of catchall category that avoids problems with lack of 

explanation and measurement inconsistencies, and treats all unexplained variation as 

problematic. Because the demarcation of UCV has been definitionally linked to the degree to 

which variation is ‘explained’, unexplained variation is often seen as unexplainable, intractable 

and therefore ‘unwarranted’.(458) This is best exemplified in the pejorative language of quotes 

such as the following: 

Variation is a thief. It robs from processes, products and services the 
qualities that they are intended to have…. Unintended variation is stealing 
healthcare blind today.(323 p1218) 

The resulting risk is that the distinction between legitimate and illegitimate forms of variation 

becomes subtext and all variation is seen only as something to be sought out and eliminated.  

In response, it has recently been argued that “only those variations that can be explained but 

cannot be justified should be minimised”.(65 p36) Variation may be something like the smoke 

in the heurism “where there is smoke, there is fire”.(459 p205) Extending this analogy, focusing 
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on elimination of variation in the absence of a well-developed understanding of the causal 

factors may be akin to attempting to extinguish the fire by removing the smoke.  

2.3.4.7 Natural and artificial variation 

Distinguishing unwarranted variation is essentially an attempt to recognise that some variation 

may be legitimate, and to allow for naturally occurring, random or stochastic variation(369) 

which is a fundamental element of natural, biological systems and means that despite 

precautions, “medical decisions will always include an element of risk”.(438 p60). Building on 

this concept, the NHS Institute for Innovation and Improvement has articulated an alternative 

distinction between natural and artificial variation. While this typology does not directly relate 

to notions of warranted or unwarranted variation, it is implicit that natural variation is acceptable 

in that it cannot be controlled, while artificial variation is unacceptable as an artefact of the 

healthcare delivery system.  

Natural variation is “an inevitable characteristic of any healthcare system”[p2], for which we 

should plan and take steps to understand.(460) Sources include variation that occurs as a 

result of differences between patients (eg., symptoms, diseases, behaviours, socio-economic 

or demographic variables) or over which the health system has no control  Artificial variation 

is “created by the way the system is managed”.(460 p3) Sources include factors and processes 

within the control of health service organisations and health care providers (eg., appointment 

scheduling, staffing configurations, equipment availability and care delivery). “Steps should be 

taken to eliminate artificial variation, chiefly by measuring and matching demand and 

capacity”.(460 p3)  

2.3.5 In summary  

The body of literature relating to HCV can be seen as a series of co-existing narratives. It is 

complex and relational; commonly formulated as a historical account reflecting prevailing 

policy, clinical and operational concerns and temporal evolution. It is a nuanced theoretical 

construct that has been interpreted and employed in several distinct ways (SAV and QI), with 

hybridisation of these epistemological and methodological orientations. It signals potential 

concerns with equity, quality and cost in healthcare, but has been enculturated as a 

paradoxical and vexing problem. Within this discourse, there is emerging emphasis on the 

phenomenon of clinical practice variation as a healthcare performance construct, and an 

increasing array of measurement variables, units and levels. Unwarranted clinical variation is 

emphasised but poorly delineated and understood, with a focus on control and elimination 
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strategies. While the contributing factors have changed over time, variation persists. 

Approaches to CPV are compounded by its nature as a second order construct and artefact of 

the measurement process, as well as the occurrence of natural, random variation. The nature 

of the variation problem may also be contingent: on measurement variables, sources or 

causes, and the level, unit, and comparative standard for measurement.  

 

2.4 What is “warranted” variation and how can this be delineated? 

By implication, emphasis on ‘unwarranted’ variation implies that there is also ‘warranted’ 

variation, although the nature and dimensions of what variation might be acceptable are not 

well articulated in the literature. The resultant focus is on unwarranted variation, with little 

reference to warranted or legitimate variation, and an absence of clarity about reference points 

or the threshold between the two concepts.   

2.4.1 Warranted variation 

At the same time as the literature is unclear on the exact dimensions of UCV,(46) it is largely 

silent on those of warranted variation which seems to be an even more shaky proposition and 

is not defined at all. While the fact that not all variation is problematic is acknowledged by many 

authors,(68, 96, 268, 323, 407, 427) it is poorly discriminated.(96) There is also debate,(461) 

and conflicting rhetoric:  

The variations literature holds that some variation is legitimate and may be 
desirable, but this good variation is less than and different from what the 
Dartmouth data show. The bad variation may be identified as “unexplained”, 
“unwarranted”, or “undesirable or inappropriate”, but the grounds for this 
identification are unclear, and the modifier often falls away…….variation in 
general is not only a problem but a force to be reckoned with.(268 p6) 

Pursuant to earlier definitions of UCV, “warranted” variation might be considered to be variation 

that can be explained by factors such as illness or need, patient factors or preferences, and 

clinical or scientific evidence.  However, this means that definitions are essentially dependent 

on identifying causes or sources of variation, and determining the location of the threshold 

between what is warranted and what is unwarranted.  Explicating these issues is complicated 

and demanding; it has been constrained by difficulty knowing where appropriateness lies,(462) 

the complexity of clinical decision making and the challenge of power relationships between 

decision-makers.(427) Variations may represent legitimate improvisation – or clinician 

bias,(463) a tension best articulated by Mulley: 
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If all variation were bad, solutions would be easy. The difficulty is in reducing 
the bad variation, which reflects the limits of professional knowledge and 
failures in its application, while preserving the good variation that makes care 
patient centred. When we fail, we provide services to patients who don’t need 
or wouldn’t choose them while we withhold the same services from people 
who do or would, generally making far more costly errors of overuse than of 
underuse.(427 p1) 

In the clinical setting, there may often be circumstances under which it is desirable to approach 

or treat apparently similar individuals differently. Patients differ in a multitude of ways, not 

always accounted for in explanatory models, including in their responses to treatment (464, 

465); their expressed needs or demand for services (466); their comorbid conditions;(390) and 

psychosocial, demographic or other factors necessitating individualised management.(467, 

468). Patient preferences and values are also situational and multifactorial. For example they 

may include concerns about the time and financial burdens of therapy, not just treatment 

efficacy.(469) Such ‘patient-centred’ concerns may require differently oriented ‘evidence’ 

about ‘what works’ in the patient context.(123, 470) 

Broadly speaking, the variations literature offers a general consensus that in certain situations, 

some variation is expected. This includes, for example, when patient characteristics or needs 

are different; when evidence is equivocal or clinical equipoise exists; and when values or 

preferences are “important”.(461)  While some authors have questioned when patient values 

are not important, asserting that “all care is preference-sensitive care”[p10],(268) others have  

proposed additional circumstances that are less consistently acknowledged. These include 

when evidence is weak, although there is some disagreement over whether the appropriate 

response is to accept variability or seek better evidence;(461) in the absence of “compelling” 

evidence, especially in relation to cost effectiveness or clinical outcomes;(471) when 

conventional wisdom is wrong, although this may only be known after the fact;(471) when 

innovation or new knowledge is desirable, which may reflect weak evidence or outdated 

practice; and when context influences decision-making.(470, 472, 473) 

A major challenge in distinguishing warranted form unwarranted variation is the relative lack 

of an established threshold or evaluative standard between the two,(75) or an indication of the 

appropriate rate of use or practice within the range of variation observed.(411). Arguments for 

elimination of variation often imply that appropriateness of care is a medically incontrovertible 

fact,(368)  for example with use of terms like “illogical” deviation,(367) with the standard 

signified by ‘evidence-based practice’. This is an increasingly common position in relation to 

UCV but assumes that the evidence is both fit for purpose and directly relevant to the 

decision(s) in question.  
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At the heart of this issue are considerations of what and how variation is explained and what 

is considered acceptable (in a given place or time) – and these are normative judgements.  For 

example: it is implicitly considered ‘good’ if patients preferences are respected, but ‘bad’ if 

doctors impose their preferences (or practice patterns) on patients; it is acceptable if 

interpersonal differences account for differences in practice but not acceptable if these result 

from system factors such as payment methods or geography.(474) We assume that these 

norms are static truths but in fact they are likely to be culturally mediated,(475) and subject to 

variation from place-to-place or over time as socio-cultural values change.(27, 158, 476) Such 

normative assumptions may also work against our understanding of variation or the 

achievement of necessary improvements in practice: 

Failure to question present assumptions, despite weak evidence in support 
of them, may account for inability to explain persistent practice variation, 
develop appropriate implementable guidelines, or anticipate the effect on 
treatment decisions of greater patient involvement.(472 p747) 

Much of the literature focuses on quantifying and investigating cause in an attempt to identify 

factors that explain variation. It could be argued that ultimately these efforts are directed 

towards establishing the threshold between warranted and unwarranted variation.  However, 

there is little consensus about what variation is explained and when – and this is compounded 

by the multiple permutations investigated across the body of evidence.(466)  The explanatory 

value of studies is linked to the plausibility, adequacy and comprehensiveness of their 

analytical or theoretical models, and the factors measured.  These remain inconsistent and are 

subject to two main ongoing difficulties which are problematic for definitional clarity: 

 delineation of warranted and unwarranted variation is essentially based on 

understanding causes of variation – which remain elusive, and may not be consistent 

or universal;(65) and  

 the distinction between the two is hampered by the absence of established standards 

of appropriateness that adequately account for confounders, and may also not be 

consistent or universal.(75) 

2.4.2 Frameworks for understanding variation 

A number of authors propose classificatory or explanatory frameworks for examining these 

concepts in search of better understanding of practice variation,(97, 366, 375, 407, 477, 478) 

although some are implied rather than explicit. Despite this, several authors argue that the 

literature generally suffers from a lack of clear theoretical conceptualisation and sufficiently 
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robust frameworks.(45, 96) A series of additional classificatory and explanatory theories have 

also been developed.(479) These range from the exploratory, definitional and methodological 

to complex explanations and descriptions of strategic responses. Most fall into sequential 

classes that built on the original epidemiological and economic conceptualisations to develop 

sociological, contextual and increasingly complex, multifactorial models.   

2.4.2.1 Early frameworks – epidemiology and economics 

Broadly speaking, early frameworks tend to be epidemiological and economic in orientation, 

drawing on concepts from behavioural economics to interpret observed patterns of variation. 

A recent OECD study identifies two main analytical frameworks:(72) one developed by the 

Dartmouth group in the USA, largely focused on geographic variations in health resource 

utilisation;(375, 416) and a second developed more recently by the European Collaboration 

for Healthcare Optimization (ECHO),(453) which characterises healthcare in terms of the 

health benefit for patients. Both frameworks emphasise the impact of ‘available evidence’ 

regarding treatment risks and benefits on utilisation rates, through influencing medical opinion 

and patient preferences. They also stress that rapid changes in practice may be required to 

keep pace with changing evidence,(72) highlighting the fact that measurement indicators, 

practice guidelines and standards of care can quickly become outdated.   

The Wennberg / Dartmouth Framework 

Many suggested frameworks are adaptations of this initial conceptualisation posited by 

Wennberg, Fisher and colleagues.(375, 416)  Part taxonomy and part explanation, it describes 

three categories of care: effective (or necessary) care, treatments of “proven effectiveness that 

involve no significant tradeoffs”(375 p71); preference-sensitive (or discretionary) care, where 

evidence-based choices involve trade-offs between treatment options, so decisions should be 

based on patient preferences and values; and supply-sensitive care, where utilisation rates 

are strongly influenced by the local supply of resources and seen as contributing to problems 

of inappropriate service or treatment use.(375) Unwarranted variation then results from 

underuse of effective treatments; misuse of preference-sensitive care, especially where 

physician preferences overrode patient views; and overuse of ineffective or unsubstantiated 

treatments, including service demand driven by supply rather than need.  These problems 

arise from four decision making factors that operate as causal mechanisms: medical evidence; 

clinical theory; patient preferences; and local resource supply. The proposed relationships 

between these elements and underlying assumptions are outlined in Table 2.2.  
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Over time, the Dartmouth group observed that variation was mostly not explained by 

differences between patients;(413) there were relationships between supply factors and 

utilisation, although no apparent links between supply and need;(317) that quality of care was 

no better in regions with higher health care spending, and demonstrably worse for some 

aspects of preventive care;(376, 378) and that outcomes and satisfaction were also no better 

in high spend regions, even though there was greater use of services.(377)  Based on this 

evidence, the group offered three linked explanatory theories. 

Table 2.2: Dartmouth categories of care and health service utilisation 

   Factors that influence utilisation 

 Related 
problem 

“Correct” 
usage rate 

Medical 
theory 

Scientific 
evidence 

Resource 
supply       
(per capita) 

Importance 
of patient 
preferences 

Effective 
care 

Underuse 100% strong strong weak weak 

Preference-
sensitive 
care 

Misuse unknown 

?variable 

strong variable variable strong 

Supply-
sensitive 
care 

Overuse unknown weak weak strong strong 

Adapted from Fisher et al, 2003 (375) 

The uncertainty hypothesis(373) held that when geographical variation could not be explained 

by expected differences in disease prevalence, service availability, or enablers of access such 

as insurance, it reflected “differences in physicians’ beliefs about the value of the variable 

procedures and practices for meeting patients’ needs”(p59).(438) This uncertainty could result 

from multiple sources, though other authors have pointed out that uncertainty is ubiquitous in 

medical practice, and it is behavioural responses to uncertainty that create patterns of variation 

that are not “logical”.(480) 

The practice style hypothesis proposed that decisions about treatment and service utilisation 

were (inappropriately) governed by the attitudes and beliefs of clinicians, which were evident 

as practice patterns or styles and even regional ‘surgical signatures’. This idea was strongly 

oriented towards economic explanations for behaviour, and the concept of power in the 

medical market place, reflecting concerns about physician preferences prevailing over patient 
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values, or introducing bias into treatment decisions.(457) Notably, other actors may also wield 

power over both patients and physicians, including insurers, funders and corporate entities. 

The supply hypothesis, where the most important determinant of utilisation of supply-sensitive 

services at a population level was the resource capacity of the local healthcare system.  

Variations in two key resources, hospital beds and physician supply, were deemed to explain 

around half the regional differences in US Medicare expenditure, with inequitable distribution 

of system capacity driving both improper utilisation and gaps in quality of care.(375)   

Critiques of Wennberg’s theoretical framework 

Critics have expressed concerns about over-imputation;(268) suggesting this framework is 

overly simplistic, and the uncertainty hypothesis awkward and implausible.(481) They raise 

statistical challenges and unsupported assertions, including barriers to practical 

application;(320, 383) and an over-emphasis on utilisation based on flawed economic 

assumptions.(382)  Wennbergs work places a heavy emphasis on volume, rather than unit 

costs, of services as a component of the healthcare cost dilemma, which has been 

contradicted by parallel literature.(320, 380, 381, 383) Subsequent empirical testing has found 

practice style to be relatively unimportant in explaining certain small area variations,(380) and 

there may be conflation of utilisation with demand and need.(405) The use of overly simplistic 

models relying on age and gender as proxies may account for failure to explain variations on 

the basis of patient differences.(381) As a taxonomy, the Dartmouth framework is neither 

mutually exclusive nor typologically consistent, with the result that it seems tautological,(367, 

481) mixing classificatory and explanatory categories in incomplete and confusing ways.  

Despite these limitations, and a relative lack of empirical evidence supporting proposed 

theories, this framework has become highly influential in healthcare policy and economics, 

especially in the US.(47) It remains prominent in contemporary thinking on practice 

variation,(268, 382, 383). Each of the proposed categories has become associated with a 

linked problem-response set, for example, shared decision making (SDM) is widely 

promulgated as a response to misuse of preference-sensitive care,(482, 483) and evidence 

based medicine (EBM) as a response to the underuse of effective care.(484, 485) ‘High-value 

care’ has emerged more recently as a response to inappropriate overuse,(486) associated 

with the idea that patients are important drivers of service utilisation. This has given rise to 

initiatives such as the Choosing Wisely campaign which encourages clinicians and patients to 

discuss effectiveness, prioritising high-value treatment options and avoiding overuse of 

ineffective or low-value care.(487, 488) 
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Extensions to the framework  

A number of authors have extended the early Dartmouth framework, proposing elements 

including expansion from geographic to alternative units of analysis;(366) non-utilisation 

categories such as outcome variation,(489) healthcare capacity,(366) or ineffective care;(487) 

and additional methodological evaluation criteria.(380) Cheng and Muir Gray marry the 

typology with ‘unintended variation’ (323) and process improvement ideology, referencing 

variation as a reflection of patientcentred care (PCC);(407) an approach that situates the  

 

Figure 2.2: Modifications to the Wennberg / Dartmouth framework 

framework in a more contemporary context. Others propose sub-theories such as Chassins’ 

‘enthusiasm hypothesis’, where provider predisposition towards a particular treatment is 

arguably more predictive of variations than either clinical uncertainty or supply, functioning 

relatively independently of these factors;(490) or suggest that financial considerations might 

influence treatment decisions contributing to practice variation.(434) Whether this might be 

warranted or unwarranted was unexamined. These adaptations are summarised in Figure 2.2, 

highlighting that some further compound the tautology of the original, potentially mixing 

outcomes with types and causes.(489) 

The ECHO Framework  

The ECHO demonstration project is based on the Dartmouth Atlas(491) and a similar 

geographic atlas developed in Spain.(492) The project aims to analyse intra- and inter-national 
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variations in European healthcare performance using an integrated data infrastructure.(74) It 

focuses on 68 indicators across the dimensions of effective care, equity of access, quality and 

safety, and efficiency, using two distinct methodological approaches to examine geographic 

(regional) variations and facility-level (hospital) variations. ECHO also report a ‘value-attribute’ 

(whether performance reaches a “conventional benchmark”) and a ‘variation-attribute’ 

(whether variations are systematic or random) for each nominated indicator.(453)  The ECHO 

framework draws on the Dartmouth nomenclature of effective care to propose three evaluative 

categories of appropriateness:(72) effective care, being procedures or activities with proven 

effectiveness for any patient; effective care with uncertain marginal benefit, or treatments 

where risk-benefit balance depended on patient characteristics; and lower-value care, or 

treatments with no evidence for effectiveness.(453) This framework marries together concerns 

about health service utilisation with questions about quality and performance, attempting to 

combine elements of SAV with those of CPV.  A focus on the role of geography in determining 

population-level exposure to categories of care is combined with patient data aggregation to 

explore quality, safety and technical efficiency related to the patient experience at the facility 

or hospital level.(74)  

2.4.2.2 Sociological frameworks  

Over time, more sociologically oriented, micro-interactional theories predicated on the notion 

of physician agency emerged; physicians acting as agents for patients were therefore in a 

position to direct or manipulate treatment decisions. In direct response to economic theories 

underpinning the supply hypothesis, Davis and colleagues found evidence for a more evolved 

theory based on clinical factors, especially ambiguity or uncertainty in the decision making 

space.(493) They argued this provided empirical support for clinically oriented interpretations 

of provider behaviour reflective of health services research,  which were more likely to explain 

practice variations than health economics models despite their wide “intuitive” appeal to policy 

makers.(493) 

In 1999, Westert and Groenewegen observed that patterns of variation were shared by 

clinicians who also shared practice environments,(494) theorising that local standards, social 

conditions and circumstances would act to apply a series of opportunities and constraints for 

clinicians.  Building on the uncertainty hypothesis, they suggested that clinicians adopt similar 

practices to nearby peers as a solution to professional uncertainty, and that social context 

plays a role in clinical decision-making behaviour. Professional uncertainty is associated with 

“differences in medical practice”(p28) while sharing a work environment is related to similarities 

in practice,(495) characterised as variation between, and homogeneity within, work 
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environments. These ideas were further developed by de Jong to account for observed 

variation within work groups, positing a three-tiered model: institutional and cultural 

mechanisms at macro-level; circumstantial and behavioural factors at meso-level; and 

individual time and context factors, including interactions and relationships at micro level.(368, 

496) This thinking indirectly introduces patient factors, and a reflective patient-side hierarchy, 

into models for variation through their role as potential decision-making influences. 

Sepucha et al focused directly on the patient role in decision-making,(497) using variation as 

a launch point for exploration of uncertainty, preference/value relationships and clinical 

complexity.(478, 498) These authors argued that the majority of clinical decisions are complex, 

without a single best treatment option, and “rarely determined solely by the medical facts”.(478 

p177) This position suggests that the threshold between warranted and unwarranted variation 

is itself variable and requires careful consideration of patient’s subjective responses and the 

interplay between “current or anticipated health outcomes, attitudes towards risk, and 

preferences regarding timing”.(478 p177) A framework for categorising and responding to 

“decision situations” was suggested, based on two dimensions of uncertainty: the level of doubt 

about outcomes, and the level of disagreement about preferences – or the value of 

outcomes.(478) In this orientation, SDM could operate as a structural support for warranted 

variation and the measurement of decision quality based on information available to patients 

and preference concordance with clinician advice. Patient involvement and SDM are further 

explored in Brabers’ 2018 doctoral thesis which found that patients should be modelled as 

actors in theoretical models seeking to explain practice variation, and that social context was 

highly influential, in addition to individual factors.(43)  

By contrast, alternate framing by Timmermans aligned with the neoliberal ‘audit culture’ critique 

and focused on standardisation in clinical practice, as opposed to variation,(499) the role of 

EBM and use of clinical guidelines,(500) and their impact on professional knowledge and 

autonomy.(501) This conceptualisation argued that standards are a ubiquitous feature of 

modernity despite the non-standard nature of the world, and that they should be understood 

as socially constructed artefacts with positive and negative consequences.(502)  

2.4.2.3 Contextual frameworks  

Paul-Shaheen’s seminal systematic review of SAV in 1987 found the strongest apparent 

correlations between hospital bed supply and admissions, length of stay and patient days.(63) 

However, the authors also noted the importance of multifactorial combinations and interaction 

effects, claiming that the degree of variation explained depended on both the specific condition 
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and the proposed model. In general, multivariate models combining community and provider 

variables explained more than separate factors, although the range of results was mixed, 

inconsistent and often confusing.(63) These authors proposed a multifactorial model of health 

services utilisation composed of community, system and individual determinants drawing on 

Andersen’s behavioural healthcare utilisation model.(503) Subsequently, a framework entitled 

“patient practice variation” suggested that resource utilisation, as well as immediate and long-

term outcomes, may be better explained by “including utilities under control of the patient”[p81] 

in SAV studies.(504) This approach argued that “patient practice styles”, incorporating factors 

such as patient problem perception, sick role, illness behaviour, experience of disease and 

lifestyle context, are likely to be important sources of  variation, especially for certain conditions 

where health behaviours are influential.(504) In this model, patient factors operate alongside 

provider factors in contributing to outcomes, and also pose questions about the role of culture 

in practice variation. 

In an editorial published in the New England Journal of Medicine in 1994, Blumenthal reflected 

on 50 years of scholarship around variation, arguing the phenomenon is subject to a three-

part care delivery process: patients seeking care; patients and providers choosing treatment; 

and execution of the therapeutic regimen.(61) Multiple factors may influence decisions and 

behaviours at each of these points: care seeking is impacted by patient characteristics, both 

biological & sociodemographic; treatment choice is affected by patient preferences, provider 

knowledge and attitudes; and execution is affected by the technical skill of providers and the 

attributes of organisations that function as health care settings. All of these are embedded 

within social, political, cultural and economic environments that vary with time and place.(61) 

Casparie has questioned the proposition that variations in healthcare utilisation are necessarily 

explained by inappropriate use of procedures, and highlighted methodological limitations with 

both statistical analysis of variation and the reliability of assessments of 

‘appropriateness’.(462) He also contends that determinants of variation are likely to be 

multifactorial and operate at a number of levels, including patient, provider, institution and 

environment.(462) A “resource demand model” proposed by Long, where physicians demand 

resources consistent with clinical needs of patients, modified by constraints at the level of 

patient agency, organisation and environment, also assumed that some innate variance at 

physician level is unavoidable.(481) Here, systemic dimensions of variation are added by the 

resource demands incurred under the influence of constraints which are shared by groups of 

providers. This model is essentially an argument for context and complexity (multiple 

permutations) expressed in statistical terms, although not empirically tested.  
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In 2002, Greer and colleagues also criticised the existing, predominantly provider-centric 

explanatory models, pointing out that they failed to adequately explain variation, and arguing 

for the impact of patient level factors, especially the role of family, community and social 

context in shaping patient preferences.(472) They suggested that dysjunction between 

clinician views and patient views might account for both non-adherence and variation, and that 

questions around the imposition of doctor preferences, how patients influence doctors, and 

whether and how successfully doctors attempt to anticipate patient views, warranted 

exploration. They also flagged a potential tension between patient values and clinical 

guidelines, noting the lack of values reflected within the evidence base and  calling for “more 

humble guidelines”.(472 p756) Chalmers had previously proposed a context-oriented model 

based on multiple inputs to clinical decision-making,(505) also contending that treatment 

decisions, and therefore variation, are influenced by both the social and cultural characteristics 

of local areas as well as patient, family and community values:  

 It is a plausible hypothesis that [differences in health beliefs and behaviours] 
make their way into the practices of local physicians. While the preferences 
and roles of patients in different geographic communities cannot presently 
be linked to treatment patterns, it is likely that preferences are geographically 
patterned in relation to an area’s socioeconomic status, age of population, 
ethnicity, local culture, and lifestyle.(472 p756) 

 

2.4.2.4 Complex, multifactorial frameworks  

More recently, explanatory constructs have evolved further towards complex, multifactorial 

models that theorise interactions between patient, clinician and clinic characteristics, and 

hypothesise additional characteristics within these domains.(506) Drawing on Wennberg’s 

original framework but operationalising this to identify key phenomenological features of 

variation such as ubiquity, persistence, efficiency, effectiveness, equity, and choice, Appleby 

and colleagues offer a complex interactive schematic of potential causes that accommodates 

anomalies such as data discrepancies and random variation, in addition to supply and demand 

mediated factors.(68)  

Mercuri’s doctoral work explored, in some detail, basic structural elements of an explanatory 

hypothesis.(65) Although not fully articulated, this framework included patient factors (health 

status, ability to access care, affordability, preferences, social context, needs, utilisation 

decisions); physician factors (training, preferences, management approach, cognitive stance, 

decision-making); and environmental factors (institutional/ organisational, community). It drew 

on a number of theoretical treatments of variation related topics, including historical 
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approaches to healthcare utilisation. While not necessarily linked to investigations of variation, 

studies “espousing features of the individual, the community and the available resources, 

rather than medical opinion alone”[p13], in determining healthcare utilisation decisions were 

prominent during the 1960s and 70s.(65) These included sociological theories, where 

utilisation was seen to be determined by societal norms including values, beliefs and 

technology; system determinants such as resource availability and organisation; and individual 

determinants reflecting personal or circumstantial characteristics.(503) Mercuri also examined 

the effects of social group on care seeking behaviour, citing Suchman,(507) and considered 

the role of geographic distance and social class in affecting initiation of the healthcare contact, 

drawing on Weiss and Greenlick.(508) In addition, he incorporated behavioural economics, 

citing Ro,(509) where utilisation is interactional and dependent on consumer ‘choice-

conditioning’ factors such as health status.  These may, in turn, be impacted by health 

professional characteristics, and hospital or system factors which operate in response. 

Utilisation is shaped by the “composite effect of joint interaction among physicians, patients 

and hospitals”.(509 p269)     

Most recently Sutherland and Levesque have developed an analytic framework attempting to 

distinguish warranted and unwarranted variation.(45) Rather than defaulting to causes or 

sources to delineate UCV, they attempt to identify factors associated with each by typifying 

studies of variation according to the perspective or unit of analysis (geography or provider 

based), assessment criteria (whether variation was relative or absolute), and object of analysis 

(process, resource or outcome metrics). This framework is the first to circumscribe warranted 

clinical variation, identifying six qualitative attributes across three domains relating to agency, 

evidence and capacity.(45) They suggest that variation may be warranted if it responds to 

patient needs and meets their informed expectations, aligns with the adaptation of relevant 

evidence to “salient contextual cues”, and reflects adjustment to resource constraints “as long 

as patients achieve equivalent outcomes”.(45 p6) 

Taken together, these sources suggest that context affects both the healthcare that is or can 

be provided, as well as the outcomes that are likely to result from that care.(470) As such, 

context is likely to have explanatory value but also forms part of the reality that must be 

accommodated in decision-making. Over time, theoretical approaches to the explanation of 

variation have become increasingly ecological in their orientation, focusing on complexity, 

adaptation and systems of interacting causal factors. To date, however, few of these models 

have been rigorously and empirically tested, and where evidence exists there is considerable 

conflict between interpretations. The conceptual intricacies of these increasingly complex 
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contextual frameworks, and their inter-disciplinary precedents, demonstrate the weaknesses 

of much of the early theoretical framing of UCV, despite many of these original sources 

predating or being contemporaneous with Wennberg’s work. Applied to contemporary 

healthcare, they collectively suggest influential interactions between patients, providers, 

organisations and the ‘system’, including policy makers and funders.   

2.4.3 Causes or sources of variation 

Establishing causal mechanisms has been central to historical efforts to distinguish warranted 

from unwarranted variation and to determine appropriate responses.(65) Many studies employ 

risk adjustment or case-mix correction procedures to distinguish between warranted and 

unwarranted CPV by identifying and controlling for the variation which is attributed to 

differences between populations.(510) In practice, notwithstanding the evolving complexity of 

theoretical conceptualisations of UCV, adjustment has often been limited by the availability of 

relevant data, and based on simplistic proxies for health status such as age and gender. 

Corallo’s 2014 systematic review found only around ten percent of CPV studies explore causal 

factors and “very few” examine the relationship between variation and clinical outcomes.(64) 

Patient preference is rarely, if ever, accounted for.(510)  

A multitude of potential causes have been outlined: health needs including disease prevalence 

and severity; patient preferences, for example choices between medical or surgical 

intervention, or aggressive rather than conservative treatment; data inaccuracies and  

inconsistencies; random or stochastic variation; service supply and accessibility; “indication 

creep”, the inappropriate application of legitimate evidence to an illegitimate target; the utility 

or applicability of existing evidence to the decision context; uncertain or unproven evidence; 

and the role of clinical decision-making as a key driver, including clinician preferences and 

practice styles.(411)   

2.4.3.1 Empirical studies of cause 

Much of the focus in the literature is on identifying, quantifying and seeking to address 

unwarranted variation. Of 753 papers identified in scoping study #1, conducted in 2017, 313 

(41.6%) reported empirical studies of variation. Approximately one third (n=102) assessed 

explanatory factors accounting for variation. A further third (n=101) of these studies attempted 

to measure or quantify variation, while the remainder (n=108) examined interventions to 

reduce variation. Only 11 (3.5%) explored the relationship between variation and outcomes, 

with 64% (n=7) of these published in 2016, suggesting this was a more recent focus of 
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investigation. This review identified no primary care studies which measured or controlled for 

patient preferences and a recent systematic review in maternity care found it was measured 

in only two percent of studies.(510)    

As previously suggested,(64, 65) few of these empirical studies employed theoretical 

constructs in examining explanatory or causal factors. However, they assessed a range of 

possible variables including: 

 system or population level attributes such as regional patterns of resource 

availability,(375) physician supply,(366) disparities,(511) socio-economic 

measures,(381) and service models;(97)  

 organisational or facility level factors,(381) increasingly focused on financial 

considerations and pressures on decision-making;(434, 512)  

 provider characteristics such as physician opinion or “surgical signature”,(456) 

practice styles including those related to uncertainty,(373, 480) enthusiasm,(490) 

economic imperatives or clinical ambiguity,(493, 513, 514), and variable knowledge 

and interpretation of available data;(434)  

 and patient level factors such as preferences, health status or need, and attitudes to 

healthcare.(97) 

The evidence-base for explanatory factors is often conflicting and equivocal, with studies 

reporting mixed results. It is frequently unclear whether this is an issue of inappropriate 

comparison, of genuine conflict between findings, or of what might account for the variation in 

findings. For example, the 17 papers published in 2016 vary in terms of methods used, 

dependent and independent variables examined, proportion of variance explained, 

assumptions and interpretations made, levels or units of analysis, and the theoretical model 

used to frame investigation.   

Of studies examining explanatory factors, 36 (35.3%) are specific to primary care settings. 

Among this group there is still little consistency, with studies exhibiting considerable variation 

in their exploration of both dependent and independent variables, as well as the methods used 

to quantify and assign cause. The dependent variable under examination, and the level at 

which this was observed, range from provider behaviour such as referrals or prescribing,(514, 

515) to patient behaviours such as adherence,(516) other patient-level factors such as 

costs,(517) or practice-level differences in hospital admissions.(518) Independent variables 

used to explain variation and the related level of observation include patient age and 
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gender,(519) disease,(520) socio-economic status,(521) or comorbidity;(390)  provider age 

and gender,(522) decision-making stance,(493) beliefs,(523) risk attitude,(524) or political 

views;(525) and practice record-keeping(526) or structure.(527) Methods range from simple 

correlations(528) to regression,(529) multi-level modelling,(530) and more advanced statistical 

techniques.(531) Relevant findings, including the proportion of variation explained, and those 

factors with demonstrated causal associations, are highly variable and reporting processes 

generally follow no standard approach. 

This variation in both inputs and outputs makes direct comparison between studies a technical 

and arduous task, which has rarely been attempted. As a result, there is a large volume of 

literature but limited synthesis or consensus about what and how variation might be explained, 

and therefore about whether it might be warranted or unwarranted.(46) Mercuri describes this 

body of literature, for the most part, as based on “simple observation with a posteriori 

adjustment for confounding factors and explanations of cause”.(65 p9) A recent rapid review 

of UCV found only 4 of 18 studies reporting approaches to determine UCV employed 

framework-based approaches, while the remaining 14 relied purely on statistical models to 

identify significant deviation.(46) This conceptual opacity is further compounded by failures to 

distinguish the meaning and consequences of using both normative and comparative 

measurements to identify ‘absolute’ variation (against specified standards) and ‘relative’ 

variation (against suitable comparators).(45) 

2.4.4 Frameworks for responding to variation 

Around one third of empirical studies in scoping study #1 (n=108) described interventions in 

response to UCV.  Generally, the obligatory focus is on reducing variation – with an a priori 

assumption that reductions in variation will lead to improvements in quality, or even help to 

“determine the appropriate level of care”(p2).(532) Understanding variation, especially causal 

mechanisms, is legitimately seen as a necessary step in achieving such reductions.  However, 

several authors point out that the relationship between reducing variation and improving 

outcomes is not necessarily proven.(368, 386)  

Some authors, such as Barr,(367) have proposed frameworks that provide a structure for 

responding to observed variation. Drawing on previous conceptualisations,(68, 427) Love 

described international approaches, suggesting a framework focused on the reduction of 

variation through identifying UCV, mapping causes, establishing focused programs of work, 

setting baselines for future reference, and developing processes and tools for management of 

variation.(370) Partington’s measurement and response framework is predicated on the 
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identification of “importance” using a “triple test” based on concurrent analysis of processes, 

outcomes and costs.(533) This approach acknowledges that not all variation can or necessarily 

should be addressed, prioritising “meaningful” variation as a prelude to action. It maximises 

the value of routine data by triangulating outliers and using cost-effectiveness as a basis for 

framing responses to variation, acknowledging resource constraints. In doctoral work 

examining how health system regulators and managers respond to information about 

variations in the absence of an established performance standard, Schang offered a taxonomy 

of four response types.(75) Using a 2x2 matrix she distinguishes between forms of intent or 

purpose, and strategic approaches used to achieve this intent. The taxonomy proposes that 

individuals attempt to either manage (live with) ambiguity or resolve it by establishing some 

kind of standard, and that they do this by using either socio-political or technical-evidential 

processes.(75) 

In 1984, Wennberg and colleagues proposed three steps in responding to variation: routine 

systematic performance monitoring; working with “physician communities” to develop better 

outcomes data and direct behaviour change toward more effective and efficient practice; and  

financial incentives for hospitals to reduce capacity and change practice patterns.(374)  

Subsequent initiatives, especially around the development and publication of atlases of 

variation, advocated publicising information about variation as a precursor to establishing 

action, through generating discourse about quality and appropriateness of care.(88, 94, 370, 

404). Simply providing data on variations, however, does not resolve the “essential ambiguity” 

about the meaning of variation,(404) and any responsive action requires distinguishing 

unwarranted variation.  A framework for moving from variations data to resource allocation 

decisions that incorporates general precursors to research use and a pathway to address 

uncertainty in utilising the data may include agreements on responsibility for action, and 

identification of causes and appropriate remedies for UCV.(404) In his later work (2004), 

Wennberg argued that remedies for variation exist and saw three obstacles to their widespread 

adoption,(456) insisting the problem is the result of these issues rather than a poor 

understanding of the phenomenon and its causal relationships:  

(1) a quality agenda that has yet to focus on improving the quality of patient 
decision-making; (2) economic incentives that do not reward exemplary 
practice; and (3) the poor state of clinical science.(456 p140)  

A number of authors have described processes to address variation that build on this type of 

causal approach.(68, 370, 411, 532). Common elements include establishing a case for action, 

developing a narrative about importance, engaging stakeholders including clinicians, and 
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examining data including reasons at a local level.  In the UK, this approach has been central 

to a large scale health system transformation initiative which articulates three kinds of value 

that are increased by reducing variation:(88) allocative value, which relates to optimising 

efficiency of resource allocation; technical value, by avoiding underuse and overuse, and 

achieving appropriate utilisation; and personalised value, which normalises shared decision-

making and preference-sensitive care.  At a broad level, these approaches can be seen as 

exemplifying Schang’s socio-political forms of response.(75)  

A 2013 Institute of Medicine-commissioned report focused on variation in costs and 

expenditure rather than practice, which has been used to underpin components of the US 

Affordable Care Act, observed that large amounts of variation remain unexplained.(87)  This 

report offered five recommendations focused on improving availability of and access to data; 

shifting emphasis away from geography to decision-making units; payment reforms; evaluation 

of the preceding strategies; and acceleration of the payment reform process if their value is 

demonstrated. These responses are more aligned with a technical-evidential orientation 

towards action.(75) 

A multitude of individual strategies or interventions to address variation have also been 

proposed, detailed in Box 2.1. Some of these strategies and processes have been empirically 

tested, while others are theoretical. Many are linked to overarching concerns about rising costs 

or quality of care, and most have proven inadequate at resolving variation – a fact that may 

relate to the fundamental complexity of the UCV problem.(426, 427) For example, it has been 

proposed that SDM and decision support may be appropriate interventions in cases of “dual 

equipoise” where patients and providers hold the same views in relation to the balance of 

evidence.(482) However, in cases where equipoise is not agreed, or there is clear evidence 

for effective care then behaviour support interventions may be required. This suggests that 

interventions to meaningfully impact on variation may vary between decision units and 

contexts.  

Box 2.1: Strategies to address UCV 

Compliance-oriented strategies 

 Regulation and inspection,(97, 472) as well as accreditation and reporting processes.(534)  

 Performance management approaches including payment systems, monitoring of 

performance indicators, use of targets and benchmarking.(97, 365, 368, 411, 456, 472)  

 Combining fiscal and clinical accountability through commissioning, fundholding, and 

clinical governance.(97, 427)  
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 ‘Utilization management’ techniques employed in US private sector health organisations 

which exhibit less regional variation than public providers (such as Medicare).  Private 

insurers are able to constrain supply and demand, pressure or incentivise utilisation 

decisions, or direct patients towards preferred providers (535). 

Motivational and support strategies 

 Clinical audit and information feedback.(411, 455, 456)  

 Behavioural incentives.(411)  

 Practice guidelines,(97, 365, 427, 456, 499) clinical pathways (434) and care 

standards.(411)  

 Process improvement methods, especially those with a safety or error reduction 

focus.(456, 534) 

Organic, system-oriented strategies 

 Clarifying scientific knowledge (472) including through comparative effectiveness research 

and the development of new knowledge and innovation.(434)  

 Knowledge-sharing collaborative networks,(434) and other methods to disseminate 

research findings and conclusions. (472)  

 Methods to promote, engage and empower patients, improve understanding of treatment 

options and encapsulate preferences such as SDM and decision aids,(43, 309, 411, 427, 

434, 472, 498, 536, 537) and initiatives targeting alignment of patient driven decision-

making with evidence for effectiveness.(488) 

 Models of care and other strategies to match system capacity with population size and 

need.(456) 

2.4.5 In summary 

Variation is most commonly problematized as UCV with a focus on control and elimination 

strategies. However, demarcating unwarranted from warranted variation is not straightforward 

and has been plagued by an absence of definitional clarity, lack of evaluative standards and 

conceptual and methodological variability. Historically distinguishing UCV has relied on 

identification of sources or causes, but the majority of studies have focused on measuring and 

describing variation, effectively quantifying and restating the problem. Relatively few have 

explored causal relationships, and very few have explored the relationship between variation 

(in structures and processes of care) and health outcomes. Causal factors are likely to be 

complex and multi-factorial, and a full understanding of UCV may also necessitate exploring 

its meaning and importance, both conceptually and clinically. 
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2.5 How does variation contribute to health, or operate as a positive 
component of healthcare quality, especially in primary care? 

Healthcare variation, especially understood as clinical practice variation (CPV) or unwarranted 

clinical variation (UCV), is generally perceived as problematic – to be reduced, removed or 

controlled in the pursuit of improved healthcare quality. However, there is a contrasting 

viewpoint in the discourse which holds that quality is also reflected in tailored approaches to 

care provision that recognise and allow for individual differences, perspectives and 

preferences. The literature around shared decision-making (SDM) and person-centred care 

(PCC) provide good examples of this, underscoring the fact that there are frequently 

circumstances in which to treat individuals differently. This discourse tends to be distinct from 

that dealing with variation, and is characterised by use of terms such as ‘individualised’ or 

‘customised’ care.  While these concepts are not mutually exclusive, and the CPV discourse 

has acknowledged a role for ‘warranted’ variation, there is an implicit tension between these 

orientations. 

2.5.1 The fundamental nature of Primary Care 

In primary care settings, particularly general practice, these concepts may be especially 

resonant. Primary care forms an integral part of primary health care (PHC) systems, and is 

generally understood as medical or health care provided at entry level to the health 

system.(538) Three generalised, complementary, ways of defining primary care have been 

suggested: as a professional or disciplinary classification for healthcare providers; a set of 

functions provided by a health service or source of care; and a system level orientation or 

perspective.(38) As an approach to healthcare delivery, primary care dominant health systems 

have been shown to lower costs of healthcare, improve health outcomes and reduce inequity 

in provision of and access to care.(59, 539)  Perversely, in comparison with specialist care, 

primary care can appear to deliver apparently lower levels of evidence based care – or ‘poorer 

quality’ care,(360) while achieving better individual and population-level outcomes; a 

contradiction termed the “paradox of primary care”.(441) In fact, many studies point to the fact 

that primary care providers (PCPs), especially general practitioners (GPs) provide equivalent 

care to specialist providers as measured by disease-outcome and generic health markers.(59) 

It has been suggested that primary care is best described as an amalgamation of “functional 

characteristics” rather than a defined organisational approach or structure.(540) These 

characteristics are distinguished by the ‘first contact’ nature of primary care interactions; the 
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longitudinality and continuity of patient-provider relationships, with person-focused care 

delivered over time; a concurrent population approach oriented towards equity; and 

comprehensiveness and coordination of healthcare delivery.(59, 541) By extension, primary 

care deals with individuals situated in contexts, communities and populations; it is often socially 

mediated and subject to real world influences.(31) Because of its first contact role, many 

primary care patients present in ways that are clinically undifferentiated.(33, 542) They may 

not have a diagnostic or problem-defining label that specifies treatment approach,(209) 

although a therapeutic response may still be required. Uncertainty and complexity are 

common, and delivery of primary care in general practice is compounded by frequent 

multimorbidity among patients.(35, 36) Primary care clinicians must frequently marshal this 

complexity to achieve outcomes:(331)  

care of patients in the primary care setting must account for each patient’s 
comorbidities, disease severity, medication tolerance, beliefs, desires, and 
socioeconomic factors. Given the paucity of evidence, primary care 
physicians must often rely on creativity, problem solving, and adaptability to 
develop a custom care plan.(p177)(209) 

At the same time, general practice can be characterised by a relative lack of urgency, with a 

potential enhancement of patient agency relative to more acute healthcare settings,(543) 

where disease management responses can be staged over time and patients may have more 

time to think or consult with others, or be less pressured to make immediate decisions. It adopts 

a generalist stance that focuses on the provision of person-centred rather than disease-driven 

care. Resultant core values often espoused in general practice encompass person-

centredness, holism, prioritisation and relationship-based decision making.(37) However, 

while patient focus and problem recognition are critical to good primary care, uncertainty 

persists around person-centredness with respect to how it should be achieved and whether it 

is best articulated as self-expressed need.(59)   

While needs and preferences will vary between patients and contexts, they may also vary over 

time and circumstance, even for the same individual. It is likely that what patients ‘need’ from 

a given therapeutic relationship is dynamic rather than static. While integrating management 

of multimobidity into patient’s lives is an important source of complexity,(35) this also arises 

from the diversity of issues assessed and the timeframe available.(186) Primary care demands 

consideration of a wide range of needs and potential solutions which may inter-relate in non-

linear ways.(209, 211) For example, the timing and sequencing of treatments and interventions 

may be an important variable in individualising care, and a factor in why longitudinal 
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relationships are a valuable adjunct to care delivery.(209)  Prioritisation has been described 

as a critical feature of the necessary individualisation, an “essential feature of  robust primary 

care”(p2), and a potential contributor to explaining the ‘primary care paradox’.(544, 545) This 

prioritisation function goes beyond the historically described ‘gatekeeper’ role,(546) operating 

more as a pathfinder, enabled by a distinct professional orientation and deep knowledge of 

‘whole patients’.(545) A sharpened focus vested in individual and collective context provides 

a mechanism for mediating between concerns at both levels, taking account of trade-offs with 

other system elements.(544) 

2.5.2 Quality and the nature of primary care 

Following the US Institutes of Medicine (IoM),(547) the Australian Commission on Safety and 

Quality in Health Care defines quality as “the extent to which health services for individuals or 

populations increase the likelihood of desired health outcomes and are consistent with current 

professional knowledge”.(548) Most definitions of primary care quality are similar in their 

emphasis on achievement of outcomes with varying levels of prominence given to patient 

preferences and goals, professional or scientific knowledge, effectiveness and access, but 

there is no uniform definition of quality in the general practice context.(147) Many draw on 

Donabedian’s structure, process, outcome framework(148) and encompass dimensions such 

as acceptability, accessibility, appropriateness, effectiveness, efficiency and safety.(549) 

What constitutes general practice quality is complex and contingent on the fundamental 

principles outlined above, which shape the nature of primary care and the settings in which it 

is delivered.(39, 209) These elements of primary care are consistent with the components of 

approaches such as PCC and SDM, which are described more generally in relation to 

healthcare. However, they also imply a level of individualisation or contextualisation of care 

delivery that is at odds with standardised approaches to healthcare quality that seek to reduce 

variation. If high quality general practice is context driven, relationship based and focused on 

the individual, then exactly what this looks like in a given circumstance is likely to vary based 

on patient factors, provider factors and factors that arise in the relationship space between the 

two.   

Adopting a conventional stance towards variation, which advocates standardisation of care, 

Westert and colleagues have theorised that general practice may have a role in reducing 

variation in secondary care through the ‘gatekeeping’ function, although they acknowledge 

evidence for this proposition is scanty.(452) If proven, this hypothesis could offer a partial 

explanation for the ‘primary care paradox’ although findings presented by these authors are 
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discouraging. Taking a more controversial position, Starfield and others have suggested that 

quality in generalist practice and primary care may be fundamentally different to specialty 

practice, and that standardised approaches to healthcare quality that promote technical 

aspects of disease-driven care may be problematic or limited in their applicability to primary 

care.(39, 40, 209, 539)  

Generalist practice is the expertise of “whole-person individually tailored clinical decision-

making”.(550 p371) However, claims that ‘primary care is different’ and arguments for the 

uniqueness of generalism run the risk of presenting as self-serving rhetoric, or a justification 

of non-compliant behaviour,(452) in the absence of evidence. Accordingly, Reeve and 

colleagues have worked towards articulating generalist practice in ways that can be 

substantively evaluated,(551, 552) proposing “interpretive medicine” as a response to 

personalised illness care and uncertain clinical need that cannot be met with technically 

replicable or integrated coordination of care.(553, 554) This approach conceptualises overuse 

and underuse of medical care as problems related to undue specialisation and scientific 

reductionism in healthcare, proposing a “united model of generalism” with interpretive care as 

the polar opposite to standardisation approaches.(553, 555) This is an accountability challenge 

for general practice; ultimately, the relationship to outcomes is probably what matters. 

Currently, the work of Starfield and the articulation of the ‘primary care paradox’ clearly suggest 

that ‘something’ about primary care ‘works’, while interpretive medicine offers a potential 

mechanism.  

2.5.3 Variation in primary care 

Approximately 94 papers (13%) identified through scoping study #1 dealt specifically with the 

primary care setting, including 56 (17.9%) of the 313 empirical studies identified. Of these, 38 

investigated explanatory factors, though are plagued by the same methodological variability 

and challenges as the literature more generally. A further 11 studies described incidental 

observation of practice variation in primary care, while 12 quantified or sought to measure 

variation and nine explored interventions to address variation. A single study examined 

outcomes in relation to variation, reflecting the general configuration of the CPV literature 

across other healthcare sectors. 

Studies of practice variation in primary care are again hampered by inconsistency, 

incomparability and conflict between findings. For example, after adjusting for confounders, 

analysis of variability in the main process and outcome indicators of primary healthcare 

services from different levels found this was mainly attributable to differences between 
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patients, independently of other factors.(556)  Similarly, practice variations in mortality were 

partly explained by patient-level morbidity scores based on the Quality and Outcomes 

Framework (QOF).(557) However, others found substantial variation in mortality, cancer 

incidence, prescribing practice and encounters over time were accounted for by practice-level 

characteristics.(348)  Another study found that physician-level factors accounted for as much 

as 70% of variation in most of these indicators,(558) with patient characteristics largely 

explaining prescription rates, although GP and practice characteristics exerted “considerable 

influence”. In sum, CPV in primary care is inconsistently and inadequately explained, with 

widely differing outcome variables of interest, and the determinants of warranted or 

unwarranted variation unable to be coherently articulated. 

2.5.4 Individualisation or customisation of care 

Scoping study #2 probed the representation of ‘individualised’ care in the literature, with the 

aim of exploring ways in which customisation or tailoring of clinical care to individual patient 

needs co-exists with concepts of standardisation in the pursuit of healthcare quality.  

Individualised care is also a strongly articulated concept in literature relating to the orientation 

and application of nursing practice, although its meaning and interpretation may be differently 

constructed. As a result, nursing specific papers were excluded in order to contain scope and 

scale, and maintain focus on the body of literature at the intersection of these ideas with both 

practice variation and primary care (n= 344).  Thirty-six percent of these papers (n=124) related 

directly to primary care settings. The most commonly referenced conditions or clinical settings 

were: oncology (n=22), diabetes (n=15), mental health and aged care (n=14 each), 

complementary therapies (n=10), chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (n=8), dementia 

(n=5), obesity and migraine (n=4), and autism and addiction medicine (n=3 each). Fifty-two 

papers addressed a range of additional conditions. A significant number of papers described 

intervention studies where individualised care was nominated as part of either a control or 

comparative treatment arm (n=32).   

Approximately half the papers (n=176) identified through this search deal with ‘individualised 

care’ as a treatment ideal or aspiration, normatively used to represent a concept of ‘good 

practice’. The term is often used in passing, frequently in the context of “individualised 

treatment plans” or similar.(559, 560) In contrast with the notion of standardisation as indicative 

of quality in the variations and quality management literature, in this body of work 

‘individualisation” acts a kind of intuitive catch-all descriptor for responsive, patient-oriented 

modes of practice that encapsulate positive ideals or elements of ‘quality’. There is little overlap 

between this literature and that dealing with standardisation and quality improvement, or with 
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the literature around clinical practice variation. A notable exception is a seminal 2001 report 

by the IoM, Crossing the Quality Chasm, (561) which promotes both customisation of care and 

reduction of “irrational” or “illogical” variation – especially between providers or across 

geography.   

Some studies probe the concept of individualised care on the emerging trajectory towards 

‘personalised’ or ‘precision’ medicine (PM), where individually targeted therapies are 

determined based on genetically mediated characteristics that distinguish patients from others 

with similar clinical presentations.(562, 563) PM allows particular treatments that are “optimal 

only on average, across all individuals in a risk category, to be replaced by subgroup-specific 

treatment strategies, bringing us another step closer to individualized care”.(564 p1103) In the 

field of oncology, in particular, much of the focus on individualised treatment relates to the 

potential for differential responses to treatment regimes, for example.(565) Conversely, there 

are also “personalised preventive care” models that focus on individualised care, high levels 

of coordination and access to healthcare resources including increased doctor availability, and 

an “augmented” therapeutic relationship.(566, 567) This approach has been found to decrease 

both health service utilisation and costs,(568) change health behaviours and  improve quality 

of care against specified chronic disease measures.(569) While PM generally focuses on the 

interaction of an individual’s genome with treatment strategies, a wide range of personal 

characteristics may “affect treatment outcomes [and] be relevant to clinical decision 

making”.(570 p2559) 

2.5.4.1 Heterogeneity 

A substantial number of papers (n=78) deal with such issues of individual or personal 

heterogeneity in clinical practice. Most (n=41) focus on genotypic variation between individuals 

and the genetic basis of disease, for example gene environment interactions in disease 

development,(571) the genetics of drug metabolism,(572) gene expression in tumour 

metastatic mechanisms,(573) or the heterogeneous nature of breast cancer.(574) Smaller 

sub-groups focus on either phenotypic interpersonal variations (n=23), for example risk 

stratification in selection of disease treatment strategies(564) and identification of disease 

subtypes;(575) or variations in treatment response (n=25) such as treatment individualisation 

based on pharmacogenomics(565, 576) and the limitations of current evidence in this 

regard.(577, 578) A much smaller group (n=4) explore variation in patient values and 

preferences, including the ways in which preferences are constructed,(579) perception of 

treatment risks and benefits,(580) the relationship between preferences and selection of 
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treatment options,(581) and views on self-management role, change in attitudes over time and 

association with clinical outcomes.(582) 

2.5.4.2 Measurement & methods 

A small group of papers (n=10) address issues relating to tools, approaches and methods 

around the individualisation of care. These include SDM as a means of reconciling patient 

autonomy and quality improvement,(469) and other tools for patient-clinician collaboration or 

integration,(583) as well as prognostic risk stratification.(564, 584) Measurement approaches 

emphasise PCC,(585) gene-drug interactions,(586) and patient preferences using discrete 

choice experiments.(587) Development and validation of the Individualised Care Scale, an 

instrument for measuring patient experience and “individuality of care”, is described although 

this scale focuses on nursing practice in the hospital setting.(588, 589)  

2.5.5 Core concepts in the individualised care discourse 

2.5.5.1 Person-centred care (PCC) 

At the same time as PCC emerges in the practice variation literature, it arises as a key concept 

in the discourse around individualisation of care. In this context, patient-centredness is 

understood as both a core value of general practice (554) and as central to contemporary 

conceptualisations of healthcare quality.(590) PCC has been defined as care that respects 

and responds to patient preferences, needs and values; is empirically based; and promotes 

patient autonomy.(579) It is described as one of six fundamental elements of high-quality care 

and, in this sense, is considered to be “an end in itself, not merely a means to achieve other 

health outcomes”(p195).(579) PCC is an orientation that both demands and promotes 

individualisation of care,(563) however patient-centred approaches to decision-making 

potentially operate in tension with approaches that favour standardisation such as clinical 

practice guidelines.(591) This tension contributes to complexity in primary care, although 

complexity science also provides a means for making sense of and dealing with such 

intricacies.(592)  

PCC is related to notions of improving the patient experience of care reflected in contemporary 

international efforts at healthcare reform.(592) Experiential aspects, including personal 

continuity and relationships as the basis for care delivery,(593, 594) are prominent themes 

with relatively consistent views between patients, GPs, practice nurses and administrative staff 

despite role-related differences in emphasis.(595) According to Frederikson, PCC is conceived 

in three ways in relation to general practice patients: as relational continuity, as an orientation 
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within the consultation, and an affective stance of the practice, or system.(595) PCC is 

therefore both a temporal and interpersonal concern, with human communication and 

individualisation considered generally important.. The success of relationship continuity is 

dependent upon the psychosocial concept of ‘recognition’ incorporating both remembrance 

and respect.(596)  A model of ‘user-focused’ care, formulated in aged care, resonates strongly 

with these views and is potentially translatable to healthcare; it identifies a series of ‘quality 

agents’ operating at different levels of granularity in the ‘care provision chain’ and arranges 

care delivery in terms of task focus, person focus, affect, cooperation and time-use. (597)  

In exploring responses to the emerging discourse around PCC, Martin and Felix-Bortolotti have 

noted a tendency towards reductionist approaches such as the use of metrics to denote 

experience with resultant information asymmetry and uncertainty; and tension between the 

interests and objectives of the medical industrial complex and that of patients as individual 

human beings.(592) Taking a complex adaptive systems perspective, they suggest 

fundamental differences in orientation between the idea of PCC at the individual level and at 

the system level. In the former, individualisation is seen as an ideal to be pursued, while in the 

latter heterogeneity and diversity are seen as challenges to be overcome.(592) These authors 

argue there is a risk that system and organisational needs may be prioritised under the patient-

centred label in this emerging research paradigm. Such distortion is illustrated by studies of 

operationalising pharmacogenetics in the individualisation of drug treatments, which observed 

“dissonance between rhetoric and experience”[p6] in physician accounts and described 

individualisation ranging from prescribing based on “medically focused, doctor-led”[p6] 

interpretation and application of evidence through to that based on genuine patient preferences 

and values.(598).  In response, a strategy termed “mutually agreed tailoring” (MAT), much like 

a variant of SDM, has been proposed.(599)  

2.5.5.2 Generalism 

Generalism, particularly that practiced in primary care settings, is a broad and holistic 

endeavour with health and illness seen in the context of wider lives, “recognising and accepting 

wide variation in the way those lives are lived, and in the context of the whole person”, and 

focused on individuals and “how they deal with the world”(p342).(600)  This engagement 

between healthcare providers and individuals in the context of their lives and communities is 

foundational to general practice, and draws attention to both variation and individualisation – 

the central concerns of this thesis. It is also critical in enabling the paradigm shift that is pivotal 

to reforming health systems: from a disease focus to a person-with-disease focus.(30)  

Capitalising on its “continuous working relationship with individuals and populations” is the 
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central challenge of primary health care,(30) making interpersonal continuity over time an 

important feature of generalism as well as PCC. There is mutual investment (by patients and 

clinicians) in an ongoing relationship where specific values and benefits are attained, including 

behavioural change, treatment goals and professional rewards.(601) “Holding relationships” 

are described as a specific relational response to challenges encountered in primary care, 

especially multi-morbidity, ongoing chronicity and complexity in the absence of an expected 

cure.(602)    

Some authors have argued that there has been a revival of generalism in response to 

increasing concern about inequity, inefficiency, ineffectiveness and fragmentation of 

healthcare;(551, 603, 604) concerns which reflect the triad of problems identified in the practice 

variation literature, and commonly framed as the central challenges of modern healthcare.  

Generalism is also proposed as a solution to multi-morbidity,(605) uncertainty(30) and 

complexity(605) in healthcare. The concept of ‘expert generalist practice’ (EGP) is articulated 

as both a professional philosophy and a skillset encapsulating expertise in ‘whole-person 

medicine’.(604, 605) Beyond simply a set of tasks, EGP constitutes a “complex intervention” 

in its own right, underpinned by a limited, though evolving, evidence base.(605) Conceptually, 

EGP is also challenged by prevailing philosophical, practical and structural biases that 

constrain understanding and compete for healthcare resources.(604) These include 

biomedical models of training, clinical focus on consultations and episodes of care, policy 

emphasis on simplistic mono-morbid models of disease and market orientations that esteem 

specialism.(601)   

Interpretive practice captures the essence of generalism through providing contextualised care 

specific to individual needs rather than normed notions of what should be done,(551, 554, 606) 

especially in regard to preventive care for populations.(607, 608). This construct contains 

implicit but nuanced notions of value, effectiveness and preference, and has the potential to 

create meaning and relevance for both providers and patients.(607) Interpretive medicine (IM), 

characterised by a “shared exploration and interpretation of [the] individual illness experience”, 

has been contrasted with “scientific bureaucratic medicine”, where there is an “epistemological 

emphasis on scientific knowledge over clinical experience”.(554 p v) The SAGE model was 

developed for individually tailoring care within an ongoing life narrative, in response to 

multisource data.(552) This approach goes beyond simple application of existing knowledge 

or evidence to the patient, and calls for the creation of new context-derived knowledge (i.e., 

an interpretation or explanation for this individual).  
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2.5.5.3 Multimorbidity  

Multimorbidity is commonly referenced as a factor that is both ubiquitous and that changes 

things,(605, 609, 610) creating or contributing to patient complexity.(540) Scholars have 

argued for the generation of practice-based evidence and a new way of working to tackle multi-

morbidity in primary care,(605) building on the practice of generalism, PCC and individualised 

management principles.(610) Generalised mental models for making treatment decisions that 

weigh benefits against harms may be reconfigured by multimorbid conditions in ways that 

affect risks, harms or benefits. The international Ariadne principles for managing morbidity in 

primary care consultations pay attention to the incorporation of patient preferences as well as 

interactional dynamics between diseases and treatments, and are based on prioritisation and 

pragmatism as a way of resolving conflicts in decision-making.(610) Appropriate 

individualisation may result in multifactorial combinations that vary substantially from 

standardised recommendations. These principles also raise the important consideration of 

time as a decision-making factor and the likelihood of temporal change, necessitating iterative 

re-assessment and re-alignment of treatment strategies(610).   

2.5.5.4 Personalised care 

Linked to the formulation of interpretive medicine, is a concept termed ‘personalised care’.(591, 

611). This idea is distinct from that usually implied by the term ‘personalised medicine’ (PM), 

denoting customised approaches to health care based on genetic or molecular markers (570). 

It also goes beyond common understandings of patient-centredness and is constructed as the 

humanised experience of illness, with a concomitant emphasis on care as a “technical 

response” to the “personal challenge” of illness.(591) This is a deeply nuanced notion of what 

it means to be ill, and the interaction of the therapeutic agent or relationship with this lived 

experience. The authors describe different ‘actualisations’ of illness, drawing on the interplay 

of a given pathophysiological process with the different coping mechanisms, needs and 

responses of individual patients.(611) This set of interactional dynamics may result in variable 

experiences, representations, and indeed presentations, of the same illness. These authors 

also explore patient expectations of “truth and certainty”, related to trust and transparency, as 

part of the healthcare response.(591) They suggest that, in their research, patient accounts:  

reveal a dissonance between a sense of trust in apparent ‘certain’ or ‘true’ 
accounts of disease and the uncertain ‘reality’ of experience. Within current 
models of health care underpinned by concepts of evidence-based 
medicine, truth is a powerful concept that is linked with ideas about certainty, 
objectivity and science..……. Patients have become increasingly initiated 
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into medical ways of seeing and knowing, ways that have become 
internalised and conveyed in social networks.(591 p152) 

Others have also identified this tension between the prevailing orthodoxy of modernism in 

healthcare, which holds that EBM and scientific rationalism represent the appropriate 

codification of knowledge, and post-modern interpretations of uncertainty and multi-factorial 

reality which are more aligned with the actual experience of general practice.(612) While 

patients have developed increasingly sophisticated expectations of the health care system 

based on this access to scientific frames of reference, a failure to meet these expectations can 

mean that “the personal challenge of illness is exaggerated, contributing to distress”.(591 

p151) Attempts to address such problems tend to focus on interactions at the patient - provider 

interface, such as skills training in communication or empathy. However, there may be a more 

fundamental system-level problem where healthcare is organised in such a way that it lacks 

the capacity to provide suitably personalised or individualised care.(591)  

These ideas are related not only to the notion of what it is to be ill, but also to the nature of 

‘caring’, and what it means to provide health‘care’. This is more than the competent delivery of 

a technical service.(110) In relationship-centred care, the perspective and style of the clinician 

are also important, and may be something that patients actively select for. Patients may draw 

on the doctor-patient relationship in making sense of the world and navigating the threats to 

self that are imposed by illness.(613) This suggests that the agency and capacity of both 

clinicians and patients will contribute to the construction of therapeutic responses, a concept 

that runs counter to the view offered by approaches to CPV that problematize physician-

derived influences on care delivery. The more care becomes fragmented and 

compartmentalised by structural and operational impediments to cohesion, the more patients 

may need a way of reconstructing their person-hood in the context of primary care.(613)   

2.5.5.5 Reason for encounter 

A subset of literature explored the reason for encounter (RfE) or presenting ‘clinical problem’. 

While much healthcare discourse is centred on diagnosis as the central organising construct, 

some authors suggest that RfE provides clues to patient motivations and drivers for service 

utilisation,(614) and illuminates patient concerns and perspectives. In general practice, where 

undifferentiated presentations are common, RfE may provide a more realistic view of the 

clinical trajectory, including a full account of the clinical decision-making process and an 

indication of patient needs and expectations (615).  Patient articulated RfE may also provide 

clues to complexity,(616, 617) and provide indications for treatment individualisation through 
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its unique representation of a given disease process mediated by patient factors,(618) 

consistent with the personalised experience of illness previously outlined. Strong associations 

have been demonstrated between RfE and relevant diagnoses (619, 620) and it can function 

as an early predictor of subsequent diagnosis in conditions such as colorectal cancer, offering 

opportunities for improved timeliness of interventions with the potential to improve 

outcomes.(621) Considering RfE also provides an important reminder of permutational 

complexity, with the potential for different pathways to the same diagnosis or outcome, or 

variable outcomes from the same starting point.  

2.5.5.6 Standardisation and individualisation  

In this exploration of the literature, material addressing the relationship between standards and 

individualisation is primarily represented by two positions: one oppositional and action 

oriented; the other integrative and exploratory. The first takes the view that there are standards 

of practice, which are generally desirable; and there is individualisation of care, usually 

spurious, which equates with a lack of standardisation. The latter is broadly perceived as 

problematic clinician behaviour, for example clinical inertia,(622) and patient safety 

failures.(623) This view holds that quality management science has delivered tools and 

methods to help reduce variation and drive normative ideals of good practice, including clinical 

practice guidelines, computerised decision support, audit and feedback mechanisms, and the 

like.(624, 625) The alternate position assumes that standardisation and individualisation can 

be complementary and work together. It allows a genuine exploration of variation to try and 

understand where the value of certain approaches may lie, for example through the 

individualisation of guidelines,(598, 626, 627) qualitative exploration of factors that contribute 

to variation in clinical decision-making,(628) and establishment of optimal balance between 

protocols and individualised care.(331, 629) Some authors position this dichotomy as a tension 

between EBM and precision medicine, describing them as differing “philosophical approaches 

to the implementation of optimal health care” [p2559] with conflicting priorities.(570) 

Individualised care is understood in multiple ways by clinicians – for some it is synonymous 

with EBM and entails matching patients with guidelines, while for others it involves adaptation 

and modification. Individualisation commonly involves contextualisation, and can be clinical, 

social or collaborative.(598) Ideally, collaboration involves patients although individualisation 

was not necessarily patient-led, or patient-centred. While clinicians have variable 

understandings of individualised care, some patients effectively individualise their 

management after the fact – and independently – through choices around treatment 

adherence.(598) This situation creates an ad hoc hybrid of standardisation and 
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individualisation, which illustrates the “significant heterogeneity” of “real-world practice”,(628) 

but masks the interface between the two. Timmermans and Berg argue for maintaining 

reasonably high levels of granularity in the standardisation of healthcare practices, so that 

effective standardisation allows for complexity.(499) This has been termed “local universality”, 

or locally contextualised standardisation, which is necessary for reciprocal, reflexive 

adjustment of both standards and work practices. The critical tension here is one of 

transforming practice or achieving behavioural change while remaining grounded in reality, an 

approach that also allows for socio-political evolution.(502) 

There is a balance to be struck between standardised, protocol driven care in certain 

circumstances and individualised care in others; for example, ‘care bundles’ have been used 

as a hybrid strategy, allowing peripheral variation around a standardised core of activities.(331)  

However, the threshold between the two strategies was not delineated with suggestions this 

is itself variable as a result of the complex, interactional nature of healthcare delivery.(331) 

Another approach to integrating standardisation and customisation was ‘mass customisation’, 

or “profession-based practice”[p396], focused on the use of standardised guidelines and 

process improvement methods as a central scaffold around which individual clinicians are “free 

to vary from the common baseline based upon their professional judgment of unique patient 

needs”[p397].(630) The simplified label ‘customisation’ sometimes seems to be an abbreviated 

form of mass customisation that entailed selective individualisation from a base designed 

around commonly identified needs.(561) Some authors draw on mass customisation as a 

concept arising from business and industry, adapting it to the healthcare sector as a way of 

integrating PCC and personalised medicine. This framework views patient management as a 

production process and defines mass customisation as meeting customer needs while 

promoting and maintaining efficiency.(563) Even in this context, the relationship between 

standardisation and adaptation has long been debated, and these authors describe a 

continuum of strategies for customisation in health care that range from pure standardisation 

to pure customisation.  Implementation relies on six key factors: stratification of patients, robust 

information technology, development of ‘service skills’, improved patient self-management, 

accounting for patient experience, and economic impact (563).  

2.5.6 Implications for the study of practice variation 

2.5.6.1 Individualisation as warranted variation  

The interface between standardisation and individualisation is reminiscent of the threshold 

between warranted and unwarranted variation, and appropriate individualisation may be 
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another way of describing warranted variation.  Like variation, the legitimacy of individualisation 

might depend on perspective, including one’s ontological and epistemological position.(592)  

For example, comfort with variation may be aligned with the ‘post-modern’ orientation that 

embraces the uncertain, multiplex reality of primary care.(612) In primary care, warranted 

variation may be directly related to features such as equity, where greater needs or 

disadvantage may justify differences in service provision. A small number of qualitative studies 

have attempted to understand or explain CPV, ultimately suggesting that the nuanced 

explanations derived may render variations acceptable.(331, 628, 631)  

GPs frequently saw contextual factors(598) or the absence of clinical certainty(632) as 

acceptable reasons for individualisation and therefore individual-level variation. Practice 

variation and guideline divergence may be “indicative of carefully tailored, personalised 

care”[p665].(159) This contrasts with positions from SAV studies which see uncertainty as a 

source of unwarranted variation.  A compelling study of lung cancer care using medical record 

abstraction found that patient refusals and contraindications accounted substantially for 

apparent non-compliance with guideline adherence.(362) Similar findings have also been 

reported in other conditions where deviations from guidelines on the basis of comorbidity and 

complexity have been deemed clinically appropriate.(159, 209) Different presentations of the 

same condition, or pharmacogenomic factors that affect individual treatment responses, may 

warrant differential treatment responses including stepwise, titration or combination 

approaches to achieve therapeutic effectiveness.(633, 634)  In general practice, this often 

requires balancing clinical benefits with harms and adjustment for risk becomes 

important.(209, 634, 635)   

Resonating with the central difficulty in the variations discourse, the central problem in 

consideration of the relationship between individualisation and standardisation is not so much 

determining which one is desirable, but when each might be appropriate or necessary.(561) 

This has been framed as a series of questions about “the effect of standardisation on system 

behaviour”[p14]: when, what and how much standardisation is appropriate?(636)  Perhaps the 

most useful approximation of an answer is that traditional QI methods and techniques, in 

assuming there is a “measurable right answer in a given situation”[p180], are suited to linear 

mechanical systems and processes such as isolated procedures or single-disease care.(209)  

However, these standardised approaches are a poor fit in primary care which exhibits the non-

linear, self-organising, emergent dynamics of complex adaptive systems (CAS), and where 

creativity, problem solving and adaptability are critical.(209)  Many authors have promoted the 

application of CAS perspectives to health and healthcare problems (194, 200, 204, 208, 209, 
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561, 592), suggesting the complex, interactional and non-linear nature of healthcare generally, 

and general practice in particular, is a better fit with this type of conceptual approach.   

2.5.6.2 The value of individualisation (and variation) 

At a fundamental level, individualised care constitutes a form of practice variation (at the 

individual rather than aggregate level). Variation therefore may be considered a marker of 

individualisation or customisation of care.  It provides a mechanism for balancing benefit with 

harm, adjusting for risk, allowing for clinical heterogeneity, and incorporating patient 

preferences, context and complexity in the decision-making space. Individualised care has 

been associated with better treatment adherence(637) and increased patient satisfaction, 

(597, 638) although satisfaction may be a poor marker of effectiveness or superior 

outcomes.(209) It seems likely that there is a relationship practice between variation, 

represented by individualised care, and clinical outcomes,(467) indeed this is assumed by the 

UCV discourse, but the nature and direction of this relationship is unclear.  Some authors have 

asserted that decision-making which pays attention to social and cultural context is more likely 

to lead to positive outcomes.(209)    

The value of variation is perhaps best understood using a biological metaphor, as a feature of 

ecosystems. A bio-systems frame of reference is also consistent with a CAS perspective on 

understanding and interpreting the phenomenon. In an ecological context, variation is 

represented as diversity. The benefits of diversity include productivity and stability, driven by 

differential responses to environmental disturbances.(639, 640) Diversity and variation confer 

resilience and sustainability, and allow adaptation.(641) In a healthcare context, this 

adaptation contributes to innovation.(458, 461) Maintaining or restoring a capacity for 

adaptation is critical to achieving effective health system reform and responding to “external 

shocks and challenges”[p11] such as uncertain resources and increasing demand.(636)  

Diversity and variation can be seen as enabling improvement and driving change because 

they enable us to envision what is possible or might be better. In the context of clinical practice 

variation, it is variation itself that highlights the relative differences in performance that enable 

us to focus attention on potential problems. In this sense variation could usefully be seen as a 

tool rather than a performance problem per se. 

2.5.6.3 The benefits and risks of standardisation 

The pursuit of standardisation is the current general approach to quality management in health 

systems in most of the developed world, in response to increases in managerial control and 
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influence and the resultant shift in power.(110) Standardisation is essentially a strategy for 

creating or maximising certainty in an uncertain world, “an active process that aspires to 

stability and order” [p84].(502)  In quality improvement parlance this is about enhancing 

reliability, reproducibility and efficiency; by ensuring processes occur the same way each time 

they are reproduced.(209) Taking a post-modern (592) or ‘new public health’(642) perspective, 

standardisation could also be viewed as part of the pursuit of equity, “aiming to render the 

world equivalent across cultures, times and geography” [p69].(502).  Standardisation enables 

us to deal with complexity and achieve order through reduction and regulation, but also 

involves challenges, resistance, unintended consequences and trade-offs. Standards can be 

ubiquitous and underappreciated tools for organising the social world, but paradoxically must 

operate in a non-standard world.(502)   

Despite the emphasis on standardisation as the prevailing route to quality improvement, (209) 

it is not without problems. Too much, or poorly applied, standardisation can stifle innovation 

and diversity, retard adaptation, and lead to stasis and inertia, which has been described at 

the system, organisational and clinical levels.(636)  Over-standardisation, or over-

specification, can also lead to inappropriate applicability,(610, 629) and result in problematic 

handoffs, unnecessary actions and failures of patient focus.(561) Other perverse effects of 

over-standardisation include an “inflated technostucture”[p356], which designs procedures but 

sits outside workflow, and loss of capacity for “dynamic, flexible and participatory 

change”[p356] that improves results.(110) Numerous authors have highlighted the poor fit of 

standardisation in health care, especially primary care settings, (33, 39, 209, 331, 469, 545) 

flagging that the undifferentiated application of standardisation based techniques is not an 

appropriate or effective solution to quality problems.(110) An overly rigid response to 

uncertainty or variability may be part of the problem, when what is needed are systems that 

allow for uncertainty, rather than overriding or eliminating it.(643)   

Standardisation-based approaches such as clinical practice guidelines, care pathways and 

protocols have been a dominant strategy of the EBM movement and efforts to reduce variation. 

While these mechanisms can provide decision-making guidance and support behaviour 

change, to be successful they must also meet several additional criteria: they should facilitate 

delivery of care that is different and better than that provided without their use; and they must 

overcome barriers to their own acceptance and adoption by aligning with the beliefs and 

behaviours of those they seek to influence.(629) Adopting a sociological view of EBM, the 

historical success of clinical guidelines as a mechanism for standardisation of care is 

multifactorial, socially mediated, collaborative and multidisciplinary.(500) In this interpretation, 
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failures of guideline implementation and many of the perceived challenges of EBM are 

attributed to assumptions of medical dominance, often as the sole decision-maker,(500)  which 

align with physician practice-style explanations for variation.   

Healthcare is underpinned by a knowledge – power dynamic that operates between provider 

disciplines, but also between providers and patients.(644) Standardisation changes this 

dynamic, altering professional power and autonomy.(435) This, in turn, changes the nature of 

knowledge, effectively decoding and making it explicit, and generating greater transparency 

with more accountability. Actor – network dynamics may influence perspectives, including the 

‘meaning’ assigned to events, experiences and temporal trajectories of change over time.(499) 

There is also the possibility of use or misuse of standardisation by certain actors in order to 

exert power and wield influence which may or may not be legitimate.  For example, issues of 

transparency and control such as managerial challenges to clinical autonomy and hidden 

agendas regarding cost containment within health policy have historically been regarded with 

suspicion by some;(110) and in the discourse around PCC and interprofessional collaboration, 

some authors have observed the potential for reactive reassertions of power, which may 

extend the reach of certain disciplines and place obligations on patients to behave in certain 

ways.(644)  

While standardisation directs focus towards priorities and can promote collaboration, it can 

also be a “counterproductive means of ensuring accountability”[p e76]  in quality systems.(645)  

It may lead to unjust resource distribution, or punitive measures; misspent investments in 

improvement; and negative effects on morale and organisational dynamics. At worst, 

behavioural responses such as manipulation of data and unsafe decision-making in response 

to pressure can lead to problematic outcomes, for example premature discharge or incomplete 

clinical workup.(645) Ultimately, the important lesson is that quality management approaches, 

including standardisation, interact with health care environmental conditions including 

professional attitudes, organisational culture, and system configuration to produce effects 

which include unexpected and adverse effects.(110) Paradoxical effects of standardisation 

strategies have included non-linear relationships between measures of mortality and  

emergency department treatment times;(646) adverse effects of tightening blood pressure 

control,(635, 647) with potential effects on morbidity and mortality; standardised 

implementation processes failing to differentiate patients who might experience harm from 

those predicted to benefit, necessitating additional risk stratification;(648) and measurement 

of door to needle time for antibiotic treatment in community acquired pneumonia changing both 

the medical decision-making process and resultant outcomes.(643) In addition to some 
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positive effects, a qualitative study undertaken in primary care identified provision of 

inappropriate clinical care; decreased provider focus on patient concerns and service; 

compromised patient education and autonomy; and problematic consequences for team 

dynamics.(649) ‘Uncritical’ guideline implementation was found to be the primary contributing 

factor to poor care,(650) despite a generic approach intended to achieve uniformly good care, 

in an independent review of the failure of a British palliative care pathway.(651)   

2.5.7 In summary 

In addition to substantial literature around healthcare variation, there is a parallel narrative that 

explores the individualisation of healthcare as a component of quality. This discourse is 

strongly linked to concepts of medical generalism and person-centred care, and may have 

particular applicability to primary care settings especially general practice. This is due to the 

fundamental characteristics of primary care and the fact that general practice care is 

characterised by complexity and uncertainty, but has paradoxically been associated better 

system-level outcomes than specialist care. Other themes in this discourse include 

heterogeneity in clinical practice, multimorbidity, personalised care and precision medicine.  

Individualisation of care is contrasted with standardisation approaches which have been the 

dominant strategy for reducing variation and improving healthcare quality. Despite the benefits 

of standardisation in promoting reliability and efficiency, it may be an overly rigid response to 

uncertainty and can have paradoxical effects. Conversely, warranted variation could be 

considered a marker of individualisation of care that balances benefits with harms, adopts 

stepwise approaches to treatment and adjust for risk at the level of decision-making. Both 

variation and individualisation may have roles to play in this dilemma. The challenge is to 

disentangle what these elements are, then articulate and test them as theory. This may raise 

questions for our current understanding of clinical practice variation and conflict with historical 

and contemporary modes of conceptualising and interpreting healthcare practice. 

2.6 Conclusion 

Healthcare variation is seen as universal, ubiquitous, persistent, insidious and ambiguous, with 

investigators identifying “large variations across regions, hospitals and physician practices for 

almost every condition and procedure studied”.(64 p5) It is also essentially unexplained; 

remaining “widely documented but poorly understood”.(380 p85) There is a proliferation of 

approaches and methods, resulting in a body of literature that is broad and unfocused, with 

causes and consequences not well addressed; and studies frequently lacking theoretical 
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constructs, and at risk of being methodologically naïve.(64, 65) Causal explanations, which 

have so far defied elicitation, are likely to be complex and multifactorial.(61) Yet relationships 

to causes and outcomes are inadequately investigated, contributing to the ‘variation 

problem’.(64) 

The variations literature is characterised by sets of opposing ontological, epistemological and 

methodological tensions, for example those between QI and SAV, but also between 

individualisation and standardisation,(500) EBM and PCC.(402) These circumstances create 

a sense of binary discourse with proponents and opponents.(458, 471) Aligned against 

variation we have issues of cost, equity, quality and the implementation of science. In favour 

of variation we argue for diversity, innovation and the advancement of science. At the same 

time there is a normative tone that has been portrayed as an appeal to elites,(268) and could 

be construed as an exposition of power and control. At a superficial level, the variations 

discourse seems based on assumptions that there is one best way to deliver care to which 

everyone deserves access.  More fundamentally, this belies a complex operational reality that 

may be at odds with the prevailing orthodoxy.   

These oppositional constructs are compounded by evidence of socio-cultural shifts over time 

and across place.  It is unclear to what extent the apparent issues are the result of perceptions 

or expectations as much as facts, and whether we trade one set of problems for another as 

we resolve some and move on, or generate new ideological trade-offs. This has been 

described as the paradox of health – while collective health has improved there is declining 

satisfaction with healthcare and self-rated health.(172). We have documented decreases in 

mortality, but relative increases in rates of chronic disease. There is also increased health 

consciousness, with greater self-scrutiny, amplified awareness, and more commercialism & 

consumerism, leading to a climate of apprehension, insecurity and alarm regarding disease 

and the progressive medicalisation of daily life.(172) So while variation may appear 

paradoxical, it also exists in a paradoxical world.(652) Coupled with observations about the 

shifting epistemological and ontological paradigms evident in contemporary healthcare, these 

observations raise the question of whether some of these tensions represent the instability of 

the transitional phase of Kuhn’s model of scientific paradigm shifts.(642)   

Several authors have suggested that at least part of the issue with variation, standardisation 

and performance is perspective related.(65, 117) Joyner and colleagues have articulated the 

concept of “underperforming big ideas” in healthcare, describing the ways in which these 

become entrenched leading to failures of objectivity and flawed interpretations.(653) There are 
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striking parallels between some of the examples provided by these authors and the marked 

emphasis, grandiose claims and apparent lack of progress in the variations literature. It is an 

unsavoury possibility, but one worthy of consideration, that some of the variations hypotheses, 

or the pursuit of variation itself, may be an underperforming big idea. Ultimately, eliminating 

variation may be a noble ideal, but sits atop a complex reality. It is beset by complications that 

include the appearance of a ubiquitous single problem but the likelihood of multiple pathologies 

and multifactorial causation. It is at one level abstract and conceptual rather than concrete and 

material. This review of the literature makes clear that the exact nature of the ‘variation 

problem’ is contingent – on the variable measured, the level at which it is observed, and the 

source of differences between these units of measurement. In seeking to causally explain 

variation we are trying to understand exactly what the problem is and where it lies.  

This chapter has explored the boundaries of our knowledge about healthcare variation. We 

know that variation in clinical practice is widely observed, poorly understood, unresolved and 

probably multifactorial. Collectively, the literature offers a few explanatory models, some 

theory, and lots of studies. In the main, these elements are poorly matched such that theories 

and models are rarely empirically tested and empirical studies are infrequently based on well 

theorised constructs. While there is a great deal of information describing variation there is 

little robust synthesis enabling the advancement of understanding. We don’t know how to 

reliably differentiate warranted and unwarranted variation, which explanatory models are 

supported by consistent empirical evidence, or when variation is most important or meaningful 

and how to interpret this. There are asserted but unproven relationships between variation and 

quality of care, appropriateness and clinical outcomes. 

While policy frameworks emphasise knowledge for action and communication of the problem, 

research efforts have focused on attempts to understand causation and differentiate nuance 

such as warranted variation.  Both approaches tend to pursue elimination (or at last reduction) 

of variation and have had limited success.  Variation, among other things, is a signal.  Trying 

to reduce signal without understanding or even locating source is potentially problematic and 

myopic.  While understandable, a more appropriate response may be to respond to the signal 

and what it signifies rather than attempting to alter the signal per se. The literature on 

individualisation of care points strongly to the fact that the delivery of health care is a complex 

enterprise, where the signal may be best viewed as a system performance indicator, rather 

than a discrete problem. In the following chapter, I switch attention to the Ochre Health data, 

and begin examining healthcare variation in practice.
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3 DATA IN PRACTICE I  
 

Exploring variation in routine general practice data: An initial 
analysis of Ochre Health clinical quality measures 

Apparent problems are fixed more effectively when they’re first understood     

– Margaret McCartney, 2018.(654 p1)  

3.1 Introduction 

Ochre Health (Ochre), a multi-site GP-owned corporate general practice provider in Australia 

offers primary care and medical recruitment services across a range of locations, specialising 

in outer-urban, regional and remote communities. Across the company, Ochre has an 

established data reporting, benchmarking and feedback system that has enabled development 

of a longitudinal, comparative database of clinical performance measures for several chronic 

diseases over a number of years. This dataset represents a unique opportunity to explore 

clinical practice variation (CPV) at the practice level, due to the time-series cross-sectional 

nature of the data and the opportunity to link to operational (non-clinical) performance metrics. 

Other practice-level information sources include administrative data relating to human 

resource configurations, staffing hours, Medicare billings and consult numbers. This chapter 

introduces the Ochre Health group, their health outcomes dataset, and the background and 

rationale for the underlying quality improvement strategies.  

The Ochre health outcomes reporting system is based on data automatically extracted from 

clinic-level electronic medical records (EMRs). Routinely collected EMR data has huge 

potential but also risks and limitations. The chapter also summarises the literature on uses of 

routinely collected general practice data relevant to variation, outlining issues and implications, 

and describes challenges in collecting, using and interpreting such data. With respect to the 

Ochre dataset, I discuss methodological constraints and specific parameters of the data, as 

well as processes for making the data intelligible, before outlining a descriptive analysis of the 

Ochre health outcomes data between June 2012 and June 2018. 

Understanding variation from a descriptive standpoint is an important precursor to 

understanding causal or other explanatory relationships. The univariate analyses outlined in 

this chapter focus on formulating a detailed description for this purpose, depicting observed 

CPV among 33 general practice clinics in the Ochre Health group, illustrating variation between 

practices and over time. The chapter explores how variation behaves within the data, including 
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differences between disease states and between measures within disease-related groups. 

Ultimately, I identify three distinct patterns underlying the way in which variation emerges.  

3.2 Background 

3.2.1 Quality initiatives in Australian general practice 

Historically in Australia, quality in the general practice setting tends to have been considered 

primarily through the rubric of accreditation,(147) patient safety and clinical error 

reporting,(360, 655, 656) and the use of quality improvement (QI) collaboratives.(657, 658) 

Accreditation occurs against standards developed and promulgated by the Royal Australian 

College of General Practitioners (RACGP).(659) In relation to safety and quality, the standards 

emphasise a commitment to quality improvement, identification and management of clinical 

risk, institution of clinical governance mechanisms, and correct patient identification. 

Approaches such as improvement collaborative methodology,(660) are endorsed as a model 

for improvement, but the specific nature and implementation of quality improvement activities 

is at the discretion of individual practices.(659)   

3.2.1.1 Primary care collaboratives 

QI collaboratives have been adopted as a response to perceived healthcare quality gaps in 

many countries.(658, 661) Originally developed as ‘breakthrough collaboratives’, by the United 

States (US) Institute for Healthcare Improvement,(662) the methodology employs small scale 

rapid-cycle testing of planned changes using Plan Do Study Act (PDSA) cycles. It draws on 

diffusion of innovation theory,(663) bringing together multiple groups to work on specified 

clinical targets as a way of seeding and spreading effective changes in practice.(664) While 

promising, evidence for the effectiveness of collaboratives is mixed; systematic reviews 

suggest greater impact at the level of providers and processes rather than patient 

outcomes.(665, 666) Some practices may struggle to sustain improvement strategies,(667)  

requiring leadership, communication and team cohesion.(668) There have been concerns with 

lack of clarity about the exact nature of effective components; a ‘black box’ effect,(661, 669) 

although data collection and reporting is a central element of the model.(665)  

The Australian Primary Care Collaboratives (APCC) program was funded as a federal 

government policy initiative over a ten-year period from 2004-2014.(670) Responding to the 

perceived success of a similar program in the United Kingdom (UK) National Health 

Service,(671) the program aimed to support primary care services to develop and apply QI 

methods and skills, provide regular and consistent clinical data, and improve health outcomes 
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by closing evidence-practice gaps.(657) Conducted in successive waves, the initial phase of 

the program focused on three priority topics: diabetes, coronary heart disease and access and 

care redesign. This subsequently expanded to include several other chronic diseases and 

related clinical concerns. The APCC claimed substantial success on the basis of practice 

participation rates, patient coverage and progression against nominated indicators,(5, 657) 

although reporting of clinical outcomes was limited.(660) Implementation was conducted 

through local primary care support organisations; originally Divisions of General Practice, 

followed by Medicare Locals, then Primary Health Networks. Challenges included data 

extraction and review, and whether improvements in metrics reflected genuine improvements 

in practice or rather improvements in data quality and capture.(7). 

APCC measures 

Indicators, or measures, in the APCC program were chosen for their amenability in tracking 

improvements against nominated aims, using guiding change principles and practical change 

ideas articulated by expert reference panels (ERPs) convened at a national program 

level.(657) Targets were determined through a consensus-based interpretation of international 

evidence by topic specific ERPs, incorporating aspirational ‘stretch goals’ designed to motivate 

improvement work rather than facilitate judgement.(672) As a result, measures focus on 

capturing and quantifying improvements, or changes, rather than being comprehensive 

indicators of general practice performance or quality per se. Several measures are reported 

as “outcomes data” in the context of relative process and outcome components within the 

APCC quality improvement approach, but they are, at best, intermediate outcomes. Their 

validity as indicators of quality in terms of correlation with health outcomes or patient reported 

measures is not established. Overall however, these data are well positioned to provide 

information on variation between practices and over time in the context of practice-level 

improvement initiatives. These variations can potentially be explored for associations with 

geographic, demographic, socioeconomic and patient level factors as well as historical, 

environmental and temporal changes.   

3.2.1.2 Data-driven performance and improvement 

In Australia, this focus on use of practice-level data to drive improvement has combined with 

a policy emphasis on population outcomes and eHealth to produce a number of general 

practice data extraction and collation initiatives. These include several government funded 

programs focused on data aggregation and reporting against National Performance Indicators 

in Aboriginal Community Controlled Health Organisations (ACCHOs),(673, 674) and through 
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Primary Health Networks (PHNs).(7) PHNs are government funded, independent, 

geographically defined organisations established to support primary care providers, improve 

patient care, commission services and promote integration across local service 

configurations.(675) PHNs are “required to select, periodically review and revise local 

performance measures that support achievement of PHN national priorities”.(676) In addition 

to this performance monitoring role, PHNs may also use the data to support local population 

health planning. Since 2019, the Practice Incentives Program Quality Improvement (PIP-QI) 

offers an incentive payment to general practices who submit aggregate, de-identified data from 

their clinical information system (CIS) against a specified dataset of ten improvement 

measures to their local PHN.(677)  

These developments align with similar international trends towards ‘data-driven improvement’ 

and performance management systems, including pay-for-performance systems such as the 

UK Quality and Outcomes Framework (QOF).(678, 679) These are often constituted as large, 

national-level or disease-specific data repositories, including financial claims data,(378, 680) 

linked hospital data,(520, 681) or clinical reporting systems.(9, 682, 683) Australian 

approaches to pay-for-performance have been comparatively constrained,(4, 684) and 

somewhat controversial,(677, 685) but there is growing attention to the role and value of 

routinely collected data extracted from general practice CIS.(686) PHNs and PIP-QI both form 

part of contemporary Australian Government health system reforms, which also include 

development of a national “primary health care data asset” with the potential to enable 

population health planning, identify service gaps and improve patient outcomes.(687)  

In 2020, this remains embryonic and the subject of consultation.(21) The Ochre health 

outcomes data can be seen as an early operational prototype of this type of practice-level 

performance data.  

3.2.2 Routinely collected clinical, administrative or quality improvement data 
and clinical practice variation  

The availability of such comprehensive datasets at scale offers substantial opportunity for 

informing individual clinical decisions, organisational learning, optimising population health, 

enabling research and driving policy,(7, 14, 85, 322, 688-693) and has been a key enabler of 

studies quantifying and describing clinical variation.(15, 533) Despite this potential, there 

remain issues to resolve around data quality,(694, 695) reliability,(13, 696) acceptability,(10) 

and technical support.(697)  
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Administrative data, such as that from reimbursement claims, can provide insights into 

utilisation patterns but are frequently too limited to allow reliable assessment of the quality or 

outcomes of care.(698) Unwarranted clinical variation (UCV) may be difficult to measure 

quantitatively using these data, requiring “more nuance and reflexivity, pointing towards mixed 

methods approaches that are sensitive to uncertainty, social context, sense-making, and 

scientific evidence”.(45),[p8]  Extracted clinical data offer numerous benefits: accuracy, 

timeliness, rich clinical detail, and continuous parameters. However, concurrent problems 

include data quality, especially missing data items reflecting gaps in continuity or reliability of 

variables; bias, reflecting sicker individuals who are more likely to seek care; data that may be 

‘too rich’, with multiple measures for single parameters; data conflicts and difficulty determining 

clinically meaningful values or changes; and coding discrepancies or inconsistencies.(531, 

699) These issues may affect opportunities for secondary analysis, despite strong recognition 

of their value for research, planning, performance monitoring and improvement purposes. 

Other challenges to the utilisation of data extracted from general practice electronic medical 

record (EMR) systems include the relative accuracy of different data extraction tools and lack 

of standardisation across EMR software programs, making comparison between data from 

different sources often difficult, potentially unreliable, and possibly unsafe.(700, 701) There 

has been limited systematic analysis of the quality of data derived from EMR systems, and 

substantial inconsistencies in denominator data are problematic for these types of 

analysis.(702) Staff capability in data handling procedures may also pose serious constraints 

to the reliability of numerator data and affect the reliability of analysis. Steps and indicators for 

assessing data quality have been proposed, in terms of system capability,(702) and ‘data 

checks’ to aid data cleansing and assessment of data quality within practice level EMR 

systems.(703) Similarly, the Australian National Key Performance Indicators for Aboriginal and 

Torres Strait Islander Primary Health Care propose methods for assessing and managing data 

quality.(673, 674) 

3.2.2.1 Methodological considerations 

Studies exploring clinical practice variation (CPV) using routine general practice data have 

examined variables at the level of individual GPs, practices and patients. Objects of analysis 

include mortality,(473) use of financial incentives,(704) morbidity, encounters and 

prescribing,(348) pharmaceutical costs,(425) data recording,(705) and depression 

treatments.(526) Australian uses of such data have so far focused largely on epidemiological 

studies of chronic disease surveillance and examinations of data quality.(10, 11, 13, 14, 19, 

706-709) Numerous approaches have been tested including techniques that account for 
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patient complexity, uncertainty, physician style, and adherence to guidelines in terms of 

practitioner intention;(710, 711) feedback systems using factor analysis to compare practice 

patterns with accepted recommendations, and identify elements associated with unexplained 

variation;(712) deriving a morbidity score, based on nine chronic conditions, to predict mortality 

and between practice variation;(557) identifying secular and temporal trends and between-

practice variation in pharmaco-epidemiologic data;(348) and evaluating CPV using a 

knowledge-based temporal sequence framework.(85) These uses of routinely collected data 

to examine CPV highlight several structural and methodological considerations, and some 

epistemological concerns. 

3.2.2.1a Technical issues for measurement  

As previously outlined there are general, but critical, issues in attaching meaning to variation 

and to apparent measures of performance in primary care.  Attributing observed variations to 

performance differentials requires thoughtful and appropriate adjustment for effect modification 

and confounding which depends on robust, comprehensive theoretical and statistical models 

that can account for a wide range of alternate explanatory variables at patient, provider, unit, 

organisation or district levels.(556) While appropriate adjustment in CPV studies is frequently 

acknowledged as important it is not always done well,(713) and may be difficult to do, requiring 

complex data linkage arrangements and sophisticated modelling techniques. Various authors 

have suggested that analyses should be controlled or adjusted for need;(714) morbidity;(557) 

demography and morbidity;(425) and age, sex and deprivation.(412)  

In line with increasing focus on patient-centred and shared decision-making models of care 

that stress the importance of patient preferences, there is emerging emphasis on patient 

reported outcome measures (PROMs) or endpoints that ‘matter’ to patients such as 

satisfaction, treatment adherence, health status, and quality of life;(715-717) and a growing 

body of literature addressing the measurement of patient experience.(718-720) However many 

of these approaches are also constrained by conceptual and methodological challenges;(721) 

for example, patient satisfaction is a relative concept and meaningful measurement requires 

concomitant assessment of patient expectations.(162, 722) These types of measures have 

been described as ‘non-technical dimensions’ of outcome,(722) suggesting they are of critical 

and parallel importance to healthcare quality, irrespective of the competence of physicians or 

the technical soundness of care. 
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3.2.2.1b Analytical methods 

The growing complexity of data sources available for variations analysis has meant growing 

complexity of analytical methods. Many studies use forms of hierarchical regression analysis, 

including multi-level modelling of time-series cross-sectional (TSCS) data,(347, 348, 723-725) 

and techniques for distinguishing random from systematic variation.(726-728) Others focus on 

methods for dealing with and measuring variance, including the systematic component of 

variation (SCV) which enables comparison of variation relative to the mean,(68) and the use 

of intra-class correlation coefficients (ICCs) which consider similarity within and between 

clusters, and the relationship of variation to improved performance.(729) Some studies attempt 

novel integrative approaches that combine time-series and cross-sectional methods with 

comparison of reduction in variation to improvement in indicator.(143)  

Small area analysis (SAA) methods have been the most prevalent statistical techniques used 

in studies of practice variation. However, their limitations have increasingly driven investigators 

to use alternatives such as disease mapping,(728) and preference elicitation methods, with 

added explanatory value and increased acceptability of findings.(730) Appropriate adjustment 

for confounding or risk remains critical, and regression analyses should follow standardisation 

procedures to control for latent factors.(713) Critiques of SAA have highlighted inappropriate 

aggregation,(381) flagging that choice of both units of measurement and units of comparison 

has the potential to dramatically alter findings, for example if geographic boundaries are drawn 

differently.(320) Potential problems also exist with composite indicators and rankings, which 

are forms of aggregation that further obscure meaning and interpretation. Techniques such as 

ratio-based efficiency analysis (REA), that compare relative efficiency of decision-making 

units, have been used to address this.(75) 

3.2.2.1c Theoretical and epistemic concerns 

Scholarly interpretation of variation also requires some link to theoretical frameworks that can 

be used to explain and account for findings in ways that make sense, and then utilised to 

improve quality and outcomes. Unmeasured or untheorized factors may limit the explanatory 

power of chosen models – underscoring the importance of identifying and accounting for these. 

Critically, control variables will be specifically relevant to the outcome variable of interest, and 

the theoretical model employed, so are likely to change according to the particular 

analysis.(726) Some have described an additional interpretive risk in the study of UCV – that 

of ‘unwarranted conclusions’, where erroneous or simplistic assumptions lead to flawed 

interpretation.  
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Bearing in mind distinctions between measurement for improvement and measurement for 

performance, the apparent convergence of data-driven quality improvement with data-driven 

performance monitoring may also raise epistemic questions about purpose. Although 

improvement and performance are clearly linked endeavours, they nonetheless have distinct 

purposes with different implications for the use and interpretation of data. While the potential 

value of secondary uses of CIS data is clearly identified,(731) the risks, constraints and 

transferability of concepts are yet to be clearly elucidated. 

3.3 Ochre Health 

Ochre Health was established in Bourke, New South Wales, in 2002 by two general 

practitioners (GPs). In 2021, Ochre now operates 44 general practices across five states and 

territories in Eastern Australia (see Figure 3.1), comprising a mix of clinic sizes, in both urban 

and rural locations. Across the operating group, Ochre employs approximately 250 doctors, 

including 54 GP Registrars, around 180 nurses and 365 additional staff. This reflects the 

company philosophy of recruiting GPs to areas of need and supporting them with a highly 

trained team of nurses, practice and operational staff, all working towards a goal of improving 

healthcare across very disparate environments.  Practices are encouraged to engage nurses  

 

Map data 2021 Google, courtesy of Ochre Health Ltd, with permission 

Figure 3.1: Location of Ochre practices. 
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in dedicated chronic disease management (CDM) activities, using Medicare funded GP 

management plans (GPMPs)i in particular, as a strategy for optimising results.(732)  

Ochre also operates a cross-organisational ‘patient health outcomes program’ which records 

clinical indicators for several chronic diseases that are tracked against cross-organisational 

benchmarks and targets. Monthly results are reported across the group, and contribute to an 

annual awards program that recognises clinic achievements in excellence and clinical 

improvement.(733) The focus is on establishing a robust internal data reporting system that 

can assist in identifying factors that drive improved general practice care and health outcomes. 

Clinical outcomes data are collated centrally from data reports submitted each month by 

general practices. Data are extracted from the practice software (Best Practice™) using a 

commercially available data extraction tool, PenCS Clinical Audit Tool version 4 

(CAT4)™,(734) via a standard reporting function. The CAT4 APCC Report extracts a specified 

indicator set derived from the full clinical information system, providing summary statistics at 

the practice level for all patients who are not archived or deceased.(735) The report can only 

be created in real time, collecting a ‘snapshot’ of current patient data at the date of extraction, 

and stratifying results by indigenous status and absence of recording. Disease specific data 

are reported against chronic disease ‘registers’ for each condition, constituted of patients 

whose EMR is coded with a diagnosis matching the disease definition.(736) This register 

functions as the denominator for other measures within that disease group. The general group 

uses the number of non-archived, non-deceased patients aged over 18 (or over 15 if Aboriginal 

or Torres Strait Islander) as the denominator. An example of the raw data extraction format 

from 2016 is provided at Appendix 3.1. 

3.3.1 Ochre Health Outcomes Data 

The collated data constitute a longitudinal and cross-sectional administrative dataset of 

specified quality improvement indicators, defined originally by the APCC program. The core 

dataset includes clinical indicators across three disease groups: coronary heart disease (CHD), 

diabetes and chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD); and a further five generic 

measures related to smoking status, body mass index (BMI), and use of GP Management 

                                                      
i GPMPs are a chronic disease management intervention funded by the Australian Government through Medicare, 

the Australian national public health insurance scheme, to support structured approaches to planning and 

coordinating care. Rebates are provided for GPs to prepare and review annual management plans for patients 

with chronic or terminal medical conditions. GPs are required to assess and agree management goals with 

patients, and identify and document ongoing treatments and services as well as patient self-management 

activities.(732)  
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Plans (GPMPs). Indicators capture a series of process measures focused on disease-specific 

recording of anthropometric, behavioural and physiological parameters, or on evidence-based 

prescribing of certain drug classes or immunisations. Outcome measures reflect commonly 

accepted international standards for blood pressure (BP) control, lipid control, and glycaemic 

control in diabetes (indicated by glycosylated haemoglobin, HbA1c) at the time of the 

APCC.(736) While parameters for the APCC report expanded over time to include additional 

conditions such as cardiovascular and chronic kidney disease, the subset of measures 

available across the six-year period is detailed in Appendix 3.2.  

In Australia, most general practices are small businesses operated by GP owners. Ochre 

Health have an active acquisitions portfolio, which looks to expand the network offering a GP-

led, health outcomes focused organisational approach that simplifies the challenge of practice 

ownership and provides management expertise.(737) This orientation towards organisational 

growth has meant a dynamic practice cohort over time. Data are available from 34 practices 

for the time period from June 2012 to June 2018, but commencement and cessation dates for 

data collection vary between clinics with numerous practices both joining and leaving the 

company during this period. In June 2018 there were 28 active practices. Practices range in 

size from small (1 doctor) to large (12 doctor) clinics, across six Australian states and territories, 

in both urban and rural locations with varied socioeconomic status.  

3.4 Methods 

3.4.1 Aim 

Marked differences have previously been observed between practices within the Ochre health 

outcomes data. These are arranged by clinic over time, providing the opportunity to explore 

the improvement (or performance) trajectory of individual clinics in addition to cross-sectional 

differences. This analysis examines a selected series of process and outcome measures for 

CHD and diabetes, aiming to identify and describe variation between practices and over time, 

and to ‘tell the story’ of how these measures varied within the organisation between 2012 and 

2018. For this purpose, the chapter deals only with dependent variables, and does not attempt 

to explore the distribution or role of factors that might be considered explanatory or 

independent variables, which will be examined in subsequent chapters. Rather than looking at 

single measures, issues or conditions, I intentionally explore variation across two families of 

indicators to shed light on the way variation emerges within the organisation, and how variation 

itself behaves.  
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3.4.2 Data measures 

The Ochre health outcomes dataset contains measures against 52 separate indicators, 

grouped in four categories: CHD (n=18), diabetes (n=26), COPD (n=3) and general (n=5); 

detailed in Appendix 3.2. Some indicators function as sets, collectively providing information 

about a given issue, for example smoking status or glycaemic control. For analysis, these sets 

are collapsed to report only a single meaningful parameter. This analysis examines 25 of these 

indicators from two disease groups, CHD and diabetes, plus one general measure. To adjust 

for substantial differences in size of practices and disease registers, an additional pair of 

‘practice prevalence’ measures are calculated. Table 3.1 outlines the selected indicators. Data 

definitions and mapping for relevant software extraction fields are presented in Appendix 3.3. 

Table 3.1: Ochre Health core clinical outcomes dataset 

DENOMINATOR PROCESS INDICATORS OUTCOME INDICATORS 

CHD measures 

 
 
# of active patients 
 
# of patients on CHD 
register 

# of patients with CHD  
(Register size) 
% with CHD  
(Practice prevalence) 
% LDL/cholesterol recorded 
(last 12 months) 
% with BP recorded  
(last 12 months) 
% with ACR or eGFR recorded 
% smoking status not recorded 
% prescribed statin Rx 
% prescribed ACEI/ARB 
% prescribed antiplatelet Rx 

 
 
 
 
Lipid control 
(% LDL<=2 / cholesterol<4) 
BP control 
(% with BP <=130/80) 
Smoking status  
(% smokers) 
Composite 
(% 4 measures met) 
AMI / ACS  
(% last 12 months) 

Diabetes measures 

 
 
# of active patients 
 
# of patients on 
diabetes register 

# of patients with diabetes  
(Register size) 
% with diabetes  
(Practice prevalence) 
% LDL/cholesterol recorded 
(last 12 months) 
% with BP recorded  
(last 12 months) 
% with ACR or eGFR recorded 
% smoking status not recorded 
% with HbA1c recorded 
Composite 
(% key measures recorded) 

 
 
 
 
Lipid control 
(% LDL<=2 / cholesterol<4) 
BP control 
(% with BP <=130/80) 
Smoking status  
(% smokers) 
Glycaemic control  
(% with HbA1c <=7%) 
Composite 
(% key measures met) 

Non-registry data measures 

# of patients with 
CVD/Diab/COPD/CRF 

% with GPMP in last 2 years  
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Ochre Health also calculate two composite, post-facto performance indicators as part of 

feedback reporting: an overall process index, derived from five non-prescribing process 

indicators for diabetes and CHD (BP recorded, lipids recorded, HbA1c recorded); and an 

overall outcome index, derived from the five associated outcome indicators for diabetes and 

CHD (BP control, lipid control, glycaemic control). These indicators were examined in 

preliminary analyses but are not utilised subsequently as they mask potentially important 

information about variation between indicators.    

3.4.3 Data cleaning and configuration 

Preliminary univariate analysis of data for the period June 2012 – June 2017 (outlined in 

Appendix 3.4) identified several patterns which raise questions about data quality, and the 

possibility that some variation (both between practices and within practices over time) may be 

explained by variations in data quality. In this initial dataset, 34 practices are represented at 

monthly intervals over the five-year period although practices join and leave the dataset at 

different points (range, 11-30 per month). Beginning with 11 in June 2012, there is a steady 

increase in the practice cohort between April 2014 and October 2015, which then stabilises at 

around 28 for the remaining period. This plasticity in the structure of the dataset gives rise to 

two potential forms of ‘missing data’ with implications for analysis: 

1) Structurally, the dataset is not balanced with systematically missing data at various time 

points both before some practices join, and late after some practices depart the Ochre 

group. For this descriptive, non-inferential, exploratory analysis this structural issue is 

acknowledged though not specifically remedied.    

2) The dataset also contains isolated instances of missing data when individual practices 

did not provide a monthly extraction report. On these occasions, the previous months’ 

values are substituted for missing values, as the last known measure. This pragmatic 

approach was adopted as part of Ochre Health feedback reporting and is retained in 

my analyses, assuming that, as performance / improvement monitoring data, changes 

from month to month are likely to be iterative and incremental. 

For many indicators there is early month-to-month volatility with relative stabilisation from mid-

2015 onwards. Most practices demonstrate low values on commencement with subsequent 

improvement and stabilisation over time. Comparison with a sample of raw extraction data 

from a single time point in early 2015 revealed multiple (n=5) versions of the extraction software 

in use across practices and substantial variation with respect to diagnostic coding and 
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medication accuracy. Calculation of an internal discrepancy score (see Appendix 3.4.2) found 

these were common early in the life of the dataset, diminishing over time and becoming stable 

and consistent with no further discrepancies from October 2014. Together, these lines of 

argument suggested there may be variations in coding procedures, data cleaning practices 

and data integrity at the individual clinic level; and that different versions of the extraction 

software may impact on the comparability of data across the practice group and over time. 

There seem to have been improvements in data stability and reliability over time, although the 

source of these is unclear and the magnitude varies between indicators. It is possible that there 

were material changes to data management processes in late 2014 or mid 2015 which 

impacted on data quality. Alternatively, this apparent shift may reflect changes in the mobility 

of practices transitioning in and out of the dataset. 

I tested a series of approaches to determine the most effective strategies for dealing with these 

issues, including truncating the data set by removing early months of data for individual 

practices or arranging data by cumulative data point rather than date (see Appendix 3.4.3). 

The final analysis addressed the five-year period from July 2013 to June 2018. Data prior to 

mid-2013 were excluded to minimise issues associated with initial establishment of the Ochre 

Health reporting system. To allow for apparent variability as practices joined the Ochre Health 

group and established data management procedures, the initial six months of data from each 

individual practice was also excluded. 

Notably, the dataset does not contain comprehensive patient-level clinical information but 

consists of aggregated, practice-level, ‘rate-based’ data against specified clinical indicators 

originally developed as measures of quality improvement. However, QI data may be differently 

constructed to performance data, reflecting a filtered, semi-synthesised format. In the Ochre 

Health dataset, data extracts initially reported all rates, for both process and outcome 

measures, against specified ‘disease registry’ denominators. Outcome measures were 

consequently reported against the same denominator as process measures (number of 

patients in a specific disease registry), rather than the number of patients in whom the outcome 

was actually measured (see Table 3.1). This strategy, a pragmatic choice to motivate QI 

behaviour, highlights a disjunction between measurement for improvement and measurement 

for performance which may be problematic for performance reporting and research. For this 

analysis, outcome measures were recalibrated against new denominators reflecting the 

underlying process data. For example the variable BP control, originally calculated as  

% CHD patients with BP <=130/80      =   # patients with BP<=130/80   
# patients on CHD register 
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was recalibrated as  

% CHD patients with BP <=130/80      =   # patients with BP<=130/80   
# patients on CHD register with BP recorded 

3.4.4 Analysis 

Analysis centres on a subgroup of directly comparable indicators common to both CHD and 

diabetes, plus several others for each disease. Each indicator is presented in terms of 

summary statistics including routine measures of variation, and displayed visually by practice 

and over time (see Appendix 3.5). For each indicator, median values are reported along with 

range and interquartile range (IQR), as data are not always normally distributed nor are they 

adjusted for practice size or number of practices. The indicator set for each disease is also 

summarised collectively to identify relative variation among indicators and ranked using the 

coefficient of variation (CfV). CfV is a standardised measure of dispersion that allows 

comparison of variation across units or scales by calculating the ratio of standard deviation to 

the mean.(68)  

Data are analysed using Microsoft Excel (Windows 10) and Statistical Package for the Social 

Sciences (SPSS) version 25 (IBM International).(738) Practice names are omitted to preserve 

confidentiality, and are not required to interpret or follow the analysis which is concerned with 

overall patterns. Results are presented by disease and by process or outcome classification. 

3.4.4.1 Data visualisation 

Visually, each indicator is depicted using a standardised series of three figures which outline 

the full picture of variation for that measure across clinics and over time (all figures in Appendix 

3.5). Each adds an element of clarity to the story and together they underscore the value of 

data visualisation for understanding performance variation. In each series, figure (a) provides 

a time series graph of summary statistics (mean, median, IQR and range) for each measure; 

figure (b) provides a time series graph of individual practice measures at monthly intervals, 

with each coloured line representing a practice, and colour coding consistent across graphs; 

and figure (c) provides a box plot of variation within and between practices, noting statistical 

outliers for each practice. Within-practice variation is the variation within an individual practice 

across time. Illustrative examples are presented on pages 112 and 113 of this chapter in Figure 

3.4.  
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3.5 Results 

Overall, 33 practices are represented in the data from July 2013 to June 2018, at monthly 

intervals (n=60, range 6-60 per practice). The number of practices with data available each 

month ranges from 13 in July 2013 to 28 in June 2018. This data structure is displayed 

graphically in Figure 3.2.  

 

Figure 3.2: Practice data points by date 

3.5.1 Coronary Heart Disease measures 

APCC change principles for CHD focused on improving the accuracy of clinical databases, 

adopting systematic and proactive approaches to caring for patients with CHD, implementing 

and supporting patient self-management strategies, and ensuring patient care was coordinated 

and locally integrated.(672) CHD was defined as a current or past history of myocardial 

infarction, angina pectoris, or cardiac revascularisation procedures. Subsequent 

improvements in care were tracked using the series of process and outcome measures 

detailed in Appendix 3.3, which emphasise the risk of recurrent events and the importance of 

secondary prevention and cardiovascular risk assessment.(672) These measures were initially 

collected by Ochre Health practices participating in the APCC and later maintained for the 

Ochre patient health outcomes program.  

Thirteen indices are examined in this analysis: eight process measures and five outcome 

measures. Process measures focus on known secondary prevention strategies for control of 
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hypertension and hyperlipidaemia, smoking cessation, and monitoring of renal function, 

including anthropometric assessment; and evidence-based prescribing of statins, antiplatelet 

agents and angiotensin converting enzyme inhibitors (ACEIs) or angiotensin receptor blockers 

(ARBs).(739) Many of these reflect acknowledged evidence-practice gaps at the time of the 

APCC, and the target of international QI approaches.(740, 741) Three intermediate outcome 

measures reflect management targets for blood pressure (BP) control, lipid control and 

smoking status drawn from contemporaneous National Heart Foundation guidelines.(739, 740) 

One indicator reflects the occurrence of secondary events (acute myocardial infarction or acute 

coronary syndromes) in the preceding 12 months. A mortality indicator is also contained in the 

dataset but was insufficiently populated to warrant analysis. 

Measures vary in their variability. Table 3.2 and Figure 3.3 present the 14 CHD measures 

analysed, ranked in relative magnitude of variation (using CfV). Prescribing measures and 

recording of BP and smoking status exhibit least variation relative to the mean, while incidence 

of acute cardiac events in the last 12 months is low but demonstrates large relative variation.  

Table 3.2: Overall variation by CHD indicator  

  Mean 
(%) 

SD    
(%) 

Med 
(%) 

IQR 
(%) 

Min 
(%) 

Max 
(%) 

CfV 

CHD_% ACEorARB Rx 64.35 6.15 64.47 6.82 33.61 88.24 0.096 

CHD_% Statin Rx 73.56 7.42 74.71 9.20 33.33 92.31 0.101 

CHD_% smoking recorded^ 88.43 9.82 90.51 9.98 45.45 100.0 0.111 

CHD_% BP recorded^ 79.91 9.99 79.87 14.43 38.27 100.0 0.125 

CHD_% Antiplatelet Rx 67.61 8.70 68.76 9.75 22.22 86.55 0.129 

CHD_% LDL <2 or chol <4* 54.74 9.09 54.17 11.15 17.14 94.12 0.166 

CHD_ % LDL / chol recorded^ 62.74 12.06 62.50 15.23 26.92 98.25 0.192 

CHD_% BP <=130/80* 41.09 9.34 40.23 12.12 14.29 82.00 0.227 

CHD_% practice (prevalence) 2.91 1.33 2.83 2.00 0.17 6.84 0.456 

CHD_% 4 measures met 8.13 4.11 7.50 3.95 0.00 29.55 0.505 

CHD_% current smokers* 13.44 7.76 11.63 7.88 0.00 42.86 0.577 

CHD_% ACR or eGFR recorded  19.36 12.64 16.63 15.87 1.60 78.13 0.653 

CHD_register (n=) 169.60 116.98 136 192 8 588 0.690 

CHD_% AMI or ACS last 12 months 2.20 1.98 1.79 2.26 0.00 16.67 0.897 

NB:  for all process measures, denominator = CHD register; for specified outcome measures 
(denoted*), denominator = relevant process measure (denoted^) 
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Figure 3.3: Median value, interquartile range and coefficient of variation by CHD indicator 

 

3.5.1.1 CHD process measures 

CHD registers and prevalence. Size of CHD registersii  varies widely between practices (range 

8-588), and is moderately correlated with practice size (measured as number of active patients) 

(r=.684, p<0.001). Variation between practices is relatively stable over time. Median CHD 

register size is 136 patients (IQR 192). To adjust for differences in practice size, the ‘practice 

prevalence’ of registered CHD, or the proportion of active patients in the practice CIS with a 

diagnosis coded to the CHD register, was calculated. 

Practice prevalence also varies widely between practices (median 2.83%, IQR 2.0%, range 

0.17%-6.84%), close to the national prevalence of approximately 2.8% among adults,(742) but 

with an eighteen-fold difference between practices persisting in June 2018 (median 3.25%, 

range 0.34%-6.25%). Practice prevalence summary statistics are displayed in Figure 3.4a, 

Appendix 3.5 and below). For some practices ‘prevalence’ is consistent over time, while others 

demonstrate dramatic shifts suggestive of changes in underlying data management processes 

(Figure 3.4b). Practices exhibiting marked within-practice variation over time are commonly 

                                                      
ii The PenCAT data extraction tool allocates patients to the CHD register on the basis of coded diagnoses 

recorded in the EMR. Patients are included in the CHD register if they have one of 45 diagnoses detailed in the 
data dictionary presented in Appendix 3.3. Patients with CHD who do not meet this definition, or whose diagnoses 
are not reorded using coded entry fields, may not be included. 
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those who demonstrate substantial improvement in the measure (Figure 3.4c). Both register 

size and practice prevalence are likely to reflect practice-level clinical and administrative 

processes including diagnostic procedures and data coding and cleaning, as well as underlying 

community prevalence of disease.  

 

Figure 3.4a: CHD ‘practice prevalence’ ratesiii for Ochre Health, summary statistics by date 

 

Figure 3.4b: CHD ‘practice prevalence’ ratesiii by individual practice (n=33) and date  

Blood pressure recording.iv Median practice rate of BP recording across the dataset is 79.87% 

(IQR 14.43%, range 38.27%-100%). While there is some month to month variability, the 

majority of practices maintain rates between approximately 70% and 90%, stabilising slightly 

                                                      
iii ‘Practice prevalence’ calculated as the proportion of active patients in the practice CIS who are coded with a 

relevant CHD diagnosis and included in the CHD register 
iv Denominator = patients included in practice CHD register. 
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Figure 3.4c: CHD ‘practice prevalence’ ratesiii, distribution over time by practice (n=33) 

 

with time (Figure 3.5 a,b, Appendix 3.5). Several outlier practices exist in both the low and high 

range (Figure 3.5c, Appendix 3.5). Monthly fluctuations in this indicator may relate to the 

structure of the measure which captures data retrospectively over a 12-month window at the 

time of extraction – individual patients will move in and out of the ‘window’ as consultations 

(and recording) occur. 

Lipid recording.iv Median rate of lipid recording across the dataset is 62.5% (IQR 15.23%, range 

26.92%-98.25%). While rates are slightly lower than BP recording, and practices are slightly 

more dispersed, pronounced month-to-month variation also exists (Figure 3.6). A single 

practice demonstrates consistently better rates, although these decline over time. 

Renal function recording.iv In contrast to other measures, rates of ACR or eGFR recording for 

CHD patients are low (median 16.63%, IQR 15.87%, range 1.6-78.13%). While highly variable, 

much of this variation stems from early in the life of the dataset, and a small group of practices 

who demonstrate much higher rates (Figure 3.7a,b). Two of these practices steadily decline 

over time suggesting values may reflect focused attention to this process at a point in time, 

with natural attrition affecting rates as the ‘data window’ for the measure moves forward in 

time. Such deterioration is an alternate source of large within-practice variation (Figure 3.7c).    

Recording smoking status.iv Median practice rate of recording smoking status is 90.51% (IQR 

9.98%, range 54.55%-100%). There is marked improvement in both average values and inter-

practice variation with time (Figure 3.8a,b). Several outlier practices with lower rates are 

evident, although these also improve with time (Figure 3.8c). 
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Prescribing – Angiotensin Converting Enzyme Inhibitors (ACEI) or Angiotensin Receptor 

Blockers (ARBs)iv ACEI s and ARBs are commonly recommended as first-line agents for the 

control of hypertension and cardiovascular risk in people with CHD, especially in the presence 

of renal disease and diabetes.(743) Median prescribing rate for ACEI / ARBs is 64.47% (IQR 

6.82%, range 33.61%-88.24%). This measure is generally stable over time. Some practices 

show monthly variability but there is generally limited within-practice variation although some 

movement at the margins of the range (Figure 3.9). 

Prescribing – antiplatelet therapy.iv Antiplatelet agents are used for the secondary prevention 

of acute cardiac events in those with documented CHD, though must be balanced against 

bleeding risk.(744) Median prescribing rate for antiplatelet agents is 68.76% (IQR 9.75%, range 

22.22%-86.55%). While there is early fluctuation, especially at the bottom of the range, most 

practices stabilise over time between 65% and 75%. Small groups ultimately cluster both 

above and below this mid-range cohort (Figure 3.10).  

Prescribing – statin therapy.iv Statins are cholesterol lowering drugs, indicated for management 

of hyperlipidaemia in both primary and secondary prevention of CHD and vascular 

disease.(745) Median prescribing rate for statins across the dataset is 74.71% (IQR 9.2%, 

range 33.33%-92.31%). Again there is general stability over time with movement at the 

margins of the range. Early volatility is evident for individual practices who join the cohort later 

in time (Figure 3.11). 

3.5.1.2 CHD outcome measures 

Blood pressure control.v While target ranges for BP have been repeatedly redefined in 

response to emerging evidence,(647, 746, 747) the CAT4 APCC extraction report utilises a 

target value of 130/80 mmHg to denote BP control.(657, 739) Median value for this 

intermediate outcome measure across the dataset is 40.23% (IQR 12.12%, range 14.29%-

82.0%). There is substantial month-to-month volatility and some fluctuation over time, with a 

slight downward trend in median values and little reduction in variation (Figure 3.12). 

Lipid control. vi The CAT4 APCC report denotes lipid control as a low density lipids (LDL) level 

<2mmol/l or total cholesterol <4mmol/l.(657, 739) Median rate of lipid control across the 

dataset is 54.17% (IQR 11.15%, range 17.14%–94.12%). There is some month to month 

                                                      
v Denominator = patients on CHD register with BP recorded. 
vi Denominator = patients on CHD register with lipid levels recorded. 
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variability but much less than that exhibited by BP control rates. Median values are reasonably 

stable over time with some periods of increased inter-practice variation (Figure 3.13). 

Smoking status.vii Median smoking rate is 11.63% (IQR 7.88%, range 0–37.50%). There is 

early variability, stabilising slightly over time although individual practice trajectories often 

demonstrate little variation. Several practices demonstrate substantial within-practice variation, 

linked to abrupt changes in values that may reflect changes in data integrity (Figure 3.14)  

Acute Myocardial Infarction (AMI) or Acute Coronary Syndromes (ACS).v Median rate of acute 

cardiac events is 1.79% (IQR 2.26%, range 0-16.67%). Practices exhibit limited variability with 

several notable exceptions. Raw numbers for this indicator are generally small and, for some 

practices, denominators are also very small leading to large effects. These aberrancies are 

difficult to interpret but anecdotal reports suggest the underlying data may be subject to 

inconsistencies (Figure 3.15). The Australian Institute of Health and Welfare (AIHW) estimates 

that 59,100 acute coronary events occurred in 2017, an incidence of approximately 10.18% 

among the estimated 580,300 Australians aged over 18 with CHD,(742) also suggesting 

relevant data may not be fully captured. While data quality for this indicator may be problematic 

it is analysed here for illustrative purposes. 

3.5.1.3 CHD composite measures 

One composite CHD measure is examined for comparison purposes. This indicator combines 

targets for BP control, lipid control, antiplatelet therapy and ACE inhibitor or ARB prescribing. 

The measure is reported as the proportion of patients who simultaneously meet all four criteria.v 

Median value across the dataset is 7.5% (IQR 3.95%, range 0-29.55%). This measure exhibits 

extreme month-to-month volatility, although with a narrow interquartile range that fluctuates 

slightly over time (Figure 3.16a,b). Several practices show substantial within practice variation 

(Figure 3.16c). 

3.5.2 Diabetes measures 

APCC change principles for diabetes included establishment and maintenance of valid patient 

registers, provision of systematic and proactive care, involving patients in self-management, 

and adoption of multidisciplinary and multi-agency approaches to coordinating care.(660) 

Associated improvement measures reflect evidence that morbidity and mortality can be 

reduced by optimal control of blood glucose levels, hypertension and hyperlipidaemia; and for 

                                                      
vii Denominator = patients on CHD register with smoking status recorded. 
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the benefits of active monitoring and aggressive management of risk factors for other 

complications such as microalbuminuria.(660, 748) APCC targets for BP and lipid control were 

consistent with those for CHD, while optimal glycaemic control was indicated by a 

HbA1c<=7%, based on contemporaneous clinical trials,(749) and accepted international 

guidelines.(750, 751) The APCC aimed to reach a goal of 50% of patients in participating 

practices meeting this target.(660). 

Twelve diabetes measures are analysed here: seven process indicators and five outcomes. 

Process measures address assessment of glycaemic control using HbA1c, plus similar 

indicators to CHD for assessment of BP and lipid control, smoking status and renal function. 

Four intermediate outcome measures are employed; blood pressure, lipid and glycaemic 

control plus smoking status. Two composite measures are also examined for comparison 

purposes: one focused on multiple processes and one which combines processes and 

outcomes. Diabetes ‘key measures recorded’ captures the proportion of patients with diabetes 

who have had HbA1c, lipids, BP and smoking status assessed within the previous 12 months. 

Diabetes ‘key measures satisfactory’ identifies diabetes patients with concurrent achievement 

of targets for HbA1c, LDL or cholesterol, BP and smoking status. 

Relative variation among diabetes measures is shown in Table 3.3 and Figure 3.17. In this 

disease group, BP and smoking recording measures exhibit least variation while composite 

outcome measures and the size of disease registers are most variable relative to mean values.  

Table 3.3: Overall variation by diabetes indicator 

  
Mean 
(%) SD (%) 

Med 
(%) 

IQR 
(%) 

Min 
(%) 

Max 
(%) 

CfV 

DIA_% BP recorded^ 79.40 9.79 79.19 13.55 41.31 100.0 0.123 

DIA_% smoking recorded^ 87.33 11.01 90.44 15.31 40.25 100.0 0.165 

DIA_% HbA1c <=7* 56.44 7.23 57.13 9.91 29.70 76.84 0.201 

DIA_% HbA1c recorded^ 71.10 9.50 71.61 11.09 38.45 95.00 0.222 

DIA_% LDL <2 or Chol <4* 47.46 7.51 48.17 10.23 23.91 69.44 0.249 

DIA_% Lipids recorded^ 67.22 11.06 66.59 15.10 38.76 97.50 0.324 

DIA_% BP <=130/80* 36.03 7.89 35.44 9.65 15.56 67.63 0.329 

DIA_% ACR or eGFR recorded 43.56 14.11 42.91 19.88 9.47 84.35 0.439 

DIA_% prevalence 4.45 1.95 4.36 3.00 0.78 9.31 0.481 

DIA_% key measures in time 29.03 13.95 26.64 19.23 0.00 69.91 0.583 

DIA_% current smoker* 14.71 7.89 12.62 9.64 2.70 35.96 0.689 

DIA_% key measures satisf. 10.60 5.69 10.25 7.33 0.00 33.33 0.703 

DIA_# register 249.39 171.82 214 189 22 991 0.869 

NB:  for all process measures, denominator = CHD register; for outcome measures (denoted*), denominator = 
relevant process measure (denoted^) 
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Figure 3.17: Median value, interquartile range and coefficient of variation by diabetes indicator 

3.5.2.1 Diabetes process measures 

Diabetes registers and prevalence. Size of diabetes registers also varies widely between 

practices (range 22-991), and like CHD registers is moderately correlated with practice size 

(active patients) (r=.700, p<0.001). Median diabetes registerviii size is 214 patients. Practice 

prevalenceix varies markedly between practices with a median rate of 4.36% (IQR 3.0%, range 

1.0-9.0%), lower than the national prevalence of approximately 4.9%.(752) There is an almost 

twelve-fold variation between practices in June 2018 (median 4.36%, range 0.78%-9.31%), 

although rates are generally stable over time allowing for individual fluctuations among several 

practices (Figure 3.18, Appendix 3.5). 

HbA1c recorded.x Median recording rate for HbA1c over time is 71.61% (IQR 11.09%, range 

38.45%-95.0%). While overall rates are generally stable over time there are some fluctuations, 

especially during the middle time period. Individually, practices show month-to-month 

                                                      
viii Patients are included by PenCAT n the Diabetes register if they have been coded against one of 10 diabetes-
related diagnoses detailed in Appendix 3.3. 
ixDiabetes ‘practice prevalence’ calculated as the proportion of active patients in the practice CIS who are coded 
with a diabetes-related diagnosis and included in the Diabetes register 
x Denominator = patients included in practice Diabetes register. 
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variability and some demonstrate marked improvements from early baseline values (Figure 

3.19). 

Blood pressure recorded.x Median rate of BP recording across the dataset is 79.19% (IQR 

13.55%, range 41.31%-100%), consistent with BP recording rates for CHD. As with CHD there 

is month-to-month fluctuation within practices, though most maintain rates between 65% and 

95%. Median values have fluctuated slightly over time with some practices demonstrating poor 

results when initially joining the cohort (Figure 3.20).  

Lipids recorded.x Median rate of lipid recording for diabetes patients across the dataset is 

66.59% (IQR 15.10%, range 38.76%-97.5%). This measure displays similar features to lipid 

recording in CHD, with pronounced month-to-month variation and large fluctuations mid-way 

through the time period around early 2016 (Figure 3.21). A single practice again demonstrates 

better rates early, declining over time. 

Renal function recording.x Median rate of recording of ACR or eGFR is 42.91% (IQR 19.88%, 

range 9.47%-84.35%), almost double that of the same measure for diabetes. There is 

substantial variation between and within practices, with moderate fluctuation in median rates 

over time (Figure 3.22).  

Recording of smoking status.x Median rate of smoking status recorded across the dataset is 

90.44% (IQR 15.31%, range 40.25%-100%). While this is similar in value to the CHD measure, 

there is more dispersion between practices. Again there is marked improvement in both 

average values and overall variation with time, with several outlier practices evident that also 

substantially improve with time (Figure 3.23). 

3.5.2.2 Diabetes outcome measures 

Glycaemic control.xi Median rate of glycaemic control (HbA1c <=7%) is 57.13% (IQR 9.91%, 

range 29.7%-76.84%). There is some month-to-month variability and moderate fluctuation in 

average rates across the dataset. Variation both between and within practices stabilises 

slightly over time (Figure 3.24). 

Blood pressure control.xii Median value for BP control among diabetes patients is 27.59% (IQR 

8.27%, range 13.38%-60.0%). This is slightly lower than that for CHD patients, with less 

                                                      
xi Denominator = patients on practice Diabetes register with HbA1c recorded. 
xii Denominator = patients on practice Diabetes register with BP recorded. 
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between-practice variation. There is extreme month-to-month variability and some fluctuation 

over time (Figure 3.25).  

Lipid control.xiii Median rate of lipid control for diabetes is 48.17% (IQR 10.23%, range 23.91-

69.44%), slightly lower than lipid control in CHD. Similar month-to month volatility also exists 

for individual practices (Figure 3.26a) with slight fluctuation over time in average rates and 

persistent variation between practices (Figure 3.26b,c).  

Smoking status.xiv Median rate of current smokers is 12.62% (IQR 9.64%, range 2.7%-

35.96%). There is wide variability between practices, sustained over time although individual 

practice trajectories generally demonstrate limited variation. A small number of practices 

demonstrate greater within-practice variation (Figure 3.27)  

3.5.2.3 Diabetes composite measures 

Key measures recorded.x Median rate for the diabetes composite process variable is 26.64% 

(IQR 19.23%, range 0-69.91%). There is wide variation both within and between practices with 

some month-to-month variability and substantial fluctuation over time (Figure 3.28). 

Key measures satisfactory.x Median rate for the composite diabetes outcome variable is 

relatively low at 10.25% (IQR 7.33%, range 0-33.33%). There is considerable within-practice 

variation and extreme month-to-month volatility with large but short lived spikes exhibited by 

some practices (Figure 3.29). Most maintain rates below 20%, stabilising slightly with time. 

3.5.3 Non-registry measures 

Median proportion of eligible patients with a GPMPxv is 50.92% (IQR 27.08%, range 0-90.7%). 

This measure has a CfV of 0.378. There is substantial inter-practice variation that decreases 

over time with some practices demonstrating noticeable individual improvement (Figure 3.30).  

                                                      
xiii Denominator = patients on practice Diabetes register with lipids function recorded. 
xiv Denominator = patients on practice diabetes register with smoking status recorded. 
xv Automatically calculated by PenCAT as the proportion of ‘eligible’ patients in the practice CIS with a GPMP 
undertaken in the previous 2 years. Eligible patients are an indicative denominator of patients with 4 chronic 
diseases: cardiovascular disease, diabetes, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease and chronic renal failure.   
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3.5.4 Overall patterns 

3.5.4.1 Comparing CHD and diabetes measures 

Seven measures are directly comparable across the two conditions; these are presented in 

Figure 3.31, below). While all differences are statistically significant (p<=0.001), mean 

differences between CHD and diabetes are generally small with the exception of renal function 

recording, which demonstrates an approximately 2.6-fold difference (mean difference 24.21%, 

p<0.001).  

 

Figure 3.31: Median rates and IQR, common CHD and diabetes measures 

Most measures are strongly correlated with the corresponding measure for the alternate 

condition, suggesting relative practice performance at given time points may be linked across 

both conditions for common measures. The one exception is lipid control which is only 

moderately, though significantly, correlated between CHD and diabetes. Pair-wise correlations 

are presented in Table 3.4.  

3.5.4.2 Comparing related process and outcome measures 

There are also eight matched process – outcome pairs within the dataset, reflecting a process 

measure and an intermediate outcome measure for given disease management indicators (for 

example, BP recording and BP control. Process measures are significantly higher than  
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Table 3.4: Pairwise comparison of like indicators between conditions 

  

CHD - Diabetes (n=1324) 

Mean difference  

(paired t-test) 

Pearson 
Correlation 

% points p r P 

Pair 1 BP recorded  0.52 .001 .841 .000 

Pair 2 BP control  5.06 .000 .741 .000 

Pair 3 Lipids recorded  -4.48 .000 .824 .000 

Pair 4 Lipid control  7.27 .000 .414 .000 

Pair 5 Smoking recorded  1.10 .000 .899 .000 

Pair 6 Current smokers  -1.27 .000 .824 .000 

Pair 7 ACR or eGFR recorded  -24.21 .000 .768 .000 

outcome measures for each indicator pair. Table 3.5 and Figure 3.32 outline relative 

differences between linked process-outcome pairs (to enable this comparison, denominators 

are standardised against the relevant disease register). Contrasting with patterns observed 

among common measures across diseases, rates of related process and outcome measures 

are only weakly correlated, if at all (see Table 3.5), even within a single condition. In this 

unadjusted analysis, higher levels of performance against assessment and recording 

measures are not necessarily associated with improved performance against outcome 

measures, across the dataset as a whole. Smoking rates are weakly positively correlated with 

rates of recording, increasing as assessment of smoking status improves. 

Table 3.5: Pairwise comparison of linked process-outcome sets 

 

Process - Outcome (n=1324) 

Mean difference^  

(paired t-test) 

Pearson 
Correlation 

% points p r P 

Pair 1 CHD – BP recorded/control  47.02 .000 .056 .041 

Pair 2 CHD – Lipids recorded/control  28.36 .000 .036 .189 

Pair 3 CHD – Smoking recorded/control  76.42 .000 .154 .000 

Pair 4 Diabetes – BP recorded/control 50.83 .000 -.062 .025 

Pair 5 Diabetes – Lipids recorded/control  35.35 .000 -.041 .136 

Pair 6 Diabetes – Smoking recorded/control  74.27 .000 .246 .000 

Pair 7 Diabetes – HbA1c recorded / control 30.83 .000 .201 .000 

Pair 8 Diabetes – Composite process / outcome 25.93 .000 .033 .225 

^ Denominator standardised, so outcome measures as % of CHD register  

3.5.4.3 Prescribing measures 

CHD prescribing measures capture best practice prescribing behaviour for three classes of 

agents: ACE inhibitors and ARBs, statins and antiplatelet agents.(753) Despite concerns 

regarding evidence-practice gaps in prescribing for CHD,(741, 749) these measures are 
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among the least variable in the Ochre dataset with relatively stable rates across time and 

limited variation between practices (see Figures 3.9-3.11, Appendix 3.5). Median rates for each 

drug class range between 64.47% and 74.71%, mean differences are described in Table 3.6.  

 

Figure 3.32: Outcome measures relative to linked process measures, median rates and IQR 

Table 3.6: Pairwise comparison of CHD prescribing measures 

 

Process - Outcome (n=1324) 

Mean difference  

(paired t-test) 

Pearson 
Correlation 

% points p r P 

Pair 1 Antiplatelet – Statin Rx -5.95 .000 .477 .000 

Pair 2 Antiplatelet – ACEI / ARB Rx 3.26 .000 .291 .000 

Pair 3 Statin – ACEI / ARB Rx 9.20 .000 .551 .000 

 

Figure 3.33: Median CHD prescribing rates by drug class and practice 
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Across the dataset, prescribing rates between classes are moderately correlated. Median 

practice rates by class are in Figure 3.33. Correlation between prescribing and other CHD 

measures is also modest, with the strongest relationship between ACEI/ARB prescribing and 

BP recording rates (r=.448, p<.001,Table 3.7).  

Table 3.7: Correlation between prescribing measures and other process measures for CHD 

CHD 

(n=1324) 

Antiplatelet 
Rx 

Statin Rx ACEI or ARB 

Practice 

prevalence 

r .373** .258** .317** 

p .000 .000 .000 

BP recorded r .321** .327** .448** 

p .000 .000 .000 

Lipids recorded r -.040 .350** .236** 

p .146 .000 .000 

ACR/eGFR recorded r .260** .190** .237** 

p .000 .000 .000 

Smoking recorded r .176** -.091** .113** 

p .000 .001 .000 

BP control r -.141** .058* -.049 

p .000 .036 .075 

Lipid control r .056* .204** .294** 

p .042 .000 .000 

Smoking r .111** -.072** .082** 

p .000 .009 .003 

Composite measure r .166** .315** .384** 

p .000 .000 .000 

3.5.4.4 Relationships within diseases 

Correlations among process measures within each disease are outlined in Tables 3.8 (CHD) 

and 3.9 (diabetes). For CHD, these are modest; the most pronounced correlation is between  

Table 3.8: Correlations between disease specific process measures of CHD management 

CHD Processes 
(n=1324) 

BP recorded Lipids 
recorded 

ACR/eGFR 
recorded 

Smoking 
recorded 

Practice 

prevalence 

r .469** .157** .284** .365** 

p .000 .000 .000 .000 

BP recorded r  .546** .492** .399** 

p  .000 .000 .000 

Lipids recorded r   .314** .171** 

p   .000 .000 

ACR/eGFR recorded r    .389** 

p    .000 
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Table 3.9: Correlations between disease specific process measures of diabetes management 

Diabetes Processes 
(n=1324) 

HbA1c 
recorded 

BP 
recorded 

Lipids 
recorded 

ACR/eGFR 
recorded 

Smoking 
recorded 

Practice 

prevalence  

r .443** .553** .194** .418** .421** 

p .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 

HbA1c recorded   .790** .802** .686** .354** 

  .000 .000 .000 .000 

BP recorded r   .623** .628** .500** 

p   .000 .000 .000 

Lipids recorded r    .595** .279** 

p    .000 .000 

ACR/eGFR 
recorded 

r     .517** 

p     .000 

 

BP and lipid recording (r=.546, p<.001). Relationships are generally stronger for diabetes than 

for CHD, with relatively robust correlations between recording rates for the four main processes 

measures – BP, lipids, renal function and HbA1c. Relationship between outcomes measures 

within diseases are less pronounced and outlined in Tables 3.10 (CHD) and 3.11 (diabetes).  

Table 3.10: Correlations between disease specific outcome measures for CHD 

CHD Outcomes 
(n=1324) 

BP control Lipid control Smoking  Composite 

Practice 

prevalence 

r -.013 .162** -.005 .149** 

p .663 .000 .874 .000 

BP control r  .166** -.117** .479** 

p  .000 .000 .000 

Lipid control r   .114** .447** 

p   .000 .000 

Smoking r    .098** 

p    .000 

 

Table 3.11: Correlations between disease specific outcome measures for diabetes 

Diabetes Outcomes 
(n=1324) 

HbA1c 
control 

BP control Lipid 
control 

Smoking Composite 

Practice 

prevalence 

r -.021 -.112** .347** .373** -.035 

p .483 .000 .000 .000 .253 

HbA1c control r  .141** -.084** -.443** .257** 

p  .000 .000 .000 .000 

BP control r   .008 -.153** .431** 

p   .782 .000 .000 

Lipid control r    .330** .238** 

p    .000 .000 

Smoking r     -.108** 

p     .000 
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For CHD, BP control and lipid control are, unsurprisingly, moderately associated with the 

composite measure of which they form two of the four components. Single measures are also 

moderately correlated with related composite measures for diabetes. Some modest bivariate 

associations are evident between control measures, practice prevalence and smoking rates. 

These relationships are notable bi-directional: higher apparent prevalence is moderately 

associated with better lipid control and higher smoking rates; while lower smoking rates are 

moderately correlated with better glycaemic control, and weakly with better BP control. 

3.5.5 ‘Types’ of variation 

Repeated visualisation of the data by indicator suggests several patterns which emerge within 

the dataset, encapsulating different kinds of variation behaviour among practices and across 

time. These patterns are observed across the two conditions and across indicator types, and 

illustrated in Figures 3.34-3.36. 

Type I (Figure 3.34) exhibits wide between-practice variation, with little overlap between 

practices and limited within-practice variation. This pattern characterises register size, practice 

prevalence and smoking rates for both CHD and diabetes; indicators with reasons for variation 

that are non-random and may relate to background context. Some elements of this pattern are 

also evident in GPMP rates, and to some extent key measures in time. In time-series analysis, 

these data are considered stationary. Properties of stationary processes include that the mean, 

variance and autocorrelation structure do not change over time (ie., the series looks flat, with 

no evident trend or periodic fluctuations, and constant variance and autocorrelation 

structure.(754) 

Type II patterns (Figure 3.35) display substantial overlap between practices with 

considerable within-practice fluctuation from month-to-month. It may be difficult to 

identify individual practice trajectories. The extent of month-to-month volatility ranges from mild 

(for example, among the three prescribing measures) to moderate (most single process and 

outcome indicators) to extreme (composite process/outcome measures). Outcome measures 

tend to show more monthly movement within practices and more overlap between practices 

than process measures. These data can be described as non-stationary with periodical 

behaviour (stable variance and no trend, but apparently non-systematic point-point 

fluctuations). While there is month-to month intra-practice volatility there may be more limited 

inter-practice variation. 
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Figure 3.34: Type I variation – Stationary data 

 

  

  

Figure 3.35: Type II variation – Nonstationary data with periodical behaviour 
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Type III (Figure 3.36) is also non-stationary but exhibits time trends in both mean values and 

magnitude of variation. These include classic improvement trajectories illustrated by recording 

of smoking status, as well as attrition processes evident in recording of renal function for CHD. 

Individual practices may or may not demonstrate monthly volatility. 

Time-series analytical methods contain strategies for ‘smoothing’ or dealing with internal 

structural features such as autocorrelation, temporal trends and seasonal variation; several of 

which are apparent in these data, along with apparently random point-to-point fluctuations 

within practices. However, my purpose here is not to remove this structural variation in order 

to simplify analysis but to observe, acknowledge and understand why (and possibly how) it 

arises 

  

  

Figure 3.36: Type III variation – Nonstationary data with time-trends 

3.6 Discussion 

This analysis examines a series of 28 individual measures across CHD and diabetes, using 

unadjusted univariate and selected bivariate analyses. Observed variation and values for 

selected measures are consistent with rates for similar measures reported internationally, 

accepting differences in indicator specifications.(748, 749, 755) Relative to directly comparable 
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Australian data, Ochre rates are generally higher than rates reported by the APCC in 2012 and 

in other local studies.(5, 660, 756) However, comparisons of this type are not the purpose of 

this chapter, which seeks to examine simple patterns and relationships at the level of potential 

dependent variables, as a contribution to hypothesis generation. Other bivariate and 

multivariate analyses, including assessment of explanatory or independent variables, and 

comparisons with other studies will be explored in subsequent chapters following more detailed 

consideration of data reliability, model development and analysis. Results of the current 

investigation suggest a number of implications for such further analyses, outlined in the 

following discussion.  

Practices have individual trajectories within the cohort and across time that may, or may not, 

overlap with other practices to varying degrees. Over time, practices commonly cluster within 

a range, although appear to do so in different ways with respect to different indicators. Many 

practices demonstrate substantial point-to-point variability in particular measures, which often 

presents as statistical outliers relative to the practice range. These aberrancies particularly 

occur early in the life of the dataset, or on initial entry of a practice to the cohort; however 

marked, time-limited fluctuations also occur at other times for reasons which are not readily 

apparent. It may also be important to distinguish and understand both the performance and 

improvement oriented aspects of the data. Despite claims that reducing variation is key to 

improving quality, performance improvement is, by definition, a source of variation. This 

analysis demonstrates that practices with improvement trajectories will have wide within-

practice variation, which will contribute to collective variation at the broader organisational 

level.  

Variation in most indicators stabilises somewhat with time, with early volatility subsiding into 

steadier patterns. However, it can take a surprising length of time – up to several years – for 

reliable stability or improvement to emerge in the data. There seems to be pronounced 

variability associated with embedding and operationalising practice-level data systems, and 

establishing and maintaining data integrity. Similar data quality issues, the need to allow time 

for practices to establish robust reporting mechanisms, and requirements for support from 

collating organisations have also been described with respect to reporting by Aboriginal and 

Torres Strait Islander primary care services in Australia.(673, 674)  

Huge outlier swings at various time points raise particular questions about underlying data and 

the effect of data coding, cleaning and management procedures at a practice level. Problems 

with potential data duplication, coding and completeness have been well recognised with 
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respect to secondary uses of EMR data,(13, 673, 674, 703, 707, 709, 757) with data quality 

recognised as a multi-dimensional construct that may vary in complex and nuanced ways  

within a single practice or even a patient record.(694, 758)  Despite these challenges, some 

studies have found that primary care derived EMR datasets may have higher data quality than 

other sources of disease management data.(759) Pragmatic  ‘data checks’ (703) as well as 

more sophisticated analytical methods have been proposed for assessing and managing data 

quality. These include undertaking data quality assessments as standard practice using 

multiple criteria sets although it may be “difficult to distinguish between real world changes and 

artefact”(673 p13) identified in such tests.(674)  

Some measures show contraction in variation or improvement in value over time while others 

remain variable and unchanged. As a whole, with several exceptions, measures captured in 

the data set demonstrate little clear or sustained improvement. Accordingly, ongoing analysis 

in this thesis will focus more on variation between practices than on change over time. The 

end of the time-series seems to represent the culmination of accumulated improvements and 

sequential real-world impacts. Relative to the life of the dataset, the latest time points (early 

2018) are generally a more ‘stable’ indication of a given measure with less variability across 

the cohort. Theoretically, from a practice improvement perspective, it represents the iteratively 

evolved, ‘current state’ of a measure. However, there is persistent month-to-month fluctuation 

in some indicators suggesting that relying on a single month for analysis may risk entraining 

data that is temporarily inaccurate. There may be value in averaging measures across a small 

selection of months from early 2018.  

Composite indicators combine multiple indices in a single measure. Benefits, limitations and 

implications of composite measures have been identified,(134, 135) but the way they are 

constructed is crucial in determining their applicability and validity.(133, 136, 760) This analysis 

examines three composite indicators: one for CHD which combines two prescribing measures 

and two outcome measures; and two diabetes indicators, one combining four process 

measures and one combining the four corresponding outcome measures. Values for 

composite outcome measures in this analysis are uniformly, and sometimes dramatically, 

lower than for single measures as they effectively create intersecting subsets of measures 

which are simultaneously achieved. This approach, while a pragmatic approach to data-driven 

QI may create challenges in considering performance variation. 
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3.6.1 Process – outcome relationships and non-linearity 

Taken as a whole, the data suggest that associations between like indicators are sustained 

across the two diseases examined, although process – outcome relationships remain tenuous 

and unclear and likely to require considered adjustment for confounders, mediating and 

moderating factors, and possibly lag times to allow for cause and effect. Measures within 

diseases are to some extent standardised for both patients and providers at any given time 

point, making them a fruitful source of comparison. Prescribing patterns demonstrate only 

moderate correlation, suggesting a range of differential factors may influence prescribing 

decisions – even by the same clinicians for the same patients. Relationships between other 

measures within diseases demonstrate mixed patterns of association.  

Despite the logical emphasis in CPV on processes of care as entities that are directly relevant, 

amenable to intervention and reflect “whether good medical care has been applied”(p694), as 

estimates of quality they may be less stable and less final than outcomes.(55) Process 

measures may not be strong indicators of UCV due to unresolved questions of 

appropriateness.(482) Many studies describing variation in process measures are 

conceptually limited by their ambiguous relationship to outcomes, which obscures the meaning 

and importance of observed variation; and by the need for nuanced explications of appropriate 

care. Studies investigating variation in outcome measures are commonly constrained by the 

explanatory power of theoretical and statistical models.  

Statistically, there is a need for detailed risk adjustment to ensure comparability and 

accommodate context; with attendant hazards of under- or over-adjustment. Theoretically, 

models also need to realistically consider attribution and allow for tractability at the level of 

measurement, and take into account the potential effects of data aggregation such as 

information loss and ecological bias.(761) In both cases, investigations of CPV tend to assume 

deterministic and additive, if uncertain, causal relationships between variables, and generally 

utilise methods built on these assumptions. While evolving methods attempt to deal with 

inherent complexity and previous weaknesses in analytical design, these remain broadly 

reductionist in their epistemology, focused on identifying, isolating and quantifying individual 

causal relationships.(191, 236)   

3.7 Conclusion 

While extensive and potentially ambitious in scope, the descriptive analysis outlined in this 

chapter attempts to develop an understanding of the shape and tone of the overall Ochre 
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patient health outcomes dataset, over time and across the Ochre practice group as a whole. 

This series of collective observations provides some insights not available from singular 

inspections of individual data measures, or analysis of numeric indices. In this approach, 

individual clinics are considered as smaller complex adaptive systems (CASs) nested within 

the larger organisational system of Ochre Health, and variation is viewed as an embedded and 

emergent system property. Families of indicators operate as collective groups that can 

illuminate the attributes and mechanisms of the system. Consistent with complexity theory, this 

non-reductionist approach assumes that the ‘full story’ of variation is both richer and more 

interconnected than can be gleaned from isolated investigations of component parts.  

Variation in the Ochre health outcomes dataset emerges differently in relation to different 

measures. While like measures seem to operate similarly across diseases, different measures 

behave differently within diseases; practices who perform well on one measure may not 

necessarily do so on others. Relationships between apparently related processes and 

outcomes are equivocal. Data integrity is a pivotal concern and variation in data management 

processes at the practice-level may critically affect observed clinical variation between 

practices. Subsequently, this investigation of CPV within the Ochre Health data will move 

towards a more nuanced understanding of practices as discrete units of variation, emerging 

from their CAS properties. Each practice CAS encompasses a clinical microsystem made up 

of smaller sub-systems: patients within family and community environments; clinicians within 

professional and organisational environments; practices within both the Ochre and local health 

system environment. The next chapter will return to the literature to consider some theoretical 

propositions in the light of these findings.
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4 EVOLVING KNOWLEDGE II  
 

Reframing the variation problem: thinking differently to develop 
an ecological framework 

Sometimes [a] situation is only a problem because it is looked at in a certain 
way. Looked at in another way, the right course of action may be so obvious 
that the problem no longer exists.                     

- Edward de Bono, 1971.(762 p75) 

4.1 Introduction 

In the preceding chapters I established that clinical practice variation (CPV) is a philosophically 

and methodologically complex problem with a poorly understood relationship to both clinical 

importance and adverse outcomes.(64, 369, 533) Chapter Three then began exploring CPV 

routinely-collected general practice data. It identified practical challenges and considerations 

in measuring and interpreting real-world data about healthcare, demonstrating that holistic 

examination within a system orientation is important for developing comprehensive 

understanding of the phenomenon. In this chapter I continue the ‘sensemaking’ approach 

introduced in Chapters One and Two where I elaborated a frame for how we conceive 

healthcare variation. Now, I question and deconstruct this frame, assessing anomalies, 

inconsistencies and plausibility; before reframing and reconstructing key elements. In Part A , 

I outline four measurement challenges and respond to conventional conceptualisations of CPV 

by highlighting inherent tensions, and identifying three core conceptual challenges. I then 

reframe the problem, examining the relationships between variation, quality and performance, 

suggesting some alternative ways of thinking about CPV. Finally, in Part B, I build on these 

alternate propositions to develop a cross-disciplinary ‘ecological’ framework that 

accommodates and synthesises observations from both data and theory. 

PART A  

4.2 Reframing practice variation 

In response to atlases of variation, and their strategic emphasis on documentation as a prelude 

to action,(763) three questions have been posed: how should variation be interpreted; how 

does documentation help with solutions given variations are well-known; and why are 

variations so deeply embedded? In the absence of theoretical or conceptual clarity, the way 

resources such as atlases, or aggregate datasets, are used is crucial. For example, in the 

absence of appropriate evaluative standards, responses to variation that are oriented towards 
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assumptions of overuse or underuse may lead to unintended policy consequences. Emphasis 

on repeated measurement, and on control or elimination strategies without suitable 

explanations, means that the variation problem is increasingly restated and quantified with little 

theoretical progress. White has critiqued the evolving “variations crusade”,(p775) questioning 

why the health policy discourse has been so pervasively captured by this agenda.(268, 383) 

Tannenbaum asserts that the inherent ambiguity of the rhetoric works for us, speaking to our 

aspirational biases and offering a way out of the cost / quality conundrum in healthcare; and 

that, in making important contributions to health economics, small-area analyses (SAA) have 

over-emphasised the importance of unnecessary utilisation rather than unit price in containing 

healthcare costs.(268) I suggest that the meeting of these concerns with the language offered 

by the quality improvement (QI) discourse has given voice to a managerialist agenda of 

efficiency and control that idealistically hints at solutions to our most intractable healthcare 

problems: equity, cost, quality and their intersection. The concept of CPV emerges from this 

union. 

Comprehending CPV is further complicated by the fact that it is the subject of an evolving 

discourse, where contributing factors or units of measurement change over time but the 

phenomenon persists.(382) As the prevailing social discourse evolves, variables which have 

previously exhibited or explained variation may no longer be contemporary issues. For 

example, standards of appropriateness are subject to change as the boundaries of scientific 

knowledge expand, evidence evolves and uncertainties are resolved,(764) or as community 

and social standards develop, driving changes in health-related social values.(27, 765-767) 

This creates an iterative cycle where problems are identified, responses are proposed and 

implemented, and new problems emerge, calling for new responses and highlighting the 

temporal nature of healthcare ‘quality’. The changing ‘fashions’ of language and ideation in 

healthcare have been noted with reference to the rise of bureaucracy and failures of market 

performance,(112) and the paradox of innovation.(652) Cultural norms relating to healthcare 

standards have evolved from traditional ‘authority based’ models, to evidence-based medicine 

during the 1980s, and more recently to ‘patient-centred’ representations of quality.(768)   

Making sense of CPV requires elucidation of explanatory or causal mechanisms, and of 

consequences, including relationships between structure, processes and outcomes of care. It 

also requires resolution of conceptual challenges including lack of precision and use of 

negative definitions, and a suitable ethical framework to guide interpretation and action. 

Although frameworks for understanding CPV, and distinguishing warranted from unwarranted 

variation, have sequentially become more complex, contextualised and multifactorial, too 
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much emphasis on reducing variation in the absence of adequate understanding may be 

treating the symptom rather than the cause. Appropriate responses to variation should avoid 

this distortion in focus, probing beyond the ‘signal’ for information about composition of the 

underlying problem. 

4.2.1 Revisiting the nature of the problem 

Because variation is an epiphenomenon of measurement, the exact nature of the ‘problem’ 

posed by observed CPV is likely to be contingent on some practical concerns related to the 

act of measurement. There are four specific measurement problems posed by CPV, that need 

to be addressed if we are to understand it clearly: the problem of levels of analysis and units 

of measurement, the problem of perceptions, the problem of objects and variables, and the 

problem of comparative approach which determines reference standards or criteria.  

4.2.1.1 The problem of levels and units  

Analysis of variation is compounded by the differential between individual-level and population-

level variation.(85) Variation is a macro-level phenomenon, but one that commonly arises from 

micro-level mechanisms.(368) In other words, decisions made at an individual level may 

translate to aggregate patterns observable as practice variation, depending on the distribution 

of individual variations. At the population level, individual variation may simply reflect random 

(‘natural’) variation. UCV can then be considered as non-random or “illogical” patterns of 

variation,(367) especially those introduced by the operation of the healthcare system (‘artificial’ 

variation).(46) Much of the research exploring explanations for variation has focused on 

individual level factors, especially in relation to theories around physician preferences. 

However, some scholars have argued for explanatory models that encompass both micro-level 

and macro-level factors.(368)  

The specificity of causal mechanisms creates methodological challenges related to the 

contrast between patterns observed at the aggregate level and explanations derived at the 

individual level.(369, 400) There may be a fundamental mismatch between analysis of 

variation across geographic, or other aggregate, units and the related ‘decision loci’, or level 

at which clinical decisions that influence the variable of interest are made.(87) This discrepancy 

complicates attribution “insofar as it is unclear whose performance is being evaluated”,(75 

p205) a situation further compounded by the potential for multifactorial inputs, such that 

outcomes of interest are likely to be the result of “shared efforts across multiple sectors”,(75 

p206) especially in the case of chronic multi-morbidity. As a result, some authors have argued 
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that analytical units should be aligned with meaningful units of clinical decision-making to 

facilitate interpretation and action, and that interventions in response to CPV should be focused 

at the level of decision-making – either individual or organisational – rather than 

geography.(75, 87)  

4.2.1.2 The problem of perceptions 

A range of perspectives influence the perception and interpretation of variation. Perception 

may be important in shaping epistemological orientations and theoretical stances, thereby 

influencing analytical approaches and methods. Tension or confusion may result from different 

ways of accounting for, understanding and ascribing meaning to variation. For example, 

managers, researchers and patients react differently to variation with distinct concerns and 

responses suited to their relative purposes Table 4.1.(123)   

Table 4.1: Perspectives on variation, adapted from Neuhauser et al, 2011.(123) 

 Managers Researchers Patients 

Primary 
concern 

Performance of care 
processes over time 

Generalisability of 
findings, certainty 
about causality 

Nature and quality of 
their own care 

Time horizon Relatively short term Relatively long term Immediate but also 
ongoing, indefinite 

Improvement 
focus 

Pragmatic & 
defensible 

‘Average’ patient and 
effectiveness of care 

Holistic & situated 

Goals Stability & 
effectiveness 

Control variation by 
study design / 
methods 

Clinical outcomes 

Analytical 
techniques 

Statistical process 
control, QI methods 

RCTs & regression 
analyses 

N of 1 trials, 
longitudinal, factorial 
designs 

 From the perspective of health service managers, quality improvement (QI) methods are an 

obvious focus of attention while cross-sectional and inferential methods are likely to be most 

familiar to health researchers. Two further groups, excluded from this framework, are health 

professionals who may be concerned with challenges to professional autonomy and 

managerial control over decision-making; and regulators, directed towards efficiency, and the 

relationship between care and costs.(368) Patients may be concerned with difficulty in judging 

quality and the problem of information asymmetry between patients and providers,(368) and 

are “astute observers”(769 p321) of their own care who can readily discern variations in 

practice between clinicians. Perspectives broadly identified in the literature include patient 

perspectives captured across domains incorporating experience,(720, 721, 770, 771) 

preferences,(474, 497, 772-776) patient-centred care (PCC),(28, 777-784) and shared 
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decision-making (SDM);(34, 363, 483, 785) clinician and provider perceptions of quality 

structures, processes and outcomes;(786-790) managerial and organisational issues and 

concerns,(6, 192, 791-794), especially those relating to performance management and 

improvement,(54, 795-797) as well as tensions between professional and managerial models 

of control; and policy concerns including funding, regulation and system performance 

issues.(67, 69, 71, 73, 103, 114, 116, 645)  

4.2.1.3 The problem of objects and variables 

From an initial focus on ‘utilisation’ measures in small-area analyses (SAA), studies now 

describe CPV across a wide range of variables encompassing both inputs and outputs of care, 

across Donabedian’s structure, process and outcomes framework.(55) For example, 

structures include resource supply,(393, 493) system capacity,(366) access to care(97, 798) 

and waiting times.(799) Processes range from hospital admissions, readmissions, (800, 801) 

length of stay,(449) emergency department use,(801) surgical procedure rates;(424, 802) and 

other service or resource utilisation measures,(353, 355, 802) to measures of clinical practice 

and appropriateness(803) including documentation behaviour,(350) guideline 

adherence,(804) referral rates and pathways,(805) health screening,(806) clinical 

assessment,(807) diagnosis(808) and prescribing behaviour,(809, 810) including specific drug 

classes.(522) Outputs may include  complications,(811) costs of care,(389, 425, 812) and 

clinical outcomes.(489) Many measurement indices, including quality improvement 

interventions(813, 814) or chronic disease performance indicators(527, 815) may not be easily 

categorised, or may variously be considered as structures, processes or outcomes depending 

on circumstances, context and the level of abstraction at which measurement is occurring. 

Corallo’s 2014 systematic review of CPV studies confirmed the tendency towards multiple 

dependent variables with little consistency between studies, describing five different sources 

or types of data (administrative datasets, medical records, surveys, registry data and literature 

reviews); four general units of analysis (patients, practices, hospitals, and regions – at six 

different scales); and as many as 50 different conditions across multiple settings ranging from 

hospitals to community care.(64) The authors point out that, in addition to mismatch between 

levels of analysis and decision-loci, the nature of the decision locus is likely to change or be 

subject to different influences depending on the variable studied. For example utilisation 

behaviour displayed by patients is likely to be different in origin to the prescribing behaviour 

demonstrated by clinicians.(64)  
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4.2.1.4 The problem of comparative standards 

A final analytic dimension apparent in the literature concerns whether the criteria used to 

determine CPV are ’absolute’ or ‘relative’.(45) Relative appraisals assess variation between 

members of a nominated comparison group, for example between service locations or peer 

organisations, and usually involve inductive reasoning. Absolute appraisals measure variation 

against a designated standard, for example external performance benchmarks or standards of 

care, where it is often seen as deviation or departure from accepted norms.(45) They are 

usually reached through deductive reasoning. Sutherland and Levesque suggest that the 

majority of studies use relative assessment criteria (90%) as well as being geographically 

rather than provider oriented (74%), focused on processes of care (73%).(45)  

Relative appraisals of CPV have been critiqued on the grounds that there is uncertainty about 

how to locate appropriate ranges and evaluative thresholds around legitimate and illegitimate 

variation. This lack of an evaluative standard (75) is a key challenge in recognising UCV and 

creates difficulties for interpreting meaning and ascribing importance to variation. For example, 

in the measures examined in Chapter Three, there are no clear criteria for determining optimal 

performance against particular measures, or when variations are legitimate. Instead it is 

assumed that ‘more is better’ and ‘low performing’ practices should be encouraged to improve 

in order to resemble ‘high performers’. Assessments of absolute CPV, on the other hand, are 

challenged by the source and comparability of external reference standards and the validity of 

assumptions which underpin their derivation. The growing emphasis on healthcare quality and 

performance measurement has led to the application of tools such as outcome measures and 

clinical practice guidelines as standards for clinical care and proxy performance 

indicators,(360, 361) sometimes conflating their purpose.(816)  

4.2.2 Three challenges at the heart of variation 

4.2.2.1 The challenge of decision making 

At its most fundamental level, healthcare variation is linked to clinical decision-making.(472, 

817) By this, I mean who makes decisions, how  they are made, and which factors influence 

choices. This is true for both members of the therapeutic dyad - providers who make treatment 

decisions, and patients who make utilisation decisions - and also for regulators, policy makers, 

and health service delivery organisations which seek to inform or influence these decisions. A 

multitude of intervention strategies “have all proven inadequate” in eliminating variation, 

according to Mulley;(427 p1) potentially related to the intricacy of clinical decision-making and 

the power relationships between clinicians, patients and payers, both government and the 
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public. The importance of decision-making as a cognitive-behavioural phenomenon of interest 

in CPV is reflected in calls to ensure that there is methodological alignment between units of 

analysis and decision-making loci.(75, 364) 

The literature describes several tactical sub-types of clinical decision-making that are, in 

essence, rejoinders to the implicit challenges: shared decision-making;(34, 785, 818, 819) 

evidence-based decision-making;(820, 821) and value-based decision-making.(822) As the 

labels attest, these are approaches to resolving known problems with the way decision-making 

is operationalised, reflecting concerns with autonomy, effectiveness and cost. They point to 

the way clinical evidence is interpreted and exercised, at both the individual and aggregate 

level’; a process that is often contingent, exposing evaluative and normative concerns, with 

meaning constructed dialogically and socio-culturally even at policy levels.(120) Cultural 

context might vary geographically, although this may run counter to our assumptions about the 

way decisions are made, or the unequivocal nature of scientific evidence. Regional cultural 

variations have been suggested but incompletely explored in contextual models for explaining 

variation, especially SAV.(472) 

In one study of medical decision-making, scientific evidence ranked fifth after several other 

factors that orient doctors to the patient (need, culture, clinical experience, and client 

experience), painting an emergent picture of doctors practicing ‘scientific medicine’ but in 

‘social settings’.(472) Sociality and context are fundamental elements of healthcare delivery: 

“even at its most scientific and technical moments, the provision of healthcare is – always – a 

social act”.(334),(p103) Seven categories of patient related information have been identified in 

general practice decision-making: social environment and family; socio-demographics; 

relationship aspects, including both patient and provider; contextual medical information; 

functionality and behaviour; life history and non-medical experiences; and work or employment 

related information.(823) General practitioners (GPs) combine these sources of information 

with other clinical, experiential, and scientific information, often in the form of a ‘mental model’, 

to formulate decisions.(824, 825) Quantitative studies have also identified the critical role of 

context, which may be more pronounced for experienced than novice physicians.(826, 827) 

While there is a substantial empirical literature on clinical decision-making and the factors 

which influence it,(827-832) this issue is an under-researched aspect of CPV studies. 

However, it is likely to form a pivotal mechanism in any sound explanatory theory, and make 

a substantial contribution to our understanding of variation.(833, 834) Decision-making can be 

considered a ’terminal unit’(835) of CPV, albeit one that is subject to a multitude of other 
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factor.2s, including patient and clinician attributes, resource availability and allocation, and 

organisational or system constraints.(45) For this reason, it is important to align units of 

analysis with decision-making loci and to recognise the influence of other relevant factors and 

the capacity of decision-makers to exercise control over a given measure. Decision-making is 

central to variation, but context-mediated, and socially as well as scientifically 

constructed.(836) 

4.2.2.2 The challenge of evidence  

Evidence-based medicine (EBM) is a philosophical approach to the delivery of healthcare that 

integrates individual clinical expertise with the best external evidence, balancing the 

application of current, empirically supported best-practice with applicability of that evidence to 

individual patients.(49) EBM developed during the mid-20th century as a response to concerns 

about the factual and empirical foundations of traditional ‘expert-based medicine’,(837) the 

weaknesses and uncertainties of clinical knowledge,(838) and the soundness of human 

reasoning.(839) It offered a systematic, epidemiologically informed response to decision-

making, favouring rigorous clinical trial results and new skills in evidence appraisal over 

intuition and clinical experience.(436)  

The variations discourse positions CPV as a foundational problem for EBM,(501) in that the 

threshold between variation and standardisation has traditionally been portrayed as a 

question of scientific evidence - to which EBM, and an ever more expansive evidence base, 

are the answer. Lack of certainty, clinical agreement and consistency are seen as the main 

challenges to decision-making which the evidence needs to address. EBM is largely centred 

on questions of clinical efficacy, epitomised by the gold-standard randomised controlled trial 

(RCT).(570) The legitimacy of variation is often posited as being in direct tension with the 

quality of the evidence, so “the better the evidence, the less acceptable the variation”.(461 

p1) This view presupposes, however, that effective care and preference-sensitive care are 

mutually exclusive categories,(375) or that preferences only come into play under 

circumstances of clinical equipoise, when evidence is equivocal or controversial.(461, 482) 

There is little consideration of the fact that all care might rightly be considered preference-

sensitive,(268) of what should happen when patient values and preferences conflict with 

evidence that may be relatively clear,(570) or that uncertainty may in itself be a multifactorial 

entity.(465)  
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4.2.2.2a Applicability 

The emphasis in resulting interpretations of UCV assumes that narrowly constructed forms of 

evidence trump all else,(840) and that quality of care can be defined simply by “adherence to 

evidence-based protocols”.(841 p390) Such assumptions rely on the supposition that the 

evidence base is ‘fit for purpose’ and addresses the relevant clinical question.(49) Even when 

apparent evidence exists, there may be a poor fit between that evidence and the precise nature 

of the actual decision to be made, for several reasons.(465) Study end points and outcome 

variables used to frame apparent ‘evidence’ may not be those of importance or relevance to 

patients facing the clinical decision in question.(24) Patient populations used to conduct 

studies and formulate evidence may be different from both real-world populations and specific 

individual patients to whom the evidence might be applied.(842). Context and potential 

confounders are frequently controlled for and excluded from results, making the outcomes of 

application in the real world uncertain. This is especially true of multi-morbidity which may 

dramatically alter the impact of interventions based on evidence from studies of single clinical 

conditions.(23)  

Walker and Brett suggest that confidence in the conclusions of an RCT is a function of signal 

over noise, relative to sample size, where noise can be seen as the sum of random variability, 

and more variation may increase the likelihood of a type II error.(331) However, in attempting 

to control this risk to attribution which is a central concern of most RCTs, by statistically 

removing the effect of variation, an alternate risk for reverse translation of findings is 

generated. Results are also a function of the average signal across the sample, so while an 

intervention works well for some it may not work at all for others, and within the study sample 

effect size may be quite heterogeneous. This scenario may give rise to an ecological fallacy 

when interventions are then applied at an individual level and outcomes expected based on 

aggregate results, and the ‘average’ patient, exhibit wide individual variation. In an attempt to 

increase certainty, statistical techniques can create an illusion of homogeneity that is not 

upheld by the heterogeneity and random variation of real-world application. Goodman, and 

Goldacre, have suggested novel study designs and techniques such as pragmatic ‘n of 1’ trials 

may be useful counterpoints to such problems.(144, 843) 

4.2.2.2b Integrity 

Despite the successes of the EBM movement, there are also problems of evidence integrity. 

While resolving old problems, new problems have emerged with “systematic bias, wastage, 

error and fraud” in clinical research.(844) Critical missteps have occurred such as the 
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manipulation of trial methods to produce more favourable outcomes, overestimation of results, 

and emphasis on statistical rather than clinical significance.(23) The quality and value of the 

evidence itself may have been distorted by vested interests including those of players in the 

medical industrial complex who may be large funders and drivers of the research agenda.(843) 

Some have described ‘hijacking’ of the EBM agenda, with widespread inaccuracy in reported 

findings, and the presentation of study results as ‘accurate measures of prevailing bias’.(25, 

845).  

These concerns point towards an examination of the ways in which evidence is constructed 

and by whom,(24, 25, 846) in the course of production, analysis, synthesis and application, 

and incorporating the notion of goodness of fit.(847) The pathway from study design to 

evidence formulation is  subject to a series of ‘value judgments’ which shape the nature of 

evidence produced in three principal ways: through choosing outcome measures, balancing 

benefits and harms, and tolerating uncertainty.(847) The evidence base is also limited by its 

own temporal evolution, where the best current evidence may subsequently come to have 

substantial retrospective constraints. For example, historical trials of pharmacokinetics are 

now seen to have significant limitations with respect to gender differences which may account 

for contemporary patterns of adverse drug reactions among women.(848) As new innovations 

emerge, standards of practice evolve and variation may arise as dissemination and diffusion 

take place over time, as emergent practice is evaluated,(45, 849, 850) or even as medical 

reversals occur.(764) These variations may be warranted if current effectiveness is limited or 

they enable innovation and improvement.(45)   

4.2.2.2c Scale 

From a utilisation perspective, the burgeoning volume of evidence that requires assimilation is 

also problematic.(23) Strategies such as clinical practice guidelines, decision support 

modalities and related technological innovations aim to facilitate this assimilation process, 

align behavioural responses, and automate evidence uptake, but may also demonstrate 

perverse effects.(23) By reducing the exercise of clinical judgement in favour of mandated 

process steps, these approaches may increase rigidity and decrease responsiveness, with a 

subtle boundary creep from an emphasis on evidence to an emphasis on rules.(23) 

Greenhalgh and colleagues suggest that current iterations of EBM are simplistic and 

reductionist, assuming that relational decision-making interactions occur in bounded contexts 

rather than within messy ‘life-worlds’, and that the traditional evidence hierarchy devalues the 

evidence arising from individual experience.(24) Even in the presence of evidence, choices 
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exist in relation to diagnosis and treatment and cannot always be removed or optimised 

through mechanistic or standardised approaches.  

Scientific evidence in healthcare may be more subject to interpretation than commonly 

acknowledged. In recent history, scientific rationalism has been the dominant view of truth in 

healthcare, with attendant valorisation of approaches that separate this truth from 

contamination by the views of observers or interpreters, and the adoption of EBM as the 

codified representation of ‘correct’ knowledge.(612) This has been contrasted with an 

emergent post-modernist paradigm which reflects uncertainty, multiple views, voices and 

experiences of reality, and “multifaceted descriptions of truth”[p177],(592, 612) suggesting 

there may be many forms of evidence, all of which constitute only our best current 

approximation of the scientific truth. Ultimately science, the evidence it generates, and the 

processes by which this occurs are embedded in and dependent on social, economic and 

political systems.(851)   

4.2.2.3 The challenge of appropriateness 

Resolving the conundrum of UCV is a question of determining appropriateness rather than 

pursuing elimination. What is fundamentally at issue in the UCV discourse is whether particular 

patterns of variation are justified or acceptable. Answering this question requires us to 

determine whether a given observation represents quality care or problematic care relative to 

one or more related observations that establish the presence of variation, and also where the 

threshold between the two lies. In ‘absolute’ assessments of variation the location of this 

transition point is assumed but may be unsubstantiated or erroneous; in ‘relative’ assessments 

it is often fundamentally unclear.  

Asserted relationships between variation and inappropriate care have been questioned, 

suggesting a need for more sophisticated analysis of variation, with more valid and reliable 

instruments for assessing appropriateness, and emphasis on the ‘clinical problem’ as the 

starting point for analyses.(462) The RAND modified Delphi method, which incorporates both 

structured review of the relevant evidence and the consensus judgement of an expert panel, 

was developed, in part, to respond to evidence gaps and the problem of evidential 

uncertainty.(852) It has since been employed in a range of studies examining multiple clinical 

conditions and aspects of care including isolated applications in primary care settings,(853, 

854) and used to determine specific clinical indicators for specified conditions.(855, 856).  
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4.2.2.3a Guidelines as standards of appropriateness 

In the ongoing pursuit of appropriateness, similar approaches have been employed to validate 

the use of clinical practice guidelines (CPGs) in evaluating quality of care.(364, 857) However, 

the confusion of guidelines and treatment goals with standards is widespread. It has been 

described as “perhaps one of the most common errors in quality measurement and 

improvement”.(146 pB55) The definition and purpose of CPGs are different to those of quality 

standards and performance indicators; while related tools, the relationship between them is 

often misunderstood, leading to perverse outcomes.(365) Guidelines are often constructed as 

compendia of evidence around a given condition which, in EBM parlance,(49) is yet to be 

integrated with clinical experience, judgement and patient preferences. The use of CPGs as 

performance standards emphasises rule following and may reinforce the deductive fallacy that 

what works for the average patient is universally applicable. Guidelines are intended to be 

comprehensive, prospective, flexible and instructive; while standards should measure past 

“actions that have a strong process-outcome link”,(146 pB55) and are tractable to clinical or 

system intervention.(816) There is often a false premise that nominated standards reflect 

excellence or importance when they are more likely to reflect what is measurable, or what can 

rather than should be measured.(209, 858) Despite warnings about the dangers of fragmented, 

incomplete and poorly directed efforts to define and measure quality,(33, 39, 40, 603) the 

conflation of guidelines with performance standards may occur precisely because CPGs 

commonly are defined and measurable.(360, 859)    

The US Agency for Health Care Policy and Research has developed a model for the interface 

between guidelines and evaluation tools, incorporating case-based (individual) and rate-based 

(aggregate) standards of quality that draw on medical review criteria and performance 

measures, respectively.(364) Measures of appropriateness of care largely tend to be rate-

based, despite the fact that appropriateness may actually be determined at the case level, 

where guidelines are applied and individual decisions are made. These are usually derived 

independently, as separate treatment or utilisation decisions focused on individual patients, 

notwithstanding collective moderating influences such as provider, organisational or 

environmental factors. Analyses utilising rate-based measures may be limited in their 

explanatory power, and their ability to distinguish UCV, if they fail to account for the full range 

of variables that influence appropriateness.  

A number of studies have professed to measure appropriateness of care using guideline based 

performance measures, finding comparable results that suggest ‘appropriate care’ delivery just 

over 50% of the time.(360, 361, 860) Similar RAND-type methods tend to focus on 
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effectiveness and safety but do not generally consider preferences and costs,(861) reflecting 

substantial methodological and practical limitations.(862, 863) However, other investigations 

have shown that accounting for treatment contra-indications and patient refusals can 

substantially alter apparent rates of appropriateness to over 80%.(159, 362)  

4.2.2.3b More nuanced models of appropriateness 

Historically, the concept of appropriateness has often been seen as encapsulating quality of 

care in terms of under-use and over-use of procedures, in the context of SAV studies. 

Increasing emphasis on performance culture and accountability in healthcare in recent 

decades(364) means that current ideas of appropriateness may encompass a broader range 

of considerations and possibilities. For example, patient preferences, outcomes and costs of 

care are increasingly considered important determinants of appropriateness, though they may 

not be simple to capture or quantify.(861, 864) Contemporary work on appropriateness of care 

also focuses on disinvestment in low-value or wasteful care, ideally driven by collaborative 

approaches which co-construct notions of appropriateness across a range of perspectives, 

and consider the implications of resource allocation decisions.(865, 866) Value is a cost-

related construct in appropriateness,(867) that may operate in tension with patient-centred 

models of care unless patient reported outcomes, perspectives and preferences are integrated 

into quality metrics.(429) Value-based healthcare has evolved as an approach that attempts 

to balance costs against outcomes that matter to patients.(430, 868)  

Currently, the ambiguity resulting from lack of a standard for appropriateness, or suitable 

method for determining one, continues despite the implication that appropriate variation might 

legitimately result from “the incidence of illness, the constraints of medical science or the 

preferences of individuals”.(869),(p731) This absence obscures the practical and policy 

significance of the plethora of variation information being promulgated in the public domain, 

and remains the rate limiting step in moving from measurement to management of 

variation.(75)  While the lack of disseminated information about variation has been likened to 

“driving without a map”,(869 p732) some authors have pointed out differential needs and 

interests related to public sharing of performance information, especially between 

countries.(870)  

Despite recognition of this gap in understanding around UCV,(65, 75, 404) few studies have 

attempted to resolve the dilemma. A recent exception by Sutherland and Levesque uses 

construct mapping, integrating the positivist paradigm of EBM with interpretivist views of 

context, values and judgement.(45) In this empirically derived analytic framework, variation is 
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shaped by three domains: patient and clinician agency, scientific and clinical evidence, and 

personal and organisational capacity. Dyadic contrasts in each domain differentiate warranted 

from unwarranted variation in terms of the source from which it arises (see Table 4.2). This 

model acknowledges that advances in personalised medicine and shared decision-making 

mean that some variation is warranted, even expected. It attempts to delineate the 

circumstances under which that occurs, accounting for the critical influence of patient 

preferences and expectations, and the role of context, including policy and resource 

constraints, in decision-making. It also acknowledges the resultant complexity of the 

measurement task, including methodological limitations and vulnerability to failures of analytic 

design.(45)  

Table 4.2: Analytic framework for UCV, adapted from Sutherland & Levesque.(45) 

 Warranted Unwarranted 

 

Agency 

Patient’s needs & 
preferences 

Provider needs and 
preferences 

Patient’s informed 
expectations 

Discrimination or lack of 
engagement 

 

Evidence 

Equivocal evidence of 
diffusion or innovation 

Lack of adoption of evidence 
based guidance 

Judicious interpretation / 
application of evidence in 
local context 

Unjustified deviation from 
the evidence base 

 

Capacity 

Proficiency based service 
delivery 

Lack of technical acumen 

Intractable resource 
constraints and 
unpredictable events 

Allocative decisions and 
organisational design 

 

Building from this construction and preceding discussions, warranted variation can then be 

conceptualised as appropriate individualisation of care arising from the exercise of patient 

agency, contextualisation or uncertainty of evidence, and proficient use of available resources.  

Considering the role of patient agency alongside the previously identified values triad of quality, 

cost and equity (see Chapter 2, section 2.3.4), suggests a fourth values domain of individual 

autonomy. Appropriateness of care, then, can be represented as a point of balance between 

opposing tensions and perspectives that arise from these four domains.  
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A conceptual model of appropriateness, integrating these values of quality, cost, equity and 

autonomy, with associated system orientations is presented in Figure 4.1. In this model, 

appropriateness (at the point of decision-making) is located as a point of balance between the 

four values of quality, cost, equity and autonomy. Each of these values is focused on a 

decision-making concern, represented in the innermost frame. Each is also underpinned by an 

orienting driver, in the outermost frame. The four quadrants act as a set of oppositional forces 

that create tensions and trade-offs. For example, at a system level an emphasis on individual 

autonomy, focused on preferences, is balanced against population equity, focused on need, 

and influenced by concerns with both the effectiveness and value of care, driven by resource 

availability and a desire for outcomes.  

 

Figure 4.1: A conceptual model of appropriateness, situated between opposing tensions 

Furthermore, the boundaries between these nested domains represent viewpoints which may 

be occupied by different system actors, consistent with the perspectives outlined in Table 3.1. 

The immediate decision-making / problem-solving concerns of each of these actors are likely 

to be different,(871)  but may align along disciplinary or setting-based lines. For example, 

clinicians and patients may be concerned with the interface between effectiveness and 

individual autonomy while policymakers may focus more on population level outcomes. Forces 

converge towards the centre point, potentially re-aligning the relative position of 

appropriateness depending on the relative weight of forces operating in a given context. 
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4.2.3 Equity and perspective 

For publicly-funded health services, efficiencies are about the value and equitable distribution 

of healthcare resources. This scenario creates an apparent tension between personal care 

and care for populations, and raises the risk that injudicious pursuit of performance metrics 

may distort the balance. Thomas, and Tudor Hart, have observed however, that individuals 

and communities co-evolve,(872) with a “fundamental unity between individual and collective 

needs, care for persons and care for people”.(541 p7)  

Adopting an equity lens and using perspective as a framing device may help to examine this 

puzzle. Equity is increasingly recognised as a fundamental component of healthcare 

quality,(873) and a key concern of consumers in the system-level scaling of QI initiatives.(874) 

In the primary care context, equity is understood as a focus on healthcare needs and problems 

for populations and individuals, with attention directed to decreasing inequalities, especially for 

those who are disadvantaged or marginalised.(31, 539) Achieving health equity, as a key 

outcome, may mean striving for equivalent outcomes (little variation) across units of 

comparison. This may require considered, as opposed to arbitrary, differences in process 

(substantial variation). This process-outcome relationship is illustrated in Figure 4.2, a series 

of diagrams commonly used to illustrate the distinction between equity and equality. In this 

construction, equality is consistent with process (or input) standardisation, but leads to 

variation in outcomes due to individual characteristics. While equity allows for (in fact, employs) 

process variation in order to achieve standardisation of outcomes. These diagrams could, in 

fact, be relabelled as warranted variation. 

However, perspective is defined by both our position relative to an object or ‘point of view’, 

which affects what we are looking at; as well as our attitudinal objective, or what we are looking 

for.(875) Value and accountability will be affected by our prevailing, and emerging, 

expectations of health and healthcare; by both our position and our objective. For example, 

variation may in part be considered problematic because of our expectation that things should 

be the same. Changing our perspective may clarify when or what variation ‘matters’. If we 

adopt a different point of view by moving to the other side of the fence (Figure 4.2) new details 

emerge.xvi Other resources may be required to achieve the desired objective; what matters 

                                                      
xvi Moline (875) argues that three sorts of claim may be made about taking a point of view, with respect to 

comprehension (understanding another’s point of view), relevance (some matters are irrelevant for a point of 
view, or second-class issues) and size (a point of view may be considered too narrow or too broad).  Here, I am 
suggesting that the clinical perspective on equity, which is central to primary care practice, is relevant because, 
as Moline argues, ignoring it “prevents, interferes with, or fails to take advantage of an opportunity to facilitate the 
accomplishment of the aims characteristic of the point of view”(p196-197). 
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may be the ability to see rather than a person’s height relative to the fence. Warranted variation 

may encompass not only different inputs (structure and process) but some degree of variation 

in outcomes, provided what’s important is achieved. Too much emphasis on comparison 

between units (people) rather than individual needs/goals/objectives, and standardisation of 

the wrong measures (e.g., head height) may expend resources unnecessarily and distract 

attention from what matters to patients. 

   

Equality  Equity 

Point of view I 

   

Standardisation  Warranted variation 

Point of view II 

Figure 4.2: Equity and variation 
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In demarcating UCV, a more nuanced conceptualisation may be needed, of what matters, what 

variation we accept, and how this contributes to health and wellbeing. This framing suggests 

that equity and CPV can co-exist. Variation in processes of care may be warranted when it 

contributes to equity in outcomes, and some degree of variation in outcomes may also be 

fundamentally acceptable depending on the goals of care. If health (measured as health 

outcomes) is what matters, and healthcare is a means to this end (achieving health), then 

variation may function as a mechanism for allocating system resources (including structures 

and processes of care) relative to need in the pursuit of equity.  

By extension, warranted variation can then be understood as variation generated by person-

centred care at the individual level, and equitable care at the population level. This definition 

centres on optimisation of outputs (equity) rather than standardisation of inputs (equality), with 

equity an emergent phenomenon resulting from variable contributing factors. It also brings 

together processes and outcomes, individuals and populations in an integrated 

conceptualisation that reflects the fundamental relationship between primary care and 

population health: 

Clinical and public health objectives are the same ……..primary care teams 
must define their aims and measure their success in terms of public health 
outcomes, not clinical interventions. Without this their work becomes 
ineffective clinical tinkering.(541 p7)                  

4.2.4 The variation-quality relationship 

Making sense of variation raises the question of our expectations and beliefs about, and our 

representations of, its relationship to healthcare quality. What happens to variation as quality 

(or performance) changes, and vice versa? The prevailing discourse generally holds that 

variation is by nature problematic and has an inverse relationship with quality such that 

improvements in quality are associated with reductions in variation, which has historically been 

equated with the standardisation of care. Theoretically, this argument implies that variation 

and quality are negatively correlated, in an inverse but symmetrical relationship which 

suggests that as quality improves, variation will decrease, and that increasing variation 

represents a diminution in quality. However, this is not necessarily a symmetrical relationship 

and variation is not the only instantiation of poor quality.   

These relationships can also be represented as a 2x2 matrix, shown in Figures 4.3 and 4.4.  

Traditionally, standardisation-based approaches to quality improvement (concordant care) 

have been positioned as a desirable response to care that is seen as capricious, erratic or 
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inappropriately variable (idiosyncratic care, Figure 4.3). However, inappropriately standardised 

(rigid) care also constitutes a threat to quality and judicious individualisation, conceived as 

‘optimal’ care, may be the appropriate response (Figure 4.4).  

  
 

Figure 4.3: Standardisation as traditional response 

 

Figure 4.4: Individualisation as optimisation 

 

One way of resolving the challenge of determining when variation is warranted may be to 

distinguish the boundaries that differentiate optimal care from both ‘concordant’ care and 

‘idiosyncratic’ care - that is, to clarify the circumstances under which it offers advantages over 

the former and exactly how it differs from the latter. It is possible to have little variation in the 

presence of poor quality, for example when performance is inadequate but relatively uniform. 

It is also possible to demonstrate substantial improvements in performance across a group of 

comparative units, with little change in variation. It might also be possible, as the preceding 

review of literature on individualised care suggests, to have enhanced forms of quality in the 

presence of considerable variation. Relative to poor performance, this scenario may represent 

a substantial improvement while appearing to offer reduced average performance in 

comparison to a sample with consistently high metrics. 

4.2.4.1 Attributes of performance 

Our preoccupation with the problem signified by variation suggests that we consider something 

about its absence, or opposite, to be important.  Put another way, we might say that we value 

consistency, or that consistency is an important element of healthcare performance. This is a 

distributional argument, concerned with parity (consistency across groups or place) or 

reliability (consistency across time or repeated measures). Statistically, this concern is 

represented by measures of spread or variance. It equates with the question of dependability, 
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or “do we get things ’right’ often enough”? However, variation is only part of the quality 

measurement problem – there are also issues related to the adequacy or quantum of what is 

being measured. This is a value-based argument, concerned with reaching a performance 

standard. It is statistically represented by the mean of a set of values (or some other measure 

of central tendency). This equates with the question “is what we are measuring ‘good 

enough’”?  

Presumably then, in arguing that consistency (or a reduction in variation) is important, we are 

effectively arguing that performance measurement has two dimensions, both of which are 

important. As performance improves we might expect two things to occur: both the measure 

of central tendency (mean/median) of a set of values will shift to a better (more appropriate) 

position and the range of values, or degree of dispersion around the mean, will decrease.  So, 

ideally, quality is represented by two performance dimensions: 

 a standard or value ‘good enough’ to ensure safety; and 

 a range of values narrow enough to minimise inequity and ensure reliability but broad 

enough to promote individualisation and allow innovation. 

The European Collaboration for Healthcare Optimization (ECHO) has dealt with this challenge 

by employing two metrics - a value attribute and a variability attribute.(453) While simply 

reducing variation will not necessarily improve the performance metric or value attribute, it will 

improve consistency and may increase our ability to identify and interpret performance signals. 

Conversely, high levels of variation can make the value attribute seem indeterminate. 

However, the importance of variation is relative to the value attribute. If performance is high, 

increased variation may represent a reduction in performance. If low, appropriate variation 

represents the potential for improvement.  

So, reducing variation is only half the story as it relates only to one attribute, or dimension, of 

performance. These two attributes can behave independently of each other, but the way in 

which they combine may make variation more interpretable. However, these bi-fold 

combinations are best understood as configurational or set-intersectional rather than using 

statistical averaging procedures such as co-efficient of variation (CfV) which hide information 

because the two attributes are effectively scaled to each other. Using the Ochre data described 

in Chapter 3, three possible configurations are illustrated in Figure 4.5 using Shewhart control 

charts(108, 876) for three separate process measures:  
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 Rates of recording renal function using estimated glomerular filtration rate (eGFR) or 

albumin creatinine ratio (ACR) in the last 12 months among patients on the coronary 

heart disease (CHD) register, which demonstrate a decrease in quality and a parallel 

decrease in variation;  

 performance of a GP Management Plan (GPMP) in the last two years for eligible 

patients with chronic disease,xvii which show fluctuating quality and variation, in 

opposite directions; and 

 ‘practice prevalence’ rates of CHD (as outlined in Chapter Three),xviii which show slow 

but steady increases in both quality and variation.   

Control charts are standard tools used in QI and improvement science that identify patterns in 

data over time and enable common and special cause variation (see Chapter 2, p54) to be 

distinguished with the use of ‘control limits’ that signify whether a process is within ‘statistical 

control’. In Figure 4.5, charts on the left hand side present the quality attribute or mean value 

for each measure, while charts on the right hand side present the variation attribute (using 

standard deviation) for the same measure. Dotted lines signify the upper and lower control 

limits (UCL, LCL) calculated at two standard deviations from the mean). While most processes 

here remain within statistical control, suggesting common cause variation, the charts provide 

a clear illustration of the dual performance attributes operating in different ways.  

4.2.5 Implications for analysis of variation  

Some analysts have argued that performance indicators should target structure, process, 

outcome and balancing measures – as a way of capturing unintended consequences.(122) 

They should also balance benefit with harm, and allow adjustment for risk, incorporating clinical 

decision-making principles which may not be well understood by measurement systems.(209, 

634) In primary care, core values and contextual elements should be accommodated in 

comparisons,(470) including risk profiles, extenuating circumstances and comorbidities. 

Approaches to measurement should also be based on clinical reasoning and ‘real world’ 

principles, identifying categories of exemption or exception to indicator application.(635) 

Measurement foci should align with perceptions of value among patients and providers,(137) 

                                                      
xvii Eligible patients are an indicative denominator of patients with 4 chronic diseases: cardiovascular disease, 
diabetes, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease and chronic renal failure. 
xviii ‘Practice prevalence’ calculated as the proportion of active patients in the practice CIS who are coded with a 
relevant CHD diagnosis and included in the CHD register. 
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as well as policy-makers, funders and populations. Many of these metrics may not be available 

in compilations of EMR or other aggregated data.  

  
Decreasing quality with decreasing variationxix 

 
 

 
 

Increasing quality with decreasing variation 

 
 

Increasing quality with increasing variation 

Figure 4.5: Bi-dimensional attributes of performance 

These ideas suggest the importance of ecological validity, a cross-disciplinary concept that 

denotes real world transferability.(877) Meaningful measurement systems require both 

ecologically sound measures and ecologically valid data to inform them. With respect to 

                                                      
xix UCL = upper control limit; LCL = lower control limit; sigma level = number of standard deviations used to 
calculate control limits 
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variation, an additional layer of ecological, or system-informed and contextually grounded, 

interpretation can be overlaid on measurement to support the ultimate goal of identifying 

sources of UCV where modification is desirable, feasible and practical.(61) UCV is essentially 

a qualitative construct, an interpretive judgement about legitimacy based on the relative 

interplay of factors in a given situation.(45) This has implications for measurement and 

analysis. A major challenge is to determine what acceptable variation might look like within 

performance monitoring systems, and when intervention is likely to be fruitful or justified.  

The way forward for quality and performance systems may be to balance the tension between 

over-specification of standards and irrational variation,(561) combining epistemologies, 

expectations and methods.(878) A similar tension is recognised in organisational theory, most 

often represented as an administrative paradox that requires tradeoffs between flexibility and 

efficiency, generalism and specialism, or exploration and exploitation.(879) Using contingency 

theory, it is generally argued that organisational form should follow function, adopting 

mechanistic forms if tasks are simple and stable and organic forms if tasks are complex and 

changing.(879) The integration of profession-based practice, or mass customisation, models 

seek to minimise UCV through default standardisation while leveraging and harnessing 

warranted variation in response to patient needs.(630) From a measurement perspective, this 

scenario raises the question, not so much of what or even when variation is warranted, but of 

how much variation may be acceptable.  

PART B 

4.3 Towards an ecological model of clinical practice variation  

In this section I build on these theoretical propositions, also drawing on the interdisciplinary 

field of human social ecology, to formulate an ‘ecological’ account of variation that balances 

complex social and environmental interactions, across a range of domains, that could 

comprehensively explain its emergence.   

4.3.1 The status quo 

Initial explanatory models for CPV tended to be epidemiological or based on behavioural 

economics, with an emphasis on demand, supply and market forces affecting utilisation and 

provider behaviour.(310, 373, 380) The predominant classificatory framework remains largely 

focused on underuse of effective care, misuse of preference sensitive care or overuse of 

supply-sensitive care,(375, 487) or adaptations of these ideas. Subsequent explorations 

proposed more sociological explanations taking account of opportunities & constraints in the 
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social environment of providers;(494) social and therapeutic relationships;(368, 880) 

professional knowledge, autonomy and decision making behaviour;(500, 501) and patient or 

interactional factors.(498) These, in time, have evolved towards more contextually nuanced 

models that reference relative concepts such as importance and prioritisation; patient 

concerns, measures and agency; the role of family and community; regional culture; 

environmental and system-level concerns.(63, 367, 462, 472, 481, 493, 504, 533). Most 

recently, some authors have begun to propose complex, multifactorial conceptualisations that 

integrate a range of influential factors.(61, 65, 68, 75) These emerging models recognise that 

the phenomena reflected by observations of variation occur within systems of hierarchical and 

interacting relationships, and that explanatory constructs should take proper account of this 

full range of factors.(43, 61, 496) They assume that variation is most likely to be explained by 

complex inter-relational models that allow for a range of influences on provider decisions about 

treatment, patient decisions about utilisation, shared decision-making within the therapeutic 

dyad, and interactions between contextual factors and biological and behavioural responses 

to healthcare delivery. 

4.3.2 The case for an ecological approach 

Ecology is the study of organisms in the context of, and in relation to, their environment.(881) 

The cross-disciplinary field of human ecology, with intellectual roots in sociology, human 

geography and biology,(882, 883) assumes that ecological principles apply to human social 

systems as well as the natural world.(884) It provides an interdisciplinary, synthetic approach 

to explaining human behaviour in terms that allow for complexity, and acknowledges biological, 

psychological, evolutionary, environmental, social and cultural interactions.(882-884) While 

the development of human ecology as a scientific discipline throughout the 20th century was 

fraught and contested, core principles included the intersection of biotic and cultural orders 

and the role of cultural evolution through intersecting co-evolutionary variables such as 

populations, physical resources, artefacts, customs and beliefs.(885) Contemporary human 

ecology reflects integrative advancements in a range of disciplines with concerns often focused 

on environmental determinism, underpinned by complexity thinking and wide 

perspectives.(882, 886)  

‘Social ecological models’ arose from the work of the Chicago school of sociologists through 

the early 20th century, to encompass a range of mid-range theories that could bridge the gap 

between small-scale theories of behavioural psychology and larger scale explanations using 

anthropology and ethnography.(882, 883, 887) These models offer a family of theoretical 

approaches that draw on the observed network interactions of biological ecosystems to 
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consider interlinked relations between humans and their social, cultural and environmental 

contexts.(888) Systems thinking, the need to understand parts in relation to a whole including 

how parts influence each other, is core to social ecological models,(889) which have a natural 

synergy with the biologically derived notion of complex adaptive systems (CAS). The social 

ecological perspective emphasizes the multi-level, multi-dimensional, temporally cumulative 

nature of human systems,(888) and incorporates systems theoretical constructs such as 

interdependence and homeostasis to reflect dynamic and reciprocal interactions between 

humans and with the environment.(890)  

One of the most well-known and utilised social ecological theories is Bronfenbrenner’s 

ecological systems, or bio-ecological, theory.(891) Developed to encapsulate the multiple 

levels of influence on human childhood development, it emphasises reciprocal interactions 

between these influences; behaviours are shaped by the social environment but also shape 

it.(892) The theory describes five hierarchically nested, interconnected levels of environmental 

structures (individual, microsystem, mesosystem, exosystem, macrosystem) and highlights 

the temporal nature of adaptation, with progressive, dynamic accommodation between 

organism and environment throughout the lifespan.(892) While this work specifically 

addresses psychological development in children, many of the observations and propositions 

are  transferable to other human contexts characterised by complex cross-system interactions, 

including health and wellbeing. Importantly, Bronfenbrenner posits that interactions may 

constitute the main effects in ecological systems and that these interactions extend beyond 

the direct effects of individuals to include both formal and informal relations within and between 

micro-level settings, and the macro-level contexts in which settings are embedded.(892)  

Refinements to the original theory emphasise the  role of human agency and interactions 

between person, processes, context and time.(893) 

In recent decades, ecological perspectives and social ecological frameworks have become 

increasingly utilised in epidemiology, public health and health promotion,(888, 890, 894-900) 

although some authors have suggested this may be more rhetorical than applied.(894, 898) 

Despite some reference to ‘healthcare ecosystems’,(901, 902) in practice, use of ecological 

language commonly translates to a simpler orientation towards real-world applications, the role 

of context and the influence of environment on behaviour and health.(903, 904) This occurs at 

the expense of more nuanced components of the construct focused on complexity, multiplicity, 

interaction and evolution. The emerging discipline of health ecology recognises that health, 

culture and environment are inextricably linked in a world which functions as an “interactive, 

dynamic, non-linear adaptive system”.(905 p1) It seeks to provide a holistic framework, in the 
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tradition of human ecology, encompassing multiple disciplines “that are themselves complex 

and multi-dimensional”.(905 p2) 

In health services and systems research, ecological studies are undertaken to examine broad 

patterns of healthcare utilisation based on aggregated population-level data,(761, 906) often 

influenced by social epidemiology.(907, 908) These studies tend to be ecological in a 

methodological rather than conceptual sense, though sometimes begin to see the world 

through an ecological lens focused on diverse structural and interactional components of the 

healthcare system.(909-913) Many studies of variation fall into this ecological category by 

definition, as their unit of observation is at the level of specified population groups which may 

be geographic, cultural or otherwise specified. Despite this, few adopt theoretical lenses that 

can be considered ecological. Analysis of the Ochre Health data can also be considered an 

ecological design, grouped at the practice level.    

In proposing an ecological approach to understanding CPV I mean to extend beyond common 

usage to a more holistic application, encompassing i) adoption of an ecological view that is 

contextually situated with real-world applicability; ii) appreciation for the healthcare system as 

an ecology with hierarchical and interactional structural components; and iii) development of a 

theoretical framework that is complex, multifactorial, interactional, adaptive, and evolutionary. 

Such an approach might also foster the amalgamation of disparate disciplinary orientations to 

the problem, building on respective contributions to develop integrative explanatory models 

that encompass a range of causal or mediating factors and interactional elements, and 

contribute to a more evolved understanding of warranted and unwarranted clinical variation. 

This thinking is distinguished from ‘ecohealth’, a related field in epidemiology which forms part 

of health ecology, but focuses on the impact of ecosystem functions and services on human 

health.(914, 915)  

In formulating an ecological position on CPV I am suggesting that this might operate at three 

levels: 

1. As an interdisciplinary and synthetic orientation that draws on theories and constructs 

from a range of scientific disciplines such as sociology, anthropology, epidemiology, 

psychology, systems biology, network medicine and complexity science. 

2. As an illustrative metaphor for the phenomenological behaviour of variation that can 

contribute to our understanding of its role in healthcare systems.   

3. As a multidimensional conceptual framework for understanding the relationship 

between the human organism, health status and healthcare including the repeated 
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interplay over time between individuals, communities and the social and physical 

environment, and which can be used to frame theoretical and analytical models.   

4.3.3 Applying the ecological metaphor 

4.3.3.1 Variation in biological and ecological systems 

Variation is a fundamental feature of biological systems, that forms the basis of theories of 

natural selection and Darwinian evolution. It is regarded as both an emergent property of 

complex developmental processes but also the subject of developmental constraints.(916) 

Canalisation is the process by which a population is able to maintain phenotypic consistency 

in spite of genetic or environmental variability (mutations or perturbations).(917, 918) Variation 

can therefore exist as a pattern (or outcome) and as a process; variability is the propensity or 

tendency of system to generate differences.(916) Biological systems comprise interacting 

biotic and abiotic components at multiple levels of organisation. In general terms, ecology is 

largely concerned with levels of organisation beyond individual organisms – ranging from 

populations to ecospheres, where dynamic stability is maintained through homeorhesis, or the 

restoration of flow.(881) In contrast, biological models are often concerned with levels of 

organisation below the organism where stability is maintained through homeostasis, or return 

to a particular state (see Figure 4.6).  

 

Figure 4.6: Ecological hierarchy of organisationxx, adapted from Odum & Barrett 2005.(881)    

                                                      
xx Odum and Barrett define homeorhesis as a higher order regulatory mechanism where systems are loosely 
controlled by self-adjusting, pulsing (rather than steady) states or alternating positive and negative feedback. 
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Emergent properties arise as a consequence of hierarchical organisation, as system elements 

interact to form new attributes which may be qualitatively distinct; these properties are not 

reducible to the original elements, so are differentiated from collective properties which are the 

sum of individual properties.(881) A series of functions transcend this organisational hierarchy, 

operating at all levels although the mode may vary between levels. These functions include 

diversity, evolution and feedback controls.(881) Ecosystems are generally understood as a 

type of CAS, characterised by non-linear dynamics, autonomous agents, self-organisation and 

other emergent properties.(194) In contrast to many human organisational structures, natural 

hierarchies are ‘nested’ with groups at higher levels of organisation made up of multiple lower 

level units.(881)    

Variation – or biodiversity – plays a critical role in maintaining ecosystem services.(919) Recent 

studies have shown that genomic variation contributes to maintaining biodiversity,(920) and 

intra-species variation can have comparable or even stronger ecological effects than cross-

species biodiversity, especially for indirect responses.(921) Diversity can be understood in 

several ways: as variation within types, variation across types, and variation between 

communities.(641) In complex systems, diversity enables resilience, robustness and 

stability,(922) improves collective performance and responsiveness to environmental changes, 

and promotes efficiency and innovation.(641, 923)  However too much diversity can also 

introduce weakness, lead to chaos and randomness, and introduce conflict and collapse.(641)   

4.3.3.2 Social-ecological systems 

Social-ecological systems are an emerging construct in social ecology that describes the 

interdependent relationship between humans and natural ecosystems,(924, 925) including the 

reliance of human wellbeing on critical ecosystem services such as regulation of air and water 

quality or plant pollination. Social ecology is a dynamic, emerging, interdisciplinary research 

field grounded in both social and natural science traditions such as economics and ecology 

that deals with human social metabolism and its environmental impact. The shared paradigm 

underpinning social ecology hinges on the proposition that human and natural systems 

interrelate and co-evolve, with bidirectional causality.(926) “All ecosystems are shaped by 

people, directly or indirectly and all people, rich or poor, rural or urban, depend on the capacity 

of ecosystems to generate essential ecosystem services”.(919 p44) The emphasis is on 

bidirectional relationships and the equal weighting of social and ecological components, rather 

than considering social systems simply as modifiers or moderators of ecological systems.(925) 

https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/social-sciences/causal-analysis
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Social-ecological systems are characterised by repeated, reciprocal interactions and feedback 

loops between ecological and socioeconomic structures, demonstrating emergent properties 

and resilience to perturbations.(924) They are considered a special case of CAS,(927) albeit 

one that places greater emphasis on crucial societal concerns such as equity and wellbeing, 

and less prominence on areas that are mathematically central to complexity theory such as 

quantum physics.(928) The social-ecological systems discourse has spanned several 

decades; despite inconsistent definitions there are three main sequentially developed 

frameworks,(925) with resilience as a common feature.(924)  Resilience is a system’s ability 

to maintain function when intrinsic or extrinsic disturbance occur,(924) a concept that has been 

identified as critical in human organisations,(929) and in healthcare systems.(169, 292, 293, 

929, 930)  

Two uniquely human properties of social-ecological systems, linked to resilience, are the 

‘adaptability’ of human actors, or their capacity to intentionally manage resilience; and 

‘transformability’ or the capacity to radically recreate systems in response to failure, resource 

crises or shifts in social values.(931) Two dynamic processes also occur: adaptive cycles and 

panarchicalxxi relations. The adaptive cycle, observed in ecosystems, and in human social and 

institutional systems, denotes temporally successive phases characterised by growth, 

conservation, collapse and reorganisation in response to internal dynamics and external 

influences.(931) Complex systems, especially social-ecological systems, “exist and function at 

multiple scales of space, time and social organisation, and interactions across scales are 

fundamentally important in determining the dynamics of the system at any particular focal 

scale”.(932 p1) Proper understanding of such systems can therefore only be achieved by 

focusing at multiple rather than single scales.(933)  

Scholars of social-ecological systems, such as Ostrom, have argued that the desire to seek 

simple solutions to complex problems is problematic,(934) with a need to develop better 

investigative methods and “identify combinations of variables that affect the incentives and 

actions of actors under diverse governance systems”.(925, 935),(p15181) These observations 

could also be made with respect to CPV. Multitier social-ecological systems frameworks 

provide a theoretical solution, defining sets of variables arranged in ‘nested conceptual maps’ 

using a generic relational structure.(935)  Relations between notional subsystems link social 

and ecological components through interactions which transfer information, energy or material 

and generate effects at multiple levels and scales.(936) Outcomes result from interactions 

                                                      
xxi Panarchy refers to the presence of linked adaptive cycles at multiple scales, or in nested hierarchies,(933) and 
interactions between structures and processes that are linked across hierarchical scales.(931)  
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between nested resource systems and nested user systems, depicted in Figure 4.7.(937) 

Crucially, the assembly of subsystems and relations within and between them produces 

‘action-situations’ – spaces in which coupled activities take place, and where ‘actorhood’ and 

action are key.(936)  

 

Figure 4.7: Ostrom’s framework for analysing social-ecological systems(937) 

While social-ecological systems are not a complete model for health systems, they provide a 

conceptual bridge for thinking about the role of healthcare in health and society, through the 

notion of interplay between coupled human-environment systems. The social-ecological 

systems portrayal of interaction and interdependence between human systems and natural 

ecosystems offers resonance with CAS theory, as well as a way of describing the articulation 

of multiple intricately nested socio-biological systems. This idea goes a step beyond standard 

social ecological models that conceive multiple interacting layers within systems. It considers 

the healthcare system and patients, nested in biological, behavioural and social hierarchies, 

as closely coupled open systems that might interrelate in similar ways. This multi-scale 

construct encompasses the health system-person relationship, mediated through providers 

and organisations, with links to physical and social environments, conceptualisations of health 

and wellbeing, and drivers of health-seeking behaviour, as well as physical markers of health 

status. In particular, social-ecological systems accommodate some of the unique features of 

human actors that transcend standard characterisations of CAS agents, by acknowledging 
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adaptability and transformability; attributes which speak directly to the sociotechnical nature of 

healthcare systems (see p166). 

4.3.4 An ecological framework for CPV 

In postulating an ecological framework for CPV I am stepping beyond the evolving, though 

relatively limited, extant theories towards an explanatory theory. This approach attempts to 

incorporate both CAS and social ecological theories, and apply principles from the study of 

social-ecological systems, to understand the ways in which variation emerges from patient-

healthcare interactions and transactions over time. Social ecological approaches in health 

promotion draw on the idea of public health action informed by social science, especially by 

behavioural theories and contextual determinants.(938-940) In these models, interactions and 

interdependence between factors operating at multiple levels of a health problem lead to 

behavioural responses situated in physical and sociocultural environments.(941) Patterned 

behaviour is seen as being determined at five ecological levels: individual or intrapersonal; 

interpersonal or within ‘primary groups’; institutional; community and public policy.(898, 900, 

942) These models can be considered an extension from biopsychosocial models of health 

that emphasise the first three levels. Drawing on social-ecological systems thinking, I propose 

an ecological theoretical framework, extending this conceptualisation to consider the coupling 

of interacting nested systems that impact on the provision of healthcare (treatments and 

interventions) and on health outcomes (biological and behavioural responses and disease 

progression). Several principles of system organisation are common to both CAS and social-

ecological systems and have important implications for this approach to understanding CPV. 

These are outlined in Table 4.3.  

Table 4.3: Organising principles of social-ecological systems and complex adaptive systems 
(CAS), adapted from Preiser et al 2018.(927) 

In both CAS and social-ecological systems: 

Systems are relationally constituted, meaning interactions among component elements are as 

important as elements themselves. Sub-systems may be nested within larger systems; relationships 

can occur within and across these hierarchical levels and have explicit effects on the system. 

Systems have adaptive capacities, meaning individual agents can autonomously respond to system 

conditions, including other actors. The system as a whole can also adapt over time in response to 

feedback. These properties mean the system can learn and has memory, and give rise to emergent 

self-organisation and distributed, rather than centralised, control. 

Mechanisms are dynamic and nonlinear, meaning that outputs may not be proportional to inputs. 

Structures and processes can link across scales, small changes can give rise to large effects and 

vice versa, multiple trajectories are possible and rates of change may vary (punctuated equilibria).  
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Systems are radically open, meaning that information, energy and matter are exchanged across 

porous boundaries. It may be difficult to discern where the boundaries between a system and its 

context / environment lie. Systems are hierarchically embedded with smaller and larger systems. 

Systems are contextually determined, meaning that internal structure is derived from dynamic 

interactions between system components and the environment. Outputs are sensitive to initial 

conditions; and components may have multiple functions that change with context. It may be 

impossible to isolate systems from external structures and boundary conditions.  

Causality is complex, producing novel effects, recursive pathways and wicked problems. Cause-

and-effect may not be identifiable through linear trajectories, and interventions may have unintended 

consequences. Causality might only be understood in retrospect rather than being predictable. 

4.3.4.1 What might an ecological framework for practice variation look like? 

I propose that practice variation is an emergent property of the closely-coupled CAS which 

constitute both individual patients and the healthcare system(s) with which they interact at 

various, and possibly multiple, points in time. Single patients may interact simultaneously with 

multiple health service entities; healthcare systems, and their component agents, will by 

definition interact simultaneously with multiple individual patients. No single factor is likely to 

explain why observed variation exists between individuals or groups. Instead, I propose that 

variation arises as the outcome of direct, indirect and interaction effects among many factors 

at multiple levels (individual, interpersonal, community and societal), and these interactions 

may be as important as any single factor.(943) Variation may be observed between individual 

patients or at any subsequent level of aggregation in either overarching system. Depending 

on the level at which it is measured / defined, it may have different conceptual and practical 

implications. 

Ultimately, a suitably comprehensive explanatory theory should take account of genetic, 

biological, clinical, psychological, behavioural, interpersonal/social, cultural and environmental 

factors at both the individual and collective levels; and also of spatial and temporal interactions 

and the networks between them. Drawing on social ecological models it should include 

physical-social interactions, allowing for indirect and reciprocal influences; recognise the 

totality of functional social systems, looking beyond the immediate setting to incorporate larger 

formal and informal contexts; acknowledge multiple relationships and configurations of 

relationships, permitting joint impacts and interactions; accommodate multiple subsystems and 

associated higher order effects; and accept the effect of ecological and temporal transitions 

such as changes over the life-span.(891, 893)  
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Drawing on complexity science, adaptation and emergence in response to personal agency, 

social conditioning and environmental context are key concepts. Systems will be interlinked 

through network arrangements and relationships at multiple, hierarchically nested, scales. 

Causal trajectories are evolutionary, multiplex, non-linear in nature, cross-scale in time and 

space, operating between both natural (biological) and social systems. Emergent effects will 

arise from configurations of components and conditions. These configurations may be 

combinatorial (unordered) or permutational (sequentially ordered). In addition to multi-

component or conjunctural causation, there may also be equi-finality – multiple pathways to 

the same or similar endpoints.(215) Key propositions are listed below.  

1. Human agency is a key feature of this framework. Agents are sentient actors with the 

capacity to form intentions, make choices and act independently either individually or 

collectively.(944) Patients, healthcare providers, teams, organisations, policy makers 

and others can all autonomously adjust behaviour in response to system conditions 

and other actors. Agency is a mechanism through which adaptation, emergence and 

unintended consequences occur; agents can both change and be changed by the 

system.(944) 

2. Healthcare, especially in primary care is relational; continuity is considered important. 

The therapeutic relationship, constructed through patient-clinician dyads or mullti-

disciplinary teams (networks) is highly influential. Patients and healthcare providers are 

also simultaneously in relationship to other individual and collective actors, and social, 

cultural and environmental influences nested in multiple clinical and social systems. 

3. Individual diversity (between agents) is both emergent and configurationally 

constructed; combinations and permutations of factors will differentiate agents from 

one another. They will also change system conditions and produce both divergent and 

convergent outcomes.  

4.3.4.2 Delineating health and healthcare 

Healthcare is commonly assumed to be a chief determinant of health status, linked to the 

historical dominance of biomedical models of health and illness focused on disease and 

objective measurement of biometric discrepancies.(945) This conflation of health with 

healthcare, which overemphasises clinical intervention and places little emphasis on social 

and economic inequality as contributors to poor health has been characterised as an “epidemic 

of healthcare”,(946 p1) noting the divergence between healthcare expenditure and 
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improvement of health outcomes, especially in high income countries such as the US.(947, 

948) Healthcare is a relatively small factor in determining the health of populations, and 

producing health is not the same as treating disease, especially at the societal level.(949)  

Ecologically speaking, it is difficult to reliably separate how components of the healthcare 

system interact to influence health outcomes from the biological and psychosocial subsystems 

that produce the health status of individual human beings. These interrelationships have been 

captured by social ecological models which demonstrate that health is multifactorial,(942, 950) 

and dependent on the ways “in which humans relate to their biological, physical and social 

environments”.(897 p26) Health risks and behaviours are influenced by individual and 

environmental characteristics, including genetic, biological, social, epidemiological, 

behavioural, environmental, educational, political, economic and ecological components, and 

the interactions between them.(899, 951)  

A number of authors have proposed models for understanding relationships between health 

and health systems that are ecological in nature if not in definition. Some consider both 

individual and societal inputs that interact with the healthcare system and together constitute 

‘structure’,(952) or adopt broad views of health and wellbeing, acknowledging complexity and 

proposing leverage points at the level of socio-structural and physical environment, and 

individual psychology.(950, 953) Others, specific to variation, comprise interacting 

combinations of individual, community and service- or system-level determinants that drive 

supply, demand and utilisation decisions.(63, 68) Many frameworks recognise that multiple 

factors, commonly beyond the control of providers, affect outcomes and necessitate 

adjustment in comparative analyses; and that these operate at multiple levels, including 

patients, providers, teams and organisations.(45, 364, 462, 506, 954, 955) Some posit links to 

complexity theory and the possibility of variation making a positive contribution to quality in 

primary care.(97, 212) In traditional, reductionist terms variation has historically been seen as 

having a deleterious effect on healthcare quality because it departs from culturally or 

normatively mediated standards, and our pre-occupation with equity. In ecological terms 

however, variation may make a positive contribution to quality through maintaining diversity, 

conferring resilience, enabling adaptation and promoting innovation.  

4.3.4.3 Healthcare as a complex sociotechnical system 

The healthcare industry has been described as a complex sociotechnical system, reflecting 

the importance of social and interpersonal dynamics and the reliance on complex technologies 

and information exchange.(956, 957) The technical emphasis includes a focus on procedural 
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knowledge and expertise – or techne – not just material technologies.(958) General practice 

has also specifically been interpreted as a sociotechnical system, incorporating interacting 

organisational systems which must be mastered to attain clinical competence.(959) A core 

function is the elicitation and interpretation of information, often in the presence of risk and 

uncertainty, to underpin cognitive processes such as clinical decision-making. 

In a 2017 examination of factors contributing to poor care in the context of under-use, overuse 

and resulting harm, Saini  and colleagues identified an ecological network of influences across 

three sociocultural domains: economic drivers; knowledge, bias and uncertainty; and power 

and human relationships.(960) Each domain operates at global, national, regional and 

individual levels, modulated by the “specific contexts within which they act”(p178), ultimately 

impacting on care decisions.(43) Clinical decision-making is represented as the nexus of these 

domains, affected by economic incentives that drive the behaviour of health systems, 

organisations, clinicians and patients; knowledge production and dissemination systems, 

based on beliefs and assumptions, that shape “thinking frameworks”; and social and political 

power dynamics, including therapeutic relationships.(960)  

While focused on articulating drivers of poor care, this framework applies equally to excellence 

in care. The same forces that converge to drive poor care decisions may drive high quality 

care if leveraged in different ways. Variation results from the same fundamental decision-

shaping mechanisms, constructed of differently configured emergent patterns as combinations 

of factors interact and coalesce. Ideas such as functional resonance, from resilience 

engineering,(961) and feedback loops offer further mechanisms for reinforcing variation. 

Functional resonance occurs when everyday variability between functions becomes mutually 

reinforcing, and the consequences spread through tight couplings rather than usual cause-

and-effect links.(962) Feedback occurs when the outputs of system interactions are routed 

back as inputs to cause-and-effect chains, or loops if the chains are closed,(963) and the 

system feeds back into itself. Causal reasoning is complicated by feedback mechanisms 

because influences become cyclical, necessitating analysis of systems as a whole.(964)  

4.3.4.4 Health as a biopsychosocial system 

Human beings are heterogeneous entities with variable configurations of biological, 

psychosocial, environmental and historical factors impacting on the aetiology of disease, 

treatment preferences and responses to care.  We know, for example, that there is increasing 

epigenetic evidence for the interaction of genetic and environmental factors in disease 

development,(965, 966) phenotype expression,(562, 584) and differential responses to 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Causality
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treatment.(967-969) Yet, despite the primacy and increasing complexity of technologically 

driven therapeutic models including advances in molecular and genomic medicine,(960) health 

and healthcare remain “inescapably” social phenomena.(970) Recent natural disasters and 

health emergencies, including the COVID-19 pandemic, have repeatedly highlighted the 

disproportionate impact and role of social disparities,(970-972) and the interconnectedness of 

health and human social systems.(199) Social determinants of health are now widely 

considered fundamental. There is also emerging evidence for the role of emotions in the 

natural history of disease and attenuation of health status over the lifespan,(973, 974) as well 

as the impact of critical stressors such as adverse childhood experiences and early life 

conditions on adult disease development and progression.(975-977) 

Biopsychosocial models of health have demonstrated that many factors affect health status 

including biology and genetics;(945) social, economic and geographic environment;(978, 979) 

cultural and moral influences,(980, 981) psychological, emotional and spiritual wellbeing 

including social connectivity and relationships;(982-985)  and exposure to toxic stressors.(976, 

986-988) This range of factors suggests that healthcare is only one of many influences in the 

attainment of health.(939, 942, 981) Health arises from the repeated interplay, over time, 

between humans, their biological and psychological constitution, their social and physical 

environment, and also from their clinical interactions with the healthcare system when this 

becomes relevant. Health “is more than healthcare”,(942) and may be wholly independent from 

the healthcare system; in fact, healthcare may be neither necessary nor sufficient for health 

and wellbeing.  

4.3.5 Health and healthcare as coupled systems 

Health can be understood as an “adaptive state unique to each person” (989 p1) that occurs 

in either the presence or absence of objective disease states, and arises as an emergent 

property of network (system) hierarchies at both the individual and collective level. Health is 

also highly context dependent, with the critical importance of early life experiences and social 

determinants demonstrating sensitivity to initial conditions and the influence of external 

structures. Healthcare, on the other hand, is a response to some level of perceived system 

malfunction or risk where health status is less than optimal. When healthcare is sought or 

received through diagnosis and treatment of disease (or risk), it becomes an integral 

component of health status. These relations can be seen as nested subsystems of larger 

ecological systems which also interact. Components repeatedly interrelate over time to 

produce a health trajectory for each individual, although individuals are collectively linked at 

different scales in respective systems, leading to complex network structures. These linked 
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hierarchical systems can be thought of as an ecology that encompasses both patients and 

providers as individual agents and the health care system and its performance as a composite 

actor with emergent properties. In fact they operate as one interlinked system at the individual 

level, “with critical feedbacks across temporal and spatial scales”.(935 p15181)  

Figure 4.8 provides an illustrative, though not exhaustive, representation of this concept (note 

that levels below the patient are not depicted; nor are levels within the system such as primary, 

secondary, tertiary or quaternary care). The two systems are coupled through a central 

common interaction space where linked actions take place, largely mediated through the 

patient-clinician dyad and the clinical decision-making process. Both processes and outcomes 

can be considered as occupying this liminal space, although at different temporal scales and 

subject to different interactional mechanisms. Treatment decisions are a fundamental 

precursor to care processes which may be cognitively or behaviourally mediated. 

 

 

Figure 4.8: Ecological framework for CPV                                                                                               
[Drawing on Saini et al 2017,(960) Folke & Berkes 1998 cited by Colding 2019,(925)] Brabers 

2019,(43) and de Jong et al 2015.(496)] 

Practice variation, even at the collective level, arises from individually made treatment 

decisions subsequently assessed as a relative construct – either in reference to a normative 

(absolute) or a comparative (relative) standard.(45) In this sense, decision-making can be 

considered “decisive for”,(43) or the terminal unit of, variation; the point at which processes of 

care are determined and initiated within the doctor-patient relationship.(960) 
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Care itself is initiated at the individual level from the centre of the 
ecosystem…… Here, the patient and the doctor sit, with their own individual 
and social identity, cultural and cognitive biases, and the cumulative 
influence of the forces surrounding them. These individuals also bring their 
experience, emotion, transference, and counter transference to the 
encounter. Numerous additional variables exist within this relationship, 
including the clinical calculation of benefits and harms, patient preferences, 
physician preferences, provider training and competence, available 
infrastructure, financial incentives, trust and understanding between patient 
and clinician, and the influences of others, both individually and through 
social networks. Clinical decision making emerges from this complex 
interaction.(960 p178) 

The biotic and sociocultural axes function as information inputs to decision-making, moderated 

through system influences at multiple levels. Economic, scientific and regulatory controls as 

well as social norms, values and preferences form subcategories of the sociocultural order. 

Biological mechanisms, therapeutic interventions and treatment responses form sub-

components of the biotic order. The extent to which meaningful collaboration (for example, 

shared decision making) occurs within this action space will weight the way decisions are 

shaped by the constraints and enablers of each contributing system. Treatment decisions, 

health behaviours, processes and outcomes of care all arise as emergent functions, with 

emergence traveling in the direction of the arrows. Over time and the course of repeated 

interactions, progressive ‘mutual accommodation’(893) occurs through sequential responses 

and iterative adjustments, as well as ongoing system perturbations. 

4.3.5.1 System elements and functions 

Antecedents 

In addition to being spatially and conceptually nested, system interactions are also temporally 

nested, so outcomes of coupled interactions depend on starting conditions, which may be 

outcome states of previous interactions. Antecedent factors have been identified as important 

contributors to health and other outcomes of medical care, in addition to the structural 

attributes of healthcare systems and the processes of healthcare applied to patients.(152) 

Antecedents can be both temporal and contextual, so exist at multiple levels including patient 

and environmental characteristics and risk factors;(152) and the social, economic and political 

environments in which genetic and biological dispositions play out.(39, 914)  
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Structures 

System structures refer to resource units (volume and distribution) and the way in which they 

are arranged (configuration and organisation).(503) While not explicitly represented in Figure 

4.8, they are implied by the discs and can be measured at any level (of either system). Health 

system structures include financial, policy and regulatory settings, as well as access, 

availability and alignment of workforce and services. Process elements within structures and 

structural elements within processes highlight nested arrangements and mean these domains 

may be highly interlinked and hard to differentiate. 

Processes 

Processes of care include the delivery of specified health services, or the application of 

diagnostic investigations and therapeutic interventions. Processes of care arise as inter-

system interactions, in the action-space created between patient and clinician. Processes are 

not solely a health system characteristic but a coupled attribute – an action that occurs in 

response to patient circumstances (health need or risk), mediated by preferences and provider 

expertise. They are actions which exchange information or material resources, and can be 

seen as a performative outcome of socio-material relationships that become dominant in 

dynamic constellations of locally configured actor-networks.(936) Processes are influenced by 

both ‘upstream’ and  ‘downstream’ variables through clinical decision-making. 

Outcomes 

As measures of health status that reflect both the effects of healthcare as well as behavioural 

and biological responses to treatment, outcomes are an interactional product of antecedent 

factors, structural conditions, processes of care, and emergent health behaviours. Outcomes 

are also a nested interaction usually located (measured) in the patient system. They may be 

temporally separate to processes of care, subject to ongoing interactions within the patients’ 

biological subsystem and social super-system. Outcome variation will be influenced by the 

range of factors that influence the health outcome in question. Medical factors such as 

processes of care may be necessary but not sufficient to explain variation in outcomes, which 

will also require a biopsychosocial orientation. 

Time 

The process-outcome trajectory unfolds repeatedly over time for each patient, creating a 

fundamental feedback loop where outcomes at one point may constitute antecedents at 
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another. Unlike three-dimensional space which is reversible, time has only one dimension and 

is irreversible, with “individual histories [unfolding] inside the larger historical sweep of social 

(and cultural) evolution”.(265 p11) In primary care settings, time is part of the “currency of 

clinical care” and a “powerful incubator for diagnosis”.(990) It may be deployed as a clinical 

intervention through strategies such as watchful waiting or the prioritisation (temporal ordering) 

of particular components of care. 

4.3.5.2 Process-outcome relationships 

Accepting that structures, processes and outcomes are useful devices for conceptualising and 

assessing the quality of care, and categorising CPV, an array of definitional and conceptual 

issues still require resolution.(148) In developing his original typology, Donabedian proposed 

that the relationships between structures, processes and outcomes of care were unclear,(55) 

and that detailed information about the causal links among these attributes were required.(148) 

Specification of measurement and assessment criteria should follow a series of preliminary 

steps: 

We must decide how quality is to be defined and that depends on whether 
one assesses only the performance of practitioners or also the contributions 
of patients and of the health care system; on how broadly health and 
responsibility for health are defined; on whether the maximally effective or 
optimally effective care is sought; and on whether individual or social 
preferences define the optimum.(148 p1743) 

Many attempts to respond to variation as a quality problem focus on quantification and 

elimination, underpinned by narrow assumptions about optima framed through the lens of 

standardisation and EBM then specified as performance measures. Despite logical 

assumptions of linear cause-and-effect it is uncertain whether standardisation of process 

measures reduces variation in outcomes, or whether wide variation in structures and 

processes can co-exist with less variation in related outcomes. In CAS, or situations 

characterised by mathematical or aggregate complexity, relationships between processes and 

outcomes may not exhibit linearity;(212) and standardisation of system inputs (structures / 

processes) may not lead to standardised outputs (outcomes).  

If linked processes and outcomes (for example, assessment of hypertension and hypertension 

control) are the result of coupled but distinct CAS interactions, then a key question is how 

these emergent non-linear relationships are mediated, what interactions produce them, and 

whether identifiable over-arching patterns apply. An understanding of the mechanisms that 
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differentiate how process variations are constructed relative to outcome variations may be 

important in advancing our interpretation of which variations are important and why. 

Relationships between process and outcome measures can differ in both magnitude and 

direction between levels, for example between patient- and provider- or facility-level 

analyses.(156, 157) This apparent heterology can result from information loss in moving from 

lower to higher level units, differential confounders at various levels (including unmeasured 

variables), and effect modification, leading to forms of ecological fallacy (inferring individual 

relationships from aggregated data).(156) This has inferential implications; fully understanding 

the system may require multi-level analyses,(157) and explanatory models may look quite 

different at different levels. 

As health is a biopsychosocial phenomenon that is emotionally and environmentally mediated, 

then variation in outcomes (as measures of health) will to some extent reflect all of these 

domains. Outcome variation will arise from different combinations, or even permutations, of 

contributing factors at the antecedent, structural, process or intermediate outcome level. It will 

be influenced by treatment efficacy, in turn dependent on patient responses to treatment that 

may be behavioural or biological, as well as on the quality of therapeutic decisions and care 

delivery.(464) This interactional complex can represented in the following way: 

Context + Antecedents + [Structure + Process] + Time + Agency + Response  Outcomes 

    = Healthcare 

Accepting the equity-framed perspective that the outcome level may be the most meaningful 

place to examine unwarranted variation, and will necessitate legitimate variations in processes 

of care, process variation may play out in different ways. For example, distinct models of care 

representing contextualised responses to resource constraints could offer legitimately different 

ways of delivering appropriate care. Permutational variations in the sequencing of treatment 

decisions or other clinical processes may reflect appropriate individualisation of care, 

especially in primary care and chronic disease management.(85) This type of temporal 

variation poses additional challenges for measurement and analysis.(85, 348) An enormous 

number of possible configurations may impact on appropriate clinical decision-making in a 

given situation, moderating relationships between processes and outcomes of care.  

Variations in process are likely to be explained by different factors or combinations of factors 

to variations in outcome – even for linked process and outcome measures. Variations in similar 

measures across different diseases and problems are also likely to be differently explained as 

these will be subject to specific influences at multiple levels. Perhaps surprisingly however, 
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explanations for process variation may necessitate similarly complex conceptual models to 

those for outcome variation. Though specific mechanisms and relationships will differ, 

decisions that contribute to processes of care are also likely to be influenced by antecedent, 

contextual and structural factors, as well as the outcomes of previous processes of care which 

form additional antecedent conditions. This situation arises because of the influence of human 

agency. Agents (providers and patients) can knowingly assess and interpret these factors, 

introducing them into care decisions in ways that consciously or unconsciously attempt to 

balance individual and social forces as their influence converges towards the shared core of 

the model.(960). Information inputs to decision making consequently go beyond ‘simplistic’ 

constructions of clinical evidence or guidelines and may include contextual factors, previous 

outcomes or anticipated responses to treatment. In this way processes might also be 

influenced by the same constellation of factors as outcomes, although in different ways, 

represented by the following equation: 

Context + Antecedents + Structure + Time + Agency + Response  Process 

        = Outcomes 

The interactions represented in these simplified equations combine in network rather than 

linear arrangements, with multiple feedback loops that operate hierarchically and temporally.  

4.3.5.3 Agency  

Agents in this framework are situated in scaled environments subject to influences at multiple 

levels across coupled systems, which they then transmit to the central action-space. Patients 

may engage in various self-care, medication adherence and risk factor behaviours that reflect 

social and environmental influences beyond the therapeutic relationship. Clinicians exhibit 

clinical behaviours and undertake cognitively mediated tasks in ways that respond to different 

educational, cultural or experiential drivers. Treatment choices may be affected by both patient 

and clinician agency in apparently paradoxical ways.(991) Both decision-making and 

behaviour function as instantiations of agency, underpinned by multiple information inputs. 

Variation arises from the compound ways in which individual actors entrain their preferences, 

beliefs, knowledge, capability, experience, empathy, social cognition and interpersonal 

relationships to respond to these inputs. 

With respect to health, agency has been defined as “choice-based life conduct”;(992 p236) a 

‘capacity to act’ that is temporally embedded and mediated through social engagement.(543, 

993) It is both informed by the past and oriented towards the alternate possibilities of the future, 
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from a present stance with practical evaluative capacity.(993) Agents can iteratively elect to 

remain the same or to change things. Concepts such as health capability or literacy 

encompass agency, in addition to understanding the conditions that affect health and their 

consequences.(994) However, agency is not a health-specific construct and is also affected 

by other system conditions such as sociocultural norms, individual values and prior experience.   

Patient agency, as constructed by health professionals, is often centred on assumptions of 

knowledge transmission through health education, leading to responsibility and 

compliance.(543) However, patient-enacted agency is informed by multiple ways of learning 

and knowing with ‘affordances’ for codified knowledge but also for other agents, contextual 

motivators, individual experience and emotional responses. It is interwoven with patient 

situations, resources and access to supportive others.(543) Drawing on CAS principles, some 

authors have suggested that the main agent in chronic illness care is the individual patient, 

supported by general practitioners and other collaborating agents.(204) Together these actors 

engage in a process of shared understanding, empowerment and integration of healthcare 

interventions and illness experience into patient lives; each step a source of potential variation. 

While structure-process-outcome frameworks rarely address agency, the concept has been 

recognised as instrumental in CPV and a core element distinguishing warranted and 

unwarranted variation.(45) Recent doctoral work has shown that patients must be considered 

key actors in theoretical models of variation, due to causal mechanisms at multiple levels 

including patient, provider, team and organisation, as well as patient-clinician interaction in the 

decision-making space.(43) For clinicians, these interactions are both enabled and 

constrained by social norms and values, by clinical demand and resources, and by EBM and 

‘rational’ use of evidence, leading to emergent dynamics of clinical practice over time and 

space.(43, 258) In general practice settings, individual patients “bring their own understanding 

and attitudes” to care seeking interactions with providers who are also “operating within their 

own frame of reference” as well as a ”broader system supported by processes and models of 

care”(p4).(280)   

Influences on decision-making 

Clinical decisions, which sit at the heart of practice variation,(43, 960) are influenced by patient, 

clinician, biomedical and sociocultural characteristics and the interactions between them.(995) 

Clinical decision-making is a complex, dynamic task that is replicated many times daily in the 

work of healthcare professionals, subject to a “complex web of influences”(pS559) that are 

hierarchically arranged in nested configurations of providers, practices, organisations, system-
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level networks, economic markets, and policy and regulatory environments.(833) It can be 

conceptualised as a process that includes recognising and prioritising problems; deciding 

which diagnostic tests to perform; interpreting information to make diagnoses; considering 

patient preferences to recommend and deliver treatment; and obtaining feedback on the 

treatment response, which may lead to a subsequent set of decisions.(996) Decision-making 

is predicated on a range of informational ‘evidence’ including, but not limited to, that generated 

by science. It is inextricably linked to patient decisions to seek care and accept treatment, as 

well as their presenting concerns, and biological and behavioural responses to clinical 

interventions.(833) It is both cognitively and socially mediated, through complex social 

interactions and through neural network activities that are sensitive to perceived cause-and-

effect such as risk of error, potential side effects and negative outcomes.(997) Humans 

construct heuristics and other cognitive shortcuts to manage information inputs to decision-

making. While these can lead to cognitive bias of multiple forms, they are also adaptive 

responses to marshal complexity that contribute to effectiveness.(998)  

Much has been written about clinical decision-making, and a comprehensive review of this 

literature is beyond the scope of this thesis, although a brief overview of relevant concepts 

follows. Early theoretic models for decision-making emphasised rational choice theory, 

however scholars have consistently demonstrated that human decision-making may not follow 

rational dictates, despite our assumptions that it must or should be so.(999) In contrast to 

idealised theories about probability, Bayesian logic and expected utility,(1000) naturalistic 

decision-making (NDM) approaches evolved to examine how decisions are actually made in 

real-world settings, identifying the role of pattern repertoires mapped to experience.(1001) 

Dual processing theories incorporate two parallel cognitive systems, one governing intuitive, 

rapid, narrative and experiential thinking and another which is analytical, slow, deliberative and 

logical.(1002) These theories allow for emotional contributions such as decision regret which 

may be relevant to clinical practice, and enable simultaneous evaluation of thresholds between 

benefit and harm.(1002, 1003)  

Some decision-making theorists suggest that regret-based and dual processing models may 

explain variations in medical practice better than traditional models based on expected utility 

theory, which make no concessions to context,(817) and that the addition of concepts such as 

reflective rationality may be required to accommodate the multiple biological, humanistic and 

socio-economic aspects of clinical practice into theories about clinical reasoning.(1004) In 

healthcare, optimisation of performance is often linked to assumptions of rationality in decision-

making, and EBM falls into a broad category of normative theories predicated on rational, 
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utility-based conceptualisations of the decision space(831, 839) that may not fit well with 

complex, contextualised reality. There are multiple theories of rationality, although “what is 

rational behaviour under one theory may be irrational under [another]”.(832 p915) Importantly, 

context is important to rationality even though no single model is applicable to all contexts.  

In context‐poor situations, such as policy decision‐making, normative 
theories based on expected utility informed by best research evidence may 

provide the optimal approach to medical decision‐making, whereas in 
context‐rich circumstances other types of rationality, informed by human 
cognitive architecture and driven by intuition and emotions such as the aim 
to minimize regret, may provide [a] better solution to the problem at 
hand.(832) (p915) 

Some primary care scholars have suggested that clinical reasoning may differ between 

generalist and specialist practice, which necessitates looking beyond deductive, statistically 

derived, normative constructs in EBM where “quality of care is defined by adherence to 

evidence based protocols”,(841 p390) at the expense of clinical judgement around context and 

uncertainty. They propose instead ‘scholarship-based medicine’, a form of inductive, wisdom-

based, interpretive practice focused on person-centred care.(841) An example is offered in 

Box 4.1, outlining factors derived from two key papers proposing working models for clinical 

management of blood pressure control.(1005, 1006) then tested and augmented in a focus 

group with a convenience sample of seven practicing GP academics held in August 2019. The 

opening quote was used as a scene setting prompt and stimulus for discussion.  

Influences on clinical and health behaviours 

Although decision-making operates as a cognitive driver of practice variation in some 

measures, variation in others may be driven by enacted behaviours, or actions that follow 

decisions. Both are forms of agency. Historically, cognitive scientists have explored how 

decisions are made, while behavioural and implementation scientists have examined the 

mechanisms that underlie behaviour and behaviour change. Multiple theories have been 

developed to interpret and explain both the conduct of clinical work by health professionals 

and the health-related behaviours of patients. The Theoretical Domains Framework (TDF) 

offers an integrative synthesis of many of these theoretical constructs, providing a validated 

approach to considering determinants of behaviour.(1007, 1008) The empirically revised TDF 

encompasses 84 constructs across 14 domains, applicable to understanding behavioural 

drivers of variation in healthcare settings,(1008) and outlined in Table 4.4.  
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Box 4.1 Decision-making factors for anti-hypertensive prescribing 

Relationships as critical interactions 

These observations suggest that decision-making and behaviour are strongly influenced by 

the dyadic relationships at the centre of the framework, an example of the critical importance 

of interaction effects. Patient engagement is important in supporting decision-making,  

“General practice care is a complex system. Even something notionally simple such as 
antihypertensive therapy is actually a complicated balancing act. We consider not only the blood 

pressure reading but also the patient’s cardiovascular risk factors, medication tolerability, cost, and 
the patient’s lifestyle. We think about what is behind the readings (the second cup of coffee after a 

sleepless night, the argument with their spouse). We think about whether starting a new 
medication is the most important thing we can do for this person today, and whether we need to 

explore and manage what is really going on with them (the hidden agenda behind presenting for a 
blood pressure check). And we understand that how we interact with this patient, and the choices 
we make in designing our clinical practice workflows, feeds back and influences the running of the 

practice in ways that can be unexpected.” (1006 p1) 
 

PATIENT FACTORS 

Clinical 

• blood pressure (control) 

• cardiovascular risk factors  

• medication tolerability & cost  

• comorbidities & other indications 

Non-clinical 

• patient lifestyle + lifespace*  

• immediate context  

• priorities  

• hidden agenda  

• open/stated agenda* 

• patient readiness / resistance*                                

• patient impact / thresholds* 

PROVIDER FACTORS 

• evidence / guidelines / knowledge acquisition (influenced by both self-
regulation & external scrutiny) 

• previous experience (mental models & heuristics, sentinel events) 
• recent exposure (routine, familiarity, fatigue) 

INTERACTIONS 

• therapeutic relationship / coherence/ alignment / concordance 
• negotiation / staging over time / management strategy 

The group agreed all factors outlined by MacIsaac et al (1006) were relevant, and indicated general 
concordance with elements identified by Bosworth & Oddone.(1005) Items in italics are those added 
by the clinical group during discussion. Several non-clinical factors, indicated *, are clearly reflective 

of considerations such as self-efficacy and patient agency.  
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Table 4.4: Theoretical Domains Framework, adapted from Cane et al 2012.(1008) 

DOMAIN DEFINITION 

Knowledge Awareness of the existence of something 

Skills Ability or proficiency acquired through practice 

Social / professional 

role and identity 

Coherent set of behaviours and personal qualities displayed by an 

individual in a social or work setting 

Beliefs about 

capabilities 

Acceptance of the truth, reality or validity about an ability, talent or 

facility that can be put to constructive use 

Optimism Confidence that things will happen for the best or that desired goals 

will be attained 

Beliefs about 

consequences 

Acceptance of the truth, reality or validity about outcomes of a 

behaviour in a given situation 

Reinforcement Increasing probability of a response by arranging a dependent 

relationship or contingency between stimulus and response 

Intentions Conscious decision to perform a behaviour or resolve to act in a 

certain way 

Goals Mental representations of outcomes or end states that an individual 

wants to achieve 

Memory, attention and 

decision processes 

Ability to retain information, focus selectively on aspects of the 

environment, and choose between two or more alternatives 

Environmental context 

and resources 

Any situational or environmental circumstance that encourages or 

discourages the development of skills, abilities, independence, social 

competence and adaptive behaviour 

Social influences Interpersonal processes that cause individuals to change thoughts, 

feelings or behaviours 

Emotion A complex reaction pattern involving experiential, behavioural and 

physiological elements, by which individuals attempt to deal with a 

personally significant matter or event 

Behavioural regulation Anything aimed at managing or changing objectively observed or 

measured actions 

behaviour change and chronic disease management, and associated with health and 

wellbeing outcomes including reduced mortality.(1009) Patient-provider relationships are 

considered central to patient-centred care (PCC), especially in the presence of chronicity and 

multi-morbidity.(781, 783) While the literature describes multiple conceptual models and 

constructs, patient-centred models commonly adopt biopsychosocial perspectives.(1010) 

Theyare predicated on the personhood of both clinicians and patients (actors situated in 

contexts), the sharing of power and responsibility, and concepts such as therapeutic alliance, 
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trust, confidence and satisfaction.(1011, 1012) Shared decision-making (SDM) has been 

shown to influence CPV, through individual and collective mechanisms such as critical health 

literacy, medical informational support, and social norms.(43)  

Even beyond formalised SDM and PCC approaches however, patient behaviour and 

engagement may indirectly influence, and be influenced by, clinical decision-making. 

Healthcare providers may make interpretive judgements about patient capabilities, 

preferences or roles, although their assessments may not always align well with patient 

perceptions.(176) Different types of relationships, for example biomedically oriented and 

paternalistic rather than collaborative and biopsychosocial, may affect emotional and 

behavioural responses,(1011) and problematic relationships or power dynamics may make 

deleterious contributions to the quality of care.(1013) 

Some authors have distinguished between healthcare conceptualised as a product, and 

healthcare understood as a service; making a service differs from making a product, and 

involves relevant parties in an act of co-production.(1014) “Product dominant thinking” is 

transactional, oriented towards efficiency and productivity, and uses the language of 

consumers. It focuses on “processes, actions and outputs, which risks neglecting 

relationships, outcomes that are less easy to measure, and most importantly, individual patient 

preferences” (p2).(1015) On the other hand, co-production of health services focuses on 

relationships and actions, nested in professional and practice networks. It describes the 

interdependent shared work of patients and clinicians in producing health,(163) a commodity 

which “belongs to the individual whose health it is”(p2).(1015) Batalden and colleagues distil 

this to the following equation: 

(Patient aim + generalizable science informed practice) x particular context 
 measurable improvement 

where each element is informed by a different “knowledge system”, which must all be linked 

to design appropriate interventions and evaluated to generate ongoing knowledge about 

service improvements.(1015) Because co-production of healthcare services seeks to 

collaboratively generate personalised solutions,(163) it directly challenges the increasing 

standardisation of healthcare work, reinforcing the idea of necessary adaptation leading to 

“intended’ variation, and necessitating greater discernment UCV.(1014)  

While co-production is often presented as an emerging and idealistic paradigm, in many 

settings it may reflects everyday reality in a pragmatic sense. Whether co-creation is formally 
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invoked or not, patients and providers will both make contributions to the enactment of care 

that influences ongoing service delivery and outcomes, potentially contributing to variation. 

Patients may function as imaginative and intelligent partners in their own care,(541) while also 

exhibiting autonomous behaviours. In the absence of formal alignment, or desired actions by 

patient or clinicians, this process may have negative effects and be plagued by perceptions of 

non-compliance or low-value care, but it remains co-produced nonetheless. This reality is 

reflected in arguments for healthcare, especially primary care, redesign in order to 

accommodate contextual complexity, dynamic need and clinical uncertainty, and to enable 

individualised synthesis, tailoring and application of evidence as clinical interventions.(990, 

1016) In this sense, the core task is “whole person clinical decision-making” in response to 

patient vulnerability and circumstances, embedded in systems at varying levels of abstraction, 

in pursuit of “enhanced health as a resource for daily living”.(1016),(p332)  

Despite disease-based approaches to the codification of knowledge within EBM, and 

managerialist assumptions about mechanistic pathways to efficiency, even patients with 

diagnosed disease do not present in primary care labelled in ways that inflexibly mandate the 

application of specified clinical behaviours.(1017) The fact that someone is listed on a diabetes 

register doesn’t mean their priorities for care necessarily relate to standard measures of 

diabetes care. Assumptions that this is incontrovertibly so fail to recognise that patients may 

present for different reasons, with different presenting complaints, exhibit different help 

seeking behaviour, and have different psychological and biological responses to 

recommended care; and that delivery of healthcare is a continually negotiated social process. 

Such approaches neglect the need for prioritisation in response to patient-articulated needs 

and assume commodified, transactional approaches to the delivery of care.(541, 872, 1017)  

For example, CPV frameworks commonly describe three “types of care”,(83) although these 

are actually types of behavioural problem conceived in reference to EBM: underuse of effective 

care; misuse of preference-sensitive care; overuse of supply-sensitive care. This typology is 

problematic for several reasons – it applies normative standards (that may be assumed but 

not well founded), it simplistically implies categories are mutually exclusive, and it falsely 

assumes that quantitative analyses adequately and appropriately adjust for confounders 

especially preferences. When tested using ethnographic data in emergency medicine, the 

assumptions and mechanisms theorised in this typology were not well supported.(258) 

Crucially, preference-sensitive care cannot be conclusively distinguished from other ‘types’ of 

care. Patient preferences were not only ethically imperative to discretionary care, but also 

critical to addressing patient needs in most clinical encounters, with an understanding of 
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patient preferences and goals, and not just diagnosis, a “necessary precondition for effective 

and efficient care”.(258 p1496) Concepts such as supply-sensitive care illustrated adaptive 

responses to system constraints; mainly invoked in order not to exhaust available resources 

and to maintain adequate patient care while managing and distributing workload.(258) 

4.3.6 How variation emerges 

Ultimately, as an emergent phenomenon, observed patterns of variation arise from what 

occurs, not expressed intentions or normative notions about what should occur. Explaining 

CPV is about capturing reality as it happened and determining real-world effects, which has 

both theoretical-conceptual and measurement implications. In developing normalisation 

process theory (NPT), an ecological explanation for how work is routinized, May and Finch 

identify the challenge of collective versus individual action in sociological theory and potential 

disarticulation between perspectives that focus on “ideal-typical actors rather than real ones, 

and population level phenomena rather than on context-dependent social processes” 

(p538).(262)  

Although it is undoubtedly the case that actors do have preferences and 
intentions that they seek to express, there are always social factors that 
promote or constrain particular expressions of agency. These do not 
automatically rest on individual cognition and volition and include extant 
vocabularies and repertoires of interaction, normative frameworks and belief 
systems, symbolic and material resources, power relations and legitimating 
authority – the key properties of collective action in social networks. 
Individual intention and preferences are thus necessary, but not sufficient, 
explanations for collective action (p538). 

 
Behavioural economists have also examined the effect of agency on evolution of rules and 

routines, outlining contrasting schools of thought between rationalist, cognitivist, mechanistic 

‘framing’ views and ‘overflowing’ views which emphasise complexity, variability, adaptability 

and the power of human actors to interpret, modify or reject particular procedures. 

Performativity theory suggests there will be both formal and informal rules and breaking of 

rules, with continuous cycles of divergence, convergence and mutual adaptation between 

framing representations, overflowing realities and reframing of models.(1018)  

Knowledge mobilisation in a CAS is determined by relationships and shared understandings 

of benefits and incentives, that may be explicit or implicit. “Agents will respond to information, 

creating multiple interconnections that move towards new understandings and insights”, co-

evolving of new meaning.(175) For example, protocol based decision-making is a tool to 
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promote standardisation and reduce variability in decision-making, by rationalising information 

inputs in the context of EBM.(263) Studies among nurses have demonstrated that while 

standardisation may be a ‘political’ goal, decision-making is largely a social activity, with 

protocols used flexibly and particularised to context.(1019) Decisions are informed by a variety 

of inter-related elements and information sources, including normative influences, internalised 

knowledge, and perceptions of control and  risk through precursor events such as prior 

experience of errors and perceptions of personal responsibility.(1020, 1021)  

Observations of variation at a given level of aggregation will emerge from collective patterns 

of individual agent behaviour. While these will emerge at the individual level, they will be 

influenced by and filtered through factors operating in both coupled systems; from multiple 

factors acting, interacting and re-interacting at multiple levels. Decision-making may take 

account of many of these factors, either overtly or covertly. Behaviours will be influenced by 

them, directly and indirectly, through the “subconscious ideas that guide the ways in which 

people think and act”,(872 pxxi), with multiple mental models able to co-exist and function 

simultaneously for individual actors. Decision-making and other cognitive tasks will be 

bounded by performative behaviours, both as clinical inputs and as behavioural responses to 

interventions. Different kinds of behaviours may be differently constructed, for example 

anthropometric measurement and therapeutic prescribing, where one may form an information 

input for decision-making or clinical work that can be redistributed within healthcare 

teams.(1022) An indicative theoretical representation of types of influences and levels is 

presented in Figure 4.9, with a flow from collective to individual levels of abstraction and then 

back to aggregate measurement and patterns of variation.  

Multiple middle-range theories may be consistent with this overarching framework and 

illuminate particular mechanisms at different levels. For example, patient behaviours may be 

explained by behavioural models of health service utilisation, health belief models based on 

social cognitive theory,(1023, 1024) patient explanatory models drawn from cultural 

anthropology,(1025, 1026) patient engagement and health literacy,(1009) or interactions with 

resource supply and context.(1027) Provider actions may be explained by specific decision 

making theories, or components of the TDF which have also been mapped to the capabilities, 

opportunities, and motivations described in the behaviour change wheel.(1008, 1028) 

Likewise, organisational and environmental mechanisms may be explicated by more granular 

theories specific to those levels or processes. The relative role of discrete top-down or bottom-

up causal mechanisms, and the constraints they impose,(1029) as well as the effect of 

particular factors at any level will be specific to the measures under examination. 
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Figure 4.9: Influences converging through multiple levels, drawing on Reschovsky et al 
2015,(833) and Ostrom 2009.(937) 
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4.3.7 Circling back to complexity, standardisation and individualisation 

Complexity science suggests two ways of seeing the tension between individualisation and 

standardisation: through a traditional scientific, reductionist or ‘modernist’ lens that sees these 

two polarities as either/or options,(570) or through a non-linear, contextualised and 

interactional ‘post-modern’ lens that adopts a both/and position.(612) In CAS terms, 

standardisation responses are mechanistic solutions that maximise safety and reliability by 

optimising processes using ‘machine thinking’, assume linear cause and effect relationships 

and are most applicable to deterministic, ‘complicated’ problems.(195, 207, 1030) Conversely, 

individualisation approaches allow for adaptive responses to context, system conditions or 

other agents, accepting non-linear interactions and enabling emergent self-organisation and 

order. Non-linearity confers stability on a system through feedback mechanisms that seek 

homeostatic balance but simultaneously allow variation in response to underlying mechanisms 

and constraints.(1031) In a CAS, system stability is also partly dependent on the “law of 

requisite variety” which allows that a system must have a sufficiently nuanced repertoire of 

responses to deal with the range of problems it is required to solve.(199, 1032) If available 

responses are fewer than required, the system will fail. 

Rather than being substitutionary, individualisation and variation may ideally operate in 

dynamic equilibrium with standardisation approaches; as a trade-off between safety and 

progress. The presence of variation is paradoxical; while posing risks to performance it also 

maintains the potential for innovation and evolution.  It may illustrate the case for improvement, 

as opposed to posing a problem which requires remediation. Over-reliance on standardisation 

approaches or unnecessary over-correction of variation may exemplify the “logic of failure” 

(p1361) where solving problems under conditions of high uncertainty leads to ‘obvious’ 

solutions ignorant of wider consequences, and the emergence of unintended effects followed 

by an over-response in the opposite direction.(199)  

4.3.7.1 Resilience engineering and Safety-II 

A theoretical pathway may be offered by the concept of healthcare resilience – the adaptive 

ability to maintain system performance under variable conditions.(929) The application of 

resilience engineering principles to healthcare quality has seen a shift from reactive 

approaches focused on eliminating human error (Safety-I) to approaches that create safety 

through strengthening adaptive capacity (Safety-II).(1033) Safety-II thinking posits that 

healthcare is resilient and that things go right much of the time, with good and bad outcomes 

both stemming from the same source.(169, 929) This view aligns with the idea that variation 
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makes a positive contribution to quality and safety, assuming that “everyday performance 

variability provides the adaptations that are needed to respond to varying conditions”(p4), and 

forming the reason things go right rather than wrong.(170) Socio-technical systems 

encompass interactions between humans and technical subsystems which are highly 

information ordered and complex, though not necessarily adaptive.(958) As socio-technical 

systems, such as healthcare and transportation, develop and become more complex, 

everyday adjustments by skilled operators “become increasingly important to maintain 

acceptable performance” (p4), constituting a form of warranted variation.(170)   

In a CAS, because system outcomes are emergent with complex rather than linear causality, 

a degree of adaptation, flexibility and variability are required “for the system to work”.(170 p17) 

Performance adjustments and variation become normal and necessary functions, and a 

source of both desirable and undesirable outcomes. Minimising adverse outcomes by 

constraining performance variation will inevitably affect the achievement of desired outcomes 

and may be counterproductive.(929) From a Safety-II perspective, real-world systems “perform 

reliably because people are flexible and adaptive rather than because systems have been 

perfectly thought out and designed or because people do precisely what has been 

prescribed”.(170 p19) Occasionally however, system failures emerge from the same variability, 

and harmful variation can occur.(169, 170) As safety and harm both emerge from the same 

complexity ‘soup’, unwarranted variation is that where harm occurs, while warranted variation 

occurs where safety ensues.  

Generally, human agents represent not a problem to be solved or standardised, but an 

‘adaptive solution’.(170) Safety and quality arise because of adaptation to conditions – or the 

adjustment of work to context, with performance variability playing an important role. Rather 

than interpreting variation negatively, as deviation or non-compliance, the ability to adjust task 

performance is an “essential human contribution to work”.(170 p23) Organisational systems 

theory has begun to recognise the limitations of compliance-only models (those that focus on 

standardisation and automation of work plans, procedures, indicators and risk management) 

which cannot effectively accommodate variability, disturbance, uncertainty or novelty.(929) 

Conversely, some authors have proposed a focus on activity, challenges and how things occur 

in the real, rather than ideal, world; and on “work as done” rather than “work as imagined”, 

promoting the concept of flexibility within safe limits to distinguish unwanted variation.(169, 

170, 929) 
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To leverage good outcomes and minimise bad ones, “it is imperative to understand the sources 

and dynamics underlying performance variation”.(258 p1488) This may call for analytical 

frameworks that explore “both functional and dysfunctional aspects of performance 

variation”(p1488), and mixed methods investigations, including ethnographic approaches, that 

complement existing large-scale database analyses and illuminate mechanisms for how and 

why variation arises.(258) Such studies, while rare, have shown mismatched assumptions 

about what statistical data demonstrate and how clinical work is done, and decisions are 

actually made.(43, 257, 258, 826, 1034) For example, patient preferences play a decisive role 

in most encounters, with evidence neither under-used nor resources overused, and both 

managed pragmatically to navigate resource constraints and configurations.(258) Safety may 

sometimes be managed through negotiating trade-offs between thoroughness and 

efficiency.(1034) 

4.4 Conclusion 

Much of healthcare generally, and primary care specifically, is consistent with operational 

definitions of complex adaptive systems (CAS). CPV is an emergent phenomenon, resulting 

from interactions among autonomous agents in myriad CAS which represent the coupled 

worlds of individual patients and healthcare systems. These systems exhibit nonlinear 

dynamics, network relationship structures and complex causal mechanisms, where cause-

and-effect, including that between structures, processes and outcomes of care may be 

counter-intuitive. Adequate explanatory models are therefore likely to be not only multifactorial 

but also complex, interactional and possibly nonlinear, nested in ecological hierarchies. While 

traditional approaches to healthcare quality and performance have favoured standardisation 

and the elimination of CPV, in a complex system, variation equates with diversity and can 

foster resilience, adaptation and innovation. 

CPV is also an epiphenomenon of measurement, meaning its interpretation is shaped by a 

series of conceptual challenges. These relate to the levels at which variation arises and is 

measured; the perspective of those who are quantifying, interpreting and responding to the 

problem; the units of analysis or comparison; and the opacity of evaluative standards for 

assessing meaning and legitimacy. Understanding and interpreting CPV is further complicated 

by some central assumptions that we make about variation. At a fundamental level, variation 

is linked to clinical decision-making which is influenced by a range of factors including the way 

evidence and other information inputs are internalised and operationalised. In some analyses 

of variation there is a mismatch between levels or units of analysis and decision-making loci, 

that makes interpretation and attribution difficult. Our unease with variation is deeply linked to 
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the advent of scientific medicine and evidence-based practice. But this position often assumes 

clinical evidence is uniformly fit for purpose, limits the role of patient agency to situations of 

‘uncertainty’, and marginalises “non-scientific’ ways of knowing.  

Resolving the continuing dilemma of unwarranted clinical variation (UCV) is also a matter of 

determining appropriateness of care, which resides at the junction between equity, 

effectiveness, efficiency and autonomy. Warranted variation can therefore be understood as 

appropriate individualisation at the point of decision-making – or care that meets values-based 

criteria around patient agency, application of evidence and system capacity.(45) Approaches 

to UCV, and distinguishing legitimate variation, are usually predicated on determining the 

source or cause of variation. Alternative ways to conceptualise warranted variation may be: 

1. As a response to the problem of overly-specified or rigid care, occupying a liminal 

space between guideline-concordant and idiosyncratic care. In this construct, variation 

is related to quality through the tension between standardisation and individualisation 

as strategic responses to known problems, a relationship that may be asymmetrical. 

Unwarranted variation results in harm, while warranted variation is consistent with 

safety. 

2. As process variation, leveraged in order to achieve outcome equity in a complex 

system. Or person-centred care at the individual level, translating to equitable care at 

the population level. This equity lens is facilitated by adopting different positional and 

attitudinal perspectives. 

3. As an illustration of improvement potential that enables innovation and evolution. This 

construct borrows from QI principles to concurrently balance individualisation and 

standardisation, allowing variation within safe limits. Warranted variation may be a 

matter of quantity rather than cause or source, with ‘tolerances’ for certain amounts of 

variation.  

Resolving the variation problem may be a matter of equilibrium between individualisation and 

standardisation rather than conflict, however the way this should be represented in 

performance measurement systems is unclear. It may require both dual theoretical orientations 

that allow for linear structures and processes nested within nonlinear networks, and can move 

between linear and systems thinking.(872) Warranted and warranted variation are qualitative 

constructs, with methodological corollaries. They may require qualitatively oriented 

conceptualisations and methods, providing justification for a repositioning of historical 

approaches to CPV. Routinely collected datasets, which are increasingly available, may be 
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unlikely to contain all the variables, or the relevant nuance, required for comprehensive 

theoretically sound analysis of CPV, necessitating supplementation through data linkage, 

adjunct data collection or mixed methods approaches. If an ecological framework for explaining 

variation has merit and CPV results from interacting systems of variables across multiple 

levels, then analyses which examine variables in isolation or seek to isolate the effects of 

particular factors may be insufficient to formulate a proper understanding. If resultant findings 

are used to frame interventions they will likely to lead to unanticipated effects and unintended 

consequences.(1027) 

Ecological approaches have limitations and critiques have highlighted the lack of fine-grained 

theoretical constructs and the need for synthetic construction, the “’everything affects 

everything’ theme” (p109), and the methodological challenges posed by elements that are 

difficult to measure and analyse.(950) However, more traditional approaches have failed to 

produce widespread solutions to the problem. Ecologically oriented approaches allow us to 

consider the possibility that variation itself may be the result of multiple, concurrent, 

multifactorial causes. Conjunctural causation and equifinality may occur simultaneously, with 

the implication that there is no single, universal cause – which may be why satisfactory 

explanation has eluded us. In the next chapter we return to an examination of data, seeking 

further information about individual clinics as micro-systems in the Ochre Health context. 
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5 DATA IN PRACTICE II 
 

Probing the data context: A qualitative survey of Ochre 
practices 

“It’s nearly impossible to understand a thing without understanding the 
context in which it exists” 

 - Adam Burtle, Medicine and Culture, 2011.(1035) 

5.1 Introduction 

Chapter Three raised questions about the impact of data integrity and its role in influencing or 

accounting for clinical practice variation (CPV); especially whether observed variation in 

processes or outcomes might be explained by variations in data quality. Chapter 4 revisited 

the theoretical underpinnings of CPV, reframing some key issues and formulating an ecological 

framework that positions variation as an emergent feature of interacting complex adaptive 

systems across multiple levels. This chapter begins to explore these issues in practice, within 

the Ochre Health group, adding qualitative data to the quantitative data explored previously. 

This develops the sequential mixed methods approach outlined in Chapter 1, in order to begin 

building a rich understanding of individual Ochre practices by adding a layer of intelligence 

about organisational processes and capabilities. The chapter begins with a discussion of data 

quality and then describes a telephone survey of practices which seeks to identify variation in 

data capture and management activities across the Ochre group and explore orientations 

towards the uses of practice-level data including quality improvement (QI). Qualitative survey 

data are then recoded as quantitative metrics that can be used as potential covariates in 

subsequent analyses. 

5.1.1 Ochre practices as organisational sub-systems 

Preliminary analysis of the Ochre Health patient outcomes reporting data (described in Chapter 

3) reveals that data quality and consistency across practices is a key concern and may impact 

on the ability to meaningfully assess and interpret apparent variations in the quality of care 

between practices or over time. Practices appear to vary substantially in terms of the 

consistency of extracted data, suggesting there may be significant variations in data integrity 

between clinics, and also within clinics over time. Preliminary analysis also suggests there may 

have been material changes to data management processes in the period between late-2014 

and mid-2015 that impacted on data quality, although it is difficult to tell whether this apparent 

shift simply reflects the mobility of practices transitioning in and out of the dataset over time. 
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Multiple versions of the extraction software seem to be in use at any given point in time which 

may impact on the comparability of data across the practice group and over time. 

While the dataset provides a unique opportunity to explore clinical variation in general practice 

at the practice level, a comprehensive understanding of practices as both units of analysis and 

the context in which data are generated is also important. Practice-level features and 

processes may shape processes and outcomes of care, and influence the nature of data that 

are reported about them. Ochre Health adopts a philosophy of recruiting GPs to areas of need,  

supporting them with highly trained teams of nurses, practice managers and operational 

staff.(1036) Practices are encouraged to engage nurses in dedicated chronic disease 

management (CDM) activities, using Medicare funded GP management plans (GPMPs) in 

particular, as a strategy for optimising results. CDM guidance documents are provided. 

Informal discussions and anecdotal reports within the company have suggested that the 

existence of ‘champions’ who are able to drive initiatives and influence behaviour at the 

practice level may contribute to differential uptake of data-driven QI activities. Factors such as 

the composition and orientation of nursing roles, especially with respect to CDM, may also 

influence the health outcomes data. For example, around 50% of nursing time is considered 

an indicative default for CDM, although it is recognised that this varies between practices with 

some actively prioritising CDM activity and others struggling to maintain CDM appointments 

when staffing configurations change. These kinds of operational decisions have financial 

implications for the business, with low productivity potentially affecting revenue streams, and 

the distribution of costs and patient fees between doctors and the organisation.     

A range of business and operational performance metrics are also available within Ochre, and 

can be linked at the practice level to provide potential insights into variation. These will be 

examined in subsequent chapters. However, these metrics do not, on their own, provide 

detailed contextual information about practices as organisational units. This requires a more 

nuanced explication of perceived issues, concerns and challenges experienced at the practice-

level, beyond what might be reflected in reporting data. Echoing the need for information at 

multiple levels to inform a comprehensive understanding of complex systems, a key 

component in illuminating clinical practice variation (CPV) is likely to be information about the 

clinical and administrative climates in which electronic medical records (EMRs) are created 

and maintained, and factors that affect the work of those who obtain and enter data and 

manage information systems. 
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5.1.2 Data quality in clinical information systems 

Efforts to harness routinely collected clinical data, especially in primary care, to support chronic 

disease management (CDM), monitor quality and gauge performance are increasingly 

sophisticated and systematic.(758, 1037)  Despite improvements over time, they are also 

constrained by the variable data quality that has been observed in general practice data 

collection systems.(694, 707, 1038-1040)  Data quality within electronic medical record (EMR) 

systems may have multiple dimensions, including completeness, accuracy or correctness, 

consistency, timeliness and value or utility.(758, 1041)  Data integrity across these dimensions 

is dependent on the fidelity of information input to EMR software, and ongoing processes for 

managing and maintaining these clinical information systems (CIS). Variability in data handling 

procedures and processes can affect the reliability of data and the utility of disease registers, 

(1042) as well as raise barriers for quality improvement (QI) systems and initiatives.(1043) The 

contextualised, generalist, biopsychosocial nature of primary care may also give rise to 

contingent, longitudinal, narrative forms of data that have implications for health informatics, 

especially unstructured or semi-structured text.(757, 1044, 1045)  

The usefulness of general practice EMR data for secondary purposes, such as QI, 

performance monitoring or research, will be dependent on the capacity and integrity of practice 

systems to support and manage ongoing data recording, which are not always 

straightforward.(706, 709) Information input is determined largely by the way in which clinicians 

interact with EMR systems during and around patient consultations, as well as the inter-

operability of other information systems such as pathology reporting. Challenges include 

clinician trade-offs around data entry, classification and coding, especially if time is not allowed 

for these tasks or they cannot be effectively integrated into clinical workflows.(1046) 

Standardised coding behaviours may require changes to the way clinical work is internally 

conceptualised or operationalised.(1044, 1045) The level of administrative and management 

support available for system maintenance at the practice level, and the capability of relevant 

staff, may also impact on the integrity of  data, especially on rate-based measures dependent 

on specified denominators.(702) Substantial variability in recording may also be related to 

software applications.(1040) 

Despite these concerns about the veracity of EMR data, and perhaps counterintuitively, studies 

in the United Kingdom (1047) and the United States (1048) have found that electronic records 

compared favourably with manual records in terms of quality, and that using EMR data may 

be better that relying solely on medical claims data.(1049)  There is general consensus about 

the usefulness and applicability of analysing routine clinical data in general practice, provided 
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the data quality issues are addressed, the relevant limitations understood(759, 1038, 1050)  

and caution and attention is paid to confounders in using routine data for performance 

assessment.(1051) A key consideration underpinning data integrity issues is the capability of 

practice personnel, both clinical and administrative, to engage with, leverage and optimise 

EMR functionality.(702) 

The PCMH initiative, a large scale policy intervention targeting transformation of primary care 

practice organisation and delivery, uses a model focused on five core functions of primary care 

(comprehensiveness, patient-centredness, coordination, accessibility, quality and 

safety).(1052) Implementation strategies centre on organisational development approaches, 

especially ‘practice facilitation’ or external coaching, underpinned by information technology 

(IT), workforce development and payment reform,(1053) and payment incentives attached to 

criteria for  ‘meaningful use’ of EMR data.(1054) Many of the concepts common to PCMH 

initiatives are consistent with the change principles and change ideas articulated by the APCC, 

especially in relation to data-driven QI.(1055) These include structured approaches to CDM, 

establishment of disease registers, use of patient recall systems, and reporting on processes 

and outcomes of care. PCMH assessment tools have been developed and validated to assess 

concurrent domains of primary care delivery including data-driven improvement 

capability,(1056-1059) and also adapted for use in Australia.(1060)  

5.2 Methods 

5.2.1 Aim 

This qualitative investigation, using telephone surveys22 of practice managers, aimed to 

identify factors affecting data quality in Ochre Health practices; and to determine the processes 

that contribute to EMR data integrity, and the extent to which these data can be considered 

reliable and comparable.  

5.2.2. Recruitment & consent 

All current Ochre Health practices (in October 2017) were invited to participate through emails 

sent to practice managers. Participation was voluntary and practices were free to opt not to 

undertake the survey. While no practices declined the invitation, some were slower to respond 

and required repeated follow up. In some cases, practice managers declined to be surveyed 

and elected to delegate the discussion to a member of the nursing team or to have the practice 

                                                      
22 These discussions, while qualitative, are deemed surveys rather than interviews as there was no intention to 
produce lengthy narratives, undertake detailed qualitative coding or produce thematic analyses. 
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nurse join the phone call to provide added contextual information. This was usually related to 

concerns about being sufficiently knowledgeable to appropriately answer questions. 

Participants provided verbal consent to be interviewed, in response to a standardised consent 

script, at the beginning of each call. Participants were also provided with alternatives around 

maintaining the confidentiality of their responses which were recorded in writing. 

5.2.3 Data Collection 

Data were collected through a series of telephone calls conducted over a 6-month period 

between 4 October 2017 and 27 March 2018. Phone calls were conducted as hybrid surveys 

and semi-structured interviews with questions requiring both closed and open ended 

responses. Data were recorded through comprehensive written case notes using a 

standardised survey form (see Appendix 5.1). Questions were designed to elicit information 

regarding: software applications and versions currently in use, including the respective sources 

and timeframes; data sharing relationships; mechanisms for data extraction, data cleaning and 

managing data integrity; known issues with data accuracy and coding; uses of data and clinical 

outcomes reporting within the practice; engagement with quality improvement initiatives and 

accreditation processes; historical events in the life of the practice including issues with staff 

attrition and turnover; and organisational approaches to chronic disease management and the 

structure of nursing work. 

The survey employed a “qualitative-dominant” mixed methods structure(1061) which placed 

emphasis on standardised information that could be coded, with additional semi-structured 

elements that allowed for exploration of emergent and unanticipated issues, contextual factors 

and explanations. Qualitative surveys are a legitimate but relatively under-utilised form of 

generating textual data, and exploring the behaviours and understandings of respondents.(18) 

Modifying this approach using a phone-based interaction provided the ability to standardise 

interpretation, clarification and assessment of responses rather than relying on participant self-

report and variable interpretations of written survey questions by individual respondents. A key 

purpose of this approach was to provide rich contextual data to inform development of case 

descriptions and to support further comparative analysis among practices. 

5.2.4 Analysis 

Quantitative data were analysed using SPSS (v22, IBM Corporation). Qualitative data were 

stored and managed in NVivo (v11, QSR International) and analysed in two ways: 
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 Using directed content analysis against a pre-defined coding schema related to issues 

of interest. 

 Coded quantitatively against a quantitative rubric adapted from the Patient Centred 

Medical Home Assessment (PCMH-A) tool.  

The PCMH-A is a 36 item, six domain, interactive self-report tool designed to help healthcare 

sites assess their degree of consistency with US criteria for the PCMH initiative,(1062) 

developed by the MacColl Centre for Health Care Innovation.(1058) The modified instrument 

used here draws on a single domain of the PCMH-A, focused on data-driven quality 

improvement. It provides a reflection of a practices’ data orientation and capability across ten 

data related items. These items and the accompanying response categories were sequentially 

tested and refined as surveys were conducted and response data were iteratively coded 

against the framework. Items are scored against a 12 item Likert scale, arranged into 4 broad 

categories. A further two items were added to capture nursing and chronic disease 

management (CDM) models. Despite some overlap at the structural level, these were scored 

separately as they seemed to reflect distinct but similar constructs. The scoring rubric is shown 

at Figure 5.1 

Ethical approval for the study was provided by The Australian National University Human 

Research Ethics Committee, protocol # 2016 724. 

5.3 Results 

Thirty practices (the full 2017 Ochre Health practice cohort) participated in the survey process. 

Four of these practices (13%) requested that their identity remain confidential with respect to 

results, while a further three (10%) were unsure about their preference in this regard. While 

the remaining 23 (77%) practices were happy to be identified, all responses are treated as 

confidential to protect the identities of the former group. Twenty-two (73%) surveys were 

conducted with practice managers (PMs) alone, four (13%) with a PM and practice nurse (PN), 

and four (13%) with PNs only.  

5.3.1 Coding against PCMH-A  

Using the modified PCMH-A coding rubric, and based on interview responses, practices were 

assigned a score for each of ten data-related elements (excluding nursing and CDM). Some 

items, for example the use of performance measures, demonstrated little differentiation 
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between practices. Others, such as coding quality and the perceived role of data champions, 

show widespread variation among the practice group (see Table 5.1).  

  

 

Figure 5.1: Modified PCMH-A coding rubric 

Taken together these ten items provide an overall picture of ‘data capability’ within individual 

practices and across the Ochre cohort as a whole. Scores from each of the ten items were 

summed to provide an indicative data capability measure for each practice (Figure 5.2). 

Practice data capability (total) scores ranged from 35 to 83 (median 53.50, IQR 24). Qualitative 
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responses and Individual component scores are subsequently reported across the practice 

group. 

Table 5.1: Composite data capability scores for 30 practices23 

 N Minimum Maximum Median IQR 

Performance  Measures 30 4 5 5 0 

HO reports 30 2 8 5 4 

Registers 30 3 8 5 3 

Recalls 30 5 8 8 2 

QI Activities 30 2 10 3 3 

Data focus 30 2 10 6 4 

Champion 30 2 11 6.5 6 

Training 30 2 8 2 2 

Data Cleaning 30 2 8 5 3 

Coding quality 30 3 11 5 3 

TOTAL PRACTICE SCORE 30 35 83 53.5 24 

 
 

 

Figure 5.2: Total data capability score across 10 measures by practice, n=30 

5.3.2 Practice software 

All practices used Best Practice™ as their practice management software, although there were 

multiple versions of this product in use. Thirteen practices (43%) were using Lava, four (13%) 

were using Premier, and 13 (43%) were using Summit 2014, although two of these indicated 

they were actively waiting to transition to Lava. Time scales for use of current software systems 

were variable across the practice group with transition to the current product ranging from 2011 

through to 2018, with a large number of respondents uncertain (n=10), often due to staffing 

                                                      
23 Maximum score achievable for any individual measure =12, minimum score = 1 (see Figure 5.1); maximum 
total score possible = 120, minimum total score possible = 10. 
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turnover. Major software transition periods seem to have occurred in 2014 (n=6) and 2017 

(n=8). 

All practices (n=30) were running the same version of the PenCAT extraction tool – CAT4 (Pen 

CS, 2015)(1063) – at the time of the survey, however estimated installation dates varied from 

201524 (n=12) to 2016 (n=5) to 2017 (n=4). Nine respondents were unable to estimate the 

installation time frame.  Approximately half of practices (n=14, 47%) suggested installation had 

been carried out by the relevant Primary Health Care Network (PHN), while the same number 

nominated Ochre Health IT as the software source and two respondents were unsure.   

5.3.3 Data extraction and reporting 

All but two practices were using the same standardised manual process to extract and send 

data to Ochre on a monthly basis; running the Australian Primary Care Collaboratives (APCC) 

Report which exists as a stand-alone pre-specified reporting template within the CAT4 suite of 

tools. These two practices had only recently joined Ochre and were yet to begin health 

outcomes reporting. Seventeen (57%) practices were also extracting and transferring data to 

their local PHN. Frequency ranged from monthly to quarterly and was sometimes conducted 

manually. For other practices, PHN data was extracted automatically. 

In 2017 Pen CS, the providers of the CAT4 extraction software, also offered several other 

electronic database interrogation tools that were accessible to practices. These included PAT 

CAT25 a data aggregation system commonly used by PHNs,(1064) and TopBar26 a clinical 

decision support interface designed to support clinicians at the point of care.(1065)  Most 

practices (n=19, 63%) did not use any of the additional Pen CS products, although two (7%) 

practices knowingly linked to PAT CAT systems and nine (30%) practices used Topbar, 

although with varying degrees of comfort and success. Even among practices with access to 

Topbar, many felt uncomfortable or constrained suggesting it “didn’t always work so well” or 

was “unpopular with the doctors”. Few practices utilised the full range of functionality provided 

by other reporting tools within PenCAT, although many used specific reports for following up 

on chronic disease management, patient recall systems, health assessments and care 

planning, missing data and occasionally accreditation readiness. There was no evidence of 

consistent approaches across the practice group, and while a small number of practices 

described strategies that actively and expertly utilised software capability, for many the use of 

                                                      
24 CAT 4 was released in July 2015  
25 PAT CAT is the Pen CS population level data aggregation tool 
26 TopBar is an optional Pen CS patient level clinical decision support application  
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CAT4 tended to be ad hoc and locally driven. A number of respondents identified a lack of 

skills and training, and the time required to undertake these, as problematic and described 

“feeling incompetent” using CAT4. In some cases, limited training had been undertaken but 

had not been consolidated due to information technology (IT) glitches and difficulty with access 

to the system. Several respondents also suggested that they preferred to use Best Practice to 

interrogate and manage patient data as this was more familiar to them or provided better 

functionality.  

5.3.4 Data Cleaning 

Processes for data cleaning varied widely between practices, although tended to fall into one 

of two groups – those where some attempt to review and clean data was undertaken on a 

routine or regular basis, and those where data cleaning was sporadic, ad hoc and reactive. 

There was mixed awareness of a new data cleansing policy released within Ochre Health 

during the period this survey was undertaken. More active practices often adopted a monthly 

(or even fortnightly) approach to inactivating patients, identifying missing data fields and 

merging duplicate records. For some practices this was an administrative activity; in others it 

was driven by the nursing team. Less active practices again cited a lack of training or know-

how as barriers. Several practices planned to address these issues but noted that such 

approaches were “cumbersome to implement”, or in one case, had previously resulted in losing 

all their future bookings making them reluctant to risk such an impact again.  

While some used Pen CS tools such as the Cleansing CAT module,(1066) many respondents 

from both groups again mentioned a preference for Best Practice as a data cleaning tool: “we 

tend to use Best Practice rather than PenCAT – it’s not always the most useful or easy to use”; 

or a hybrid of the two systems where they undertook data cleansing with Best Practice, and 

addressed coding quality through PenCAT. A few practices had implemented strategies to 

improve data completeness such as new patient data forms, staff reminders or coding 

performance metrics for clinicians, although these were the exception rather than the rule.  

When responses were coded quantitatively, data cleaning scores ranged from 2 to 8 with a 

median value of 5 (IQR 3). Six practices (20%) were not able to describe data cleaning 

practices, 11 (36.6%) indicated that data cleaning was undertaken occasionally, and 

13(43.3%) described ways in which data cleaning was applied regularly or routinely although 

this was generally locally determined. This may change as the new data cleaning policy 

becomes more widely implemented.  
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5.3.5 Coding and data quality 

Most practices described challenges for data coding and resultant quality. Perceptions 

regarding data quality and accuracy varied widely. Responses ranged from, for example, “not 

in good shape” to “better than it was” to “pretty good”. Some respondents simply stated they 

didn’t know, though in some cases had “substantial concerns”. Others reported feeling that 

their data was reasonably reliable, but noting “lots of issues” when they look at feedback 

reports, or feeling that the data were “not particularly representative of actual care”. Often 

practices who appeared less ‘data enabled’ appeared to perceive that their data quality was 

very good, while practices with a stronger focus on data and greater apparent capability were 

conscious of a range of problems and issues with data quality, rating this relatively modestly. 

Greater familiarity often coincided with greater awareness of potential problems. Many 

practices were conscious that their data was improving as a result of concerted efforts to 

address coding deficits: “[It’s] not where we want it to be, but we’re trying to get there”.  

A few participants described specific strategies focused on improving data coding within their 

practice. For example, some make a point of discussing coding and data quality issues at 

clinical meetings, or target attention on the issue through a senior doctor who includes an 

emphasis on EMR data recording in new general practitioner (GP) inductions. Even with a 

concerted focus however, practices can find limited movement. As one practice manager 

observed: “changing behaviour takes time” and may consume considerable effort: “[we’ve] 

tried to put systems in place but it’s difficult going”. There were sometimes difficulties for 

administrative staff in driving data improvement through the actions of clinical staff, especially 

when doctors were disengaged or resistant to changing recording practices. However, coding 

quality was often not consistent even within practices, with respondents pointing to marked 

variation between individual GPs but also between the quality of administrative and clinical 

data. Coding quality was frequently affected by doctor turnover and permanence, and also 

turnover of nursing and administrative staff: “With the semi- permanent GPs it’s pretty good, 

but with some locums it’s terrible”. 

Using the coding rubric, data quality scores ranged from 3 to 11, with a median score of 5 (IQR 

3). Three practices (10%) identified poor coding quality (score 1-3), 14 (46.6%) had highly 

variable coding (score 4-6), 12 (40%) had reasonable coding quality (score 7-9) and one 

practice had well developed and monitored coding practices (score 10-12). 

Known issues with coding and data quality included: 
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 widespread and inconsistent use of free text rather than coding fields, particularly within 

medical notes. 

 for some practices, the existence of substantial numbers of patients who should be 

inactivated but have not been. 

 a number of practices have identified problems with the inclusion of allied health (only) 

patients in the practice EMR system. This usually occurs when patients see an allied 

health practitioner within the clinic but are not a medical patient of the practice (ie, they 

may see a GP or seek medical care elsewhere). This means that much of their clinical 

data may be incomplete. Only one practice had identified a successful solution to this 

problem, using a manual workaround based on postcodes. Notably this procedure was 

noted to affect reporting, especially GPMP data, when the practice manager neglected 

to apply it during one data extraction period. It was suggested that this issue may be 

addressed within the new data cleaning policy.  

 missing results for some specified groups of patients such as residents of aged care 

facilities. 

 several practices identified population features within their local community such as 

transient patients or seasonal fluctuations that are likely to affect denominators and be 

associated with incomplete data. 

 data synchronicity, workflow issues and technological anomalies that affect data 

transfer, assimilation of ‘old’ systems and the capture of certain types of data for 

example some mental health conditions not being “picked up” by the software. 

 lack of consistent training and information about coding conventions and requirements, 

including the need for this to trickle down to the training and induction of new staff 

including GPs and junior doctors. 

5.3.6 Use of Health Outcome Reports 

All but two of the practices surveyed received monthly feedback known as the ‘health outcome 

(HO) reports’ containing benchmarks based on aggregated data across the Ochre group. 

Again, responses and follow up to this organisational improvement strategy varied widely. 

When examined quantitatively, scores ranged from 2 - 8, median 5 (IQR 4), see Table 1. Nine 

practices (30%) did not have mechanisms for routinely sharing or considering reports among 

the practice team. Ten practices (33%) usually provided reports to members of the practice 

team in some form, but these were not explicitly followed up or actioned. These responses 
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were generally passive, such as placing reports in the tea room for staff to read. The remaining 

eleven practices (37%) actively shared reports within the team and described processes for 

discussion and using them to drive ad hoc improvements, although none were yet doing this 

as regular structured systematic improvement processes.  

Responses to these reports were constrained by several factors: capacity / capability 

limitations; levels of interest, engagement and resistance; and lack of trust in the data. The 

reports were not universally well understood, and for some respondents they were hard to 

read, hard to understand and not seen as trustworthy in terms of data accuracy. Others saw 

them as useful but acknowledged they had taken “a while” to understand. They were 

sometimes seen as containing too much information and increasing the burden for practices 

who could “only deal with one problem at a time”. Some PMs described having plans to discuss 

HO reports at staff meetings but being hampered by competing priorities or disinterest from 

clinical staff: “we never really get to them” and “GPs don’t really want to hear”. For some 

practices, this was addressed by focusing on the response of the nursing team who “try to 

improve” or were “doing a lot of the work”. In other practices, there was a view that clinical 

teams “don’t appreciate the focus on numbers and want to look at patients”.  

While some respondents seemed to accept the HO reports at face value, many raised 

questions about the accuracy or integrity of data represented in the reports. These 

respondents cited known missing disease codes, incomplete patient records, and figures 

which seemed intuitively “inadequate” or “don’t reflect actual care”, as well as offering specific 

conditions which were seen as problematic, for example cholesterol, anxiety and prescribing. 

Some PMs noted that doctor turnover often impacted on performance data as new doctors 

adjust to coding and data entry requirements. A number of respondents also identified special 

considerations affecting data integrity – including unique patient populations, socioeconomic 

conditions and demographic characteristics. In turn they described how these may affect 

patient behaviours in ways which influence performance reporting. For example, one nurse in 

a practice with a patient base of young families and older adults with relatively low 

socioeconomic status, described how GPMPs were bulk-billed but allied health appointments 

were not. “So patients tend to decline or avoid these”, meaning that patients may not access 

services which constitute part of their management plan due to cost implications. Another 

described a patient population with low levels of statin, antibiotic and immunisation use due to 

a demographic profile that favoured alternative lifestyles and non-pharmacological 

interventions over medication seeking healthcare interactions.  
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For other respondents, usefulness rather than accuracy was the concerning issue. Several 

PMs suggested that a lack of clarity, specific information or incentives around how to interpret 

and use the reports hampered their effectiveness and utility. Some practices were focused on 

comparisons with others, although a number were aware of difficulties in cross-sectional 

comparison and more focused on internal improvements over time. Among practices also 

participating in PHN data collection systems, several PMs (sharing a common PHN) observed 

that the PHN reports tend to be more useful and understandable. These feedback reports 

apparently also included dollar figures citing lost revenue. 

5.3.7 Quality Improvement experience / activities 

Few practices were involved in structured clinical quality improvement (QI) activities, either 

driven internally or by external organisations. Around half of respondents were unable to 

describe any QI activities undertaken within the practice, and many of these seemed perplexed 

by the question. Nine practices (30%) described sporadic or isolated QI activity over time, 

although this was generally limited in scope or occurred in response to external initiatives such 

as programs offered by the relevant PHN. Five practices (17%) reported they were starting to 

develop more focused approaches to QI. These were sometimes constructed as active 

engagement in response to external facilitation and support programs, such as Collaboratives 

or Health Care Homes. Other practices were moving towards internally derived and driven 

activities, often identified through team meetings. Only one practice described regular, 

structured QI activity - as part of a PHN leadership program - focusing on data-driven 

improvement employing weekly plan-do-study-act (PDSA) cycles.  

5.3.8 Historical events   

A number of practices described major events affecting the functioning of the organisation in 

recent years. These events frequently included major staffing changes such as the loss of 

longstanding permanent doctors or key nursing staff, the merger of previously separate 

practices, or transitions to new data systems. In some cases, there had been noticeable patient 

movement in response to doctor comings and goings. Staff turnover was a marked feature of 

these accounts with recognised impact, including the need for repeated induction and training 

and more fundamental changes in aptitude and skill sets.  

For some practices in smaller centres, issues with local hospital or health arrangements or 

changes to the local health care service configuration had provided challenges, and several 

were consciously trying to integrate primary care services with other services provided locally. 
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Other practices described adapting to a new organisational milieu inside Ochre following 

acquisition by the company, or the mechanics of simply establishing a new practice from 

scratch. For a couple, these changes had meant massive increases in scale over short periods 

of time.  

5.3.9 GP Turnover 

Many practices described substantial challenges with GP turnover. Overall practices tended 

to fall into one of four groups: one third of practices (n=10) saw themselves as having a 

relatively stable GP cohort; 30% (n=9) described GP turnover in moderate but manageable 

terms; and 20% (n=6) noted high doctor turnover and relative instability, frequently 

characterised by large scale doctor departures and a rotating locum workforce. The fourth 

group (n=5) depicted trajectories of high growth with few losses but substantial increases in 

the GP complement. A small number of practices also described shortages in administrative 

or other staff, which affected their efficiency.  

5.3.10 Data champions 

Using the coding rubric to assess the extent to which a data champion existed, scores ranged 

from 3 to 11, with a median score of 6.5 (IQR 6), For nine practices (30%) no data champion 

was evident, while for a further six (20%) such a person may have existed but was not clearly 

identifiable.  A majority of practices (n=12, 40%) could identify someone who functioned in this 

capacity but was constrained by various factors that limited their influence. Three practices 

(10%) were able to identify a data champion who was highly visible, capable and enabled. 

Where they were identified, the role of data champion tended to be spread relatively evenly 

between designations with GPs, nurses and PMs (or other administrative staff) all adopting 

the role in various practices. In some cases, this was occupied concurrently by more than one 

person – often a doctor and nurse working together. For a few practices, staff turnover had 

directly affected capacity for this and other informal roles. 

5.3.11 Chronic Disease Management (CDM) and nursing work 

Most practices described “trying to prioritise” CDM within the work of the practice nursing team. 

While a number maintained this prioritisation of CDM over treatment room or other tasks, for 

many practices this became difficult when there was additional pressure on the capacity of the 

nursing team, and the emphasis on CDM was often dropped in order to accommodate other 

priorities. Most practices structured CDM work as a parallel nurse booking stream, or with 

specified days dedicated to CDM. While this generally worked well, several practices 
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commented that they found these booking streams under-subscribed either due to patient or 

doctor reluctance. A notable exception was a practice with highly prioritised CDM activity within 

the nursing team but who chose to integrate this with other tasks rather than structure as a 

separate stream of work.  

While some practices reported improvements in revenue and continuity of care in association 

with Ochre focus on CDM targets, there was also a small but clearly identifiable group who 

prefer to “focus on patients”, and find the organisational emphasis on CDM driven revenue 

unappealing and even problematic. For respondents in these practices there was a sense that 

other, important nursing work was undervalued or that attention to local needs and priorities 

was constrained by organisational directives. This was captured in comments reflecting the 

perceived invisibility of “what happens in the treatment room”. Some nurses who participated 

described feeling troubled by what they saw as target-driven approaches to the structure of 

nursing work, for example perceived expectations that CDM should constitute a certain 

proportion of nursing activity. One respondent also described concern regarding potential 

overuse of care planning items within nurse driven or target based models, where GPs may 

be the subject of Medicare audits against their provider number. 

Models of CDM varied, with practices essentially falling into two groups. Sixteen practices 

(53%) tended towards nurse driven, highly pro-active, systematic approaches to CDM. The 

remaining 14 practices (47%) employed approaches that tended to be GP driven or initiated, 

while still engaging practice nurses, and potentially less pro-active. This latter group includes 

the five ‘conscientious objector’ practices described above. Nursing models, on the other hand, 

can be categorised three ways. Nine practices (30%) had a highly prioritised focus on CDM. 

Seventeen (57%) occupied a mid-range position where there was dual emphasis on both CDM 

and other work such as procedural work or treatment room tasks. This group includes four of 

the ‘conscientious objector’ group. The remaining four practices (13%) identified themselves 

as ‘treatment’ rather than CDM focused. 

5.4 Discussion 

This study attempts to move beyond assumptions about how EMR systems are or should be 

populated and managed, to develop a realistic understanding of what and how these 

processes actually occur, and the factors which constrain or enable them. Such perspectives 

are important in the study of variation as it is those things that actually occur, rather than 

idealised notions of what can or should occur, that are likely to account for observed variation. 

This idea is well recognised in quality and safety fields characterised by human factors 
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research and ergonomics, where ‘work as done’ is distinguished from ‘work as imagined’, ‘work 

as prescribed’, and ‘work as disclosed’.(1067)  

Qualitative findings demonstrate that Ochre Health practices vary in their approaches to data 

handling, their capacity for data-driven improvement, the extraneous factors that impact on 

EMR data, and the resultant integrity of EMR data. Staff capability is a central concern, both 

explicitly and implicitly. Previous investigations of data quality in Australian primary care 

services have also identified practice support needs in relation to data quality, including 

requiring external assistance and time to establish data reporting procedures.(673, 674)  

Practice-level ‘capability indicators’ have been suggested, reflecting staff ability to generate 

specified patient lists and articulate understandings of relevant terminology such as active 

patients, disease registries and priority conditions.(702)  

While many instruments are available to measure factors thought to influence QI success in 

primary care,(1068-1070) this study was specifically interested in data-driven improvement 

proficiency for which I found few discrete tools.(1071) Although the concept of ‘improvement 

capability’ is referenced in the literature it is not clearly defined.(1072) As a result, I drew on 

adaptations of existing PCMH instruments. A US study published after this survey was 

undertaken identified seven domains of QI capacity at the practice-level, also consistent with 

PCMH-A domains, and found weak but statistically significant association between QI capacity 

scores and clinical quality measures for aspirin use and blood pressure control.(1073)  

Using a modified instrument, adapted to the Australian context, this study identified elements 

that differentiated between practices in terms of key data-driven QI principles and theoretical 

foundations of the Ochre Health approach to CDM. For example, there was little distinction 

between practices in their use or awareness of performance monitoring, but substantial 

variation in other components such as their orientation towards data use, data cleaning 

processes and presence of a data champion. Key differences in nursing models and the 

orientations to CDM were apparent. Results from the quantitative coding exercise identify 

practices with clear data capabilities while others are still developing these attributes.  

Other studies of variation in general practice have highlighted cultural and structural 

differences between groups of practices and suggest there may be value in understanding 

practice ‘types’. One identified three archetypal differences in the way QI is organised despite 

employment of many common strategies (‘technophiles’, ‘motivated teams’ and ‘care 

enterprises’); but found no single type associated with superior performance.(1074) These 

authors concluded there may be multiple paths to high-quality care. Another delineated 
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practices which clustered the optimal ‘performance frontier’ of diabetes care from others, 

finding two governing models potentially associated with improved outcomes.(1075) A 

‘professional model’ with a business emphasis focused  on collegiality, organisation, trust and 

identity; and an ‘administrative model’ which stressed information emphasis.  

In this study, variation existed between practices in terms of the way similar structural elements 

were organised and deployed by practices, such as the orientation of nursing teams or the 

relative prioritisation of CDM-focused models of care. These differences were often described 

as a conscious, philosophical choice rather than an oversight or failure, suggesting that these 

‘types’ may not exist on a linear continuum and that differences are qualitative and 

classificatory. Practices were commonly highly attuned to their patient populations, and to local 

community preferences, issues and needs. Several respondents clearly described special 

population factors that may influence variation between practices in processes and outcomes.   

5.4.1 Further analysis of the Ochre Health outcomes data  

These findings have several implications for continuing analysis of the patient health outcomes 

data, clarifying some concerns and enabling others to be classified or quantified. The modified 

PCMH-A coding provides a mechanism for capturing variations in practice capability and 

orientation in ways that can be included in further quantitative data analysis, either as 

composite or individual component scores. Results reveal some qualitatively distinct ‘types’ 

across several attributes, that may inform case-based descriptions or provide categorical data. 

5.4.1.1 Software issues 

These results confirm variation in underlying software versions and installation mechanisms, 

although it is unclear precisely what this means for data analysis. Sequential adjustment to 

successive versions, known Best Practice anomalies in other data extraction settings27,(673, 

674) and different timescales for transition between versions may create subtle variations in 

extracted data. While use of CAT4 gradually becomes consistent across the practice cohort 

with time, there is retrospective variability. Although not included in the collated dataset, the 

CAT4 version is noted on all original data extraction reports supplied by practices, allowing 

creation of a dummy variable for use as a covariate in statistical models.   

                                                      
27 In analysis of Indigenous National Key Performance Indicators, data quality checks are undertaken by Clinical 
Information System software program. Best Practice records a number of internal validation rule violations. 
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5.4.1.2 Data quality 

Data entry and coding consistency are ongoing challenges for many practices, and this is 

compounded in practices where there is high staff turnover and heavy reliance on locum GPs. 

There are known data quality issues within practices, which vary from practice to practice and 

within practices over time, and specified problems with patient denominators for some of the 

extracted indicators. Respondents described large fluctuations in reporting data in response 

to intensive data cleaning exercises or inadvertent data management errors, consistent with 

movements observed in Chapter Two. These data quality issues are likely to influence 

variation between practices with respect to both process and outcome indicators, and may 

necessitate adjustment in ongoing analyses to allow meaningful interpretation of results. 

Metrics that allow calculation of potential proxy data quality measures are also contained in 

original data extraction reports, though not included in the HO dataset used for feedback 

reporting. These items may provide a means of assessing and accounting for data quality 

differentials between practices. 

5.4.1.3 Practice characteristics & capabilities 

Some respondents perceived a need for further training and support to upskill practice staff to 

“get the most out of” data systems. A new Ochre Health Data Cleaning Policy was released in 

early 2018, in response to the wide range of capabilities and familiarity with data issues and 

management procedures. A small group of practices demonstrated highly developed data 

management skills, with most others somewhere in the mid-range, and a few lagging further 

behind. For many practices, undertaking data cleaning and other management activities 

happens sporadically in response to capacity and other workflow priorities, meaning there can 

be large temporal swings in denominator data, with dramatic effects on rate-based measures. 

Looking beyond data management to broader QI capability, practices described little clarity or 

consistency about what should be done with HO feedback reports or how to use them as the 

basis for focused QI strategies.  

Turnover in personnel, especially among GPs, had a critical influence on data quality. Many 

Ochre practices are located in rural or remote regions, characterised by marked depletion or 

maldistribution of health and medical workforce. Responding to this need is a key component 

of Ochre Health’s remit in providing workforce solutions and filling service gaps in communities 

at risk. As a result, there are also substantial variations between practices in terms of rurality, 

local health service configurations, and workforce stability. These may be important structural 

factors in analysis of clinical practice variation within the cohort. 
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5.4.2 Strengths and Limitations 

A weakness of this study is the reliance on a single informant at the practice level; greater 

reliability may have been achieved by using multiple informants, although this would have 

substantially increased data complexity and required methods for resolving internal conflicts 

and assessing inter-rater reliability.(1076) Ultimately the chosen approach represented a 

consistency and manageability trade-off, as part of an iterative approach to formulating rich 

case descriptions for ongoing analysis. Similar methods using telephone-mediated data 

collection from single organisational representatives by a unique investigator have been 

employed in aged care facilities during COVID-19, enabling the achievement of “exhaustive 

and homogenous data recording”.(1077) Likewise, using investigator coding rather than 

participant self-report against the modified PCMH-A instrument may have introduced bias. 

However, this approach also allowed for consistency of interpretation and application across 

cases, and minimised the risk of unmeasurable bias or inconsistency in interpretation of 

descriptors and measurement scales between respondents. The qualitative nature of survey 

interactions provided an opportunity to confirm, clarify and explore information that was 

incomplete, unclear or potentially contradictory. 

The data and results reported here also represent a single point in time, located towards the 

late mid-range of the longitudinal dataset outlined in Chapter Two. Circumstances may have 

changed for individual practices and for Ochre Health as a whole, as organisational processes 

have evolved. A notable example is the introduction of a data cleaning policy in early 2018 

which may have influenced data management practices moving forward, although it may be 

too soon for results to be visible in the available data. Specific practice-level results from this 

study are internally valid within Ochre Health, but have little applicability for external 

comparisons in the larger context of general practice data collection. However, the thematic 

findings may have conceptual generalisability as they point to important but potentially 

overlooked fundamental concerns that affect assessment of CPV between general practices. 

The concerns and challenges expressed in this analysis are not unique to Ochre Health; they 

are issues common to most general practices in Australia, and possibly elsewhere.  

5.5 Conclusion  

This chapter describes results of a qualitative investigation that constitutes an explanatory 

follow-up study to the quantitative data analysis outlined in Chapter Three. These results 

confirm that data quality is highly variable between practices and within practices over time, 

and is influenced by a range of drivers and constraints operating at the practice level. Data 
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quality is likely to be a significant factor influencing apparent clinical practice variation within 

the Ochre health outcomes dataset, and in other routinely collected EMR data systems. 

Analysis of variation between practices should account for these variations in data quality in 

some way. In addition to providing a deeper understanding of practice level variations in data 

quality, this study provides a range of practice descriptors for data capability and other 

structural factors that can be used as analytical variables. 

In the next chapter, I return again to the literature to explicate a series of additional factors that 

have been empirically associated with CPV in specific measures of chronic disease 

management in general practice. 
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6 EVOLVING KNOWLEDGE III 
 

Building an analytical framework: A systematic review of CPV 
in primary care management of diabetes and coronary heart 
disease 

The problem isn’t finding data, it’s figuring out what to do with it. 

- Mike Loukides, What is data science? 2011.(1078 p4)  

 

6.1 Introduction 

This chapter focuses once again on the literature in order to provide structure for further data 

analysis following the findings of Chapters Three and Five. The Ochre Health patient outcomes 

data, combined with other operational data such as workforce metrics and billing information, 

provide an opportunity to investigate factors that might account for variation between clinics, 

by examining associations with practice, provider and patient level variables including 

geographic, demographic, socioeconomic, clinical and organisational factors as well as 

historical and temporal changes. In undertaking such an analysis of practice-level indicators 

of chronic disease care, a conceptual model of factors influencing variation in nominated 

measures is needed. A logical progression is to attempt to extract value from existing literature 

through synthesising findings across relevant studies into a coherent whole. While the 

heterogeneity of the literature presents challenges to this approach, the breadth of material 

examining clinical practice variation (CPV) offers potential complementarity, and an 

opportunity to realise benefit if it can be conceptually or theoretically integrated. This chapter 

presents a systematic review of empirical studies with explanatory findings relevant to diabetes 

and coronary heart disease (CHD) management in primary care, and aims to: 

 ascertain whether results from this heterogeneous body of work can be synthesised 

into a coherent set of findings  

 inform the development of a conceptual model for analysis of routine observational 

data and identify directly comparable studies and results; and 

 contribute to development of an ecological theory of practice variation which would take 

account of the inherent complexity suggested by critical review of the literature. 
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6.1.1 CPV in general practice 

Previous chapters have shown that there has been little comprehensive synthesis and a 

relative lack of advancement in our understanding of variation in healthcare despite large 

volumes of work and concerted application of research and policy resources. While a large 

body of literature problematises CPV, much of this is observational and descriptive, noting 

simply that variation exists, or composed of commentary and opinion. Empirical studies 

frequently describe or quantify variation, in effect restating the problem, while offering few 

meaningful insights into sources, causes or solutions.(64) Studies offering explanatory 

analyses commonly fail to comprehensively explain or account for the variation observed, 

leaving large proportions of variation unexplained, and are often poorly theorised.(65) An 

accumulating number of studies furnish conflicting evidence where theories have been tested 

but results vary – especially between contexts. Despite a range of explanatory theories and 

models which have been proposed over time (375, 462, 472, 481, 493, 494, 496, 504), few of 

these theories have been empirically tested or demonstrated to have adequate explanatory 

power. Others have highlighted a critical mismatch between the unit of observation and the 

decision loci that account for variations, making interpretation and attribution difficult (68, 75, 

87).  

In the primary care setting, CPV is also frequently observed and repeatedly described. Despite 

the increasing number of studies of variation utilising routine general practice data,(689, 759) 

there are challenges and limitations to the data as well as gaps in our understanding of 

appropriate research methods.(689, 694, 696, 1037, 1079) One critical consideration is how 

realistic interpretations of CPV can be devolved through such data.(533, 1080) Studies of 

variation in primary care display considerable heterogeneity in outcomes of interest and in 

methodological approaches, leading to difficulties with comparability and conflict between 

findings. Analyses have focused on variables such as mortality,(473) use of financial 

incentives,(704) morbidity, encounters and prescribing,(348) pharmaceutical costs,(425) data 

recording,(705) and depression treatments.(526) Data has been utilised at the level of 

individual patients, practitioners, practices and large scale provider groups, or geographic 

regions. Some studies have concluded that variation was mainly attributable to differences 

between patients,(556, 557) while others have found substantial variation was accounted for 

by characteristics at practice(348) or physician level.(558)   
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6.2 Methods 

This systematic review was undertaken to identify empirical studies which investigated 

explanatory models and factors associated with variation in the management of diabetes and 

coronary heart disease in general practice. The review addressed the following questions. 

What factors have been found to explain CPV in processes and outcomes of care for 

the management of diabetes, coronary heart disease and cardiovascular risk in primary 

care settings? 

 What explanatory factors or models have been identified? 

 To what extent has observed variation been explained by these models? 

 How do explanatory factors differ between processes and outcomes of care? 

After an initial mapping phase,(1081) which iteratively scoped the vast CPV literature and 

refined the review question, the review was conducted in accordance with the PRISMA 

Statement of preferred reporting items for systematic reviews and meta-analyses.(1082, 1083) 

A review protocol was specified in advance and used to guide conduct of the review. 

6.2.1 Inclusion criteria 

6.2.1.1 Phenomena of interest  

The review considered empirical studies which investigate associations (causal or otherwise) 

and factors which might explain observed CPV. These studies could be qualitative or 

quantitative in nature. 

6.2.1.2 Conditions of interest 

Conditions of interest were specified as either type 2 diabetes or coronary heart disease 

(CHD). CHD was defined as including coronary artery disease (CAD), ischaemic heart disease 

(IHD), cardiovascular disease (CVD), and ischaemic vascular disease (IHD). Two nominated 

indicators of cardiovascular risk, hypertension and hypercholesterolaemia, were also included 

as management of these issues is frequently assessed as part of the quality of chronic disease 

management (CDM).  

6.2.1.3 Types of participants 

The review included studies which identified participants at several levels of abstraction. In 

some cases, studies utilised routinely collected or administrative data rather than individual 
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‘participants’. In line with the broad literature on CPV, units of observation included: patients 

with diabetes, coronary heart disease, hypertension or hypercholesterolaemia, or those being 

monitored or screened for these conditions; individual practitioners or service providers; and 

medical practices, clinics or other service delivery units within a primary care setting. 

6.2.1.4 Types of outcomes  

The review considered studies that evaluate multiple indices of CDM for the specified 

conditions including processes of care delivery (for example, monitoring of blood pressure or 

cholesterol levels, or prescribing rates) and health outcomes (for example, serum cholesterol 

levels or coronary event rates).  

6.2.1.5 Types of studies 

The quantitative component of the review considered both experimental and observational 

study designs. The qualitative component of the review considered studies utilising designs 

including, but not limited to, phenomenology, grounded theory, ethnography and action 

research. 

6.2.2 Search Strategy 

The search strategy aimed to find both published and unpublished studies, utilising a three-

step approach.(1084) An initial limited search of MEDLINE (National Library of Medicine) and 

ProQuest electronic databases was undertaken to scope the relevant literature and refine search 

terms through analysis of text contained in the title and abstract, and of relevant index terms. 

Subsequently, four databases: MEDLINE, Scopus (Elsevier), Excerpta Medica Database (EMBASE) 

and Cumulative Index to Nursing and Allied Health Literature (CINAHL), were searched for studies 

published from inception to March 2018. A structured combination of Medical Subject Headings (MeSH) 

and free text index terms were used as outlined in Table 1.  Unpublished studies were identified through 

searching three online grey literature resources: Dissertation Abstracts International 

(ProQuest);(1085) GreyNet Repository of Grey Literature;(1086) and the New York Academy 

of Medicine Grey Literature Report(1087) Many of the studies identified through the grey 

literature search were doctoral theses. Where possible, published studies resulting from each 

thesis were identified and assessed for inclusion. The reference lists of included studies were 

hand searched for additional relevant articles.  
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6.2.3 Study selection 

Studies published in English until late March 2018 were considered for inclusion in the review. 

Studies were assessed by title and abstract to determine appropriateness for inclusion, and 

those not relevant were excluded. Eligibility of remaining articles was assessed by full-text 

review against the inclusion criteria. Articles with findings relevant to the review question were 

included, while those that did not meet the inclusion criteria were excluded. Ineligible studies 

were excluded based on lack of relevance to the question, incomparability of study variables, 

inapplicability of the results to the review context, or lack of analysis of explanatory factors.  

 

Table 6.1: Systematic review search terms and structure 

*Population(P) *Phenomena of Interest(I) *Context (Co) *Outcome(O) 

Patients with specified 
chronic diseases       
(diabetes, CHD) 

Clinical/ medical practice 
variation 

Primary Care Practice /clinic level 
variation in 
processes or 
outcomes of care 

diabetes 
“coronary heart 
disease” 
“coronary artery 
disease”  
“blood pressure” 
cholesterol 
hypertension 
hypercholesterolaemia 
Heart Diseases 
[MeSH] 
Diabetes Mellitus 
[MeSH] 

“practice variation” 
“clinical variation 
“unwarranted variation” 
“unexplained variation” 
Small-Area Analysis 
[MeSH] 

“primary care” 
“primary health 
care” 
“general practice” 
“family medicine” 
Primary Health 
Care [MeSH] 
General Practice 
[MeSH] 

Practice-level 
Clinic-level 
“practice level” 
“clinic level” 

* This search structure utilises the adapted PICo pnemonic advocated by the Johanna Briggs Institute 
(JBI) for qualitative and non-intervention studies.(1084) 

6.2.4 Critical appraisal and quality assessment 

Papers selected for retrieval and full text review were assessed for methodological validity prior 

to inclusion in the review. The assessment used an approach to critical appraisal that draws on 

relevant standardised instruments from the Joanna Briggs Institute (JBI) (1088) and Public 

Health Wales(1089) as well as the Weight of Evidence Framework proposed by Gough.(1090) 

Gough argues that judging the quality of research is complex in the same way that knowledge 

synthesis or production is complex, and that appraisal can either be generic or review specific. 

Distinguishing between, and potentially integrating, these conceptual forms of quality can 

avoid the confounding that is often present in critical appraisal tools. While generic forms of 

appraisal consider the execution and usefulness of a study in answering the review question, 
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review specific forms consider the extent to which a study is fit for purpose, irrespective of the 

quality of execution, including the type of research evidence, topic focus and context, and 

thereby focus on salience and relevance as well as quality.  

This review was exploratory rather than conclusive, in that it was not synthesising evidence for 

use in directing care or treatment, but in framing more extensive and focused inquiry. In 

adapting these principles to this purpose, and noting the preponderance of observational and 

cross-sectional studies, greater weight was accorded to relevance than traditional standards 

of quality (in terms of type or levels of evidence). An adapted appraisal tool incorporating these 

features was developed and utilised (Appendix 6.1). 

6.2.5 Data collection 

A modified, standardised data extraction form was developed (Appendix 6.2) based on the 

Johanna Briggs Institute (JBI) MAStARI data extraction tool.(1088) The following information 

was extracted for all included studies: authorship and citation details; year of publication; country 

of origin; study design; methods; data source and type; study objective; setting; population and sample 

size; interventions if utilised; outcome measures; unit of measurement and analysis; outcome variable 

by data type; amount of variation explained; explanatory factors identified and level of operation; 

author conclusions and inferences relevant to the review question.  

6.2.6 Data synthesis 

Studies included in the review were analysed using narrative synthesis and evidence tables 

for selected extracted variables. Given the heterogeneity of outcome variables and 

methodological approaches across included studies, use of pooled data approaches such as 

meta-analysis was not feasible. The narrative synthetic approach was specified a priori based 

on the preliminary mapping phase, and confirmed as assessment of studies progressed.(1081, 

1091) Differences between process and outcome measures were also explored quantitatively, 

using descriptive statistics. 

Summary tables distinguish studies by unit of analysis, and by specified process and outcome 

measures examined in included studies. In developing evidence tables based on abstracted 

data, variables were classified by type regardless of specific differences in the construction of 

similar measures. For example, all indicators reflecting measures of glycaemic control were 

grouped together irrespective of targets delineating the precise value that constituted ‘control’. 

This approach was adopted in order to facilitate identification of a ‘family’ of critical factors for 

inclusion in, and testing of, a conceptual explanatory model. Dependent variables were 
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categorised by indicator, then further grouped by process / outcome orientation and disease, 

with factors delineated by level: patient, provider, practice and system / environment. 

6.3 Results 

6.3.1 Literature search & study selection 

The search strategy identified 398 unique articles. After review of titles and abstracts, 236 

papers were excluded on the basis of irrelevant topics (n=110), non-applicable methods (n=88) 

or non-specified conditions (n=38). Of 162 articles included for full text review, a further 77 

were excluded as they employed measures that were not comparable, used descriptive rather 

than analytical approaches, or compared GPs to others rather than examining variation within 

general practice settings. Five theses were excluded after location of directly related peer-

reviewed journal articles. A total of 85 articles describing 83 discrete studies met the inclusion 

criteria; see the PRISMA flow diagram at Figure 6.1. 

 
Figure 6.1: PRISMA flow diagram of study identification and selection  
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6.3.2 Study characteristics 

Characteristics of the 85 included studies are summarised in Table 6.2 (Appendix 6.3), listed 

in chronological order by unit of analysis. Studies span a time frame of 25 years from 1993 to 

2018, with two thirds (n=57) published in the 10-year period 2005 - 2014. The majority were 

conducted in the United States (US) (n=55, 65%), followed by the United Kingdom (UK) (n=14, 

16%), Taiwan (n=2) and Israel (n=2). Four studies were conducted internationally, across 

several countries (mainly the US, UK and Germany). Single studies originated in Canada, 

Denmark, The Netherlands, New Zealand, Spain and Sweden. No Australian studies were 

identified as suitable for inclusion in the review. 

Due to the relative lack of intervention studies in relation to CPV, most included studies used 

epidemiological and observational study approaches. Fifty-eight studies (68%) were cross 

sectional designs, often using large administrative or routinely collected datasets to establish 

disease cohorts, or occasionally using baseline data from experimental studies. Several 

studies undertook cross-sectional analysis of pooled longitudinal data. Fourteen studies 

(16.5%) used longitudinal designs, usually retrospective cohort studies. There were ten 

experimental studies (12%), three of which employed qualitative data collection methods, and 

three quasi-experimental studies (3.5%).  

A number of studies focused on generalised CDM approaches, examining more than one 

condition of interest. Approximately 64% (n=54) of studies considered diabetes, while 31% 

(n=26) addressed variants of CHD, and a further 28% (n=24) addressed hypertension. Three 

studies (3.5%) focused specifically on hyperlipidaemia, while four studies addressed multiple 

or unspecified conditions, usually in the context of chronic disease prevention activities. A 

small group of studies (n=4) also included chronic respiratory diseases such asthma and 

chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) in addition to the conditions of interest. 

Just over half the included studies (n=46, 54%) used patient level data for analysis. Twenty 

studies (23.5%) employed the practice or provider group as the unit of analysis, although half 

of these (n=10) used patient level data to do so. The remaining studies used either the provider 

/ practitioner (n=13, 15%) or the patient encounter (n=6, 7%) as the unit of analysis. Included 

studies employed a range of data sources and types including surveys, interviews, data 

abstraction and audit (both manual and electronic) of electronic medical record (EMR) and 

other routinely collected clinical data, as well as administrative (claims, billing etc.) and 

performance reporting data.  
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Many studies, especially those utilising routinely collected or EMR data, assessed multiple 

outcome variables so analyses were often complex and multifactorial. Analytical approaches 

mostly consisted of forms of regression or multilevel modelling, with some analysis of variance 

(ANOVA), non-parametric statistical tests or descriptive analysis. There was occasional use of 

more specialised or novel techniques such as path analysis, structural equation modelling 

(SEM), data envelope analysis (DEA) and growth curve models. Even though the majority of 

included studies used some form of regression analysis, there were many variants, often 

making comparability of results across studies unclear.  

There was also little consistency between studies in terms of conceptual framing and 

theoretical foundations. Many articles described no particular theoretical or conceptual 

reference point, while others described highly developed conceptual models or links to 

established theory. However, these frameworks were usually specific to the work described in 

individual papers. Only occasionally did studies (often by linked author groups) display 

common theoretical approaches. In terms of objectives, studies tended to cluster around 5 

themes:  

 investigation of the impact of specified independent variables or on specified 

dependent variables of interest (n=26);  

 performance monitoring systems and issues of profiling, risk adjustment and the 

potential of data repositories (n=9);  

 health inequity and disparities (n=12);  

 features associated with quality and the relationship between structures, processes 

and outcomes of care (n=18);  

 guideline concordance or adherence (n=4); and finally  

 variation as the phenomenon of interest (16).  

6.3.3 Synthesis of included studies 

6.3.3.1 The extent of variation explained 

The standard and comprehensiveness of reporting was highly variable between studies, even 

among those of similar type, with papers adopting differing approaches to the manner of 

describing or accounting for variation. Some studies reported variance statistics for multiple 

univariate models, while others described multivariate and multilevel models of substantial 

complexity. Reporting of model covariates was also inconsistent, with some studies only 
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reporting statistically significant correlates, or describing control variables in general rather 

than specific terms. As a result, the full specification of reported models was not always known, 

further limiting comparability across studies. This variability made assessment of the validity 

and comprehensiveness of reported statistical models problematic, and synthesis and 

interpretation across studies challenging. 

Only 21 studies (25%) described the proportion of variation explained by reported statistical 

models, or attributable at different levels of abstraction. Even within this group, statistics used 

to assess model fit or performance differed with analytical method, with some studies using 

variants of the coefficient of determination (R2) and others using techniques to partition 

variance such as variance components models (VCM), intraclass correlation co-efficients 

(ICC), or proportional change in variation (PCV). Studies reporting explained variance are 

summarised in Table 6.3 (Appendix 6.3). Proportions of explained variance ranged from 2.0% 

to 71.3% for R2 values, with few models achieving values above 50%. Studies which 

partitioned variation exhibited mixed results. While some studies found most variation occurred 

at the level of patient variables,(1107) others highlighted more variation at the provider (1167) 

or organisational level,(1127, 1129) although the proportion of total variance explained was 

often low (1117). 

6.3.4 Explanatory factors and models 

6.3.4.1 Diabetes 

6.3.4.1a Outcome variables 

Six outcomes were considered as dependent variables among included studies focusing on 

diabetes: glycaemic control, usually based on glycosylated haemoglobin (HbA1c) but 

occasionally on blood glucose level (BGL); lipid control, using either low density lipoprotein-

cholesterol (LDL-C) or total cholesterol; blood pressure (BP) control; nephropathy, denoted by 

creatinine clearance rate (CCR) above 80ml/min; prevalence; and quality of life (QoL) 

measured using the Life Satisfaction Index-A (LSIA). While studies often used common target 

ranges for specific indicators, these also varied between studies. For example, HbA1c values 

denoting glycaemic control ranged between 7.0 and 9.5%, and BP targets varied between 

130/80 and 140/90 depending on the reference guidelines used. Some studies also used 

stratified targets depending on patient age, comorbidity or indicators of disease severity (for 

example, see Willis (1163)). The range of significantly associated explanatory variables 

identified by included studies for outcome measures are shown in Table 6.4.  
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Table 6.4: Diabetes outcomes as dependent variables, and potential explanatory factors  

Outcome 
Variable 
 (# 
relationships 
observed) 

Studies 
(n) 

Potential explanatory variables 

Environmental 
/ system 
factors 

Practice factors Provider factors Patient factors 

Glycaemic 
control  
(n=137) 

24 Area 
deprivation 
Area ethnicity 
Early PCMH$ 
state 
 
 

Years sampled for report 
% Medicaid charges 
collected 
% revenue from federal 
grants 
Years as 330-funded 
centre 
Medicaid coverage rate 
Autonomy (culture) 
Collegiality (culture) 
Information emphasis 
(culture) 
Innovativeness (culture) 
Organisational trust 
(culture) 
MHI* - data subscale 
MHI* - organisational 
subscale 
Total MHI* score 
# providers in practice 
Large academic practice 
% patients under 
hospital care 
EHR meaningful use 
status 
PF + cEHR + MU# 
Nurses but not 
physicians TQI@ 
Authority re external 
alliances 
Staffing authority / 
autonomy 
Climate for collaborative 
care 
Computerised reminders  
Guideline use (support 
for) 
Use of specified teams / 
protocols 
Assigned provider 
Access to dietitian 
Care coordinator 
Pt ethnicity – 
interactions: 
- X centre duration 

of funding  
- X managed care 

penetration 
- X patient volume 

Facility level factors 
(unspecified) 
 

GP interest in 
diabetes 
Patient gender X 
provider gender  
Medical pts per 
behavioural 
provider 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

# diabetes related 
events 
# HbA1c tests 
# visits / encounters 
per patient 
Days of hospitalisation 
BGL monitoring 
Niacin 
Age (+ age X 
comorbidity) 
Marital status 
(divorced, widowed) 
Ethnicity 
Gender (+ gender X 
race) 
BMI 
BGL at index visit 
BP control 
Diastolic BP 
Lipid/ LDL-C control 
Amputation / ulceration 
Comorbidity (Charlson 
index) 
Creatinine 
Polyuria / polydipsia 
Years since diagnosis 
Death during follow up 
Socioeconomic status 
% homeless 
% minority 
% uninsured 
% Medicaid / Medicare 
Veteran status 
Immigrant status 
Difficulty keeping 
appointments 
Difficulty with self-
testing 
Intellectual disability 
Insulin / oral Rx 
Antihypertensive Rx 
Lipid lowering Rx 
Adherence pattern 
Co-payment 
Pharmacy costs 
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Lipid control 
(n=52) 

15 Area ethnicity 
 

Organisational Trust 
(culture) 
Autonomy (culture) 
Workload (structure) 
Nurse practitioner 
(structure) 
Climate for collaborative 
care 
Care coordinator 
Facility level factors 
(unspecified) 
 

Doctor with PG 
diabetes training 
Patient gender X 
provider gender  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Age (n=5) 
Antihypertensive Rx 
BMI 
BP control 
Coronary Artery 
Disease 
Peripheral Artery 
Disease 
Creatinine 
Dialysis 
Diastolic BP 
Systolic BP 
Race / Ethnicity (n=4) 
Gender (n=7) 
Gender X race 
HbA1c control (n=2) 
Hyperlipidaemia 
Intellectual disability 
Lipid lowering Rx 
Lipids 
Socioeconomic status 
(income) 
Marital status 
Visit/year 
Niacin 
Tobacco use 
Insurance type 
(Medicare) 

BP  
(n=19) 

7  Total MHI* score 
MHI* – org subscale 

 Age (n=2) 
Ethnicity (n=3) 
Gender (n=4) 
BMI 
HbA1c control  
LDL-C control  
Insulin  
Antihypertensive Rx  
Lipid lowering Rx  
Oral hypogylcaemic Rx  
Niacin  

Composite 
outcomes 
 (n=23) 
Simultaneous 
control of 2, 3 
or 4 
measures: 
HbA1c or 
BGL, BP, 
lipids, BMI 

6  Physician group size 
(structure) 
Nurse practitioner 
(structure) 
Accessibility score 
QOF performance tier 
Availability of medication 

 Gender (n=3) 
Age (n=3) 
# comorbidities 
# visits / year (n=2) 
Race / ethnicity (n=2) 
Gender X race 
Socioeconomic status 
BMI 
Insulin 
Lipid lowering Rx 
2+ antihypertensive Rx 

Prevalence 
(n=20) 

4  Group practice  BMI / obesity / 
overweight 
Age 
Gender 
Comorbidities 
(atherosclerosis, heart 
failure, hypertension, 
IHD + angina, lipid 
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disorder, retinopathy, 
stroke, urinary disease) 
Socioeconomic 
deprivation 
Insurance type (as 
proxy for SES) 
Intellectual disability 

Quality of 
Life  
(n=3) 

1    Family support 
Recent stress 
Glycaemic control 

Nephropathy  
(n=6) 

1    Age 
BMI 
Ethnicity 
Diastolic BP 
Triglycerides 
Comorbidity 

$ Patient Centred Medical Home; @ Total Quality Improvement; *Medical Home Index (US)xxviii(1172). 
# cEHR=implementation of certified EHR system, MU=achievement of meaningful use certificationxxix.(1173)  

6.3.4.1b Process Variables 

Eighteen diabetes process measures were described. These included: assessment of 

glycaemic control, nephropathy, retinopathy, lipid profile, BP and peripheral neuropathy; 

documentation of smoking status and obesity or body mass index (BMI); influenza vaccination; 

provision of smoking cessation advice; prescribing actions such as treatment intensification, 

or use of specific drug classes; and factors affecting treatment decisions, return visit interval 

and diagnostic accuracy. Again, while definitions for many measures were consistent between 

some studies, parameters such as time frames or frequency targets were also highly variable. 

Some studies assessed compliance with annual targets while others examined biannual or 

biennial use of particular processes. Potential explanatory variables for these 18 process 

indicators are outlined in Table 6.5. 

Table 6.5: Diabetes processes of care as dependent variables, and potential explanatory 
factors 

Outcome 
Variable 
 (# 
relationships 
observed) 

Studies 
(n) 

Potential explanatory variables 

Environmental 
/ system 
factors 

Practice factors Provider factors Patient factors 

Glycaemic 
control  
(n=71) 

18 Area 
deprivation 
(n=2) 
Region (n=2) 
 

Care coordinator  
Diabetes prevalence  
Diabetes register  
Patient list size  
Clinic scale (# 
patients) 

GP / FP vs 
endocrinologist (n=2) 
Clinical experience  
Information retrieval 
subscore  
Total EBM score  

Age (n=3) 
Race / ethnicity 
(n=3) 
Gender (n=2) 
Gender X race 
Recent diagnosis  

                                                      
xxviii The Medical Home Index is a validated instrument initially developed in US paediatric primary care to 
measure the medical home concept, consisting of 25 themes across 6 primary care domains. 
xxix “Meaningful use’ was a component of the US based Medicare EHR incentive program which now forms part of 
a Merit-Based Incentive Payment System. Meaningful use aimed to encourage primary care practices to apply 
certified EHR technologies for approved purposes that advanced the use of clinical information.  
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% patients under 
hospital care  
Total MHI* score  
MHI* – org subscale  
Clinic volume 
(diabetes)  
Group size  
Facility / hospital type  
Facility level factors 
(unspecified) 
 

Physician volume 
diabetes 
 
 
 

Co-morbidity index  
Eye exam  
Flu vaccination  
Household income 
(n=4) 
Infrequent user  
Insulin use (n=2) 
Insurance 
coverage / status 
(n=5) 
Intellectual 
disability  
Kidney screening  
Lipid testing  
No regular 
physician  
# diabetes visits  
# encounters  

Nephropathy  
(n=34) 

14 
 

Area 
deprivation 
Area ethnicity 
Rurality 
 
 

Practice type 
Fundholding practice 
% patients under 
hospital care  
Workload 
Total MHI* score 
MHI* – org subscale 
Care coordinator 
(structure) 
Diabetes register 
(structure) 
One partner sees all 
diabetes (s) 
Practice specialty 
Practice type 
Scale (patient #) 

Critical appraisal 
subscore 
Total EBM score 

Comorbidity index 
Gender 
SES/ income / 
poverty rate (n=3) 
Infrequent user 
Insurance status 
(n=2) 
Intellectual 
disability 
Age (n=2) 
Race / ethnicity 
% minority 
 

Retinopathy / 
eye exam  
(n=39) 

14 Deprivation 
(Townsend 
score) § 
Rurality 
Poverty rate / 
area 
deprivation 
Region 
 

Collegiality (culture) 
Information emphasis 
(culture) 
Organisational trust 
(culture) 
Total MHI* score 
MHI* – org subscale 
Care coordinator 
Recall system 
% patients under 
hospital care 
Ethnicity X group size 
Practice / Group size 
(n=2) 
Practice speciality / 
type 
Affiliation X network 
experience 

Documentation style 
Total EBM score 
Critical appraisal 
subscore 

Infrequent user 
Low priority user 
Insurance status 
Insulin use 
Ethnicity (n=2) 
# complexity 
factors 
Age (n=3) 
Gender (n=2) 
Gender X race 
Socioeconomic 
status (income) 
Intellectual 
disability 
 

Lipids  
(n=37) 

13 Area ethnicity 
Doctor/patient 
ratio (pop) 
Region 
 

Practice type (n=2) 
Total MHI score 
MHI – org subscale 
Diabetes register 
Group size 
Scale (patient #) 

Provider level factors 
(unspecified, n=3) 
Total EBM score 

Gender 
Race / ethnicity 
(n=4) 
Gender X race  
Age (n=2) 
Socioeconomic 
status  
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Practice size X 
network experience 
Facility level factors 
(unspecified, n=2) 

Insurance status 
(n=4) 
Household income 
Comorbidity index 
Intellectual 
disability 
% minority 

BP  
 
(n=10) 

5 Deprivation 
(Townsend 
score) 
Area 
deprivation 
Area ethnicity 

List size 
% patients under 
hospital care 
Diabetes Register 
Recall system 

Documentation style 
 

Gender 
Intellectual 
disability 

Neuropathy / 
Foot 
examination 
(n=14) 

5 Deprivation 
(Townsend 
score) 
 

Fundholding practice 
Recall system 
Total # GPs 
% patients under 
hospital care 
Collegiality (culture) 
Cohesiveness (culture) 

Documentation style Insurance status 
Insulin use 
Race / ethnicity 
Intellectual 
disability 
Patient gender 

Composite 
process  
(n=23) 
 
Simultaneous 
process: 
Proportion of 
4 specified 
measures 

5 Regional 
affluence 
 

Use of chronic disease 
clinics 
Physician group size 
Nurse practitioner 
Information emphasis 
(culture) 
Autonomy (culture) 
# nurses 
# items of equipment 
Total MHI score (n=3) 
MHI – org subscale 
(n=3) 
Care coordinator 
Practice type (n=2) 

Clinician motivation 
(n=2) 
 

Gender 
Age 
# comorbidities 
 

Smoking 
recorded  
(n=7) 

4 Country 
Area 
deprivation 
Area ethnicity 

 Documentation style Gender 
Disease 
Socioeconomic 
status  

Obesity/BMI 
recorded  
(n=6) 

4 Area 
deprivation 
Area ethnicity 

Diabetes Register 
 

Documentation style 
 

Intellectual 
disability 
Gender 

Influenza 
vaccination 
(n=13) 

4 Area 
deprivation 
Area ethnicity 
 

 Documentation style Household income 
Insurance status 
(n=3) 
Age (n=2) 
Ethnicity (n=2) 

Smoking 
cessation 
advice  
(n=4) 

2 Country Care coordinator 
MHI* – data subscale 
 

 Socioeconomic 
status 

Prescribing – 
treatment 
intensification  
(n=6) 

2   Physician gender Gender (n=2) 
Ethnicity (n=3) 

Prescribing – 
antiplatelet 
Rx  
(n=1) 

1   Documentation style  
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Prescribing – 
ACEI Rx 
(n=1) 

1    Gender 

Prescribing – 
lipid lowering 
Rx  
(n=3) 

1   Screening rates 
Number of screen 
detected diabetes 
patients 

History of IHD 

Prescribing – 
generic  
(n=9) 

1  FTE GPs 
CHD prevalence 
Diabetes prevalence 
 

 Cholesterol target 
(diabetes) 
Deprivation score 
Ethnicity 
Cholesterol target 
(CVD) 
Age 

Treatment 
decisions  
(GP 
perceived) 
(n=10) 

1    Intellectual ability 
Motivation 
Social support 
Lifestyle  
Anxiety levels 
Interaction style 
Socioeconomic 
status  
Gender 
Race 
Age 

Return visit 
interval 
(n=4) 

1   Physician perceptions of 
patient 
Physician age, sex & 
identity 

Co-morbidity 
Change of Rx 

Diagnostic 
accuracy 
(n=2) 

1  Email / chat tools  Ethnicity 

§ Townsend deprivation score (UK)xxx,(1174) *Medical Home Index.(1172) 

6.3.4.1c Composite variables 

A number of studies also considered composite measures, made up of either multiple 

outcomes or multiple processes alone, or in combination with each other. This group of 

measures are treated separately because no two studies are alike, with highly variable 

selection and combination of indicators despite commonly working from same core group of 

measures. No direct comparison between studies is possible, however the range of 

explanatory variables for these measures is presented in Table 6.6. 

Table 6.6: Diabetes composite measures as dependent variables, and potential explanatory 
factors 

Outcome Variable 
[process or outcome]  
(# relationships 
observed) 

Studies 
(n) 

Potential explanatory variables 

Environmental 
/ system 
factors 

Practice 
factors 

Provider factors Patient factors 

                                                      
xxx Townsend score is an area-based deprivation measure based on 4 census variables: % households without a 
car, % overcrowded households, % households not owner-occupied, % persons unemployed.(1174) 
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Composite outcomes 
[O] 
 (n=23) 
 
Simultaneous control of 
2, 3 or 4 of following 
measures: HbA1c or 
BGL, BP, lipids, BMI 

6  Physician 
group size 
(structure) 
Nurse 
practitioner 
(structure) 
Accessibility 
score 
QOF 
performance 
tier 
Availability of 
medication 

 Gender (n=3) 
Age (n=3) 
# comorbidities 
# visits / year (n=2) 
Race / ethnicity (n=2) 
Gender X race 
Socioeconomic 
status 
BMI 
Insulin 
Lipid lowering Rx 
2+ antihypertensive 
Rx 

Composite/simultaneous 
process  
[P] 
(n=23) 
 
Proportion of up to 12 
specified measures, not 
always diabetes specific 
(eg chlamydia 
screening, adolescent 
well visit) 

5 Regional 
affluence 
 

Use of chronic 
disease clinics 
Physician 
group size 
Nurse 
practitioner 
Information 
emphasis 
(culture) 
Autonomy 
(culture) 
# nurses 
# items of 
equipment 
Total MHI 
score (n=3) 
MHI – org 
subscale (n=3) 
Care 
coordinator 
Practice type 
(n=2) 

Clinician motivation 
(n=2) 
 

Gender 
Age 
# comorbidities 
 

Composite process + 
outcome 
[P+O] 
(n=1) 

1  Age of centre 
Computerised 
decision 
support 

 Race 
Gender 
Insurance status 
Education level 
Household income 

*Medical Home Index.(1172) 

Six studies considered composite outcome measures, either as a proportion of designated 

targets met, or simultaneous control of multiple indices. Composite outcome measures usually 

captured concurrent attainment of a combination of 2, 3 or 4 of the following variables: HbA1c 

or BGL, BP, lipids and BMI. Five studies used composite process measures. These captured 

the proportion of between 2 and 12 specified targets achieved, and were not always diabetes 

specific. For example, they could include chlamydia screening or adolescent well visits in 

addition to diabetic eye examination and nephropathy screening. One study examined a 

diabetes “quality score” made up of both process and outcome indicators, matched for patient 
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eligibility. In some cases, various components were also weighted when constructing the 

measure, making these indicators highly study- and context-specific.  

6.3.4.2 Coronary Heart Disease 

For the purposes of this analysis, in addition to studies focusing on CHD conditions, studies of 

hypertension were included as a component of CHD management and risk.  

6.3.4.2a Outcome variables 

Six outcome variables were examined by CHD studies in this review, see Table 6.7. These 

included measures of hypertension, lipid and glycaemic control; CHD prevalence or disease 

identification; and morbidity and mortality. Variability between studies with respect to control 

targets for individual measures was again noted, especially in relation to hypertension. Studies 

examining the effect of guideline revisions with respect to hypertension control have identified 

multiple international guidelines utilising different target standards, and changes over time; 

while control varied according to the standard applied, patterns of between-practice variation 

also tended to remain reasonably consistent irrespective of guideline application.(1101, 1175)  

Table 6.7: CHD outcomes as dependent variables, and potential explanatory factors 

Outcome 
Variable 
 (# 
relationships 
observed) 

Studies 
(n) 

Potential explanatory variables 

Environmental 
/ system 
factors 

Practice factors Provider factors Patient factors 

Hypertension 
control  
(n=82) 

17 Hypertension 
guideline used 
(system) 
 

MHI* – org subscale 
VA vs non-VA centre 
% revenue from 
federal grants 
# encounters per 
HTN§ patient 
Type of practice (FM 
cf GI) 
QOF performance 
tier 
Data collection 
method 
# years sampled for 
report 
Patient ethnicity 
interactions: 
 X centre patient 
volume 
 X centre duration of 
funding 
 X centre managed 
care penetration 
 

 Diabetes (n=3) 
CHD/CAD (n=2) 
CHF (n=2) 
COPD 
PVD 
CKD 
Hyperlipidaemia 
arrhythmia 
# comorbidities / index 
(n=3) 
BMI (n=2) 
Serum creatinine 
Duration of 
hypertension (n=2) 
Systolic BP at index 
visit 
CV risk factors 
Ethnicity (n=11); % 
minority 
Gender (n=6) 
Age (n=6) 
Socioeconomic status / 
poverty (n=2) 
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% uninsured 
% homeless 
Rurality (n=2) 
# treatment side effects 
(n=2) 
# encounters (n=2) 
Medication non-
adherent 
Often feel stressed 
Hypertension worry 
score 

Lipid control  
(n=10) 

5  % patients tested 
Care coordinator 

 Intellectual disability 
Gender (n=3) 
Ethnicity 
Socioeconomic status  
Age 
Race X gender 

Prevalence / 
register size 
(adjusted) 
(n=21) 

3  Practice size (pts) 
GP/patient ratio 
QOF points for HTN 

 Deprivation (IMD¥ 
score) 
Age (n=2) 
Gender 
Ethnicity (n=2) 
Insurance type (as 
proxy for SES₼) 
Reported poor health 
Obesity; Overweight 
CVD symptoms 
IHD + angina 
Heart failure 
Stroke / CVA 
Atherosclerosis; Lipid 
disorder 
Urinary disease 
Diabetes 

Morbidity  
N=6 

1  Quality X high 
deprivation 
Deprivation X low 
quality 
Practice size (# 
patients) 
GP / patient ratio 

UK trained GPs Ethnicity 

Mortality  
N=5 

1  Quality X high 
deprivation 
Deprivation X low 
quality 
Practice size (# 
patients) 

UK trained GPs Ethnicity 

Glycaemic 
control  
N=5 

1  Data collection 
method 
# enabling providers 
(FTE /10k) 
New health centre 

 % uninsured 
% minority 

*Medical Home Index(1172); §HTN=hypertension; ¥ IMD = index of multiple deprivation (UK)xxxi;(1176) 
₼Socioeconomic status 

                                                      
xxxi IMD is a neighbourhood based measure of socioeconomic deprivation based on 7 variables: income; 
employment; health deprivation & disability; education, skills and training; barriers to housing and services; crime; 
and living environment.(1176)    
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6.3.4.2b Process Variables 

Nineteen process measures related to CHD were assessed. These included seven indicators 

of prescribing by drug class: generic, angiotensin converting enzyme (ACE) inhibitors, 

antiplatelet agents, beta blockers, lipid lowering therapy, nitrates, and anti-hypertensive 

agents. Also included were assessment of lipids, hypertension and smoking status; smoking 

cessation advice; and aspects of clinical decision-making such as information seeking, 

diagnostic certainty, return visit interval and referral. One study also assessed several diabetes 

related indicators across a common patient cohort. Correlates of these indicators are 

summarised in Table 6.8.   

Table 6.8: CHD processes of care as dependent variables, and potential explanatory factors 

Outcome 
Variable 
(# relationships 
observed) 

Studies 
(n) 

Potential explanatory variables 

Environmental 
/ system 
factors 

Practice factors Provider factors Patient factors 

Prescribing – 
generic  
 
(n=24) 

7  Diabetes 
prevalence 
(unadjusted) 
CHD prevalence 
FTE GPs 
 

Cardiologist 
Physician gender 
Physician experience 
Physician style 
Certainty 
Ethnic concordance 
 

Deprivation (IMD¥) 
score 
Ethnicity (n=3) 
Age 
Race / ethnic 
concordance 
Gender 
Cholesterol target in 
diabetes patients 
Cholesterol target in 
CVD patients 
# unrelated comorbid 
conditions 
Related (vascular) 
conditions 
Comorbid diabetes 
(n=2) 
heart failure 
CHD 
CKD 

Lipid screening 
recorded  
(n=21) 

7  # IHD cases per 
practice (adjusted 
for practice size) 
Practice type 
(affiliation) 
Group size 
Ethnicity (patient) X 
group size 
MHI* – org 
subscale 
MHI* – data 
subscale 
Total MHI score 

Physician experience Gender (n=2) 
Age 
Ethnicity (n=2) 
Socioeconomic status 
Education level 
Intellectual disability 
Diabetes 
Hypertension 
Current smoker 
Previous 
revascularisation 
Elevated cholesterol 
level 
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Prescribing – 
ACE inhibitor   
(n=7) 

5  #IHD cases per 
practice (adjusted 
for practice size) 
 

Cardiologist Intellectual disability 
Ethnicity (n=2) 
# complexity factors 
Comorbid CIHD 

Prescribing - 
aspirin / 
antiplatelet Rx  
(n=14) 

5  Care coordinator Documentation style 
(EMR use) 
Cardiologist 

Age 
Gender (n=2) 
Intellectual disability 
COPD;  
Heart Failure;  
Hyperlipidaemia; PAD  
Stroke / TIA 
Dialysis 
Systolic BP 

Prescribing – 
beta blocker  
(n=6) 

5   Physician specialty # complexity factors 
Comorbid diabetes  
Ethnicity 
Socioeconomic status 
Age 

Prescribing – 
lipid lowering 
Rx  
(n=11) 

4   Total EBM score 
Provider Gender 

Diabetes  
Hypertension / 
elevated BP (n=2) 
Elevated cholesterol 
level 
Gender 
Age 
# complexity factors  
Lipid panel 
Previous 
revascularisation 

Smoking 
cessation 
advice 
(n=20) 

4 Country  Care coordinator Physician experience 
Physician experience 
X country 
Physician gender X 
patient age 
 

Age (n=3) 
Gender (n=2) 
Age X gender 
Ethnicity 
COPD 
Diabetes 
Heart failure 
Hyperlipidaemia 
Hypertension 
CAD 
Dialysis 
Systolic BP 

Hypertension 
assessed / 
recorded 
N=5 

3  Relational 
coordination§ – 
clinical 
Relational 
coordination§ – 
staff 
Relational 
coordination§ - plus 

Documentation style 
(engagement with 
EMR) 

Intellectual disability 

Smoking status 
recorded 
(n=12) 

3 Country   Physician gender 
(n=2) 
Physician experience 
X country 
Documentation style 
(EMR use) 
Certainty 

Gender (n=2) 
Age 
Ethnicity 
Socioeconomic status 
Disease 

Clinical decision 
making - return 
visit interval  

2   Certainty 
Physician gender 
Physician experience 

Comorbidity 
Change Rx for primary 
diagnosis 
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(n=7) Physician 
perceptions of patient 
Physician age, sex & 
identity 

Clinical decision 
making - 
diagnostic 
certainty   
(n=9) 

2 Country 
Country X age 
Country X 
race/ethnicity  

 Physician experience 
X patient race  
Physician specialty 

Gender (n=2) 
Gender X age 
 

Prescribing – 
nitrates  
(n=2) 

2   Physician specialty 
Physician experience 

 

Prescribing – 
antihypertensive 
Rx 
(n=3) 

2 Country (? + 
interaction with 
frailty)  

  Frailty 
Ethnicity 
 

Clinical decision 
making - 
information 
seeking  
(n=2) 

2   Certainty  
Physician experience 
X patient age 

 

Clinical decision 
making - referral  
(n=2) 

1   Physician style 
Certainty 

 

Neuropathy 
exam  
(n=1) 

1   Documentation style 
(EMR use) 

 

BMI 
documentation  
(n=1) 

1   Documentation style 
(EMR use) 

 

Retinopathy 
exam  
(n=1) 

1   Documentation style 
(EMR use) 

 

Influenza 
vaccination  
(n=1) 

1   Documentation style 
(EMR use) 

 

¥ IMD = index of multiple deprivation (UK)xxxii. *Medical Home Index.;(1172) § Relational coordination 
domainsxxxiii.(1177)  

6.3.4.2c Composite variables 

No composite ‘outcome only’ variables for CHD were described by included studies. A single 

study considered a composite process variable focused on recommended prescribing for 

secondary prevention of myocardial infarction (MI). However, three studies assessed 

composite variables made up of process and outcome indicators, constituting four distinct 

measures: guideline consistent lipid management or “lipid concordance”; concordance with BP 

                                                      
xxxii IMD is a neighbourhood based measure of socioeconomic deprivation based on 7 variables: income; 
employment; health deprivation & disability; education, skills and training; barriers to housing and services; crime; 
and living environment.(1176 ) 
xxxiii Relational coordination is a concept that captures the mutually reinforcing relational dynamics of work 
coordination within and between teams, measured using a 7-item relational coordination scale.  
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management guidelines; combined (BP and lipid) concordance; and an overall CHD quality 

score. See Table 6.9 for related factors. 

Table 6.9: CHD composite measures as dependent variables, and potential explanatory factors 

Outcome Variable 
[process or outcome]  
(# relationships 
observed) 

Studies 
(n) 

Potential explanatory variables 

Environmental 
/ system 
factors 

Practice 
factors 

Provider factors Patient factors 

Composite process + 
outcome 
[P+O] 
(n=11) 
 
4 distinct measures: 
Overall quality score 
BP concordance 
Lipid Concordance (n=2) 
Combined (BP + lipid) 
concordance 
 

3  Clinic volume 
(n=2) 
Pharmacy 
agreement 
On site 
cardiologist 

 Diabetes (n=2) 
Depression (n=2) 
PTSD 
Substance abuse 
# discordant 
comorbid conditions 
# concordant 
comorbid conditions 
Total visits 
Recent cardiac 
hospitalisation (n=3) 
Cardiology clinic visit 
(n=3) 
Total meds (n=2) 
Total visits (n=2) 
Ethnicity 
Education level 
Age (n=2) 

Composite/simultaneous 
process  
[P] 
(n=3) 
 
4 recommended drugs 
for secondary 
prevention of MI 

1    Gender 
Age  
# comorbidities 

 

6.3.4.3 Common issues and themes 

Despite similar numbers of studies and dependent variables, fewer explanatory variables were 

identified for CHD (n=236) relative to diabetes (n=377). However, measures examined across 

the two conditions were similar in nature, with slight disease specific variations. For example, 

there was slightly more emphasis on prescribing in CHD studies, and more emphasis on 

glycaemic control and complication screening and management in diabetes studies. In 

general, the number of significantly associated variables that might explain variation in a given 

indicator was proportional to the number of studies addressing that indicator (r=0.933, 

p<0001), with additional studies tending to identify additional correlates. Types of explanatory 

factors identified were also similar across the two disease groups and generally consistent 

across indicators, after allowing for wide variability in the number of relevant studies.  
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6.3.4.3a Thematic framework 

While discrete configurations of explanatory variables for individual indicators could not be 

reliably distinguished from this review, a common thematic framework based on collective 

results across indicators was identified. Broad comparison across all indicator groups revealed 

a number of consistent core elements, with increasing comprehensiveness and complexity of 

the conceptual framework as the volume of studies increased. Consistent with the literature in 

this field, significantly associated factors for each measure were categorised at four levels: 

patient, provider, practice and environment or system level. Patient level variables were the 

most frequently described (n=341), followed by practice factors (n=166) then provider (n=70) 

and environmental (n=36) variables. Within these broad levels, thematic clusters were 

identified and are outlined in Table 6.10. 

6.3.4.3b Interaction effects 

Interaction effects between explanatory variables were commonly observed within studies, 

such as the influence of gender or ethnicity concordance, where patient and provider gender  

Table 6.10: Conceptual framework for explaining variation 

ENVIRONMENT / SYSTEM LEVEL FACTORS 

Measurement related Normative / reference standard used 

Locality related Country / Region  
Rurality 

Population 
characteristics 

Socioeconomic status / deprivation / affluence 
Ethnicity 
Disease prevalence 

Workforce related Doctor:Patient ratio 

Policy interventions PCMH longevity at state level 

Interaction effects Country x age / ethnicity / frailty 

PRACTICE LEVEL FACTORS 

Scale Patient numbers / list size 
Volume / throughput, both generic and disease specific 
Visits / encounters per patient 
# GPs / # nurses / # items of equipment 
Group size (all providers) 
Doctor:patient ratio  
Workload 

Staffing Onsite availability / access to cardiologist, care coordinator, enabling 
providers, dietitian, Nurse Practitioner, behavioural providers 

Practice type VA / non-VA 
Medical specialty / sub-discipline 
Affiliations (eg., hospital)  
Academic medical centre 

Revenue stream & 
maturity 

Fundholding orientation / PMS contract 
Medicaid coverage rates 
Funding type eg., federal grants 
Years as 330 funded centre 
Duration of funding 
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Age of centre 
Network experience 

Culture Staff autonomy / authority to establish external alliances 
Collegiality / organisational trust / cohesiveness 
Information emphasis 
Innovation 
Climate for collaboration 
TQI emphasis (nurses cf physicians) 
Relational coordination 

Organisation of care / 
ways of working 

Medical Home Inventory – total score and subscales (data, 
organisational) 
EHR – certified + meaningful use 
Computerised reminders / decision support / support for guideline use 
Disease registers / recall systems 
Use of email / chat tools 
Specified teams & protocols / one provider sees all diabetes / CDM 
clinics 
Patients assigned provider 
Medication availability / pharmacy agreement 

Integration & 
performance 

Patients under hospital care 
Accessibility (within 48 hours) 
QOF performance tier 

Measurement related Data collection method 
Number of years sampled for data reporting 

Interaction effects Quality x deprivation 
Volume / funding duration/ managed care / group size x patient 
ethnicity 
Affiliation / practice size x network experience 

PROVIDER LEVEL FACTORS 

Demographics Gender 
Age 

Skills / expertise Disease specific interest or post-graduate training 
Clinical speciality / medical sub-discipline 
Clinical experience 
Disease specific volume 
Location of training (UK) 

Behaviours Documentation style (EHR use) 
Screening rates / # screen detected patients 
EBM score / information retrieval subscore / critical appraisal subscore 

Professional orientation Professional identity 
Professional / practice style 
Certainty 
Motivation 
Perceptions of patient 

Interaction effects Gender / ethnic concordance 
Experience x country 
Gender x patient age 
Experience x patient ethnicity 
Experience x patient age 

PATIENT LEVEL FACTORS 

Socio-demographic 
characteristics 

Age 
Race / ethnicity / minority or immigrant status 
Gender 
Marital status 
Socioeconomic status / income / education / poverty / deprivation 
Homelessness  
Insurance status / coverage / type 
Veteran 
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Intellectual disability 
Rurality 
Family support 

Health status = 
disease risk, severity 
and comorbidity  

BMI / obesity / overweight 
Tobacco use / smoking status / Substance abuse 
Cardiovascular risk factors / symptoms 
# diabetes related events 
Blood glucose monitoring 
BGL at index visit 
Amputation / ulceration 
Serum creatinine 
Polyuria / polydipsia 
Years since diagnosis / recent diagnosis / hypertension duration 
Hypertension  
Hyperlipidaemia 
Discordant (unrelated) / concordant (related) 
# comorbidities / comorbidity score 
Presence of (comorbid) diabetes, atherosclerosis, CHD, CAD, IHD, 
angina, CHF, CVD, PVD, PAD, CKD, COPD, arrhythmia, stroke or 
CVA, urinary disease, depression, PTSD 
Previous revascularisation 
Reported poor health 

Treatment Total # medications 
Insulin or oral Rx 
Antihypertensive Rx / 2 or more antihypertensive meds 
Lipid lowering Rx 
Niacin 
Flu vaccination 
Adherence 
Co-payment / pharmacy costs 
Treatment side effects 
Change in Rx for primary diagnosis 

Service utilisation  
 

# visits / encounters per patient or year 
Days of hospitalisation / recent hospitalisation 
Cardiology clinic visits 
Dialysis 
Total # visits 
Infrequent user / low priority user / no regular physician 

Disease management # HbA1c tests 
Eye examination 
Kidney screening 
Lipid testing BP control / / systolic BP/ diastolic BP 
Lipid control / triglycerides / cholesterol targets 
HbA1c control 

Provider perceptions of 
patient 
 

Motivation 
Social support 
Lifestyle 
Anxiety 
Interaction style 

Psychosocial and 
complexity factors 

Stress / recent stress 
Hypertension worry score  
Difficulty with appointments / difficulty with self-testing 
# complexity factors 

Interaction effects Gender x race / ethnicity 
Age x comorbidity 
Ethnic concordance 
Gender x age 
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or ethnicity are coherent, or differential effects of comorbidity relative to age. Such interactions 

are described across all four levels (Table 10) and in relation to multiple process and outcome 

measures (Tables 4-9).  Many of these interactions were complex and highly contextual and 

may be difficult to interpret. For example, the association between care quality and mortality 

may be strongest in the presence of socioeconomic deprivation (1094). An increased 

organisational climate for collaboration can improve management in the presence of 

competing priorities but doesn’t appear to influence outcomes that are already highly salient 

(1142).  These observations may signal the importance of considering the role of moderating 

and mediating factors in any subsequent conceptual model. For example, number of visits may 

be an important contributor to improved patient outcomes given that visit frequency appears 

to moderate or potentially overcome patient complexity factors such as comorbidities, 

homelessness, insurance status and ethnicity.(1099)  

6.3.4.3c Differential explanatory effects within common datasets 

There were subtle but notable variations in the way correlates combined to form potential 

explanatory models. While direct comparison between studies with regard to specific 

relationships was not possible, there was a marked tendency for within-study variation around 

multiple measures.  A number of studies examined numerous indicators of chronic disease 

management, often across a range of clinical conditions. These studies frequently used large, 

comprehensive datasets comprising common patients and providers. Within many of these 

studies high performance on one measure was not indicative of high performance on 

others(1099). Furthermore, statistically significant predictive factors and explanatory models 

(including the scale and direction of effects) for one measure were notably different to those 

for others. Frequently these models shared common factors, but with key differences in the 

combination of factors contributing to a model, and the explanatory power of that model.  

These patterns were exhibited for different measures within the same disease, for example 

both BP control and lipid control for diabetes,(1075) between similar types of processes or 

outcomes across disease states,(1098) and between prescribing of different drug 

classes.(1168) For example, in addition to a core group of shared factors (see Table 11), lipid 

concordance in a sample of veterans with CAD was independently associated with comorbid 

diabetes and presence of an on-site cardiologist, while BP concordance was specifically 

associated with depression, substance abuse, post-traumatic stress disorder and clinic 

volume.(1135) Combined concordance, a composite of these two measures, was influenced 

by a different combination of factors again. Table 6.11 (Appendix 6.3) presents illustrative 

results from an indicative selection of studies demonstrating this pattern.  
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6.3.4.3d Impact of level of analysis  

No clear differences in types of explanatory factors were observed between practice-level 

studies as opposed to patient- or provider-level analyses. While relatively fewer provider- and 

patient-level variables were identified through practice-level studies, there were notably less 

of the latter. The meaning of ‘practice-level’ may also depend on health system characteristics 

with this being a more stable unit of analysis in some countries than others, for example those 

with patient enrolment models of primary care. This result likely reflects differences in the 

conceptual orientation and hypothetical objectives underlying study design. Not surprisingly, 

and for obvious methodological reasons, most studies exploring the effect of provider-level 

covariates employed provider-level analyses.  

6.3.3.3 Differential effects between processes and outcomes of care 

In order to explore potential differences between process and outcome measures, the number 

of associated variables were computed for each measure identified in Tables 6.4-6.9, and 

stratified by level. Mean proportions for each type of measure are displayed in Figure 6.2.   

 

Figure 6.2: Proportion of each type of measure by factor level   

(NB: composite measures included both process and outcome measures in varying combinations, see Tables 6.6 
and 6.9) 
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While outcome measures in included studies were most frequently influenced by patient-level 

(p=0.013, ANOVA), followed by practice-level factors (p=0.100), process measures showed a 

greater relative influence of provider (p=0.004) and environmental (p=0.101) factors. Within 

this stratification, Table 6.10 suggests that disease severity and treatment variables may tend 

to be more affiliated with outcome measures, and indicators reflecting aspects of care delivery 

and clinician perceptions with process measures. Most other types of variable seem more 

evenly distributed across both processes and outcomes. In this analysis, composite indicators 

appear to present a similar profile to outcome measures. However, due to the small number 

of composite indicators considered by included studies, no conclusions can be drawn. The 

highly variable configurations of explanatory factors for individual measures, and multiple 

findings that high performance may not correlate across indicators, raise questions about the 

value and meaning of composite indicators, and whether such measures mask important 

differentials in variation and hide critical explanatory information.  

Individual studies in this review demonstrated mixed results with regard to the relationship 

between processes and outcomes of care. While some concluded that outcomes were related 

to both organisation and processes of care on the basis of observed results,(1122, 1129) 

others found that improved outcomes could not reliably be predicted by measurement of 

structures and processes of care,(1102) and that some processes of care are considerably 

more variable than others.(1166) Explanatory models for processes of care were commonly 

different to those for conceptually related outcome measures. For example, in a Tunisian study 

of the quality of diabetes care, higher process scores were independently associated with 

regional affluence, doctor motivation and chronic disease clinics, while better outcomes related 

to younger patients and availability of medications.(1141) A US study found six of eight 

measures examined (four process and two outcome) could be partly explained by a 

combination of cultural and structural factors, although two other related outcome measures 

were not significantly associated with either.(1075)  

6.4 Discussion 

6.4.1 To what extent has observed variation been explained by models 
examined? 

The amount of variation explained by studies included in this review was frequently unknown, 

or not reported. When known, statistical models often had low explanatory power suggesting 

they may be conceptually incomplete, and leave large proportions of variation unexplained. 

Methodological inconsistencies created difficulties with study comparability and 
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generalisability of conclusions, consistent with known variability in methods, measures and 

units of measurement. These findings align with previous observations that, despite large 

volumes of work addressing CPV, it is often investigated a priori with a lack of clear linkage 

between investigative approaches and theoretical underpinnings.(64, 65)  Historically, studies 

of variation have tended to focus on investigation of specific hypotheses or issues of concern, 

and may have been insufficiently complex from a conceptual standpoint, contributing to a 

vacuum between theory and methods.  

Theoretical frameworks used by studies in this review were frequently inconsistent, and often 

related to selection of variables or measurement approaches, rather than the interpretation of 

variation itself. It was clearly difficult to design and execute studies of appropriate complexity, 

which can conceive and measure all relevant variables. The advent of ‘big data’ capability in 

health care is changing this, enabling more extensive investigations that can probe how 

variation itself behaves as a component of healthcare quality. An emerging group of studies 

employed large, comprehensive datasets that allowed concurrent examination of multiple 

measures in controlled analyses, that may demonstrate new patterns in the relationship 

between processes and outcomes of care. However, the sources contributing to variation are 

likely to be so multifactorial that “routine data sources in isolation do not provide sufficient 

contextual data to diagnose the causes of variation”.(15 p2) Context, for patients, practices 

and systems, has historically been poorly reported in health research, especially clinical 

research.(1178, 1179) 

6.4.2 What explanatory factors or models have been identified? 

The review identified a wide range of variables that potentially contribute to observed variation 

at multiple levels. With increasing numbers of studies, there were increasing numbers of 

statistically significant correlates suggesting that, for some measures at least, the range of 

variables identified may not be exhaustive. Independently associated interaction terms 

between variables were frequently identified, suggesting that moderating and mediating 

relationships may be important. Taken as a whole, these results suggest that satisfactory 

explanatory models for CPV are likely to be complex, manifold and interactional. Several 

studies specifically articulated this view, suggesting that models need to be multifactorial and 

contextualised, allowing for simultaneous effects and interactions.(1117, 1120)  

This orientation aligns with an implicit theoretical progression in the literature, which traces an 

evolving trajectory towards complexity. Beginning with epidemiological studies of small area 

variation,(63, 373) early frameworks for understanding CPV were linked to economic and 
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behavioural theories.(310, 373, 380) Subsequent explorations proposed more sociological 

explanations that considered social environments and relationships as well as the agency of 

both providers and patients.(368, 494, 498, 500, 501, 880) These, in turn, transitioned towards 

more contextually situated models that referenced the role of family and community, regional 

culture, and environmental and system-level concerns.(63, 367, 462, 472, 481, 493, 504, 533) 

Most recently, some authors have begun to propose complex, multifactorial conceptualisations 

that integrate a range of influential factors.(61, 65, 68, 75)  

In a qualitative study of the complexity of diabetes care, 54 factors perceived to influence care 

delivery were identified using multiple methods.(1180) Twenty (37.0%) were practice-related 

structural factors, 20 (37.0%) were practice-level mechanisms for organising care delivery, and 

14 (25.9%) were patient-related features. These emerging conceptualisations recognise that 

the phenomena reflected by apparent variation occur within systems of hierarchical and 

interacting relationships, and that explanatory constructs should take proper account of this 

full range of factors.(61)  They assume that variation is most likely to be explained by complex 

inter-relational models that allow for a range of influences on provider decisions about 

treatment, patient decisions about utilisation, shared decision-making within the therapeutic 

dyad, and interactions between contextual factors and biological and behavioural responses 

to healthcare delivery.  

A collective framework for model conceptualisation 

While definitive explanatory models for individual measures cannot be isolated from the results 

of this review, a collective framework of factors that have been empirically demonstrated to 

influence variation among the dependent variables of interest was constructed. These 

explanatory factors clustered around core concepts within four levels of abstraction: 

 Environmental or system-level factors, related to geographic locality, population 

characteristics, workforce metrics and the effect of policy interventions.  

 Practice-level factors, reflecting scale, multidisciplinary staffing, practice type, revenue 

stream and maturity, organisational culture, the structure of care delivery processes, 

system integration and performance metrics, and measurement processes used in the 

collection of data. 

 Provider-level factors clustered around demographics, skills and expertise, 

professional orientation and clinical behaviours. 
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 Patient-level constructs which reflected socio-demographic characteristics, health 

status (including behavioural risks, disease severity and comorbidity), treatment 

specific factors, service utilisation, disease management processes and outcomes, 

provider perceptions of patient attributes, psychosocial issues and ‘complexity’ factors. 

Environmental and provider-level factors were the least strongly represented within results, 

despite the relative emphasis on provider-level behavioural theories in early CPV work.  

However, this may reflect less emphasis or interest over time in studying the effect of factors 

at these levels, or greater difficulty in doing so. While much of the CPV literature has been 

oriented towards provider-level explanations (for example, clinical signatures or practice 

styles) this was often culturally normative, based on the absence of explanation by nominated 

factors at other levels rather than definitive evidence of provider-level predictors  (see Page et 

al).(1181) Variation attributed to provider attitudes and behaviours may be difficult to capture 

and measure. However, some studies use novel, mixed-methods approaches to explore 

aspects of clinical  behaviour and decision-making that contribute to CPV.(1109, 1110, 1112, 

1115, 1120) Provider, and to a lesser extent, environmental factors were notably more 

prominent in explaining variation in process measures, which seems theoretically logical. 

Environmental factors were influential in moderating both organisational and patient factors; 

and structural factors, especially funding policy, often underlie organisational and patient 

factors related to quality and performance,(1099) such as the regularity of process 

measures.(1182) 

The relative prominence of practice-level factors in this review reflects an emerging emphasis 

in the literature, especially in the context of primary care policy reform and performance 

management. Several studies explicitly set out to explore hypothetical constructs at the 

organisational or practice level, such as the functionality of patient-centred medical homes or 

the impact of organisational factors on physician behaviour.(1075, 1098) However, as Figure 

6.2 illustrates, the  greatest number of explanatory factors were observed at the patient level.  

Even in practice-level analyses, patient level variables were highly influential. Numerous 

studies noted that case-mix or risk adjustment for patient acuity is important and has 

substantial influence on results, particularly for outcome variables.(1104, 1124, 1134) 

Historically, many epidemiological studies of CPV have assumed that adjustment for patient 

demographic factors such as age, gender, and occasionally ethnicity or socioeconomic status, 

is sufficient. In the context of increasing use of routine data for performance profiling, multi-

layered risk adjustment may be warranted, incorporating clinical and non-clinical features 

including health behaviours, psychosocial elements and social environment.(954) A 
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comprehensive framework specific to primary care has been proposed, implying that some 

dimensions of patient ‘risk’ may be unique to the setting. Others have gone further, suggesting 

that variation may be partly explained by a “patient practice style” which incorporates patient 

problem perception and problem status assessment, sick role and illness behaviour, and the 

experience of disease.(504) 

Over time, studies began to incorporate and examine the role of patient-specific ‘complexity 

factors’, mirroring emerging recognition of the need for increasingly comprehensive 

explanatory models. Patient complexity was often conceptualised as co-morbidity, although 

behavioural and contextual factors, chronicity and even coherence (alignment between clinical 

problems or between patient and provider characteristics) also emerged as influential. In this 

sense, complexity is more than multi-morbidity, but arises from dynamic interactions between 

patients’ “intrinsic” characteristics and contextual factors, and may lead to non-linear and 

unpredictable behaviour by both providers and patients.(182) This interactional view of 

complexity aligns with the observed influence of interaction effects in this study, especially 

between patient factors such as age, gender and ethnicity, and their interplay with provider 

factors at the level of clinical decision-making. Several of the qualitative clusters identified in 

Table 6.10 (provider perceptions of patients, treatment and disease management) straddle the 

boundary between provider- and patient-level factors, as they reflect some combination of 

clinician decision-making, clinical characteristics and patient choice. Notably, interaction 

effects identified in this framework occur both within and across levels. Many of these 

interactions are particularly apparent in studies relating to CPV and health disparities. For 

example, a study demonstrating gender bias in decision-making for CHD patients with 

psychological symptoms, found that complexity may have both direct and indirect 

effects,(1183) by influencing provider responses as well as patient behaviours. 

Co-morbidity was a common challenge, featuring strongly among patient-level factors. Some 

studies distinguished between concordant comorbidities, those characterised by common 

pathophysiological mechanisms and clinical or therapeutic coherence, and discordant 

comorbidities characterised by pathophysiologically unrelated conditions.(1184) In studies of  

type 2 diabetes (T2D), condition count has been associated with increased mortality and 

hypoglycaemia,(1185) although mixed results for correlation with HbA1c suggest that cause 

and effect relationships between measures may not always operate as expected.(1186) 

Several studies have found that approximately 85% of pts with T2D have at least one other 

condition and 49% may have two or more.(1187, 1188) Up to 52% of general practice patients 

are multi-morbid;(1187) and there are high rates of co-occurrence between diabetes, CHD and 
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hypertension, especially among elderly patients where 80% may have three or more 

conditions.(1189) There may also be a socio-economic dimension to multi-morbidity, with the 

most deprived quintile of residents in the UK likely to have more health conditions, and reach 

similar levels of comorbid illness a decade earlier (2+ conditions at 61 years) than those in the 

least deprived quintile (71 years).(1190)   

Along with patient demographics (age, gender, ethnicity), socioeconomic status was a 

constant factor associated with most variables examined. Socioeconomic factors have been 

found to be highly influential in studies of variation in avoidable admissions in Ireland (for 

conditions including angina, diabetes and COPD), where regional unemployment rate, access 

to and availability of primary care services, hospital admission policy and private health 

insurance coverage were all found to be significant.(1191, 1192). Insurance status may act 

through influences on patient concordance with care recommendations.(1108) While there are 

conflicting findings in the literature, some studies have found that health behaviours may be 

influenced by both social class (strongly) and ethnicity (weaker), with lower social class and 

lack of insurance coverage important predictors of less engagement in preventive care 

behaviours.(1193) The ratio of general practice nurses to population, and the proportion of 

GPs with effective access to social workers were also found to be predictive, consistent with 

the multidisciplinary nature of staffing configurations suggested in the framework.(1191) 

Temporal effects also emerged as thematic in this framework, manifesting as patient age, 

duration of disease or time since diagnosis, and also in relation to number of visits over time. 

A study published after completion of this review noted both decline in rates of several process 

indicators, and improvements in HbA1c control, over time.(1182) Increases in HbA1c control 

were contrasted with no significant change in rates of BP and LDL control, suggesting that the 

dynamic nature of disease trajectories may also influence variation, and certain clinical 

indicators may operate differently to others. An earlier systematic review found patterns of 

longitudinal HbA1c trends associated with differential disease outcomes independently of 

single point HbA1c levels; these were in turn influenced by diabetes duration and management 

frequency in addition to demographic, clinical and psychosocial factors.(1194) Temporal 

patterns of primary care visits, including frequency but particularly regularity, have also been 

found to correlate with outcomes (measured as Emergency Department visits, hospitalisations, 

and expenditure).(1195) Measures constructed from claims data have been used to 

demonstrate that both comprehensiveness and continuity of care are associated with improved 

outcomes (reduced costs and hospitalisations).(1196, 1197) In the primary care context these 

relationships might reflect effective proactive disease management by providers (the 
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contention of the authors) or the nature of the therapeutic relationship, patient help seeking 

behaviours, or even service accessibility.  

6.4.3 How do explanatory factors differ between processes and outcomes of 
care? 

In outlining the structure – process – outcomes framework for conceptualising what should be 

assessed in attempts to measure quality of care,(55, 148) Donabedian suggested that detailed 

information about the causal links between these elements was required. Though not 

technically a ‘model’, as relationships between these components are not delineated, this 

approach has been widely adopted by many attempting to grapple with concepts of health care 

quality. I also utilised this framework to demarcate measures examined by included studies. 

However, attempts to use the approach to categorise explanatory factors became challenging 

and unwieldy.  

A major difficulty was the fact that patient-level factors did not fit neatly into this typology. 

Patient characteristics have sometimes been seen as a sub-component of structure, which 

relates to the structural attributes of the settings in which medical care takes place.(148, 152) 

Donabedian’s original premise has been extended by developing the concept of contextual 

“antecedents” of care,(152) drawing on program evaluation theory.(1198) In this 

conceptualisation, antecedents are understood as precursor states that may be environmental 

or relate to the socio-demographic characteristics of the patient. They are distinguished from 

patient clinical characteristics which remain a component of ‘structure’. This distinction may be 

somewhat arbitrary, and runs the risk that structure becomes a catchall category which is 

taxonomically unhelpful and would benefit from some delineation.  

Further challenges included difficulties in clearly distinguishing processes and structures at 

different levels of abstraction, and the fact that some variables could operate as structural 

factors in one context and process factors in another. For example, use of a patient recall 

system could be seen as either a structure or process variable, depending on the level of 

abstraction. These relationships are further complicated by the temporal components – where 

intermediate outcomes may function as inputs (antecedents) to subsequent outcomes, in an 

iteratively nested manner over time. Consequently, I avoided further classification of 

explanatory factors using structure-process-outcome nomenclature and described these 

simply at the observed level of operation. 
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Regardless, the results of this review highlight the importance of both environmental and 

patient-level contextual factors. The conundrum of inconsistent relationships between 

processes and outcomes of care in outcomes assessment studies has been considered by 

others, who concluded that incorporation of antecedents was more likely to enable risk 

adjustment models to identify the “true linkages between processes and outcomes of 

care”(p5), and provide the information necessary to develop valid quality of care 

measures.(152) A model for psychosocial antecedents of BP control based on literature review 

which describes demographic, psychological, socio-cultural factors as well as features of the 

medical environment,(1005) is highly consistent with those identified in this review.  

It is also clear that explanatory factors combine in different ways relative to processes and 

outcomes. While patient and practice level variables were universally influential, they were 

relatively less so for process measures, which were also substantially influenced by provider 

and environmental factors. Historically, examinations of quality have tended to assume that 

obvious cause and effect relationships exist between structure and process, and between 

processes and outcomes. However, as Donabedian pointed out, the relationships between 

these components of quality is not well established or well understood (55). This review found 

that better process measures did not necessarily predict better outcomes, or correlate with 

other process measures. Several studies assessed measures of simultaneous control or 

concurrent process adherence, finding that relationships could not be assumed between 

successful achievement of therapeutic goals for one measure and simultaneous control of 

others.(1138) Subsequent studies have identified weak relationships between process 

measures of CDM quality and intermediate outcomes such as disease control.(1199) 

A key theme across studies examined in this review is that explanatory models for selected 

variables differ widely even within single contexts across consistent patient and provider 

groups. Studies reporting concurrent analyses of multiple outcome variables frequently 

reported differential explanatory models with critical differences in significant variables, effect 

sizes or direction of effect, despite core commonalities. These observations are notable in that 

they are based on datasets comprising the same clinicians and patients, at the same points in 

time, where patient and provider variables are standardised relative to dependent variables. 

This phenomenon, identified in initial analysis of the Ochre dataset, was also noted by some 

authors who observed that "process outcomes group in ways that are not observable in single 

outcome analyses"(p1131), suggesting a specific value in synthetic or comparative analyses 

that consider multiple variables “in concert".(1120)  Others have argued for a ’triple test’ – or 

the comparative analysis of processes, costs and outcomes, as a mechanism for distinguishing 
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warranted from unwarranted variation.(22) Such findings suggest complex relationships both 

between processes and outcomes, but also among families of process or outcome measures, 

with the possibility of multiple mediating and moderating effects.  

Historically, models of quality CDM in primary care have tended to be generic rather than 

specific,(796, 1200-1202) although their effects have been found to be complicated and 

context dependent.(796) These results suggest that ‘quality’ as represented by such measures 

may not be a single construct, and that different combinations of factors may drive different 

aspects of quality. Factors which operate to modify variation or promote improvement in one 

measure may have contrary effects on others.  So, while there may be common core 

components, high process performance for HbA1c measurement may be influenced by 

different factors to that for lipid or BP measurement. The quality of CDM may therefore not be 

signified by a generic set of strategies, and may encompass indicators which operate in tension 

with each other. Explanatory models may need to reflect yet more sophisticated reasoning 

around the interplay between factors, and the way in which variation is problematised. For 

example, one factor may contribute to warranted variation while reducing unwarranted 

variation, and another may simultaneously work in the other direction. Quantitatively and 

analytically, these factors might appear similar in magnitude or negate each other as 

interactions, but as explanatory elements have independent and opposing causal effects that 

affect different qualitative components of variation.    

These findings also have implications for the interpretation and use of composite measures 

made up of multiple process or outcome variables. While the meaning of simultaneous control 

or adherence measures may seem obvious, in this review such measures were often an 

arbitrary selection of component items, commonly study or context specific. Study authors 

suggested that composite measures were useful for detecting performance patterns not 

identifiable from single measures,(135) allowing more general assessments of quality, either 

broadly or for specific categories of disease,(1098) and reducing data volume.(134) They were 

often constructed to assess guideline compliance, and sometimes allowed for stratification of 

patients relative to eligibility or attainment of treatment targets, so were seen to be adjusted 

for patient factors. However, if a composite dependent variable contains multiple constituent 

measures associated with differential configurations of explanatory factors, then interpreting 

the component causes of variation may become much more difficult. Relationships between 

the factors predicting variation in the composite measure, and those associated with underlying 

variables, may not be straightforward. Variation in composite measures may not be a simple 

additive combination of variation in constituent measures. Relationships to the loci of behaviour 
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or decision-making that contribute to variation may be unclear, making the meaning or validity 

of such measures uncertain. Consequently, some have argued for comparing composite to 

individual indicators.(1098)  

Many studies of CPV are concerned with the levels at which variation can be attributed, and 

use data measured at different levels of abstraction. This is an important consideration in 

studies of variation because the magnitude and direction of relationships between dependent 

and independent variables can also differ markedly between levels, especially between 

patient- and higher level units such as healthcare organisations and facilities; there may be 

different confounders or facility-level effect modification of patient-level relationships.(156) This 

review was unable to definitively assess the impact of level of analysis on variability in effect 

size and direction. Narratively, I did not find evidence of differential factors operating at different 

levels of analysis. Ultimately the framework did not distinguish between units of measurement 

or analysis. Rather, it provides an overarching picture of the range of variables that are likely 

to be important in assessing sources of variation. The framework offers an empirical foundation 

for formulating conceptual and theoretical analytical models, though it does not address the 

range of challenges that exist in assessing process-outcome links including effect size and 

direction, and inference across multiple levels of analysis.(154, 157)  

6.4.4 Strengths and limitations 

This study is one of few attempts to synthesise the disparate CPV literature using systematic 

review. While aiming for rigour, it is possible the search structure failed to identify all relevant 

studies. Other limitations relate largely to the scope and consistency of primary sources and 

the epistemological orientations of the underlying literature; results can only report on the 

composition of the existing body of research which may be incomplete or misdirected. 

However, identifying these constraints may be a relative strength of this work.   

The review was limited by the comparability and quality of included studies which were mainly 

observational cross-sectional and cohort designs. Reporting of results was highly variable, and 

sometimes low or difficult to assess. A lack of consistent reference standards and variability 

between guidelines across countries, jurisdictions or even clinical subgroups made direct 

comparison difficult. Comparisons were further constrained by differentials in language and 

emphasis between studies of different orientation for example those dealing overtly with 

variation relative to those focused on performance management or equity concerns.  
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Contextual differences between studies were not always explicit. For example, the language 

of risk, cost and value was prominent in US studies while performance and population 

outcomes were pronounced in the UK. Policy and system-level levers, such as pay for 

performance systems, orient practice organisational behaviour in particular ways, and may 

influence behavioural responses of providers and patients. Subtle differences between 

countries and healthcare systems meant that different variables may have captured similar 

things, or that similar variables were interpreted differently. Similarly, it was not always clear 

what underlying mechanisms were actually represented by observed associations, and these 

were sometimes conceptualised differently by study authors.  For example, insurance status 

was used as both a predictor of utilisation behaviour and as a proxy indicator of socioeconomic 

deprivation. It was highly influential in US studies, and seen to influence cost and consequently 

utilisation of preventive measures such as vaccination. In countries with Beveridge models of 

universal health carexxxiv,(1203) on the other hand, low vaccination rates may be interpreted 

as a failure of prescribing or clinical management. Measures of service utilisation may reflect 

cost or access issues, or also signal effects of disease severity and the help-seeking 

behavioural orientation of patients. Factors such as practice type may also have uniquely 

American features – most of the factors in this cluster are derived from US based studies and 

relate specifically to structural components of the US primary care system. They may have 

limited relevance elsewhere.   

The relative prominence of provider and environmental or system factors associated with 

process indicators may reflect reality, and seems theoretically plausible. However, these 

findings should be treated cautiously. This apparent relationship may also reflect an underlying 

bias in the orientation of the evidence base; a fundamental ‘research lens’ or framing bias in 

terms of study conceptualisation and design.(845, 1204) Collectively, the literature may seek 

to explore more relationships between patient factors and outcome variables, and between 

system or organisational factors relative to process. As a whole the literature may focus on 

things which are normatively valued or easier to accomplish. For example, very few studies 

attempt to measure or account for CPV in ways that distinguish warranted and unwarranted 

variation.      

                                                      
xxxiv Beveridge health system models, first developed in the United Kingdom following WWII, are characterised by 
governments acting as single payers, reducing market competition and guaranteeing access to care for 
citizens.(1203)  
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6.5 Conclusion 

This systematic review examined empirical studies of clinical practice variation (CPV) in 

measures of quality in the management of diabetes, coronary heart disease and 

cardiovascular risk within primary care settings. Much of the literature examined was 

methodologically diverse, making comparisons challenging. CPV was generally poorly 

explained, and findings indicate that satisfactory explanatory models for CPV are likely to be 

substantially more complex, multifactorial, contextualised and interactional than has generally 

been considered. Explanatory factors and models for CPV vary between measures and across 

disease states, for the same patient and provider populations. High performance or quality in 

one may not be correlated with others, and processes do not necessarily predict outcomes, 

suggesting that there may be differential components of quality which operate in tension with 

each other. Sources of variation may be specific to both nominated measures and units of 

analysis.  Variation in some disease management and outcome measures may be influenced 

by interactions between multiple variables. Outcome measures in this study were most 

commonly associated with practice and patient level factors, while process measures were 

relatively more influenced by provider and system level factors. However, these results should 

be viewed as exploratory. These results may also be limited by weaknesses in study quality, 

interpretive variability between studies, and a fundamental underlying bias in the orientation 

and design of studies investigating CPV.  

I constructed an overarching narrative framework for conceptualising potential sources of 

variation in primary care management of diabetes and coronary heart disease. This framework 

represents a coherent, though extensive, empirically derived synthesis of existing studies of 

CPV in general practice which can be further tested against available data. While the explicit 

nature of many of the associations captured in this framework, how they interact to produce 

variation, and what role they might play in a conceptual model remains unclear, these themes 

represent a step towards considering and clarifying causal relationships. The complexity 

reflected in my results suggests this framework may be a useful contribution to further 

development of an ecological theory of practice variation, informed by complexity science and 

complex adaptive systems theory. This might allow us to build a comprehensive account of 

variation that balances the complex social and environmental interactions, across multiple 

domains, that have been linked to observed patterns of variation. In Chapter Seven, I re-

analyse the Ochre Health data drawing on this framework to propose a hypothetical model. 
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7  DATA IN PRACTICE III 
 

Explaining variation using case-based methods: a Qualitative 
Comparative Analysis (QCA) 

The world is richer in associations than meanings, and it is the part of wisdom 
to differentiate the two. 

- John Barth, Letters: A Novel (1979) 

7.1 Introduction 

There is currently a lack of fully formulated mid-range theory that is adequately substantiated 

by observed patterns of CPV, and existing theoretical models for CPV have demonstrated 

limited explanatory value. Limitations of the current literature suggest it may not provide a fully 

comprehensive and unbiased representation, often because explanatory models are 

incompletely specified. Chapter Six suggested that the empirical literature related to any single 

measure may be incomplete, especially for those measures where fewer studies exist, such 

that relying on the literature alone could be problematic in formulating theory. This thesis 

attempts to address this gap by drawing on the extant literature and exploratory data analyses 

to formulate a complexity informed theoretical framework. Earlier chapters have outlined how 

some of the challenges with developing thorough understandings of variation may be 

conceptual, and relate to the ways in which we think about the problem. My previous analyses 

have also suggested that complex, multifactorial, context-sensitive, interactional explanatory 

models, that accept causal complexity and allow for non-linearity, are theoretically indicated.  

In this chapter I return to the Ochre Health data to formulate a more comprehensive picture, 

drawing on the literature for general principles and looking to the data for specifics. The chapter 

approaches clinical practice variation (CPV) in a way that accommodates the ecological 

theoretical framework laid out in Chapter Four, and allows for the role and impact of complexity. 

Conceptually, this approach adopts a view of practice-level CPV as an emergent phenomenon 

that distinguishes between practices, which are understood as cases made up of combinations 

of characteristics. These characteristics coalesce and intersect in various ways to produce and 

account for variation in a given measure. This emphasis on the way in which individual cases 

are constructed, as holistic entities that make causal contributions to observed variation, 

contrasts with common approaches to CPV which focus instead on measurement variables 

and their cross-sectional relationships to each other. By developing an understanding of the 

‘units’ which vary, the intent is to develop an understanding of variation as a layered, ‘whole’ 

problem rather than simply as a performance marker to be identified and rectified.   
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I use Qualitative Comparative Analysis (QCA) to seek explanations for observed clinical 

practice variation (CPV) in selected quality measures for coronary heart disease (CHD) 

management. The analysis utilises routinely collected clinical performance data from 28 

general practice clinics functioning within the Ochre Health corporate network, over a two-year 

period; a time-limited subset of the data reported in Chapter Three. The dataset also 

encompasses a range of routinely collected operational and business metrics, aggregated at 

the practice level, which together provide an evolving picture of the functions and outputs of 

each clinic. These data are augmented with qualitative data and observations derived from 

telephone surveys conducted with clinic managers and network coordinators (Chapter Five), 

and a range of contextual/background data sourced from the public domain. 

7.1.1 Methodological rationale and motivation: why use QCA? 

QCA is a case-based, comparative research approach that encompasses several discrete 

methods. Data analysis is iterative and recursive, and utilises configurational techniques based 

on mathematical set theory and Boolean logic.(1205, 1206)  It has chiefly been developed and 

utilised in the social sciences, especially comparative politics, sociology and management 

economics.(1207) However, it is increasingly applied in healthcare settings, and has been 

used in public health,(1208-1210) health services and systems(1211-1214) and primary health 

care research.(1215, 1216)  While QCA is deeply qualitative in its epistemology, it is also 

rigorous and can be linked to realist forms of inquiry.(225) It originated as an approach which 

could ‘bridge the gap’ between qualitative and quantitative methods by transcending some 

limitations of the conventional approaches to both.(215) Since its introduction by Ragin in 

1987,(1217) it has continued to be explored by a number of scholars, with ongoing critique and 

development of methods and an evolving community of practice.(1218) 

In the QCA approach, cases are conceptualised as configurations of conditions, and between-

case patterns are examined to identify causally relevant combinations of conditions to explain 

observed phenomena.(1219) In keeping with its qualitative underpinnings, QCA is focused on 

holistic notions of causality and an interpretive epistemology that draws on detailed case  

descriptions. In terms of methodological rigour, it distinguishes set-theoretic relations from 

correlations, and the associated use of probability calculus to numerically define the nature of 

relationships between variables. Set-relations instead rely on the concepts of necessity and 

sufficiency as a way of thinking about causal factors. In constructing causal explanations, QCA 

relies on the following tenets: 
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 conjunctural causality, where two or more conditions are required, or interact, to 

produce outcomes, akin to the idea of “causal recipes”;(215) 

 equifinality, a basic principle of systems theory where multiple, separate configurational 

pathways to the outcome exist;(1220) and  

 causal asymmetry, where the presence of a relationship in one direction does not 

necessarily signify the reverse relationship is also true. This is a key distinction from 

correlations which are symmetrically constructed relationships between variables.(215) 

QCA is often considered ideal for studies in the medium-n range of 5-50 cases,(1221) which 

may be insufficient for conventional statistical analysis and too large for standard forms of 

qualitative analysis. However, experienced proponents stress the importance of theoretical 

and epistemological concerns in underpinning the rationale for use of QCA, rather than relying 

on sample size as a justification.(215, 1206, 1221) While this study fits within the medium-n 

classification, use of QCA in this analysis is based on the confluence of a series of ontological 

and epistemological considerations.  

An underlying principle of this thesis is that the provision of healthcare is as much a social as 

a clinical endeavour, that should be informed by sociological as well as biological science.  At 

an overarching level, to use a novel social scientific method such as QCA, aligns with the 

cross-disciplinary orientation taken to much of the work as a whole. As a case-oriented, 

qualitative method, QCA also allows for a detailed examination of cases that can 

accommodate context and nuance.(1222) This allowance for contextual variation and its 

resultant effects has been demonstrated through initial analyses to be theoretically important 

for analysis of CPV. Sensitivity to context and attention to causal complexity, in addition to 

small/medium-n utility, have been suggested as key grounds for QCA applications.(1223)  

The aggregate, practice-level data (rather than individual, patient-level data) employed in this 

analysis lend themselves to a case based perspective. There are multiple variables and data 

points available to inform the development of rich case descriptions for each individual general 

practice clinic.  This multidimensionality of the potentially relevant data created difficulties with 

using standard (quantitative) statistical approaches that attempt to quantify relationships 

between a particular independent variable and an outcome. In seeking to derive ecological 

explanations for CPV I am trying to develop a comprehensive or holistic causal model – 

something that approximates a more complete explanation. Approaches that isolate and 

quantify the effects of individual variables potentially leave these models underspecified and 

causal explanations incomplete. Notably in QCA, dependent or explanatory variables are 
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understood as conditions, with cases operationalised as configurations of conditions; the 

methods focus on assessing which configuration[s] explain the outcome of interest.(1221)  

Consequently, a central challenge in QCA is:  

to see causal conditions not as adversaries in the struggle to explain 
variation in dependent variables but as potential collaborators in the 
production of outcomes. The key issue is not which variable is the strongest 
(ie., has the biggest net effect) but how different conditions combine and 
whether there is only one combination or several different combinations of 
conditions capable of generating the same outcome.(215 p 114)  

My conceptual emphasis on complex systems theory sees general practices (cases) as 

adaptive arrangements of interdependent elements.  It therefore makes sense to use a method 

that both understands practices as small-scale systems (combinations of interacting factors) 

and recognises the likelihood of composite and combinatorial explanations for variation as an 

observed phenomenon. My thesis further suggests that CPV is an emergent system property 

and a phenomenon that can be understood or constructed configurationally. Causal 

relationships may be non-linear, interactional and multidimensional. QCA’s emphasis on both 

conjunctural causality and equifinality are consistent with this developing theory. Data 

asymmetry can also be considered a form of non-linearity and may be theoretically relevant; 

the ‘ecological fallacy’ observed in epidemiological research is a form of data asymmetry and 

has implications for a systems oriented interpretation of CPV at different levels of 

analysis.(157) These alternate ways of viewing causality as inherently complex and 

multimodal, might be important explanatory concepts in seeking to understand CPV in 

ecological terms.  

A mismatch between theory and methods has been described in organisational research 

where “while configurational theory stresses non-linearity, synergistic effects and equifinality, 

empirical research has largely drawn on methods that assume linearity, additive effects and 

unifinality”.(1224 p2) While there is no prevailing ‘configurational theory’ in relation to CPV, this 

same potential mismatch in the extant literature has plagued my attempt to explore alternative 

theories for CPV. Many of the foundational principles of complexity theory are also represented 

in this statement, and align with the underlying epistemology of QCA.  

A number of authors have described different purposes and applications for QCA, including 

summarising data,(1206) theory testing and evaluation,(1225) theory development,(1206) 

reviewing literature,(1226) case selection for subsequent analysis,(1227, 1228) creating 

empirical typologies,(1206) and as a foundation for mixed methods approaches.(1213, 1229) 
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In the absence of holistic and well-substantiated theoretical frameworks, this thesis attempts 

to iteratively build theory to inform the evolving use and interrogation of routinely collected 

clinical data with respect to CPV. This can be equated with a ‘sense-making’, interpretive 

exploration of the data rather than a selective approach to delineating the influence of 

individual variables. While much of the data employed is quantitative, and drawn from a wide 

variety of sources, QCA enables cases to be reconstituted as qualitatively distinct systemic 

configurations that give rise to particular patterns of outcomes.  

In seeking to explore CPV in this way I am attempting to understand the position of individual 

general practices (cases) relative to other practices, or to some other standard, with respect 

to a particular outcome.  Mahoney and Goertz have suggested that “by starting with cases and 

their outcomes and moving backward toward the causes, qualitative analysts adopt a ‘causes-

of-effects’ approach to explanation”(1230 p230) that corresponds with the ordinary language 

of causation and conventional understandings of science. They contrast this with statistical 

approaches that apply an ‘effects of causes’ approach derived from experimental research to 

observational dataxxxv.  It is true that much of the research on CPV has resembled the latter, 

while the former may represent a more intuitive format for developing meaningful 

understandings of CPV as a phenomenon.  

7.2 Methods 

Using QCA, this analysis aimed to identify causal explanations for variation in practice-level 

rates of blood pressure (BP) control, and to examine the role of two common BP specific 

process measures (rates of BP recording and prescribing of specified antihypertensive agents) 

in relation to BP control. As outlined in Chapter Three, these measures are commonly used 

indicators of guideline-based quality in CHD management in primary care, aligned to treatment 

targets.(1231)  

While it may be tempting to respond to the complexity of such datasets by combining measures 

into composite indicators, this approach risked masking important information about causal 

mechanisms. For example the set of practices achieving high rates of BP control (n=5) in this 

dataset was different to the set of practices achieving high rates of lipid control (n=8), although 

there was some overlap (n=2). This differential occurred in spite of an identical group of 

                                                      
xxxv Mahoney and Goertz give the example “Why did the space shuttle Challenger explode?” as a cause-of-effect 
question.  An effects-of-causes question would have been formulated as “What sorts of variables are associated 
with space shuttle explosions?”  As Mahoney and Goertz point out, the effects-of-causes formulation may not 
have answered the particular question of why the Challenger exploded. (1230 p231) 
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patients and practitioners, suggesting a number of different mechanisms may be at work at 

the practice or environmental level, or the possibility that the same patient and provider factors 

operated in different ways between measures. Theory and analyses suggested that variation 

needs to be deconstructed to be fully understood, making the use of composite measures 

unhelpful. Consequently, BP control was chosen here as an illustrative example due to the 

analytical complexity of QCA, which is methodologically dense with potentially complex 

outputs. 

As a comparative case-based approach, QCA has been described as both an ontologically 

and epistemologically appropriate way to study causal complexity, and the relationship 

between context and outcomes, which together give rise to ‘situated’ complexity.(1222) In 

practice QCA is often used in conjunction with other methods, either qualitative or 

quantitative,(1205) and may be formally integrated into mixed methods designs as a way of 

addressing limitations across methods.(260)  The chapter first outlines a descriptive analysis 

of variation in the two nominated measures, followed by bivariate analysis to establish potential 

linear relationships using unadjusted correlations. These results were then used to inform 

subsequent QCA. Quantitative analyses were performed using Statistical Package for the 

Social Sciences (SPSS) version 25 (IBM International).(1232)  

7.2.1 Data collection and preparation  

Data for this study were drawn from several complementary sources:  

 Aggregate clinical outcomes reporting data, compiled at monthly intervals by each 

general practice clinic. These data are automatically extracted from the practice 

electronic medical record (EMR) for each eligible patient using a proprietary extraction 

model linked to the clinical software program. This dataset included a range of clinical 

outcome measures in addition to processes of care (measurement, investigation and 

prescribing). The process and outcome measures (BP recording; ACEI/ARB 

prescribing; BP control) were drawn from these data. Data for the 2-year period July 

2016 to June 2018 were analysed quantitatively, deriving the median practice value 

over time for each variable. This approach was employed in order to accommodate 

data dynamics observed in Chapter Three: the 2-year time period reflects a window of 

relative data stability and maturity across the practice cohort; the use of median values 

across a time-window minimised the impact of potential outliers and aberrant measures 

at any single time-point.   

 Weekly business performance metrics reported manually by each clinic manager over 

the same time period. These data were collated and averaged to provide monthly 
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measures which were integrated with the clinical dataset. Values were then analysed 

quantitatively to derive a median practice value for each variable. These data included 

consultation rates, staffing profiles and remuneration, billing figures, and use of 

specified Medicare Benefits Schedule (MBS) items. 

 Ochre Health organisational data on core clinic characteristics including location, size, 

billing practices, and service profiles. Much of this information was drawn from public 

facing sources such as practice websites, and used to build practice profiles and case 

descriptions which are detailed in Appendix 7.1. 

 A qualitative, semi-structured telephone survey of practice managers, undertaken to 

identify issues and concerns with data quality and data management capability 

(reported in Chapter Five).      

 Contextual data drawn from public domain sources such as the Australian Bureau of 

Statistics (ABS),(1233) the Australian Institute of Health and Welfare (AIHW),(1234) 

and the Social Health Atlases of Australia published by the Torrens University Public 

Health Information Data Unit (PHIDU).(1235) Many of these indices, while not specific 

to the general practice clinics in this analysis, are measured and reported at small-area 

scales ranging from statistical area (SA)2 to public health areas (PHAs), local 

government areas (LGAs), or primary health networks (PHNs).(1236)(1237)  Where 

available, data were utilised at the SA2, SA3, or PHA level (as these relate most clearly 

to the local community scale that aligns with the likely reach of general practices) and 

from the time period 2016-2017. Data sources and definitions are detailed in Appendix 

7.2. 

7.2.2 Qualitative Comparative Analysis 

QCA relies on mathematical set theory and Boolean logic for its theoretical foundations. In 

QCA, dependent variables are referred to as ‘outcomes’, while independent or explanatory 

variables are known as ‘conditions’.(1206) Rather than using correlations, interactions 

between variables are conceptualised in terms of ‘sets’ and their ability to intersect or 

unite.(215, 1206) Sets allow for the delineation of qualitative and interpretive markers that add 

meaning to quantitative metrics, with cases allocated membership scores in given sets.(215) 

Set relations are defined using the operators logical ‘AND’ (meaning set intersection, AB, 
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Figure 7.1a) and logical ‘OR’xxxvi (meaning set union, AB, Figure 7.1b).(215, 1206, 1238) In 

Boolean nomenclature these operators are signified by * (logical AND) and + (logical OR). 

 

Figure 7.1a: Set intersection, logical AND 

  

Figure 7.1b: Set union, logical OR 
Source: https://www.lucidchart.com/blog/venn-diagram-symbols-explained 

Causal relations are modelled as set relations, understood in terms of necessity or sufficiency. 

A necessary condition X must be present for the outcome Y to occur, although may not always 

lead to the outcome; the outcome Y is therefore a subset of the condition X (Y  X, Figure 7.2). 

A sufficient condition X will always produce the outcome Y and is therefore a subset of the 

outcome (X  Y,Figure 7.3).(215, 1205, 1206, 1238) In fuzzy-set analyses, the non-linearity of 

these relationships is evident when membership in the condition set X and outcome set Y are 

plotted against each other; a relationship consistent with necessity will demonstrate cases 

below the main diagonal, while a relationship consistent with sufficiency will demonstrate cases 

above the main diagonal.(215) Because causation is often complex, necessary and sufficient  

 
  

Figure 7.2: Venn diagram and X-Y Plot consistent with necessity relation 

                                                      
xxxvi As Ragin points out, this formulation of ‘OR’ uses the term in an additive rather than exclusive sense.(14) 

Condition X

Outcome Y
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 Figure 7.3: Venn diagram and X-Y Plot consistent with sufficiency relation 

conditions rarely occur alone and usually form part of  ‘causal recipes’ or configurations that 

may themselves be necessary or sufficient, and have conjunctural and equifinal 

components.(215, 1206) Individual conditions may then be referred to as INUS (insufficient 

but non-redundant part of an unnecessary but sufficient configuration) or SUIN (sufficient but 

unnecessary part of an insufficient but necessary configuration) conditions.(215, 1206, 1222)   

Analytically, QCA requires the development of a ‘truth table’, which outlines the total number 

of logically possible configurations for the specified analytical model; each row corresponds to 

a theoretically possible configuration with the number of rows equal to 2k, where k is the number 

of conditions included in the model.(215, 1205, 1206) Rows where no cases are observed are 

termed ‘logical remainders’. A process of Boolean minimisation is then used to logically reduce 

conjunctions or ‘primitive expressions’ in the truth table by removing redundant 

components;(215, 1239) this exercise reformulates “the same logical truth in a less complex 

manner” (p105)  to produce simplified ‘prime implicants’.(1206)  

Several authors have summarised the fundamental processes of QCA as a series of 

steps.(1240, 1241) This analysis follows the ten stages outlined by Van der Heijden,(1241) 

which are most aligned with the conceptual language of the key methodological texts:(215, 

1205, 1206)  

1. Articulating the rationale for using QCA (see introduction); 

2. Selection of the outcome of interest and relevant cases; 

3. Selection of causal conditions; 

4. Calibration of set membership scores for outcomes and conditions; 

5. Creation of a raw data matrix; 

Outcome Y

Condition X
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6. Analysis of necessary conditions; 

7. Creation and specification of a ‘truth table’, including resolving conflicts and allocating 

outcome values 

8. Logical minimisation of the truth table, including dealing with logical remainders and 

choice of solution term 

9. Presentation of results; and 

10. Interpretation of results. 

In addition to following this process for analysis of the nominated outcome, a separate analysis 

is also required for the negation, or non-occurrence, of the outcome. When using the same 

model or group of conditions for both the outcome and the negated set, particular attention 

should be paid to ensure that the same truth table rows are not included as sufficient conditions 

in both minimisation procedures.(1205, 1206) A fundamental requirement for sound QCA 

practice is the provision of as much transparency as possible with respect to analytical 

decision-making and reporting.(215, 1221) In the interests of such transparency, the 

application of the methods for this analysis is detailed in the following sections.  

7.2.2.1 Study design, case and outcome selection  

This study seeks to explain observed between-practice variation in processes and outcomes 

of coronary heart disease (CHD) management. The primary outcome of interest is practice-

level rates of BP control (BPC), with secondary interest in the relationship between BPC and 

rates of BP recording (BPR) and ACEI/ARB prescribing (RXA). BPC is measured as the 

proportion of practice patients with diagnosed CHD and BP recorded in the last 12 months 

whose BP was below 130/80 mmHg. BPR is measured as the proportion of practice patients 

with identified CHD who have had a BP measurement recorded within the last 12 months. RXA 

is measured as the proportion of registered CHD patients with an active prescription for ACE 

Inhibitors or ARBs. More extensive discussion of CHD and the rationale and parameters for 

optimal disease management metrics are provided in Chapter Three, and when describing 

calibration of the outcome set (see p19). 

The rationale outlined previously establishes this analysis as a comparative design with 

respect to relative reference points for the outcome measure BPC. Authors in the comparative 

politics arena have written about case selection in comparative research design,(1227, 1228, 

1239, 1242, 1243) and the resultant implications for internal and external validity. In this 

analysis, case selection is largely defined by the sampling frame, data quality and availability, 

and the research question which seeks to explain variation among a prescribed set of cases. 
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Cases are defined as individual Ochre Health general practice clinics (n=28) for whom 

outcome data is available for the 2-year period July 2016 to June 2018. While all practices 

form part of the Ochre Health corporate network and consequently share some overarching 

characteristics, each case is defined in terms of a series of distinct contextual, organisational 

and clinical features, including environmental and population characteristics. Detailed case 

descriptions for each practice are provided in Appendix 7.1.  

The combination of steps 2 and 3 in QCA (outcome identification along with condition 

selection) has been described as model specification.(225)  Several authors have explored 

structuring the analytical process in QCA as a nested, hierarchical design built around model 

selection,(225, 1244, 1245) with processes for successive iteration of unified models drawing 

on several underlying categories, and suggesting criteria for selecting conditions.(225) This 

study is likewise designed as a series of parallel, nested analyses for reasons explained in the 

following section. A separate QCA is undertaken at each of 3 levels addressing the question: 

what factors at the [contextual / structural / process] level contribute to observed variation in 

practice-level BP control?   

7.2.2.1a Selection of QCA variant. 

Several variants of QCA exist.(1206) QCA methods were initially introduced using ‘crisp sets’ 

which generally require that a binary decision is made as to whether a case is a member of a 

given set or not, creating bivalent conditions. Crisp set QCA (csQCA) remains the most 

common form of QCA,(1207) however in some cases, the requirement for dichotomisation of 

conditions has proven problematic. In response Ragin proposed the use of ‘fuzzy sets’, based 

on an extension of mathematical set theory which allows for degrees of set membership 

calibrated on a scale between 0 and 1.(215) This allowance for partial membership preserves 

the ability to establish qualitative differences-in-kind while adding the ability to distinguish 

quantitative differences-in-degree between qualitatively similar cases.(1206)  The 

development of fuzzy set QCA (fsQCA) has been accompanied by techniques for transmuting 

scale and interval variables to set membership scores.(1205) A third, ‘multivalent’ form of QCA 

(mvQCA) has also been introduced which allows for multinomial, categorical conditions 

contributing to crisp set outcomes.  

It has been suggested that ideally, and where possible, fuzzy set analyses should be used as 

they “contain more information than crisp sets and set higher standards for set relations” 

(p277).(1206) fsQCA does this by assessing set-theoretic consistency for each configuration, 

which may influence results.(215) Ragin further asserts that “if researchers can represent 
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causal conditions and outcomes as fuzzy sets, they should not use crisp sets” which “should 

be reserved for phenomena that are categorical in nature”(p141). If crisp set conditions are 

also indicated, they can be integrated into fsQCA, though not the reverse.(1206) This approach 

is also endorsed by Maggetti & Levi-Faur who recommend fsQCA to “increase measurement 

accuracy and diminish potential bias”.(1246 p199) For these reasons, and considering the 

large volume of quantitative data available as scale and interval variables, this analysis 

employs fsQCA, incorporating bivalent, crisp set conditions where required.  

7.2.2.2 Condition selection and operationalisation 

There is consensus among QCA scholars that selection of conditions should be based on 

extant theory and substantive or case knowledge, including empirical findings emerging from 

the research process.(1205, 1247, 1248) It is also generally held that underpinning theory 

should be framed configurationally, using a conjunctural rationale and ideally expressed in 

Boolean terms.(1249) Multiple techniques have been suggested for specifying conditions in 

QCA, including comprehensive approaches that consider numerous factors in an iterative 

process; perspective based approaches that draw on and integrate several theories; 

quantitative assessments that consider statistical significance of associations; reintroduction 

of previously discarded analytical elements; and inductive approaches that emphasise case 

knowledge over theory; in addition to conjunctural theories that predict multiple causal 

combinations.(1205, 1250)   Greckhammer and colleagues point out however, that dominant 

historical use of reductionist, correlation based approaches may have channelled existing 

theory towards “conceptions of independent, additive and symmetrical causality”.(1248 p487) 

This may make configurational theory difficult to locate and necessitate the construction of 

inductive and integrative arguments to formulate combinatorial hypotheses. So, condition 

selection may become “an iterative process of model building and analysis, particularly in 

studies emphasising theory building”.(1248 p487) 

However, the relative lack of sufficiently comprehensive extant theory outlined in the 

introduction to this chapter constitutes a challenge for the application of QCA, as a theory 

based method. I attempt to tackle this problem, and sequentially identify relevant conditions, 

using a multifactorial approach that draws on macro- meso- and micro-level considerations. 

This includes identification of overarching theoretical propositions based on: 

 An evolving macro-level theory regarding clinical practice variation (see Chapter Four).  
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 Use of a conceptual framework, based on systematic review findings (see Chapter Six), 

especially results of practice level studies (n=20)xxxvii, with examination of key studies 

for individual outcomes.  

 The underpinning meso-level philosophical approach articulated by Ochre Health.  

 Calculation of unadjusted correlations to identify potential linear relationships and key 

variables active in the dataset. In line with the previous discussion of QCA rationale, 

while this informs model building, there is little interest in quantifying net effects of 

individual variables, or specifying and adjusting for covariates, which are rather seen 

as co-contributors to CPV.  

 Visual inspection of set-relations (using X-Y plots for outcome x condition) following set 

calibration, to assess for asymmetric and non-linear relationships consistent with 

(necessity and sufficiency). 

7.2.2.2a Theoretical propositions 

To construct usable models for framing analysis, Chapter Six presents a conceptual framework 

distilled from empirical studies of CPV in general practice management of CHD and diabetes 

(see Chapter 6). This framework builds on earlier theoretical approaches drawing on 

behavioural economics, sociological interpretations and, more recently, on context and 

complexity. The framework identifies associations at different levels of analysis: patient, health 

professional, organisation, and context / environment. While it is more extensive than previous 

conceptualisations, the framework requires dimension reduction to meet the methodological 

constraints of QCA. It does however, provide some guidance on key categories with clues to 

conjunctions and interaction effects, including between hierarchical levels. The CPV literature 

also categorises healthcare in terms of structural, processual and antecedent elements,(152, 

954) which can be mapped to the preceding levels.  

Ochre Health has articulated a philosophical position regarding structural supports for care 

delivery, expressed as an operating logic. Theoretically, this position holds that ‘scaffolding’ 

general practices with skilled nursing staff, administrative support systems, and clinical system 

design including structured chronic disease management (CDM) and data feedback, will 

contribute to better quality care. This logic rests partly on the theory of change and 

“improvement principles”(p71) used by the Australian Primary Care Collaboratives 

(APCC).(1251) These include: 1) accurate clinical data systems incorporating reliable disease 

                                                      
xxxvii Rationale based on the possibility of ecological fallacy (in reverse) if using patient level results, in that 
associations and direction of relationships may vary between population and individual level data.(156,157) 
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registers and accuracy over time; 2) systematic pro-active approaches to chronic disease 

management including use of care planning tools (GPMP), multidisciplinary team care, recall 

and reminder systems and computerised, technology enabled systems; 3) patient self-

management; and 4) coordination and integration.   

Findings of specific practice level analyses and key extant studies for each outcome are 

outlined in Table 7.1. While several of these factors relate specifically to the US context and 

may not translate in the same way to an Australian setting, they provide some indication that 

a range of organisational and patient level factors may be influential and are likely to interact 

in combinatorial ways.  

Table 7.1: Outcome specific associations, BP control 

Variation in BP control may be related to: 

 Measurement issues, including the specific guideline or target ranges used,(1101) methods of 

data collection,(1095) and the number of years sampled;(1099)  

 Components of the Medical Home index (MHI),(1098) especially the organisational capacity 

subscale which assesses orientation of the clinic environment towards patient needs, patient and 

family feedback, cultural competence and staff education;(1252) 

 The nature of practice revenue (government or other sources);(1099) 

 Social factors including homelessness and levels of patient insurance;(1095, 1099) 

 The frequency or number of encounters with medical care;(1099) and  

 Patient ethnicity, including interactions with clinic volume, funding duration (maturity) and levels 

of managed care penetration.(1097) 

 Body Mass Index (BMI), smoking, age and number of antihypertensive medications.(1253) 

Variation in BP recording may be related to: 

 Use of both diabetes registers and patient recall systems;(1102)  

 Relational coordination – in clinical, staff, and general domains;(1098)  

 Scale (patient list size >1000, number of patients under hospital care, and socieconomic 

deprivation at area level (Townsend score).(1103) 

Variation in antihypertensive prescribing may be related to 

 Number of ischaemic heart disease patients per practice.(1128) 

 Intellectual disability.(1165)  

 Increasing patient complexity.(1164) 

 Patient ethnicity.(1111, 1161, 1168)  

 Comorbid CHD and cardiology referral.(1168) 

 Country and frailty, including interactions between the two.(1121) 
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Bosworth and Oddone have described a model of cultural and psychosocial antecedents for 

BP control;(1005) in addition to demographic characteristics (age, gender, ethnicity), this 

model draws on individual psychological and behavioural components (motivation, coping 

style, memory, health literacy, depression, and perceptions of hypertension risk and 

medication side effects), as well as features of the sociocultural and medical care 

environments. The latter include socioeconomic status, trust in the medical system, social 

support, access to care and the nature of the provider-patient relationship. Women have also 

repeatedly been found to achieve better BP control than men,(1143, 1153) despite studies 

suggesting gender-based disparities in treatment of hypertension.(1143, 1168, 1254) Others 

have described under-treatment of older people and those with high cardiovascular risk which 

may be underestimated by healthcare providers.(740, 741) Recent studies based on routinely 

collected UK data found a similar range of patient characteristics associated with variation in 

BP control, but were unable to fully explain observed variations. The authors suggest broader 

contextual, structural and process factors, especially at practice level, such as the use of 

disease registers, clinician patient ratios, and clinician or organisational behaviours should be 

considered in evaluating the causes of variation.(15, 1163) 

7.2.2.2b Hierarchies of conditions 

A consequent challenge for analysis is the fact that the theoretical framework describes 

multiple, potentially interacting conditions, at several layers of abstraction. Factors may act 

individually or combine within and across levels. For example, interactions have been reported 

between healthcare quality and socioeconomic deprivation;(1094) patient ethnicity and 

physician experience; patient age and country; patient gender and age; and patient age and 

physician gender.(1112, 1118)  

A further constraint on condition selection and model specification in QCA is that the number 

of conditions should be limited. This precept relates primarily to the exponentially increasing 

number of logically possible configurations with each additional condition, the problem of 

limited diversity, and the difficulty in generating meaningful interpretations of progressively 

more complex findings.(1247, 1248) Marx has explored the balance between number of cases 

and number of conditions,(1255) and with Dusa, developed a series of benchmarks for model 

specification.(1256) These assessments examine the probability of models generating 

contradictions or low consistency scores when they are poorly specified using random data.  

Marx suggests a ratio of 0.33 for small-medium N studies,(1255) suggesting up to nine 

conditions may be acceptable in this analysis of 28 cases; while extrapolating from Marx and 

Dusa,(1256) the number of conditions which can be reliably used may be limited to around 
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seven. They further suggest that an absolute upper limit of eight conditions may be justified 

across QCA studies in general.  

However, Schneider and Wagemann have proposed that when micro-level data are analysed, 

“the ratio between conditions and cases can be slightly tilted towards the former”(p402) 

because the data are likely to be both more heterogeneous and numerous than macro-level 

data, which may reduce the number of logical remainders.(1247) Balancing the inclusion of 

more conditions can reduce contradictions and raise consistency values (in fsQCA), leading 

to a better specified truth table with a stronger inferential basis. Strategies for reducing the 

number of conditions include creating master or macro-variables by collapsing several 

variables into theoretically meaningful higher order constructs,(1205, 1248) or using a ‘two-

step approach’.(1244)  This staged method of applying QCA draws on the concept of two-level 

theories described by Goertz & Mahoney,(231) which are arguably implicit in much social 

science theory, though it does not deal directly with the potential causal relationships between 

levels which they assert are important. The method also references the interplay between 

causal depth and causal mechanisms, or deep and shallow explanations:  

Social science therefore should concentrate on multi-equation causal 
models that do not easily suppress the contribution of deeper mechanisms 
in favour of shallower mechanisms………What social science should 
explore are chains of causation, organised around variables of different 
levels of causal depth.(1257 pp11-12). 

In the two-step approach, a distinction is made between remote and proximate conditions.  

Remote factors are generally relatively stable over time, spatially or temporally distant from 

the outcome, and outside the influence of relevant actors. They may be referred to as 

structural, contextual or historical elements. Proximate factors on the other hand, vary over 

time, are spatiotemporally closer to the outcome, and more linked to the actions of human 

agency.(1244) In proposing this addendum to QCA, Schneider & Wagemann suggest that it 

has several advantages: it offers a practical way to contextualise causal statements and 

formulate middle-range theories; it constrains the number of logical remainders to an additive 

rather than exponential construct, and reduces the problem of limited diversity; and it 

represents more fully the multi-level structure of many social scientific hypotheses. Mannewitz 

has argued that the two-step approach is one of the most important developments in QCA 

methodology and that it should be applied routinely.(1245) However, it is subject to some 

additional complexities and ontological considerations and its applicability is not certain. 
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These constructs clearly resonate with the multilevel nature of the theoretical framework which 

can be easily interpreted in terms of remote and proximate factors. However, there are some 

practical and conceptual difficulties in applying the two-step approach. Firstly, there is an 

additional internal distinction within the group of proximate factors (practice level structure and 

process), which means that there are in fact 3 levels to be accounted for in the analysis. 

Secondly, the complex forms of the QCA results obtained from the final integrative step in this 

process are difficult to interpret (to the point of unintelligible). From an ontological perspective, 

remote factors in this model interact with proximate factors and with each other, rather than 

functioning as individualised ‘enabling contexts’ which can be considered as separate and 

distinct environments.(1245) In the interests of intelligibility and parsimony, they should also 

be considered as configurational sub-components and logically minimised.   

7.2.2.2c Outcome specific conceptual model 

This analysis, and development of associated case descriptions, relies largely on routinely 

collected clinical and administrative datasets compiled by Ochre Health. These data are all 

measured and reported at an aggregate, clinic or practice level, usually as rates (proportion of 

patients meeting a particular measurement standard).  No individual patient or practitioner level 

data is available.  As a result, factors at the provider level are not able to be examined.  While 

patient level characteristics cannot be individually distinguished, they can be indirectly and 

collectively explored as antecedent and contextual factors, measured at a small-area 

population level. Therefore, the analysis utilises case-level data reflecting structures, 

processes and outcomes of care, as well as contextual factors including operating environment 

and population characteristics. Data were available on a range of potential conditions for each 

practice, outlined in Table 7.2. Detailed descriptions of the derivation of individual measures 

are provided in Appendix 7.2. 

Bivariate analyses of quantitative variables derived from the data are reported in Appendix 7.3. 

The two process measures (BP recording and ACEI/ARB prescribing) are weakly to 

moderately correlated with a range of remote and proximate factors, and with each other 

(r=0.626, p<0.001), see Tables 7.3.1 and 7.3.2. Conversely, the outcome measure BP control 

is associated with relatively few potential conditions in bivariate analyses. There are possible 

relationships with elements of health status (low chronic disease risk, r=0.463, p=0.013), and 

with a component of health service utilisation (% residents with GP out of pocket costs, 

r=0.410, p=0.030). At the structural level, there are unadjusted correlations with practice 

staffing (average GP fulltime equivalent [FTE], r=0.386, p=0.042), practice type (extended 

operating hours, r=0.390, p=0.040) and prescribing of antiplatelet therapy (r=-0.413, p=0.029). 
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While a relationship with antiplatelet therapy is difficult to explain mechanistically, we can 

theoretically expect that there may be relationships between BP control and the recording of 

BP (a related process measure), or prescribing rates of angiotensin converting enzyme 

inhibitors (ACEIs) and angiotensin receptor blockers (ARB)s. These drug classes are 

recommended for BP control and renal protection in secondary prevention of cardiovascular 

events in CHD,(743) and more directly related to BP control. However, no linear relationship 

was identified in unadjusted quantitative analyses.  

I propose that from a case-based perspective, explanations for variation in BP control will 

comprise complex causal relationships that simultaneously reflect many of these factors and 

operate at multiple levels. Individual factors may combine in unknown ways to produce 

conjunctural effects, and there may not be a single causal explanation. Accepting that no 

patient or provider level data are available, the QCA is structured using three levels, each 

comprised of multiple factors (Table 7.2). Remote factors represent the environmental 

conditions in which each practice operates, at the geographic or population level. These factors 

are generally not tractable by the practice.  Proximate conditions are differentiated as either 

structure or process elements, determined at the practice level.  Structural conditions describe 

physical or configurational attributes, while process conditions represent ways in which the 

delivery of care is organised.  Some conditions are constructed as macro-variables composed 

of several underlying micro-variables. Details of the specific composition of each condition are 

described, along with calibration procedures in Appendix 7.2.   

Table 7.2: Proposed conditions for QCA 

REMOTE FACTORS                   

ANTECEDENTS 

Context  

PROXIMATE FACTORS  

STRUCTURE PROCESS 

Patient care Practice Staffing 

Rurality Practice scale GP turnover CDM volume 

Socioeconomic status Workload - HCR GP stability CDM revenue 

Access to healthcare  Workload - PCR Locum use GPMP rates 

Age  Training accredited Average GP FTE Data quality - Rx 

Gender GP Superclinic Patient:GP ratio Data quality - Dx 

Indigeneity / ethnicity Revenue – per patient  Patient:nurse ratio Data capability 

Health status Revenue – per hour Patient:admin ratio Nurse-led CDM 

Service utilisation Allied health onsite Nurse remuneration Practice prevalence 

Patient complexity   BP recording 

Comorbidity   ACEI / ARB prescribing 

Drawing on Schneider & Wagemanns two-step approach, a preliminary QCA was conducted 

for each level, exploring the configurations which function as either necessary or sufficient 
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conditions for the outcome at the remote, structural or process level.  Consistent with the idea 

that QCA methods are designed to be iterative and reflexive,(1205) and that “ongoing 

refinement and reduction of the number of conditions forms an integral part of a good QCA” 

(p277),(1206) this process enabled the progressive resolution of conflicts and iterative 

development of well specified truth tables with optimised parameters of fit. These results are 

reported by individual level. Subsequently, cases and identified conditions were sequentially 

re-examined to further refine and specify a composite second-step model that encompasses 

all three levels. 

7.2.2.3 Calibration of fuzzy-set membership scores  

A key procedure in sound QCA, and fsQCA in particular, is the calibration of set membership 

scores. Fuzzy sets extend crisp sets to allow for non-binary degrees of membership, assessing 

the degree to which cases form part of a given set. In contrast to measurement which quantifies 

case attributes relative to one another but may not attach meaning to them, Ragin and Rihoux 

distinguish calibration as also dealing with the alignment of measures to external reference 

standards, thereby locating and demarcating qualitative states.(215, 1205) This aids 

interpretation and deals with clarification of the structural and definitional boundaries of 

concepts,(215) including delineating between relevant and irrelevant variation (for example, 

immaterial graduations within a qualitative category). Mahoney & Goertz highlight that the 

distinction between emphasis on conceptual validity (in qualitative inquiry) and on modelling 

error at the level of indicators (in quantitative inquiry) constitutes a key epistemological 

distinction between the two research traditions.(1230)   

Calibration requires precise and careful definitions of the relevant population of cases and the 

meaning of concepts, as well as decisions about: 

 the point of maximum ambiguity between set membership and non-membership; 

 the definition of full membership and full non-membership; and  

 the graduations of membership in between these ‘qualitative anchor’ points.(1205, 

1206)  

Nominal and ordinal variables can be calibrated manually using different levels of granularity 

for example., as 3, 4, 6 or 8-value, or even continuous, fuzzy sets.(1205)  Ragin describes 

both direct and indirect methods for transforming and calibrating interval scale variables as 

fuzzy sets. The indirect method rescales manually allocated groupings using a regression 

procedure.(215) The direct method fits the raw data to the three nominated qualitative anchors 
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using a logistic function with log odds as an intermediate step,(215, 1206) and is available as 

an automated command within the FS/QCA software package.(1258)    

7.2.2.3a Calibrating the outcome – BP control 

The outcome of interest in this analysis relates to optimal blood pressure control. For the Ochre 

Health data this is defined as a blood pressure reading within the last 12 months below 

130mmHg systolic and 80mmHg diastolic (130/80mmHg). This therapeutic goal is drawn from 

the APCC program, active in Australia until 2014, which adopted contemporaneous guidelines 

from the National Heart Foundation (NHF) and endorsed by the Royal College of General 

Practitioners (RACGP).(1259) These guidelines have subsequently been superceded with 

adjustments to targets for BP control (140/90mmHg) and variability in these targets related to 

stratification of risk and other clinical criteria.(1260) The outcome is measured at the aggregate 

level as a practice rate (% of identified CHD patients achieving target BP).  

The literature contains a number of guidelines for BP control, which vary over time and 

between countries.(747)  Studies examining rates of BP control commonly use reference 

values of 140/90 or 130/80 although other values are also employed. Target ranges used 

substantially influence compliance rates or perceived evidence-performance gaps (and 

therefore CPV), and more stringent guidelines may not confer added clinical benefit.(749, 

1101)  Observed rates of BP control vary accordingly,(1075, 1095, 1097, 1102, 1261) however 

in studies using the 130/80 target range, practice rates range from 27% in Switzerland(749) to 

42% in Canada.(746)  In Australia, practices participating in the APCC CVD Wave 10 between 

2011 and 2014 ultimately achieved a mean rate of BP control (<130/80) of almost 40%,(1262) 

while a 2020 study of EMR dataxxxviii found 38.7% of patients with established cardiovascular 

disease achieved the same target. Results in this sample of practices were consistent, with 

median BP control rates across the observed cases ranging from 25.0% to 55.28% (med 

38.39%, IQR 12.5%). APCC personnel have suggested based on the APCC program 

experience over 10 years, that for patient outcome measures such as BP control, rates above 

50% would generally be considered high, while rates below 30% might be considered 

low.(1263) In contrast, a threshold of 70% would be considered high performance on a process 

measure such as BP recording. While anecdotal, this approach is the most directly comparable 

to the data available for this analysis. 

                                                      
xxxviii This study also used the PenCS CAT4 clinical audit tool. 
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In international studies it is common to use quartiles or quintiles as sample-based benchmarks 

for high performance. For example, Shin(1264) used the 75th percentile from an external 

sample of Medicare managed care organisations (MCOs) to compare US community health 

centres (CHCs), with metrics above this value rated as high performance, and measures below 

the median value rated as low performance. This equated with a high performance benchmark 

of 62% for population hypertension (HTN) control, and a mean rate among the high performing 

group of 79% (although target BP range was 140/90). Also using this target range, Henderson 

et al found the top quartile of a sample of primary care practices achieved average BP control 

rates of 68%.(1265)  In a policy context, targets for population rates of BP control range from 

70 - 80% (BP 140/90) in the US,(1266) to 40-75% (BP 150/90) under the UK Quality Outcomes 

Framework (QOF).(1267)   

The specified outcome set is defined as membership in the set of practices with high rates of 

BP control. Drawing on the preceding discussion, full membership is defined as a rate greater 

than or equal to 50%, and full non-membership as rates below 30%. The 0.5 qualitative anchor 

is set at 40%. As a scale variable, the values for each practice were automatically transformed 

using the calibrate function(1268) available in FS/QCA (v3.1) software.(1258)   

7.2.2.3b Calibrating conditions 

Calibration processes for individual conditions at each level are described in Appendix 7.2, 

along with definitions of the underlying variables and methods of data construction. 

7.2.3 Data analysis 

7.2.3.1 Raw data tabulation 

Raw data tables, outlining each case as a configuration of the conditions included in the 

analytical model, were constructed. While these tables numerically describe the constellation 

of calibrated values for each case, qualitatively they “should be understood as a description of 

the data patterns that underlie the dataset but not as a simplistic reduction” of the data.(1241 

p453) Tables for each level of analysis are provided in Appendix 7.4. 

7.2.3.2 Analysis of necessity 

According to established QCA practice, the first step in data analysis is a test for necessary 

conditions, and statements about necessity should “only be made if specific tests for necessity 

have been performed”.(1206) In order for a condition (or combination of conditions) to be 

considered necessary for the outcome, the outcome must be a consistent subset of the 
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condition. This subset relationship is indicated by a high consistency score, generally 

considered to be at least 0.90, and visualisation of an X/Y plot consistent with the subset 

relation Yi  Xi, (see Figure 7.2).(215) To be considered necessary, a condition must achieve 

an acceptable consistency score and also not be deemed trivial. Trivial necessary conditions 

may occur when X is substantially larger than Y, or when both X and Y are very large in size 

and close to being constants. Both scenarios can lead to skewed set membership 

scores.(1206) 

7.2.3.3 Analysis of sufficiency  

Necessity analysis in QCA is followed by an analysis of sufficiency. The sufficiency analysis 

must be conducted separately for both the occurrence of the outcome(Y) and its non-

occurrence(~Y), as the asymmetry of set relations means that different conjunctions may lead 

to each.(1206) For a condition (or configuration of conditions) to be considered sufficient for 

the outcome, membership scores in the condition must be a consistent subset of membership 

scores in the outcome. This subset relation, Xi  Yi , can also be visualised on an X/Y plot and 

is the diagrammatic inverse of the necessity subset relation (see Figure 7.3).   

7.2.3.3a Creation and specification of a ‘truth table’ 

The first step in examining sufficiency relationships is construction of a ‘truth table’. The truth 

table is a data matrix consisting of 2k rows, where k = the number of conditions. Each row 

represents a unique configuration of conditions, and the table represents all logically possible 

configurations of the nominated conditions. Cells in this table represent condition membership 

values delineated by the 0.5 crossover point, where ‘1’ represents a value >0.5, and ‘0’ 

represents a value <0.5. Empirically observed cases are allocated to rows, based on 

membership in the relevant configuration, and rows without empirical observations are 

deemed ‘logical remainders’. Rows can also be interpreted as representing ‘ideal types’ of the 

nominated configuration, occupying corners of a multi(k)-dimensional vector space.(1206)  

Some rows may contain multiple cases which each conform to this type. 

Refinement of the truth table requires the specification of two analytical thresholds, which 

together constitute the test for sufficiency. These thresholds define what is considered 

adequate evidence to support a claim of sufficiency (i.e., that membership in the configuration 

of conditions is a subset of membership in the outcome, or  Xi  Yi). First, the number of 

observed cases required to substantiate a claim is determined; this is most often set at n=1, 

though may be increased in large-N studies. Second, a consistency threshold is determined, 
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based on the raw consistency scores generated in the truth table. Consistency is a 

mathematically calculated value that assesses the “degree to which a set relation has been 

approximatedxxxix [i.e.,] the evidence is consistent with the argument that a set relation 

exists”.(215 p45) Ideally, this score should be as close to 1 as possible but becomes difficult 

to justify below 0.75. These thresholds are research specific and should be determined for 

each study, supported by theoretical and practical knowledge.(215, 1206) 

Assessment of sufficiency is not solely based on the consistency score, but should also involve 

the resolution of conflicts, and consideration of the consistency of individual cases with the 

subset relation, including the presence of ‘true logical contradictions’ (TLCs).(1206) Several 

strategies exist for resolving conflicts, which occur where multiple cases may have set 

membership >0.5 in the row but exhibit different outcomes.(1205) TLCs occur where cases 

are more in that out of the row configuration but more out of than in the outcome. This process 

of evaluating sufficiency results in allocation of a binary outcome value, indicated in the 

outcome column, which signifies “the researcher’s assessment” of whether the row can be 

“considered sufficient for the outcome”.(1206)  Cases which do not meet the criteria for 

sufficiency (outcome = 0) are then deemed logical remainders for the purpose of the remaining 

analysis. In this analysis thresholds for sufficiency were set at n=1, and consistency  0.75, 

unless otherwise specified. Where conflicts could not be resolved by other means, rows were 

generally deemed insufficient, unless otherwise stated. TLCs were also excluded from the 

outcome set, with a value of ‘0’. 

7.2.3.3b Logical minimisation of the truth table 

The second stage in sufficiency analysis involves logical minimisation, where the rules of 

Boolean algebra are applied to reformulate the various sufficiency statements contained in the 

truth table in a more succinct manner. A procedure referred to as the Quine-McCluskey 

algorithm is used to match and selectively reduce primitive expressions through pairwise 

comparisons to achieve a simplified, but logically equivalent, set of conjunctions.(1206) The 

resulting ‘prime implicants’ or base units are then further reduced by removing those which are 

                                                      
xxxix Ragin has argued that perfectly consistent relations are relatively rare in social research and that ‘close 
enough’ relationships may be suitably substantial to warrant investigation in social science. Perfect consistency 
may not guarantee meaningful set-theoretic relations and imperfect consistency may be compelling when the 
number of cases is taken into account. The formula for calculation of fuzzy set-theoretic consistency is described 
on p278. 
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logically redundant. Schneider & Wagemann suggest that logical minimisation should be 

conducted using appropriate software;(1247) this analysis employed FS/QCA.(1258)  

Prime implicants themselves may also be logically redundant in that they may be removed 

from the final expression while preserving the ‘truth value’ of the original table. However, 

Schneider & Wagemann point out that they may still be of substantive interest from a 

theoretical perspective and if so, should be retained in the solution formula. Occasionally 

several prime implicants may be logically redundant in such a way that they are ‘tied’.  In this 

case one or more, but not all, may be removed without violating the integrity of the 

solution.(1206) Tied prime implicants in this analysis were resolved in favour of solution terms 

which exhibited unique coverage values >0, or those which were theoretically meaningful.   

7.2.3.3c Dealing with logical remainders 

The output of the logical minimisation process is a ‘solution’ made up of a number of paths or 

“causal recipes” referred to as ‘solution terms’.  Each solution tem consists of an arrangement 

of prime implicants, which in turn are combinations of conditions. The ‘Standard Analysis’ 

procedure in FS/QCA produces 3 alternate versions of the solution: a complex, or 

‘conservative’ solution; a parsimonious solution; and an intermediate solution. While the 

complex solution is based only on the empirically observed rows contained in the truth table, 

both the parsimonious and intermediate solutions draw on the logical remainder rows to make 

‘simplifying assumptions’ which contribute to parsimony of solution terms. The intermediate 

solution relies on ‘easy counterfactuals’: simplifying assumptions based on existing theory and 

evidence about the directional effects exerted by individual conditions. Conversely, the 

parsimonious solution rests also on ‘difficult counterfactuals’, employing any assumption which 

will enable simplification of the solution term based on the evidence at hand.(215, 226, 1206)   

The use of logical remainders in this way is a response to the problem of ‘limited diversity’, 

frequently observed in the real world, where social phenomena cluster in particular ways and 

some combinations of factors are less likely to exist than others.(215, 1206) This reality 

complicates analysis making causal inference more difficult. Schneider & Wagemann have 

further proposed that the Standard Analysis (SA) procedure originally proposed by Ragin 

privileges parsimony at the expense of theoretical plausibility and “risks producing results 

based on untenable assumptions”.(1206 p211) They recommend an ‘Enhanced Standard 

Analysis’ (ESA) which distinguishes ‘good’ from ‘incoherent’ and ‘implausible’ counterfactuals. 

Incoherent counterfactuals are contradictory assumptions included at an alternate moment of 

the analysis; for example, including the same remainder in analysis for both outcomes Y and 
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~Y. Implausible counterfactuals are assumptions about impossible, unlikely or nonsensical 

configurations.  An extended form of Theory-guided Enhanced Standard Analysis (TESA) is 

also postulated, which promotes the inclusion of theoretically sound remainders that may not 

contribute to parsimony and would therefore be excluded by the SA.(1206, 1269)   

For this analysis, I adopted the view that in both the absence, and pursuit, of well-defined 

theory, parsimony was desirable. Furthermore, the ESA and TESA would be difficult to apply. 

We approached this issue by utilising the SA but deeming rows which represented true logical 

contradictions, or where contradictory cases remained, insufficient for the outcome. As a result, 

they could not be included in both logical minimisation procedures. This was also a rationale 

for exploring the specification of different models for the analysis of Y and ~Y,(1206) and these 

were employed where feasible.  

7.2.3.3d Choice of solution term 

The decision regarding which solution term should be reported and placed at the centre of 

analytic interpretation should be guided by “theoretical and substantive considerations”.(1206 

p115) While these formulae differ in complexity they remain logically equivalent and diverge 

only in terms of specificity. Regardless of the counterfactual assumptions employed in logical 

minimisation, the solution term will never contradict the empirical observations contained in 

the data. The parsimonious solution is a less specified superset of the intermediate solution 

which in turn is a superset of the complex solution.(1206)  Fiss positions those conditions which 

form part of both the parsimonious and intermediate solutions as ‘core’ conditions, while 

‘peripheral’ conditions are eliminated from the parsimonious solution and only appear in the 

intermediate solution.(226) This results from the fact that difficult counterfactuals are the 

inverse of easy counterfactuals in the way they are applied to the elimination of conditions, 

and “this approach defines causal ‘coreness’ based on the strength of evidence relative to the 

outcome, not on connectedness to other configurational elements”.(226)(p27) 

Consequently, this analysis generally reports the parsimonious solution, despite conventional 

QCA practice often favouring the intermediate solution(1241) and others recommending use 

of the conservative solution to avoid justifying assumptions on remainders.(225) Other health 

services researchers have justified emphasising the parsimonious model because it more fully 

exploits a mathematical approach by allowing inferences to be made on unobserved 

configurations using patterns identified in empirically observed cases.(1213) Reasoning for 

this is 3-fold:   
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1. Directional expectations were sometimes uncertain, and in some cases while theory 

suggested particular directional relationships, paradoxical findings were also observed. 

This raised the possibility that causal effects may have operated in unexpected 

directions, especially in the presence of unanticipated conjunctions. Imposing uncertain 

theoretical assumptions under these circumstances may have introduced bias.  

2. The parsimonious solution articulates ‘core’ conditions, which enabled the identification 

and prioritisation of potentially key factors and relationships in order to make usable 

generalisations and weave together multi-layered theory.  

3. Solutions were frequently complicated and highly detailed and the parsimonious 

solution presented the simplest and most readily interpretable results.  

7.2.4 Presentation and interpretation of results 

Accepted standards of practice regarding presentation of QCA results are that more than one 

presentational form should be used. These may include graphical,(1270) tabular(1271) and 

Boolean forms of expression. Together these should convey information regarding which 

conditions and configurations account for the outcome, which cases are accounted for (or not) 

by which parts of the solution, and how well the solution conforms to the underlying data or 

evidence.(1206, 1248, 1270) It is generally accepted that published results should include the 

calibration techniques and raw data matrices demonstrating each cases’ membership in the 

underlying sets; the truth table and analytical choices made; the parameters of fit (consistency 

and coverage values) for each solution term and the entire solution, as well as the uniquely 

covered cases, deviant cases and true logical contradictions for each path; and the cases 

which are more in than out of the outcome set but remain uncovered by the solution.(1206, 

1247, 1272)  Robustness tests (sensitivity analyses) should also be conducted and 

reported.(1272) 

Fuzzy set QCA methods incorporate two primary parameters of fit: consistency and coverage. 

Consistency (sufficiency) gives a numerical expression of the degree to which a subset relation 

exists between X and Y (Xi  Yi).  This is given by the expression: 

Consistency (Xi  Yi) = [min(Xi ,Yi)]/ (Xi) 

Coverage is secondary to consistency and is only considered after a subset relation has been 

established by the consistency value. Coverage (sufficiency) expresses the empirical 
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importance, or degree to which the outcome Y is explained (covered) by the 

condition/configuration X. It is given by the expression:  

Coverage (Xi  Yi) = [min(Xi ,Yi)]/ (Yi) 

In sufficiency analyses, consistency is calculated for both individual solution terms and the 

solution as a whole. Three measures of coverage are provided: raw coverage, indicating how 

much of the membership in the outcome Y is covered by the configuration X; unique coverage, 

indicating how much membership of the outcome set is covered only by a single path; and the 

solution coverage, indicating how much is covered by the entire solution. While high 

consistency scores are critical for establishing relevance of sufficient conditions, low coverage 

scores may be still be of substantive interest especially if they involve uniquely covered 

cases.(1206) Consistency and coverage can also applied as measures of fit for necessity 

analyses and are the reverse of these equations; consistency (necessity) is mathematically 

equivalent to coverage (sufficiency) and coverage (necessity) is mathematically equivalent to 

consistency (sufficiency).(215, 1206)   

In interpreting results, Schneider and Wagemann caution against placing too much emphasis 

on solution formulas and parameters of fit as the ultimate goal of QCA,(1206) pointing out that 

if “cases disappear behind computer-based algorithms and parameters of fit, the methods lose 

one of [their] major strengths” (p281). Meaningful, theoretically justified interpretation of 

results, including the consistency and relative importance of individual paths may be more 

relevant than focusing on the consistency of overall solutions. Theoretical importance may 

deviate from empirical importance (coverage), and require explanation. This interpretive 

orientation underscores the fact that QCA is both a research approach and a set of methods; 

that implies recursive, iterative interaction with case data to build configurational theory and 

the use of multi-modal approaches.(1206, 1248) Following QCA convention, in this analysis 

each practice (case) is represented by a two-letter code to simplify expressions and preserve 

confidentiality. Outcome and condition sets are also represented by truncated three-letter 

codes, with the operator ‘~’ used to signify set negation. Analytical results are presented in 

both tabular form and using Boolean nomenclature. 
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7.3 Results: Explaining variation using QCA  

7.3.1 Observed variation in BP related measures 

Median rates of BP control across the two-year period are shown in Table 7.3, along with 

values for the two process measures, BP recording and ACEI/ARB prescribing. BP control 

rates by practice and over time are illustrated in Figure 7.4; Figures 7.5 and 7.6 show BP 

recording and ACEI/ARB prescribing respectively.  

Table 7.3: Summary statistics, BP process and outcome measures, July 2016 - June 2018 

 Median IQR MIn Max CfV 

BP control (BPC) 38.05% 12.03% 14.29% 72.22% 0.234 

BR recorded (BPR) 78.76% 15.03% 38.27% 100.00% 0.122 

ACEI/ARB prescribing (RXA) 65.00% 7.43% 45.16% 81.25% 0.092 

 

Ten practices have greater than 0.5 membership in (are more in than out of) the outcome set 

‘high rates of BP control’ (BPC): BG, BR, EM, LT, PR, CS, DN, KN, TG, ST.  

Eighteen practices are members of the set represented by non-occurrence of the outcome 

(~BPC): CN, QN, ZH, BH, BT, CL, CW, CH, GR, GF, KI, LN, NS, RS, SH, SD, WF, WG. For 

this analysis, this set equates with the set of practices with relatively low rates of BP control; 

while this inverse relationship is not typical in QCA, it arises here as a result of calibration of 

an interval scale outcome variable. 

 

Figure 7.4a: BP control by practice, July 2016 – June 2018 
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Figure 7.4b: BP control, summary statistics over time 

Nineteen practices have greater than 0.5 membership in (are more in than out of) the outcome 

set ‘high rates of BP recording’ (BPR): BH, BG, CH, DN, GF, KI, QN, ST, WG, ZH, BR, GR, 

CN, NS, PR, RS, SH, TG, WF.  

Nine practices are members of the set represented by non-occurrence of the outcome (~BPR): 

BT, CW, CL, CS, EM, KN, LN, LT, SD. 

  
Figure 7.5a: BP recording by practice, July 2016 – June 2018 
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Figure 7.5b: BP recording, summary statistics over time 

Thirteen practices have greater than 0.5 membership in (are more in than out of) the outcome 

set ‘high rates of ACEI/ARB prescribing’ (RXA): BR, CH, DN, GR, KI, LN, NS, PR, QN, SD, 

ST, BG, ZH.  

Fifteen practices are members of the set represented by non-occurrence of the outcome 

(~RXA): BH, BT, CL, CW, CN, EM, GF, KN, LT, RS, SH, TG, WF, WG, CS. 

 

Figure 7.6a: ACEI/ARB prescribing by practice, July 2016 – June 2018 
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Figure 7.6b: BP recording, summary statistics over time 

Set coincidence (intersection) for the three sets is 0.337 (BPCBPRRXA =BG, BR, DN, PR, 

ST). Intersection between the two process sets (BPRRXA) is higher (coincidence 0.629) than 

for either intersection with BPC (BPCBPR, coincidence 0.433; BPCRXA, coincidence 

0.439). Set membership in each of the three sets by case is shown in Table 7.4. 

Table 7.4: Cases with set membership >0.5 (@=member, ~=non-member) 

CASE 
SET 

BPC BPR RXA 

BH ~ @ ~ 

BT ~ ~ ~ 

BG @ @ @ 

BR @ @ @ 

CL ~ ~ ~ 

CW ~ ~ ~ 

CS @ ~ ~~ 

CH ~ @ @ 

CN ~ @ ~ 

DN @ @ @ 

EM @ ~ ~ 

GR ~ @ @ 

GF ~ @ ~ 

KI ~ @ @ 

KN @ ~ ~ 

LN ~ ~ @ 

LT @ ~ ~ 

NS ~ @ @ 

PR @ @ @ 

QN ~ @ @ 

RS ~ @ ~ 

SH ~ @ ~ 

SD ~ ~ @ 

ST @ @ @ 
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TG @ @ ~ 

WF ~ @ ~ 

WG ~ @ ~ 

ZH ~ @ @ 

‘ 

7.3.2 Contextual (remote) conditions associated with variation in BP control 

Calibrated data were available for ten remote conditions representing environmental context 

or antecedent states at the population level. Several conditions were constructed as macro-

variables drawing on multiple theoretically aligned measures; details and data definitions are 

provided in Appendix 7.2. 

7.3.2.1 Necessary conditions 

No remote conditions were found to be necessary for either the outcome BP control (BPC) or 

the negated set of practices with poor BP control (~BPC), see results presented in Table 7.5. 

Both conditions and negated conditions were considered due to the exploratory nature of the 

investigation and the theoretical uncertainty about the directionality and underlying 

mechanisms of some of these potential relationships. The raw data matrix for the remote 

analysis is reported in Table 7.4.1, Appendix 7.4. 

Table 7.5: Necessity analysis, remote conditions 

 
CONDITION 

OUTCOME 

BPC ~BPC 

CONSISTENCY COVERAGE CONSISTENCY COVERAGE 

Greater rurality  (RUR) 0.58 0.47 0.62 0.63 

High socioeconomic status  (SES) 0.50 0.58 0.42 0.61 

Male gender  (GEN) 0.50 0.49 0.48 0.59 

Older age  (AGE) 0.70 0.47 0.79 0.66 

Greater indigeneity  (IND) 0.51 0.60 0.38 0.56 

Greater ethnicity  (ETH) 0.39 0.67 0.30 0.64 

Poorer access  (ACC) 0.64 0.59 0.48 0.55 

High service utlisation  (FRQ) 0.38 0.57 0.39 0.72 

Poor health status incl. CMB  
(HST1) 

0.49 0.47 0.55 0.65 

Poor health status excl. CMB  
(HST2) 

0.44 0.46 0.64 0.70 

Greater comorbidity  (CMB) 0.34 0.70 0.12 0.30 

 Greater social complexity  (PCX) 0.54 0.58 0.48 0.64 

~RUR 0.55 0.54 0.48 0.59 

~SES 0.67 0.48 0.71 0.64 

~GEN 0.58 0.47 0.58 0.59 

~AGE 0.49 0.65 0.37 0.61 

~IND 0.63 0.45 0.72 0.64 

~ETH 0.79 0.48 0.84 0.63 

~ACC 0.64 0.59 0.64 0.69 

~FRQ 0.81 0.52 0.76 0.60 
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~HST1 0.63 0.53 0.55 0.57 

~HST2 0.71 0.55 0.58 0.56 

~CMB 0.66 0.38 0.88 0.62 

~PCX 0.67 0.51 0.68 0.65 

7.3.3.2 Sufficient conditions 

Iterative development of the truth table for high rates of BP control began with all ten remote 

factors included in the model. This was successively refined to a more parsimonious eight 

factor model with equivalent performance parameters (see Table 7.6). Most notably, re-

specification of the condition ‘health status’ (HST) to separate comorbidity from other 

components of health status resolved several conflicts and improved explanatory power. 

Recalibration of the outcome in relation to case GF was considered but could not be justified 

theoretically.  Further simplification of the model by removal of more conditions created 

additional conflicts, suggesting the model is optimised given the empirical data available, and 

was henceforth used for the remote level analysis. This model explains around 57.2% of the 

membership in the set BPC and is unable to explain three cases: CS, KN and ST. 

Sufficiency analysis for the negated condition ~BPC also began with the same ten remote 

factors. Conditions were sequentially eliminated and a simpler six factor model was identified 

however despite similar performance parameters this model left an additional case 

unexplained (n=6). Analysis for the non-occurrence of the outcome (~BPC) consequently 

employed the same eight factor model as the analysis for BPC.  

Table 7.6: Model optimisation results for remote factors, BP control  

MODEL Outcome Unexplained 
cases 

Variance 
captured 

RUR, SES, GEN, AGE, IND, ETH, HST1, 
ACC, FRQ, PCX (n=10) 
 

BPC BG, LT, CS, DN, 
KN, ST 

41.8% 

~BPC QU, ZH, RS, CW, 
GF, LN 

76.2% 

RUR, SES,GEN, AGE, IND, ETH, HST2, 
CMB, ACC, FRQ, PCX (n=11) 

BPC CS, KN, ST 58.3% 

~BPC CW, LN, GF, QN, 
RS, ZH 

77.3% 

RUR, SES, GEN, AGE, IND, HST2, CMB, 
PCX (n=8) 
 

BPC CS, KN, ST 57.2% 

~BPC CW, GF, ZH, QN, 
RS 

75.2% 
 

RUR, SES, GEN, AGE, IND, CMB (n=6) BPC PR, CS, DN, KN, 
ST 

40.6% 

~BPC CW, GF, CN, ZH, 
QN, RS 

75.1% 

BPC=set of practices with high rates of BP control, ~BPC=set of practices with low rates of BP control, 
RUR=greater rurality, SES= higher socioeconomic status, GEN=male gender, AGE=older age, IND=greater 
indigeneity, ETH=greater ethnicity, HST1=poorer health status including comorbidity, ACC=poorer access, 
FRQ=more service utilisation, PCX=greater social complexity, HST2- poorer health status excluding comorbidity, 
CMB=comorbidity. 
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The truth table for the model BPC = f(RUR, SES, GEN, AGE, IND, HST2, CMB, PCX) is 

provided at Table 7.4.5, Appendix 7.4.  

The truth table for the model ~BPC = f(RUR, SES, GEN, AGE, IND, HST2, CMB, PCX) is 

provided at Table 7.4.6, Appendix 7.4.  

The results of logical minimisation of these truth tables are presented in Table 7.7 which 

visually depicts solution terms for both the outcome and the negation of the outcome. In this 

and subsequent tables the solid circle indicates the presence of a given condition, while the 

open circle indicates the absence or negated set for the condition.   

Table 7.7: Remote solution for high rates of BP control (BPC) and low rates of BP control 
(~BPC) 

 
CONDITIONS 

CONFIGURATIONS 

BPC ~BPC 

I II III IVi IVii I II III 

RUR    Ø Ø  ●  

SES     ● Ø   

GEN ● Ø  ● ●  ● Ø 

AGE   ●   Ø  ● 

IND  ● ●     Ø 

HST2   Ø      

CMB ●      Ø  

PCX  Ø  Ø     

         

Raw coverage 0.139 0.170 0.278 0.226 0.205 0.285 0.362 0.459 

Unique coverage 0.075 0.048 0.076 0.010 0.005 0.103 0.201 0.384 

Consistency 0.870 0.883 0.913 0.860 0.874 0.787 0.745 0.809 

Cases (n=) 2 2 2 2 2 3 7 7 

         

Solution coverage 0.572 0.88 

Solution 
consistency 

0.890 0.778 

BPC=set of practices with high rates of BP control, ~BPC=set of practices with low rates of BP control, 
RUR=greater rurality, SES= higher socioeconomic status, GEN=male gender, AGE=older age, IND=greater 
indigeneity, PCX=greater social complexity, HST2- poorer health status excluding comorbidity, CMB=comorbidity. 

These results suggest that, for the outcome BPC (high practice rates of BP control), there are 

four alternate conjunctions of remote conditions leading to the outcome. These are (cases 

identified in square brackets): 

1. a more male population (GEN) combined with high levels of comorbidity (CMB), [BG, 

LT]; OR 

2. a higher proportion of Indigenous residents (IND) combined with a more female 

population (~GEN) and lower levels of social complexity (~PCX), [PK, TG]; OR 
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3. an older population (AGE) combined with more Indigenous residents (IND) and an 

absence of poor health status (~HST), [DN, TG]; OR 

4. non-rural location (~RUR) and a more male population (GEN) combined with either 

higher socioeconomic status (SES) or lower levels of social complexity (~PCX), [BR, 

EM]. 

Three of ten cases (CS, KN, ST) are not explained by this solution term, or by any model tested 

at the remote level. The solution has reasonably high consistency (89%), but with a coverage 

of 0.572 explains only 57.2% of the variation between outcome sets. Individual paths each 

demonstrate moderately high consistency for the subset relation, however each path has 

relatively low coverage explaining only 2 cases.  Most cases are uniquely covered; only one 

case (TG) is potentially explained by more than one path.  

7.3.3.3 Negated outcome 

Conversely, there are three configurations of conditions that lead to the absence of the 

outcome (~BPC, low practice rates of BP control). These are:  

1. low socioeconomic status (~SES) combined with a younger average population 

(~AGE), [BT, SD, WG]; OR 

2. rurality (RUR) combined with a more male population (GEN) and lower rates of 

comorbidity (~CMB), [CN, LN, KI, QN, RS, ST, ZH]; OR  

3. an older (AGE) and more female population (~GEN) combined with fewer Indigenous 

residentsxl (~IND), [CL, CH, SH, WF, BH, GR, NS]. 

The second path in this solution (RUR*GEN*~CMB) includes a group of five cases which 

represent an unresolved conflict in the truth table. For the purpose of logical minimisation, this 

configuration was considered sufficient for the outcome due to a raw consistency value of 0.8 

and the fact that four of the five cases were consistent with the subset relation.  The fifth case, 

ST, cannot be distinguished from three of the other cases at the remote level due to anomalies 

in reporting of the underlying data. These practices are all located in the same remote 

geographic region and publically available population data is aggregated in order to preserve 

confidentiality at the small area level. It is most likely that this case’s variation with respect to 

                                                      
xl The meaning of Indigeneity may change with context and be difficult to interpret here. However, as outlined in 
Appendix 7.2, Indigenous status in this analysis refers specifically to population proportions of Aboriginal and 
Torres Strait Islander residents. 
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BPC will be explained by factors at one of the proximate levels of the analysis, hence its 

inclusion here.  

In sensitivity analyses, this solution was relatively robust to changes. Path 2 becomes 

RUR*GEN*~PCX (cutoff 0.732, cov 0.752, con 0.796) if the conflicted group are excluded, but 

other solution terms remain unchanged. This shift between complexity and comorbidity as a 

causal condition is likely to be theoretically consistent and does not greatly change 

interpretation. Solution terms are also unchanged if the six factor model ~BPC = f(RUR, SES, 

GEN, AGE, IND, CMB) is employed, see Table 7.4.7, Appendix 7.4.   

7.3.3 Structural (proximate) conditions associated with variation in BP control 

Data on 17 possible conditions are available reflecting five core theoretical elements of 

structure: scale (n=3); workload (n=2); staffing (n=8); practice type (n=2); and revenue (n=2). 

Visual inspection of cases suggests that a substantial majority of cases in the outcome set are 

in the medium scale range (2-4 GP FTE).  While the two ‘type’ conditions reflect qualitatively 

different attributes, many of the other conditions reflect different aspects of the same core 

elements. In order to reduce data dimensionality, two scale elements and four staffing 

elements were omitted on theoretical grounds.  

7.3.3.1 Necessary conditions 

No structural conditions were found to be necessary for either BPC or ~BPC, see results 

presented in Table 7.8. The raw data matrix for the structural analysis is reported in Table 

7.4.2, Appendix 7.4. 

Table 7.8: Necessity analysis, structural conditions for BP control 

 
CONDITION 

OUTCOME 

BPC ~BPC 

CONSISTENCY COVERAGE CONSISTENCY COVERAGE 

Medium scale (mSCA) 0.63 0.66 0.26 0.34 

High patient consult rate (PCR) 0.50 0.53 0.53 0.70 

High hourly consult rate (HCR) 0.43 0.50 0.51 0.73 

Training accreditation (VTA) 0.64 0.44 0.65 0.56 

GP Superclinic (SPC) 0.32 0.51 0.25 0.49 

High average GP FTE(GPF) 0.73 0.62 0.57 0.61 

High patients per GP (GPR) 0.66 0.53 0.70 0.70 

High patients per nurse (NPR) 0.57 0.49 0.65 0.69 

High nurse remuneration (NRE) 0.67 0.62 0.49 0.56 

High patient billings (PTB) 0.66 0.54 0.61 0.62 

High hourly billings (HRB) 0.49 0.57 0.43 0.62 

~mSCA 0.37 0.29 0.74 0.71 

~PCR 0.72 0.55 0.65 0.61 

~HCR 0.77 0.56 0.65 0.59 
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~VTA 0.36 0.45 0.35 0.55 

~SPC 0.68 0.42 0.75 0.58 

~GPF 0.54 0.51 0.65 0.75 

~GPR 0.63 0.63 0.53 0.66 

~NPR 0.64 0.60 0.52 0.60 

~NRE 0.52 0.49 0.66 0.72 

~PTB 0.53 0.52 0.55 0.67 

~HRB 0.68 0.49 0.71 0.63 

7.3.3.2 Sufficient conditions  

In order to align with methodological constraints on the number of conditions and to respond 

to theoretical propositions in a straight forward way, the basic model was configured as a seven 

factor combination made up of one condition each representing scale, workload and revenue, 

with two type conditions and two staffing conditions. The model was then iteratively refined to 

present an optimised version, allowing for the addition of an extra condition if required. The 

final model contains seven factors and explains 78.6% of the variance with no unexplained 

cases (Table 7.9). More complex eight and nine factor models explain additional variance but 

fail to explain the case BG, so are of limited additional value. 

Sufficiency analysis for the negated condition – low rates of BP control – was also built from 

this initial seven factor model. Substitution of an alternate revenue condition (PTB) saw model 

performance decline. Addition of a further condition increased consistency but reduced 

coverage. All three variations were unable to explain the case GF. An expanded nine factor 

model explained all 18 cases and accounts for 94.3% of the variance in outcome (Table 7.9). 

Table 7.9: Model optimisation results for structural factors, BP control 

MODEL Outcome Unexplained cases Variance 
captured 

mSCA, PCR, VTA, SPC, PTB, GPR 
(n=6) 

BPC BG, BR, EM, LT, ST, CS 28.3% 

~BPC SD, LN, CW, NS, SH, BH, BT 63.7% 

mSCA, PCR, VTA, SPC, PTB, GPF 
(n=6) 

BPC BG, CS, EM, LT, ST 37.9% 

~BPC CW, SH, BH, NS, BT, GF 57.4% 

mSCA, VTA, SPC, PCR, HRB, GPF, 
PNR  (n=7) 

BPC LT, BG, ST 51.9% 

~BPC BH, BT, GF 84.9% 

mSCA, VTA, SPC, HCR, HRB, GPF, 
PNR (n=7) 

BPC  N=0 78.6% 

~BPC Consistency  83.3% GF 88.8% 

mSCA, VTA, SPC, HCR, PTB, GPF, 
PNR  (n=7) 

BPC  BG 78.1% 

~BPC Consistency 86.9% GF 86.3% 

mSCA, VTA, SPC, HCR, PTB, GPF, 
PNR, NRE (n=8) 

BPC  BG 90.1% 

~BPC Consistency 91.8% GF 83.9% 

mSCA, VTA, SPC, HCR, HRB, GPF, 
GPR, PNR, NRE (n=9) 

BPC  BG 79.6% 

~BPC  N=0 94.3% 

BPC=set of practices with high rates of BP control, ~BPC=set of practices with low rates of BP control, 
mSCA=medium scale, PCR=high patient consult rate, VTA=training accreditation, SPC=GP Superclinic affiliation, 
PTB=high patient billings, GPR=high patient to GP ratio, GPF=high average GP full time equivalent, PNR=high 
patient to nurse ratio, HCR=high hourly consult rate, HRB=high hourly billilngs, NRE=high nurse remuneration. 
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The truth table for the model BPC = f (mSCA, VTA, SPC, HCR, HRB, GPF, PNR) is provided 

at Table 7.4.8, Appendix 7.4.  

The truth table for the model ~BPC = f(mSCA, VTA, SPC, HCR, HRB, GPF, GPR, PNR, NRE)  

is provided at Table 7.4.9, Appendix 7.4.  

The results of logical minimisation of these truth tables are presented in Table 7.10.  

Table 7.10: Structural solution for high and low levels of BP control  

 
CONDITION 

     CONFIGURATIONS 

BPC   ~BPC 

I IIi IIii III IVi IVii 
 

I II III IVi IVii IViii V VI 

mSCA  ● ●  ● ●  Ø Ø Ø Ø Ø   

VTA Ø          ●  ● ● 

SPC  Ø  ●  Ø    Ø Ø Ø   

HCR Ø   Ø Ø Ø ● ●       

GPF ●  ● Ø      Ø     

PNR    Ø Ø    Ø    ● Ø 

HRB  ● ●    Ø  Ø   ● Ø ● 

GPR               

NRE              Ø 

               

Raw cov. 0.21 0.24 0.23 0.18 0.35 0.23 0.34 0.36 0.26 0.42 0.32 0.31 0.28 0.18 

Unique cov. 0.19 0.04 0.01 0.08 0.02 0.02 0.05 0.01 0.05 0.06 0.02 0.00 0.09 0.03 

Consistency 0.76 1.00 0.97 0.86 0.94 0.97 0.80 0.97 0.88 0.94 0.81 0.96 0.78 0.99 

Cases (n=) 2 4 2 2 3 3 5 5 3 8 6 4 5 3 

                

Solution coverage 0.786     0.943    

Solution consistency                0.881    0.811    

BPC=set of practices with high rates of BP control, ~BPC=set of practices with low rates of BP control, 
mSCA=medium scale, PCR=high patient consult rate, VTA=training accreditation, SPC=GP Superclinic affiliation, 
GPR=high patient to GP ratio, GPF=high average GP full time equivalent, PNR=high patient to nurse ratio, 
HCR=high hourly consult rate, HRB=high hourly billilngs, NRE=high nurse remuneration. 

These results suggest that, for the outcome BPC (high practice rates of BP control), there are 

6 conjunctural and equifinal, but distinct, structural pathways to the outcome. These pathways 

are: 

1. lack of training accreditation (~VTA) combined with lower hourly consult rates (~HCR) 

and higher average GP FTE (GPF), [BG, ST]; OR 

2. medium scale (mSCA) combined with not being a GP Superclinic (SPC) and high 

hourly billing rates (HRB), [DN, TG, KN, PR]; OR 

3. medium scale (mSCA) combined with high average GP FTE (GPF) and high hourly 

billing rates (HRB), [TG, CS]; OR 
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4. GP Superclinic affiliation (SPC) combined with lower hourly consult rates (~HCR), 

lower average GP FTE (~GPF) and lower patient nurse ratio (patients per nurse, 

~PNR) (BR, EM); OR 

5. medium scale (mSCA) combined with lower hourly consult rates (~HCR) and lower 

patient nurse ratio (~PNR), [LT, KN, EM]; OR 

6. medium scale (mSCA) combined with absence of GP Superclinic affiliation (~SPC) and 

lower hourly consult rates (~HCR), [LT, KN, PR] 

All ten cases in the outcome set are covered by this solution with several cases belonging to 

more than one configuration. The solution has relatively high consistency, though limited 

coverage. Four solution terms include the scale condition (2-4 GP FTE) and each of these 

terms indicates particularly high consistency with the subset relation. This suggests there may 

be multiple sufficient pathways by which medium scale practices achieve high levels of BP 

control. Two practices which differ in scale but are both Superclinic affiliated share a 

combination of low hourly consult rates, low GP FTE and low patient nurse ratios.  The two 

remaining practices, which are both small scale, exhibit high GP FTE combined with low hourly 

consult rates and lack of GP training accreditation. 

7.3.3.3 Negated outcome 

The solution term for the negated set ~BPC contains eight pathways, however many of these 

overlap with numerous cases exhibiting multiple paths to the outcome: 

1. high hourly consult rates (HCR) combined with low hourly billings (~HRB), [BT, GF, 

BH, LN, QN]; OR 

2. high hourly consult rates (HCR) combined with absence of medium scale (~mSCA), 

[CN, WF, BH, LN, QN]; OR 

3. absence of medium scale (~mSCA) combined with low hourly billing (~HRB) and low 

PN ratio (~PNR), [SD, RS, CL]; OR 

4. absence of medium scale (~mSCA) combined with no Superclinic affiliation (~SPC) 

and low GP FTE (~GPF), [ZH, GR, WF, CL, CH, LN, RS, WG]; OR 

5. absence of medium scale (~mSCA) combined with GP training accreditation (VTA) and 

no Superclinic affiliation (~SPC), [CL, CH, GR, KI, QN, WF]; OR 

6. absence of medium scale (~mSCA) combined with no Superclinic affiliation (~SPC) 

and high hourly billings (HRB), [CH, CN, WF, GR]; OR 
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7. GP training accreditation (VTA) combined with low hourly billings (~HRB) and high PN 

ratio (PNR), [KI, GF, SH, NS, QN]; OR 

8. GP training accreditation (VTA) combined with high hourly billings (HRB) and low PN 

ratio (~PNR) and low rates of nurse remuneration (~NRE), [CW, GR]. 

All 18 cases representing the non-occurrence of the outcome are covered by this solution, 

which implies that there may be many mechanisms by which practices fail to achieve optimal 

population rates of BP control. Despite reporting the parsimonious version, this solution is 

complicated and definitive interpretation of the solution terms is challenging; four of the eight 

paths have high consistency values, together covering 13/18 cases. Five cases (BT, SD, SH, 

NS and CW) are each covered by only one solution term, suggesting these terms might have 

important theoretical value. Three of the four paths required to explain these singular cases 

involve low hourly billings, while the fourth has high hourly billings in the presence of low patient 

to nurse ratios but also low levels of nurse remuneration, which may imply lower levels of nurse 

seniority or scope of practice. Hourly billings is a component of five of the eight causal paths, 

though exhibits a bidirectional relationship with ~BPC depending on the other conditions which 

may be involved. Patient nurse ratio also exhibits bidirectional effects.  Conversely, absence 

of medium scale, lack of Superclinic affiliation, and presence of GP training accreditation are 

common unidirectional elements of causal configurations, but none are necessary or sufficient 

for the outcome ~BPC in their own right. 

7.3.4 Process (proximate) conditions associated with variation in BP control 

Nine conditions were available reflecting potential process related factors contributing to 

variation in BP control. These include CDM item use as a proportion of both patient consults 

(CDV) and practice revenue (CDR); the proportion of eligible patients undergoing a GP 

Management Plan in the previous 2 years (GPMP); data quality, measured in terms of 

diagnostic coding (DXQ), medication currency (RXQ) or a fuzzy set intersection of these two 

factors (DQfza); data capability, which reflects a composite picture of the proficiency of the 

practice in using data for disease management and quality improvement purposes (CAP); and 

nurse led models of chronic disease management (NCD). A further three conditions reflect 

processes of care also measured as clinical quality indicators: rates of BP recording (BPR), 

practice prevalence of CHD (PREV), and prescribing rates for ACEIs or ARBs (RXace).   

7.3.4.1 Necessary conditions 

No process conditions were necessary conditions for either BPC or ~BPC, see results  
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presented in Table 7.11. The raw data matrix for the process analysis is reported in Table 

7.4.3, Appendix 7.4. 

Table 7.11: Necessity analysis, process conditions for BP control 

 
CONDITION 

OUTCOME 

BPC ~BPC 

CONSISTENCY COVERAGE CONSISTENCY COVERAGE 

High CDM item use (CDV) 0.48 0.45 0.57 0.67 

High % CDM revenue (CDR) 0.66 0.52 0.63 0.61 

High GPMP use (GPMP) 0.60 0.46 0.69 0.65 

Better medication currency (RXQ) 0.61 0.51 0.68 0.71 

Better diagnostic coding (DXQ) 0.62 0.49 0.66 0.64 

Better data quality (DQfza) 0.42 0.54 0.47 0.76 

Greater data capability (CAP) 0.57 0.63 0.46 0.65 

More nurse-led CDM (NCD) 0.60 0.50 0.67 0.70 

 ractice CHD prevalence (PREV) 0.51 0.55 0.48 0.64 

Higher BP recording (BPR) 0.76 0.50 0.76 0.62 

Higher ACEI/ARB prescribing (RXA) 0.63 0.59 0.60 0.68 

~CDV 0.64 0.55 0.53 0.56 

~CDR 0.50 0.52 0.50 0.65 

~GPMP 0.55 0.59 0.43 0.57 

~RXQ 0.66 0.62 0.53 0.63 

~DXQ 0.54 0.56 0.47 0.61 

~DQfza 0.82 0.56 0.72 0.60 

~CAP 0.70 0.52 0.75 0.68 

~NCD 0.64 0.61 0.51 0.61 

~PREV 0.66 0.51 0.66 0.63 

~BPR 0.42 0.58 0.39 0.67 

~RXA 0.66 0.57 0.64 0.69 

7.3.4.2 Sufficient conditions 

Sequential results for model specification are included in Table 7.12. Antiplatelet therapy was 

noted to be correlated with BPC in preliminary analyses, but did not improve model 

performance and offers no theoretical basis for inclusion. ACE inhibitor prescribing, however, 

is theoretically indicated and marginally improves the model. The final model explained 73.2% 

of the variance in BPC with only one unexplained case (CS). This allowed for a more 

theoretically plausible solution incorporating both BPR and RXA, with reasonable overall 

consistency and fewer individual terms with low consistency values. See Tables 7.4.10 & 

7.4.11, Appendix 7.4. An alternate model excluding BPR offered the best coverage for 

negation of the outcome set ~BPC, explaining 87.8% of the variance and leaving a single 

unexplained case. 

The truth table for the model BPC = f(CDV, GPMP, DQfza, CAP, NCD, PREV, BPR, RXA) is 

provided at Table 7.4.11, Appendix 7.4.  
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The truth table for the model ~BPC = f(CDV, GPMP, RXQ, DXQ, CAP, NCD, PREV, RXA)  is 

provided at Table 7.4.12, Appendix 7.4.  

Table 7.12: Model optimisation results for process factors, BP control 

MODEL Outcome Unexplained 
cases 

Variance 
captured 

CDV, CDR, GPMP, RXQ, DXQ, DQfza, CAP, NCD  
(n=8) 

BPC CS, DN, TG 68.0% 

~BPC KI, CW 84.1% 

CDV, GPMP, RXQ, DXQ, CAP, NCD, PREV, BPR  
(n=8) 

BPC CS, TG 76.51% 

~BPC KI, CW 85.0% 

CDV, GPMP, DQfza, CAP, NCD, PREV, BPR  
(n=7) 

BPC CS, TG 71.36% 

~BPC KI, CW 81.6% 

CDV, GPMP, RXQ, DXQ, CAP, NCD, PREV  
(n=7) 

BPC CS, TG 76.48% 

~BPC KI, CW 85.1% 

CDV, GPMP, RXQ, DXQ, CAP, NCD, PREV, RXA  
(n=8) 

BPC CS, TG 75.6% 

~BPC CW 87.8% 

CDV, GPMP, DQfza, CAP, NCD, PREV, BPR, RXA  
(n=8) 

BPC CS 73.2% 

~BPC CW 85.8% 

BPC=set of practices with high rates of BP control, ~BPC=set of practices with low rates of BP control, CDV=high 
CDM item use, CDR=high CDM revenue, GPMP=high GPMP use, RXQ=better medication data, DXQ=better 
diagnostic data, DQfza=better overall data quality, CAP=greater data capability, NCD=more nurse-led chronic 
disease care, PREV=higher practice prevalence of CHD, BPR=higher rates of BP recording, RXA=higher rates of 
ACEI/ARB prescribing.  

The results of logical minimisation of these truth tables are presented in Table 7.13. There are 

six major process-related causal pathways for the outcome BPC (high practice rates of BP 

control): 

1. High levels of data capability (CAP) combined with low levels of BP recording (~BPR) 

and absence of nurse-led models of CDM (~NCD), [KN, EM, LT]; OR 

2. High CHD prevalence (PREV) combined with low use of CDM items (~CDV) and 

absence of nurse-led models of CDM (~NCD), [DN, PR, LT]; OR 

3. High rates of BP recording (BPR) combined with low use of GP Management Plans 

(GPMP) and absence of nurse-led CDM models (NCD), [PR, DN]; OR 

4. High CHD prevalence (PREV) and strong nurse-led CDM models combined with low 

data capability (~CAP) and lower rates of ACEI/ARB prescribing (~RXA), [TG]; OR 

5. High use of GP Management Plans (GPMP) combined with greater data capability 

(CAP), high ACEI/ARB prescribing rates (RXA) and lower overall data quality (~DQfza), 

[BG, BR]. 

6. High use of GP Management Plans (GPMP), strong nurse-led CDM models (NCD), 

high rates of BP recording (BPR) and lower CHD prevalence, combined with either 

greater ACEI/ARB prescribing or lower use of CDM items 
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Table 7.13: Process level solution for high and low practice rates of BP control  

 
CONDITION 

CONFIGURATIONS 

BPC  ~BPC 

I II III IV V VIi 
 

VIii I II III IV V VI VII 

CDV  Ø    Ø       ●  

GPMP   Ø  ● ● ●  Ø  ● Ø   

RXQ        ● ● Ø Ø   ● 

DXQ            ●  ● 

DQfza     Ø          

CAP ●   Ø ●      Ø Ø Ø  

NCD Ø Ø Ø ●  ● ● Ø  ●     

PREV  ●  ●  Ø Ø       ● 

BPR Ø  ●   ● ●        

RXA    Ø ●  ●      ●  

               

Raw cov. 0.32 0.20 0.32 0.26 0.27 0.19 0.27 0.39 0.30 0.41 0.32 0.26 0.30 0.35 

Unique cov. 0.08 0.01 0.01 0.07 0.05 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.04 0.05 0.05 0.02 0.05 0.07 

Consistency 0.84 0.87 0.87 0.78 0.89 0.76 0.78 0.79 0.81 0.86 0.81 0.79 0.80 0.84 

Cases (n=) 3 3 2 1 2 2 2 5 3 5  4    3 2 5 

Solution coverage  0.73        0.88  

Solution consistency 0.79        0.82  

BPC=set of practices with high rates of BP control, ~BPC=set of practices with low rates of BP control, CDV=high 
CDM item use,  GPMP=high GPMP use, RXQ=better medication data, DXQ=better diagnostic data, DQfza=better 
overall data quality, CAP=greater data capability, NCD=more nurse-led chronic disease care, PREV=higher 
practice prevalence of CHD, BPR=higher rates of BP recording, RXA=higher rates of ACEI/ARB prescribing.  

One case, CS, is not explained by this solution which has moderate consistency and coverage 

values.  Consistency values for individual solution terms are also moderate. Most paths cover 

two-three cases, with the exception of Path 4 (NCD*PREV*~CAP*~RXA) which is the only 

explanation for case TG.  All paths demonstrate some unique coverage, providing the sole 

explanation for at least one case, although Paths 6i and 6ii contain tied prime implicants and 

explain the same two cases (BR & ST). Theoretically, Path 6ii might provide a stronger 

configuration, substituting higher prescribing for lower use of chronic disease items. Most 

conditions exert differential effects depending on the configurations of which they form part. 

Only two conditions (CDV and DQfza) have a unidirectional relationship with BP control, 

however they each appear in only one or two pathways. 

The analysis for non-occurrence identified seven conjunctural and equifinal pathways to the 

negated outcome, ~BPC: 

1. High medications current (RXQ) in the absence of nurse-led CDM (~NCD), [WF, BH, 

ZH, BT, SH]; OR 

2. High medications current (RXQ) combined with low rates of GP Management Plans 

(~GPMP), [BT, CH, NS]; OR 
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3. Low medications current (~RXQ) in the presence of strong nurse-led CDM models 

(NCD), [CL, LN, SD, WG, GR]; OR 

4. Low medications current (~RXQ) combined with high rates of GP Management Plans 

(GPMP) and low data capability (~CAP), [RS, CN, WG, LN]; OR 

5. Low use of GPMPs (~GPMP) combined with high diagnostic coding (DXQ) but low data 

capability (~CAP), [GR, NS, BT]; OR 

6. High use of CDM items (CDV) combined with low data capability (~CAP) and high rates 

of ACEI/ARB prescription (RXace), [ZH, KI] 

7. High practice prevalence of CHD (PREV) combined with high data quality, both 

diagnostic coding and medication accuracy [QN, GF, WF, BH, NS] 

One case, CW, is not explained by this solution.  Of the 17 explained cases, nine are covered 

by only one path and 6 of the paths contain at least one of these cases. The three cases 

covered by Path 5 (~GPMP*DXQ*~CAP) are each covered by a separate alternate path.  

Several of these paths are of particular interest.  Paths 1 (RXQ*~NCD) and 3 (~RXQ*NCD) 

constitute directly opposite combinations of conditions, yet both contribute to the outcome for 

a substantial, yet different, group of cases.  Path 6 (CDV*~CAP*RXace) suggests a set-

theoretic relationship between high rates of ACEI prescribing and CDM item use, and low rates 

of BP control. The direction of this relationship is counterintuitive and suggests that the causal 

relationship may be reversed under some circumstances. For example, it is possible that in 

some practices poor BP control drives higher rates of prescribing and CDM item use in 

response. Path 7 is theoretically important; it suggests that robust data management and 

mechanisms that drive practice prevalence rates (e.g., attention to identification of CHD, and 

ensuring register accuracy, i.e., good processes) may in fact contribute to lower than ideal 

outcomes, probably due to creating rigorous denominators that drive rates down. 

7.3.5 Two-step analysis 

The configurations associated with both BP control and absence of BP control in the first stage 

analyses are summarised in Table 7.14. Based on these findings, a series of second stage 

models were tested drawing on key conditions and theoretical propositions. For both BPC and 

~BPC, the second-step model with greatest ability to differentiate cases and resolve conflicts 

was BPC = f(GEN, IND, PCX, mSCA, HCR, GPF, PNR, BPR, RXA); the raw data matrix (Table 

7.4.4) and truth tables (Table 7.4.13 and 7.4.14) are provided in Appendix 7.4. While this is a 

nine factor model with implications for increasing the number of logical remainders, the use of  
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Table 7.14: Solution terms for BPC and ~BPC by level 

BPC 

REMOTE GEN * CMB 
+ IND * ~GEN * ~PCX 
+ IND * AGE * ~HST 
+ GEN * ~RUR (~PCX + SES) 

PROX (S) GPF * ~VTA * ~HCR 
+ mSCA * HRB  (GPF +  ~SPC ) 
+ mSCA * ~HCR  (~PNratio + ~SPC) 
+ super * ~HCR *  ~PNratio * ~GPfrac 

PROX (P) CAP * ~NCD * ~BPR 
+ PREV * ~NCD * ~CDV 
+ PREV * NCD * ~CAP * ~RXA 
+ RXA * CAP * GPMP * ~DQfza 
+ BPR * ~NCD * ~GPMP 
+ BPR * NCD * GPMP* ~PREV (~CDV + RXA) 

~BPC 

REMOTE ~SES * ~AGE 
+ RUR * GEN * ~CMB 
+ AGE * ~GEN * ~IND 

PROX (S) HCR * ~HRB 
+ ~mSCA * HCR 

+ ~mSCA * ~PNR * ~HRB 
+ ~mSCA * ~SPC (VTA + ~GPF  + HRB) 
+ VTA * PNR * ~HRB 
+ VTA * ~PNR *HRB * ~NRE 

PROX (P) DQfza ( ~PREV + ~GPMP) 
+ PREV * ~DQfza 
+ ~NCD * GPMP * ~DQfza 
+ ~NCD * CAP * ~GPMP 
+ ~NCD * CDV * RXA 
+ BPR * CAP * DQfza 

 

additional conditions was justified on the basis that this improved specification of the truth 

table, resolving a logical contradiction and improving consistency values.  Results of the logical 

minimisation process are shown in Table 7.15. 

This minimisation procedure identifies six pathways to the outcome high rates of BP control, 

which are summarised in Table 7.16: 

1. Medium scale (mSCA) combined with low hourly consult rates (~HCR)  and low patient 

nurse ratio (~PNR), [LT, KN, EM]; OR 
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2. High levels of Indigeneity (IND) combined with higher average GP FTE (GPF) and low 

hourly consult rates (~HCR), [BG, ST,LT]; OR 

3. Medium scale (mSCA) combined with high rates of ACEI/ARB prescribing (RXA) and 

low GP FTE (~GPF), [PR, DN]; OR 

4. Low levels of patient complexity (~PCX) combined with low hourly consult rates 

(~HCR), low patient nurse ratios (~PNR) and low ACEI/ARB prescribing (~RXA), [EM, 

KN]; OR 

5. Low levels of patient complexity (~PCX) combined with medium scale (mSCA), high 

GP FTE (GPF) and low ACEI/ARB prescribing (~RXA), [CS, TG]; OR 

6. More male (GEN) and lower Indigenous population (~IND) combined with low GP FTE 

(~GPF) and higher rates of BP recording (BPR) and ACEI/ARB prescribing (RXA), 

[BR]. 

Table 7.15: Integrated (second-step) solution for the outcome BP control 

 
CONDITION 

CONFIGURATIONS 

BPC  ~BPC 

I II III IV V VI 
 

I II III IV V VI VII 

GEN      ●  Ø   Ø   

IND  ●    Ø   Ø   Ø  

PCX    Ø Ø     ● ●   

mSCA ●  ●  ●  Ø Ø  Ø   Ø 

HCR Ø Ø  Ø   ●     ●  

GPF  ● Ø  ● Ø    Ø  Ø Ø 

PNR Ø   Ø     ●    ● 

BPR      ●     Ø   

RXA   ● Ø Ø ●        

              

Raw cov. 0.35 0.33 0.24 0.41 0.30 0.18 0.36 0.35 0.46 0.28 0.13 0.29 0.30 

Unique cov. 0.41 0.14 0.06 0.07 0.07 0.04 0.06 0.07 0.15 0.02 0.04 0.03 0.002 

Consistency 0.94 0.83 0.97 0.87 0.92 0.78 0.97 0.82 0.86 0.93 0.68 0.86 0.96 

Cases (n=) 3 3 2 2 2 1 5 6 7 4 2 3 4 

Solution coverage  0.84     0.87 

Solution consistency 0.82     0.82 

BPC=set of practices with high rates of BP control, ~BPC=set of practices with low rates of BP control, 
GEN=male gender, IND=greater indigeneity, PCX=greater social complexity, mSCA=medium scale, HCR=high 

hourly consult rate, GPF=high average GP full time equivalent, PNR=high patient to nurse ratio, BPR=higher 

rates of BP recording, RXA=higher rates of ACEI/ARB prescribing. 

All ten cases with greater than 0.5 membership in the set BPC are explained by this solution 

which has moderately high coverage and consistency scores, with greater coverage than any 

individual level solution. Most cases are members of only one pathway, with the exception of 

the three cases covered by Path 1. Paths 1, 3 and 5 have high individual consistency score 

suggesting they are strong indicators of a subset relation consistent with sufficiency for each  
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configuration.  

There are seven pathways to the alternate outcome ~BPC, also summarised in Table 7.16: 

1. Not medium scale (~mSCA) combined with high hourly consult rates (HCR), [CN, WF, 

BH, LN, QN]; OR 

2. Not medium scale (~mSCA) combined with more female population (~GEN), [BH, CL, 

CH, GR, SD, WF]; OR 

3. High patient nurse ratio combined with a low proportion of indigenous population 

(~IND), [LN, SH, CH, BH, NS, WG, KI]; OR 

4. Higher levels of social complexity (PCX) combined with absence of medium scale 

(~mSCA) and low GP FTE (~GPF), [CL, ZH, RS, WG]; OR 

5. Higher levels of social complexity (PCX) combined with more female population 

(~GEN) and low rates of BP recording (~BPR); [CL, BT]; OR 

6. High hourly consult rates (HCR) and low GP FTE (GPF) combined with a low proportion 

of indigenous population (~IND), [WF, LN, CW]; OR 

7. Not medium scale (~mSCA) combined with low GP FTE (~GPF) and high patient nurse 

ratio (PNR), [ZH, CH, LN, WG]. 

One case (GF) is not explained by this solution, which otherwise demonstrates moderately 

high consistency and coverage values. Most practices are members of more than one 

configurational path to the outcome. Paths 1,4 and 7 demonstrate high consistency with the 

set theoretic relation, while Path 5 has a particularly low consistency value.  

Table 7.16: Summarised second-step solution terms for BPC and ~BPC 

OUTCOME SOLUTION CASES 

BPC    mSCA (~HCR*~PNR + ~GPF * RXA) 
+ IND * ~HCR * GPF 
+ ~PCX*~RXA (~HCR*~PNR + mSCA*GPF) 
+ GEN*~IND*~GPF*BPR*RXA 

EM, LT, KN + PR, DN 
LT, BG, ST 
EM, KN + CS, TG 
BR 

~BPC    ~mSCA (HCR + ~GEN) 
 
+ ~mSCA*~GPF (PCX + PNR) 
+ PNR*~IND 
+ PCX*~GEN*~BPR 
+ HCR*~GPF*~IND 

CN, WF, BH, LN, QN + BH, CL, CH, 
GR, SD, WF 
CL, ZH, RS, WG + ZH, CH, LN, WG 
LN, SH, CH, BH, NS, WG, KI 
CL, BT 
WF, LN, CW 

 

Practice scale remains a recurrent factor in both solution terms, with a unidirectional 

relationship with BP control. Social complexity, hourly consult rates, ratios of patients to 

practice nurses also exhibit unidirectional set-theoretic relationships with both outcomes, with 
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high rates of each associated with absence of BP control. High rates of BP recording may 

contribute to better BP control, and vice versa, however BPR forms part of only one pathway 

for each outcome, each with relatively low consistency scores and accounting for few cases. 

ACEI/ARB prescribing has a more nuanced association, exhibiting bidirectional relationships 

with better BP control (though not poor control), depending on other configurational elements.   

7.3.5.1 What might these results mean in practice? 

Many of these groupings make intuitive sense. And while they do not necessarily explicate 

mechanisms of action, they may provide clues. For the set of practices with high rates of BP 

control, three practices (EM, LT and KN) can be explained by the configuration 

mSCA*~HCR*~PNR, suggesting that the combination of medium scale, low hourly consult 

rates and low patient to nurse ratios may be instrumental in achieving high rates of BP control. 

It makes sense that in a setting of intermediate size where GPs are not overstretched and 

there is capacity for nurses to spend time with patients, better outcomes might ensue. 

However, each of these practices can also be explained by an alternative pathway (see Figure 

7.7): EM and KN also exhibit the configuration ~PCX*~HCR*~PNR*~RXA where low hourly 

consult rates and low patient-nurse ratios combine with lower levels of social complexity, and 

low prescribing rates may be acceptable. Conversely, LT (along with BG and ST) is also 

explained by the path IND*~HCR*GPF, suggesting that practices with larger complements of  

CASES  SOLUTION  TERMS 

   

EM, KN  ~PCX*~HCR*~PNR*~RXA 

   

LT  mSCA*~HCR*~PNR 

   

BG, ST  IND*~HCR*GPF 

   

CS, TG  mSCA*GPF*~PCX*~RXA 

   

PR, DN  mSCA*~GPF*RXA 

   

BR  GEN*~IND*~GPF~*BPR*RXA 

Figure 7.7: Mapping cases to solution terms for the outcome BP control 
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Indigenous patients have achieved high rates of BP control in the presence of low hourly 

consult rates and higher GP FTE, possibly linked to longer consultations and greater personal 

continuity. Each of the remaining five practices is explained by a single causal pathway: PR 

and DN by the configuration mSCA*~GPF*RXA suggesting low GP FTE can contribute to 

better BP control when combined with high prescribing rates and medium scale.  CS and TG 

combine high GP FTE and medium scale with lower prescribing rates and low complexity 

(mSCA*GPF*~PCX*~RXA) to achieve the same outcome. The practice BR is uniquely 

explained by GEN*~IND*~GPF~*BPR*RXA. This practice is a large, urban GP Superclinic with 

many part-time GPs, and strong nurse-led chronic disease management, GPMP utilisation and 

data capability. It is the only practice where the combination of the two process measures BPR 

and RXA seems to be important in generating high rates of BP control.  

While this second-step analysis provides some consolidation of the relatively diffuse findings 

from the individual level analyses reported earlier, it risks being an arbitrary (though 

theoretically) informed distillation of the first-step results and is subject to many of the 

methodological limitations of QCA outlined previously. It is reported here for illustrative 

purposes, although may ultimately be an oversimplification. It may be more useful to allow for 

and accommodate the complexity of multilevel results, despite their cumbersome nature; other 

conditions identified in sub-level analyses may also be important causal components for 

individual practices but were unable to be included in this final model for technical reasons. 

What these results do suggest however, is that practices may find their own way to particular 

outcomes, and there is no single explanation for variation or ‘one size fits all’ path to better 

performance. To facilitate improvement, the next step would be to ascertain whether QCA can 

also provide direction for practice-level change; whether configurations identified by QCA as 

contributing to poor BP control (~BPC) provide pointers towards improvement or tractable 

areas for intervention in the face of non-modifiable conditions. For example, can practices 

among the set notated ~BPC who are not medium scale improve results by extending 

consultation times and reducing consultation rates (CN, WF, BH, LN, QN); or can those with 

lower GP availability and continuity do so by increasing nurse staffing (WF, LN, CW)?  

7.4 Discussion 

Many studies have lamented the ‘evidence-practice gap’ in hypertension control and proposed 

the importance of increasing compliance with treatment to targets,(358, 740, 741, 749, 1231) 

although some authors have reflected on the impact of potentially arbitrary variation in 

standards for diagnosing and treating hypertension.(746, 747, 1273) Variation in both 
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threshold values and application of guidelines may be warranted, and the clinical effect or 

therapeutic value of BP control may vary according to the underlying health status of the 

individual patient.(635, 747, 1273) Analyses of routinely collected data in English general 

practice have found that variation in hypertension control is complex, requiring explanations 

generally beyond the reach of such datasets; and that context, clinical behaviour and 

processes of care delivery may be important contributing factors.(15) Context has been 

identified as a critical factor in primary care performance and improvement that operates at 

multiple levels and scales, incorporating  formal and informal systems and culture. While often 

poorly described in research studies it is crucial for understanding internal validity and for 

considering transferability of interventions and effects.(1274)   

This analysis, using a broad range of routinely collected clinical and administrative data in 

addition to population level contextual data, found substantial variation between Ochre Health 

general practices in BP control. There was less variation in the theoretically related process 

measure BP recording, and relatively little variation in prescribing rates for the antihypertensive 

agents ACEIs or ARBs. Consistent with previous findings, there were few simple explanations 

for variation in BP control using the configurational method QCA. Most explanatory solutions, 

even in the parsimonious form, were complicated; containing multiple solution terms often with 

many component conditions. The analysis found no necessary, sufficient, INUS or SUIN 

conditions for BPCxli, or for the negated outcome ~BPC. Observed variation in BP control was 

partly explained at each of three levels examined: context/antecedents, structure and process; 

suggesting factors at each of these levels influence the outcome. With the exception of 

structural factors, multiple levels of analysis were needed to fully explain all cases in the 

sample. However, the relationship between levels and the relative importance of any particular 

level or factor is not certain. Ultimately, these results are exploratory with a need for more 

detailed investigation, explication of specific mechanisms and further synthesis. 

7.4.1 Remote conditions 

Analysis for remote conditions yielded a solution with high consistency for the sufficiency 

relationship, and was the level with least explanatory power, although highlighted key 

influences with respect to gender, Indigenous status and rurality. Surprisingly, several 

pathways to higher rates of BP control included greater levels of comorbidity, male gender and 

Indigeneity; while greater age and rurality contributed to lower rates as might be expected. 

                                                      
xli Conversely, a similar analysis for the outcome BP recording (BPR) not reported here, suggests high rates of BP 
recording are related to a sufficient but unnecessary condition (high GP turnover) and low rates of BP recording 
are linked to an INUS condition (low locum use). 
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Although underlying population health status and social complexity contribute to explanations 

for high practice rates of BP control they do not appear to be important in explaining poor levels 

of BP control. The directionality of some of these relationships appears counter to previous 

evidence and extant theory. One possibility is that there may be compensatory behavioural 

responses at the clinician or practice levels, where management strategies are actively 

increased in response to known risks such as high proportions of comorbidity or Aboriginal 

and Torres Strait Islander patientsxlii.(1275) An alternate explanation, linked to the 

epidemiological fallacy, might allow for the fact that relationships can counterintuitively differ 

in direction between the individual and aggregate levels.(156)  

7.4.2 Structural conditions 

The structural analysis was the level with greatest explanatory power, with no unexplained 

cases, high consistency scores and moderately high coverage values. Structural factors were 

also strong components in the second-step analysis. Influential conditions at the structural 

level were GP availability (reflected in average GP FTE), patient to nurse ratio (number of 

patients per FTE practice nurse) and consult / billing rates per hour (signifying higher 

throughput volumes). GP FTE, which may indicate greater levels of provider continuity, was 

also one of the few variables with a correlational relationship with BP control in bivariate 

analyses. Some of these conditions exhibited unidirectional relationships, with presence or 

absence of the condition consistent in its relationship to presence or absence of the outcome; 

for example practice scale, hourly consults, training accreditation and nurse remuneration. 

Others, such as GP FTE, patient nurse ratio, GP Superclinic status and hourly billings (which 

operates in an inverse way to consult rates) were bidirectional; meaning that either presence 

or absence of the condition may have contributed to the same outcome, depending on 

configurational composition of a given causal path. Vocational training accreditation was more 

strongly linked to lower rather than higher rates of BP control, and nurse remuneration was 

ultimately relatively unimportant, despite theoretical expectations to the contrary.   

7.4.3 Process conditions 

Process-level analysis produced the most complex multifactorial solutions, especially for BPC, 

with multiple highly independent paths. Overall, the process model demonstrated mediocre 

consistency and coverage scores although several causal pathways exhibited high individual 

                                                      
xlii For example, in 2013 the Australian Government introduced Medicare item numbers for annual health 
assessments for Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people designed to ensure they received primary care 
services matched to need.(1275)  
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consistency. Interpretation of pathways to the outcome was challenging with many 

complicated, bidirectional and counterintuitive relationships indicating theoretically intriguing 

findings. Conversely, non-occurrence of the outcome (~BPC), or lower rates of BP control, 

afforded greater interpretability and more theoretical traction in line with anticipated effects. 

These results suggest that the behavioural responses of agents may shape and redirect the 

influence of particular conditions, rather than conditions inexorably leading to outcomes. For 

example, the direction of relationships between ACEI/ARB prescribing raises questions about 

reverse causality and whether prescribing behaviours may occur in advance of or in response 

to indications of BP control.  

7.4.4 Integrated, multi-level solution terms 

The two-step analysis integrates results from the individual levels into a more synthesised form 

that highlights key conditions and conjunctions related to BP control. While these results 

simplify interpretation to some extent, they should be seen as exploratory. This composite 

solution does not preclude influences from other conditions that were not able to be integrated 

into the analytical model. Nor does it provide empirical proof of the nature or importance of 

interactions and relationships across levels.   

Overall these findings, while complex, shed some light on process – outcome relationships 

with respect to BP control. Both BP specific process measures examined in this analysis (BP 

recording and ACEI/ARB prescribing) were neither necessary or sufficient to explain either 

high or low rates of BP control at the practice-level. Each exhibited differential effects 

depending on the presence of other combinatorial factors. For example, both high and low 

rates of BP recording formed part of configurational pathways to high BP control, and high 

rates of both BP recording and ACEI/ARB prescribing were linked to low rates of BP control. 

These results suggest that process-outcome relationships are not straightforward or linear, a 

finding also supported by bivariate analyses where neither BP recording or ACEI/ARB 

prescribing were correlated with BP control, despite being moderately correlated with each 

other. These findings have implications for implicit assumptions that process-based 

performance measures are important because they lead in linear ways to desirable outcomes; 

in this analysis, these particular process measures were weak signifiers of optimal outcomes.  

QCA can be both exploratory or confirmatory; used to develop theory from case-based 

information or to test theory using empirical cases, including through the use of nested 

hierarchical models.(225) In this thesis, QCA is employed in an exploratory manner to examine 

the nature of complex, contingent causality in clinical practice variation, using BP control as 
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an illustrative example. While findings may not be broadly generalizable beyond the sample, 

this approach is employed for the purpose of conceptual generalisation to contribute to theory 

development. 

7.4.5 Strengths and limitations 

QCA is well positioned to overcome some of the shortcomings of quantitative methods 

including concerns with sample size, construct validity, situational complexity and inability to 

observe counterfactual scenarios. At the same time, it possesses some of the strengths of 

quantitative methods such as internal validity, potential for generalisation, rigour and 

replicability; combining these with the richness and diversity of case-based studies.(225)(p37) 

Although applications of QCA usually rely on causal theories, the methods do not, in and of 

themselves, stipulate causal relationships.(1276) In this analysis, many of the set-theoretic 

relationships identified may be associative rather than causal in nature. We have attempted to 

understand the nature of relationships with a view to hypothesising mechanisms that can be 

subsequently assessed for causality.  

QCA methods are subject to a number of limitations and critiques.(1239) Outputs are highly 

deterministic, with heavy dependence on processes for case selection, model specification 

and the subjective, discretionary decision-making that occurs throughout the analytical 

process;(1277) with resultant potential for bias. However, several authors have pointed out 

that many of these constraints (risks of oversimplification, limited generalisability beyond the 

sample, model specification, sample size & composition, transparency of assumptions) apply 

equally to standard quantitative approaches including regression analyses.(225) QCA may be 

subject to errors arising from conditions, calibration processes and deviant cases as well 

systematic and random sources, with limited ability to apply statistical techniques to correct or 

minimise such issues. Consequently several procedures for minimising error are built in to the 

analytical process.(1246) QCA can require well specified adjunct theory to be fully 

operationalised, and have difficulty standing alone in the absence of suitable theory. 

Conversely however, it articulates well with other qualitative approaches to theory 

generation.(225) 

In addition to these theoretical constraints, this study was limited by thresholds for the number 

of conditions that can be appropriately accommodated within analytical models.(1256) The use 

of up to nine conditions at several levels of analysis, coupled with reporting of parsimonious 

solutions that rely on unspecified simplifying assumptions for logical remainders may limit the 

specificity and consistency of results. However these decisions were made on pragmatic 
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grounds to maximise interpretability of findings, allowing for the exploratory nature of the study 

and to accommodate the role of different contextual factors in the two-step analysis.(1244) 

While QCA provides for strong attention to context, there are impediments to dealing with 

complexity beyond a certain threshold. It offers relatively weak attention to time,(1222) which 

was an element in the theoretical framework developed in Chapter Four though not explored 

in this analysis where temporal variability was excluded from case descriptions.  

The study was also restricted by many of the usual limitations of routinely collected data 

including potentially inconsistent reporting and data handling practices, and unknown integrity 

of underlying data in terms of accuracy (data entry, coding and cleaning) and previous 

treatment of missing data. Calibration against the internal data structure for some practice level 

conditions, as externally agreed standards were unavailable or unknowable, may have 

introduced error.  

As exploratory work focused on theory development, there were few clearly articulated theories 

to test. Rather, I focused on attempting to iteratively refine and demarcate relevant models, 

using empirical data from a range of sources. However, no patient or provider level data were 

available, meaning models examined may be theoretically incomplete with latent or non-

included conditions operating at these levels. The deterministic nature of QCA may mean 

results are biased by incompletely specified models or poorly calibrated conditions. The use 

of proxy, population level data for patient indices may also risk the possibility of spurious or 

undetected relationships, however these were the best alternative available for incorporating 

such theoretically indicated parameters. Finally, it is possible the study is effectively 

underpowered. Examination of more cases may be required to confirm or clarify some of the 

apparent relationships observed and improve consistency scores. While issues of limited 

diversity may apply, it is likely that a larger sample of practices would reduce logical remainders 

and resolve some of the limited diversity apparent in this sample. 

7.5 Conclusion 

This exploratory analysis of practice variation in a single outcome measure demonstrates the 

utility of QCA for examining CPV. It also reveals and explicates the underlying complexity of 

variation between cases, confirming the conjunctural, equifinal nature of potential causal 

chains. With respect to performance variations in blood pressure control, I found more 

substantial variation in the intermediate outcome measure than in either of the underlying 

performance measures reflecting processes of care. Rates of BP recording and ACEI/ARB 

prescribing, while reflected in some causal pathways, were neither necessary nor sufficient for 
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improved BP control. Both process measures exhibited differential relationships with BP 

control, depending on their combination with other conditions.  

A range of other care processes, structural factors, and context elements were important, with 

several highly influential conditions at the structural and antecedent levels. A number of 

counterintuitive effects were observed, suggesting these findings are consistent with 

previously theorised mechanisms around human agency and clinical decision-making, though 

these hypotheses were not able to be specifically tested in this analysis. Ultimately, the 

explanations offered here are likely to be incomplete, though are more holistic than many of 

those previously offered by regression or other quantitative analyses. They provide theoretical 

insights for further explication and testing in order to develop a clearer understanding of the 

mechanisms which underpin these results.
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8 CONCLUSION 

Diversity plays a different role in a complex system than it does in an 
equilibrium system, where it often merely produces variation around the 
mean for performance measures. In complex adaptive systems, diversity 
makes fundamental contributions to system performance.   

-Scott  E Page, 2010.(641 p296) 

8.1 Introduction 

This thesis has attempted to approach the problem of clinical practice variation (CPV) in a 

novel way, noting that despite a proliferating body of literature, CPV remains largely an 

intractable puzzle. In contrast to approaches that seek to measure and quantify to draw 

attention to the problem, or to simplify analysis to manageable metrics or neat causal 

explanations, I have sought to make sense of CPV as a phenomenon. This has meant diving 

deeply into the nature of the issue: embracing its complexity and endeavouring to comprehend 

the way in which healthcare variation behaves as an emergent property of interacting systems. 

These include not just the personal systems that represent individual humans and their health 

status in social context, and the heath system with its component elements, but the wider social 

and policy context that shapes how we perceive and understand what is ‘going on’, what is 

important and what ‘should be’ done about it.  

The thesis also set out to see what we could learn from routinely-collected clinical performance 

data about CPV in general practice. To my knowledge, this is the first attempt to use a case-

based configurational method to examine combinatorial explanations for CPV. Using linked 

datasets of clinical and business performance metrics from a small cohort of Australian general 

practices, and iterating between these data and the literature, the objective was to further 

develop and refine theory in a field where theory and analysis have not been well integrated, 

despite large volumes of work addressing CPV.(64, 65)  In this chapter, I summarise the 

findings of the thesis, observing that this is an evolving body of work. I then explore the 

implications of this research for clinical practice and performance monitoring, pointing to areas 

for future research.   

8.2 Making sense of variation in healthcare  

8.2.1 What is CPV, and how can it best be conceptualised and understood? 

To move towards a more comprehensive understanding of variation we must also recognise 

where our perceptions of the issue stem from, and how they have evolved in response to 
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conceptual and cultural norms. Chapter One sets the scene, describing how CPV arises as a 

culturally mediated problem in the healthcare performance management space, overlaid on a 

background of accountability and managerialism. Variation is a product of the act of 

measurement, which dominates the current healthcare quality and performance discourse. 

The nature and origins of this discourse have also been shaped by historical issues and 

challenges that required solutions, and the ongoing quest for evolution and improvement in 

healthcare. Chapter Two identifies four key narratives, capturing the way CPV has been 

conceptualised and communicated over time, and demonstrating that it is complex, value 

laden, and potentially contested. These narratives both serve and constrain our collective 

thinking; while variation is often understood as a relative phenomenon, it is increasingly 

invoked as an absolute or normative marker of inappropriate care.(360, 1231) Here, CPV is 

seen as a departure from a standard of ‘appropriateness’, underpinned by the belief that 

standardisation is a general solution to problems of human error in healthcare, and a pathway 

to the pursuit of quality.(1278)  

While such approaches have contributed tremendous value to healthcare safety and quality 

improvement, they represent only one face of the quality conundrum. This thesis asks how we 

might move beyond this conceptualisation, while retaining its critical contribution. It suggests 

a need for new ways of thinking that can accommodate multiple competing, even contradictory, 

realities. While theories of CPV have become increasingly nuanced, empirical evidence has 

focused on quantification and explanation using ‘effects-of-causes’ type questionsxliii, and 

attempts to integrate the two have lagged behind. Complexity science may offer helpful ways 

of understanding and explaining CPV in theoretical terms, and configurational methods may 

offer alternative approaches to exploring complex multifaceted causal relationships.  

8.2.2 How can we distinguish warranted from unwarranted variation? 

CPV is commonly conceptualised in terms of ‘unwarranted’ clinical variation (UCV), and clearly 

delineating UCV from ‘warranted’ variation remains a central challenge of CPV research. UCV 

is defined as variation not explained by differences in “direct and proportionate response[s] to 

available evidence and the healthcare needs and informed choices of patients”,(45 p2) and 

therefore presumed to be explained by differences in health system performance.(46) By 

extension, warranted variation is that which can be explained by patient illness, preferences 

or clinical evidence,(404) While these definitions support conceptual clarity they create  

                                                      
xliii See Chapter 7, p 257 
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challenges for measurement, analysis and interpretation.  

UCV is in fact a qualitative, values-based concept that amalgamates the positivist position of 

evidence based medicine with an interpretivist stance emphasising context and 

uncertainty.(45) It requires that, in addition to evidence-based standards of care, any 

assessment of its obverse, warranted clinical variation, should include patient preferences and 

sufficient information to adequately determine healthcare need. In assuming that the legitimacy 

of variation depends on its source or cause, much of the CPV literature also operates on the 

presumption that the available evidence is universally applicable, while demonstrating little 

capacity for incorporation of patient needs and preferences, or contextual factors. Similar 

“scientific imperialism’ has been described with respect to evidence dissemination and 

implementation science approaches in primary care settings.(1279) 

Chapter Four demonstrates that warranted variation can be seen as appropriate 

individualisation of care at the point of clinical decision-making, and that judgements about 

appropriateness of care reside at a point of balance between the opposing tensions of 

individual preferences (autonomy), population need (equity), clinical evidence (effectiveness) 

and value-based resource utilisation (efficiency). This chapter also proposes some alternative 

ways of conceptualising warranted variation: as a function of process-outcome relationships 

where variation in processes of care leads to equitable outcomes; as a response to the 

possibility of unwarranted standardisation that might also result in harm; and as a space for 

potential improvement and innovation. Whether variation is unwarranted may be better judged 

by a parallel focus on outcomes and results rather than only on attempts to identify its source 

or ‘cause’.  

8.2.3 What is the role of warranted variation in primary care practice and how 
does it contribute to health? 

It is often uncertain when CPV matters, when variation might operate as a potential driver of 

quality, or what relationship exists between standardisation, individualisation and quality of 

care. In addition to unwarranted variation, ‘unwarranted standardisation’ may pose risks to 

patients and conflict with the individualisation demanded by person-centred approaches to 

care, and increasingly by precision medicine. These issues may be especially relevant in the 

context of primary care, with its unique functional attributes: oriented towards comprehensive, 

longitudinal, person- rather than disease-focused care; and delivered to ambulatory, self-

caring patients situated in the context of families and communities. General practice settings 

are characterised by relative uncertainty and lower acuity than acute settings, with multiple 
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external influences, substantial personal agency, and often complex multi-morbidity.(1280) 

Paradoxical reduction in costs and outcomes despite apparently lower levels of disease-

specific quality measures have been observed.(441) Expert generalist approaches which 

emphasise personalised practice and relationship-centred care suggest that variation can 

operate as a marker of individualised care that balances benefits with harm and promotes 

improved experience and outcomes of care.(550)  

Acknowledging the fundamental complexity of primary care, and drawing on complex systems 

theory and ecology, Chapter Four proposes an interdisciplinary and synthetic theoretical 

framework that sees variation as an emergent property of coupled systems: the socio-

biological system of human health and the socio-technical healthcare system. CPV arises from 

a shared action space inhabited by patient and clinician, who are independent actors with 

personal agency. This nexus is centred on clinical decision-making, which is influenced by a 

range of factors, and actors, at multiple levels in both systems. The framework captures the 

multiplex and hierarchical nature of ‘context’ which operates at many levels, often 

simultaneously, ranging from external, structural or environmental conditions to internal 

conceptual models and personal belief systems. Causal relationships are multifactorial, 

interactional, non-linear and possibly counter-intuitive. Both warranted and unwarranted 

outcomes emerge from this same complex source material; everyday performance 

adaptations may lead to success or failure, suggesting CPV may simply be an intervening 

variable between inputs and outcomes of care, that can contribute positively or negatively to 

appropriateness of care. Models that allow for complex emergence of desired results, that do 

not depend on over-specification of processes or external imposition of performance 

parameters which risk paradoxical or unanticipated results, may be important theoretical 

pathways to improved outcomes.(1279)  

8.3 Routinely-collected clinical performance data and practice 
variation  

Growing international emphasis on health system performance means that substantial 

organisational resources and policy-level initiatives have been directed towards measuring 

and improving quality and performance, including in general practice.(2-7) Increasingly, this 

includes the use of clinical data registries and payment for performance systems which draw 

on routinely collected clinical and administrative data.(689, 759, 1281-1283) Despite the 

clearly articulated benefits of such datasets, and the increasing number of studies utilising 

routine general practice data, there are challenges and limitations within the data as well as 

gaps and risks in our understanding of appropriate research methods (689, 694, 696, 1037, 
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1079, 1284, 1285) One critical consideration is the meaning and interpretation of CPV that can 

be identified and quantified through such data, (533, 1080) and the nature of causal inference 

in large-scale observational research.(219)  

8.3.1 What variation exists between clinics and over time? 

Chapter Three examines a longitudinal dataset of clinical performance measures for coronary 

heart disease (CHD) and diabetes, across 33 general practices over a five-year period. This 

descriptive analysis finds that variation emerges differently for different measures, with some 

more inherently variable than others. As might be expected, like measures operate similarly 

across diseases, with sustained patterns of association especially for process measures. For 

example, rates of blood pressure (BP) recording are strongly correlated between CHD and 

diabetes. However, individual measures behave differently even within diseases; practices 

who perform well on one measure may not do so on others, and relationships between linked 

processes and outcomes are equivocal. For example, rates of BP recording and BP control 

are very weakly correlated, rates of lipid measurement and lipid control are not significantly 

related, and smoking rates are only modestly associated with recording rates for smoking 

status. Prescribing measures demonstrate very little variation between practices but are only 

moderately correlated with each other. Data integrity is a pivotal concern and variation in data 

management processes at the practice-level may critically affect observed CPV between 

practices. Crucially, important information about the practice system is contained in the 

‘interstitial spaces’ of the dataset – in the differences between indicators rather than at the 

level of individual measures. 

Chapter Five proceeds from this analysis, and the need to understand practices as units of 

variation, to explore questions about data integrity and the role of data quality. This study finds 

that data quality is also highly variable between practices and over time, and is likely to be a 

significant factor affecting apparent CPV in routinely collected EMR data. Data quality is 

heavily influenced by staff capability, turnover and attrition, and attitudes and orientation; and 

also by the ongoing data management activities undertaken at the practice level. Meaningful 

data quality requires significant capability and the investment of substantial ongoing time, effort 

and knowledge, by both clinical and administrative staff.    

8.3.2 What factors are associated with observed variation? 

Chapter Six details the results of a systematic review which sought to identify factors 

empirically associated with CPV in processes or outcomes of care for CHD and diabetes in 
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general practice settings. In this study, CPV was generally poorly explained with substantial 

variation in methods and reporting standards, and challenges in comparing included studies. 

There was substantial overlap, but also contradictory effects between measures, including 

differences in magnitude and direction. These findings confirmed suggestions from earlier 

analyses that processes and outcomes of care may behave in different ways with respect to 

variation; they do not always correlate and may exhibit non-linear relationships. Differences 

between measures suggest that quality may not be a single, unidirectional construct, raising 

implications for the use of composite performance indicators. Explanations for CPV were 

complex, multifactorial, contextual, interactional and often elusive. While definitive factors 

explaining individual measures were not able to be identified, a broad explanatory framework 

of factors operating at four key levels was constructed, offering a theoretical structure for 

exploring and clarifying causal relationships. 

Using Qualitative Comparative Analysis (QCA), Chapter Seven draws on this empirical 

framework and the ecological theory proposed in Chapter Four, to develop and test an 

explanatory model for BP control in general practice management of CHD. This study finds 

more variation in the intermediate outcome (BP control) than related process measures. High 

rates of BP recording, or of antihypertensive prescribing (using ACE Inhibitors or Angiotensin 

Receptor Blockers) are neither necessary or sufficient for practices to achieve high rates of BP 

control. Observed variation was partly explained at three levels of analysis (context, structure, 

process) with greatest explanatory power at the structural level. Although no necessary or 

sufficient conditions were identified at any level, highly influential conditions emerged at the 

antecedent and structural levels. Instead, multiple combinatorial pathways to the outcome exist 

at each level. While the two-step analysis utilised in this study has limitations, it provides an 

indication of how factors might also interact across levels to generate variation.  

8.3 3 How does variation behave as an emergent system property? 

This evolving investigation within a discrete cohort of Ochre Health practices sequentially 

moves away from standard variable-based perceptions of CPV towards an emphasis on 

practices as cases. Each is considered a discrete unit of variation, emerging from their 

properties as nested complex adaptive systems. Each practice CAS encompasses a clinical 

microsystem made up of smaller sub-systems:(1286, 1287) patients within family and 

community environments; clinicians within professional and organisational environments; 

practices within both the Ochre and local health system environment.  To properly understand 

CASs, they should be examined holistically, at multiple levels of analysis. The apparent 

simplicity of primary care masks substantial complexity around integrating, personalising and 
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prioritising care that defies reductionist classification:(1288) “primary care is dynamic, 

adaptive, and relationship-based, with domains so interrelated that they must be measured as 

a whole”(1289)  

In this thesis, CPV is found to be not only complex and multifactorial, but also explained by 

interactions within and across multiple levels of coupled systems. QCA findings are consistent 

with CAS theory and the theoretical framework developed herein, confirming that explanations 

for observed CPV consist of conjunctural, equifinal, often paradoxical pathways to a given 

outcome. Causal relationships, including between structures and processes of care, are 

neither straightforward or linear, with individual factors displaying differential, sometimes 

counter-intuitive effects depending on the combinations of which they form a part. This 

suggests that individual cases may arrive at a particular outcome via different causal 

mechanisms and there may be no single, or simple, explanation for CPV. 

However, these results are illustrative and exploratory; more analysis is required to extend and 

consolidate them. The research described here is also limited by the aggregate and pre-

defined nature of the available data which may have constrained or influenced results. 

Outcome and other data were only available as rate-based measures at the practice level. No 

clinician or patient characteristics were measured directly at either the individual or practice 

level, necessitating the use of population-level indices as proxy measures. Unmeasured 

variables (conditions), such as physician or patient attributes and behaviours may be important 

influences on CPV. Despite clearly identifying the theoretical importance of patient preferences 

in explanatory models for CPV, these were not able to be included in analyses.  

8.4 Implications for policy and practice: What do these findings 
mean for how we approach CPV?  

The increasing digitalisation of healthcare means increasingly large volumes of data are being 

generated, with enormous potential to provide multi-layered performance information. 

However, there are risks and constraints on the value of these data; especially if our theoretical 

grasp of their meaning does not keep pace with the technical and computational ability to 

produce and analyse them. Ethically speaking, routinely collected data, despite assumptions 

to the contrary (especially when they have been ‘de-identified’ through removal of obvious 

identifiers), are not just disembodied data points but represent the (often incomplete) clinical 

stories and health trajectories of myriad individuals. This fact contributes to their value and 

information potential, but also makes them sensitive information by definition, and generates 

risks. These risks extend beyond simplistic concerns about identification and confidentiality, to 
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the possibility that their use may disadvantage certain population groups and contribute to 

further entrenching health inequalities.(1285, 1290) This reality and its implications should be 

respected in any approaches to mining and utilising such data resources. More practically, 

data integrity in EMR systems remains an ongoing and over-riding concern. For general 

practices and their staff, ensuring the quality of clinical data requires substantial investment of 

resources, and will be influenced by ongoing events in the life of practice organisations. 

Measures of data integrity may therefore be important variables in analytical models. 

In pursuing causal explanations for CPV, we should recognise that causality is complex; there 

may be no single or primary causal factor or factors. Instead, a particular outcome may result 

from multiple independent causal pathways. Each of these paths may consist of multiple 

factors at different levels of the system, and be defined more by the interactions between 

elements than by the elements themselves. The same factor (or variable) may operate in 

different ways within different combinations, or at different geographical or temporal scales. 

While dominant analytical approaches remain quantitative and statistical, and therefore usually 

linear and additive, more nuanced approaches may be needed to accommodate this 

complexity, demanding new methods and techniques. Deriving sound explanations for 

variation requires naturalistic approaches that pay attention to what occurs in real world 

settings rather than normative approaches that make blinkered assumptions about how clinical 

work is done and decisions are (or should be) made.  

Because variation is an emergent system property, adequate analysis needs to comprehend 

the system, with its inter-relationships and mechanisms. Important information may be held 

within the interstices or subliminal spaces of the system, meaning we need to study whole 

systems rather than discrete metrics in isolated models. For example, the series of 

observations outlined in Chapter Three provides insights not available from singular 

inspections of individual data measures. ‘Families’ of indicators operate as collective groups 

that can illuminate system attributes and mechanisms. Consistent with complexity theory, this 

non-reductionist approach assumes that the whole story of variation is both richer and more 

interconnected than can be gleaned from isolated investigations of component parts. Likewise, 

the use of QCA repositions CPV as an interpretive issue of both qualitative and quantitative 

variation between cases or units, rather than numerical fluctuation in a given measurement 

variable. Thresholds between warranted and unwarranted variation are often qualitative or 

interpretive concerns, and may be issues of type as well as degree. Borrowing from the 

theoretical foundations of QCA, this may make them more amenable to assessment or 

calibration rather than measurement. 
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8.4.1 Conceptual reframing: non-causal orientations to CPV? 

Theoretical findings suggest that we should avoid assuming that CPV equates with 

inappropriate care or sub-standard practice, and take care in developing nuanced theoretical 

and analytical models to drive further understanding. Historical thinking about CPV has 

emphasised standardisation of clinical practice as the solution. While this is undoubtedly 

appropriate under some circumstances – or to some extent – a complementary approach may 

be to view CPV through a diversity lens. Such a shift in perspective moves away from purely 

causal orientations to UCV, to accommodate alternative ways of framing when variation is 

warranted. This thesis demonstrates that if no single or easily discernible causal explanations 

exist, or the same sources give rise to both UCV and warranted variation, then equating 

legitimacy and cause may be insufficient. These perspectives imply the need to consider 

results-focused constructs such as coupled process-outcome relationships and outcome 

equity, and mean that whether variation is warranted may only be discernible in retrospect.    

At the same time, if UCV is about patent needs and preferences, appropriateness can only be 

determined at the individual level, although nested in particular contexts, which operate in 

tension with each other. This means that variation needs to be explored simultaneously at both 

individual and collective levels; it is located simultaneously in both the clinical and 

epidemiological context, raising questions about the ecological fallacy and its role in thinking 

around CPV. This situation also reflects the duality of primary care settings that deal 

concurrently with both the specific and the general, the patient and community, the acute and 

the chronic. Consideration of non-causal interpretations of CPV recognises that quality of care 

is a nuanced, interpretive construct that extends far beyond observations of variation, and that 

the relationship between the two may not be symmetrical. Variation and quality may constitute 

separate, complementary attributes of performance. Whether variation is warranted may 

depend on perspective, and involve trade-offs between standardisation and individualisation, 

reliability and innovation. An ecological frame of reference allows us to explore the role of 

tensions between apparent oppositional constructs such stability and diversity, exploitation 

and exploration, and what they mean for the function and evolution of human systems including 

healthcare.  

8.4.2 Performance measurement and monitoring systems 

A critical question becomes how such individual nuance, contextual complexity, and 

consequent theoretical and methodological concerns, can and should be represented in 

measurement and accountability systems at an aggregate level. They may also need to 
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recognise the existence of counter-intuitive relationships between processes and outcomes 

and across groups of measures. For example “interventions designed to improve performance 

on [one] identified metric such as blood pressure control, [risk] unanticipated and often 

unrecognized harm to other activities and outcomes”.(1279) What might legitimate, 

appropriate or functional variation look like? Such models mean measurement systems must 

accommodate variation in some form, either as a qualitative or quantitative construct. Should 

this be in the form of quantitative tolerances or allowances that accept a certain degree of 

variation in a given measure? Should performance monitoring measures be distinct from those 

measures that ‘matter’ sufficiently to justify investigation of unwarranted variation, with careful 

consideration given to the role and purpose of particular measures? Should we reverse the 

burden of proof for UCV, such that analyses should demonstrate why CPV is unwarranted 

rather than why it might be warranted?  

These issues resonate with longstanding concerns about the way quality and performance are 

measured and remunerated in primary care, the inadequacy of historical measures and 

attempts to produce more meaningful metrics.(137, 1280, 1289) Current approaches generally 

presume that “quality primary care is the sum of quality measures for individual diseases and 

health screening” (1291 p381) with payment systems commonly employing measures that are 

poorly aligned with or fail to recognise the “higher-level integrating, personalizing, and 

prioritizing functions of primary care and the needs of patients, communities, or health care 

systems”.(1291 p381) My findings suggest that combining individual quality measures in such 

a way is not only based on erroneous assumptions but may also provide misleading or 

unhelpful results.   

Despite this, performance measurement and monitoring systems are currently constrained by 

a limited grasp of the precise way to ‘group’ people on the basis of what should be 

standardised. Do age, gender and diagnosis suffice, or are more nuanced factors required? 

Some studies,(362) and our rhetoric around patient preferences, suggest yes; although it is 

not yet clear what this looks like as measured performance. While important work to date has 

focused on what and how care should be measured, work may also be required on how 

legitimate variations in clinical practice might be meaningfully represented, either qualitatively 

or quantitatively. Evidence for measures, and for assertions of UCV, should include 

investigation of patient preferences, contra-indications and effects of comorbidity as well as 

clinical evidence derived across samples representative of whole populations.  
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8.4.3 Future research 

In some respects, the research described here is unfinished, with several obvious ‘next steps’ 

beyond the scope of this thesis. These include follow-up investigations within the same data, 

framed as holistic system-oriented analyses that incorporate multiple data sources, utilise 

mixed methods approaches and comprehensive analytical models, and compare and contrast 

findings across multiple indicators. In addition, the studies outlined in this thesis have used 

real world data from Australian general practice to build a theoretical understanding of practice 

variation drawing on detailed information about socio-economic and geographic 

circumstances. Inevitably, the data were situated purely in the Australian context and 

influenced by the particular system parameters that shape delivery of general practice care for 

chronic disease in Australia. Given the importance of primary care services in providing 

universal access, and the growing burden of non-communicable diseases around the world, it 

will ultimately be important to determine the applicability of these ideas in an international 

primary care context, especially in low resource settings. 

More broadly, delineation of warranted from unwarranted variation is becoming a critical 

dilemma in CPV research as policy attention, measurement activity and interventions to 

address variation intensify. Scholars of variation have argued for continuing, cogent 

exploration of UCV,(45, 46, 98) including the need for clarifying theory(65) and alignment of 

the unit of analysis with the locus of decision-making control,(43, 75)  and recognition of patient 

agency.(43, 45) Suggested directions for future research have included time trends for 

conditions and level of occurrence, institutional and regulatory mechanisms and effects on 

behaviour, the roles of relevant actors including patients and third parties, and the relationship 

between CPV and quality of care;(368, 496) as well as community and cultural shaping of 

patient preferences and the mechanisms by which these views are incorporated into medical 

decision-making.(472) Others have identified a need to not only identify regional causes of 

variation but also to extend the study of CPV in primary care and to prioritise “those variations 

and causes that have the most important impact on equity, effectiveness, efficiency and [sic] 

outcomes”.(68)  

Based on findings reported here, future research should explore causal and non-causal 

framings for UCV, employing both novel methods and innovative theory to overcome the 

impasse that seems to plague current attempts to address the issue. In continuing to focus on 

causality, we should be mindful that causality is complex and multimodal, necessitating 

conceptual designs and analytical models that allow for this. Statistical investigations of CPV 

should approach study design in ways that think carefully about how the object of 
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measurement comes about and how the unit of analysis influences measurement, developing 

robust conceptual models to ensure meaning is grounded in clinical practice. In view of 

methodological inconsistencies, which have created difficulties with study comparability and 

generalisability of conclusions, there may be value in the development of reporting standards 

that ensure consistency within discrete methods and explicate theoretical and analytical 

assumptions.  

While causal explanations are an important way of trying to understand CPV, they are not the 

only way. Resolving the variation dilemma may be a matter of equilibrium between 

individualisation and standardisation rather than conflict. In attempting to translate conceptual 

ideals (such as standardised or individualised practice) into practical tools, we must avoid 

turning potentially useful tools into damaging weapons. This may demand thinking about the 

variation problem in new ways, including how unwarranted standardisation imposes top down 

controls that restrict processes of bottom-up emergence, limiting warranted variation as an 

adaptive response to underlying (patient level) diversity. It may require dual theoretical 

orientations that allow for linear structures and processes nested within nonlinear networks, 

and can move between linear and systems thinking;(872) consider how modular hierarchical 

structures and lower level networks give rise to patterns of variation at higher ecological 

levels;(1029) and probe the relationship of variation to the law of requisite variety, where the 

stability of complex systems depends on a sufficiently diverse repertoire of responses to 

address the range of perturbations that occur.(199)  

A number of novel, complexity-aligned methods might support greater understanding of such 

issues. Machine learning approaches to examining large-scale data repositories are already 

becoming common,(1284) and have been used to explore EMR data integrity,(1292) although 

developing a full understanding also requires awareness of system features including the 

views and perceptions of patients and clinic personnel.(1293) Modelling approaches such as 

agent-based(1294) and dynamic simulation modelling(1295) may provide insights into how 

patterns of variation, including paradoxical or counter-intuitive phenomena, emerge from 

individual actions. The functional resonance analysis method (FRAM) for modelling 

sociotechnical systems draws on complex systems theory to consider the way in which 

functions become coupled and natural variations in performance can resonate, or reinforce 

each other, to produce both success and failure.(961) Because CPV can only be explained 

through understanding clinical work as enacted, FRAM comparison of work as imagined and 

work as done may be useful in illuminating the emergence of warranted and unwarranted 

variation, especially under complex conditions in primary care.(1034, 1296)  
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Case-based methods are likely to be an important addition to the stable of methods for 

analysing CPV, enabling us to take a holistic view, and consider how analytical or comparative 

units of variation might be represented in meaningful ways. Several scholars have begun to 

develop case-based approaches to the investigation of complex systems, especially in the 

social sciences, positing an epistemological approach termed complex realism.(1297-1299) 

These approaches are founded on the proposition that cases are the methodological 

equivalent of complex systems, or conversely, that complex systems are cases and should be 

studied as such.(1300, 1301) Methods include case-based mathematical modelling for 

complex socio-biological systems, and the development of a Sociology and Complexity 

Science (SACS)Toolkit.(1302) This thesis has demonstrated the utility of QCA as a case-

based method. Despite its potential complexity, QCA has much to add to ongoing 

investigations of CPV, especially those targeted at holistic understanding based on mixed 

methods approaches. It allows for an integrated grasp of units of variation as micro-systems, 

potentially nested in larger systems; and for the use of calibration and assessment (rather than 

precise but indiscriminate measurement) as processes for elaborating the meaning and clinical 

importance of observed CPV.  

8.5 Conclusion 

Historically, healthcare variation has commonly been positioned as a matter of inappropriate 

care and professions or organisations ‘behaving badly’; a normative ‘bad apples’ interpretation 

of health system performance viewed through a professional decoupling lens. In fact, CPV is 

a complex ecological problem, constituted by aggregate measurement observations arising 

from multiple individual decisions and behaviours. Proper understanding and resolution 

necessitate an ecological theory that conceives collective patterns of variation as nested, 

hierarchical arrangements within adaptive, interacting systems; and CPV as an emergent 

property of these systems. In this view, CPV arises as progressive differentiation at the additive 

or interactional level – as system elements combine to form combinations and permutations, 

these combinations become increasingly unique. Warranted variation is an appropriate 

response to this differentiation, however neither variation nor standardisation offer panaceas 

to concerns with quality and performance in healthcare. Relying on causal explanations to 

demarcate unwarranted variation may be insufficient to adequately elucidate the contribution 

of variation to system performance. Both theory and methods require continued development 

to ensure an adequate understanding of the role and representation of warranted and 

unwarranted variation in performance measurement systems. 
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APPENDIX 2.1: LITERATURE SEARCH METHODS & RESULTS 

 

Search terms 

Scoping study #1 (practice variation) focused on the intersection between quality, outcomes 

and variation, and on material applicable to the primary care setting. This approach utilised 

search terms in various combinations across several domains, outlined in Table 1, and 

employed a limited number of MeSH terms. Search results are presented in Figure 1. 

Table 1: Search terms, scoping study #1 (practice variation)   
Variation Healthcare Quality Primary Care MeSH terms 

Unwarranted variation 

Practice variation 

  (Medical)  

  (Clinical) 

Variation 

  (Legitimate) 

  (Warranted) 

  (Appropriate) 

  (Functional) 

  (Justified) 

Quality 

Patient preference 

Clinical outcomes 

Primary care 

General practice 

Family medicine 

Small area 
analysis 

Practice 
Guideline 

Health status 
disparities 

 

Scoping study #2 (individualisation of care) employed terms specifically targeting 

individualisation and customisation of care, allowing for international differences in spelling 

and terminology.  Results were refined by setting and intersection with the concept of variation, 

see Table 2. Search results are presented in Figure 2. 

Table 2: Search terms, scoping study #2 (individualised care) 
Search combinations Filters 

Individualised 

Individualized 

Customised 

Customized  

Care 

Treatment 

Management  

Variation 

Primary care 

General practice 

Family medicine 
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Figure 1: PRISMA diagram, scoping study #1 
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Figure 2: PRISMA diagram, scoping study #2 
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Table 3: Search results categorised by key concepts 

 Initial, non-systematic 
search 

Scoping study #1 
(Practice variation) 

Scoping study #2 
(Individualised care) 

YIELD  
 
602 

703 329 

EXCLUDED 66 29 

INCLUDED 637 300 

 Complexity 14 Admin data 21 Concepts issues 16 

Cost / value 16 Conceptual 
expl 

95 Generalism 14 

Methods / 
measurement 

71 Methods / 
measurement 

 Methods / 
measurement 

9 

Decision making 34 V observed 80 Patient 
centredness 

14 

Diversity 5 V quantified 100 standards 15 

EBM 21 V explained 99 Warranted 
variation 

9 

Health ecology 27 Interventions 108 Heterogeneity 
Genetic variation 
Phenotypic / 
interpersonal 
Treatment 
response 
Values / 
preferences 

78 
(41) 
(23) 
 
(19) 
(4) 

Hospitals 5 Geographic V 39 

Integration 10 Process V 16 

Issues 6 Stochastic V 11 

Primary Care 43 Cost 30 

Quality 
improvement 

86 Quality 34 

Virtue ethics 9 Equity 17 IC as approach  
Addiction 
Aged care 
Autism 
CAM 
COPD 
Dementia 
Diabetes 
Mental health 
Migraine 
Obesity 
Oncology 
Other 
Intervention/study 
arm 

176 
(3) 
(14) 
(3) 
(10) 
(8) 
(5) 
(15) 
(14) 
(3) 
(4) 
(22) 
(52) 
(32) 

Variation 70 Value 8 

Accountability 11 Warranted V 35 

Performance  
management 

31 Uncertainty 29 

PCC/SDM 27 

Guideline  
concordance 

40 Outcomes 9 

Guidelines 34 

Paradoxical 
effects 

9   

Practice 
organisation 

7 

Perspectives & 
preferences 
Doctors 
Managers 
Patients 
PCC 
SDM 
Patient experience 

112 
 
(10) 
(3) 
(51) 
(25) 
(10) 
(33) 

PC Quality 
Collaboratives 
Definitions & 
models 
Indicators 
Measurement 
Patient safety 
systems 

109 
(11) 
 
(29) 
(24) 
(33) 
(21) 
(7) 



 

 

APPENDIX 3.1: APCC Report 

 
Report includes all patients in the practice clinical system who are not archived and are not deceased. 

 Count Percentage 

 CORONARY HEART DISEASE Total ATSI Non 
ATSI 

NR Total ATSI Non ATSI NR 

CHD-001 Number of patients on the CHD register 486 1 326 159     

 Patients with CHD whose last recorded BP within the last 12 months 
was: 

        

CHD-002    BP <=130/80 mmHg 169 0 114 55 34.77% 0.00% 34.97% 34.59% 

CHD-003    BP Recorded 384 1 263 120 79.01% 100.00% 80.67% 75.47% 

CHD-004 Patients with CHD who are currently prescribed an Antiplatelet 
Medication 

309 1 196 112 63.58% 100.00% 60.12% 70.44% 

CHD-005 Patients with CHD who are currently prescribed a Statin Medication 385 1 265 119 79.22% 100.00% 81.29% 74.84% 

 Patients with CHD whose last recorded LDL/Cholesterol within the last 
12 months was: 

        

CHD-006 LDL <= 2mmol/l or if no LDL, Cholesterol < 4mmol/l 176 0 125 51 36.21% 0.00% 38.34% 32.08% 

CHD-007    Cholesterol Recorded 288 1 197 90 59.26% 100.00% 60.43% 56.60% 

CHD-008 Patients with CHD who are currently prescribed an ACE or ARB 
Medication 

332 1 228 103 68.31% 100.00% 69.94% 64.78% 

 Patients with CHD whose Smoking status is:         
CHD-009    Non Smoker (i and ii) 376 1 279 96 77.37% 100.00% 85.58% 60.38% 

CHD-010    i) Never Smoked 192 1 137 54 39.51% 100.00% 42.02% 33.96% 

CHD-011    ii) Ex Smoker 184 0 142 42 37.86% 0.00% 43.56% 26.42% 

CHD-012    iii) Current Smoker 35 0 24 11 7.20% 0.00% 7.36% 6.92% 

CHD-013    iv) Not Recorded 75 0 23 52 15.43% 0.00% 7.06% 32.70% 
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CHD-014 Proportion of Patients with CHD who are recorded as Current Smoker 
or Ex Smoker and who have had their smoking status assessed in the 
last 12 mths 

    70.78% 0.00% 81.33% 37.74% 

CHD-015 Patients with CHD who have had a Myocardial Infarction (MI) or Acute 
Coronary Syndrome (ACS) within the last 12 months 

9 0 5 4 1.85% 0.00% 1.53% 2.52% 

CHD-016 Patients with CHD recorded as Deceased in the last calendar month 0 0 0 0     

CHD-017 CHD Patients who satisfy all the following measures: 
- Blood Pressure <= 130/80 mmHg last 12 months 
- Anti-platelet Medication 
- LDL <= 2mmol/l or if no LDL, Cholesterol < 4mmol/l last 12 
months   - ACE or ARB Medication 

39 0 25 14 8.02% 0.00% 7.67% 8.81% 

CHD-018 CHD Patients who have an ACR and eGFR recorded within the last 12 
months 

85 1 68 16 17.49% 100.00% 20.86% 10.06% 

 DIABETES Total  ATSI Non 
ATSI 

NR Total  ATSI Non ATSI NR 

DIA-001 Number of patients on the Diabetes Register 809 7 466 336     

 Patients with Diabetes whose last recorded HbA1c within the last 12 
months was: 

        

DIA-002    i) HbA1c <= 7.0% 326 4 216 106 40.30% 57.14% 46.35% 31.55% 

DIA-003    ii) HbA1c > 7.0% and <= 8.0% 100 0 52 48 12.36% 0.00% 11.16% 14.29% 

DIA-004    iii) HbA1c > 8.0% and < 10.0% 96 0 54 42 11.87% 0.00% 11.59% 12.50% 

DIA-005    iv) HbA1c >= 10.0% 32 1 20 11 3.96% 14.29% 4.29% 3.27% 

DIA-006    v) HbA1c Not Recorded 255 2 124 129 31.52% 28.57% 26.61% 38.39% 
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 Patients with Diabetes whose last recorded Cholesterol within the last 
12 months was: 

        

DIA-007    LDL <= 2mmol/l or if no LDL, Cholesterol < 4mmol/l 230 0 162 68 28.43% 0.00% 34.76% 20.24% 

DIA-008    Cholesterol Recorded 495 5 304 186 61.19% 71.43% 65.24% 55.36% 

 Patients with Diabetes whose last recorded BP within the last 12 
months was: 

        

DIA-009    BP <= to 130/80 mmHg 197 3 137 57 24.35% 42.86% 29.40% 16.96% 

DIA-010    BP Recorded 601 5 378 218 74.29% 71.43% 81.12% 64.88% 

 Diabetes Key Measures: 
(HbA1c, LDL/Cholesterol, BP x2, eGFR, ACR or other urinary  
Microalbumin test, Smoking status recorded) 

        

DIA-011 Patients with Diabetes who have received all key measures within the 
required timeframe and satisfy all the following measures: 
- HbA1c <= 7.0% 
- LDL <= 2mmol/l or if no LDL, Cholesterol < 4mmol/l 
- BP <=130/80 mmHg (latest BP) 
- Smoking status of Non Smoker or Ex Smoker 

9 0 9 0 1.11% 0.00% 1.93% 0.00% 

DIA-012 Patients with Diabetes who have received all key measures within the 
required timeframe 

137 3 91 43 16.93% 42.86% 19.53% 12.80% 

DIA-013 Diabetes Annual Cycle of Care: 
Percentage of Annual Cycle of Care Items Completed for Patients with 
Diabetes (based on 18 items possible) 

    37.08% 45.38% 40.94% 31.57% 

DIA-015 Patient with Diabetes who have had an eGFR and urinary ACR or other 
urinary Microalbumin test result in the last 12 months 

247 3 150 94 30.53% 42.86% 32.19% 27.98% 

DIA-016 Patients with Diabetes who have had an Influenza vaccine within the 
last 12 months 

392 2 249 141 48.45% 28.57% 53.43% 41.96% 

DIA-017 Patients with Diabetes who have had a Pneumococcal immunisation in 
the last 5 years, or two vaccines at any time 

204 2 150 52 25.22% 28.57% 32.19% 15.48% 

DIA-018 Patients with Diabetes with waist last recorded Male <= 102cm, Female 
<= 88cm 

89 0 65 24 11.00% 0.00% 13.95% 7.14% 

DIA-019 Patients with Diabetes with waist recorded 288 2 204 82 35.60% 28.57% 43.78% 24.40% 
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 CHRONIC OBSTRUCTIVE PULMONARY DISEASE Total ATSI Non 
ATSI 

NR Total ATSI Non ATSI NR 

COPD-001 Number of patients on the COPD Register 259 0 171 88     

 Patients with COPD whose Smoking status is:         
COPD-002    Non Smoker (i and ii) 188 0 132 56 72.59%   77.19% 63.64% 

COPD-003    i) Never Smoked 42 0 26 16 16.22%   15.20% 18.18% 

COPD-004    ii) Ex Smoker 146 0 106 40 56.37%   61.99% 45.45% 

COPD-005    iii) Current Smoker 51 0 30 21 19.69%   17.54% 23.86% 

COPD-006    iv) Not Recorded 20 0 9 11 7.72%   5.26% 12.50% 

COPD-007 Proportion of Patients with COPD and who are recorded as Current 
Smoker or Ex Smoker and who have had their smoking status 
assessed in the last 12 mths 

    64.97%   74.26% 44.26% 

COPD-009 Patients with COPD who have a Spirometry result Recorded 3 0 1 2 1.16%   0.58% 2.27% 

COPD-010 Patients with COPD who have had an Influenza vaccine within the last 
12 months 

150 0 101 49 57.92%   59.06% 55.68% 

COPD-011 Patients with COPD who have had a Pneumococcal immunisation in 
the last 5 years, or two vaccines at any time 

88 0 72 16 33.98%   42.11% 18.18% 

DIA-020 Patients with Diabetes with BMI last recorded < 25 88 2 53 33 10.88% 28.57% 11.37% 9.82% 

DIA-021 Patients with Diabetes with BMI recorded 527 5 344 178 65.14% 71.43% 73.82% 52.98% 

 Patients with Diabetes whose Smoking status is:         
DIA-022    Non Smoker (i and ii) 620 3 402 215 76.64% 42.86% 86.27% 63.99% 

DIA-023    i) Never Smoked 372 3 227 142 45.98% 42.86% 48.71% 42.26% 

DIA-024    ii) Ex Smoker 248 0 175 73 30.66% 0.00% 37.55% 21.73% 

DIA-025    iii) Current Smoker 50 3 25 22 6.18% 42.86% 5.36% 6.55% 

DIA-026    iv) Not Recorded 139 1 39 99 17.18% 14.29% 8.37% 29.46% 

DIA-027 Proportion of Patients with Diabetes who are recorded as Current 
Smoker or Ex Smoker and who have had their smoking status 
assessed in the last 12 mths 

    58.05% 0.00% 66.50% 40.00% 
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 CHRONIC KIDNEY DISEASE  Total ATSI Non 
ATSI 

NR Total ATSI Non ATSI NR 

CKD-001 Number of patients on the CKD Register 204 0 135 69     

 Number of patients on the CKD and Diabetes Register  63 0 51 12     
CKD-002 Patients with CKD and Diabetes whose HbA1c has been recorded 

within the last12 months 
45 0 38 7 71.43%   74.51% 58.33% 

 Patients with CKD and Diabetes whose last recorded HbA1c within the 
last 12 months was: 

     
 

  

CKD-003    i) HbA1c <= 7.0% 20 0 17 3 31.75%   33.33% 25.00% 

CKD-004    ii) HbA1c > 7.0% and <= 8.0% 11 0 8 3 17.46%   15.69% 25.00% 

CKD-005    iii) HbA1c > 8.0% and < 10.0% 10 0 9 1 15.87%   17.65% 8.33% 

CKD-006    iv) HbA1c >= 10.0% 4 0 4 0 6.35%   7.84% 0.00% 

CKD-007    v) HbA1c Not Recorded 18 0 13 5 28.57%   25.49% 41.67% 

CKD-008 Patients with CKD and an eGFR AND ACR or other urinary 
Microalbumin test recorded in the last 12 months 

43 0 31 12 21.08%   22.96% 17.39% 

CKD-009 Patients with CKD and Cholesterol or LDL Recorded within the last 12 
months 

127 0 87 40 62.25%   64.44% 57.97% 

 Patients with CKD whose last recorded BP within the last 12 months 
was: 

        

CKD-010    BP Recorded 155 0 108 47 75.98%   80.00% 68.12% 

CKD-011    BP at target (at target is <=130/80 if patient has Diabetes or 
Albuminuria, otherwise <= 140/90) 

76 0 55 21 37.25%   40.74% 30.43% 

CKD-012 Patients with CKD who are currently prescribed a Statin Medication 105 0 76 29 51.47%   56.30% 42.03% 

CKD-013 Patients with CKD who are currently prescribed an ACE or ARB 
Medication 

134 0 95 39 65.69%   70.37% 56.52% 
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 Patients with CKD and who are recorded as Current Smoker or Ex 
Smoker 

80 0 56 24     

CKD-014 Proportion of Patients with CKD and who are recorded as Current 
Smoker or Ex Smoker and who have had their smoking status 
assessed in the last 12 mths 

52 0 38 14 65.00%   67.86% 58.33% 

 CKD screening and detection: 
Patients not on CKD Register who are at high risk of CKD 
- Hypertension recorded 
- BMI >= 30 
- Current smoker and assessed last 12 months 
- Aged >= 60 
- CVD recorded 
- Diabetes recorded 
- ATSI and Aged >= 30 

5891 54 2886 2951     

CKDSCR-001 Patients at high risk of CKD who have had both eGFR 
AND ACR screening tests in the last 12 months 

495 4 330 161 8.40% 7.41% 11.43% 5.46% 

 

 CARDIOVASCULAR DISEASE Total ATSI Non 
ATSI 

NR Total ATSI Non ATSI NR 

CVD-001 Number of patients on the CVD Register 675 3 443 229     

          

 PREVENTION Total ATSI Non 
ATSI 

NR Total ATSI Non ATSI NR 

SMOKING       

 Number of patients aged >=18, ATSI >=15 15261 71 5995 9195     

 Patients whose Smoking status is:         
GEN-001    Non Smoker (i and ii) 8966 33 4053 4880 58.75% 46.48% 67.61% 53.07% 

GEN-002    i) Never Smoked 6734 27 2894 3813 44.13% 38.03% 48.27% 41.47% 

GEN-003    ii) Ex Smoker 2232 6 1159 1067 14.63% 8.45% 19.33% 11.60% 

GEN-004    iii) Current Smoker 1253 21 517 715 8.21% 29.58% 8.62% 7.78% 
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GEN-005    iv) Not Recorded 5042 17 1425 3600 33.04% 23.94% 23.77% 39.15% 

GEN-006 Proportion of Patients who are recorded as Current Smoker or Ex  
Smoker and who have had their smoking status assessed in the last 12 
mths 

    56.67% 62.96% 72.43% 41.75% 

PAP SMEAR         

 Number of Female patients aged 20-69 who are eligible for a Pap 
Smear 

6827 36 2497 4294     

GEN-007 Pap Smear last 2 years 1698 11 732 955 24.87% 30.56% 29.32% 22.24% 

BREAST SCREEN         

 Number of female patients aged 50-69 2474 7 1054 1413     
GEN-008 Breast Screen last 2 years 0 0 0 0 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 

RISK FACTORS   

 Number of patients aged >=18, ATSI >=15 15261 71 5995 9195     
GEN-009-1 - who have had an Absolute Risk Assessment (AR) performed 0 0 0 0 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 

 Number of nonATSI patients aged 45-74 or ATSI patients aged 35-74 
WITHOUT a diagnosis of CVD, Diabetes, COPD or CRF 

5596 29 2269 3298     

GEN-009 - who have had an Absolute Risk Assessment (AR) 0 0 0 0 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 

 Number of patients aged >= 40, ATSI >=15 WITHOUT a Diagnosis of 
Diabetes 

8308 28 3505 4775     

GEN-010 - who have had a Diabetes Risk Assessment (DRAT) 0 0 0 0 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 

 Measureable items for patients aged >= 35, ATSI >=15  WITHOUT a 
diagnosis of CVD, Diabetes, COPD or CRF (= patients X 6) 

54270 378 21210 32682     

GEN-011 Number of items where last measurement meets the following: 
- BP systolic <= 130  
- Cholesterol < 4 
- Smoker - never or ex 
- Waist <= 102cm male, 88cm female 
- Alcohol <= 2 drinks per day 
- Physical activity = assessed 

12918 96 5944 6878 23.80% 25.40% 28.02% 21.05% 
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 Measureable items for  patients aged >= 35, ATSI >=15  WITH a 
diagnosis of CVD, Diabetes, COPD or CRF (= patients X 6) 

9186 48 5556 3582     

GEN-012 Number of items where last measurement meets the following: 
- BP systolic <= 130  
- Cholesterol < 4 
- Smoker - never or ex 
- Waist <= 102cm male, 88cm female 
- Alcohol <= 2 drinks per day 
- Physical activity = assessed 

3148 10 2163 975 34.27% 20.83% 38.93% 27.22% 

 Measureable items for  patients aged >= 35, ATSI >=15  WITHOUT a 
diagnosis of CVD, Diabetes, COPD or CRF (= patients X 6) 

54270 378 21210 32682     

GEN-013 Number of items with a measurement recorded: 
- BP systolic  
- Cholesterol  
- Smoker  
- Waist  
- Alcohol  
- Physical activity 

21093 150 9318 11625 38.87% 39.68% 43.93% 35.57% 

 Measureable items for patients aged >= 35, ATSI >=15  WITH a 
diagnosis of CVD, Diabetes, COPD or CRF (= patients X 6) 

9186 48 5556 3582     

GEN-014 Number of items with a measurement recorded: 
- BP systolic  
- Cholesterol  
- Smoker  
- Waist  
- Alcohol  
- Physical activity 

5223 25 3426 1772 56.86% 52.08% 61.66% 49.47% 

WAIST and BMI 

 Number of patients aged >=18, ATSI >=15 15261 71 5995 9195     
GEN-015 Waist last recorded Male <= 102cm, Female <= 88cm 933 9 553 371 6.11% 12.68% 9.22% 4.03% 

GEN-016 Waist Recorded 1696 13 1015 668 11.11% 18.31% 16.93% 7.26% 
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GEN-017 BMI last recorded < 25 1501 10 693 798 9.84% 14.08% 11.56% 8.68% 

GEN-018 BMI Recorded 4525 24 2335 2166 29.65% 33.80% 38.95% 23.56% 

GP MANAGEMENT PLANS 

 Number of patients WITH a diagnosis of CVD, Diabetes, COPD or  
CRF 

1579 8 947 624     

GEN-019 With a GPMP (MBS 721, 729 or 731) within the last 2 years 767 3 508 256 48.58% 37.50% 53.64% 41.03% 

IMMUNISATIONS 

 Number of patients aged >=18, ATSI >=15 15261 71 5995 9195     
GEN-022 Patients who have had an Influenza vaccine within the last 12 months 2519 9 1366 1144 16.51% 12.68% 22.79% 12.44% 

GEN-023 Patients who have had a Pneumococcal immunisation in the last 5 
years, or two vaccines at any time 

1001 4 697 300 6.56% 5.63% 11.63% 3.26% 

ATSI HEALTH ASSESSMENTS 

GEN-024 Percentage of key health check inputs recorded for ATSI patients: 
ATSI patients aged >=15: 

- Smoking status recorded 
- Height recorded 
- Weight (within the past 12 months) 
- eGFR (within the past 12 months) 
- ACR (within the past 12 months) 
- Total cholesterol (within the past 12 months) 
- BSL (within the past 12 months) 
- BP (within past 12 month) 
- Pap smear in the past 2 years (unless excluded through gender or 

clinical reasons) 

ATSI patients aged <15: 
- Smoking status recorded 
- Height recorded within the past 12 months 
- Weight measured within the past 12 months 
- BP measured within past 12 months 

     32.12%   
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ESTIMATED GLOMERULAR FILTRATION RATE (eGFR) 

 Number of patients aged >=18, ATSI >=15 15261 71 5995 9195     
GEN-025 with an eGFR >=45 and <60 (CKD 3a) recorded within the previous 12 

months 
305 2 174 129 2.00% 2.82% 2.90% 1.40% 

GEN-026 with an eGFR >=30 and < 45 (CKD 3b) recorded within the previous 12 
months 

82 0 45 37 0.54% 0.00% 0.75% 0.40% 

GEN-027 with an eGFR >=15 and < 30 (CKD 4) recorded within the previous 12 
months 

17 0 10 7 0.11% 0.00% 0.17% 0.08% 

GEN-028 with an eGFR < 15 (CKD 5) recorded within the previous 12 months 25 0 7 18 0.16% 0.00% 0.12% 0.20% 

 Number of patients aged >=18, ATSI >=15 who 
meet all of the following criteria: 

1) a urinary ACR OR other urinary Micro albumin test result recorded 
within the previous 12 months, AND 

2) a recorded diastolic blood pressure within the previous 12 months,  
AND 

3) a recorded systolic blood pressure within the previous 12 months 

        

GEN-029 with an eGFR >=45 and <60 (CKD 3a) recorded within the previous 12 
months 

48 1 31 16 0.31% 1.41% 0.52% 0.17% 

GEN-030 with an eGFR >=30 and < 45 (CKD 3b) recorded within the previous 12 
months 

24 0 11 13 0.16% 0.00% 0.18% 0.14% 

GEN-031 with an eGFR >=15 and < 30 (CKD 4) recorded within the previous 12 
months 

2 0 2 0 0.01% 0.00% 0.03% 0.00% 

GEN-032 with an eGFR < 15 (CKD 5) recorded within the previous 12 months 1 0 0 1 0.01% 0.00% 0.00% 0.01% 
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 Number of patients aged >=18, ATSI >=15 who 
meet all of the following criteria: 
1) Have a urinary ACR OR other urinary Micro albumin test result 
recorded within the previous 12 months of 2.6 mg/mmol (male) or 3.6 
mg/mmol (female) OR 24 hour urinary albumin >30 mg/day, AND 2) 
Have a recorded diastolic blood pressure within the previous 12 
months of equal to or less than 80 mmHg, AND 
3) Have a recorded systolic blood pressure within the previous 12 
months of equal to or less than 130 mmHg. 

        

GEN-033 with an eGFR >=45 and <60 (CKD 3a) recorded within the previous 12 
months 

3 0 2 1 0.02% 0.00% 0.03% 0.01% 

GEN-034 with an eGFR >=30 and < 45 (CKD 3b) recorded within the previous 12 
months 

3 0 0 3 0.02% 0.00% 0.00% 0.03% 

GEN-035 with an eGFR >=15 and < 30 (CKD 4) recorded within the previous 12 
months 

0 0 0 0 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 

GEN-036 with an eGFR < 15 (CKD 5) recorded within the previous 12 months 0 0 0 0 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 

BLOOD PRESSURE AND CHOLESTEROL 

 Number of patients aged >=18, ATSI >=15 15261 71 5995 9195     
GEN-037 with BP <= 160/100 recorded within the previous 12 months 6418 29 3077 3312 42.05% 40.85% 51.33% 36.02% 

GEN-038 with LDL or total cholestrol recorded within the previous 12 months 4195 21 2044 2130 27.49% 29.58% 34.10% 23.16% 

 e-HEALTH Total ATSI Non 
ATSI 

NR Total ATSI Non ATSI NR 

 Total number of Diagnoses in the current problems/past history tables 150879 725 85912 64242     

EC-005 Number of Diagnoses in the current problems/past history that are 
coded 

109468 558 60756 48154 72.55% 76.97% 70.72% 74.96% 

 Total number of Medications in the current medications list 52638 283 23577 28778     
EC-020 Number of Medications in the current medications list that have been 

printed in the last 6 months 
22939 122 11840 10977 43.58% 43.11% 50.22% 38.14% 
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 MANUAL MEASURES - ACCESS AND CARE REDESIGN Total ATSI Non 
ATSI 

NR Total ATSI Non ATSI NR 

MAN-037 Total number of patients marked as active in the practice's clinical 
system 

18835 90 6909 11836     

 MANUAL MEASURES - ACCESS AND CARE REDESIGN Value 
MAN-001 Is the practice using an 'Open Access' system? No 
MAN-002 The number of days until the GP 3rd Available appointment.  0 
MAN-003 Is there a practice nurse who takes appointments? No 
MAN-004 The number of days until the Practice nurse 3rd available appointment.  0 
MAN-005 The number of patients whose appointment demands were unmet.  0 
MAN-006 Average patient satisfaction score 0 
MAN-007 The number of full time equivalent GPs at the practice.  0 
MAN-008 The number of full time equivalent practice nurses employed at the practice.  0 

 Does the practice have a practice wide, systemised register for the following?  
MAN-012 • CHD None 
MAN-013 • Hypertension None 
MAN-014 • COPD None 
MAN-015 • Asthma None 
MAN-016 • Diabetes None 
MAN-017 • Diabetes Risk None 
MAN-018 • Any Mental Health None 
MAN-019 • Osteoporosis None 
MAN-020 • Any Cancer None 
MAN-021 • Other Paper  
MAN-021 • Other Electronic  

 Does the practice have a practice wide, systemised recall/ reminder system for the following?  
MAN-022 • CHD None 
MAN-023 • Hypertension None 
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MAN-024 • COPD None 
MAN-025 • Asthma None 
MAN-026 • Diabetes None 
MAN-027 • Diabetes Risk None 
MAN-028 • Any Mental Health None 
MAN-029 • Osteoporosis None 
MAN-030 • Any Cancer None 
MAN-031 • Other Paper  
MAN-031 • Other Electronic  

 Aboriginal Health Worker FTE  
MAN-032 The number of full time equivalent Aboriginal Health Workers employed at the practice. 0 

 Allied Health Worker FTE  
MAN-033 The number of full time equivalent Allied Health Workers employed at the practice. 0 

 Administration/Management Staff FTE  
MAN-034 The number of full time equivalent Administration/Management Staff employed at the practice. 0 

 Psychologist/Counsellor FTE  
MAN-035 The number of full time equivalent Psychologists/Counsellors employed at the practice. 0 

 Staff with Cultural Awareness Training  
MAN-036 The percentage of total practice staff who have had Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Cultural  0.00% 

 Awareness TrainingATSI Health Assessments  
MAN-038 The percentage of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples who have received a health 

assessment in the past year. 
0.00% 

Extract Date: 
Printed: 

29/8/2016 
29/8/2016 

Pen CS 
Pen CS CAT4 4.3.2.0 



 

 

APPENDIX 3.2: OCHRE HEALTH OUTCOMES DATA MEASURES 

   

CHD CHD-001  Number of patients on CHD register   

  CHD-002  Patients with CHD and last recorded BP <=130/80 mmHg (in last 12 months)     

  CHD-003  Patients with CHD and BP recorded in last 12 months      

  CHD-004  Patients with CHD who are currently prescribed an antiplatelet medication 

  CHD-005  Patients with CHD who are currently prescribed a statin medication 

  CHD-006  Patients with CHD and last recorded LDL <= 2mmol/l or if no LDL, cholesterol <4mmol (in last 12 months)  

  CHD-007  Patients with CHD with cholesterol recorded in last 12 months     

  CHD-008  Patients with CHD who are currently prescribed an ACE inhibitor or ARB medication 

  CHD-009  Patients with CHD who are non-smokers (i and ii)     

  CHD-010  Patients with CHD who i) never smoked     

  CHD-011  Patients with CHD who are ii) ex-smokers      

  CHD-012  Patients with CHD who are iii) current smokers     

  CHD-013  Patients with CHD whose smoking status is iv) not recorded     

  
CHD-014 

  
Proportion of patients with CHD who are recorded as current smokers or ex-smokers and who have had their smoking status  
assessed in the last 12 months 

  CHD-015  Patients with CHD who have had a Myocardial Infarction (AMI) or Acute Coronary Syndrome (ACS) within the last 12 months 

  CHD-016  Patients with CHD recorded as deceased in the last calendar month 

  
CHD-017 

  
CHD Patients who satisfy all the following measures: BP <= 130/80 mmHg last 12 months / anti-platelet medication /  
LDL <= 2mmol/l or if no LDL, cholesterol < 4mmol/l last 12 months /  ACE or ARB medication 

  CHD-018  CHD patients who have an ACR or an eGFR recorded within the last 12 months 

DIABETES DIA-001  Number of patients on diabetes register   

  DIA-002  Patients with diabetes and last recorded i) HbA1c <=7.0% (within last 12 months)     

  DIA-003  Patients with diabetes and last recorded ii) HbA1c > 7.0% and <= 8.0% (within last 12 months)    

  DIA-004  Patients with diabetes and last recorded iii) HbA1c > 8.0% and < 10.0%(within last 12 months)    

  DIA-005  Patients with diabetes and last recorded iv) HbA1c >= 10% (within last 12 months)     
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  DIA-006  Patients with diabetes and last recorded v) HbA1c not recorded (within last 12 months)     

  DIA-007  Patients with diabetes and last recorded LDL <= 2mmol/l or if no LDL, cholesterol < 4mmol/l (within last 12 months) 

  DIA-008  Patients with diabetes and cholesterol recorded in last 12 months     

  DIA-009  Patients with diabetes and BP <= 130/80 mmHg (in last 12 months)     

  DIA-010  Patients with diabetes and BP recorded in last 12 months      

  
DIA-011 

  
Patients with diabetes who have received all key measures within the required timeframe and satisfy all the following measures:  
HbA1c <=7.0% / LDL <= 2mmol/l or if no LDL, cholesterol < 4mmol/l /  BP <= 130/80 mmHg (latest BP) / non-smoker (i and ii) 

  DIA-012  Patients with diabetes who have received all key measures within the required timeframe 

  
DIA-013  

Diabetes annual cycle of care: percentage of annual cycle of care items completed for patients with diabetes  
(based on 17 items possible) 

  DIA-015  Patient with diabetes who have had an eGFR or urinary ACR or other urinary microalbumin test result in the last 12 months 

  DIA-016  patients with diabetes who have had an Influenza vaccine within the last 12 months 

  DIA-017  Patients with diabetes who have had a pneumococcal immunisation within the last 5 years, or two vaccines at any time 

  DIA-018  Patients with diabetes with waist last recorded Male <= 102cm, Female <= 88 cm 

  DIA-019  Patients with diabetes with waist recorded   

  DIA-020  Patients with diabetes with BMI last recorded < 25  

  DIA-021  Patients with diabetes with BMI recorded   

  DIA-022  Patients with diabetes whose smoking status is non-smoker (i and ii) 

  DIA-023  Patients with diabetes whose smoking status is i) never smoked 

  DIA-024  Patients with diabetes whose smoking status is ii) ex-smoker 

  DIA-025  Patients with diabetes whose smoking status is iii) current smoker 

  DIA-026  Patients with diabetes whose smoking status is iv) not recorded 

  
DIA-027 

  
Proportion of patients with diabetes who are recorded as current smoker or ex-smoker and who have had their smoking status  
assessed in the last 12 months 

COPD   COPD-001 Number of patients on COPD register   

    COPD-005 Patients with COPD who are current smokers     

    COPD-011 Patients with COPD who have had a pneumococcal immunisation in the last 5 years, or two vaccines at any time 

GENERAL GEN-001  Number of patients aged >=18, or ATSI >=15 with smoking status of non-smoker 
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  GEN-005  Number of patients aged >=18, or ATSI >=15 with smoking status not recorded  

  GEN-017  Number of patients aged >=18, or ATSI >=15 with BMI Last recorded < 25     

  GEN-018  Number of patients aged >=18, or ATSI >=15 with BMI Recorded     

  GEN-019  Number of patients with a diagnosis of CVD, diabetes, COPD or CRF and a GPMP (MBS 721, 729 or 731) within the last 2 years 
  
CHD=coronary heart disease; BP=blood pressure; LDL=low-density lipoprotein level; ACE=angiotensin converting enzyme; ARB=angiotensin receptor blocker; 
ACR=albumin creatinine ratio; eGFR=estimated glomerular filtration rate; BMI=body mass index; COPD=chronic obstructive pulmonary disease; 
CVD=cardiovascular disease; CRF=chronic renal failure; GPMP=GP Management Plan 
 
  



 

 

APPENDIX 3.3: DATA DICTIONARY / DEFINITIONS 

Ochre Health clinics universally use the proprietary software Best Practice (BP). 
The following table describes the Pen CS CAT4 – Best Practice data mapping structure for relevant data 
extraction fields, adapted from Pen CS Best Practice Data Mapping.44 

ACE / ARB ACE Inhibitors generic names: 
Captopril 
Enalapril Maleate 
Enalapril Maleate, Hydrochlorothiazide 
Fosinopril Sodium 
Fosinopril Sodium, Hydrochlorothiazide 
Lisinopril 
Perindopril Arginine 
Perindopril arginine, Indapamide hemihydrate 
Perindopril Erbumine 
Perindopril erbumine, Indapamide hemihydrate 
Quinapril 
Quinapril, Hydrochlorothiazide 
Ramipril 
Ramipril, Felodipine 
Trandolapril 
Trandolapril, Verapamil 
ARB generic names: 
Candesartan Cilexetil 
Candesartan Cilexetil, Hydrochlorothiazide 
Eprosartan Mesylate 
Eprosartan Mesylate, Hydrochlorothiazide 
Irbesartan 
Irbesartan, Hydrochlorothiazide 
Losartan Potassium 
Olmesartan medoxomil 
Olmesartan medoxomil, Hydrochlorothiazide 
Telmisartan 
Telmisartan, Hydrochlorothiazide 
Valsartan 
Amlodopine, Valsartan 
Valsartan, Hydrochlorothiazide 

ACR Listed in the BP database as an ACR result (with the BP pathology code 17) 
OR one of these LOINC codes: 32294-1,30000-4,9318-7,14959-1 
OR one of these result names: Alb/Cre, Alb/Creat, Albumin/Creatinine, Albumin/Creatinine Ratio, 
Urinary Albumin/Creatinine Ratio, Urinary Albumin/Creat Ratio, Microalbumin Ratio 
OR manually entered result 

AMI / ACS Acute coronary insufficiency 
Acute Coronary Syndrome 
Angina, unstable 
Preinfarction syndrome 
Unstable angina 
Acute myocardial infarction 
AMI 
Anterior myocardial infarct 
Anterolateral myocardial infarct 
Heart attack 
Inferior myocardial infarction 
MI 
Myocardial infarction 
Myocardial infarction, anterior 

                                                      
44 PenCS. 2017. Data Mapping: Best Practice Data Mapping, 2 March 2017. https://www.pencs.com.au/ 

https://www.pencs.com.au/
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Myocardial infarction, anterolateral 
Myocardial infarction, inferior 
Myocardial infarction, posterior 
Myocardial infarction, subendocardial 
Myocardial infarction, superior 
Posterior myocardial infarct 
Subendocardial infarct 
Subendocardial myocardial infarct 
Superior myocardial infarct 

BMI Patient Record >Main Patient Screen > Observations screen 

BP Patient Record > Main Patient screen either 
- opening the Observations screen, or 
- opening the Enhanced Primary Care > Diabetes Cycle of Care 
screen. 

CHD Acute coronary insufficiency 
Acute myocardial infarction 
AMI 
Angina 
Angina pectoris 
Angiogram, coronary 
Angioplasty 
Angioplasty, coronary 
Anterior myocardial infarct 
Anterolateral myocardial infarct 
Balloon coronary angioplasty 
CABG 
Coronary angiogram 
Coronary angiography 
Coronary Angiography - No significant obstr 
Coronary Artery spasm 
Coronary artery stent 
Coronary endarterectomy 
Coronary heart disease 
Coronary insufficiency 
Coronary occlusion 
Heart attack 
IHD 
Inferior myocardial infarction 
Ischaemic heart disease 
MI 
Myocardial infarction 
Myocardial infarction, anterior 
Myocardial infarction, anterolateral 
Myocardial infarction, inferior 
Myocardial infarction, posterior 
Myocardial infarction, subendocardial 
Myocardial infarction, superior 
Occlusion, Coronary artery 
Percutaneous Transluminal angioplasty 
Posterior myocardial infarct 
Preinfarction syndrome 
Prinzmetal angina 
PTA 
Stent, coronary artery 
Subendocardial infarct 
Subendocardial myocardial infarct 
Superior myocardial infarct 
Unstable angina 
Variant angina 
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Cholesterol Lipids data: Patient Record > Main Patient screen > Enhanced Primary Care > Diabetes 
Cycle of Care screen. 

OR Pathology HL7 results: CHOLESTEROL, SCHOLESTEROL, SECHOLESTEROL, 
TOTCHOLESTEROL, 14647-2 

OR manually entered result 

Antiplatelet Rx Generic names: 
Aspirin 
Aspirin, Glycine 
Dipyridamole, Aspirin 
Clopidogrel 
Clopidogrel, Aspirin 
Clopidogrel Hydrogen Sulfate 
Others: 
Abciximab 
Dipyridamole 
Eptifibatide 
Prasugrel 
Ticlopidine 
Ticagrelo 
Tirofiban 

Diabetes Diabetes Mellitus, NIDDM  
Diabetes Mellitus, Type 2 
NIDDM 
Non insulin dependent Diabetes Mellitus 
Type 2 Diabetes Mellitus 
Diabetes 
Diabetes - controlled 
Diabetes - Unstable 
Diabetes Mellitus 
Diabetic endarteritis 

eGFR Pathology HL7 results with LOINC code 33914-3 
OR Calculation (Refer Clinical Audit User Guide – Part 2 Functionality) 

GPMP MBS item number 

HbA1c Patient Record > Main Patient screen > Enhanced Primary Care > 
Diabetes Cycle of Care screen. 

OR Pathology HL7 results: GLYCOSYLATEDHB, GLYCATEDHB, HAEMOGLOBINA1C,  
HBA, HBA(HPLC), HBA1CFRACTION, 17856-6, 4548-4 

OR manually entered result 
OR Additional test name ‘Blood haemoglobin A 1 c’HBA1C 

LDL/cholesterol Lipids data : 
Patient Record > Main Patient screen > Enhanced Primary Care > 
Diabetes Cycle of Care screen. 

OR Pathology HL7 results: LDLCHOLESTEROL, CHOLESTEROLLDL, 
LDL(ATHEROGENIC), 22748-8 

OR manually entered resultLDL 

Microalbumin Pathology HL7 results: 14957-5, 1754-1, 1755-8 
Smoking status Main Patient screen > Open > Alcohol and Smoking History > Tobacco  

Statins Generic names: 
Amlodipine besylate, atorvastatin 
Atorvastatin 
Ezetimibe, Simvastatin 
Fluvastatin 
Pravastatin Sodium 
Rosuvastatin 
Simvastatin 
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APPENDIX 3.4: PRELIMINARY ANALYSIS & DATA QUALITY 

3.4.1 Univariate Data Analysis 

The dataset includes measures against 52 indicators for the period June 2012 – June 2017, collected at monthly intervals (n=61, 
range 7-61 per practice). 34 practices are represented over the 5 year period, although practices enter and leave the dataset at 
different points (range, 11-30 per month). 
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The 52 indicators are loosely grouped into 4 categories: Coronary Heart Disease (CHD, n=18), Diabetes (DIAB, n=26), COPD 
(COPD, n=3) and General (GEN, n=5), reflecting a range of process or outcome measures. Some indicators function as sets, 
and so collectively provide information about a given issue (eg., smoking status and HbA1c). For these sets only the relevant 
indicators are described here (eg., HbA1c >8% or % smokers & smoking status current). 

Overall, the extraction report includes all patients in the practice clinical system who are not archived and are not deceased. 
Each disease group contains a measure reflecting the number of patients on the associated disease register (ie., a diagnosis 
coded to that disease) which functions as the denominator for other measures within that group. Most measures are recorded as 
the proportion (%) of [disease based register] patients who meet the indicator. The general group uses the number of non-
archived, non-deceased patients aged over 18 (or over 15 if ATSI) as the denominator.  

In distributing benchmarking feedback to practices Ochre has utilised a pair of composite indicators, each constructed as the 
mean value of 5 discrete measures within the dataset. These are: 

 ‘Overall Process’ – comprising CHD BP recorded*, DIAB BP recorded*, CHD Cholesterol recorded*, DIAB Cholesterol 
recorded* and DIAB HbA1c recorded* (*in the previous 12 months) 

 ‘Overall Quality’ – comprising CHD BP < 130/80 mmHg, DIAB BP < 130/80mmHg, CHD LDL<2, Cholesterol<4, DIAB 
LDL<2, Cholesterol<4, DIAB HbA1c <8 

Because the denominators for the indicator groups within each composite indicator vary, I have used a slightly different method 
for calculating these composite indicators, which standardises the denominators across the group. These are named ‘Adjusted 
Process’ and ‘Adjusted Outcome’.  

Adjusted process (mean= 70.58%, SD 11.41%) 
(med 70.76%, min 4.44%, max 96.34%, IQR 12.09%) 

  

Adjusted outcome (mean= 35.92%, SD 7.63%) 
(med 35.79%, min 0%, max 58.64%, IQR 8.22%) 
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Mean values and variation by indicator 

  Mean Minimum Maximum 
Standard 
Deviation 

Adjusted Process 70.59% 4.44% 96.34% 11.41% 

Adjusted Quality 35.92% 0.00% 58.64% 7.64% 

CHD-001_BP<=130/80 33.03% 0.00% 77.36% 10.04% 

CHD-003_BP_recorded 78.57% 2.48% 100.00% 12.18% 

CHD-004_Rx_Antiplatelet 67.07% 0.00% 100.00% 9.92% 

CHD-005_Rx_Statin 72.47% 0.00% 100.00% 8.90% 

CHD-006_LDL<=2 or Cholesterol <4 32.90% 0.00% 67.27% 10.03% 

CHD-007_LDL_Cholesterol _recorded 61.02% 0.00% 98.25% 14.37% 

CHD-008_Rx_ACEorARB 63.47% 0.00% 88.24% 7.28% 

CHD-012_current_smokers 12.57% 0.00% 46.43% 8.20% 

CHD-013_smoking_not_recorded 14.38% 0.00% 100.00% 13.82% 

CHD-014_smoking_status_current (ever smokers) 60.65% 0.00% 100.00% 25.09% 

CHD-015_AMIorACS_last_12_months 2.14% 0.00% 22.22% 2.50% 

CHD-016_deceased_last_month 1 0 21 1.68 

CHD-017_measures_met 7.82% 0.00% 29.55% 4.19% 

CHD-018_ACR or eGFR_last 12 months 19.89% 0.00% 78.13% 14.36% 

COPD-005_current_smokers 32.00% 0.00% 71.42% 12.98% 

COPD-011_Pneumovax_last_5_years_or_at_least_2 35.55% 0.00% 75.00% 14.50% 

DIA_011_key_measures_in_time_ and _satisfactory 2.85% 0.00% 13.86% 2.28% 

DIA_012_key measures in time 26.69% 0.00% 69.91% 15.37% 

DIA_HbA1<=8 52.94% 0.00% 79.49% 11.48% 

DIA_HbA1c_recorded 69.39% 0.00% 95.58% 12.22% 

DIA-007_LDL<=2 or Cholesterol <4 30.73% 0.00% 65.79% 8.12% 

DIA-008_Cholesterol_recorded 65.60% 0.00% 97.50% 13.35% 

DIA-009_BP<=130/80 28.60% 0.00% 65.42% 8.25% 

DIA-010_BP_recorded 78.09% 0.00% 100.00% 12.02% 

DIA-013_ann cyc care complete 40.84% 2.94% 72.94% 10.06% 

DIA-015_urine_microalbumin_last_12_months 42.35% 0.00% 85.71% 16.08% 

DIA016_Fluvax last 12 months 43.64% 0.00% 75.86% 14.02% 

DIA-017_Pnuemovax_last_5_years_or_at_least_2 25.66% 0.00% 66.67% 13.37% 

DIA-018_waist_circumf_OK_for_gender 12.80% 0.00% 63.33% 8.79% 

DIA-019_waist_circumf_recorded 51.38% 0.00% 98.59% 24.47% 

DIA-020_last_BMI<25 10.16% 0.00% 33.33% 3.51% 

DIA-021_BMI_recorded 78.20% 0.00% 100.00% 16.99% 

DIA-025_current_smokers 13.75% 0.00% 37.60% 8.30% 

DIA026_smoking_not_ rec 15.70% 0.00% 94.29% 14.34% 

DIA-027_smoking_status_current 62.71% 0.00% 100.00% 24.32% 

GEN-001_Non-smokers 48.30% 1.21% 83.82% 16.64% 

GEN-005_Smoking_status_not_recorded 37.14% .19% 98.59% 18.98% 

GEN-017_last_BMI<25 12.40% .69% 30.56% 6.47% 

GEN018_BMI_ recorded 41.15% 1.82% 86.54% 18.63% 

GEN-019_GPMP_last_2yrs 43.61% 0.00% 90.70% 22.09% 
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Co-efficient of variation by indicator 

 

 

3.4.2 Data Quality 

There are several apparent patterns emerging from the univariate data analysis raising questions about 
potential data quality, and the possibility that some variation between practices may be explained by 
variations in data quality. 
For many indicators there is early volatility with relative stabilisation from mid-2015 onwards. This is 
illustrated below for the adjusted overall process and adjusted overall quality indicators. 
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Most practices demonstrate low (poor) values on start-up, with subsequent improvement and stabilisation 
over time (with some exceptions). Again illustrated using the adjusted process and quality composite 
indicators. 

 
 
Statistical Process Control charts for each indicator are consistent with these time trends and generally 
support greater stability from early-mid 2015 onwards.  

  
 

  
Raw extraction data are available for the month of January 2015.  
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From these data it is clear that there are 5 versions of PenCAT being utilised to extract data reports at that 
time. Most practices (n=20) are using variants of PenCAT 3.14 with 75% of these using version 3.14.1.1. Four 
practices are using version 3.12.0.3. 
These data enable us to calculate the proportion of diagnoses coded (of total diagnoses recorded) and the 
proportion of active scripts (printed in the last 6 months), potentially reflecting data cleaning and coding 
procedures within each practice. Notably, a small group of geographically related practices have high levels 
of active medication data but relatively low levels of diagnostic coding. These factors do not appear to relate 
to the PenCAT software version. 
 

  
 
For three of the general health status descriptors in each report (number of patients with smoking status of 
non-smoker; number of patients with smoking status not recorded; and patients with BMI recorded) it is 
possible to reverse calculate the denominator for each of these indicators. When these are derived for each 
time period, there are multiple discrepancies which can be summed to achieve a nominal ‘discrepancy score’ 
for each time point.  These discrepancies are common early in the life of the dataset, diminishing over time 
and becoming stable and consistent, with no further discrepancies, from October 2014.  
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3.4.3 Data cleaning and configuration approaches 

Impact of trimming data points  

Overall Process Measure 

Overall process (adjusted)  
Mean= 70.58%, SD 11.41%) 

  

3 months trimmed 
Mean=71.49%, SD=10.31% 

  
6 months trimmed 
Mean 72.03%, SD 9.73% 
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Overall Quality Measure 

Overall quality (adjusted) 
Mean= 35.92%, SD 7.63%  

 

 
 

3 months trimmed 
Mean=36.52%, SD=7.08% 

 
 

6 months trimmed 
Mean=36.90%, SD=6.80% 
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Data structure 

Raw data 

 
3 months trimmed 
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6 months trimmed 

 

Impact of arrangement by data point 

Measures 

Overall Process (adjusted) Overall Quality (adjusted) 
 

By data point, full dataset 
Mean =70.58%, SD=11.411%, N=1292 
(Med=70.76%)   CfV=0.162 

Mean=35.92%, SD=7.636%, N=1292 
(Med=35.79%)   CfV=0.213 

  
 

By data point, minus first 6 data points (per practice) 
Mean=72.04%, SD=9.728%, N=1088 
(Med=71.43%)   CfV=0.135 

Mean=36.91%, SD=6.795%, N=1088 
(Med=36.21%)   CfV=0.184 
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By date, minus first 6 data points (per practice) 
Mean=72.04%, SD=9.728%, N=1088 
(Med=71.43%)   CfV=0.135 

Mean=36.91%, SD=6.795%, N=1088 
(Med=36.21%)   CfV=0.184 
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Data structure
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APPENDIX 3.5: DATA ANALYSIS 

3.5.1 CHD Measures 

PRACTICE PREVALENCE - CHD 

  

Figure 3.4a: ‘Prevalence’ summary statistics by date Figure 3.4b: ‘Prevalence’ by practice and date 

 

Figure 3.4c: Apparent prevalence by practice 

BP RECORDED 

  
Figure 3.5a: BP recorded summary statistics by date Figure 3.5b: BP recorded by practice and date 

 
Figure 3.5c: BP recording by practice 
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LIPIDS RECORDED 

  

Figure 3.6a: Lipids recorded                                                     
summary statistics by date 

Figure 3.6b: Lipids recorded                                      
by practice and date 

  

Figure 3.6c: Lipid recording by practice  

RENAL FUNCTION RECORDED 

  
Figure 3.7a: ACR/eGFR recorded                                                     

summary statistics by date 
Figure 3.7b: ACR/eGFR recorded                              

by practice and date 

 

 

Figure 3.7c: ACR/eGFR recorded by practice 
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SMOKING STATUS RECORDED 

  
Figure 3.8a: Smoking recorded                                                             

summary statistics by date 
Figure 3.8b: Smoking recorded                                                     

by practice and date 

 

Figure 3.8c: Smoking recorded by practice 

ACEI / ARB PRESCRIBING 

  
Figure 3.9a: ACEI/ARB prescribing                                                             

summary statistics by date 

Figure 3.9b: ACEI/ARB prescribing                             
by practice and date 

 

Figure 3.9c: ACEI/ARB prescribing by practice 
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 ANTIPLATELET PRESCRIBING 

  
Figure 3.10a: Antiplatelet prescribing                                                         

summary statistics by date 
Figure 3.10b: Antiplatelet prescribing                                          

by practice and date 

 
Figure 3.10c: Antiplatelet prescribing by practice 

STATIN PRESCRIBING 

  
Figure 3.11a: Statin prescribing                                                                   

summary statistics by date 
Figure 3.11b: Statin prescribing                                                  

by practice and date 

 
Figure 3.11c: Statin prescribing by practice 
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BP CONTROL 

  
Figure 3.12a: BP control                                                                       

summary statistics by date  
Figure 3.12b: BP control                                                                    

by practice and date 

 
Figure 3.12c: BP control by practice 

LIPID CONTROL 

  
Figure 3.13a: Lipid control                                                                   
summary statistics by date 

Figure 3.13b: Lipid control                                                                
by practice and date 

 

Figure 3.13c: Lipid control by practice 
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SMOKING STATUS 

  
Figure 3.14a: Smoking rates                                                  
summary statistics by date 

Figure 3.14b: Smoking rates                                                           
by practice and date 

 
Figure 3.14c: Smoking rates by practice 

ACUTE CARDIAC EVENTS 

  
Figure 3.15a: AMI/ACS                                                                            

summary statistics by date 
Figure 3.15b: AMI/ACS                                                                        

by practice and date 

 

Figure 3.15c: AMI/ACS rates by practice 
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COMPOSITE MEASURE 

  
Figure 3.16a: Composite measure                                                       

summary statistics by date 
Figure 3.16b: Composite measure                                                 

by practice and date 

 

Figure 3.16c: Composite measure rates by practice 

GPMP 

  
Figure 3.30a: GPMP last 2 years                                                           

summary statistics by date 
Figure 3.30b: GPMP last 2 years                                                   

by practice and date 

 

Figure 3.30c: GPMP last 2 years by practice                                                   
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3.5.2 Diabetes Measures 

PRACTICE PREVALENCE - DIABETES 

  
Figure 3.18a: Diabetes ‘prevalence’                                                  

summary statistics by date 
Figure 3.18b: Diabetes ‘prevalence’                                                                        

by practice and date 

 

Figure 3.18c: Diabetes ‘prevalence’ by practice 

HbA1c RECORDED 

  
Figure 3.19a: HbA1c recorded                                                  

summary statistics by date 
Figure 3.19b: HbA1c recorded                                                                        

by practice and date 

 

Figure 3.19c: HbA1c recorded by practice 
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BP RECORDED 

  
Figure 3.20a: BP recorded                                                      
summary statistics by date 

Figure 3.20b: BP recorded                                                                        
by practice and date 

 

Figure 3.20c: BP recorded by practice 

LIPIDS RECORDED 

  
Figure 3.21a: Lipids recorded                                                  
summary statistics by date 

Figure 3.21b: Lipids recorded                                                                        
by practice and date 

 

Figure 3.21c: Lipids recorded by practice 
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ACR / eGFR RECORDED 

  
Figure 3.22a: ACR/eGFR recorded                                                  

summary statistics by date 
Figure 3.22b: ACR/eGFR recorded                                                                        

by practice and date 

 

Figure 3.22c: ACR/eGFR recorded by practice 

SMOKING RECORDED 

  

Figure 3.23a: Smoking recorded                                                  
summary statistics by date 

Figure 3.23b: Smoking recorded                                                                        
by practice and date 

 

Figure 3.23c: Smoking recorded by practice 
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GLYCAEMIC CONTROL 

  
Figure 3.24a: HbA1c control                                                  
summary statistics by date 

Figure 3.24b: HbA1c control                                                                        
by practice and date 

 

Figure 3.24c: HbA1c control by practice 

BLOOD PRESSURE CONTROL 

  
Figure 3.25a: BP control                                                        

summary statistics by date 
Figure 3.25b: BP control                                                                        

by practice and date 

 

Figure 3.25c: BP control by practice 
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LIPID CONTROL 

  
Figure 3.26a: Lipid control                                                     
summary statistics by date 

Figure 3.26b: Lipid control                                                                       
by practice and date 

 

Figure 3.26c: Lipid control by practice 

SMOKING 

  
Figure 3.27a: Smoking rates                                                  
summary statistics by date 

Figure 3.27b: Smoking rates                                                                       
by practice and date 

 
Figure 3.27c: Median smoking rates by practice 
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COMPOSITE - KEY MEASURES in TIME (PROCESS) 

  
Figure 3.28a: Key measures conducted                                                  

summary statistics by date 
Figure 3.28b: Key measures conducted                                                  

summary statistics by date 

 

Figure 3.28c: Median key measures conducted by practice 

COMPOSITE - KEY MEASURES SATISFACTORY (OUTCOME) 

  
Figure 3.29a: Key measures satisfactory                                                  

summary statistics by date 
Figure 3.29b: Key measures satisfactory                                                  

summary statistics by date 

 

Figure 3.29c: Median key measures satisfactory by practice 



 

 

APPENDIX 5.1: Qualitative phone survey data collection template 
 
PRACTICE__________________________________      ID 
known?________________ 
 
PenCAT version?  CAT4  other  unknown          
Install date______________   
 
Source?   Ochre  ML/PHN/DGP  other 
 
Other PenCS products?   Topbar  PATCAT 
 
Best Practice software?  Y   /   N Version?  Install date 
______________ 
Transition issues? 
 
Date HO/APCC data to Ochre commenced ________________    PHN data?  
Y  /  N 

 

Data extraction process and timing? 

 
 
 
 

Other CAT4 reports used within the practice? 

 
 
 
 

Data cleaning process / timing? 

 
 
 
 

Other actions for maintaining / monitoring data integrity 

 
 
 
 
 

Perceived accuracy of clinical data in the practice system? 

 
 
 
 

Known coding issues / problems? 
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Use of health outcome /benchmarking reports within the practice? 

 
 
 
 

Usefulness, known problems or inconsistencies of HO reports? 

 
 
 
 

QI history / PHN involvement / Collaboratives? 

 
 
 
 

Accreditation timing – completed or due? 

 
 
 
 

Historical trajectory / major events in the history of the practice? 

 
 
 
 

Doctor turnover and attrition? 

 
 
 
 

Identifiable data champion? 

 
 
 
 

Nursing model / orientation? Structure of work? Relative importance of CDM 
?  

 
 
 
 

Other Comments 

 
 
 
 



 

 

APPENDIX 6.1: STUDY APPRAISAL  

Citation:  
Date Reviewed:  

What’s the paper about? Yes No Unclear Comments 

Is the study relevant to the review / 
project? 

    

Does the study address a clearly focused 
issue? 

 Aims/ purpose / research question 
clearly stated  

 Setting / Population / variables clearly 
defined 

    

Was the study appropriately justified? 
Relevant  background literature reviewed? 

    

What’s the study design? 
Is the method appropriate? 
Any identifiable biases? 

    

 CONTINUE?     

Are the results reliable?     

Were the criteria for inclusion in the 
sample clearly defined? 

    

Were the study subjects and the setting 
described in detail? 

    

Was the exposure measured in a valid and 
reliable way? 

    

Were objective, standard criteria used for 
measurement of the condition? 

    

Were confounding factors identified? 
 

    

Were strategies to deal with confounding 
factors stated? 

    

Were the outcomes measured in a valid 
and reliable way? 

    

Was appropriate statistical analysis used? 
 

    

Are the conclusions appropriate? 
 

    

 CONTINUE?     

Are the results relevant?     

Can the results be applied in the review 
context? 

    

Were all important variables considered 
 

    

 INCLUDE? 
        OR Reason for Exclusion 

    



 

 

APPENDIX 6.2: DATA EXTRACTION TOOL 

Citation:  
Date Reviewed:  

YEAR  

COUNTRY  

STUDY DESIGN 
Experimental   
Observational   
Qualitative / interpretive 

 

METHODS 
 

 

DATA  
Source / type 
 

 

THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK 
 

 

OBJECTIVE 
 

 

SETTING 
Rural / Urban 
General Practice / Other 

 

PARTICIPANTS 
Population 
Sample size 

 

INTERVENTIONS 
 

 

OUTCOME MEASURES 
Structure / Process / outcome 
 

 

UNIT of MEASUREMENT 
Level of analysis / comparison 

 

RESULTS  

Dichotomous data  

Continuous data  

Amount of variation explained 
 

 

Explanatory Factors  
 

Factor Levels  
 

 

AUTHOR CONCLUSIONS  
 

REVIEW CONCLUSIONS 
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APPENDIX 6.3: TABULATED RESULTS  

TABLE 6.2: SUMMARY CHARACTERISTICS OF INCLUDED STUDIES 

Citation Country Design & Methods Data Setting Sample Condition Outcome measures Model 
R2  

UNIT OF ANALYSIS = PRACTICE / PHYSICIAN GROUP (PRACTICE LEVEL DATA) 

Doran 
2006(1092) 

UK Observational, cross-
sectional 

Multiple regression  

Automatically extracted 
EMR data (over 1 year, 
imputed for exception 
reports) + census data  

Family practice, during 
introduction of national 
pay for performance 
data collection system 
(QOF) 

N=8105 family 
practices 

10 chronic 
diseases incl. 
Diabetes,  
CHD &  
hypertension 

3 composite measures derived from 
76 clinical indicators:  
reported achievement of target 
(eligible patients); exception 
reporting rate; population 
achievement (all patients). 

YES 

Smalarz  
2006(1075) 

USA Observational, cross-
sectional 

OLS regression & Data 
envelopment Analysis 
(DEA) 

Risk adjusted 
administrative / claims 
data + surveys of 
organisational culture 

Physician groups from 
single HMO, 
Massachusetts 

N=50 physician 
groups + group 
administrators, 
N=734 physicians  

Diabetes +   
hypertension + 
hyperlipidaemia + 
screening 

Diabetes eye examination  
Nephropathy monitoring  
Cholesterol management  
Hypertension management 
Glycaemic control (HbA1c)  
Composite process indicator 
Composite outcome indicator 

YES 

Ashworth 
2007(1093) 

UK Observational, cross-
sectional 

Multiple regression 

QOF & routine 
prescribing data (national 
datasets) + practice 
characteristics and 
census data 

UK General Practice, 
national cohort as part 
of P4P system 

N=8430 general 
practices 

CHD +  
CVD +  
Diabetes 

Statin prescribing  volume  YES 

Kiran 
2010(1094) 

UK Observational, cross-
sectional 

Linear regression 

QOF performance data + 
linked hospital & death 
data 

Urban general practice, 
London, as part of 
national P4P system 

N=1531 general 
practices 

CHD Morbidity (hospital admissions) & 
mortality – associations with 
composite quality achievement 
scores 

YES 

Shi 
2012(1095) 

USA Observational, cross-
sectional 

Logistic regression 

Routine reporting (UDS) 
data aggregated at 
health centre level, 
based on record reviews 

US federally funded 
community health 
centres - providing care 
to underserved 
populations 

N=1039, FQHCs Diabetes +  
hypertension 

BP control (<140/90)  
Glycaemic control (HbA1c<9%) 

NO 

Bankart 
2013(1096) 

UK Observational, cross-
sectional 

Negative binomial 
regression 

Routine QOF & annual 
GP patient survey data 
(random national 
sample) 

UK General Practice, 
national cohort linked 
to P4P system 

N=8052 general 
practices 

Hypertension Size of practice register (adjusted) NO 
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Lebrun 
2013(1097) 

USA Observational, cross-
sectional 

T-test, ANOVA  

Routine reporting (UDS) 
data aggregated at 
health centre level, 
based on record reviews 

US federally funded 
health centres (FQHCs), 
serving approx. 20 
million underserved 
patients 

N=1131, FQHCs  Diabetes +  
hypertension 

Poor BP control (>140/90)  
Poor glycaemic control (HbA1c>9%) 

NO 

Flieger 
2014(1098) 

USA Observational, 
longitudinal data over 4 
years 

Multilevel modelling, 
linear regression 

Claims data + extracted 
EMR data + survey data 

Sites participating in 
patient centred medical 
home pilot (PCMH) 
initiative in New 
Hampshire 

N=9 family practices CVD +  
diabetes +  
hypertension + 
COPD 

29 specified measures including:  
BP recorded; BP control 
Lipids tested; Lipid control 
HbA1c measured 
HbA1c control 
Aspirin Rx 
Smoking cessation / advice 
Pneumococcal vaccination 
Nephropathy screening 
Eye examination 
Composite / simultaneous process 
measures 

NO 

Proser 
2015(1099) 

USA Observational, cross-
sectional (using pooled 
longitudinal data over 3 
years) 

Ordinal logistic 
regression and 
probability analysis 
using ranked 
performance quartiles 

Routine reporting (UDS) 
data aggregated at 
health centre (grantee) 
level, based on record 
reviews 

US federally funded 
health centres, 
providing ambulatory 
care for underserved 
populations 

N=1038, FQHCs Diabetes +  
hypertension 

BP control (<140/90) 
Glycaemic control (HbA1c<=9%) 

YES 

Cykert 
2016(1100) 

USA Observational, 
longitudinal data set, 
cross-sectional analysis 
using latest reported 
values 

Linear regression 

Healthcare Effectiveness 
Data & Information Set 
(HEDIS), containing 
extracted EMR data 

North Carolina PC 
practices engaged with 
health IT extension 
program providing QI 
support 

N=50 practices, 209 
providers, 26 279 
patients with 
diabetes 

Diabetes Glycaemic control (HbA1c<7%) 
Poor glycaemic control (HbA1c>9%) 
Lipid control (LDL-C<100mg/dL) 

YES 

UNIT OF ANALYSIS = PRACTICE / PHYSICIAN GROUP (PATIENT LEVEL DATA) 

Fahey & 
Peters 
1997(1101) 

UK Observational, cross-
sectional 

Descriptive analysis, 
correlations 

Systematic random 
sample from each 
practice, extraction of 
routine EMR data 

Oxfordshire general 
practices pooling data 
using common EMR 
system, n=18 

N=879, patients with 
diagnosed 
hypertension + 
antihypertensive 
medication 

Hypertension Uncontrolled hypertension, 
according to 5 separate guideline 
criteria 

NO  

Dunn 
1998(1102) 

UK Observational, cross-
sectional 

Medical record audit, 
practice surveys and 
observational data 

General practices in 
East Dorset, agreeing 

N=3974, patients 
with diabetes 

Diabetes Process measures: BGL, HbA1c, 
cholesterol, BP, weight, creatinine, 

NO 
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Correlations, non-
parametric tests of 
association 

obtained during practice 
visit 

to participate in audit 
of diabetes care, n=37 

urinalysis, foot exam, eye exam, 
smoking history recorded 
Outcome measures: HbA1c result; 
retinopathy, hypercholesterolaemia, 
proteinuria, chronic renal failure, 
hypertension 

Khunti 
2001(1103) 

UK Observational, cross-
sectional 

Linear regression 

Linkage of routine health 
authority data, practice 
surveys & multi-practice 
audit data 

General practices 
participating in three 
regional audit groups, 
n=169 

N=18642, patients 
with diabetes 

Diabetes Process measures: eye exam, foot 
exam, BP recorded, HbA1C 
measured, urine microalbumin test 
Outcome measures: HbA1C result 

YES  

Whitford 
2003(521) 

UK Observational, cross-
sectional 

Linear regression 

Medical record audit, 
patient questionnaire & 
practice survey 

Urban general practices 
in Newcastle & North 
Tyneside, n=42 

N=1056, 20% random 
sample of patients 
with diabetes 

Diabetes Standardised  diabetes prevalence YES 

Joish 
2004(1104) 

USA Observational, cross-
sectional 

Logistic regression & 
ANOVA, adjustment  

Routine pharmacy, 
laboratory and medical 
data extracted from VHA 
information system, for 1 
calendar year 

Veterans Health 
Administration (VHA) 
outpatient clinics in 
southern Arizona, n=4 

N=2781, veterans 
with diabetes 

Diabetes Outcome measures: HbA1c >=8%; 
creatinine clearance >=80 ml/min; 
LDL-C >130mg/dL 

NO* 

Safford 
2009(1105) 

USA Observational, cross-
sectional 

Linear regression, 
adjustment 

Linked VHA data 
(pharmacy, laboratory, 
clinical) from several 
routine information 
systems 

VHA medical centres, 
n=145 

N=118167, patients 
with diabetes 

Diabetes HbA1c values YES 

Salanitro 
2011(1106) 

USA Observational, cross-
sectional 

Linear regression 

Baseline data from 
intervention trial, 
obtained via medical 
record sampling with 
manual data abstraction 

Rural family, general 
and internal medicine 
practices in 11 south 
eastern US states, 
n=135 

N=1641, consecutive 
sample of 10-15 
diabetes patients per 
practice 

Diabetes Glycaemic control (HbA1C<=7%) YES 

King 
2011(1107) 

USA Observational, cross-
sectional 

Regression, multilevel 
variance component 
models 

Medicaid claims data Primary care practices 
within state-wide 
community care 
network program, 
n=913  

N=10953, patients 
with diabetes 

Diabetes +  
Asthma 

Process measures: HbA1c measured, 
lipid profile measured, eye exam, 
urine microalbumin 

NO 

Bailey 
2013(1108) 

USA Observational, cross-
sectional 

Linear regression 

EMR data from shared 
health information 
network + linked 
Medicaid insurance data 

OCHIN network of 
FQHCs across 13 US 
states, mainly in 
Oregon 

N=4019, adult 
patients with 
diabetes 

Diabetes Process measures: lipid screening, 
nephropathy screening, HbA1c 
monitoring, influenza vaccination 

YES 

Simmons 
2014(815) 

DENMARK Observational cohort 
analysis of data from 
cluster randomised 
trial.  

Standardised study data 
including biochemical 
and anthropometric 
indices & self-report 

Danish general 
practices, n=174, 
randomised to 
intervention or control 
arms 

N=1509, patients 
aged 40-69 with 
screen detected 
diabetes 

Diabetes Lipid-lowering prescriptions filled, 
incident CVD,  
all-cause mortality 

NO 
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Multivariate logistic 
regression 

surveys + linked national 
data registries 

UNIT OF ANALYSIS = PROVIDER 

McKinlay € 
2007(1109) 

USA Experimental, balanced 
factorial design 

? ANOVA 

Coded interview data, 
based on video vignettes 
of standardised patients 
portrayed by trained, 
professional actors 

Massachusetts primary 
care providers (PCPs), 
internists and family 
physicians  

N=128, random 
sample of PCPs, 
stratified for gender 
and clinical 
experience 

CHD Guideline compliant actions: 
information seeking; examinations; 
test ordering; treatment 
(prescribing); lifestyle modification  

NO 

Lutfey  
2008(1110) 

CROSS-
NATIONAL 

Experimental, balanced 
factorial design 

Qualitative – verbal 
protocol analysis 

Open ended, think aloud 
interviews in response to 
video vignettes of 
standardised patients  

Primary care practice 
(general/family 
practice or internal 
medicine) in UK, US 
and Germany 

N=256, subset of 
physicians recruited 
in US and UK only 

Diabetes Physician described characteristics 
relevant to clinical decision making 

NO 

Rathore 
2009(1111) 

USA Quasi-experimental, 
cross-sectional 

Mixed  

Web-based survey using 
3 standardised patient 
vignettes, with randomly 
variable ethnicity 
 

Primary care in 4 
racially-diverse US 
states, selected for 
familiarity with 
nominated conditions 

N=716, purposive 
sample of PC 
physicians based on 
prescribing data   
(RR 14%) 

Diabetes +  
hypertension + 
hyperlipidaemia 

Prescribing decisions: medication vs 
none, branded vs generic, 
therapeutic class 
Treatment adherence forecast 

NO 

Lutfey  
2009(1112) 

CROSS-
NATIONAL 

Experimental, balanced 
factorial design 

Regression / ANOVA 

Coded data from Open 
ended, think aloud 
interviews in response to 
video vignettes of 
standardised patients 

Primary care practice 
(general/family 
practice or internal 
medicine) in UK, US 
and Germany 

N=384, probability 
sample of physicians 
selected from 4 
specified strata 
within each country 

CHD Decision certainty 
Diagnostic accuracy  
Clinical behaviours (questions, test 
ordering, referral, return visit 
interval) 

NO 

Shuval 
2010(1113) 

ISRAEL Observational, cross-
sectional 

Multivariate linear 
regression 

HMO data extracted 
from EMR + validated 
EBM survey tool 

Large urban primary 
care clinics, single 
region of large Israeli 
HMO 

N=74, PC doctors, 
either GPs or 
internists 

CHD +  
diabetes +  
hypertension 

Process measures: 
LDL, HBA1c, microalbumin, eye 
exam, Statin Rx, Thiazide diuretics 

YES 

Shani 
2010(1114) 

ISRAEL Observational, cross-
sectional 

Linear regression 

Data from national 
diabetes quality 
improvement program, 
?extracted from EMR 

Israeli primary care, 
single region of large 
Israeli HMO 

N=170, PC physicians, 
18316 patients with 
diabetes 

Diabetes Process measures: HbA1c, 
microalbumin, LDL-C, BP 
Outcome measures: HbA1c <7%, 
BP<130/80, LDL-C <100mg/dL 

YES 

Lutfey ¥ 
2010(1115) 

USA Experimental, balanced 
factorial design,  

ANOVA 

Coded interview data, 
based on video vignettes 
of standardised patients 
portrayed by trained, 
professional actors 

Primary care, North 
and South Carolina 
(internists or family/ 
general practice) 

N=256, availability 
sample of PC 
physicians 

CHD Information seeking; examinations; 
test ordering; treatment 
(prescribing); lifestyle modification 
including smoking status, smoking 
cessation  

NO 

Shackelton-
Piccolo €¥  
2011(1116) 

USA Experimental, balanced 
factorial design 

ANOVA / MANOVA 

Coded interview data, 
based on video vignettes 
of standardised patients 
portrayed by trained, 
professional actors 

Primary care in 3 US 
states: Massachusetts, 
Nth & Sth Carolina 

N=384, PC physicians 
recruited to two 
linked studies  

CHD Diagnosis 
Diagnostic certainty 
Clinical behaviours (test ordering, 
prescribing, question asking, advice) 

NO 
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Marceau 
2011(1117) 

USA Experimental, balanced 
factorial design 

Logistic regression 
 

Coded interview data, 
based on video vignettes 
of standardised patients 
portrayed by trained, 
professional actors 

Primary care in 3 US 
states: New Jersey, 
New York and 
Pennsylvania 

N=192, availability 
sample of PCPs 
stratified by gender 
and experience 

Diabetes Diabetes diagnosis 
Management of peripheral 
neuropathy 

YES 

von dem 
Knesebeck 
2012(1118) 

CROSS-
NATIONAL 

Experimental, factorial 
design 

ANOVA 

Survey in response to 
video vignettes of 
standardised patients 
portrayed by trained, 
professional actors 

Primary care practice 
(general/family 
practice or internal 
medicine) in UK, US 
and Germany 

N=768, randomly 
selected PCPs, 
stratified by gender 
and clinical 
experience 

CHD +  
diabetes 

Smoking status assessment 
Provision of smoking cessation 
advice 

NO 

Vancheri 
2013(1119) 

SWEDEN Cross-sectional, quasi-
experimental 

Regression 

Mailed survey focused on 
standardised series of 
case vignettes    

Urban general practice, 
Stockholm 

N=270, random 
sample of family 
medicine specialists 

CHD Risk estimate + prescribing decision 
(lipid lowering Rx) 

NO 

Lutfey ¥ 
2013(1120) 

USA Experimental, balanced 
factorial design 

Cluster analysis 

Coded interview data, 
based on video vignettes 
of standardised patients 
portrayed by trained, 
professional actors 

Primary care, North 
and South Carolina 
(internists or family/ 
general practice) 

N=256, availability 
sample of PC 
physicians 

CHD Information seeking; examinations; 
test ordering; treatment 
(prescribing); lifestyle modification 
including smoking status, smoking 
cessation 

NO 

Streit 
2017(1121) 

INT Cross-sectional, quasi-
experimental 

Logistic regression, 
mixed effects models 

Mailed survey containing  
standardised series of 
case vignettes    

General Practice in 29 
countries including 
Europe, Brazil, Israel 
and New Zealand 

N=2543, GPs 
recruited via contact 
with national 
networks  

CVD +  
hypertension 

Prescribing decision 
(antihypertensive Rx) 

NO 

UNIT OF ANALYSIS = PATIENT 

Pringle 
1993(1122) 

UK Observational, cross-
sectional 

Linear regression 

Multiple mixed methods 
- medical record data, 
patient questionnaires & 
examination, 
consultation analysis, 
practice surveys 

UK general practices in 
Nottinghamshire 
(n=12), n=32 GPs 
identified through 
participating practices 

N=318, patients with 
diabetes randomly 
selected from 
participating GP 
patient lists 

Diabetes Random HbA1c value YES 

McBride 
1998(1123) 

USA Observational, cross-
sectional 

Logistic regression 

Medical record audit, 
patient surveys, 
physician questionnaires 

Primary care practices, 
urban + rural, in 4 US 
states (n=45), following 
release of cholesterol 
management 
guidelines 

N=603 patients with 
CVD, 21-70yrs. 
n=159 physicians 

CVD Lipid levels 
Lipid screening  

NO 

Berlowitz 
1998(1124) 

USA Observational, cross-
sectional 

Logistic regression, risk 
adjustment 

Medical record audit by 
nurse data abstractors 

Outpatient clinics at 
VHA medical centres in 
greater Boston area, 
n=3 

N=656, patients with 
hypertension, 
diabetes or COPD 

Diabetes +  
hypertension + 
COPD 

Physiological control measures: 
BP >=160/90, change in 
systolic/diastolic BP;  
BGL >=180mg/dL, BGL >=240mg/dL, 
BGL as continuous variable 

NO 
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Zhang 
2000(1125) 

USA Observational, cross-
sectional 

Hierarchical mixed 
effects models 

Linked administrative 
data (pharmacy and 
EMR) over one year 
period 

VHA medical facilities 
undertaking voluntary 
reporting to VHA 
national centre for cost 
containment , n=48 

N=38,173, patients 
with diabetes after 
exclusion of 
incomplete, ineligible 
records 

Diabetes HbA1c value 
High risk HbA1c (>9.5%) 

NO 

Hippisley-Cox 
2001(1126) 

UK Observational, cross-
sectional 

Logistic regression 

Extracted EMR data Primary care practices 
(n=18) in 18 primary 
care groups in Trent 
region 

N=5,891, patients 
>35yrs with 
diagnosed IHD or 
nitrate Rx 

IHD Lipid levels 
Lipid lowering Rx 

NO 

Krein 
2002(1127) 

USA Observational, 
retrospective cohort 
study, cross-sectional 
analysis 

Variance components 
analysis & multilevel 
/hierarchical modelling 

VHA routine data 
integrated from multiple 
sources (pharmacy, 
laboratory, PC provider 
and patient encounter 
data) 

VHA regional 
integrated service 
network across 4 US 
states, 13 facilities, 42 
provider groups, 258 
providers. 

N=12,110, active 
patients with 
diabetes and 
nominated PCP. 
Algorithmic 
construction of 
diabetes register   

Diabetes Process: measurement of HbA1c, 
LDL-C, lipid profile.  
Outcome: HbA1c mean value, HbA1c 
target (>=9.5%), LDL-C mean value, 
LDL-C target (>=140mg/dL, 
<140mg/dL) 

YES 

Majeed 
2003(1128) 

UK Observational, cross-
sectional 

Logistic regression 

Paper & electronic 
medical record data 

Primary care practices 
in south west London, 
n=62 

N=6,888, patients 
with Ischaemic Heart 
Disease 

IHD Process: BP, cholesterol, BMI 
recorded; statin, aspirin, beta 
blocker, ACE inhibitor Rx; 
revascularisation 
Outcome: BP, cholesterol, BMI 

NO 

Jackson 
2003(1129) 

USA Observational, 
retrospective cohort  

Regression, hierarchical 
modelling, risk 
adjustment 

VHA routine data, linked 
clinical datasets + survey 
of VHA primary care 
practices. 

VHA clinics, n=167 N=97,621 pts with 
diabetes meeting 
inclusion criteria 

Diabetes HbA1c values YES 

Chang 
2004(1130) 

TAIWAN Observational, cross-
sectional 

Path analysis, SEM 

Secondary analysis of 
prior purposive sample, 
validated scales for 
independent variables  

Outpatient diabetes 
clinics of a 
metropolitan  hospital 

N=150, Older adults 
with T2DM, no major 
complications, with 
adult children 

Diabetes QoL (Life Satisfaction Index-A) 
Glycaemic Control (HbA1c) 

YES 

Hippisley-Cox 
2004(1131) 

UK Observational, cross-
sectional 

Logistic regression 

Population-based survey 
using extracted EMR data 
in research database 

UK general practices 
(n=237), contributing to 
dataset 

N=53,678, patients 
with diabetes aged 
over 16 years 

Diabetes Process: BMI, HbA1c, BP, 
cholesterol, smoking status, 
cessation advice, ACEI Rx, eye exam, 
pulses checked, neuropathy test, 
creatinine, microalbumin, flu 
vaccination 
Outcome: HbA1c <7.5%, 
HbA1c<10%, BP <145/85 

NO 

Maizlish 
2004(1132) 

USA Observational, cross-
sectional 

Logistic regression 

Routine (electronic 
laboratory) data + 
manual chart review by 
trained auditors 

CHC/FQHC network in 
California, participating 
in health disparities 

N=1,817, randomly 
selected patients 
with diabetes (clinic 
stratified) 

Diabetes HbA1c testing  
Glycaemic control (HbA1c>9%) 

NO 
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collaborative, n=7 
clinics 

Ornstein 
2004(1133) 

USA Observational, cross-
sectional 

Logistic regression 

Retrospective record 
review, extracted EMR 
data 

Primary care practices 
(n=20) in 14 US states, 
participating in PBRN 
with pooled dataset 

N=13,047, patients 
with documented 
hypertension 

Hypertension BP control (<140/90, or <130/85 if 
comorbid diabetes) 

NO 

Lee 
2005(1134) 

TAIWAN Observational, 2 year 
longitudinal cohort 

Regression, risk 
adjustment 

National health insurance 
claims data 

Physician visits, 
ambulatory care, 
diabetes coded 

N=4592, pts with 
diabetes, >18yrs, able 
to be followed at 
least 1yr 

Diabetes Biannual HbA1c measurement NO 

Ho  
2005(1135) 

USA Observational, cross-
sectional 

Hierarchical logistic 
regression 

Routine clinical data, 
extracted via algorithmic 
database search  

VHA facilities (n=8), 
mainly large regional 
cities in pacific north 
west US states 

N=14,114, CAD pts 
identified through 
ICD-9 codes and 
active search criteria 

CAD Derived variables: LDL guideline 
concordance, BP guideline 
concordance, combined LDL/BP 
concordance; stratified High, Med, 
Low 

NO 

Nelson 
2005(1136) 

USA Observational, cross-
sectional 

Logistic regression 

Patient reported data 
from annual CDC 
telephone survey of 
behavioural risk factors 

Population survey of 
civilian, non-
institutionalised adults 

N=11,647, adults ever 
diagnosed with 
diabetes 

Diabetes Process measures: eye exam, foot 
exam, HbA1c testing 

NO 

Rehman 
2005(1137) 

USA Observational, cross-
sectional 

Logistic regression 

Extracted EMR data + 
manual chart abstraction 

Primary care clinics in 
South Carolina, VA and 
non-VA centres 

N=20,100, men 
receiving care for 
hypertension 

Hypertension BP control (<140/90) NO 

Jackson 
2006(1138) 

USA Observational, cross-
sectional 

Logistic regression 

Data obtained from VHA 
Diabetes Registry and 
Dataset 

National cohort of VHA 
primary care clinics, 
n=541 

N=80,207 patients 
with diabetes 

Diabetes Simultaneous control of HbA1c 
(<9%), LDL-C (<130mg/dL), BP 
(<140/90) 

NO 

Fenton 
2006(1139) 

USA Observational, cross-
sectional 

Logistic regression 

Population based survey 
with consent for linkage 
to automated clinical and 
pharmacy data 

HMO in Washington 
state, outpatient 
diabetes care, mainly 
Primary Care 

N=4,463, adults with 
diabetes, RR=61.7% 

Diabetes HbA1c testing 
eye exam 
nephropathy screening 

NO 

Hicks 
2006(1140) 

USA Observational, cross-
sectional  

Hierarchical linear 
regression 

Baseline data from 
longitudinal QI 
evaluation using 
abstracted medical 
record data by trained 
abstractors 
 

Nationally 
representative sample 
of FQHC/CHCs 
recruited to participate 
in one or more of 3 
disease based QI 
collaboratives, n=48 

N=5,690, random 
patient samples for 
each disease in each 
centre 

Diabetes +  
hypertension + 
asthma 

Composite quality scores (process + 
outcome, % targets met): 
Overall quality score  
Diabetes quality score  
Hypertension quality score  
Asthma quality score   

NO 

Alberti 
2007(1141) 

TUNISIA Observational, cross-
sectional 

Linear regression 

Data extraction from 
manual medical records + 
reports, surveys & 
interviews 

Primary care in Tunisia, 
random national 
sample of health 
centres, n=48 

N=2160, randomly 
selected patients 
with diabetes  

Diabetes Composite process scores: 10 
variable, weighted and non-
weighted  
Composite outcome scores: 4 
variable & 2 variable 

YES 
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Billimek 
2007(1142) 

USA Observational, 
longitudinal cohort 

Progressive adjustment 
& interaction modelling  

Routine laboratory / 
administrative data + 
staff climate survey 
(collaborative care) 

16 healthcare teams 
forming part of Kaiser 
Permanente Georgia 

N=2,936 patients + 
71 practitioners and 
114 support staff 

Diabetes Outcome measures: HbA1c, LDL, 
microalbumin trajectories (multi-
level growth models) 
Process measures examined as 
mediator variables 

NO 

Chou, 
Hudson et al 
2007(1143) 

USA Observational, cross-
sectional 

Hierarchical regression 

HEDIS (routine HMO 
performance) data + 
optional member level 
performance data at plan 
level 

Ambulatory care 
/private managed care 
plans, n=31 

N=11,813 plan 
members eligible for 
HEDIS CVD measures 

CVD Process measures: beta-blocker Rx, 
cholesterol screening. 
Outcome measures: BP control 
(<=140/90), cholesterol control 
(<100mg/dL) 

NO 

Chou, Brown 
et al 
2007(1144) 

USA Observational, cross-
sectional 

Hierarchical regression 

HEDIS (HMO) 
performance data + 
Medicare enrolment files 
+ US census data 

Medicare managed 
care plans, n=160 

N=96,055, Medicare 
managed care 
beneficiaries 

Diabetes Process measures: HbA1c testing, 
eye exam, retinopathy screening, 
cholesterol screening.  
Outcome measures: HbA1c >95, LDL-
C <100mg/dL 

NO 

Li 
2008(1145) 

USA Observational, 
longitudinal cohort 

Instrumental variable 
analysis, regression 

Medicare claims data (5% 
random sample 
database) + US census & 
diabetes education 
program data 

Not specified, Medicare 
enrollees 

N=13,033, elderly pts 
with incident 
diabetes (>=67) and 
no known 
complications 

Diabetes Outcome measures: death,  
macrovascular complications, 
microvascular complications  

NO 

Bosworth 
2008(1146) 

USA Observational, cross-
sectional, baseline data 
of factorial experiment 

Logistic regression 

Data drawn from patient 
medical records + patient 
surveys incorporating 
validated tools 

PC clinics affiliated with 
Duke University Health 
System, n=2 

N=608, patients with 
hypertension 
recruited into BP 
control trial (RR 
42.3%) 

Hypertension Lack of BP control (>140/90) NO 

Lagu 
2008(1147) 

USA Observational, 
longitudinal cohort  

Complex regression 
models, GEE 

Extracted EMR data PC practices in 
Philadelphia, n=7 

N=1,935, eligible pts 
with hypertension, 
suboptimal LDL-C and 
no Rx 

Hypertension + 
hyperlipidaemia 

‘Guideline consistent 
hyperlipidaemia management’ = LDL 
control (risk stratified target) or 
initiation of lipid-lowering therapy 

NO 

Nielen  
2009(1148) 

THE 
NETHER-
LANDS 

Observational, cross-
sectional 

Multilevel logistic 
regression 

EMR data from 
information network 
containing representative 
sample of 75 general 
practices 

Dutch general 
practices, n=58 

N=168,045, patients 
aged 25 or over 

Diabetes +  
hypertension 

Prevalence of hypertension,  
prevalence of  diabetes 

NO 

Gold 
2009(1149) 

USA Observational, cross-
sectional 

Logistic regression 

Extracted EMR data with 
linked claims, billing & 
insurance data 

Oregon based network 
of FQHCs, comprising 
over 100 PC clinics 

N=6,127, patients > 
19 yrs with diabetes 

Diabetes Process measures: HbA1c testing, 
lipid screening, flu vaccination, 
nephropathy screening (urine 
microalbumin) 

NO 

Zhang 
2009(1150) 

USA Observational, cross-
sectional 

Logistic regression, 
random effects models 

Chart audits of up to 80 
random patients per 
CHC, using standardised 
codebook  

US community health 
centres in 17 states, 
participating in health 

N=2,018, patients 18-
75 with diabetes 

Diabetes Process measures: HbA1c testing, 
eye exam, lipid screen, urine 
microalbumin 

NO 
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disparities 
collaborative, n=27 

Outcome measures: HbA1c control 
(>9.5%), lipid control (<130mg/dL) 

Schmittdiel 
2009(1151) 

USA Observational, cross-
sectional  

Multivariate probit 
models  

Extracted EMR + 
pharmacy data 

Kaiser Permanente 
integrated delivery 
system, Northern 
California 

N=157,458 adult 
patients with 
diabetes & a PC 
provider (n=1750)  

Diabetes HbA1c >8%, 
LDL-C >=100mg/dL, 
Systolic BP>=130mmHg, 
treatment intensification if non-
controlled 

NO 

Traylor  
2009(1152) 

USA Observational, cross-
sectional  

Multivariate probit 
models 

Extracted EMR  + 
pharmacy data 

Kaiser Permanente 
integrated delivery 
system, Northern 
California 

N=108,555 adult 
patients with 
diabetes, n=1750 
PCPs 

Diabetes HbA1c <8%, 
LDL-C <100mg/dL, 
Systolic BP<140mmHg, 
treatment intensification if non-
controlled 

NO 

Shelley 
2011(1153) 

USA Observational, cross-
sectional 

Logistic regression 

Extracted EMR data FHQCs in New York, 
n=4, affiliated with 
single provider 
organisation 

N=2,585, patients 
with hypertension & 
eligible ethnicity  

Hypertension BP control (<140/90, or <130/80 if 
comorbid diabetes) 

NO 

Gold 
2012(1154) 

USA Observational, 
retrospective cohort 
study over 3 years 

Logistic regression 

Extracted EMR data PC/safety net clinics in 
Oregon (FQHCs), n=50 

N=3,384, patients 
with diabetes 

Diabetes Lipid screening,  
flu vaccination,  
nephropathy screening,  
HbA1c screening 

NO 

Ali 
2014(495) 

USA Observational, cross-
sectional 

Multiple logistic 
regression 

HEDIS (HMO) claims data 
+ merged clinical data set 

Low income health 
program, San Diego 

N=1569, low income 
patients with CVD 

CVD LDL > 100mg/dL NO 

Eapen 
2014(1155) 

USA Observational, 
longitudinal cohort 
over 2yrs, 3 mths 

Logistic regression 

Extracted EHR data from 
The Guideline Advantage 
(a nationwide outpatient 
QI program) 

25 participating 
practices providing 
outpatient 
cardiovascular care (18 
PC, 7 cardiology 

N=147,038 eligible 
outpatients enrolled 
in initiative by 
practices 

CVD Antiplatelet Rx (cardiology only),  
BP control (140/90),  
lipid control in diabetes 
(<100mg/dL),  
tobacco use screening & 
intervention 

NO 

Anderson 
2014(1156) 

USA Observational, cross-
sectional 

Multilevel modelling 

Medicare claims data + 
linked data on provider 
groups 

Medicare accountable 
care organisations 
(ACOs) 

N=3,102,854, 
Medicare 
beneficiaries >50 yrs 
with diabetes or CVD 

CVD +  
Diabetes  

Process measures: LDL testing in 
CVD: HbA1c & LDL testing, retinal 
exam in diabetes; plus 
hospitalisation measures for 
ambulatory care-sensitive conditions 

NO 

Blair 
2014(1157) 

USA Observational, 
longitudinal cohort 
over 3 years 

Multilevel mixed 
effects modelling 

Implicit association tests 
of ethnic racial bias by 
clinicians + patient (EMR) 
records + pharmacy data 

Two health 
organisations in Denver 
metropolitan area: 
integrated PC delivery 
(safety-net) system + 
closed panel HMO 

N= 4,794 eligible 
patients with 
hypertension, N=138 
PC providers 

Hypertension Treatment intensification, 
medication adherence,  
BP control (% days compliant with 
target) 

NO 
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Heintzman 
2014(1158) 

USA Observational, 
retrospective cohort 
study over 3 years 

Logistic mixed effects 
regression 

EMR data from shared 
information network + 
linked Medicaid 
enrolment data 

Oregon based network 
of FQHCs, comprising 
over 300 PC clinics in 
multiple states 

N=18,044, patients 
with at least one visit 
during 3 year study 
period 

Preventive / 
screening 
services, disease 
not stipulated 

11 process measures including BP 
measurement, BMI, glucose 
screening, smoking assessment, flu 
vaccination and pneumococcal 
vaccination 

NO 

Rosell-
Murphy 
2015(1159) 

SPAIN Observational, cross-
sectional 

Multilevel, mixed 
effects, logistic 
regression 

Extracted EMR data + 
surveys of GP /PHC team 
characteristics 

Multicentre study in 
Spanish primary care, 
urban and rural, in 
Catalonia and Navarre,  

N=468,940 patients, 
n=426 GPs, n=44 PHC 
teams 

Preventive / 
screening 
services, disease 
not stipulated 

5 process measures: BP, lipids, BMI, 
smoking, alcohol screening 

YES 

Goldstein 
2014(1160) 

USA Observational, cross-
sectional  

ANOVA 

Extracted EMR data VA primary care clinics 
(n=3) in 2 US states 

N=24,965, veterans 
with elevated CVD 
risk 

CVD +  
Diabetes 

Outcome measures: BP, LDL, HbA1c 
(mean values) 

NO 

Zhao 
2015(1161) 

USA Observational, cross-
sectional 

Regression 

Extracted EMR data Mixed-payer outpatient 
health care 
organisation, northern 
California 

N=208,985 patients 
over 18 with at least 
2 visits during 3 year 
study period 

Hypertension HTN prevalence (BP>=140/90),  
HTN treatment (multiple Rx), 
HTN control (BP<140/90 or <130/80 
if comorbid diabetes) 

NO 

de Vries 
McClintock 
2016(1162) 

USA Experimental, RCT, 
longitudinal analysis 

Growth curve mixture 
modelling & regression  

Electronic medication 
monitoring, Point of Care 
Testing and patient 
surveys with brief 
adherence intervention 

Pennsylvania primary 
care practices, n=3 

N=180, participating  
patients with 
diabetes over 30yrs 
(RR 71.7%) 

Diabetes Medication adherence at 1,2 &12 
weeks,  
HbA1c values at 12 weeks 

NO 

Willis 
2017(1163) 

UK Observational, cross-
sectional 

Logistic regression 

Extracted EMR data from 
common clinical 
information system + 
patient satisfaction & 
accessibility data from 
publicly available general 
practice reporting 
profiles 

Random sample of 
West Yorkshire general 
practices (n=89), 
stratified by Primary 
Care Trust  

N=25,816, patients 
with diabetes 

CHD + 
Diabetes 

Process measures: composite 
diabetes care; secondary prevention 
of AMI (prescribing); anti-coagulant 
Rx if CHADS2 >2; risky prescribing 
Outcome measures: composite 
diabetes targets; BP control 
(stratified by age and disease) 

NO 

Katz 
2018(1164) 

CANADA Observational, 
longitudinal cohort 
over 3 years 

Linear regression, 
multilevel modelling 

Linked administrative 
data from 16 health and 
social data sets held in 
state data repository 

Primary care practices 
in Winnipeg, Manitoba 

N=626,264 all 
patients with at least 
3 visits to PC 
clinicians during 
study period 

Multiple, not 
specified 

26 PC quality measures (process and 
service utilisation) including: 
diabetes eye exam, ACE inhibitor Rx, 
beta-blocker Rx, statin Rx, flu 
vaccination, pneumococcal 
vaccination 

NO 

Cooper 
2018(1165) 

UK Observational, cross-
sectional 

Regression, random 
effects modelling 

Manually extracted 
EMR/medical record data 
using structured 
template + QOF data 
comparison 

Scottish general 
practice, greater 
Glasgow area, n=631 
GPs 

N=721 adults with 
intellectual disability 
identified from PHC 
register, N=764,672 
comparison group 

15 conditions 
including CHD, 
hypertension &  
diabetes 

57 QOF process and outcome 
indicators 

NO 
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Gulliford 
2001(1166) 
 

TRINIDAD 
& 
TOBAGO 

Observational, cross-
sectional 

Multiple regression, 
random effects 
modelling 

Data manually abstracted 
from clinical records + 
practice surveys 

Government health 
centres, n=23, sampled 
as part of two separate 
surveys in consecutive 
years 

N=1,579, patients 
with diabetes or 
taking hypoglycaemic 
drugs 

Diabetes Process of care score (composite of 
12 items) 

NO 

UNIT OF ANALYSIS = PATIENT ENCOUNTER 

De Salvo et al 
2003(1167) 

USA Observational, cross-
sectional 

Random effects 
modelling 

Survey data from internal 
medicine residents 
(n=59), following patient 
encounters 

Ambulatory care 
provided in academic 
clinics in New Orleans, 
n=2.  

N=228, patient visits 
with diabetes or 
hypertension 

Diabetes +  
hypertension 

Return visit interval YES 

Yoder 
2005(1168) 

USA Observational, cross-
sectional 

Regression 

Data from annual 
National Ambulatory 
Medical Care Survey  

Ambulatory care 
practices, national 
cohort based on multi-
stage probability 
sample 

N=766 patient 
encounters, 
randomly selected 
from geographically 
and temporally 
defined sampling 
units 

CHD Prescribing for CHD: beta-blocker Rx, 
ACE inhibitor Rx, aspirin Rx, >=1 
medication 

NO 

Turner 
2008(1169) 

USA Observational, 
longitudinal cohort 
over 3 years 

Complex regression 
models 

Extracted EMR data Urban PC practices in 
Philadelphia affiliated 
with an academic 
medical centre, n=6 

N=70,577 visits to 
200 clinicians, 
n=15,459, patients 
with HTN  

Hypertension Treatment intensification for 
uncontrolled BP 

NO 

Umscheid 
2010(1170) 

USA Observational, 
retrospective cohort 
study over 3 years 

Mixed effects models 

Extracted EMR data Urban PC practices in 
Philadelphia affiliated 
with an academic 
medical centre, n=6 

N=132,730 visits, 
n=16,881 patients 
with HTN  

Hypertension Uncontrolled hypertension,  
no intensification of Rx if BP 
uncontrolled 

NO 

Linder 
2012(1171) 

USA Experimental, RCT, 
cross-sectional analysis 

ANOVA, logistic 
regression 

Manual record review + 
EMR data. Smart form 
intervention randomised 
at practice level. 

Massachusetts Primary 
Care Practice Based 
Research Network, 234 
providers, 10 practices 

N=18,569 visits , 
n=7,000 patients  

CAD +  
Diabetes 

Process measures: antiplatelet Rx, 
beta-blocker Rx, ACEI/ARB Rx, 
cholesterol testing, BP recording, 
HbA1c testing, foot exam, eye exam, 
microalbumin test, tobacco use, 
BMI, flu vaccination 
Outcome measures: cholesterol 
control, BP control, glucose control 

NO 

Lay-Yee 
2013(827) 

NZ Observational, cross-
sectional 

Multilevel regression, 
variance components, 
propensity analysis 

Data from National 
Primary Medical Care 
Survey (of general 
practitioners) 

Random nationally 
representative sample 
drawn from New 
Zealand general 
practices, n=185 

N=9,272 patient 
encounters, n=244 
GPs  

Not stipulated Estimated likelihood of 4 specified 
clinical interventions: investigation, 
prescription, follow up within 3 
months, referral 

NO 

€¥ Multiple papers from single study  
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TABLE 6.3: PROPORTION OF VARIATION EXPLAINED 

Author Year Condition Measure type Dependent Variable  DV Level DV 
Element 

Explanatory Variables EV Level Statistic 
used 

% variance 
explained¤ 

Pringle 
 
 
 
 

1993 
 

 
 
 

Diabetes 
 
 
 
 

Glycaemic 
control 
 
 
 

HbA1c value 
 
 
 
 

Patient 
 
 
 
 

O 
 
 
 
 

Treatment / Rx (diet vs oral, insulin)  
# diabetes related events  
Patient gender  
Years since diagnosis  
Access to dietician  
GP interest in diabetes 

Patient 
Patient 
Patient 
Patient 
Practice 
Provider 

Not stated 15.4% 

Khunti 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

2001 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 

Diabetes 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Glycaemic 
control  

HbA1c ‘normal’ (%)  Clinic/ 
practice 

O % patients under hospital care Practice adjusted 
R2 

2.4% 

Glycaemic 
assessment 

HbA1c measured (%) Clinic/ 
practice 

P List size in 1000s  
Deprivation (Townsend score§)  
Diabetes prevalence  
% patients under hospital care 

Practice 
Environment 
Practice  
Practice 

 
 
adjusted 
R2 

17.7% 

Hypertension 
assessment 

BP measured (%) Clinic/ 
practice 

P List size in 1000s  
Deprivation (Townsend score§)  
% patients under hospital care 

Practice 
Environment 
Practice 

 
adjusted 
R2 

27.4% 

Nephropathy 
assessment 

Microalbumin test 
(%) 

Clinic/ 
practice 

P Fundholding practice  
% patients under hospital care 

Practice 
Practice 

adjusted 
R2 

13.9% 

Neuropathy 
assessment 

Foot exam (%) Clinic/ 
practice 

P Fundholding practice  
Recall system  
Total # GPs  
Deprivation (Townsend score§)  
% patients under hospital care 

Practice 
Practice 
Practice 
Environment 
Practice 

 
 
 
adjusted 
R2 

20.9% 

Retinopathy 
assessment 

Eye exam (%) Clinic/ 
practice 

P Deprivation (Townsend score§)  
Recall system  
% patients under hospital care 

Environment 
Practice 
Practice 

 
adjusted 
R2 

14.8% 

Krein 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

2002 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Diabetes 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Glycaemic 
control 

HbA1c value Patient O Facility level factors Practice ICC₳ 12% 

Glycaemic 
control 

HbA1c >9.5% Patient O Facility level factors Practice ICC 16% 

Lipid control LDL-C value Patient O Facility level factors Practice ICC 7% 

Lipid control LDL-C>3.6mmol/L Patient O Facility level factors (weak) Practice ICC 2% 

Glycaemic 
assessment 

HbA1c measured Patient P Facility level factors Practice ICC 9% 
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Glycaemic 
assessment 

HbA1c measured Patient P Provider level factors Provider ICC 8% 

Lipid 
assessment 

LDL-C measured Patient P Provider level factors Provider ICC 8% 

Lipid 
assessment 

Lipid profile Patient P Facility level factors Practice ICC 7% 

Lipid 
assessment 

Lipid profile Patient P Provider level factors Provider ICC 9% 

Lipid 
management 

LDL-C<3.6mmol/L or 
statin 

Patient P+O Provider level factors Provider ICC 5% 

Lipid 
management 

LDL-C<3.6mmol/L or 
statin 

Patient P+O Facility level factors (weak) Practice ICC 2% 

DeSalvo 2003 Diabetes + 
Hypertension 

Clinical 
decision 
making  

Return Visit Interval Patient P Physician perceptions of patient 
comorbidity 
Physician age, sex & identity 
Change Rx for primary diagnosis 

Provider 
 
Provider 
Encounter 

not stated 35.70% 

Jackson 2003 Diabetes Glycaemic 
control 

HbA1c value Patient O Guideline use (diffuse support for)  
Authority re external alliances 
All nurses, not all physicians TQI 
Patient always sees assigned 
provider  
Staffing authority / autonomy 
Use of specified teams / protocols 
(eg., diabetes care team)  
Computerised reminders for 
preventive care 
Patients notified of assigned provider 
Large academic practice 

Practice 
Practice 
Practice 
Practice 
Practice 
Practice 
 
Practice 
 
Practice 
Practice 

? VCM₼ varies by 
year      
3.9-8.4% 
(facility 
level only 
reported) 

Whitford 2003 Diabetes Detection / 
Diagnosis  

Standardised 
prevalence  

Clinic/ 
practice 

O Socioeconomic deprivation (mean 
Townsend score§, patient postcodes) 

Environment not stated 0.42 

Chang 2004 Diabetes Quality of Life QoL (LSIA) Patient O Family support  
Recent stress  
Glycaemic control 

Patient 
Patient 
Patient 

R2 0.48 

Glycaemic 
control 

HbA1c value Patient O Duration of diabetes Patient R2 0.08 

Doran 2006 Multiple Composite 
(processes & 
outcomes) 

Overall performance 
(constructed) 

Clinic/ 
practice 

P+O Low socioeconomic status  
Age >= 65  
Practice size (# patients)  

Patient 
Patient 
Practice  

R2 0.19 
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GP/Patient ratio  
PMS₹ contract  
GP age >=50  
UK trained GP 
Exception reporting (extent) 

Practice  
Practice 
Provider 
Provider 
Practice 

Smalarz 2006 Diabetes Composite 
(outcomes 
only) 

% of 4 targets - 
HbA1c, cholesterol, 
LDL, BP 

Clinic/ 
practice 

O Physician group size (structure)  
Nurse practitioner (structure) 

Practice 
Practice 

adjusted 
R2 

0.109 

Glycaemic 
control 

HbA1c control rates Clinic/ 
practice 

O Collegiality (culture) 
Information emphasis (culture) 
Organisational trust (culture) 
Innovativeness (culture) 
Autonomy (culture) 

Practice 
Practice 
Practice 
Practice 
Practice 

adjusted 
R2 

0.322 

Lipid control  Cholesterol 
management rates 

Clinic/ 
practice 

O Organisational trust (culture) 
Autonomy (culture) 
Workload (structure) 
Nurse practitioner (structure) 

Practice 
Practice 
Practice 
Practice 

adjusted 
R2 

0.417 

Composite 
(processes 
only) 

Eye exam, 
nephropathy screen, 
chlamydia screen, 
adolescent well visit 

Clinic/ 
practice 

P Physician group size (structure) 
Nurse practitioner (structure) 
Information emphasis (culture) 
Autonomy (culture) 

Practice 
Practice 
Practice 
Practice 

adjusted 
R2 

0.186 

Nephropathy 
assessment 

Microalbumin test  Clinic/ 
practice 

P Workload (Structure) Practice adjusted 
R2 

0.099 

Retinopathy 
assessment 

Eye exam rates Clinic/ 
practice 

P Collegiality (culture) 
Information emphasis (culture) 
Organisational trust (culture) 

Practice 
Practice 
Practice 

adjusted 
R2 

0.169 

Alberti 2007 Diabetes Composite 
(outcomes 
only) 

% of 4 targets - BP, 
BGL, cholesterol, BMI 

Patient O Younger age 
Availability of medication 

Patient 
Practice 

R2 0.649 

Composite 
(processes 
only) 

% of 10 indicators 
met, non-weighted  

Patient P Clinician motivation Provider R2 0.713 

Composite 
(processes 
only) 

% of 10 indicators 
met, BP & HbA1c 
weighted  

Patient P Regional affluence 
Clinician motivation 
Use of chronic disease clinics 

Environment 
Provider 
Practice 

R2 0.627 

Ashworth 2007 CHD/CVD + 
Diabetes 

Prescribing Standardised volume 
per therapeutic 
group 

Clinic/ 
practice 

P CHD prevalence (unadjusted) 
Diabetes Prevalence (unadjusted) 
Cholesterol target met in diabetes  

Practice  
Practice  
Patient  

R2 0.345 
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Cholesterol target met in CVD  
Deprivation (IMD¥) score 
Ethnicity (Afro-Caribbean, South 
Asian)  
# Full Time Equivalent GPs 
Patients aged >= 75 

Patient 
Practice 
Patient 
Practice 
Patient 

Safford 2009 Diabetes Glycaemic 
control 

HbA1c values Patient O Patient age 
Marital status 
Insulin use 
Comorbidity score 
Age X comorbidity (interaction) 

Patient 
Patient 
Patient 
Patient 
Patient 

R2 0.083 

Kiran 2010 CHD/CVD Morbidity Hospital admissions Clinic/ 
practice 

O Quality X deprivation (interactions) 
Ethnicity (South Asian) 
Practice size (# patients) 
GP/patient ratio 
UK trained GPs 

Practice 
Patient 
Practice 
Practice 
Provider 

R2 0.14 

Mortality Death rates Clinic/ 
practice 

O Quality X deprivation (interactions) 
Ethnicity (South Asian) 
Practice size (# patients) 
UK trained GPs 

Practice 
Patient 
Practice 
Provider 

R2 0.065 

Shani 2010 Diabetes Glycaemic 
control 

HbA1c < 7%  Physician O Low socioeconomic status 
New immigrant 
BMI 

Patient 
Patient 
Patient 

R2 0.203 

Shuval 
 

2010 
 

CHD/CVD Prescribing Statin prescription Provider P Total EBM score 
Provider gender 

Provider 
Provider 

R2 0.2 

Prescribing Statin prescription Provider P Provider gender Provider R2 0.179 

Diabetes Glycaemic 
assessment 

HbA1c test, last 6 
months 

Provider P Total EBM score 
Clinical experience 

Provider 
Provider 

R2 0.164 

Glycaemic 
assessment 

HbA1c test, last 6 
months 

Provider P Clinical experience 
Information retrieval (EBM subscore) 

Provider 
Provider 

R2 0.23 

Lipid 
assessment 

Lipid screen, last 6 
months 

Provider P Total EBM score Provider R2 0.094 

Nephropathy 
assessment 

Microalbumin test, 
last 6 months  

Provider P Total EBM score Provider R2 0.185 

Nephropathy 
assessment 

Microalbumin test, 
last 6 months  

Provider P Critical appraisal (EBM subscore) Provider R2 0.21 

Retinopathy 
assessment 

Eye exam, referral for 
last 6 months 

Provider P Total EBM score Provider R2 0.127 
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Retinopathy 
assessment 

Eye exam, referral for 
last 6 months 

Provider P Critical appraisal (EBM subscore) Provider R2 0.141 

Marceau 2011 Diabetes Detection / 
Diagnosis  

Correctly diagnosed Provider P Patient ethnicity  
Email / Chat tools 

Patient 
Practice 

R2 0.207 

Neuropathy 
assessment 

Foot exam, 2/3 
conducted 

Provider P Patient gender  
Collegiality (culture) 
Cohesiveness (culture) 

Patient 
Practice 
Practice 

R2 0.211 

Salanitro 2011 Diabetes Glycaemic 
control 

HbA1c <=7 (%) Clinic/ 
practice 

O Difficulty keeping appointments 
Patient age >65 
Insulin use 
Difficulty with self-testing 

Patient 
Patient 
Patient 
Patient 

adjusted 
R2 

0.25 

Bailey 2013 Diabetes Glycaemic 
assessment 

HbA1c monitoring 
rate 

Clinic/ 
practice 

P Insurance status Patient R2 0.31 

Lipid 
assessment 

LDL screening rate Clinic/ 
practice 

P % minority (reported by practice) Patient R2 0.26 

Lipid 
assessment 

LDL screening rate Clinic/ 
practice 

P Insurance status Patient R2 0.13 

Nephropathy 
assessment 

Microalbumin test Clinic/ 
practice 

P % minority (reported by practice) Patient R2 0.55 

Vaccination Influenza vaccination Clinic/ 
practice 

P insurance status Patient R2 0.18 

Proser 2015 Diabetes Glycaemic 
control 

HbA1c <=9%  Clinic/ 
practice 

O Medicaid coverage rate 
Early PCMH€ state 
Medical patients per behavioural 
provider 
% revenue from federal grants 
% Medicaid charges collected 
EHR₫ meaningful use capacity 
% with Medicaid 
% with Medicare 
% minority 
% homeless 
years as 330-funded centre 
# encounters per diabetes patient 
# years sampled for report 

Environment  
Environment 
Practice 
 
Practice 
Practice 
Practice 
Patient 
Patient 
Patient 
Patient 
Practice  
Patient,  
Practice 

Pseudo R2 0.132 

Hypertension Hypertension 
control 

BP<140/90  Clinic/ 
practice 

O % revenue from federal grants 
% minority 
% homeless 

Practice 
Patient 
Patient 

Pseudo R2 0.388 
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# encounters per hypertension 
patient 
# years sampled for report 

Patient 
Practice 

Rosell-
Murphy 

2015 Not specified 
– prevention 
& risk 
management 

Hypertension 
assessment 

BP recorded Patient P Age 
# visits 
# health problems 
Obesity 
Smoker 

Patient 
Patient 
Patient 
Patient 
Patient 

PCV - team 
level 

86.30% 

BP recorded Patient P Age 
Gender 
# visits 
Dyslipidaemia 
Obesity 
Smoker 

Patient 
Patient 
Patient 
Patient 
Patient 
Patient 

PCV - 
provider 
level  

45.40% 

Lipid 
assessment 

Lipid screen Patient P Age 
Gender 
# visits 
# health problems 
Obesity 
Smoker 

Patient 
Patient 
Patient 
Patient 
Patient 
Patient 

PCV - team 
level 

32.20% 

Lipid screen Patient P Age 
# health problems 
Hypertension 
Obesity 

Patient 
Patient 
Patient 
Patient 

PCV - 
provider 
level  

31.80% 

Obesity 
assessment 

BMI documented Patient P Age 
# visits 
# health problems 
Hypertension 
Smoker 

Patient 
Patient 
Patient 
Patient 
Patient 

PCV - team 
level 

56.40% 

BMI documented Patient P Age 
Gender 
# visits 
# health problems 
Hypertension 
Dyslipidaemia 
Smoker 

Patient 
Patient 
Patient 
Patient 
Patient 
Patient 
Patient 

PCV - 
provider 
level  

-3.30% 

Tobacco use Smoking status 
recorded 

Patient P Age  Patient PCV - team 
level 

49.90% 
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Smoking status 
recorded 

Patient P Age 
# visits 
Hypertension 
Dyslipidaemia 
Obesity 
At risk drinker 

Patient 
Patient 
Patient 
Patient 
Patient 
Patient 

PCV - 
provider 
level  

45.10% 

Cykert 2016 Diabetes Glycaemic 
control 

HbA1c < 7% Clinic/  
practice 

O # providers in practice 
Practice facilitation + cEHR₺  
Practice facilitation + cEHR + MU₺  

Practice 
Practice 
Practice 

adjusted 
R2 

0.58 

HbA1c > 9% Clinic/ 
practice 

O Practice facilitation + cEHR₺  
Practice facilitation + cEHR + MU₺  
% patients uninsured 

Practice 
Practice 
Patient 

adjusted 
R2 

0.47 

¤ Figures reported as per original sources.  
§ Townsend score (UK) = area based deprivation measure based on 4 census variables – % households without a car, % overcrowded households, % households not owner-occupied, % persons unemployed. 

http://www.restore.ac.uk/geo-refer/36229dtuks00y19810000.php.  
₼ Variance Components Model       ₳ Intra-cluster Correlation Co-efficient 
₹ Personal Medical Services contract, locally agreed between UK NHS and general practices, offering local flexibility relative to nationally negotiated GMS contracts.  
¥ IMD = index of multiple deprivation (UK), neighbourhood based measure of socioeconomic deprivation based on 7 variables: income; employment; health deprivation & disability; education, skills and training; 
barriers to housing and services; crime; and living environment 
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/464430/English_Index_of_Multiple_Deprivation_2015_-_Guidance.pdf    
€ Patient Centred Medical Home.     ₫ Electronic Health Record.   
₺ cEHR=implementation of certified EHR system, MU=achievement of meaningful use certification (Office of US National Coordinator for Health Information Technology) https://www.healthit.gov/topic/federal-

incentive-programs/meaningful-use  

  

http://www.restore.ac.uk/geo-refer/36229dtuks00y19810000.php
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/464430/English_Index_of_Multiple_Deprivation_2015_-_Guidance.pdf
https://www.healthit.gov/topic/federal-incentive-programs/meaningful-use
https://www.healthit.gov/topic/federal-incentive-programs/meaningful-use
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TABLE 6.11: MULTIPLE CONCURRENT ANALYSES 
          

Smalarz 2006 
 
Adj R2 

Diabetic Eye 
exam             
0.1690 

Nephropath
y      
 
0.0987 

Composite 
process   
0.1861 

HTN* HbA1c 
control      
0.3222 

Cholesterol 
Mx   
0.4168 

Composite 
outcomes    
0.1088 

  

Organisational trust / 
identity © 

Collegiality © 

Information emphasis © 

Innovativeness © 

Autonomy © 

Workload (S) 

Physician group size (S) 

Nurse practitioner (S) 

X 

X 

X 

 

 

 

 

 

X 

 

 

X 

 

X 

 

X 

X 

 X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

 

 

 

X 

X 

 

X 

 

 

 

 

 

 

X 

X 

  

Lebrun 2013 Glycaemic 
control 

BP control        

Patient ethnicity x centre pt 
volume 

Patient ethnicity x ctr 
duration of funding 

Patient ethnicity x ctr 
managed care penetration 

X 

 

X 

 

X 

X 

 

X 

 

X 

       

Shi 2012 Glycaemic 
control 

BP control        

% uninsured patients 

Data collection method 

% minority 

Enabling providers /pt ratio 

New health centre 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

       

Kiran 2010 Hospital 
admissions 

Death rates        

Ethnicity 

Practice size (pt pop) 

GP/pt ratio  

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 
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UK trained GPs 

Interactions between quality 
and deprivation 

X X 

X 

Flieger 2014 

NB> BP process = relational 
coordination factors only,                  
LDL control (diab) = NS 

BP control  

(CVD) 

BP control  

(Diabetes) 

LDL measured 
(Diabetes) 

LDL 
measured 
(CVD) 

LDL 
control 
(CVD) 

Microalbumin  

measured 

HbA1C 
control 

HbA1C 
measured 

Eye exam 
conducted  

MHI – organisational sub 

MHI – data subscale 

Total MHI score 

Practice type (affiliation) 

Care coordinator 

CVD, Diab 

 

Diab only 

X 

 

X 

X 

 

X 

X 

 

X 

X 

X 

X 

 

 

 

 

X 

X 

 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

 

X 

X 

 

X 

 

X 

X 

 

X 

 

X 

Proser 2015 HbA1c 
Control 

0.132 

BP control 

0.388 

       

Medicaid coverage rate 

Early PCMH state 

Medical patients per 
behavioural health provider 

% revenue federal grants 

% medicaid charges collected 

HER meaningful use capacity 

% with Medicaid 

% with Medicare 

% minority 

% homeless 

# encounters per HTN patient 

# years sampled for report 

X 

X 

X 

 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

 

 

 

 

X 

 

 

 

 

X 

X 

X 

X 

       

Cykert 2016 HbA1c <7% 

0.58 

HbA1c > 9% 

0.47 

Lipid control*       

# practice providers 

PF + cEHR 

Pf + cEHR + MU 

X 

X 

X 

 

X 

X 
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Dunn 1998 Cholesterol 
tested 

Cholesterol 
value 

BGL tested HbA1c 
tested 

BP tested Urine tested Weight 
recorded 

  

Diabetes register 

Recall system 

Doctor with post-graduate 
diabetes training 

One doctor sees all diabetes 
patients 

X  

 

X 

X X X 

X 

X 

 

 

 

X 

X   

Khunti 2001 HbA1C 
normal 

0.24 

HbA1c 
checked 

0.177 

BP checked 

 

0.274 

Urine 
checked 

0.139 

Foot 
exam 

 

0.209 

Eye exam 

 

0.148 

   

# patients under hospital 
care 

Practice list size 

Deprivation 

Diabetes prevalence 

Fundholding practice 

Recall system 

Total # GPs 

X X 

 

X 

X 

X 

X 

 

X 

X 

 

 

X 

 

 

 

 

X 

X 

 

 

X 

 

X 

X 

X 

X 

 

 

X 

 

 

X 

 

   

Joish 2004 HbA1C>=8% LDL-
C>=130mg/d
L 

CCR>80mg/mi
n 

      

Age 

BMI 

Gender 

Ethnicity 

Marital status 

Creatinine 

Diastolic BP 

Lipids 

HbA1c 

Triglycerides 

Comorbidity 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

 

X 

 

 

X 

 

 

X 

X 
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King 2011 HbA1C 
measured 

Lipids 
measured 

Urine micro 
test 

Eye exam      

Age 

Comorbidity 

Practice type 

Scale 

Doc/patient ratio 

Practice specialty 

Rurality 

Poverty rate 

Gender 

Practice size 

Interaction – prac size x 
network experience 

Affiliation x network 
experience 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

 

 

 

 

 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

 

X 

X 

X 

X 

 

 

 

 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

 

 

X 

     

Bailey 2013 HbA1C 
monitoring 

Lipid 
screening 

Nephropathy Flu 
vaccination 

     

Insurance status 

% minority 

X X 

X 

 

X 

X      

Ho  2005 BP 
concordance 

Lipid 
concordance 

Combined 
concordance 

      

Age 

Diabetes 

Depression 

Substance abuse 

PTSD 

Total meds 

Total visits 

Recent cardiac 
hospitalisation 

Cardiology clinic visit 

On-site cardiologist 

Clinic volume 

X 

 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

 

X 

 

X 

X 

X 

 

 

 

X 

X 

X 

 
X 

X 
 

 

X 

X 

 

 

 

X 

X 

 
X 

 

X 
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APPENDIX 7.1: CASE DESCRIPTIONS 

Organisational context: Ochre Health  

Ochre Health began in Bourke, in outback New South Wales, in 2002.  Originally established by two General 
Practitioners, with a medical workforce recruitment emphasis, the company expanded to include health service 
delivery and management in rural and remote regions, and extended its reach geographically, becoming a “one-stop’ 
healthcare provider for outback communities. Since that time, Ochre has articulated a commitment to delivering the 
best health outcomes for local communities, while continuing to source and place both locum and permanent 
doctors across a wide range of disciplines. Ochre Health now operates 36 general practices across 5 Australian states 
and territories, comprising a range of small (1 doctor) to large (20 doctor) clinics, in rural, regional and urban 
locations.  Across the Group, Ochre employs over 200 doctors, including more than 30 GP Registrars, around 70 
nurses and 230 additional staff.   
Ochre Health’s operating philosophy has been to recruit GPs to areas of need and supporting them with a highly 
trained team of nurses, practice and operational staff, all working towards a goal of improving healthcare across very 
disparate environments.  GPs are offered open and flexible contract arrangements and practice with full clinical and 
billing autonomy. Ochre provides relevant software systems and operational support including localised practice 
management and centralised core business services such as marketing, human resources and payroll management. 
Clinicians are also supported by a company commitment to education, training and professional development that 
endeavours to create “centres of excellence” for GP training.  
Practices are encouraged to engage nurses in dedicated and structured chronic disease management (CDM) 
activities, using well recognised evidence-based approaches such as disease registers and patient recall systems.  The 
use of additional tools such as Medicare funded CDM items and GP management plans (GPMPs) is also advocated as 
a strategy for optimising results. In line with the organisations’ core purpose of “improving the health of our 
communities”, Ochre has been recording and reporting on patient health outcomes for over a decade. An in house 
quality monitoring and feedback program provides an internal benchmarking system for clinic based performance 
data.  

Practice characteristics 

Individual general practice clinics are profiled as cases in the following descriptions. Practices are designated as 
Ochre Health Medical Centres (OHMC) by location. Each case profile incorporates a range of variables drawn from: 

 routinely collected Ochre Health clinical and business data; 

 public facing organisational information such as the Ochre Health website; 

 a telephone survey of practice managers; and  

 publicly available Australian Institute of Health and Welfare (AIHW) and Australian Bureau of 
Statistics (ABS) publications and datasets, including 2016 national census data45, Torrens University 
Public Health Information Development Unit (PHIDU) Social Health Atlases46, My Health 
Communities data47;  

 and other public domain sources such as online local government and health service information. 
Definitions and measurement parameters for individual variables are described in the main text, along with the 
rationale for their inclusion. Most of these variables are extracted and utilised at the Statistical Area 3 (SA3)48 level 

                                                      
45 Australian Bureau of Statistics. 2016 Census QuickStats. Updated 30/10/20. Accessed 28/4/21 
https://quickstats.censusdata.abs.gov.au/census_services/getproduct/census/2016/quickstat/036 
46 Torrens University Australia, Public Health Information Data Unit. Social Health Atlases. Accessed 20/2/20 
http://phidu.torrens.edu.au/social-health-atlases 
47 Australian Institute of Health and Welfare. Healthy Community Indicators. Updated 8/2/21. Accessed 28/4/21  
https://www.aihw.gov.au/reports-data/indicators/healthy-community-indicators 
48 Statistical areas are the main ABS reporting structure. Australia’s population is divided into 2,310 SA2s with a range of 3000-25,000 people, 
and an average size of around 10,000. SA2s are directly aggregated into 358 SA3s with populations between 30,000 and 130,000. SA3s 
generally represent the area serviced by rural cities larger than 20,000 and often align with local government areas (LGAs).    

https://quickstats.censusdata.abs.gov.au/census_services/getproduct/census/2016/quickstat/036
http://phidu.torrens.edu.au/social-health-atlases
https://www.aihw.gov.au/reports-data/indicators/healthy-community-indicators
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but occasionally they are reported at the smaller scale SA2 or State Suburbs Classification (SSC)49 level50. This 
approach allowed for a degree of granularity that approximated the size and structure of many rural and 
regional communities and their orientation towards local health services including primary care. Notably the 4 
practices situated on the West Coast of Tasmania are frequently unable to be distinguished in terms of population 
information, as the area is relatively sparsely populated and the 4 sites are all contained within the same SA3. 
Information at SA2 level is commonly not reported due to small numbers.  
Each case description is structured against 6 categories representing: the broad geographic and operating 
environment; structural and operational features of the practice including workforce configuration and its place in 
the local health service context; organisational characteristics and processes of care delivery; sociodemographic 
context; health status of the local population; and small area measures of health service access and utilisation. 
A small group of practices are identified as GP Super Clinics under the Australian Government GP Super Clinic 
program51. While the program does not prescribe a particular service model or structure, the objective is to provide 
co-located, multidisciplinary, patient-centred primary care services focused on the needs of local communities, and 
using shared service agreements to bring together GPs, nurses, allied health professionals and visiting medical 
specialists. Several practices also operate in communities which are served by Multipurpose Services (MPSs) rather 
than hospitals. The MPS program combines federal funding for aged care services with state and territory funded 
acute health services. This jointly funded initiative enables small regional and remote communities to offer flexible 
health and aged care services that meet community need. MPSs must generally provide either acute, sub-acute or 
primary health care services in addition to aged care, and generally involve local GPs in providing medical support52. 

Chronic disease management (CDM) and nursing orientation 

Practice approaches to CDM are classified in terms of 4 broad models derived from analysis of the qualitative phone 
survey data.  

 Type I: a discrete approach to CDM is either not evident or poorly defined / articulated.  

 Type II: practice approach to CDM is ad hoc and responsive rather than proactive.  

 Type III: CDM is GP driven and initiated, may be somewhat proactive, potentially engages PNs.  

 Type IV: CDM is nurse driven, highly proactive and systematic 
Arrangement and orientation of nursing work within practices is also classified according to taxonomic quartiles.  

 Type I: model for nursing is poorly defined or unclear 

 Type II: nursing activity is treatment room / episode focused rather than chronic disease focused  

 Type III: nursing activity is CDM or dual focused with parallel streams. CDM emphasis tends to 
suffer when pressure on the nursing team. 

 Type IV: the nursing approach to chronic disease management is highly developed with CDM 
prioritised within the practice operations.  

                                                      
49 SSCs are an ABS approximation of gazetted localities in each state and territory 
https://www.abs.gov.au/ausstats/abs@.nsf/Lookup/by%20Subject/1270.0.55.003~July%202016~Main%20Features~State%20Suburbs%20(SS
C)~9  
50 Australian Bureau of Statistics. Australian Statistical Geography Standard (ASGS): Volume 1 - Main Structure and Greater Capital City 

Statistical Areas, July 2016. Updated 12/7/16. 
https://www.abs.gov.au/ausstats/abs@.nsf/Lookup/by%20Subject/1270.0.55.001~July%202016~Main%20Features~Main%20structure~1000
2  
51 https://www1.health.gov.au/internet/main/publishing.nsf/Content/pacd-gpsuperclinic-about 
52 https://www.health.gov.au/initiatives-and-programs/multi-purpose-services-mps-program 

https://www.abs.gov.au/ausstats/abs@.nsf/Lookup/by%20Subject/1270.0.55.003~July%202016~Main%20Features~State%20Suburbs%20(SSC)~9
https://www.abs.gov.au/ausstats/abs@.nsf/Lookup/by%20Subject/1270.0.55.003~July%202016~Main%20Features~State%20Suburbs%20(SSC)~9
https://www.abs.gov.au/ausstats/abs@.nsf/Lookup/by%20Subject/1270.0.55.001~July%202016~Main%20Features~Main%20structure~10002
https://www.abs.gov.au/ausstats/abs@.nsf/Lookup/by%20Subject/1270.0.55.001~July%202016~Main%20Features~Main%20structure~10002
https://www1.health.gov.au/internet/main/publishing.nsf/Content/pacd-gpsuperclinic-about
https://www.health.gov.au/initiatives-and-programs/multi-purpose-services-mps-program
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OHMC BARHAM 

Environment Barham is situated in the central Riverina district of southern NSW on the Victorian 
border, approximately 820km from Sydney and 300 km from Melbourne, with a 
population of approximately 1200. The area is covered by the Murrumbidgee Primary 
health network (PHN) and Murrumbidgee Local Health District (LHD), and is part of the 
Murray River local government area (LGA). The district is designated an area of both GP 
and cardiology workforce shortage, and rurality class 5 (MMM). 

Practice OHMC Barham is the sole medical centre serving Barham (NSW) and Koondrook (VIC), 
twin towns on the Murray River. The practice is open Mon-Fri and serves an active 
patient population of approximately 2650 people with 2 overseas trained (OTD) GPs, 1 
registered nurse (RN) and 1 enrolled nurse (EN). The practice provides pathology 
services, sleep studies (monthly), physiotherapy and podiatry (weekly). GPs also 
provide after hours on call support to the Barham Koondrook Soldiers Memorial 
Hospital, an 18 bed multi-purpose service (MPS) comprising 8 hospital care beds and 10 
residential aged care beds, plus a 24 hour Emergency Department (ED). However, there 
have been some difficulties with VMO contracts.  

Organisation OHMC Barham has high rates of GP turnover (> 200%) coupled with low levels of GP 
stability (~40%), although this has recently escalated after a number of years of 
workforce dependability. Relative to the Ochre group, there are reasonably high levels 
of patient throughput (4.5 patients per consulting hour; 10.8% active patients seen per 
week). GP:patient ratio is mid-range (1:1679), and the practice currently utilises high 
levels of locum GPs after losing several permanent doctors. Individual GP workload is 
moderately high with average full time equivalent (FTE) at 0.71. Nurse: patient ratio is 
moderately high (1:2699), and there are high levels of admin support. The practice has 
been a long standing Ochre data contributor and has reasonably strong data quality, 
though there is limited data capability. MBS CDM items and GPMP are well utilised. 
CDM is actively and GP, rather than nurse, driven. Nursing orientation is dual stream 
and CDM focus can suffer under pressure. Recent GP turnover has affected CDM 
capacity.   

Socio-
demographics 

The population is relatively older (median age 56 vs 37), more female (48.7% vs 49.6% 
males) and more married (52.1% vs 48.1%, with a higher proportion widowed) than the 
national average. There are relatively few residents of non-English speaking 
background (2.8%) and English language proficiency is high. Indigenous people make up 
2.4% of the population, slightly less than the national average of 2.8%. Reported rates 
of social cohesion are similar to the Australian average (94.2%) and the area is 
perceived by residents as relatively safe (66.6% vs 52.4%). Socioeconomic disadvantage 
is moderate (decile 4) and reliance on government income support is slightly higher 
than average.  

Health Status Practice-level prevalence of coronary heart disease (CHD) is high at 4.6%. Chronic 
disease burden and comorbidity are also relatively high compared to other Ochre 
practices. Population risk factor profiles are slightly higher than average, although 
median age at death aligns with the national average. There is slightly less diabetes, but 
slightly more hypercholesterolaemia and avoidable mortality than average. Smoking 
rates, at 15%, are in line with the national average. Reported rates of psychological 
distress were lower than the national average but in the mid-range. Disability levels are 
consistent with national averages. 

Access & 
utilisation 

There are more patients with out of pocket (OOP) costs although the median cost is 
lower than average, while bulk billing rates are consistent with the average. GP 
attendance rates are unremarkable, and after-hours healthcare utilisation is low, 
although MBS rebates are slightly higher than expected. 6.9% of residents delayed 
seeking health care due to cost, slightly higher than average but consistent with many 
Ochre practices. Age and sex standardised hospital admission rates for chronic angina 
and acute myocardial infarction (AMI) were higher than average. 
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OHMC BATHURST 

Environment Bathurst is an historic regional centre located in the Central Tablelands of NSW, 
approximately 200km west of Sydney, with a local economy driven by education, tourism 
and manufacturing. The city serves a population of around 33,587 with local government 
provided by the Bathurst Regional Council. The area is covered by the Western NSW PHN 
and Western NSW LHD. The district is designated an area of both GP and cardiology 
workforce shortage, and rurality class 3 (MMM). The region is also served by Bathurst 
Base Hospital, a large regional facility with over 100 beds, providing general medical and 
surgical services and a 24 hour ED. 

Practice OHMC Bathurst is located in a purpose built facility on the grounds of Charles Sturt 
University (CSU) and also functions as the University health service. The practice is open 5 
days / week and serves an active patient population of approximately 7775 patients with 
7 GPs (FTE 3.29) and a full time RN. Services offered include physiotherapy, psychology, 
exercise physiology, pathology, with visiting specialists in surgery, orthopaedics and 
urology. It is an accredited GP training practice. As a relatively new practice, it is still 
becoming established in the local community and patients continue to join as the GPs 
build reputation. On campus location and perception of being a ‘campus service’ may 
have slowed uptake in the community more generally. The practice receives external 
allied health referrals with those patients reflected in outcome reports but not seen by 
GPs. 

Organisation OHMC Bathurst has relatively high levels of patient throughput, though a relatively low 
GP:patient ratio (1:2332). GP turnover is low relative to Ochre practices (55.81%) with 
moderately high stability (66.7%). Average GP FTE is 0.73, and the practice uses very few 
locums. Allied health numbers are relatively high for practice size which may also reflect 
the proximity to CSU which trains several allied health disciplines.  Nurse numbers are low 
relative to patients (1:6626). There is limited emphasis on chronic disease management 
with low use of CDM and GPMP item numbers. The practice has been part of the Ochre 
network for 3 years and there is moderate emphasis on data capability with data quality 
reasonably high. CDM is GP driven (type 3), nurses dedicate 1 day /week to CDM and try 
to prioritise this though this it is often pushed aside.    

Socio-
demographics 

The local population is slightly younger (med age 36) and less married (40.5%) than the 
national average. There is a significant indigenous population, constituting 5.3% of local 
residents, and relatively few from non-English speaking backgrounds (NESB). English 
proficiency is high. Reported rates of social cohesion are marginally lower than the 
Australian average (93.8%) and the area is also perceived as slightly less safe than average 
(51.2%). Socioeconomic disadvantage is decile 4 and reliance on government income 
support is slightly higher than average, although this diminishes when adjusted for age 
and sex and may be related to the large student population (30.7%).  

Health Status Practice-level prevalence of coronary heart disease (CHD) is low at 0.86%.  
Smoking rates are below 10%, and risk factor profiles at the practice level are all low 
including chronic disease burden and comorbidity. At the population level, however, self-
rated rates of poor health and presence of smoking, nutrition, alcohol and physical 
activity (SNAP) risk factors are slightly higher than average (16.5% and 80.7% 
respectively). Reported rates of psychological distress are slightly higher than the national 
average but in the mid-range. Disability levels are lower than average.  

Access & 
utilisation 

There are fewer than average patients with out of pocket (OOP) costs although the 
median cost is close to the national average. Bulk billing rates are consistent with this and 
slightly higher than usual. GP attendance rates are unremarkable, and after-hours 
healthcare utilisation is low, although MBS rebates are slightly higher than expected. A 
number of residents describe cost issues with access to healthcare. While age and sex 
standardised hospital admission rates for chronic angina are low, AMI admissions were 
higher than average. 
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OHMC BOGGABRI 

Environment Boggabri is a small town on the Kamilaroi Highway in north western NSW, 515 km from 
Sydney. At the 2016 census the population was 856. The area is covered by the Hunter 
New England and Central Coast PHN and the Hunter New England Local Health District, 
and is part of the Narrabri Shire. The district is designated an area of both GP and 
cardiology workforce shortage, and rurality class 5 (MMM). 

Practice OHMC Boggabri is the only medical practice in Boggabri and located in a wing of 
Boggabri Hospital. Boggabri Hospital is a designated MPS with 4 acute care beds and 16 
long stay (RACF) beds. GPs provide VMO staffing and on call hospital cover 7 days per 
week. The practice is open Mon-Fri, with 3 (OTD) GPs (FTE 1.99) and 1 RN. The practice 
also offers physiotherapy, psychology, podiatry, dietitian and podiatry services on a 
visiting basis.  

Organisation GP turnover is moderately high (234%) although stability is moderate (58%), and there 
is relatively low reliance on locums (5.6%). Around 14.5% of active patients are seen 
each week (the highest among the Ochre cohort) although the number of patients seen 
per hour is relatively low. GP:patient ratio is substantially higher than most practices at 
1:870. Average GP FTE is reasonably high (0.72). Nurse: patient ratio is moderate, with 
high levels of administrative support. There is strong utilisation of CDM and GPMP item 
numbers. OHMC Boggabri has undertaken Ochre data collection since 2012 and data 
quality is reasonably strong, with emphasis on data capability and well developed use 
of recall and reminder, and QI systems. CDM is GP initiated (type 3), however is also 
prioritised by nurses (type 4) who have historically had a data focus. 

Socio-
demographics 

The population is slightly older (median age 41 vs 37), more male (50.5% vs 49.6% 
males) and less married (44.2% vs 48.1%, with more people separated) than the 
national average. Most residents are Australian born and English proficiency is high. 
Indigenous people make up 11.3% of the population, substantially higher than the 
national average. 57.9% of residents feel safe walking alone after dark, slightly more 
than the national average. Socioeconomic disadvantage is decile 3 and reliance on 
government income support is slightly higher than average.  

Health Status Practice-level prevalence of coronary heart disease (CHD) is around 3.8%. Chronic 
disease burden and comorbidity are markedly higher than other Ochre practices, and 
smoking rates are particularly high at around 24%. Population risk factor profiles are 
slightly worse than average, although median age at death aligns with the national 
average. There is slightly less diabetes and hypercholesterolaemia, although prevalence 
of circulatory diseases and avoidable mortality are higher than average. Reported rates 
of psychological distress are lower than the national average but in the mid-range. 
Disability levels are consistent with national averages. 

Access & 
utilisation 

Rates of private health insurance tend to be low at 36.9%. There are more patients with 
OOP costs (51.8%) and the median cost is marginally higher than average ($22), with 
bulk billing rates slightly lower (74.8%). GP attendance rates and MBS rebates are 
unremarkable, and after-hours healthcare utilisation is low. There are relatively few 
frequent attenders. Despite apparent socioeconomic disadvantage, few residents 
(3.4%) described cost issues with access to health care although more (4.3%) report 
transport related issues in access to services. Age and sex standardised hospital 
admission rates for diabetes and AMI are higher than average, although chronic angina 
admissions are slightly lower. 
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OHMC BRUCE  
Environment The suburb of Bruce is located in the Belconnen district of the Australian Capital 

Territory (ACT), and is home to the University of Canberra, the Australian Institute of 
Sport, and Calvary Public Hospital Bruce – a large general hospital offering a range of 
acute and community services, and one of two public acute care hospitals in Canberra. 
The city is also served by Canberra hospital, the largest public hospital in the ACT / 
southern NSW region, and a teaching centre for the Australian National University 
Medical School, which provides tertiary referral services to over 500,000 people. 
Canberra has a population of around 356,585 and the suburb population is 
approximately 6390. The Territory is covered by the Capital Health Network (ACT PHN) 
and ACT Health as well as ACT Government. Bruce is designated an area of cardiology 
workforce shortage but not GP shortage in 2018. Rurality class 1 (MMM).  

Practice OHMC Bruce shares occupancy with the University of Canberra, and is also close to the 
University of Canberra Public Hospital (UCPH), a 140 bed, purpose built, dedicated 
rehabilitation facility. The practice is a designated GP Superclinic, operating 6 days per 
week. There are 23 GPs (FTE 9.81), 6 CDM trained RNs, and a wide range of supporting / 
allied health services, including physiotherapy, podiatry, audiometry, pathology, 
dietitian, pharmacy, clinical psychology, diabetes education and women’s health 
physiotherapy.  

Organisation This practice operates on a massive scale, with over 20,000 active patients. There is mid-
range patient throughput, with 9.8% patients seen each week and 3.7 patient per 
consulting hour. GP:patient ratio is moderately low at 1:2068. GP turnover is zero and 
stability maximal at 100%. The average Bruce GP is relatively part time with an FTE of 
0.55. The median allied health (AHP) headcount is high at 8.4 and AHP:patient ratios 
remain moderately high. Nurse:patient ratios, on the other hand, are mid-range, and 
levels of administrative support are moderately low relative to patient numbers. The 
practice is GP training accredited, and has been part of the Ochre network for 4 years. 
There is a strong emphasis on data with a focus on data cleaning and quality 
improvement strategies. Data quality is close to average for the Ochre cohort. Use of 
CDM item numbers is limited (6.12%) and GPMPs in the mid-range (50.35%). CDM is 
nurse driven and prioritised with 2 appointment streams per day (type 4), although 
there is some resistance from GPs. Nursing focus is dual (type 3).  

Socio-
demographics 

The Bruce population is younger than the national average (median age 27y) with a 
gender split consistent with the national profile. Fewer residents are married, with more 
never having been married.  There are very few indigenous Australians, but relatively 
high levels of people from NESB (22.9%). English proficiency is low for the Ochre cohort, 
but consistent with Australian figures. Perceived safety is slightly higher than average. 
Socioeconomic disadvantage is low (decile 9), and reliance on government income 
support is relatively low.  

Health Status Practice level CHD prevalence is relatively low at 2.42%. Smoking rates are low at 8.3%. 
Chronic disease risk assessed at the practice is relatively low, however chronic disease 
and comorbidity burden are mid-range among the Ochre cohort. At the population level, 
reported poor health and SNAP risk are both slightly lower than average. Estimated 
prevalence of diabetes and high cholesterol are consistent with national figures, while 
circulatory disease are slightly higher and avoidable mortality is substantially lower. 
Levels of disability are below average. 

Access & 
utilisation 

56.4% of patients report GP OOP costs and the median cost is $29. Bulk billing rates are 
moderately low at 68.9%. Health insurance rates are higher than average at 57.1%. Few 
patient report access issues, and GP attendance is consistent with average. 6.9% 
describe delaying or not seeing a GP due to cost.  
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OHMC CALOUNDRA 

Environment Caloundra is located on Queensland’s Sunshine Coast, approximately 90km north of 
Brisbane, with a population of around 51,100. The Sunshine Coast is a peri-urban area 
spanning approximately 60km of Coral Sea coastline, known for tourism. The region is 
covered by the Central Queensland, Wide Bay & Sunshine Coast PHN and Sunshine Coast 
Hospital and Health Service (SCHHS), and is part of the Sunshine Coast LGA. Caloundra is 
not an area of GP or cardiology workforce shortage. Rurality class 1 (MMM). 

Practice OHMC Caloundra is open Mon – Fri, and staffed by 6 GPs (FTE 2.57) and 1 FTE nurse. Onsite 
services include pathology, physiotherapy, podiatry and dentistry. 
Public health services such as palliative care, renal dialysis, ophthalmology, community 
health and minor injury / illness clinic are provided through the Caloundra Health Service 
operated by the SCHHS. SCHHS also operates the 450 bed, tertiary level, Sunshine Coast 
University Hospital in Birtinya, 8km away. 

Organisation OHMC Caloundra is a small-medium practice with approximately 4588 active patients. 
Patient throughput is mid-range (6.53%) with moderate productivity (3.13 patients per 
consulting hour). Billings per hour tend to be low. GP:patient ratio is also moderate at 
1:1781. GP workforce is reasonably stable with some turnover (74.47%), but high stability 
(80%). GP FTE is moderately low at 0.51 and the practice does not use locums. AHP 
numbers are modest relative to scale. Nurse:patient ratio is moderately low (1:4590), 
although nurse pay rates are high, suggesting seniority. Administrative support levels are 
mid-range. The practice is accredited for GP training and has been part of the Ochre 
network for just under 3 years. Data emphasis is relatively strong with an identifiable 
champion and attention to data cleaning, although coding quality is only moderate. There 
is relatively strong focus on CDM (17.3%) though modest use of GPMP (49.8%) items. CDM 
approach is nurse driven and pro-active (Type 4), with dual nursing orientation (Type 3).  

Socio-
demographics 

Caloundra’s population is older (med age 53), more female (53.1%) and less married 
(40.6%) than average, with a higher proportion of residents either divorced or widowed. 
Indigenous people are under-represented (1.7%) and there are relatively few overseas 
born NESB residents (5.4%). English language proficiency is high. Perceived community 
safety is slightly higher than average at 58.6%, and socioeconomic disadvantage is high 
(IRSD decile 2). Reliance on government financial support is above average at 33%.  

Health Status Practice level CHD prevalence is mid-range at 2.47%. Smoking rates are low (9.7%) and 
measured chronic disease risk factors tend to be moderate.  Chronic disease burden 
reflected in the EMR is lower than average (7% of patients), although comorbidity burden 
is in the mid-range (7.13). Reported poor health in the population is slightly lower than 
average (13.6%) although levels of SNAP risk factors are slightly higher (78.1%). Rates of 
psychological distress are lower than average (10.2%) although disability rates are higher 
(5.7%). 

Access & 
utilisation 

Private health insurance rates are low at 46.4%. Bulk billing rates are high (90.2%) although 
31.2% of residents report GP OOP, only slightly less than the national average. Median 
costs are notably smaller. GP attendance and MBS rebates tend to be higher than average, 
although after-hours healthcare utilisation is in line with Australian figures. Frequent 
attendance rates are high (10.2%), while those not claiming a GP attendance are relatively 
low (7.4%). A smaller than average proportion of residents described access issues related 
to either cost or transport. Standardised hospital admission rates for diabetes are low, 
although chronic angina and AMI admissions are above average. 
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OHMC  CALWELL 

Environment Calwell is a suburb of Canberra, located in the Tuggeranong district towards the southern 
end of the ACT, and approximately 17km from the city centre. Canberra has a population of 
around 356,585 and the suburb population is approximately 5833. The Territory is covered 
by the Capital Health Network (ACT PHN) and ACT Health as well as ACT Government. 
Canberra is served by 2 public hospitals: Canberra hospital, the largest public hospital in the 
ACT / southern NSW region, and a teaching centre for the Australian National University 
Medical School, which provides tertiary referral services to over 500,000 people; and 
Calvary Public Hospital Bruce – a large general hospital offering a range of acute and 
community services. Calwell is designated an area of both GP and cardiology workforce 
shortage. Rurality class 1 (MMM).  

Practice OHMC Calwell is located in a central shopping centre, and affiliated with OHMC Bruce and 
part of the same GP Superclinic group. The practice is open 6 days per week with 8 GPs (FTE 
3.12), 2 nurses, dietitian, physiotherapy and psychology services onsite.  

Organisation OHMC Calwell is a medium scale practice with approximately 7500 active patients. 6.97% of 
these are seen each week and there is reasonably high productivity with 4.1 patients seen 
per consulting hour. GP patient ratio is low relative to Ochre peers at 1:2422. GP turnover 
(61.6%) and stability (60%) are moderate, and the practice does not use locums.  Most GPs 
are fairly part time with average FTE around 0.57. AHP numbers are high relative to scale. 
Nurse:patient ratio is moderately low (1:6116) as are levels of administrative support. The 
practice has GP training accreditation. OHMC Calwell has been part of the Ochre network 
for 6 years, but there is limited data focus and data quality is in the low-moderate range. 
Use of recall/ reminder systems is also limited. Use of CDM item numbers is limited (7.43%) 
and GPMPs in the mid-range (48.62%).  Both CDM and nursing are classified as type 3, with 
GP led disease management and dual nursing streams. This may be a conscious choice with 
OHMC Calwell expressing some reservations about nurse/ revenue driven models of care.   

Socio-
demographics 

Calwell’s population is reasonably typical in terms of age (36), gender (48.3% male) and 
marital status (49.0% married). Indigenous people are under-represented (1.9%) although 
there are more NESB residents (12.7) than in most Ochre sites. English proficiency is low 
relative to Ochre sites but high for Australia. Perceived safety aligns with the national 
average and socioeconomic disadvantage is low (IRSD decile 9), with moderately low 
reliance on government financial support. 

Health Status Practice level CHD prevalence is relatively low at 2.24%. Smoking rates are below average at 
10.5%. Chronic disease risk assessed at the practice is moderate, along with chronic disease 
burden (7.2%) and comorbidity burden (9.67). At the population level, reported poor health 
is slightly lower than average (14.2%) while SNAP risk factors are slightly higher (78.7%). 
Estimated prevalence of diabetes and circulatory disease are higher than average and 
avoidable mortality is substantially lower. Levels of disability are below average 

Access & 
utilisation 

There are many patients with GP OOP costs (62.8%) and the median cost is substantially 
higher than average ($32), with bulk billing rates lower (62.9%). Private health insurance 
rates are slightly less than average at 51.5%. GP attendance rates and MBS rebates are 
unremarkable, and after-hours healthcare utilisation is average. Rates of frequent 
attendance are slightly less than average. Few residents described access issues related to 
either cost or transport. standardised hospital admission rates for chronic angina and AMI 
are higher than average, although diabetes admissions are slightly lower. 
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OHMC CASEY  

Environment Casey is a suburb of Canberra, located in the Gungahlin district towards the northern end 
of the ACT, and approximately 13km from the city centre. Canberra has a population of 
around 356,585 and the suburb population is approximately 5758. The Territory is covered 
by the Capital Health Network (ACT PHN) and ACT Health as well as ACT Government. 
Casey is a relatively new suburb and an urban growth area, with settlement beginning in 
2010. It is designated an area of both GP and cardiology workforce shortage. Rurality class 
1 (MMM). 

Practice OHMC Casey is also part of the OHMC Bruce Super Clinic group. The practice is open 6 days 
with 8 GPs (FTE 2.97) and 2 RNs. Onsite services include pathology, dietitian, podiatrist, 
psychologist, and counselling / coaching / mediation.  
Canberra is served by 2 public hospitals: Canberra hospital, the largest public hospital in 
the ACT / southern NSW region, and a teaching centre for the Australian National 
University Medical School, which provides tertiary referral services to over 500,000 people; 
and Calvary Public Hospital Bruce – a large general hospital offering a range of acute and 
community services. 

Organisation OHMC Casey is a medium scale practice with approximately 8523 active patients. Patient 
throughput is mid-range (6.19%) with high productivity (4.05 patients per consulting hour). 
GP:patient ratio is low at 1:2622. GP turnover is low (29.27%), and stability mid-range at 
75%, although workforce stability is on a growth trajectory. Average GP FTE is high at 0.81 
and locums are not part of the staffing profile. AHP numbers are high relative to scale. 
Nurse:patient ratio is moderately low, although nurse pay rates are high, suggesting 
seniority. Administrative support levels are relatively low. The practice is accredited for GP 
training and has been part of the Ochre network for 3.5 years. There is limited data focus 
and low-mid data quality. There is relatively low use of CDM (2.8%) and GPMP (33.93%) 
item numbers. The structure of CDM is relatively informal (Type 2) and while nurses 
operate a CDM stream this is rarely fully subscribed, and the responsive treatment role 
tends to be prioritised (Type 2).  

Socio-
demographics 

The population of Casey is younger (med age 30), less male (48.6%) and more married 
(55.1%) than the Australian average. Indigenous people are under-represented (1.7%) 
although there is a high proportion of overseas born NESB residents (24.3%). English 
proficiency is low relative to Ochre sites but consistent with the national average. 
Perceived safety is slightly better than the national average and socioeconomic 
disadvantage is very low (IRSD decile 10). Reliance on government financial support is 
extremely low at 10.1%. Social profile consistent with young families and professionals. 

Health Status Practice level CHD prevalence is particularly low at 0.31%. Smoking rates are low (9.5%) 
and measured chronic disease risk factors tend to be low.  Chronic disease burden 
reflected in the EMR is very low (1.9% of patients), as is comorbidity burden (3.6). Reported 
poor health in the population is slightly lower than average (11.7 vs 14.8%) and levels of 
SNAP risk factors are also reasonably low (66.3%). Rates of potentially avoidable deaths are 
very low and levels of  disability in the community are substantially lower than average. 

Access & 
utilisation 

Private health insurance rates are high at 63.8%. There are many patients with GP OOP 
costs (61%) and the median cost is higher than average ($30), with bulk billing rates lower 
(64.6%). GP attendance and MBS rebates are unremarkable, although after-hours 
healthcare utilisation is slightly higher than average. Rates of frequent attendance are 
slightly lower than average, while those not claiming a GP attendance are higher (16.7%). 
Few residents described access issues related to either cost or transport. Standardised 
hospital admission rates for diabetes and angina are low, although AMI admissions are 
above average. 
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OHMC COHUNA 

Environment Cohuna is a small town (population 2428) located in the Loddon Murray region of northern 
Vic, 274 km from Melbourne. The nearest regional centre is Bendigo, 120 km south. The 
region is largely sustained by agricultural primary industries and supports sports and eco-
tourism activities associated with the Murray River. Cohuna is part of the Gannawarra Shire, 
and is covered by Murray PHN and Cohuna District Hospital. Cohuna is designated an area of 
both GP and cardiology workforce shortage. Rurality class 5 (MMM). 

Practice OHMC Cohuna is a small-medium practice with approximately 4772 active patients and 
open 6 days per week. There are 5 GPs (FTE 2.99) and approximately 1.6FTE nurse.  The 
local hospital has 16 beds providing acute medical, surgical and obstetric services, and 
incorporates an additional 16 bed residential aged care facility. Some GPs provide VMO 
support. 

Organisation Patient throughput is moderately high (9.8% active patients seen each week) with moderate 
productivity (3.8 patients per consulting hour). Billings per patient and per hour are high 
relative to Ochre peers. GP:patient ratio is also moderate at 1:1642. GP workforce is stable 
with low turnover (25.57%), and high stability at 92.9%. Individual GPs are relatively part 
time with an average FTE of 0.56. Locums are not part of the staffing profile and the practice 
does not have on site allied health services. Nurse:patient ratio is moderately high (1:2989) 
and levels of administrative support are also relatively high. The practice is accredited for GP 
training and has been part of the Ochre network for just under 3 years. Data focus is 
relatively strong with an emphasis on staff training, data cleaning and coding quality. 
However, use of CDM items is relatively low (6.2% consults) and GPMP items moderate 
(44.7% of eligible patients). CDM has been an emphasis since joining the Ochre network 
(Type 4), with dual nursing streams (Type 3). 

Socio-
demographics 

The population of Cohuna is older (med age 52), more female (52.2%) and more married 
(52.6%) than average, with a higher proportion of residents also widowed. Indigenous 
people are under-represented (1.2%) and there are very few overseas born NESB residents 
(2.6%). English language proficiency is high. Perceived community safety is very high at 
74.1%, the highest among the Ochre practices in this study. Socioeconomic disadvantage is 
substantial (IRSD decile 3), and reliance on government income support is above average at 
32.8%. 

Health Status Practice level CHD prevalence is mid-range at 3.71%. Smoking rates are slightly above the 
national average at 16.9%. Other chronic disease risk factors tend to be moderate and rates 
of BMI<25 are relatively high (23.4%). Both chronic disease burden (12.6%) and comorbidity 
burden (9.8) reflected in the EMR are reasonably high. At a population level, reported poor 
health is slightly higher than average (16.3%) and levels of SNAP risk factors are also high 
(84%), although life expectancy is also slightly longer than the national average. 
Psychological distress is considerably lower than average although rates of disability are 
relatively high. 

Access & 
utilisation 

Private health insurance rates are quite low at 34%. While marginally more than average 
proportions of patients report OOP (35%), the median cost is also lower ($13). Bulk billing 
rates are relatively high (86.3%). GP attendance and MBS rebates are unremarkable, and 
after-hours healthcare utilisation is relatively low. Rates of frequent attendance are slightly 
above average, and those not claiming a GP attendance are lower (9.1%). A smaller than 
average proportion of residents described access issues related to transport, although 8.8% 
of residents reported delaying GP care due to cost. Standardised hospital admission rates 
for diabetes, chronic angina and AMI are above average. 
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OHMC CONDOBOLIN 

Environment Condobolin is a small town in central western NSW on the Lachlan river, with a population 
of approximately 3500. The town is approximately 463km from Sydney and 209km from 
Dubbo, with a regional economy characterised by primary industry and small business. The 
area is covered by the Western NSW PHN and Western NSW LHD, and is part of the Lachlan 
Shire local government area. The district is designated an area of both GP and cardiology 
workforce shortage, and rurality class 5 (MMM). 

Practice OHMC Condobolin is located in commercial premises in the central part of town. The 
practice is open 5 days with 1.8 FTE GPs and 2 nurses. On site services include pathology, 
podiatry, exercise physiology, sleep & respiratory health, counselling, audiology, diabetes 
education, and a dietitian. Condobolin also has an Aboriginal Health Service and a RaRMS 
Health Clinic within the hospital grounds. Condobolin District Hospital provides an 
Emergency Department, 20 acute beds, 1 palliative care bed and an established VMO 
roster servicing inpatients and the ED.  

Organisation OHMC Condobolin is a relatively small practice within the Ochre cohort, with 
approximately 3637 active patients. 8.4% are seen each week and productivity is high with 
4.57 patients seen per consulting hour. GP turnover is high (270%), with mid-range stability 
(66.67%). GP:patient ratio is relatively low (1:2293), and GP FTE slightly higher than 
average at 0.66. Locums are generally not utilised. AHP numbers are modest, but strong 
relative to scale. Nurse:patient ratio is moderately high (1:2991) and pay rates are also 
high, suggesting seniority. Administrative support levels are mid-range. Part of the Ochre 
network for 6 years, with strong emphasis on patient recall, but less use of reminder 
systems. QI activity and data focus are limited although data quality is mid-range. There is 
strong use of both CDM and GPMP item numbers. CDM systems are a mix of nurse driven 
and doctor initiated (Type 3), with dual nursing streams. Nursing activity (Type 3) 
deliberately maintains some emphasis on treatment room activity as a matter of choice, 
following historical issues with MBS audits.   

Socio-
demographics 

Condobolin has slightly more males than average (50.4%) and the median age is 41 years. 
Marital status is consistent with the national average. There is a large indigenous 
population (16.9%) with very few people of NESB and high English language proficiency. 
Perceived safety is high relative to both Ochre sites and national rates at 66.9%. However 
socioeconomic disadvantage is high (decile 2), and levels of government income support 
are also higher than average. 

Health Status Practice level CHD prevalence is in the mid-range at 3.31%. Smoking rates are moderate at 
17.7%. Practice levels of chronic disease risk are moderate and chronic disease burden is 
relatively high (13.4%), however recorded comorbidity burden is lower than might be 
expected at 5.24.  Reported poor or fair health in the population is higher than average at 
17.7%, as are presence of SNAP risk factors at 87.2% and avoidable mortality. Estimated 
diabetes prevalence is lower than average while hypercholesterolaemia and circulatory 
disease are expected to be slightly higher. Disability levels are also slightly higher than 
average.  

Access & 
utilisation 

Rates of private health insurance are moderately low at 38.9%. OOP costs are also low, and 
reported by only 24.7%. Bilk billing rates are high at 89.8%. GP attendance and MBS 
benefits per person are slightly higher than average although after-hours utilisation is low. 
Rates of frequent attendance are unremarkable. Transport and cost related issues with 
healthcare access are consistent with the national average at 4.3% and 2% respectively. 
Age and sex standardised hospitalisations for diabetes, angina and AMI are all above 
average. 
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OHMC DENILIQUIN 

Environment Deniliquin is a town of approximately 7494 people in the Riverina region of NSW, close to 
the Victorian border and approximately 725km from Sydney and 265 km from Melbourne. 
The region is dependent on primary industry, largely sheep and rice farming, and timber 
production. It is also close to the Barmah wetlands - an extensive red gum forest. The area is 
covered by the Murrumbidgee PHN and Murrumbidgee LHD, and is part of the Edward River 
local government area. The district is designated an area of cardiology  but not GP 
workforce shortage, and rurality class 4 (MMM). 

Practice OHMC Deniliquin was opened in late 2012 and is centrally located, adjacent to the hospital. 
The practice and has facilities for seven doctors, plus two allied health and pathology 
rooms. The practice is open 5 days with 4 GPs (3.05 FTE) and around 1.6 FTE nurses. On site 
services include pathology and psychology. Deniliquin Hospital is a 41 bed facility providing 
acute medical services including maternity, day surgery and a 24 hour emergency 
department. GPs provide VMO support. 

Organisation OHMC Deniliquin is a medium sized practice within the Ochre cohort, with approximately 
6677 active patients. 7.7% are seen each week and productivity is high with 4.24 patients 
seen per consulting hour. GP turnover is moderate (113.5%) for a rural practice, with 
moderately high stability (62.5%). GP:patient ratio is relatively low (1:2164), and GP FTE 
close to average at 0.59. 2.7% of GP FTE is provided by locums. AHP numbers are very low. 
Nurse:patient ratio is moderately low (1:4090). Administrative support levels are mid-range. 
OHMC Deniliquin has been part of the Ochre network for just under 5 years, and data focus 
is relatively weak although data quality seems average.  There is limited use of CDM item 
numbers (7.18%), although GPMP use is in the mid-range (49.4%). CDM activity is GP driven 
with nurses subsequently engaged (Type 2). For the nursing team CDM is a second priority, 
with nurses driving health assessments, care plan reviews and identification and recall of 
patients over 75.  

Socio-
demographics 

Deniliquin has slightly fewer males than average (48.2%) and the median age is 45 years. 
Fewer residents are married, with more divorced or widowed than average. There are more 
indigenous residents (4.6%) and few people of NESB (3.7%). English language proficiency is 
relatively high. Perceived safety is higher than average at 55.9%. Socioeconomic 
disadvantage is high (decile 2), and levels of both psychological distress (14.5%) and 
government income support (34.1%) are moderately high relative to the Ochre cohort. 

Health Status Practice level CHD prevalence is in the mid-range at 3.71%. Smoking rates are also mid-
range (13.4%). Practice levels of chronic disease risk are moderate and chronic disease 
burden is moderately high (10.7%). Comorbidity burden is also high at 13.37. Reported poor 
or fair health in the population is close to the national average at 14.3%, while SNAP risk 
factors (82.6%) and avoidable mortality are higher. Estimated diabetes prevalence is lower 
than average while hypercholesterolaemia and circulatory disease are expected to be 
slightly higher. Disability levels (5.6%) are also slightly higher than average.  

Access & 
utilisation 

Deniliquin has moderately low rates of private health insurance (36%). Proportion of 
patients with OOP costs is moderately high (47.8%) although median cost is low ($14). Bilk 
billing rates are close to average at 79%. GP attendance rates and MBS benefits per person 
are unremarkable and after-hours utilisation is low. Rates of frequent attendance are similar 
to average. Transport and cost related issues with healthcare access are consistent with the 
national average at 3.9% and 2.1% respectively. Age and sex standardised hospitalisations 
for chronic angina and AMI are above average. 
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OHMC EUMUNDI  

Environment Eumundi is a small town of 1700 residents in Queensland’s Sunshine Coast hinterland, 
approximately 118km north of Brisbane, 20 km inland from Noosa Heads, and 20km 
from Nambour. Eumundi is a semi-rural cultural and artistic hub, known for its artisan 
markets. The region is covered by the Central Queensland, Wide Bay & Sunshine Coast 
PHN and Sunshine Coast Hospital and Health Service (SCHHS), and is part of the Sunshine 
Coast LGA. Eumundi is an area of cardiology but not GP workforce shortage. Rurality 
class 2 (MMM). 

Practice OHMC Eumundi is open Mon – Fri, and staffed by 7 GPs (FTE 3.88) and approximately 1.2 
FTE nurses. Onsite services include psychology, podiatry and sleep studies and the 
practice is one of 4 hubs that form the Sunshine Coast GP Super Clinic. The nearest 
hospital is in Nambour, operated by SCHHS. Nambour General Hospital is a large acute 
regional public hospital with around 137 beds. SCHHS also operates the 450 bed, tertiary 
level, Sunshine Coast University Hospital in Birtinya, 42km away. 

Organisation OHMC Eumundi is a mid-sized practice with 6066 active patients. Productivity is 
relatively low at 2.8 patient per hour. GP workforce is on a growth trajectory with low 
turnover (6.74%) and high stability (92.9%). GP:patient ratio is moderate at (1:1565), and 
GP FTE close to average at 0.6. Locums are not utilised. AHP numbers are modest, but 
strong relative to scale. Nurse:patient ratio is moderately low (1:5185). Administrative 
support levels are low relative to patients. Part of the Ochre network for 4.5 years, there 
is moderately strong QI/data capability with mid-range data quality. There is moderate 
use of both CDM and GPMP item numbers. CDM is Type 3, while nurses are involved this 
is not structured around MBS item numbers and GPs drive care plans. The nursing team 
prioritises the treatment room and some booked CDM appointments (Type 2) and this 
emphasis is a conscious choice for the practice.  

Socio-
demographics 

Eumundi has slightly more males than average (50.5%) and the median age is above 
average at 44 years. More residents are married (52.9%). Indigenous Australians make 
up 2.4% of the population and most people are Australian born (77.2%) although this is 
mid-range for Ochre sites.  English language proficiency is high. Perceived safety is 
moderately high relative to both Ochre sites and national rates at 61.7%. Socioeconomic 
disadvantage is slightly less than the median (decile 6), and levels of government income 
support are close to the national average. Reported rates of psychological distress are 
slightly lower than average (10.4%). 

Health Status Practice level CHD prevalence is relatively low at 1.65%. Smoking rates are also mid-
range (13.5%). Practice levels of chronic disease risk are moderate and chronic disease 
burden is moderately low (5.2%). Comorbidity burden is also relatively low at 5.96. 
Reported poor or fair health in the population is slightly lower than the national average 
at 13.5%, while SNAP risk factors (80.7%) are slightly higher. Avoidable mortality is lower 
than expected, although median age at death is also lower than average (79 vs 81 years). 
Estimated prevalence of diabetes, high cholesterol and circulatory disease are all slightly 
below average.  Disability levels (5.1%) are slightly higher than average. 

Access & 
utilisation 

Rates of private health insurance are mid-range although lower than average at 47.9%. 
Proportion of patients with OOP costs is slightly higher than average (36.2%) although 
median cost is lower ($16). Bulkbilling rates are higher than average at 88.1%. GP 
attendance and MBS benefits per person are slightly higher than average although after-
hours utilisation is low. Rates of frequent and very high GP attendance are also high. 
Transport and cost related issues with healthcare access are slightly lower than the 
national average at 3.5% and 1.8% respectively. Age and sex standardised 
hospitalisations for diabetes, angina and AMI are all above average. 
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OHMC GARRAN 

Environment Garran is a suburb in central Canberra, located in the Woden district adjacent to Canberra 
Hospital. Canberra has a population of around 356,585 and the suburb population is 
approximately 3497. The Territory is covered by the Capital Health Network (ACT PHN) and 
ACT Health as well as ACT Government. Canberra is served by 2 public hospitals: Canberra 
hospital, the largest public hospital in the ACT / southern NSW region, and a teaching centre 
for the Australian National University Medical School, which provides tertiary referral 
services to over 500,000 people; and Calvary Public Hospital Bruce – a large general hospital 
offering a range of acute and community services. Garran is not designated an area of 
workforce shortage. Rurality class 1 (MMM). 

Practice OHMC Garran is located in the Garran shopping centre, close to Canberra Hospital and the 
National Capital Private Hospital.  The practice is open 6 days per week and GP Training 
accredited. It is staffed by 17 GPs (6.81 FTE) and 4 RNs. There is an onsite dietitian, 
psychology, pathology, diabetes education, pharmacy and medical imaging.  

Organisation OHMC Garran is one of 3 large scale practices in the Ochre group with 14,500 active patients. 
6.3% are seen each week and productivity is moderate with 3.36 patient seen per hour. 
GP:patient ratio is relatively low at around 1:2100. Turnover is low (25.95%) and stability is 
high (90.18%) and the practice is on a growth trajectory. GPs tend to be highly part time with 
an average FTE of 0.49. The practice does not use locums. AHP number are low, especially 
relative to scale. Nurse:patient ratios are mid-range (1:4885) and administrative support 
levels moderate. Part of the Ochre network for just over 3 years, data emphasis is in the low-
mod range. There is limited use of both CDM (4.8% consults) and GPMP (21.96% eligible 
patients) item numbers. CDM in nurse initiated with GPs responding (Type 4). Nursing is dual 
oriented with multiple streams and some attrition of CDM under pressure (Type 3). 

Socio-
demographics 

Garran’s population is slightly older (med age 43) and more married (56.4%) than the 
national average. There are very few indigenous Australians (0.9%) and relatively more NESB 
resident born OS than other Ochre sites – although rates are very close to the national 
average (17.2%). English proficiency is high. The suburb is considered very safe, with 71.6% 
feeling safe walking alone after dark. Socioeconomic disadvantage is very low (decile 10) with 
low rates of government income support (12.0%). Rates of psychological distress are low 
(7.8%) 

Health Status Practice prevalence of CHD is mid-range at 2.44%. Smoking rates are very low (6.8%) and 
chronic disease risk profiles are moderate. Chronic disease burden among practice patients is 
mid-range (8.6%) while comorbidity burden is generally low (5.06). There are fewer residents 
with self-rated poor health (9.3%) and rates of SNAP risk factors are relatively low (64.6%). 
Median age at death is high at 86. Estimated rates of diabetes are slightly lower than 
average, although high cholesterol and circulatory disease are estimated to be higher. Rates 
of potentially avoidable deaths are low. However, rates of disability are slightly higher than 
average (5.2 vs 4.7%).  

Access & 
utilisation 

Rates of private health insurance are the highest among the Ochre group (67.3%) and 
substantially greater than the Australian average. Many patients report GP OOP costs 
(68.4%) and the median cost is substantially higher than average ($36). Bulk billing is low at 
56.3%. Few patients describe transport or cost related issues with access to healthcare. GP 
attendance rates are slightly lower than average although after-hours utilisation is close to 
average. Levels of frequent or very high attenders are very low.  Age standardised hospital 
admission for diabetes and AMI are lower than average although chronic angina admission 
rates are higher. 
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OHMC GRAFTON 

Environment Grafton is a town in the Northern Rivers district of NSW situated on the banks of the 
Clarence River, approximately 600km from Sydney. It has a population of around 19,000 and 
services the Clarence Valley which has a population of nearly 50 000. Grafton has its own 
regional airport and is in close proximity to the Queensland Gold Coast, 2 hours drive away. 
The region is covered by the North Coast PHN and Northern NSW LHD, and is part of the 
Clarence Valley LGA. Grafton is a region of both GP and cardiology workforce shortage and 
rurality class 3 (MMM). 

Practice OHMC Grafton is a spacious purpose-built modern facility, close to the centre of town, a GP 
Super Clinic and an accredited teaching practice. There are 6 GPs (3.97 FTE), 2 RNs and 2 ENs. 
Onsite services include pharmacy, pathology, physiotherapy, podiatry, mental health nursing, 
diabetes education, speech pathology, occupational therapy, exercise physiology, 
audiometry, sleep studies, dietitian, psychology and a renal physician. The practice is open 6 
days. Grafton has a level 3-4 base hospital with approximately 80 beds, providing acute 
health services including a 24 hour emergency department to over 13,000 pts each year.  

Organisation OHMC Grafton is a mid-sized practice with 7369 active patients. 10.2% are seen each week 
and productivity is high with 4.55 patients seen per consulting hour. GP:patient ratio is mid-
range at 1:1881. GP turnover is moderately high at 245.7% with moderately low stability 
(39.3%). Average GP FTE is 0.72 and locums make up 7.2% of the GP workforce. Allied health 
workforce is strong with multiple disciplines represented. Nurse:patient ratio is relatively 
high (1:2809).  Levels of administrative support are mid-range. Part of the Ochre network 
since 2012, OHMC Grafton has strong data capability and relatively high data quality. There is 
concerted use of CDM (28.8%) and GPMP (72.5%) item numbers. Both CDM and nursing are 
Type 4. There is a focus is on freeing nurses up to prioritise CDM activity, which is 
championed by a senior practice nurse.  

Socio-
demographics 

Grafton has slightly less males than average (48.6%) and the population is older (med age 43) 
and less married (42.4%) with more people divorced or widowed. The proportion of 
indigenous residents is higher than average (8.7%) with relatively less NESB residents. People 
report feeling less safe than the national average and Ochre sites in general (45%). 
Socioeconomic disadvantage is very high (decile 1) and reliance on government income 
support is particularly high at 45.2%. Rates of psychological distress are relatively high at 
14.8%.  

Health Status Practice prevalence of CHD is relatively high at 4.29%. Smoking rates are high (25.1%). 
Chronic disease risk profile at the practice level is moderate, and CD burden (12.8%) and 
comorbidity burden (15.01) are relatively high. Population levels of poor health are also 
relatively high (18.4%), along with presence of SNAP risk factors (85.4%). Median age at 
death is slightly above average (82). Estimated rates of diabetes and high cholesterol are 
lower than average, although circulatory disease and potentially avoidable deaths are 
expected to be higher. Levels of community disability are markedly higher than average.  

Access & 
utilisation 

Rates of private health insurance are very low (26.5%) and around half the national average. 
37% of patient report OOP costs, slightly more than average, although median cost is 
relatively low at $14. Bulk-billing rates are relatively high at 85.2%. 4.2% of residents report 
transport related issues in accessing services (slightly more than average), while 4.4% report 
cost issues with access to health care (twice the average). However, rates of non-attendance 
are slightly less than average. After-hours GP attendance is very low. Levels of frequent 
attendance are moderate. Age standardised hospital admissions for diabetes, angina and 
AMI are all substantially higher than average. 
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OHMC KING ISLAND 

Environment King Island is an island in the Bass Strait, approximately 80km off the north west coast of 
Tasmania. The island occupies an area of 1098 square kilometres, with a population of 1585, 
and is governed as part of Tasmania. There are 3 main settlements, serviced by ferries and 
weekly shipping services between northern Tasmania and Victoria via Grassy Harbour. King 
Island is an area of both GP and cardiology workforce shortage, and is classified as very 
remote - MMM class 7. 

Practice OHMC King Island is located in the island’s largest town, Currie. The practice is open 5 
days/week (though closed for lunch) and serves the resident population plus all visitors to 
the island. The practice is staffed by 1 fulltime RN and several GPs (FTE 1.97), supported by a 
range of visiting allied health providers. GPs offer on call / VMO support to the King Island 
District Hospital. The hospital and health centre operates as a multipurpose service with 6 
acute care beds and 14 residential aged care beds (8 high care, 6 low care), and provides 24-
hour accident & emergency care. The centre also coordinates a broad range of visiting, 
community and support services.  

Organisation OHMC King Island is a small practice with 1760 active patients. 14.16% are seen each week. 
Productivity is moderate at 3.18 patients per GP consulting hour. GP:patient ratio is very high 
at 1:890. GP workforce is highly mobile with turnover extremely high (474.4%) and stability 
low (25%). Dependence on locums is moderately high (26.4%) with a cyclical nature of 
recurrent, sequential short term posts, and regular returning short term GPs. Average GP FTE 
is high at 0.89. AHP numbers are high relative to scale – and again cyclical, usually one in the 
practice for part of most weeks. Nurse:patient ratio relatively high (1:1712) and nurse pay 
rates are high which may reflect seniority or remoteness. There are strong levels of 
administrative support. Relatively new to Ochre. Strong use of register, recall and nurse led 
CDM systems but data capability otherwise limited.  CDM is a major focus with active use of 
GPMP (Type 4) and dedication of nursing resources to CDM/ GPMP review for part of each 
week. Nurses may offer continuity in the absence of long term GPs.   

Socio-
demographics 

King Island’s population is older (med age 47) and more male (51.1%) than the national 
average, while marital status is broadly consistent. 2.5% of residents are indigenous while 
6.7% are born overseas of NESB though English proficiency is very high. Perceived community 
safety is high at 69.5%. Socioeconomic disadvantage is median (decile 5) with 34.4% of 
residents relying on government income support in the last 2 years, compared to the 
Australian average of 27.1%. Rates of psychological distress are relatively high at 14.7%. 

Health Status Practice prevalence of CHD is relatively high at 3.69%. Smoking rates are marginally higher 
than Australian figures (17.4%).  Chronic disease risk profile at the practice level is moderate, 
and CD burden (12.3%) is relatively high, while comorbidity burden is also moderate (9.1). 
Rates of poor health in the population (16.8%) and SNAP risk factor prevalence (83.7%) are 
slightly higher than the national average and relatively high for the Ochre cohort. Median age 
at death is 83.5 years. Estimated rates of diabetes are lower than average, while those for 
high cholesterol, circulatory disease and potentially avoidable deaths are higher. Levels of 
community disability are lower than average. 

Access & 
utilisation 

Private health insurance rates are very low (29.8%). Only 26.1% of patients report GP OOP 
costs, with a median cost of $19, close to the national average. 90.5% of consultations are 
bulk-billed. 4% of residents report transport issues with accessing healthcare, in line with the 
national average. Relatively few residents (1.4%) report cost issues. 17.4% did not claim a GP 
attendance, substantially higher than average. GP attendance rates per person are 
unremarkable although MBS benefits are higher than average and after-hours attendance 
are low. Level of frequent attenders are moderate.  Age standardised hospital admissions for 
diabetes, angina and AMI are all higher than average. 
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OHMC KINGSTON 

Environment Kingston is one of the most established and densely populated suburbs of Canberra, and 
considered one of the premier shopping and entertainment areas. The suburb is situated 
4km from the CBD, and has a population of 4424. Canberra has a population of around 
356,585 and is covered by the Capital Health Network (ACT PHN) and ACT Health as well as 
ACT Government. Canberra is served by 2 public hospitals: Canberra hospital, the largest 
public hospital in the ACT / southern NSW region, and a teaching centre for the Australian 
National University Medical School, which provides tertiary referral services to over 500,000 
people; and Calvary Public Hospital Bruce – a large general hospital offering a range of acute 
and community services. Kingston is not an area of workforce shortage. Rurality class 1 
(MMM).  

Practice OHMC Kingston, an established practice, joined the Ochre network in June 2015. The 
practice is open 6 days with 6 GPs (FTE 3.47) plus a sports physician, and 3 RNs. There is no 
onsite allied health service provision. The practice is an accredited teaching practice. 

Organisation OHMC Kingston is a medium sized practice with 9285 active patients. 5.1% are seen each 
week. And productivity is moderate (3.37 patients per consulting hour). GP:patient ratio is 
low at 1:2627. GP workforce is very stable with turnover extremely low and annual stability 
100% during the study period. Individual GP FTE is average for the Ochre cohort at 0.61, and 
the practice does not use locums. Nurse:patient ratio is very low at 1:8432, although nurse 
pay rates indicate relative seniority. Administrative support levels are moderately low. 3 
years in the Ochre network, there is strong emphasis on the use of register and recall 
systems and data cleaning. Very low use of CDM (1.28%) and GPMP item numbers (10.17%). 
CDM is Type 3, with a deliberate emphasis on clinical need rather than revenue driven CDM. 
Nursing is Type 3, with a second nurse 2 days per week dedicated to CDM. Nurse numbers 
are limited due to space constraints, which places high demand on PNs.  

Socio-
demographics 

Kingston’s population is younger (med age 33) and less married (34%) than the national 
average, with many more people never married (51.6%). There are very few indigenous 
Australians (0.9%) and relatively more NESB resident born OS than other Ochre sites – 
although rates are very close to the national average (17.1%). English proficiency is high. 
The suburb is considered relatively safe, with 61.4% feeling safe walking alone after dark. 
Socioeconomic disadvantage is very low (decile 10) with low rates of government income 
support (10.8%). Rates of psychological distress are low (7.9%) 

Health Status Practice prevalence of CHD is relatively low at 1.51%. Smoking rates are very low (5.5%) and 
chronic disease risk profiles are moderate. Chronic disease burden among practice patients 
is relatively low (5.0%) and comorbidity burden is also low (4.69). There are fewer residents 
with self-rated poor health (9.0%) and rates of SNAP risk factors are relatively low (63.5%). 
Median age at death is high at 86. Estimated rates of diabetes are slightly lower than 
average, although high cholesterol and circulatory disease are estimated to be higher. Rates 
of potentially avoidable deaths are mid-range. Rates of disability are low (3.1%). 

Access & 
utilisation 

Private health insurance rates are among the highest for the Ochre group (66%) and 
substantially greater than the Australian average. Many patients report GP OOP costs 
(74.4%) and the median cost is 100% higher than average ($40). Bulk billing rates are very 
low at 49%. Some patients describe transport related issues with access to healthcare 
(3.1%) although this remains lower than the national average. GP attendance rates are 
lower than average, as is after-hours utilisation. Levels of frequent or very high attenders 
are particularly low.  Age standardised hospital admission for diabetes are very low, 
although AMI and chronic angina admission rates are higher than average. 
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OHMC LANCEFIELD 

Environment Lancefield is a small town in the Macedon Ranges district of central Victoria 70km north of 
Melbourne. The town has a population of approximately 2357, and is characterised as a 
“pastoral working village” exhibiting original 18th century architecture. The area is covered by 
the Northwestern Melbourne PHN and Kyneton District Health Service, and is part of the 
Macedon Ranges Shire. The district is designated an area of both GP and cardiology workforce 
shortage, and rurality class 5 (MMM). 

Practice OHMC Lancefield is open 6 days /week with 6 GPs (FTE 2.68) and approximately 1.7 FTE 
nurses. Onsite services include pathology, physiotherapy, psychology, podiatry, audiology, 
dietitian, and several visiting medical specialists including a general / breast surgeon and 
endocrinologist. The practice is one of two GP clinics in Lancefield. Hospital services are 
located 33km away in Kyneton, operated by Kyneton District Health Service. KDH is a small 
rural hospital, with less than 50 beds. A range of community services are offered by Cobaw 
Community Health also based in Kyneton.  

Organisation OHMC Lancefield is a small-mod sized practice with 4370 active patients. 10.7% are seen each 
week with productivity high at 4.34 per consulting hour. GP:patient ratio is moderate 
(1:1630). GP turnover is relatively low (39.7%) and stability relatively high (81.7%), with no 
locum use. Average GP FTE slightly lower than the Ochre average at 0.58. AHP numbers are 
moderate and strong relative to patient scale. Nurse: patient ratio 1:2508 and administrative 
support levels are relatively high. The practice has been part of the Ochre network for just 
over 3 years. There is a clear data focus and a relative champion, though overall data 
capability and quality are mid-range.  There is moderate use of both CDM (8.1%) and GPMP 
(50.82%) item numbers. Nurse driven CDM is an intended focus and has recently 
strengthened after waning following after transition to Ochre (Type 4). There are parallel 
nursing streams but some attrition when the nursing team is under pressure (Type 3). 

Socio-
demographics 

The gender distribution of Lancefields’ population is close to the national average although 
residents are, on average, older (med age 43) and slightly more are married (51.3%).  There 
are very few residents who are indigenous (0.8%) and relatively few born overseas of NESB 
(4.4%). English proficiency is strong. Perceived community safety is higher than the national 
average although lower than average among the Ochre cohort (56.7%). Socioeconomic 
disadvantage is relatively low (decile 7). Reliance on government income support is relatively 
low at 22.2%.  

Health Status Practice level CHD prevalence is in the low to mid-range at 2.29%. Smoking rates are 
moderately low (11.7%). Practice level chronic disease risk is apparently high with only 47.7% 
of patients assessed as low risk. However, chronic disease burden (8.5%) and comorbidity 
burden (6.34) in the practice are both mid-range. Population levels of poor health (12.9%) and 
SNAP risk factor prevalence (77.6%) are also in the mid-range. While avoidable mortality is 
reportedly lower than average, median age at death is also lower (73 years). Estimated levels 
of hypercholesterolaemia and circulatory disease are close to average while estimated 
diabetes prevalence and the proportion of disabled residents are lower (4.0%).  

Access & 
utilisation 

Private health insurance rates in the region are slightly above average (54.8%). The proportion 
of patients with OOP costs is high (43%) although costs are slightly lower than average. 
Bulkbilling rates are close to average (81.8%). Fewer than average residents report cost or 
transport issues with access to healthcare, and very few did not claim a GP attendance. GP 
attendance rates and MBS benefits are higher than average, although after hours utilisation is 
close to average. Rates of frequent attendance are slightly elevated. Age and sex standardised 
hospital admission rates for diabetes and chronic angina are low, although AMI admissions 
are above average. 
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OHMC LITHGOW  

Environment Lithgow is situated in the central tablelands of NSW west of the Great Dividing Range. It 
borders the foothills of the Blue Mountains, and is approximately 150km west of Sydney. 
The town has a population of around 12,000 with a further 8000 in the surrounding 
district. Lithgow is often considered the first country town to the west of Sydney, and 
known for its industrial heritage, especially iron and steel works. Contemporary industry 
in the region is focused on coal mining and electricity generation. The area is covered by 
the Nepean Blue Mountains PHN, Nepean Blue Mountains LHD, and Lithgow Shire 
Council. The district is an area of cardiology but not GP workforce shortage, and 
designated rurality class 4 (MMM). 

Practice OHMC Lithgow is centrally located and well established in the Community, joined Ochre??  
Open 5 days. 5 GPs. Training accredited and bulkbilling practice. On site services include 
podiatry, psychology and psychiatry. Public health services in Lithgow consist of a 46 bed 
acute public hospital, residential aged care facility, and specialist medical centre, as well 
as a community private hospital. The hospital provides a 24 hour emergency department 
supported by on call VMOs. 

Organisation OHMC Lithgow is a mid-sized Ochre practice with 6860 active patients. 5.63% are seen 
each week and productivity is moderate with 3.1 seen per consulting hour. GP:patient 
ratio is moderately low at 1: 2110. GP turnover is low (11.11%) and stability high (90%), 
with no locum use. Average GP FTE is slightly higher than usual at 0.66.  AHP numbers are 
moderate. Nurse: patient ratio among the Ochre group (1:9802) and administrative 
support levels are relatively low. The practice has been part of the Ochre network for just 
over 3 years. There is relatively strong use of recall and reminders, though overall data 
capability and quality are mid-range. Use of CDM (5.61%) and GPMP (45.84%) item 
numbers is moderate. CDM is GP initiated with some nurse involvement and and 
substantial admins staff support (Type 3). There is part-time nurse support with dual 
treatment / CDM role (Type 3).  

Socio-
demographics 

Lithgow’s population is slightly more male (50.5%), older (med age 44), and less married 
(42.4%) than average, with relatively more people either divorced or widowed. 
Indigenous population is higher than average at 6.2%, although few people are born 
overseas of NESB (3.5%), and English proficiency is expectedly strong. Perceived 
community safety is higher than the national average although close to average for the 
Ochre cohort (58.8%). However, socioeconomic disadvantage is also extremely high 
(decile 1), with reliance on government income support substantial at 35.2%. 

Health Status Practice level CHD prevalence is in the high mid-range at 3.43%. Smoking rates for the 
practice are higher than average at 19.3%, although chronic disease risk (57.6%) and 
burden (9.8%) remain moderate. Conversely, comorbidity burden is very high (16.62). 
Reported poor health and SNAP risk are also high at 19.1% and 88.4%, respectively. 
Median age at death (77.5) is lower than Australia as a whole and potentially avoidable 
mortality is also high. Estimated prevalence of diabetes, high cholesterol and circulatory 
diseases is unremarkable and close to the mid-range. Levels of community disability are 
relatively high (5.2%). 

Access & 
utilisation 

Private health insurance rates (45.4%) are lower than the national average, but median 
for the Ochre sample. Patients with OOP costs are low (25.1%), though the median cost is 
close to average ($22). Bilk billing rates are high at 90%. Access issues and attendance 
rates are consistent with the national average, although after hours attendances are 
lower and 14.3% did not claim a GP consult.  Hospital admission rates for diabetes and 
chronic angina are low, although AMI admissions are above average. 
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OHMC NOOSA 

Environment Noosa is a resort area on the Sunshine Coast, a peri-urban area spanning approximately 
60km of Queensland’s southern coastline, known for tourism. Noosa Heads is a coastal 
town and suburb of the Shire of Noosa, and the tourist heart of the Noosa area. It is 
approximately 130km north of Brisbane, with a population of around 4484. The region is 
covered by the Central Queensland, Wide Bay & Sunshine Coast PHN and Sunshine Coast 
Hospital and Health Service (SCHHS), and is part of the Sunshine Coast LGA. Noosa is an 
area of cardiology but not GP workforce shortage, and designated rurality class 1 (MMM). 

Practice OHMC Noosa is a centrally located, purpose built practice, and one of 4 hubs that form the 
Sunshine Coast GP Super Clinic. It is open 6 days/week with 5 GPs and 1.85 FTE nurses, as 
well as allied health and visiting medical specialists. The main regional hospital is the 450 
bed, tertiary level, Sunshine Coast University Hospital in Birtinya, 58km away. Nambour 
General Hospital, also operated by SCHHHS, is an acute public hospital with around 137 
beds, is also situated 39 km inland.   

Organisation OHMC Noosa is a mid-sized practice for the Ochre group, with approximately 5872 active 
patients, although GP numbers are moderately large. 7.03% are seen each week and GP 
productivity is low at 2.63 patient per consulting hour. Average GP FTE is mid-range at 0.63. 
GP:patient ratio is moderately high at 1:1466. Workforce turnover (81.82%) and stability 
(56.25%) are moderate, with very limited locum use (1.0% of FTE). AHP numbers (average 2 
per week) and levels of administrative support are moderate relative to scale. Nurse: 
patient ratio is also moderate (1:3183). Part of the Ochre group for almost 4 years, data 
capability is moderate with emphasis on use of recall systems, and relatively high data 
quality. There is only modest use of CDM (5.06%) and GPMP (36.53%) items. CDM activity is 
nurse driven, with doctors heavily supported (Type 4). There is substantial nursing support 
with parallel booking streams, and a focus on prioritising CDM as well as other pro-active 
problem based clinic structures (Type 4).  

Socio-
demographics 

The gender profile of Noosa’s population reflects the Australian average although residents 
are older (med age 52) and slightly more married (51.5%), with more also divorced and 
widowed. There are relatively few indigenous residents (0.6%) with around 8.6% born 
overseas of NESB. English proficiency is strong. Levels of perceived community safety are 
particularly high (70.4%). Socioeconomic disadvantage is relatively low (decile 8), and levels 
of government income support are lower than the national average (26.3%). 

Health Status Practice prevalence of CHD is moderately high at 3.72%, and smoking rates are moderate 
10.9%. Chronic disease risk (60%), CD burden (8.7%) and comorbidity burden (5.49) are all 
moderately low.  Levels of reported poor health (11%) and SNAP risk factors (65%) are 
lower than average, with median age at death 82 years.  Potentially avoidable mortality is 
lower than average, while estimated prevalence of high cholesterol and circulatory disease 
is mid-range. Disability levels in the community are average and psychological distress is low 
(8.7%).  

Access & 
utilisation 

Rates of private health insurance (50.5%) are just below the national average. Bulk billing 
rates are around 84%. Despite this, there are more patients with OOP costs (41.7%) which 
are close to average ($19).  Rates of residents reporting access issues relating to cost or 
transport are also close to average. Age standardised GP attendances per person are slightly 
higher than average (5.6%), and rates of frequent attendance are relatively high (8.8%). 
After hours attendances are slightly lower than average (0.23 per person). Age and sex 
standardised hospital admission rates for diabetes, chronic angina and AMI are high. 
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OHMC PARKES  

Environment Parkes is a rural town of approximately 10,000 people in the central west of NSW. The 
region is supported by wheat and wool farming, as well as a gold and copper mine, and is 
home to a scientific observatory and radio telescope. Parkes is the main settlement in the 
Parkes Shire LGA and is covered by the Western NSW PHN and Western NSW LHD. This is 
an area of cardiology but not GP workforce shortage, and designated rurality class 4 
(MMM). 

Practice OHMC Parkes is open 5 days / week with 8 GPs (3.51 FTE), 4 RNs and 1 EN. Onsite and 
visiting services include psychology, audiology, gynaecology, pain medicine, optometry 
and a sleep specialist. The practice has been in operation for more than 50 years and part 
of the Ochre group since late 2014. It is an accredited training practice. GPs provide VMO 
support to the newly built hospital Parkes hospital completed in 2015, which provides 
emergency department, medical imaging, ambulatory care, inpatient and maternity 
services. It has < 50 beds and accommodates around 2000 inpatient stays and 1800 ED 
presentations per year.  

Organisation OHMC Parkes is a mid-sized practice with approximately 7058 active patients. While there 
are relatively many individual GPs, GP FTE is mid-range at 3.51 and GPs tend to be quite 
part-time with average FTE 0.47. 6.89% of active patients are seen each week and 
productivity is moderate at 3.57 patient per consulting hour. GP:patient ratio is 1:1964. 
GP workforce is relatively stable, especially for a rural practice, with turnover 54.31% and 
stability 73.89%. There is no reliance on locum support. Onsite AHP provision is low. 
Patient:nurse ratios are relatively high (1:2699). Data emphasis is moderate with active 
use of recall systems and mid-range data quality. There is moderate use of CDM (8.23%) 
and GPMP (42.87%) item numbers. CDM is Type 4, with a dedicated CDM nurse 3 days 
per week. Nursing orientation is strongly compartmentalised with other nursing resources 
heavily treatment room focused. (Type 2).  

Socio-
demographics 

The population of Parkes is slightly less male (48.3%), older (med age 39) and less married 
(45.9%) than average. While similar proportions of people have been married, there are 
relatively more residents who are widowed (8%). The indigenous population is strong at 
9.7%. There are few NESB residents and high English language proficiency. Community 
safety is higher than average and mid-range for the Ochre cohort (58.8%).  However, 
socioeconomic disadvantage is high (decile 2) and dependence on government income 
support is relatively high (35.6%) 

Health Status Practice level CHD prevalence is in the high mid-range at 3.98%. Smoking rates (12.1%) 
and chronic disease risk (58.8%) are moderate. Chronic disease (11.1%) and comorbidity 
burden (15.81) are both moderately high. Population levels of poor health (15.6%) and 
SNAP risk factor prevalence (84.6%) are also higher than average. Median age at death is 
80 years. Potentially avoidable mortality is substantially higher than average, while 
estimated prevalence of high cholesterol and circulatory disease is unremarkable. Levels 
of disability are moderately high (5.9%) although psychological distress is slightly lower 
than average (10.9%). 

Access & 
utilisation 

Private health insurance rates in Parkes are lower than average at 40.5%, although this is 
mid-range among Ochre practices. Bulk billing rates are high (89.8%)and patients with GP 
OOP costs are low (24.7%). Median cost is also low at $11. Residents report transport 
related issues in accessing services slightly more than average (5%), although cost-related 
issues are close to average (2.1%). GP attendance rates are unremarkable and consistent 
with the average, however after-hours utilisation is low (0.1 per person). Age and sex 
standardised hospital admission rates for diabetes and chronic angina are low, although 
AMI admissions are high. 
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OHMC QUEENSTOWN 

Environment Queenstown is situated on the rugged west coast of Tasmania, 2 hours from Burnie and 4 
hours from Hobart. It is the largest town in Tasmania’s west, with a population of 1755, and 
a rich mining history. It is also close to the Tasmanian world heritage wilderness area. The 
area is covered by the Tasmanian PHN and the North-West Tasmanian Health Organisation, 
and is part of the Tasmanian West Coast local government area. The district is designated 
an area of both GP and cardiology workforce shortage, and considered remote – MMM 
class 6. 

Practice OHMC Queenstown is the only private medical centre in Queenstown and is open 5 days 
per week. There is capacity for 3 full time GPs (currently 1.68 FTE), supported by a full time 
RN.  On site and visiting services include audiology, optometry, psychology, podiatry, 
dietitian, diabetes education, social work, drug & alcohol counselling, midwifery & child 
health, obstetrics and gynaecology, cardiology, geriatrician, physiotherapy, rheumatology, 
pathology and x-ray 2 days per week. The practice is attached to the hospital (with 2 
emergency and 10 acute beds) and aged care facility, and GPs provide VMO support. The 
nearest referral hospital is in Burnie 154km away.  

Organisation OHMC Queenstown is a small-mod sized, accredited training practice with 2071 active 
patients, of which 12.9% are seen each week. Productivity is moderately high at 4.16 per 
consulting hour. GP:patient ratio is relatively high at 1:1269 and average GP FTE is 0.7. 
Turnover is high at 325% and stability moderately low at 50%, with locums providing 21.6 % 
of GP time. There is limited AHP provision, although some visiting services are provided 
through the PHN and HealthWest. Nurse:patient ratio (1:1546) and administrative support 
levels are high. After 4.25 years with Ochre, there is a very strong data focus with high data 
quality and strong leadership. Use of CDM (6%) and GPMP (55.63%) item numbers is only 
moderate. CDM is heavily pro-active, strongly nurse driven (Type 4), and seen as core 
business. Nurse activity is not differentiated into streams, but CDM work is integrated and 
prioritised (Type 4). 

Socio-
demographics 

The population of Queenstown is older (med age 45) and more male (51.7%) than average, 
and substantially less married (38.4%). There are more indigenous (7.8%) and less overseas 
born NESB (3.2%) residents. As a result, English proficiency is strong. 60.5% feel safe walking 
alone after dark, more than the national average, though at the mean for the Ochre cohort. 
Socioeconomic disadvantage is very high (decile 1), as is reliance on government income 
support (39.2%). 

Health Status Practice prevalence of CHD is particularly high at 6.24%.  Smoking rates (25.3%) are the 
highest among the Ochre cohort. Chronic disease risk is substantial (49.4% at low risk) and 
chronic disease burden is also very high (17%), though comorbidity burden is only moderate 
(5.69). Reported rates of poor health (20.1%) and SNAP risk factor prevalence (86.1%) are 
both high and median age at death (72) is almost a decade younger than Australia as a 
whole. This is reflected in high rates of potentially avoidable mortality and raised estimates 
for hypercholesterolaemia and circulatory diseases. Rates of psychological distress (20.5%) 
are extremely elevated relative to both the national and Ochre average and levels of 
community disability are also high (6.7%). 

Access & 
utilisation 

Private health insurance rates in the region are very low at almost half the national average 
(26.9%).  Bulkbilling is very strong (90.5%) and relatively few patients report GP OOP costs 
(26.1%) although median cost is close to average ($19). Transport related issues with access 
are relatively common (5.8%) although cost related issues are less prominent. GP 
attendance rates, after-hours utilisation and frequent attendance are all mid-range. Age 
and sex standardised hospitalisations for diabetes, angina and AMI are all above average 
but mid-range relative to Ochre peers. 
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OHMC ROSEBERY 

Environment Rosebery is a small town of 708 people, 128km south of Burnie on Tasmania’s west coast, 
on the edge of Tasmania’s south west wilderness area. Rosebery has operated as a 
productive mining community (gold, zinc, lead, copper) since 1905 although the 
population declined substantially in the late 20th century. The area is covered by the 
Tasmanian PHN and the North-West Tasmanian Health Organisation (HealthWest), and is 
part of the Tasmanian West Coast local government area. The district is designated an 
area of both GP and cardiology workforce shortage, and considered remote – MMM class 
6. 

Practice OHMC Rosebery is the only private medical centre in Rosebery and is attached to the 
community hospital / health service. GPs also service the surrounding communities of 
Tullah and Zeehan. The practice is open 5 days per week with 2 GPs, and 0.5 FTE nurses. 
Visiting and onsite services include optometry, psychology, midwifery and child health, 
plus a geriatrician and paediatrician. Rosebery community centre coordinates the delivery 
of 24 hour accident & emergency services, a diabetes clinic, and community nursing. 
OHMC Rosebery GPs provide VMO support.  

Organisation OHMC Rosebery is a small-moderate practice with 2752 active patients and around 1.2 
FTE GPs. 5.25% of patients are seen each week with moderate productivity of around 3 
patients per hour. GP:patient ratio is moderately low at 1:2331. GP workforce is very 
unstable with turnover high (424.6%) and stability low (29.17%). Locums provide around 
50% of GP hours and average GP FTE is close to average (0.6). Onsite AHP count is low. 
Nurse:patient ratio is moderately low at 1:4969 although administrative support is mid-
range. Rosebery has been with Ochre for 4.25 years and data focus is limited although 
there is some emphasis on recall systems and data quality is mid-range. Use of CDM items 
is moderate (9.1% consults), and GPMP rates slightly higher than the Ochre average 
(58.57%). CDM activity is GP initiated but strongly nurse supported (Type 3), with nursing 
work focused largely on CDM in addition to treatment room support (Type 3).  

Socio-
demographics 

Rosebery’s population is older (med age 41), more male (53%) and less married (41.3%) 
than the national average, with high rates of divorced residents (12.7%). 7.1% of residents 
identify as indigenous, while relatively few (3.2%) are born overseas of NESB. As a result, 
English proficiency is strong. 60.5% feel safe walking alone after dark, more than the 
national average, though at the mean for the Ochre cohort. Socioeconomic disadvantage 
is very high (decile 1), as is reliance on government income support (39.2%). 

Health Status Recorded practice prevalence of CHD is relatively low at 1.7%. Smoking rates are relatively 
high at 19% and 51.4% of patients have low chronic disease risk. Chronic disease burden 
is moderate (6.9%) and comorbidity burden relatively low (3.15).  Self-rated poor health is 
reported by 20.1% of the population and SNAP risk factor prevalence is high (86.1%). 
Median age at death (72) is almost a decade younger than Australia as a whole. This is 
reflected in high rates of potentially avoidable mortality and raised estimates for 
hypercholesterolaemia and circulatory diseases. Rates of psychological distress (20.5%) 
are extremely elevated relative to both the national and Ochre average and levels of 
community disability are also high (6.7%). 

Access & 
utilisation 

Private health insurance rates in the region are very low at almost half the national 
average (26.9%).  Bulkbilling is very strong (90.5%) and relatively few patients report GP 
OOP costs (26.1%) although median cost is close to average ($19). Transport related 
issues with access are relatively common (5.8%) although cost related issues are less 
prominent. GP attendance rates, after-hours utilisation and frequent attendance are all 
mid-range. Age and sex standardised hospitalisations for diabetes, angina and AMI are all 
above average but mid-range relative to Ochre peers. 
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SUNSHINE COAST HINTERLAND (OHMC MALENY + OHMC MONTVILLE) 

Environment Maleny (pop 5000) and Montville (pop 970) are neighbouring rural towns 90-100 km north 
of Brisbane on the Blackall Range overlooking Queensland’s Sunshine Coast Hinterland. 
Originally a timber cutting, dairy and fruit farming region, the towns now rely on tourism 
and have attracted a large number of residents seeking an alternative lifestyle. There are a 
range of alternative social enterprises including complementary / holistic therapies and 
alternative medical treatments.  The region is covered by the Central Queensland, Wide Bay 
& Sunshine Coast PHN and Sunshine Coast Hospital and Health Service (SCHHS), and is part 
of the Sunshine Coast LGA. This is an area of cardiology but not GP workforce shortage, and 
designated rurality class 5 (MMM). 

Practice OHMC Sunshine Coast Hinterland (SCH) consists of 2 practices, Maleny (open 6 days) and 
Montville (5 days), run as a single administrative entity and sharing an electronic medical 
record system. Each practice has 2 RNs and 6-7 GPs, although several work between the 
clinics. Onsite services include audiology, cardiology, dietitian, exercise physiology, 
pathology, paediatrics, physiotherapy, sleep clinic, clinical psychology, osteopathy, 
occupational therapy, psychiatry, podiatry, and diabetes education. Only 3 of those are 
offered onsite in Montville, with referral to Maleny for the remainder. Acute care is 
provided by SCHHS through Maleny Soldiers Memorial Hospital, a 25 bed rural facility 
providing 24 hour accident & emergency services, medical care and a sub-acute 
rehabilitation unit.  

Organisation Collectively, OHMC SCH forms a mid-size Ochre practice of 5975 active patients and 3.72 
FTE GPs. 7.85% of patients are seen each week with mid-range productivity (3.22 patients 
per hour). GP:patient ratio is 1:1616. GP workforce is reasonably stable with turnover 38.7% 
and stability 86.5%. GPs tend to be very part time (FTE 0.32) and locums are not utilised. 
AHP numbers are high, especially relative to scale. Nurse ratio is mid- range (1:2809) with 
strong admin support. OHMC SHC has been part of the Ochre data network since 2012 and 
has moderately strong data focus with an emphasis on data cleaning and reasonable data 
quality. There is relatively strong use of CDM (19.33%) and GPMP (60.68%) items. CDM 
activity is GP driven with solid nurse engagement (Type 3). The nursing team operates dual 
streams but is mainly treatment room focused (Type 3). 

Socio-
demographics 

This area of the Sunshine Coast has a population that is relatively older (med age 54), more 
female (51.3%) and more married (53.4%) than the rest of Australia. More residents (12.9%) 
are also divorced. The indigenous population is low (1.4%). There are few people of NESB 
(6.3%) relative to the national average although this is mid-range for the Ochre group.  
English language proficiency is very strong. Perceived community safety is very high 
(72.2%). Socioeconomic disadvantage is around the median (decile 5), with levels of 
government support slightly lower than average (25.3%). 

Health Status Practice level CHD prevalence is in the mid-range at 2.91% and smoking rates are relatively 
low (9%). Chronic disease risk (58.1%), chronic disease burden (8.3%) and comorbidity 
burden (5.13) are moderate.  Self-reported poor health is lower than average (11.7%) while 
prevalence of SNAP risk factors is close to average (77.5%). Median age at death is 79 years. 
Rates of potentially avoidable mortality are low and estimated risk of high cholesterol and 
circulatory disease are close to average. Rates of high psychological distress are relatively 
low (9.2%) although disability is higher than average (5.7%). 

Access & 
utilisation 

Private health insurance rates are close to average at 51.1%. OOP costs are reported by 
more residents (38.3%) but are lower than average ($16). Bilk billing is strong at 85.3%. 
Transport and cost related barriers to access are close to the national average. GP 
attendance and MBS benefits are slightly higher than average although after-hours 
utilisation is lower. Rates of frequent attendance are also elevated.  Age and sex 
standardised hospitalisations for diabetes, angina and AMI are all above average. 
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OHMC SIPPY DOWNS 

Environment Sippy Downs (pop 10,298) is a suburb of Queensland’s Sunshine Coast, and part of the 
Buderim urban centre. Established in 1993, it incorporates the location of Australia’s 
newest university (Sunshine Coast University) and has been designated by Government as 
a future hub for knowledge based business. The region is covered by the Central 
Queensland, Wide Bay & Sunshine Coast PHN and Sunshine Coast Hospital and Health 
Service (SCHHS), and is part of the Sunshine Coast LGA. This is an area of cardiology but 
not GP workforce shortage, and designated rurality class 1 (MMM). 

Practice OHMC Sippy Downs is part of the Sunshine Coast GP Superclinic and open 7 days/week 
with a walk in clinic each day. There are 12 GPs and 7 CDM trained RNs. Onsite services 
include audiometry, dentistry, dietitian,exercise physiologist, occupational therapy, 
pathology, pharmacy, physiotherapy, podiatry, psychology, rheumatology, surgeon, 
wound clinic, x-ray, yoga and pilates, and a café. The practice is within 10km of the 
Sunshine Coast University Hospital, a 450 bed tertiary referral facility. 

Organisation OHMC Sippy Downs is a large practice by Ochre standards with over 28,000 active 
patients and 7.6 FTE GPs. 3.81% of active patients are seen each week and productivity is 
moderate at approximately 3.71 patient per consulting hour. GP:patient ratio is low 
(1:3689) and average GP FTE is 0.63. Workforce is relatively stable with GP turnover 
53.79% and stability 89.58%. The practice does not use locums. AHP numbers are high. 
Nurse:patient ratio is low (1:7189) and levels of administrative support are low relative to 
patient numbers. After 4.25 years in the Ochre network, data caoability is moderate with 
relative emphasis on QI activities and structured CDM. Data quality is mixed. There is 
limited use of CDM (6.35%) and GPMP (37.9%) items. CDM is pro-active and nurse driven 
(Type 4), dual nursing stream operate but CDM not always able to be prioritised (Type 3).  

Socio-
demographics 

The population of Sippy Downs is younger (med age 33), more female (53.7%) and less 
married (45.2%) than the national average. 2.1% are indigenous, while 8.1% are born 
overseas of NESB. English language proficiency remains high.  Perceived community safety 
is slightly higher than average (57.7%), and mid-range relative to Ochre practices. 
Socioeconomic disadvantage is around the median (decile 5), with levels of government 
support higher than average (31.5%). 

Health Status Recorded practice prevalence of CHD is low at 0.96% and smoking rates are also low 
(6.7%). While CD risk is moderate (55.6% low risk), CD burden (2.7%) and comorbidity 
burden (3.55) are low. Poor health in the population is close to average at 14%. SNAP risk 
factor prevalence is moderate (75%). Median age at death is slightly older than average at 
83 years. Rates of potentially avoidable mortality are low, along with estimated risk of 
diabetes and high cholesterol. However, estimated circulatory disease is slightly higher. 
Rates of high psychological distress are slightly elevated (12.1%) though disability is lower 
than average (4.8%). 

Access & 
utilisation 

Rates of private health insurance are moderately low at 42%, and slightly lower than the 
Ochre average. OOP costs are reported by more residents (42.9%) but are slightly lower 
than average ($18). Bilk billing is strong at 83.5%. Transport and cost related barriers to 
access are lower than the national average. While more residents did not claim a GP 
attendance, attendance rates per person are slightly more than average (5.7).  Age / sex 
standardised MBS benefits per person are higher than average and rates of frequent 
attendance are also slightly elevated. Age and sex standardised hospitalisations for angina 
and AMI are slightly above average. 
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OHMC STRAHAN  

Environment Strahan is a small town and fishing port on the west coast of Tasmania with a population 
of 658. Originally developed as a port for local logging and mining settlements, it is now a 
significant tourism destination for the region, and the gateway to Tasmania’s south-west 
wilderness. The area is covered by the Tasmanian PHN and the North-West Tasmanian 
Health Organisation (HealthWest), and is part of the Tasmanian West Coast local 
government area. The district is designated an area of both GP and cardiology workforce 
shortage, and considered remote – MMM class 6. 

Practice OHMC Strahan is the only medical centre in Strahan and is open 5 days per week. It is 
usually staffed by one GP and a part time nurse. The practice shares a practice manager 
with OHMC Queenstown which is located 42km away.  On site and visiting services 
include optometry, psychology, psychiatry, child health & midwifery. Strahan is also 
served by the Strahan Nursing Centre which operates as an annex of Queenstown District 
Hospital and a division of HealthWest. The Centre provides community and visiting 
services such as child health, community nursing, diabetes clinic, palliative care and 
women’s health. Hospital services are located in Queenstown or Burnie, 180km away. 

Organisation OHMC Strahan is a very small practice with 982 active patients and 0.7 GP FTE. 10.2% are 
seen each week with moderate productivity (3.56 per hour). GP:patient ratio is also 
moderate at 1:1463. Workforce is fully provided by locum GPs (100% FTE) and turnover is 
high (351.14%) with low-mod stability (50%). Nurse:patient ratio is the highest of the 
Ochre practices at 1:1336 with strong admin support levels. The practice has been part of 
the Ochre network for 4.25 years and data capability is relatively low although there is 
strong emphasis on recall and reminder systems. Use of CDM items (8.54%) is moderate 
although use of GPMPs is consistently high (80% of eligible patients). CDM is nurse driven 
with heavy dependence on register and recall systems (Type 4). There is a prominent 
nursing focus on CDM, but strongly balanced with treatment room activity (Type 4). 

Socio-
demographics 

The population of Strahan is slightly older (med age 41) and slightly more male (50.4%) 
than average, and somewhat less married (38.4%) with more people separated. There are 
more indigenous (7.5%) and less overseas born NESB (3.2%) residents. 60.5% feel safe 
walking alone after dark, more than the national average, though at the mean for the 
Ochre cohort. Socioeconomic disadvantage is very high (decile 1), as is reliance on 
government income support (39.2%). 

Health Status Practice level prevalence of CHD is moderate at 2.49%. While smoking rates are 
reasonably high (20.9%), other components of CD risk appear low (64.5% patients at low 
risk). Chronic disease (9.5%) and comorbidity burden (3.22) are in the low-mid range. 
Reported rates of poor health (20.1%) and SNAP risk factor prevalence (86.1%) are both 
high and median age at death (72) is almost a decade younger than Australia as a whole. 
This is reflected in high rates of potentially avoidable mortality and raised estimates for 
hypercholesterolaemia and circulatory diseases. Rates of psychological distress (20.5%) 
are extremely elevated relative to both the national and Ochre average and levels of 
community disability are also high (6.7%). 

Access & 
utilisation 

Private health insurance rates in the region are very low at almost half the national 
average (26.9%).  Bulkbilling is very strong (90.5%) and relatively few patients report GP 
OOP costs (26.1%) although median cost is close to average ($19). Transport related 
issues with access are relatively common (5.8%) although cost related issues are less 
prominent. GP attendance rates, after-hours utilisation and frequent attendance are all 
mid-range. Age and sex standardised hospitalisations for diabetes, angina and AMI are all 
above average but mid-range relative to Ochre peers. 
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OHMC TEA GARDENS 

Environment Tea Gardens is a suburb of the Port Stephens area on the mid north coast of NSW, 220km 
from Sydney. It is a holiday destination situated on the Myall River, and the population 
dramatically increases during summer holidays. Historically the economy centred on 
seafood and timber, but tourism and retirement are now the two main industries. The 
area is covered by the Hunter New England and Central Coast PHN and the Hunter New 
England LHD, and is part of the Mid North Coast local government area. The district is 
designated an area of both GP and cardiology workforce shortage, and considered rural - 
MMM class 5. 

Practice OHMC Tea Gardens is the only clinic in Tea Gardens, although there is another general 
practice in the neighbouring town of Hawks Nest. The practice is open 6 days with 6 GPs 
and 4 RNs. Onsite services include podiatry, chiropractic, dietitian, psychology, 
ultrasound, x-ray, audiology, cardiology & ECG, pathology and physiotherapy. The region 
is served by Joh Hunter Hospital, a tertiary referral centre 73km away in Newcastle, or 
Tomaree Community Hospital a 19 bed facility offering emergency services and acute 
medical care, 80km away by road. 

Organisation OHMC Tea Gardens is a moderately large practice within the Ochre cohort, of 8030 active 
patients and 3.86 FTE GPs.  10.7% of patients are seen each week amd productivity is the 
highest of the group at 5.63 patients per hour. GP:patient ratio is mid-range at 1:2067. GP 
workforce is stable with turnover relatively low (38.1%) and stability very high (100%). 
Individual GP FTE is high at 0.8 and the practice does not rely on locums. AHP numbers 
are high, especially relative to scale. Nurse:patient ratio is high (1:1665) and nurses are 
relatively highly paid. Levels of administrative support are mid-range. A long standing 
member of the Ochre network, data capability is moderately low although there is 
relative emphasis on the use of recall systems. Data quality is mixed. Use of CDM 
(15.63%) and GPMP (67.9%) items is fairly strong. CDM is nurse driven and process 
oriented (Type 4), with a dedicated nursing stream. Other nursing activity has a strong 
procedural and treatment room focus (Type 3).  

Socio-
demographics 

The gender distribution of Tea Gardens population aligns with the national average, 
although residents are substantially older (med age 62) and more married (58.2%) than 
average, with more also divorced or widowed. Indigenous Australians make up 4.5% of 
the population while a similar proportion (4.9%) were born overseas of NESB. English 
proficiency is strong. The community is perceived as very safe (71.5%) although 
socioeconomic disadvantage is moderate (decile 4) and rates of government income 
support are high (37.6%). 

Health Status Practice level CHD prevalence is relatively high at 4.61%. Smoking rates are lower than 
average at 10.7%. Practice levels of chronic disease risk are moderate (54.4% low risk) 
although chronic disease burden is relatively high (12.2%). Comorbidity burden is mid-
range at 8.24. Reported poor or fair health in the population is slightly lower than average 
at 12.7%, as is presence of SNAP risk factors at 76.6%. Avoidable mortality is higher than 
the national average and estimated prevalence of hypercholesterolaemia and circulatory 
disease are also higher than expected. Disability levels are also substantially higher than 
average (7.1%) although rates of high psychological distress are lower at (10.3%).  

Access & 
utilisation 

Rates of private health insurance (47.3%) are lower than the national average but slightly 
higher relative to the Ochre group.  OOP costs are also lower ($15), and reported by only 
32%. Bilk billing rates are high at 88.9%. Transport and cost related issues with healthcare 
access are consistent with the national average at 3.6% and 2.8% respectively. GP 
attendance and MBS benefits per person are higher than average although after-hours 
utilisation is slightly lower. Rates of frequent attendance are also slightly higher. Age and 
sex standardised hospitalisations for chronic angina and AMI, but not diabetes, are above 
average. 
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OHMC WENTWORTH FALLS 

Environment Wentworth Falls is a small town in the Blue Mountains region of NSW, around 100km 
west of Sydney. The town has a population of 6076 and, like many others in the region, is 
a tourism destination. The Greater Blue Mountains area is a World Heritage listed area 
and home to the Blue Mountains National Park. Wentworth Falls is also home to an 
important historical aboriginal meeting place, sacred to the Gandangara, Darug and 
Wiradjuri people. The area is covered by the Nepean Blue Mountains PHN, Nepean Blue 
Mountains LHD, and the Blue Mountains City Council. It is a district of both GP and 
cardiology workforce shortage, and considered metropolitan – MMM class 1. 

Practice OHMC Wentworth Falls has been part of the local community for over 20 years and 
joined the Ochre network in mid-2015. The practice is open Mon – Fri, with 6 GPs and 2 
nurses. Onsite services include pathology and psychology. The nearest hospital and 
community health services are located in Katoomba, 8km away. Blue Mountains Hospital 
provides a 24hour emergency department and a range of general inpatient and 
ambulatory care services. 

Organisation OHMC Wentworth Falls is a mid-sized practice with 4880 active patients and 2.6 FTE GPs. 
9.68% patients are seen each week and productivity is high (4.5 per consulting hour). 
GP:patient ratio is mid-range at 1:1882. The GP workforce is highly stable with very low 
turnover (24.2%) and maximal stability (100%), however there is limited use of locum 
GPs (7.3% FTE). Individual GP FTE is relatively low at 0.5. AHP numbers are moderately 
high, especially relative to scale. Nurse: patient ratio is relatively low (1:5442) and there 
is moderate administrative support. Data capability is moderate with relative emphasis 
on data cleaning, and data quality seems relatively strong. Use of CDM (18.91%) and 
GPMP (53.87%) item numbers is reasonably strong. The practice is attempting to 
transition to a stronger CDM focus which currently varies between GPs but is nurse 
supported (CDM Type 3), and is hoping to appoint a dedicated CDM nursing position to 
maintain emphasis (Nursing Type 3). 

Socio-
demographics 

The population of Wentworth Falls is older (med age 50), has slightly less males (47.5%) 
and is slightly more married (49.8%) than average. More residents are also divorced or 
widowed. Indigenous population is slightly less than average (2%) and 6.4% are born 
overseas of NESB. English proficiency is strong. Perceived community safety (53.6%) is 
similar to the national average and relatively low for the Ochre group. Socioeconomic 
disadvantage is moderately low (decile 7) and relatively few residents rely on 
government income support (23.2%). 

Health Status Practice level CHD prevalence is high at 5.61%. Smoking rates are low (5.6%) although 
practice level chronic disease risk is high (47% patients low risk). Chronic disease burden 
is relatively high (14.8%), although comorbidity burden is moderate (11.34).  Reported 
poor or fair health in the population is lower than average at 12.2%. Presence of SNAP 
risk factors is slightly higher (78.6%). Rates of potentially avoidable mortality are low. 
Estimated prevalence of hypercholesterolaemia (33%) and circulatory disease (17.3%) 
are very close to the national average, as are levels of disability in the community (4.7%).  

Access & 
utilisation 

Rates of private health insurance are higher than average at 57.8%. OOP costs are lower 
($15), and reported by 30.1%. Bilk billing rates are reasonably high at 87.9%. GP 
attendance, MBS benefits per person and after-hours utilisation are unremarkable. Rates 
of frequent attendance are slightly greater than average, and fewer people did not claim 
a GP attendance. Transport and cost related issues with healthcare access are consistent 
with the national average at 3.6% and 2% respectively. Age and sex standardised 
hospitalisations for diabetes and chronic angina are markedly below average, although 
AMI admissions are substantially higher. 
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OHMC WOLLONGONG 

Environment Wollongong is a coastal city in NSW, around 68km from Sydney. With a population of 
302,739 it is Australia’s 10th largest city and the 3rd largest in NSW. Wollongong is known 
for its heavy industry and port activity, and is a regional centre for the NSW south coast 
fishing industry. It is the hub for the greater Illawarra urban area which extends along the 
coastline south of Sydney. The area is covered by the South Eastern NSW PHN and the 
Illawarra Shoalhaven LHD, and governed by Wollongong City Council. This is not a district 
of either GP or cardiology workforce shortage and is designated rurality class 1 (MMM). 

Practice OHMC Wollongong is located in commercial premises in Wollongong’s CBD. The clinic was 
purpose built and opened in September 2016, so is relatively new to the Ochre network. 
The practice is open 6 days with 5 GPs and approximately 1.4 FTE nurses and some allied 
health support.  
Wollongong Hospital, located close to the CBD, is the major teaching referral hospital for 
the Illawarra region with more than 500 beds.  

Organisation OHMC Wollongong is a mid-sized practice in the Ochre context (4837 patients) and 3.3 
FTE GPs. 7.52% of patients are seen each week, although productivity is relatively low 
(2.94 per consulting hour), a nd individual GP FTE is average for Ochre at 0.61. GP:patient 
ratio is moderately high (1:1462). GP workforce is extremely stable, with zero turnover 
and 100% stability. There is no use of locum GPs. AHP numbers are modest. Nurse:patient 
ratio is moderate (1:3508) although the average nurse pay rate is high. Administrative 
support levels are moderate to low. Data capability is relatively low and diagnostic coding 
is high though data quality is mixed. Use of CDM (11.61%) and GPMP (61.01%) item 
numbers is moderately strong. CDM is often nurse initiated but also GP driven, with 
balance of both (Type 4). There are parallel nursing streams, with effort  to maintain the 
momentum of both (Type 4). 

Socio-
demographics 

Wollongong residents are close to average age (med age 36). There are slightly more 
males (50.4%) and less people are married (33.5%), with more never married (48.2%). 
There are relatively few indigenous residents (1.4%). However, people born overseas of 
NESB make up 25.5% of the population, substantially more than the national average or 
the Ochre cohort in general. Rates of poor English proficiency are high at 5.2%. Perceived 
safety (55.7%) is higher than the national average although slightly lower than the Ochre 
group. Socioeconomic disadvantage is at the median (decile 5), and levels of government 
income support are relatively high (38.6%). 

Health Status Practice level CHD prevalence is in the mid-range at 3.31%. Smoking rates are low at 6.7% 
and practice levels of chronic disease risk are also relatively low (61%). Chronic disease 
burden (9.5%) and comorbidity burden (8.25) are both moderate.  Reported poor or fair 
health in the population is higher than average at 16.1%. Prevalence of SNAP risk factors 
is slightly lower (75.4%). Median age at death is comparable at 82 years, and potentially 
avoidable mortality is lower. Estimated diabetes prevalence is higher than average (7.3%) 
while hypercholesterolaemia and circulatory disease are close to average levels. High 
psychological distress is consistent and disability levels (5.5%) are also slightly higher than 
average.  

Access & 
utilisation 

Rates of private health insurance are just below the national average (45.9%) but 
consistent with the Ochre median. GP OOP costs are low ($14), and reported by 29.8%. 
Bilk billing rates are high at 89.6%. GP attendance and MBS benefits per person are 
slightly higher than average, as is after-hours utilisation (0.42 attendances / person) and 
rates of frequent attendance. Transport (5.5%) and cost (2.4%) related issues with 
healthcare access are also elevated. Age and sex standardised hospitalisations for 
diabetes and angina are below average, while AMI admissions are all above average. 
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OHMC ZEEHAN 

Environment Zeehan is a small town, 139km south of Burnie and 29km from Rosebery, on Tasmania’s west 
coast. Zeehan was established as a silver/lead mining field in the 1880s. During the first decade 
of the 20th century, the town was the third largest in Tasmania, and the population peaked at 
around 10,000 in 1910. In 2016, the population was 712. Mining remains a contributor to the 
local economy although Zeehan now largely relies on tourism for survival.  The area is covered 
by the Tasmanian PHN and the North-West Tasmanian Health Organisation (HealthWest), and 
is part of the Tasmanian West Coast local government area. The district is designated an area 
of both GP and cardiology workforce shortage, and considered remote – MMM class 6. 

Practice OHMC Zeehan is the only private medical centre in Zeehan and operates 3 days per week with 
1 GP in conjunction with OHMC Rosebery. The practice is supported by a CDM trained RN and 
also shares administrative staff with Rosebery. Visiting and onsite services include optometry, 
psychology, social work and an antenatal clinic. A child health service is provided in the Zeehan 
neighbourhood centre although acute care must be accessed further afield in Rosebery, 
Queenstown or Burnie.  

Organisation OHMC Zeehan is a small practice of 911 active patients, with 7.49% seen each week. Total GP 
FTE is around 0.45, and average individual FTE 0.23, although this is usually undertaken as 
additional consulting by GPs from OHMC Rosebery. Productivity is moderate at 3.65 patients 
per hour. GP:patient ratio is moderate at 1:1860. GP workforce is very unstable with turnover 
high (424.6%) and stability low (29.17%), and locums providing almost half of GP hours. Onsite 
AHP count is low. Nurse:patient ratio (1:2897) and administrative support are mid-range. 
Rosebery has been with Ochre for 4.25 years and data focus is limited although there is some 
emphasis on recall systems and data quality is mid-range. Use of CDM and GPMP items is 
moderately strong at 13.2% and 70.2% respectively. CDM activity is GP initiated but strongly 
nurse supported (Type 3), with nursing work focused largely on CDM in addition to treatment 
room support (Type 3).  

Socio-
demographic
s 

Zeehan’s population is older (med age 42), more male (52.5%) and less married (40%) than the 
national average, with more residents separated or never married. 6.6% of residents identify 
as indigenous, while relatively few (3.2%) are born overseas of NESB. As a result, English 
proficiency is strong. 60.5% feel safe walking alone after dark, more than the national average, 
though at the mean for the Ochre cohort. Socioeconomic disadvantage is very high (decile 1), 
as is reliance on government income support (39.2%). 

Health 
Status 

Practice level CHD prevalence is in the mid-range at 2.89%. Smoking rates are high at 24.8% 
and 52.4% of patients have low chronic disease risk. CD burden moderately high (11.7%) and 
comorbidity burden relatively low (3.9). Self-rated poor health is reported by 20.1% of the 
population and SNAP risk factor prevalence is high (86.1%). Median age at death (72) is almost 
a decade younger than Australia as a whole. This is reflected in high rates of potentially 
avoidable mortality and raised estimates for hypercholesterolaemia and circulatory diseases. 
Rates of psychological distress (20.5%) are extremely elevated relative to both the national 
and Ochre average and levels of community disability are also high (6.7%). 

Access & 
utilisation 

Private health insurance rates in the region are very low at almost half the national average 
(26.9%).  Bulkbilling is very strong (90.5%) and relatively few patients report GP OOP costs 
(26.1%) although median cost is close to average ($19). Transport related issues with access 
are relatively common (5.8%) although cost related issues are less prominent. GP attendance 
rates, after-hours utilisation and frequent attendance are all mid-range. Age and sex 
standardised hospitalisations for diabetes, angina and AMI are all above average but mid-
range relative to Ochre peers. 
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APPENDIX 7.2: CONDITION DEFINITION AND CALIBRATION 

Remote conditions 

Rurality (RUR)  

This condition was defined as the set of practices situated in rural or remote locations, using 

the Modified Monash Model (MMM) for rural classification. The MMM is based on the 

Australian Statistical Geography Standard – Remoteness Area (ASGS-RA) framework and is 

routinely employed in Australian health systems and workforce analysis.53  Data were drawn 

from the Australian Government Department of Health Workforce Locator.54  Full membership 

was designated as MMM 6 /7 (remote and very remote), full non-membership as MMM1 

(metropolitan). This condition was manually calibrated as a 6-value fuzzy set (see Table B1) 

with the 0.5 anchor situated between MMM2 (regional) and MMM3 (large rural towns), as this 

is the distinction most often used to distinguish rural (MMM 3-7) from regional and metropolitan 

areas.   

Table B1: Calibration values for condition ‘RUR’ 

Full NM     Full M 

0 0.3 0.6 0.8 0.9 1 

1 2 3 4 5 6-7 

Socioeconomic status (SES)  

SES was defined as the set of practices located in areas of high socioeconomic status / low 

socioeconomic disadvantage, using the Index of Relative Socioeconomic Disadvantage 

(IRSD) developed by the Australian Bureau of Statistics (ABS).55  In this schema, low scores 

indicate greater general disadvantage, while high scores indicate relative lack of 

disadvantage.  Underlying data were obtained from the ABS Socioeconomic Indexes for 

Australia (SEIFA), 2016.56  This condition was calibrated using nationally derived IRSD deciles 

measured at Statistical Area Level 2 (SA2), and ranked 1-10 with 1 denoting low SES and 

high disadvantage. Full membership = deciles 9&10, full non-membership = deciles 1&2. 

Calibrated manually as an 8 value fuzzy set (Table B2) with 0.5 anchor between deciles 5 and 

6.  

                                                      
53 Australian Government Department of Health. Modified Monash Model. Updated 9/1/20. Accessed 20/2/20 at 
https://www.health.gov.au/health-workforce/health-workforce-classifications/modified-monash-model 
54 Australian Government Department of Health. Health Workforce Locator. Accessed 20/2/20 at 
https://www.health.gov.au/resources/apps-and-tools/health-workforce-locator/health-workforce-locator 
55 Australian Bureau of Statistics. IRSD. Accessed 20/2/20 at 
https://www.abs.gov.au/ausstats/abs@.nsf/Lookup/by%20Subject/2033.0.55.001~2011~Main%20Features~IRS
D~10005 
56 Australian Bureau of Statistics. Socio-economic indexes for areas. Updated 27/3/18. Accessed 20/2/20 
https://www.abs.gov.au/websitedbs/censushome.nsf/home/seifa 

 

https://www.health.gov.au/health-workforce/health-workforce-classifications/modified-monash-model
https://www.health.gov.au/resources/apps-and-tools/health-workforce-locator/health-workforce-locator
https://www.abs.gov.au/ausstats/abs@.nsf/Lookup/by%20Subject/2033.0.55.001~2011~Main%20Features~IRSD~10005
https://www.abs.gov.au/ausstats/abs@.nsf/Lookup/by%20Subject/2033.0.55.001~2011~Main%20Features~IRSD~10005
https://www.abs.gov.au/websitedbs/censushome.nsf/home/seifa
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Table B2: Calibration values for condition ‘SES’ 

Full NM       Full M 

0 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.6 0.7 0.8 1 

1/2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9/10 

Age 

AGE was defined as the set of practices located in an area with an older than average 

population, relative to the national median age of 37 years, and measured at SA2 level (ABS).  

Underlying data were sourced from the ABS 2016 Census.57 Full membership was defined as 

a median age of 50 or older, full non-membership as a median age of 30 or younger. Manually 

calibrated as a 6-value fuzzy set (Table B3) with 0.5 anchor at age 37. 

Table B3: Calibration values for condition ‘AGE’ 

Full NM     Full M 

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 

30- 31-34 35-37 38-42 43-49 50+ 

Gender (GEN) 

GEN was defined the set of practices located in regions with a population containing more 

males than average, based on the gender distribution of the Australian population and 

measured at SA2 level (ABS). Underlying data were sourced from the ABS 2016 Census 

results.  Full membership was defined as a population with more than 50% male, and full non-

membership at less than 49% male. Calibrated manually as a 4 value fuzzy set (Table B4), 

with 0.5 anchor at the national average of 49.6% male.  

Table B4: Calibration values for condition ‘GEN’ 

Full NM   Full M 

0 0.33 0.67 1 

<49% 49.0-49.6% 49.7-50.0% >50% 

Indigenous population (IND) 

IND was defined as the set of practices located in regions with high proportions of Aboriginal 

and Torres Strait Islander residents, based on ABS 2016 Census data measured at SA2 level. 

Full membership was defined as population rates of 5.6% or greater (twice the national rate), 

with full non-membership at 2% or lower. The 0.5 anchor was located at the national average 

of 2.8%, and calibrated as a 6-value fuzzy set aligned with breaks in the distribution of 

empirical case data (Table B5). 

 

                                                      
57 Australian Bureau of Statistics. 2016 Census QuickStats. Updated 30/10/20. Accessed 28/4/21 
https://quickstats.censusdata.abs.gov.au/census_services/getproduct/census/2016/quickstat/036 

https://quickstats.censusdata.abs.gov.au/census_services/getproduct/census/2016/quickstat/036
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Table B5: Calibration values for condition ‘IND’ 

Full NM     Full M 

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 

<=2.0% 2.1-2.4% 2.5-2.8% 2.9-5.5% 5.6-8.9% >9% 

Ethnicity (ETH)  

ETH was defined as the set of practices located in regions with high proportions of residents 

born overseas of non-English speaking background (NESB), measured at population health 

area (PHA) level and reported by the Torrens University Public Health Information Data Unit 

(PHIDU) Social Health Atlases.58  Full membership delineated at 17.9% (national average), 

with full non-membership at 5.0%, and 0.5 anchor at 10% as geographic areas in this sample 

of cases tended to have low rates of NESB relative to the national standard. Calibrated as 4 

value fuzzy set, based on breaks in distribution of empirical case data (Table B6). 

Table B6: Calibration values for condition ‘ETH’ 

Full NM   Full M 

0 0.2 0.8 1 

<5.0% 5.1-10.0% 10.1-17.8% >17.9% 

Health status (HST)  

HST was defined as the set of practices located in areas where residents report poorer health 

status. This was constructed as a macro-variable based on a composite of 7 health status 

variables, 3 measured at population level and 4 measured at practice level. Data regarding 

behavioural risk factors, self-rated health and avoidable mortality were sourced from the 

PHIDU Social Health Atlases. For a small number of practices, SA3/4 level data were used as 

smaller reporting units (SA2) were suppressed.  Data on chronic disease risk and smoking 

rates, were extracted directly from the practice EMR using proprietary software.  Chronic 

disease and comorbidity burden were calculated based on automatically extracted data: 

chronic disease burden was calculated as the proportion of active patients with a diagnosis of 

cardiovascular disease, diabetes, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease or chronic renal 

failure; comorbidity burden was calculated as the total number of diagnoses recorded in the 

current problems / past history tables of the EMR divided by the number of active patients.  

Variables were individually calibrated and combined as concurrent crisp sets. These sets 

included: a low proportion of patients with low risk of chronic disease (<50%); high rates of 

smoking (>14.2%); high practice chronic disease burden (>10% of patients); high practice 

comorbidity burden (>10 diagnoses per patient); proportion of residents with more than 1 

                                                      
58 Torrens University Australia, Public Health Information Data Unit. Social Health Atlases. Accessed 20/2/20 
http://phidu.torrens.edu.au/social-health-atlases 

http://phidu.torrens.edu.au/social-health-atlases
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behavioural59 risk factor (>80%); proportion of residents with poor or fair self-rated health 

(>15%); and avoidable mortality rates (>150/100,000).  Cumulative set membership scores 

were calculated, range 0-6, with high values indicating poorer health status across multiple 

indices. Manually calibrated as 6 value fuzzy set (Table B7) with 0.5 anchor between 2 and 3. 

Table B7: Calibration values for condition ‘HST’ 

Full NM     Full M 

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 

0 1 2 3 4 5-6 
This condition was ultimately recalibrated by removing comorbidity burden and treating it as a 

standalone condition, calibrated as a crisp set (CMB). The revised health status condition is 

referred to as HST2. 

Health service utilisation (FRQ)  

Initially 12 variables measuring aspects of health service utilisation were considered. These 

consisted of two mutually exclusive groups of elements focused on 1) frequency and costs of 

service utilisation and 2) access issues including cost and transport. Two macro conditions 

were constructed: FRQ and ACC.   

FRQ was defined as the set of practices in regions where health service utilisation is high, 

based on My Healthy Communities data reported by the AIHW at SA3 level.60  The condition 

includes 7 contributing variables assessed as sets: GP attendances (>6) and MBS rebates 

(>$300) per person, after-hours GP attendances (>0.31) and MBS rebates (>$20) per person, 

proportion of frequent and very high attenders, and rates of hospitalisation for angina 

(>180/100,000).  Cumulative set membership scores were calculated, range 0-7, with high 

values indicating high rates of utilisation across several measures. Manually calibrated as a 

6-value fuzzy set with 0.5 anchor between 2 and 3, as the single case with a score of 3 is most 

like practices with a score of 4, in qualitative terms (Table B8). 

Table B8: Calibration values for condition ‘FRQ’ 

Full NM     Full M 

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 

0 1 2 3-4 5 6-7 

Health service access (ACC) 

ACC was defined as the set of practices located in areas where access to services is poor, 

based on data drawn from both AIHW My Health Communities and PHIDU Social Health 

                                                      
59 Using SNAP nomenclature – smoking, nutrition, alcohol, physical activity 
60 Australian Institute of Health and Welfare. Healthy Community Indicators. Updated 8/2/21. Accessed 28/4/21  
https://www.aihw.gov.au/reports-data/indicators/healthy-community-indicators 

https://www.aihw.gov.au/reports-data/indicators/healthy-community-indicators
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Atlases.  The condition was constructed from 5 variables assessed as concurrent sets: 

proportion of residents reporting GP out of pocket (OOP) costs (>45%); median OOP cost 

(>$20); proportion of residents with access issues related to transport (>4%); proportion 

reporting access issues related to cost (>2.5%); proportion of residents describing delays in 

seeking treatment as a result of cost (>6.5%).  Cumulative set membership scores were 

calculated, range 0-3, with high values indicating multiple barriers to access. Manually 

calibrated as a 4 value fuzzy set with 0.5 anchor between 1 and 2 (Table B9). 

Table B9: Calibration values for condition ‘FRQ’ 

Full NM   Full M 

0 0.33 0.67 1 

0 1 2 3 

Patient complexity (PCX)  

PCX is a macro-condition defined as the set of practices where environmental conditions 

suggest high levels of patient complexity, based on a series of social indices.  Underlying data 

were drawn from ABS 2016 Census data (marital status) and PHIDU Social Health Atlas data 

(disability, distress, government support, community safety and English proficiency). 

Constructed as a composite of 6 variables assessed as sets: marital status, weighted for 

separations, divorce and widowhood (score 1-4); high levels of psychological distress61 

(>14%);62 high levels of reported disability (>6%); high reliance on government income support 

(>30%); proportion of residents with poor English language skills (>1%); and low levels of 

perceived community safety (<50%). Cumulative set membership scores calculated, range 0-

7, with high values indicating accumulation of complexity factors.  Manually calibrated as a 6-

value fuzzy set with 0.5 anchor between 2 and 3 (Table B10). 

Table B10: Calibration values for condition ‘PCX’ 

Full NM     Full M 

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 

0 1 2 3-4 5 6-7 

 

Proximate conditions 

Most proximate conditions are derived from scale variables measured at the practice level, 

often from mean values of practice attributes recorded as repeated measures over a 2-year 

time period. Median monthly value for the period June 2016 – June 2018 was employed for 

                                                      
61 Using Kessler Psychological Distress Scale (K10).  
62 Drug and Alcohol Clinical Advisory Service. The Kessler 10 – Information for Health Professionals. Accessed 
20/2/20  https://www.dacas.org.au/sites/default/files/inline-files/Kessler10-health-professionals.pdf 

 

https://www.dacas.org.au/sites/default/files/inline-files/Kessler10-health-professionals.pdf
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all repeated measures data in this analysis, due to observed patterns of variability and the 

cumulative nature of the reporting data.  These data are derived from several Ochre Health 

sources including health outcomes reporting (HOR) data reported monthly, and business 

operations (DRT) data, reported weekly. For more details see chapter 8, p5.   

Conditions were generally transformed using the automatic calibration function in fs/QCA.  

Other conditions are derived from single point assessments of practice characteristics and 

may be manually calibrated or constructed as crisp sets.  For many of the conditions examined 

at the practice level, no agreed or verifiable external standards exist.  As a result, these 

conditions are calibrated with respect to the internal structure of the data sample. 

Structure of healthcare settings 

Scale (SCA) 

SCA is defined as an assessment of practice size based on two measures which are generally 

correlated: number of GPs concurrently working at the practice expressed as a full time 

equivalent (FTE, DRT data), and number of active patients (not archived and not deceased) 

recorded in the practice EMR (HOR data). The condition is calibrated as 3 separate crisp sets: 

large scale (lSCA, > 4 FTE GPs/10,000 active patients); small scale (sSCA, < 2 FTE GPs/4000 

active patients); and medium scale (mSCA, 2-4 FTE GPs/4k-10k active patients).  The main 

reason for this is that the set of practices with good BP control consists largely of medium 

scale practices, which is slightly counter to the scale related associations reported in the 

literature. If calibrated as a fuzzy set this distinction may be lost. 

Workload 

Workload is represented by two conditions – patient consult rate (PCR) and hourly consult 

rate (HCR). 

PCR is defined as the set of practices with a high proportion of active patients seen each 

week. This proportion is calculated monthly based on average weekly consultation figures 

(DRT data), and active patient numbers (HOR data).  PCR may reflect a range of influences 

such as patient acuity, visit frequency, or even data quality with respect to archiving of inactive 

records.  Practice proportion of active patients seen per week ranges from 3.81% to 14.49% 

(med 7.63%, IQR 3.59%).  Calibrated automatically with full membership at >12%, full non-

membership at <5%, and 0.5 anchor at 9.0%, based on the distribution of empirical case data.  

HCR is defined as the set of practices with high numbers of patients seen per GP consulting 

hour. This is a common measure of GP work rate and may be a proxy for consult length. 

Weekly DRT data were used to calculate an average figure per month.  Average number of 
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patients seen per consulting hour, by practice, ranges from 2.63 to 5.63 (med 3.67, IQR 1.17). 

Calibrated automatically in fs/QCA with full membership at >5, full non-membership at <3 and 

0.5 anchor at 4 patients per hour, based on distribution of empirical case data.  

Staffing configuration 

Staffing is represented by a series of nine possible conditions: GP turnover, GP stability, locum 

use, GP fraction, patient:GP ratio, patient:nurse ratio, patient:admin ratio, patient:staff ratio, 

allied health professional headcount and nurse remuneration.  All staffing metrics were drawn 

from weekly DRT reporting and averaged per month. Active patient numbers for ratio 

numerators were reported monthly as part of HOR data.  

GP turnover (GPT) is defined as the set of practices with high turnover of GPs. This uses a 

standard workforce metric, based on the number of GPs exiting the practice per year / GPs 

employed per month.{Russell, 2012 #1606;McGrail, 2012 #1693}  Annual practice turnover 

rates range from 0 to 474.42% (med 55.06%, IQR 217.33%).  Calibrated automatically in 

fs/QCA with full membership at >200%, full non-membership at <50%, and 0.5 anchor at 

100%, based on distribution of empirical case data.   

GP stability (GPS) is defined as the set of practices with a highly stable GP cohort.  While 

sometimes inversely correlated with GP turnover, this is not always the case.  This condition 

uses a standard workforce metric, based on the number of GPs who remain with the practice 

after 12 months/GPs who commence the period. {Russell, 2012 #1606;McGrail, 2012 #1693}  

GP stability rates range from 25.0% to 100% (med 74.4%, IQR 40.63%).  Calibrated 

automatically in fs/QCA with full membership at >80%, full non-membership at <40%, and 0.5 

anchor at 60%, based on distribution of empirical case data. 

Locum use (LOC) is defined as the set of practices who exhibit high use of locum GPs as a 

proportion of total FTE.  Locum use is frequently correlated with GP turnover (r=0.712, 

p<0.001) and may be considered a substitutable set (set coincidence: 0.709).  Practice rates 

of locum use range from 0 to 100% (med 0, IQR 11.3%).  Calibrated automatically in fs/QCA 

with full membership at >20%, full non-membership and 0.5 anchor both at 0%, based on 

distribution of empirical case data. 

GP fraction (GPF) is defined as the set of practices with high individual GP full time equivalent 

(FTE), measured as an average practice FTE. This condition is a measure of how part-time 

the GP workforce is and reflects the average working hours of individual GPs within a practice. 

It may be a proxy for personal continuity as much as anything else, or how much GPs choose 

to work as opposed to ‘workload’.  Average GP FTE per practice ranges from 0.23 to 0.89 

(med 0.61, IQR 0.15). Calibrated automatically in fs/QCA with full membership at 0.8, full non-

membership at 0.4, and 0.5 anchor at 0.62 FTE, based on distribution of empirical case data. 
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Patient:GP ratio (GPR) is defined as the set of practices with a high ratio of patients to GPs, 

expressed as number of active patients per FTE GP.  Ratios range from 870:1 to 3689:1 (med 

1882:1, IQR 683). Calibrated automatically in fs/QCA with full membership at <1000:1, full 

non-membership at >3000:1, and 0.5 anchor at 2000:1, based on distribution of empirical case 

data. 

Patient:Nurse ratio (PNR) is defined as the set of practices with a high ratio of patients to 

nurse hours, expressed as number of patients per nurse FTE.  Ratios range from 1336:1 to 

9802:1 (med 3745:1, IQR 2559).  Calibrated automatically in fs/QCA with full membership at 

<2000:1, full non-membership at >6000:1, and 0.5 anchor at 4000:1, based on distribution of 

empirical case data. 

Patient:Admin ratio (ADR) is defined as the set of practices with a high ratio of patients to 

administrative staff hours, expressed as number of active patients per administrative staff 

hour.  Ratios range from 27:1 to 128:1 (med 48:1, IQR 23).  Calibrated automatically in fs/QCA 

with full membership at <30:1, full non-membership at >100:1, and 0.5 anchor at 50:1, based 

on distribution of empirical case data. 

Allied health professional count (AHP) is defined as the set of practices with high numbers 

of allied health professionals. This condition is based on headcount data as this is more likely 

to reflect the number of disciplines present in the practice and DMR data regarding allied 

health hours were often incomplete or unreliable. Average practice headcount ranged from 0 

to 8.4 (med 1.62, IQR 2.94).  Manually calibrated as a crisp set with membership threshold 

set at >2, based on the distribution of empirical case data.  

Nurse remuneration (NRE) is defined as the set of practices with higher average nurse 

salary, based on hourly rates of pay.  This is likely to reflect relative seniority and educational 

preparation of the nursing cohort, with registered nurses remunerated more highly than 

enrolled nurses.  However, there may be some influence of state based differentials in nursing 

awards, or arbitrary variation between practices.  Average nurse pay rates range from $27.50 

to $38.23 per hour (med $34.80, IQR $5.86). Calibrated automatically in fs/QCA with full 

membership at >$37.00, full non-membership at <$30.00, and 0.5 anchor at $35.00 per hour, 

based on distribution of empirical case data. 

Practice type  

Practice type is represented by 2 conditions: accreditation as a GP training provider (VTA) 

and whether the practice is part of a GP Superclinic (SPC). Each is a bivalent condition and 

manually calibrated as a crisp set.  A third category - whether GPs are also VMOs, was also 

considered.  However, VMO status is closely related to both high turnover and rurality and is 

therefore of little additional value.  
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Eighteen of the 28 cases (64.3%) have GP training accreditation. The Australian General 

Practice Training (AGPT) Program supports regional training providers (RTPs) to deliver 3-4 

years of full time clinical training to GP registrars working towards vocational fellowship and 

specialist (GP) registration.63  Accredited practices provide employment and supervision to 

registrars, in alignment with RTPs. 

Eight of the 28 cases (28.6%) are affiliated with one of the 3 GP Superclinics operated by 

Ochre Health.  GP Superclinics are an Australian Government initiative administered by the 

Department of Health. The objective is to bring together a range of health disciplines including 

general practice, nursing, allied health and medical specialists to deliver multi-disciplinary, 

patient-centred primary health care services focused on the needs and priorities of local 

communities.  While the model is not prescriptive, there is an emphasis on co-location, 

integration and shared service agreements.64  

Revenue 

Revenue is represented by two conditions: average billings per patient and average billings 

per hour.   

Patient billings (PTB) is defined as the set of practices reporting high average billings per 

patient. High levels of patient billings, especially combined with lower hourly billings or consult 

rates, may suggest longer consultation times. Alternatively, they may reflect private billing 

arrangements as opposed to bulk billing within Medicare. Average patient billings range from 

$56.88 to $86.88 (med $71.27, IQR $11.32). Calibrated automatically in fs/QCA with full 

membership at greater than $80, full non-membership at less than $60 and 0.5 anchor at $70 

per patient, based on the distribution of empirical case data. 

Hourly billings (HRB) is defined as the set of practices reporting high average billings per 

hour, calculated using total consulting hours (GP + allied health). High levels of hourly billings 

suggests higher patient throughput, although set coincidence with high levels of hourly consult 

rates is only 0.517.  In the presence of concurrent high levels of patient billings or lower consult 

rates this may indicate practices oriented towards operational efficiency or business 

profitability. Average billings per consulting hour range from $152.96 to $330.81 (med 

$227.78, IQR $65.04). Calibrated automatically in fs/QCA with full membership at $300, full 

non-membership at less than $200 and 0.5 anchor at $250 per consulting hour, based on the 

distribution of empirical case data. 

                                                      
63 Australian Government Department of Health. Australian General Practice Training. Accessed 21/2/2020. 
http://www.agpt.com.au/About-Us/programs 
64 Australian Government Department of Health. About the GP Superclinics Programme. Updated 28/11/13. 
Accessed 21/2/20. https://www1.health.gov.au/internet/main/publishing.nsf/Content/pacd-gpsuperclinic-about 

http://www.agpt.com.au/About-Us/programs
https://www1.health.gov.au/internet/main/publishing.nsf/Content/pacd-gpsuperclinic-about
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Processes of care delivery 

Chronic Disease Management  

Processes of chronic disease management (CDM) are represented by three conditions. Two 

measure broad utilisation of Medicare CDM items which provide reimbursements for 

structured chronic disease care. The third measures specific use of an individual item.  There 

are 6 MBS CDM items that “provide rebates for GPs to manage chronic or terminal medical 

conditions by preparing, coordinating, reviewing or contributing to CDM plans”.65 These 

include GP management plans (GPMPS), multidisciplinary team care arrangements (TCA), 

practice nurse monitoring and support,  and health assessments for patients over 75years of 

age.   

CDM volume (CDV) is defined as the set of practices who are frequent utilisers of CDM item 

numbers, measured as a proportion of patient consults. Underlying data is drawn from weekly 

DRT reporting and calculated as a monthly average. Median practice CDM volume ranges 

from 1.28% to 28.83% (med 8.39%, IQR 10.69%) of total patient consults. Calibrated 

automatically in fs/QCA with full membership at 15% or more, full non-membership at less 

than 5% and 0.5 anchor at 10%, based on the distribution of empirical case data. 

CDM revenue (CDR) assesses the volume of CDM item revenue as a proportion of total 

billings. Underlying data is again drawn from weekly DRT reporting and calculated as a 

monthly average. The set is defined as those practices who demonstrate a higher percentage 

of CDM based revenue. Median practice CDM revenue ranges from 2.33% to 20.19% (med 

11.69%, IQR 8.14%). Calibrated automatically in fs/QCA with full membership at 15% or more, 

full non-membership at less than 5% and 0.5 anchor at 10%, based on the distribution of 

empirical case data.  

GPMP is defined as the set of practices with high rates of GP management plans (GPMPs), 

based on the proportion of eligible patients with a GPMP conducted in the last 2 years.  The 

GPMP MBS item is available to people with chronic or terminal medical conditions once every 

12 months, with the possibility of review every 3 months. The item is designed to enable GPs 

to “plan and coordinate the care of patients with complex conditions” who require a structured 

approach to their care.21 Use of the item involves identifying and documenting the clinical 

assessment, agreed management goals, patient actions, ongoing treatment and review 

timeframe.  Practice rates of GPMP range from 10.17% to 80.0% (med 52.35%, IQR 20.98%).  

                                                      
65 Australian Government Department of Health. Chronic disease management – provider information. Updated 
9/2/16. Accessed 25/220. https://www1.health.gov.au/internet/main/publishing.nsf/Content/mbsprimarycare-
factsheet-chronicdisease.htm 

 

https://www1.health.gov.au/internet/main/publishing.nsf/Content/mbsprimarycare-factsheet-chronicdisease.htm
https://www1.health.gov.au/internet/main/publishing.nsf/Content/mbsprimarycare-factsheet-chronicdisease.htm
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The Medical Director at Ochre Health has suggested there may be a ‘sweet spot’ for practice 

GPMP rates in the range 60-80%, probably  ~70%.  The condition is calibrated automatically 

in fs/QCA with full membership at 60% or more, full non-membership at less than 40% and 

0.5 anchor at 50%, based on the distribution of empirical case data.   

As variables, CDV and CDR are strongly correlated (r=0.875, p<0.001). In set-theoretic terms, 

there is strong coincidence between the two sets (0.793), and high CDM volume is a 

consistent (0.977) subset for high CDM revenue suggesting it may be a sufficient (and 

substitutable) condition. GPMP is also moderately coincident with CDM volume (0.695), and 

relatively strongly correlated (r=0.715, p<0.001). 

Nursing and CDM 

CDM type (CDT) assesses the operating model adopted by practices with respect to chronic 

disease management. Among the Ochre cohort 3 primary types of approach were identified: 

practices where the approach to CDM is ad hoc and responsive rather than proactive (Type 

2); practices where CDM may be proactive but is GP driven and initiated, though engages 

practice nurses (Type 3); and practices where CDM is nurse driven, highly proactive and 

systematic (Type 4). Each group is calibrated individually as a crisp set (CDT2, CDT3, CDT4).  

Similarly, nursing models vary between practices with several emergent taxonomic 

groupings. Three key types were identified: practices where nursing activity is treatment or 

episode focused rather than directed towards systematic chronic disease (Type 2); practices 

where nursing activity is dual focused with parallel streams, although in these cases the CDM 

emphasis tends to suffer when the nursing team is under pressure (Type 3); and practices 

where the nursing approach to CDM is highly developed and prioritised within the practice 

operations (Type 4).  Each nursing type is calibrated manually as a crisp set (NUT2, NUT3, 

NUT4). 

The primary groups of interest in delineating disease outcomes for this analysis are likely to 

be CDT4 and NUT4. The set nurse-led CDM (NCD) is constructed as a composite condition 

based on CDM type and nursing type, and defined as the group of practices with highly 

structured, nurse-led approaches to CDM. The set is calibrated manually as a 4-value fuzzy 

set with full membership at both CDT4 plus NUT4 (set intersection), full non-membership at 

CDT2 or NUT2 (set union), and 0.5 anchor between CDT3 plus NUT3 (set intersection) and 

CDT4 or NUT4 (set union), see Table B11. 

Table B11: Calibration values for condition ‘NCD’ 

Full NM   Full M 

0 0.33 0.67 1 

3+2 3+3 3+4 4+4 
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A subgroup of CDM Type 2 and 3 practices also identified themselves as ‘conscientious 

objectors’, expressing a preference for focusing on the expressed or perceived clinical need 

of patients rather than subscribing to nurse-led models focused on revenue generation through 

use of CDM items.  This set (NCO) is calibrated as a 3 value fuzzy set with full membership 

at yes (1), full non-membership at no (0), and uncertain practices more in than out at 0.67. 

Data quality 

Data quality is represented by 2 possible conditions: diagnostic coding and medication 

currency. 

Diagnostic coding (DXQ) is defined as the set of practices with high rates of diagnostic 

coding recorded in the electronic medical record (EMR), based on the proportion of diagnoses 

in the current problems / past history tables that are coded. Underlying data is drawn from 

automatically extracted HOR data. This condition reflects attention to electronic data capture 

rather than use of free text fields, in order to optimise utility of the EMR. Practice rates vary 

between 68.08% and 99.88% (med 83.42%, IQR 14.47%).   Calibrated automatically in 

fs/QCA with full membership at 90% or more, full non-membership at less than 70% and 0.5 

anchor at 80%, based on the distribution of empirical case data. 

Medication currency (RXQ) is defined as the set of practices with high rates of current 

medications in the EMR, based on the proportion of scripts in the current medication list which 

have been issued in the last 6 months. This condition reflects attention to data cleaning and 

record accuracy, and underlying data is extracted monthly from the EMR as HOR data.  

Practice rates range from 26.02% to 68.12% (med 39.94%, IQR 10.41%). Calibrated 

automatically in fs/QCA with full membership at 50% or more, full non-membership at less 

than 30% and 0.5 anchor at 40%, based on the distribution of empirical case data.  

Data / improvement capability is a composite condition which reflects the ability of the 

practice as a collective entity to engage with EMR data for systematic disease management 

and quality improvement purposes.  The set ‘data capability’ (CAP) is defined as practices 

with high levels of competence and engagement in employing the EMR, based on a series of 

metrics derived from a telephone survey of practice managers (see Chapter 5).  The 

assessment delivers a mean practice score across 10 component elements which ranges from 

3.5 to 8.3 (med 5.6, IQR 1.97).  Calibrated automatically in fs/QCA with full membership at 8.0 

or more, full non-membership at less than 4.0 and 0.5 anchor at 6.0. 
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Practice prevalence 

Practice prevalence is calculated from monthly HOR data, based on the number of patients 

recorded on the practice CHD register and the number of active patients the EMR system.  

These data are both drawn from monthly HOR data.  Prevalence, defined in this way, is likely 

to reflect both underlying population prevalence rates as well as the effectiveness of practice 

level mechanisms for detection and diagnosis of CHD and the relative adoption of electronic 

disease management systems. The set (PREV) is defined as practices with higher than 

average rates of CHD. Median practice prevalence ranges from 0.31% to 6.24% (med2.90%, 

IQR 1.50%). Calibrated automatically in fs/QCA with full membership at 4% or more, full non-

membership at less than 2% and 0.5 anchor at 3.3% equivalent to the national population 

prevalence of CHD. 

Prescribing 

Prescribing of Angiotensin Converting Enzyme Inhibitors(ACEI) or Angiotensin Receptor 

Blockers (ARB) is calculated directly by the EMR extraction software and reported monthly as 

part of HOR data.  It describes the proportion of patients recorded on the practice CHD 

Register who have a current prescription for ACEI or ARBs. This is a clinical quality indicator 

that is directly related to BP control and reflects elements of prescribing practice and clinical 

decision-making. Median practice rates of ACEI/ARB prescribing range from 50.81% to 

75.76% (med 64.41%, IQR, 8.38%), substantially higher than rates previously described by 

Djalali et al,{Djalali, 2013 #1779} which may be of limited value for calibration purposes.  The 

condition RXA was calibrated automatically in fs/QCA with full membership at >75%, full non-

membership at < 55% and 0.5 qualitative anchor at 65%.  

BP Recording 

BP recording rates are also calculated during EMR extraction and reported monthly. The 

measure describes the proportion of patients on the CHD register who have had their BP 

recorded in the clinical software program within the last 12 months. This is a common 

performance indicator which reflects assessment behaviours which may be undertaken by 

nurses or doctors within a practice and seen as gathering information to support decision-

making. Median practice rates of BP recording range from 61.9% and 94.2% (med 78.76%, 

IQR 15.03%), consistent with Australian and international studies reporting rates ranging from 

68% to 85%.{Aguilar Martín, 2019 #1769;Hippisley-Cox, 2004 #1393;Peiris, 2015 

#1783;Webster, 2009 #1808;Knight, 2012 #763;Cooper, 2018 #639;Flieger, 2014 

#562;Linder, 2012 #285} Drawing on these data and on distribution within the Ochre sample, 
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the condition BPR was calibrated automatically in fs/QCA with full membership at >85%, full 

non-membership at < 62% and 0.5 qualitative anchor at 75%.
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APPENDIX 7.3: Bivariate Analysis, Pearson Correlations 

Table 7.3.1: REMOTE FACTORS 

  
BP CONTROL 

(<130/80 mmHG) 
BP 

RECORDED 
ACEI/ARB 

PRESCRIBED 

ENVIRONMENT 

MMM Pearsons r  -0.204 .508** .404* 

Sig. (2-tailed) 0.297 0.006 0.033 

IRSAD decile Pearsons r  0.199 -0.352 -0.269 

Sig. (2-tailed) 0.311 0.066 0.166 

IRSD decile Pearsons r  0.208 -.375* -0.253 

Sig. (2-tailed) 0.289 0.049 0.194 

%male, SA2 or SSC Pearsons r  -0.178 0.342 0.162 

Sig. (2-tailed) 0.364 0.075 0.410 

median age, SA2 or SSC Pearsons r  -0.173 0.245 0.128 

Sig. (2-tailed) 0.379 0.209 0.515 

ATSI %, SA2 or SSC Pearsons r  -0.074 0.224 0.243 

Sig. (2-tailed) 0.708 0.253 0.213 

% Aust born, PHA Pearsons r  -0.210 0.248 0.300 

Sig. (2-tailed) 0.283 0.204 0.121 

%NESB (born OS), PHA Pearsons r  0.241 -0.176 -0.344 

Sig. (2-tailed) 0.216 0.370 0.073 

% married (age &gt; 15), SA2 or SSC Pearsons r  0.072 -0.089 -0.139 

Sig. (2-tailed) 0.715 0.651 0.482 

Support outside household in times of 
crisis, PHA (ASR/100) 

Pearsons r  -0.020 -0.002 0.166 

Sig. (2-tailed) 0.920 0.991 0.398 

Safe walking alone after dark, PHA 
(ASR/100) 

Pearsons r  -0.147 0.257 0.261 

Sig. (2-tailed) 0.455 0.186 0.180 

HEALTH STATUS & COMORBIDITY 

Raw_current smokers over18 (ATSI 
15)_RAW 

Pearsons r  -0.181 .601** .428* 

Sig. (2-tailed) 0.358 0.001 0.023 

Raw_waist OK for gender Pearsons r  0.070 0.070 0.057 

Sig. (2-tailed) 0.724 0.723 0.775 

Raw_BMI&lt;25_GEN017 Pearsons r  -0.047 0.311 0.101 

Sig. (2-tailed) 0.814 0.108 0.608 

Raw_low CD risk factors Pearsons r  .463* -0.258 -0.309 

Sig. (2-tailed) 0.013 0.186 0.110 

Calc_CD burden (% active pts) Pearsons r  -0.300 .713** .537** 

Sig. (2-tailed) 0.121 0.000 0.003 

Calc_Comorbidity burden, Dx per pt Pearsons r  0.272 0.303 0.217 

Sig. (2-tailed) 0.162 0.118 0.268 

Poor/fair health, PHA (ASR/100) Pearsons r  -0.334 0.368 0.191 

Sig. (2-tailed) 0.083 0.054 0.329 

SNAP risk factor &gt;=1, PHA (ASR/100) Pearsons r  -0.268 0.327 0.214 

Sig. (2-tailed) 0.168 0.089 0.274 
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median age at death, PHA Pearsons r  -0.021 0.098 0.197 

Sig. (2-tailed) 0.917 0.618 0.316 

est Diab prev, PHA (ASR/100) Pearsons r  0.021 0.139 -0.190 

Sig. (2-tailed) 0.917 0.481 0.332 

est hyperchol, PHA (ASR/100) Pearsons r  -0.159 .375* 0.187 

Sig. (2-tailed) 0.418 0.049 0.339 

est circ diseas, PHA (ASR/100) Pearsons r  -0.087 0.267 0.204 

Sig. (2-tailed) 0.660 0.170 0.298 

2014-2016 potentially avoidable deaths 
per 100k pop, age std (SA3) 

Pearsons r  -0.110 .431* 0.369 

Sig. (2-tailed) 0.576 0.022 0.053 

COMPLEXITY 

%Poor english proficiency, PHA Pearsons r  0.151 -0.011 -0.318 

Sig. (2-tailed) 0.444 0.958 0.100 

High psychological distress (K10), 
modelled PHA (ASR/100) 

Pearsons r  -0.224 0.354 0.211 

Sig. (2-tailed) 0.251 0.065 0.282 

Estimated number of people over 18 with 
govt support as main source of income last 
2 years, PHA 

Pearsons r  -0.270 -0.152 -0.287 

Sig. (2-tailed) 0.173 0.448 0.146 

Govt support last 2 yrs, PHA (ASR/100) Pearsons r  -0.231 .436* 0.224 

Sig. (2-tailed) 0.237 0.020 0.252 

Persons with a profound or severe 
disability, PHA 

Pearsons r  -0.091 -0.118 -0.213 

Sig. (2-tailed) 0.644 0.548 0.276 

% persons with a profound or severe 
disability, PHA 

Pearsons r  -0.068 .492** 0.305 

Sig. (2-tailed) 0.733 0.008 0.115 

Persons with a profound or severe 
disability and living in the community, PHA 

Pearsons r  -0.186 -0.350 -.378* 

Sig. (2-tailed) 0.344 0.068 0.047 

% persons with a profound or severe 
disability and living in the community, PHA 

Pearsons r  -0.184 .469* 0.241 

Sig. (2-tailed) 0.348 0.012 0.217 

SERVICE UTILISATION 

Private health ins, PHA (ASR/100) Pearsons r  0.277 -.550** -0.352 

Sig. (2-tailed) 0.153 0.002 0.066 

%pts with GP costs (SA3) Pearsons r  .410* -0.205 -0.136 

Sig. (2-tailed) 0.030 0.294 0.491 

median OOP per GP attendance, SA3 Pearsons r  0.263 -0.220 -0.291 

Sig. (2-tailed) 0.176 0.260 0.133 

OOP per GP attendance, 90th percentile, 
SA3 

Pearsons r  0.172 -0.167 -0.299 

Sig. (2-tailed) 0.381 0.396 0.123 

Bulk-billed GP attendances (%) 2016/17 Pearsons r  -0.371 0.192 0.061 

Sig. (2-tailed) 0.052 0.327 0.759 

Access issues, transport, PHA (ASR/100) Pearsons r  -0.217 .510** 0.259 

Sig. (2-tailed) 0.266 0.006 0.184 

% delayed/did not see GP due to cost 
(PHN) 

Pearsons r  -0.190 0.202 0.005 

Sig. (2-tailed) 0.332 0.303 0.980 

% did not claim a GP attendance 2016-17 
(SA3) 

Pearsons r  0.063 0.360 0.177 

Sig. (2-tailed) 0.750 0.060 0.367 

Pearsons r  -0.226 -0.034 -0.091 
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GP attendances/person, crude (SA3) 
2016/17 

Sig. (2-tailed) 0.247 0.862 0.645 

GP attendances/person, age std (SA3) 
2016/17 

Pearsons r  -0.224 -0.254 -0.287 

Sig. (2-tailed) 0.252 0.192 0.138 

Medicare benefits /person, crude (SA3) 
2016/17 $ 

Pearsons r  -0.178 -0.066 -0.090 

Sig. (2-tailed) 0.364 0.738 0.647 

Medicare benefits /person, age std (SA3) 
2016/17 $ 

Pearsons r  -0.193 -0.261 -0.265 

Sig. (2-tailed) 0.326 0.180 0.172 

After hours GP attendances/person, crude 
(SA3) 2016/17 

Pearsons r  0.065 -0.201 -0.261 

Sig. (2-tailed) 0.742 0.305 0.180 

After hours GP attendances/person, age 
std (SA3) 2016/17 

Pearsons r  0.043 -0.208 -0.258 

Sig. (2-tailed) 0.829 0.289 0.185 

After hours Medicare benefits /person, 
crude (SA3) 2016/17 $ 

Pearsons r  0.043 -0.218 -0.250 

Sig. (2-tailed) 0.827 0.265 0.200 

After hours Medicare benefits /person, age 
std (SA3)  2016/17 $ 

Pearsons r  0.035 -0.220 -0.246 

Sig. (2-tailed) 0.862 0.261 0.207 

Frequent GP attenders, age std (%), SA3 
2012-13 

Pearsons r  -0.283 -0.186 -0.227 

Sig. (2-tailed) 0.145 0.343 0.246 

Very high GP attenders, age std (%), SA3 
2012-13 

Pearsons r  -0.226 -0.207 -0.244 

Sig. (2-tailed) 0.248 0.290 0.210 

Admissions for chronic diabetres 
complications 2016/17, SA3 (ASR/100k) 

Pearsons r  -0.239 0.354 0.090 

Sig. (2-tailed) 0.221 0.064 0.649 

Admissions for chronic angina 2016/17, 
SA3 (ASR/100k) 

Pearsons r  0.000 0.140 0.067 

Sig. (2-tailed) 0.999 0.478 0.735 

AMI Hospitalisations Pearsons r  0.090 -0.030 -0.235 

Sig. (2-tailed) 0.650 0.878 0.229 

AMI CrudeRate/100K Pearsons r  -0.027 0.272 0.055 

Sig. (2-tailed) 0.892 0.162 0.780 

AMI Age&Sex SR/100 Pearsons r  0.014 0.092 -0.132 

Sig. (2-tailed) 0.943 0.640 0.502 
 

 

Table 7.3.2: PROXIMATE FACTORS 

  
BP CONTROL 

(<130/80 mmHG) 
BP 

RECORDED 
ACEI/ARB 

PRESCRIBED 

PRACTICE CULTURE 

Perf Meas Pearson's r -0.372 0.221 .466* 

Sig. (2-tailed) 0.051 0.259 0.012 

P/O reports Pearson's r -0.026 -0.031 0.169 

Sig. (2-tailed) 0.897 0.877 0.389 

Registers Pearson's r 0.149 0.001 0.250 

Sig. (2-tailed) 0.450 0.996 0.199 

Recalls Pearson's r 0.018 -0.044 .407* 

Sig. (2-tailed) 0.926 0.825 0.032 

QI Activities Pearson's r -0.066 0.032 0.074 
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Sig. (2-tailed) 0.740 0.871 0.708 

Data focus Pearson's r 0.048 -0.085 -0.010 

Sig. (2-tailed) 0.810 0.667 0.959 

Champion Pearson's r -0.014 -0.141 0.003 

Sig. (2-tailed) 0.943 0.473 0.987 

Training Pearson's r -0.117 0.022 -0.086 

Sig. (2-tailed) 0.554 0.913 0.662 

Data Cleaning Pearson's r 0.065 0.008 0.123 

Sig. (2-tailed) 0.743 0.967 0.532 

Coding quality Pearson's r 0.032 0.144 0.049 

Sig. (2-tailed) 0.870 0.464 0.806 

CDM Pearson's r -0.301 0.215 .384* 

Sig. (2-tailed) 0.120 0.272 0.044 

Nursing Pearson's r -0.268 .526** .460* 

Sig. (2-tailed) 0.168 0.004 0.014 

TOTAL SCORE Pearson's r -0.067 0.067 0.216 

Sig. (2-tailed) 0.735 0.736 0.269 

REVENUE 

Calc_Hosp billings as % total Pearson's r -0.285 0.256 0.218 

Sig. (2-tailed) 0.142 0.188 0.265 

Calc_Billings per patient Pearson's r 0.032 0.006 -0.139 

Sig. (2-tailed) 0.870 0.975 0.480 

Calc_Billings per cons hour, GP + AH Pearson's r 0.022 0.010 0.120 

Sig. (2-tailed) 0.911 0.960 0.542 

Calc_CDM as % total revenue 2 Pearson's r -0.203 0.314 0.021 

Sig. (2-tailed) 0.300 0.104 0.916 

Data Years Pearson's r 0.055 0.084 0.037 

Sig. (2-tailed) 0.782 0.671 0.851 

SCALE & WORKLOAD 

Scale_# active pts Pearson's r 0.157 -0.362 -0.090 

Sig. (2-tailed) 0.424 0.058 0.650 

Scale_FTE GPs, total Pearson's r 0.157 -0.226 -0.047 

Sig. (2-tailed) 0.424 0.248 0.813 

% active pts seen / week Pearson's r -0.116 .612** .448* 

Sig. (2-tailed) 0.555 0.001 0.017 

Pts seen per consulting hour, GP only Pearson's r -0.031 -0.145 -0.068 

Sig. (2-tailed) 0.876 0.463 0.731 

STAFFING 

Pts per GP Pearson's r 0.135 -.640** -0.370 

Sig. (2-tailed) 0.495 0.000 0.053 

WF_GP turnover (% exits per yr/av emp 
per mnth) 

Pearson's r -0.304 .530** .375* 

Sig. (2-tailed) 0.116 0.004 0.049 

WF_GP stability (%12m stays/year 
starters) 

Pearson's r 0.257 -.381* -0.235 

Sig. (2-tailed) 0.186 0.045 0.229 

GP fractionality, avg Pearson's r .386* 0.041 -0.178 
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Sig. (2-tailed) 0.042 0.834 0.365 

Locum % FTE Pearson's r -0.054 .473* 0.265 

Sig. (2-tailed) 0.783 0.011 0.174 

Allied Health headcount Pearson's r 0.065 -0.276 -0.278 

Sig. (2-tailed) 0.741 0.155 0.152 

Pts per AHP Pearson's r 0.301 0.169 0.265 

Sig. (2-tailed) 0.173 0.451 0.233 

Patients per nurse, FTE Pearson's r 0.225 -.621** -.383* 

Sig. (2-tailed) 0.249 0.000 0.044 

Avg Nurse Rate (seniority) Pearson 
Correlation 

0.299 -0.173 -0.215 

Sig. (2-tailed) 0.122 0.378 0.271 

Pts per Admin hr Pearson's r 0.214 -.598** -.454* 

Sig. (2-tailed) 0.274 0.001 0.015 

VMOs, binary Pearson's r -0.036 .473* 0.242 

Sig. (2-tailed) 0.856 0.011 0.215 

Operating days/week Pearson's r .390* -0.330 -0.345 

Sig. (2-tailed) 0.040 0.086 0.072 

DRT_VMO days per week Pearson's r -0.074 .459* 0.223 

Sig. (2-tailed) 0.709 0.014 0.254 

CARE PROCESSES 

CHD prevalence, practice Pearson's r -0.213 .567** .432* 

Sig. (2-tailed) 0.277 0.002 0.022 

CDM as % consults (patients) Pearson's r -0.232 0.315 0.063 

Sig. (2-tailed) 0.235 0.102 0.749 

GPMP_last 2yrs Pearson's r -0.188 .532** 0.192 

Sig. (2-tailed) 0.339 0.004 0.329 

Hosp pts as % total Pearson's r -0.101 0.063 0.120 

Sig. (2-tailed) 0.608 0.749 0.542 

Data quality, Rx Pearson's r -0.107 .702** .507** 

Sig. (2-tailed) 0.589 0.000 0.006 

Data quality, Dx Pearson's r -0.016 0.073 -0.005 

Sig. (2-tailed) 0.936 0.714 0.981 

CHD_BPrecorded Pearson's r -0.094 1 .626** 

Sig. (2-tailed) 0.634  0.000 

CHD_ACEorARB Rx Pearson's r -0.178 .626** 1 

Sig. (2-tailed) 0.364 0.000  

DATA CAPABILITY Pearson's r -0.011 -0.034 0.123 

Sig. (2-tailed) 0.956 0.863 0.534 

CDM TYPE Pearson's r -0.278 0.275 .422* 

Sig. (2-tailed) 0.153 0.156 0.025 

NURSING TYPE Pearson's r -0.309 .512** .403* 

Sig. (2-tailed) 0.110 0.005 0.033 
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APPENDIX 7.4 : Raw Data Tables 

Table 7.4.1: Raw data matrix for remote conditions and outcome BP control  

CASE   CONDITIONS OUTCOME 

No. PRACTICE RUR SES GEN AGE IND ETH HST1 HST2 CMB ACC FRQ PCX BPC 

1 BH 0.9 0.3 0 1 0.2 0 0.8 0.8 0 0.67 0 0.2 0.17 

2 BT 0.6 0.3 0.33 0.4 0.6 0 0.4 0.4 0 0.33 0 0.6 0.15 

3 BG 0.9 0.2 1 0.6 1 0 0.8 0.6 1 1 0 0.6 0.9 

4 BR 0 1 0.67 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0.4 0.4 0.66 

5 CL 0 0 0 1 0 0.33 0 0 0 0 1 0.8 0.28 

6 CW 0 1 0 0.4 0 0.67 0 0 0 1 0.4 0.2 0.27 

7 CS 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0.4 0.2 0.99 

8 CH 0.9 0.2 0 1 0 0 0.8 0.8 0 0.33 0.4 0.4 0.07 

9 CN 0.9 0 1 0.6 1 0 1 1 0 0.33 0 0.2 0.03 

10 DN 0.8 0 0 0.8 0.6 0 0.6 0.4 1 0.67 0 0.8 0.99 

11 EM 0.3 0.6 1 0.8 0.2 0.33 0.2 0.2 0 0 0.8 0 0.85 

12 GR 0 1 0 0.8 0 0.67 0 0 0 1 0.4 0.2 0.27 

13 GF 0.6 0 0 0.8 0.8 0 1 0.8 1 0.67 0 1 0.49 

14 KI 1 0.4 1 0.8 0.4 0.33 1 1 0 0.33 0 0.4 0.33 

15 KN 0 1 0.33 0.2 0 0.67 0 0 0 1 0.2 0.4 0.98 

16 LN 0.9 0.7 0.67 0.8 0 0 0.2 0.2 0 0 0.6 0 0.14 

17 LT 0.8 0 1 0.8 0.8 0 0.8 0.6 1 0.33 0.2 0.6 0.84 

18 NS 0 0.8 0.33 1 0 0.33 0 0 0 0 0.4 0 0.35 

19 PR 0.8 0 0 0.6 1 0 1 0.8 1 0.33 0 0.2 0.86 

20 QN 1 0 1 0.8 0.8 0 1 1 0 0.67 0 1 0.03 

21 RS 1 0 1 0.6 0.8 0 0.8 0.8 0 0.67 0 0.8 0.15 

22 SH 0.9 0.4 0 1 0 0.33 0 0 0 0 0.8 0 0.17 

23 SD 0 0.4 0 0.2 0.2 0.33 0 0 0 0 0.6 0 0.28 

24 ST 1 0 1 0.6 0.8 0 0.8 0.8 0 0.67 0 0.8 0.95 

25 TG 0.9 0.3 0.33 1 0.6 0 0.2 0.2 0 0.33 0.6 0.4 0.97 
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26 WF 0 0.7 0 1 0 0.33 0.6 0.4 1 0 0.2 0 0.13 

27 WL 0 0.4 1 0.4 0 1 0.2 0.2 0 0.67 1 0.6 0.19 

28 ZH 1 0 1 0.6 0.8 0 1 1 0 0.67 0 0.8 0.01 

 
 
 
Table 7.4.2: Raw data matrix for structural conditions and outcome BP control  

CASE CONDITIONS OUTCOME 

No. PRACTICE mSCA PCR HCR GPT GPS LOC GPF GPR NPR APR NRE AHP PTB HRB VTA SPC BPC 

1 BH 0 0.86 0.82 0.98 0.04 1 0.82 0.72 0.88 0.95 0.01 0 0.51 0.24 0 0 0.17 

2 BT 1 0.34 0.94 0.07 0.71 0 0.87 0.27 0.02 0.34 0.49 1 0.02 0.1 1 0 0.15 

3 BG 0 1 0.05 0.98 0.4 0.67 0.85 0.97 0.51 0.97 0.94 0 0.74 0.15 0 0 0.9 

4 BR 0 0.18 0.28 0 1 0 0.29 0.45 0.26 0.36 0.85 1 0.96 0.65 1 1 0.66 

5 CL 0 0.14 0.07 0.18 0.95 0 0.19 0.66 0.29 0.46 0.99 0 0.28 0 1 0 0.28 

6 CW 1 0.18 0.57 0.09 0.46 0 0.35 0.22 0.04 0.33 0.5 1 0.99 0.98 1 1 0.27 

7 CS 1 0.11 0.54 0.01 0.9 0 0.96 0.13 0.12 0.12 0.99 1 0.56 0.53 1 1 0.99 

8 CH 0 0.69 0.35 0.01 0.99 0 0.32 0.75 0.82 0.83 0.5 0 0.99 0.99 1 0 0.07 

9 CN 0 0.39 0.85 0.99 0.71 0 0.67 0.29 0.82 0.83 0.98 0 0.38 0.9 0 0 0.03 

10 DN 1 0.28 0.67 0.6 0.56 0.67 0.41 0.38 0.47 0.48 0.44 0 0.39 0.91 0 0 0.99 

11 EM 1 0.19 0.03 0 0.99 0 0.45 0.79 0.14 0.08 0.14 1 0.72 0.02 1 1 0.85 

12 GR 0 0.12 0.13 0.01 0.99 0 0.15 0.42 0.21 0.32 0.5 0 0.96 0.76 1 0 0.27 

13 GF 1 0.77 0.84 0.99 0.04 0.67 0.85 0.59 0.86 0.74 0.14 1 0.94 0.01 1 1 0.49 

14 KI 0 0.99 0.08 1 0 1 0.99 0.97 0.97 0.97 0.99 0 0.18 0.01 1 0 0.33 

15 KN 1 0.05 0.13 0 1 0 0.48 0.13 0 0.2 0.95 0 0.87 0.61 1 0 0.98 

16 LN 0 0.84 0.73 0.03 0.96 0 0.38 0.75 0.9 0.89 0.05 0 0.15 0.41 0 0 0.14 

17 LT 1 0.07 0.06 0 0.99 0 0.67 0.42 0 0.29 0.82 0 0.06 0.01 1 0 0.84 

18 NS 1 0.19 0.02 0.25 0.33 0.67 0.56 0.83 0.77 0.58 0.08 0 0.88 0.01 1 1 0.35 

19 PR 1 0.17 0.22 0.06 0.88 0 0.12 0.53 0.88 0.71 0.1 0 0.63 0.51 1 0 0.86 

20 QN 0 0.98 0.62 1 0.16 1 0.8 0.9 0.98 0.91 0.35 0 0.04 0.47 1 0 0.03 

21 RS 0 0.06 0.05 1 0.01 1 0.45 0.27 0.19 0.44 0.41 0 0.36 0.05 0 0 0.15 

22 SH 1 0.3 0.09 0.02 0.98 0 0.02 0.76 0.86 0.57 0.03 1 0.98 0.18 1 1 0.17 
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23 SD 0 0.02 0.3 0.06 0.99 0 0.56 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.35 1 0.72 0.14 1 1 0.28 

24 ST 0 0.77 0.21 1 0.16 1 0.8 0.83 0.98 0.95 0.05 0 0.04 0.1 0 0 0.95 

25 TG 1 0.85 0.99 0.02 1 0 0.95 0.45 0.97 0.87 0.95 1 0.38 0.9 0 0 0.97 

26 WF 0 0.66 0.84 0.01 1 0.67 0.17 0.59 0.1 0.79 0.05 1 0.67 0.77 1 0 0.13 

27 WL 0 0.25 0.04 0 1 0 0.48 0.83 0.68 0.47 0.99 0 0.89 0.07 0 0 0.19 

28 ZH 0 0.24 0.26 1 0.01 1 0 0.6 0.84 0.79 0.01 0 0.04 0.14 0 0 0.01 

 
 
 
Table 7.4.3: Raw data matrix for process conditions and outcome BP control  

CASE CONDITIONS  OUTCOME 

No. PRACTICE CDV CDR GPMP RXQ DXQ DQor DQand CAP PREV BPR NCD BPC 

1 BH 0.98 0.96 0.99 0.89 0.7 0.89 0.7 0.06 0.95 0.98 0.33 0.17 

2 BT 0.01 0.04 0 0.85 0.92 0.92 0.85 0.39 0 0.05 0.33 0.15 

3 BG 1 0.98 0.99 0.99 0.3 0.99 0.3 0.71 0.76 1 0.67 0.9 

4 BR 0.09 0.1 0.53 0.53 0.14 0.53 0.14 0.82 0.11 0.9 0.67 0.66 

5 CL 0.99 0.99 0.48 0.14 0.97 0.97 0.14 0.79 0.14 0.24 0.67 0.28 

6 CW 0.18 0.28 0.4 0.31 0.03 0.31 0.03 0.1 0.07 0.12 0.33 0.27 

7 CS 0.01 0.02 0.01 0.31 0.16 0.31 0.16 0.23 0 0.24 0 0.99 

8 CH 0.09 0.18 0.17 0.99 0.03 0.99 0.03 0.77 0.72 0.99 0.67 0.07 

9 CN 1 0.98 0.99 0.33 0.26 0.33 0.26 0.12 0.49 0.54 0.33 0.03 

10 DN 0.16 0.36 0.46 0.44 0.44 0.44 0.44 0.03 0.72 0.96 0 0.99 

11 EM 0.69 0.85 0.95 0.28 0.87 0.87 0.28 0.65 0.02 0.41 0 0.85 

12 GR 0.04 0.03 0 0.46 0.79 0.79 0.46 0.26 0.11 0.94 0.67 0.27 

13 GF 1 1 1 0.75 0.99 0.99 0.75 0.9 0.91 0.98 1 0.49 

14 KI 0.98 0.86 1 0.96 0.17 0.96 0.17 0.29 0.72 0.99 1 0.33 

15 KN 0.01 0.01 0 0.12 0.98 0.98 0.12 0.68 0.02 0.33 0.33 0.98 

16 LN 0.24 0.33 0.56 0.12 0.77 0.77 0.12 0.21 0.09 0.4 0.67 0.14 

17 LT 0.07 0.76 0.22 0.16 0.94 0.94 0.16 0.68 0.56 0.43 0.33 0.84 

18 NS 0.05 0.15 0.02 0.55 0.88 0.88 0.55 0.32 0.72 0.79 1 0.35 

19 PR 0.26 0.71 0.11 0.25 0.03 0.25 0.03 0.39 0.83 0.68 0.33 0.86 
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20 QN 0.09 0.13 0.84 0.99 1 1 0.99 0.97 1 0.99 1 0.03 

21 RS 0.37 0.59 0.93 0.24 0.06 0.24 0.06 0.03 0.02 0.73 0.33 0.15 

22 SH 1 0.9 0.96 0.59 0.44 0.59 0.44 0.49 0.28 0.64 0.33 0.17 

23 SD 0.1 0.18 0.03 0.01 0.91 0.91 0.01 0.57 0 0.25 0.67 0.28 

24 ST 0.29 0.77 1 1 1 1 1 0.05 0.14 0.99 1 0.95 

25 TG 0.97 0.96 1 0.55 0.06 0.55 0.06 0.11 0.95 0.75 0.67 0.97 

26 WF 1 1 0.76 0.72 0.79 0.79 0.72 0.21 1 0.65 0.33 0.13 

27 WL 0.72 1 0.96 0.33 0.99 0.99 0.33 0.02 0.11 0.97 1 0.19 

28 ZH 0.87 0.93 1 0.97 0.26 0.97 0.26 0.03 0.28 0.99 0.33 0.01 

 
 
 
Table 7.4.4: Raw data matrix for second step analysis and outcome BP control  

CASE  CONDITIONS         OUTCOME 

No. PRACTICE GEN IND PCX mSCA HCR GPF NPR BPR RXA BPC 

1 BH 0 0.2 0.2 0 0.82 0.82 0.88 0.98 0.37 0.17 

2 BT 0.33 0.6 0.6 1 0.94 0.87 0.02 0.05 0.12 0.15 

3 BG 1 1 0.6 0 0.05 0.85 0.51 1 0.96 0.9 

4 BR 0.67 0 0.4 0 0.28 0.29 0.26 0.9 0.75 0.66 

5 CL 0 0 0.8 0 0.07 0.19 0.29 0.24 0.34 0.28 

6 CW 0 0 0.2 1 0.57 0.35 0.04 0.12 0.17 0.27 

7 CS 0 0 0.2 1 0.54 0.96 0.12 0.24 0.01 0.99 

8 CH 0 0 0.4 0 0.35 0.32 0.82 0.99 0.8 0.07 

9 CN 1 1 0.2 0 0.85 0.67 0.82 0.54 0.45 0.03 

10 DN 0 0.6 0.8 1 0.67 0.41 0.47 0.96 0.53 0.99 

11 EM 1 0.2 0 1 0.03 0.45 0.14 0.41 0.06 0.85 

12 GR 0 0 0.2 0 0.13 0.15 0.21 0.94 0.74 0.27 

13 GF 0 0.8 1 1 0.84 0.85 0.86 0.98 0.31 0.49 

14 KI 1 0.4 0.4 0 0.08 0.99 0.97 0.99 0.76 0.33 

15 KN 0.33 0 0.4 1 0.13 0.48 0 0.33 0.47 0.98 

16 LN 0.67 0 0 0 0.73 0.38 0.9 0.4 0.69 0.14 
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17 LT 1 0.8 0.6 1 0.06 0.67 0 0.43 0.28 0.84 

18 NS 0.33 0 0 1 0.02 0.56 0.77 0.79 0.68 0.35 

19 PR 0 1 0.2 1 0.22 0.12 0.88 0.68 0.69 0.86 

20 QN 1 0.8 1 0 0.62 0.8 0.98 0.99 0.82 0.03 

21 RS 1 0.8 0.8 0 0.05 0.45 0.19 0.73 0.1 0.15 

22 SH 0 0 0 1 0.09 0.02 0.86 0.64 0.15 0.17 

23 SD 0 0.2 0 0 0.3 0.56 0.01 0.25 0.56 0.28 

24 ST 1 0.8 0.8 0 0.21 0.8 0.98 0.99 0.85 0.95 

25 TG 0.33 0.6 0.4 1 0.99 0.95 0.97 0.75 0.44 0.97 

26 WF 0 0 0 0 0.84 0.17 0.1 0.65 0.33 0.13 

27 WL 1 0 0.6 0 0.04 0.48 0.68 0.97 0.1 0.19 

28 ZH 1 0.8 0.8 0 0.26 0 0.84 0.99 0.96 0.01 
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Table 7.4.5: Remote conditions - Truth table for high rates of BP control (BPC)  
Row RUR SES GEN AGE IND HST2 CMB PCX N= BPC Cases raw 

consist 

1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 BG, LT 1 

2 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 PR 1 

3 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 DN 1 

4 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 GF 0.91 

5 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 EM 0.82 

6 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 CW, CS, KN 0.82 

7 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 BR 0.81 

8 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 TG 0.76 

9 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 KI 0.65 

10 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 2 0 GR, NS 0.62 

11 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 LN 0.57 

12 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 CN 0.55 

13 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 SH 0.52 

14 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 SD 0.48 

15 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 CL 0.47 

16 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 4 0 QN, RS, ST, ZH 0.40 

17 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 WG 0.37 

18 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 2 0 BH, CH 0.35 

19 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 BT 0.25 

20 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 WF 0.22 

Logical remainders: rows 21 -256  

 
Logical minimisation of this truth table reveals the following solution term, for BPC. 

raw   unique  
coverage  coverage  consistency  

GEN*CMB   0.1392   0.0752   0.87  
~GEN*IND*~PCX  0.1696  0.048   0.883333  
AGE*IND*~HST2  0.2776   0.076   0.913158  
~RUR*GEN*~PCX  0.2264   0.0104   0.860182  
~RUR*SES*GEN  0.2048   0.00479996  0.87372  
consistency cutoff: 0.766667 
solution coverage: 0.572 
solution consistency: 0.890411  
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Table 7.4.6: Remote conditions - Truth table for low rates of BP control (~BPC)  

Row RUR SES GEN AGE IND HST2 CMB PCX N= ~BPC Cases raw 
consist. 

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 SD 1 

2 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 WF 1 

3 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 WG 1 

4 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 BT 1 

5 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 2 1 BH, CH 0.92 

6 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 CL 0.90 

7 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 2 1 GR, NS 0.89 

8 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 CN 0.84 

9 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 KI 0.83 

10 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 SH 0.82 

11 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 4 0 QN, RS, ST, 
ZH 

0.81 

12 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 LN 0.73 

13 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 BR 0.68 

14 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 EM 0.66 

15 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 CW, CS, KN 0.59 

16 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 GF 0.55 

17 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 TG 0.53 

18 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 DN 0.35 

19 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 0 BG, LT 0.22 

20 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 PR 0.19 

Logical remainders: rows 21 -256 

 
Logical minimisation of this truth table reveals the following parsimonious solution term for low rates of BP 
control. 

raw   unique  
coverage  coverage  consistency  

~SES*~AGE   0.284516  0.125161 0.7875  
~GEN*AGE*~IND  0.459355  0.383871  0.809091  
RUR*GEN*~PCX  0.212258  0.0735484  0.742664  
 
consistency cutoff: 0.732484 
solution coverage: 0.752258 
solution consistency: 0.796448 
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Table 7.4.7: Remote conditions - Truth table for low rates of BP control (~BPC)  
Row RUR SES GEN AGE IND CMB N= ~BPC Cases raw 

consist 

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 SD 1 

2 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 BT 1 

3 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 WF 1 

4 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 WG 0.96 

5 0 1 0 1 0 0 2 1 GR, NS 0.89 

6 1 0 0 1 0 0 3 1 BH, CH, SH 0.88 

7 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 CL 0.85 

8 1 0 1 1 1 0 5 1 CN, QN, RS, ST, 
ZH 

0.80 

9 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 LN 0.79 

10 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 KI 0.77 

11 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 EM 0.66 

12 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 BR 0.66 

13 0 1 0 0 0 0 3 0 CW, CS, KN 0.54 

14 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 TG 0.53 

15 1 0 0 1 1 1 3 0 DN, GF, PR 0.37 

16 1 0 1 1 1 1 2 0 BG, LT 0.19 

Logical remainders: rows 17-64 

 
Logical minimisation of this truth table reveals the following parsimonious solution term for low rates of BP 
control. 

raw   unique  
coverage  coverage  consistency  

~SES*~AGE   0.284516  0.103226  0.7875  
~GEN*AGE*~IND  0.459355  0.383871  0.809091  
RUR*GEN*~CMB  0.361935  0.20129  0.74502  
 
consistency cutoff: 0.774436 
solution coverage: 0.88 
solution consistency: 0.777651 
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 Table 7.4.8: Structural conditions -Truth table for high rates of BP control (BPC) 
  

Logical minimisation of this truth table reveals the following parsimonious solution term for high rates of 
BP control. 

raw   unique   
coverage  coverage  consistency  

~VTA*~HCR*GPF   0.2128   0.1856   0.757835  
mSCA*~SPC*HRB   0.2432   0.04   1  
mSCA*GPF*HRB    0.2304   0.00559998  0.972973  
SPC*~HCR*~GPF*~PNR   0.1848   0.0752   0.86194  
mSCA*~HCR*~PNR    0.3456   0.024   0.941177  
mSCA*~SPC*~HCR   0.2312   0.0216   0.966555  
 
consistency cutoff: 0.785714 
solution coverage: 0.7856 
solution consistency: 0.880718 
 

Row mSCA VTA SPC HCR GPF NPR HRB N= BPC Cases raw 
consist 

1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 EM 1 

2 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 LT 1 

3 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 KN 1 

4 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 BR 1 

5 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 DN 1 

6 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 PR 1 

7 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 TG 1 

8 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 CS 0.91 

9 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 NS 0.79 

10 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 2 1 BG, ST 0.79 

11 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 SD 0.67 

12 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 GF 0.67 

13 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 CL 0.60 

14 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 CW 0.59 

15 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 SH 0.54 

16 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 RS 0.51 

17 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 LN 0.47 

18 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 KI 0.46 

19 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 QN 0.46 

20 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 2 0 WG, 
ZH 

0.44 

21 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 GR 0.44 

22 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 BH 0.43 

23 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 BT 0.39 

24 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 CN 0.38 

25 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 CH 0.36 

26 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 WF 0.32 

Logical remainders: rows 27-128 
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Table 7.4.9: Structural conditions -Truth table for low rates of BP control (~BPC) 
Row mSCA VTA SPC HCR HRB GPF GPR PNR NRE N= ~BPC cases raw 

consist 

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 RS 1.00 

2 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 GR 1.00 

3 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 CW 1.00 

4 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 SD 1.00 

5 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 WF 1.00 

6 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 SH 1.00 

7 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 CH 1.00 

8 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 NS 1.00 

9 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 QN 1.00 

10 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 CL 1.00 

11 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 CN 1.00 

12 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 BT 0.96 

13 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 WG 0.95 

14 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 ZH 0.90 

15 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 LN 0.89 

16 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 BH 0.89 

17 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 GF 0.88 

18 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 KI 0.85 

19 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 BG 0.71 

20 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 BR 0.70 

21 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 EM 0.63 

22 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 ST 0.51 

23 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 CS 0.45 

24 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 PR 0.30 

25 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 LT 0.30 

26 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 KN 0.28 

27 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 DN 0.07 

28 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 TG 0.04 

Logical remainders: rows 15-512 

Logical minimisation of this truth table reveals the following parsimonious solution term for high rates of 
BP control. 

Raw   unique  
coverage  coverage  consistency  

HCR*~HRB    0.343226  0.0541936  0.798799  
~mSCA*HCR    0.356129  0.0109677  0.971831  
~mSCA*~HRB*~PNR   0.26   0.0477419  0.881838  
~mSCA*~SPC*~GPF    0.42   0.0599999  0.939394  
~mSCA*VTA*~SPC    0.315484  0.024516  0.815  
~mSCA*~SPC*HRB    0.314194  0.00322574  0.962451  
VTA*~HRB*PNR     0.283226  0.0916128  0.781139  
VTA*HRB*~PNR*~NRE   0.176129  0.0316129  0.989131  
 
consistency cutoff: 0.850299 

solution coverage: 0.943226 
solution consistency: 0.810871 
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Table 7.4.10: Process conditions -Truth table for high rates of BP control (BPC)  N=7  

Row CDV GPMP RXQ DXQ CAP NCD PREV N= BPC Cases raw 
consist. 

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 1 DN, PR 1 

2 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 LT 1 

3 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 KN 0.95 

4 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 BR 0.90 

5 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 ST 0.88 

6 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 BG 0.86 

7 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 SD 0.85 

8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 CW, CS 0.85 

9 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 NS 0.83 

10 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 EM 0.79 

11 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 GF 0.76 

12 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 BT 0.76 

13 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 CL 0.75 

14 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 GR 0.74 

15 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 SH 0.74 

16 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 RS 0.67 

17 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 LN 0.64 

18 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 2 0 KI, TG 0.63 

19 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 WG 0.57 

20 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 ZH 0.55 

21 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 CH 0.54 

22 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 2 0 BH, WF 0.49 

23 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 QN 0.44 

Logical remainders: rows 24-128 

 
Logical minimisation of this truth table reveals the following parsimonious solution term for high rates of 
BP control. 

raw   unique  
coverage  coverage  consistency  

GPMP*~DXQ*CAP*NCD    0.2   0.279999  0.827815  
~RXQ*PREV     0.3304   0.0288   0.829317  
~RXQ*DXQ*~NCD    0.3656   0.00559998  0.821943  
~RXQ*CAP*~NCD    0.3792   0.00559998  0.887641 
~DXQ*~NCD*PREV    0.2528   0.0112   0.705357  
~CDV*~NCD*PREV    0.208   0.0128   0.872483 
RXQ*NCD*~PREV   0.3392  0.096  0.722317  
 
consistency cutoff: 0.785388 
solution coverage: 0.7648 
solution consistency: 0.786184 
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Table 7.4.11: Process conditions -Truth table for high rates of BP control (BPC)  N=8 

Row CDV 
 

GPMP 
 

DQfza 
 

CAP 
 

NCD 
 

PREV 
 

BPR 
 

RXA 
 

N= 
 

BPC 
 

Cases 
 

raw 
consist. 

1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 LT 1 

2 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 KN 0.95 

3 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 ST 0.93 

4 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 2 1 DN, PR 0.92 

5 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 BG 0.92 

6 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 BR 0.88 

7 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 SD 0.84 

8 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 NS 0.84 

9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 CW, CS 0.83 

10 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 EM 0.82 

11 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 CL 0.79 

12 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 GR 0.77 

13 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 GF 0.76 

14 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 SH 0.76 

15 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 TG 0.75 

16 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 CH 0.71 

17 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 BT 0.71 

18 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 LN 0.71 

19 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 RS 0.68 

20 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 KI 0.66 

21 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 CN 0.61 

22 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 WG 0.60 

23 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 ZH 0.59 

24 
1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 2 0 

BH, 
WF 0.49 

25 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 QN 0.46 

Logical remainders: rows 26-256 

 
Logical minimisation of this truth table reveals the following parsimonious solution term for high rates of 
BP control. 

raw   unique  
coverage coverage  consistency  

 
CAP*~NCD*~BPR     0.3224   0.0808001  0.839583  
~CDV*~NCD*PREV     0.2024   0.0144   0.869416  
~GPMP*~NCD*BPR     0.32   0.0136   0.865801  
~CAP*NCD*PREV*~Rxac    0.2648   0.0704001  0.78066  
GPMP*~Dqfza*CAP*Rxac    0.2712   0.0496001  0.889764  
~CDV*GPMP*NCD*~PREV*BPR   0.1904   0.0104   0.760383  
GPMP*NCD*~PREV*BPR*Rxac         0.2744   0.0112   0.777778  
 
consistency cutoff: 0.752 
solution coverage: 0.732 
solution consistency: 0.794271 
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Table 7.4.12: Process conditions -Truth table for low rates of BP control (~BPC) 

Row PREV CDV GPMP RXQ DXQ CAP NCD RXA N= ~BPC Cases raw 
consist. 

1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 CL 1 

2 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 NS 1 

3 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 CH 1 

4 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 QN 1 

5 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 WG 0.99 

6 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 SH 0.98 

7 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 LN 0.95 

8 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 2 1 WF, BH 0.93 

9 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 CN 0.93 

10 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 GF 0.91 

11 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 ZH 0.88 

12 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 RS 0.88 

13 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 GR 0.85 

14 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 BR 0.84 

15 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 SD 0.81 

16 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 KI 0.80 

17 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 TG 0.79 

18 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 EM 0.75 

19 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 BT 0.75 

20 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 BG 0.69 

21 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 CW, CS 0.64 

22 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 KN 0.60 

23 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 LT 0.60 

24 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 ST 0.58 

25 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 0 PR, DN 0.41 

Logical remainders: rows 26-256 

 
Logical minimisation of this truth table reveals the following parsimonious solution term for low rates of BP 
control. 

 
raw   unique  
coverage  coverage  consistency  

 
RXQ*~NCD   0.389032  0.011613  0.790301  
~GPMP*RXQ   0.295484  0.043871  0.810619  
~RXQ*NCD   0.414839  0.052258  0.86193  
GPMP*~RXQ*~CAP  0.320645  0.0464516  0.814754  
~GPMP*DXQ*~CAP  0.257419  0.0187096  0.786982  
CDV*~CAP*RXace 0.3   0.0451612  0.801724  
PREV*RXQ*DXQ  0.353548  0.0741935  0.844376  
 
consistency cutoff: 0.75 
solution coverage: 0.878065 
solution consistency: 0.82385 
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Table 7.4.13: Two-step analysis - Truth table for high rates of BP control (BPC)   

Row GEN IND PCX mSCA HCR GPF PNR BPR RXA N= BPC Cases raw  
consist. 

1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 EM 1 

2 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 LT 1 

3 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 TG 1 

4 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 DN 1 

5 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 PR 1 

6 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 KN 0.89 

7 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 GF 0.88 

8 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 BR 0.86 

9 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 CS 0.78 

10 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 2 1 BG, ST 0.77 

11 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 NS 0.76 

12 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 SD 0.74 

13 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 KI 0.74 

14 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 CW 0.71 

15 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 GR 0.71 

16 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 WF 0.64 

17 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 CH 0.63 

18 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 SH 0.63 

19 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 WG 0.59 

20 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 CL 0.55 

21 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 BH 0.55 

22 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 BT 0.44 

23 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 LN 0.43 

24 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 CN 0.41 

25 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 QN 0.37 

26 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 ZH 0.34 

27 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 RS 0.34 

Logical remainders: rows 28-512 

 
Logical minimisation of this truth table reveals the following parsimonious solution term. 
 

raw   unique  
coverage  coverage  consistency  

mSCA*~HCR*~NPR   0.3456   0.0407999  0.941177  
IND*~HCR*GPF    0.328   0.1408   0.828283  
mSCA*~GPF*Rxac  0.2424   0.0639999  0.971154  
~PCX*~HCR*~NPR*~Rxac  0.412   0.0663999  0.865546  
~PCX*mSCA*GPF*~Rxac  0.3016   0.0703999  0.919512  
GEN*~IND*~GPF*BPR*Rxac  0.1816   0.0359998  0.782759  
 
consistency cutoff: 0.768 
solution coverage: 0.8408 
solution consistency: 0.817263 
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Table 7.4.14: Two-step analysis - Truth table for low rates of BP control (BPC)   

Row GEN IND PCX mSCA HCR GPF NPR BPR Rxac number ~BPC cases raw consist. 

1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 Cl 1 

2 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 RS 1 

3 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 WF 1 

4 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 BH 1 

5 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 SD 1 

6 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 LN 1 

7 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 CH 1 

8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 GR 1.00 

9 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 BT 0.96 

10 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 WG 0.93 

11 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 KI 0.90 

12 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 CN 0.88 

13 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 ZH 0.87 

14 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 QN 0.87 

15 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 CW 0.84 

16 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 SN 0.83 

17 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 NS 0.78 

18 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 BR 0.76 

19 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 KN 0.61 

20 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 CS 0.56 

21 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 2 0 BG, ST 0.51 

22 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 EM 0.45 

23 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 GF 0.42 

24 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 DN 0.40 

25 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 LT 0.36 

26 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 TG 0.20 

27 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 PR 0.20 

Logical remainders: rows 28-512 

 
Logical minimisation of this truth table reveals the following parsimonious solution term. 
 

raw   unique  
coverage  coverage  consistency  

---------- ---------- ----------  
~mSCA*HCR    0.356129  0.0606452 0.971831  
~GEN*~mSCA    0.352258  0.0703225  0.81982  
~IND*NPR    0.464516  0.150968  0.856124  
PCX*~mSCA*~GPF   0.275484  0.023871  0.926247  
~GEN*PCX*~BPR   0.125161  0.0393548  0.678322  
~IND*HCR*~GPF   0.285806  0.0277418  0.863548  
~mSCA*~GPF*NPR   0.296129  0.00258064  0.958246  
 
Consistency cutoff: 0.77907 
solution coverage: 0.874193 
solution consistency: 0.8162



 

 

 


